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Preface

This dictionary provides a basic vocabulary of terms used in the publishing
and printing industries. It is ideal for all students of publishing and related
subjects, as well as those working for the first time in printing, typesetting,
production, papermaking, electronic publishing and editorial jobs.

Each headword is explained in clear, straightforward English and quotations
from specialist publications show how the words are used in context. There
are also supplements including proof correction marks, major book prizes
and awards, information on copyright and a list of key industry resources on
the Web.

Thanks are due to Angus Phillips for his help and advice during the
production of this book.



Pronunciation Guide

The following symbols have been used to show the pronunciation of the main
words in the dictionary.

Stress is indicated by a main stress mark ( � ) and a secondary stress mark ( � ) . Note
that these are only guides, as the stress of the word changes according to its position
in the sentence.

Vowels Consonants
� back b buck
ɑ� harm d dead
ɒ stop ð other
a type d� jump
aυ how f fare
aə hire � gold
aυə hour h head
ɔ� course j yellow
ɔ annoy k cab
e head l leave
eə fair m mix
e make n nil
eυ go ŋ sing
�� word p print
i� keep r rest
i happy s save
ə about ʃ shop
 fit t take
ə near tʃ change
u annual θ theft
u� pool v value
υ book w work
υə tour x loch
' shut � measure

z zone
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A
A3A3 adjective European standard size
paper, twice the size of A4: 297 x 420mm
� You must photocopy the spreadsheet on
A3 paper.
A4A4 adjective European standard size
paper, 210 x 297mm � We must order some
more A4 headed notepaper.
A5A5 adjective European standard size
paper, half the size of A4: 148 x 210mm
AAAA abbreviation author’s alterations
A&IA&I abbreviation abstracting and indexing
ABAABA abbreviation American Booksellers’
Association
abbreviateabbreviate /ə|�bri�viet/ verb to make
something shorter by leaving out some
letters or by using only the first few letters
of each word
abbreviated textabbreviated text /ə|�bri�vietd �tekst/
noun text that is shorter than the original
abbreviationabbreviation /ə|�bri�vi |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun a
short form of a word
ableable /�eb(ə)l/ adjective quick to learn in
an educational environment
above-the-foldabove-the-fold /ə|�b�v ðə �fəυld/ noun
the part of a webpage which is seen first
without having to scroll, and so is preferred
for advertising
abrasion resistanceabrasion resistance /ə|�bre�(ə)n r|

�zstəns/ noun the ability of a surface such
as a printing plate to resist rubbing, without
showing scratches or other signs of wear
abridgeabridge /ə|�brd�/ verb to make some-
thing shorter
abridgementabridgement /ə|�brd�mənt/ noun a
shortened version of a book
absorbabsorb /əb |�zɔ�b/ verb 1. to take up liquid
� Glossy paper does not absorb ink very
well. 2. to take in a small item so as to form
part of a larger one

absorbencyabsorbency /əb|�zɔ�bənsi/ noun ability
to absorb moisture � The paper has a high
absorbency level.
absorbency testabsorbency test /əb |�zɔ�bənsi test/
noun a test carried out in a laboratory to
test how absorbent a sample of paper is

COMMENT: Paper is a relatively absorbent
substrate because there are pores in
between the fibres and mineral particles.
Liquids such as oil or water can be
absorbed through these pores. Water
absorbency and oil absorbency are quite
different properties, and as most printing
inks are oil-based, the printer is more
concerned with the oil absorbency of paper
than its water absorbency. Oil absorbency
can be measured using the PIRA Surface
Oil Absorbency Tester (SOAT), the K & N
method or the IGT method.

absorbentabsorbent /əb|�zɔ�bənt/ adjective able
to soak up moisture � highly absorbent
paper
absorptionabsorption /əb|�zɔ�pʃən/ noun taking up
moisture � the absorption of ink by the
paper
absorption costingabsorption costing /əb|�zɔ�pʃən
�kɒstŋ/ noun a costing method which
takes into account the time taken and the
overhead costs for each part of a job, rather
than dealing with the job on a single-cost
basis
absorption filterabsorption filter /əb|�zɔ�pʃən �fltə/
noun a filter that blocks certain colours
abstractabstract noun /��bstr�kt/ a summary
of the contents of a document � verb /�b|

�str�kt/ to summarise the main points of a
document
abstracting and indexingabstracting and indexing
/��bstr�ktŋ ən �ndeksŋ/ noun the
making of summaries and indexes for arti-
cles and books. Abbr A&I
ACAC abbreviation author’s corrections
academic publishingacademic publishing /��kədemk
�p�blʃŋ/ noun a branch of publishing
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which focuses on producing books and
journals for higher education
academyacademy /ə|�k�dəmi/ noun an educa-
tional institution devoted to a particular
subject
acceleratoraccelerator /ək |�seləretə/ noun a
chemical such as borax, used to make
photographic film develop more rapidly
accentaccent /��ksənt/ noun a mark put above
or below a letter in writing or printing to
show how it should be pronounced
accentedaccented /��ksəntd/ adjective with an
accent on it
acceptaccept /ək|�sept/ verb to agree to some-
thing that is being offered � He accepted
the estimate for printing. � She has
accepted our terms. � He will not accept
the job unless we increase the salary. � to
accept a book for publication to agree to
publish a book
acceptableacceptable /ək|�septəb(ə)l/ adjective
suitable for being accepted � His MS is not
acceptable as it stands, and will need
rewriting. � The terms of the contract are
not acceptable to the agent.
acceptance samplingacceptance sampling /ək |�septəns
�sɑ�mplŋ/ noun testing a small part of a
batch to see if the whole batch is good
enough
accessaccess /��kses/ noun the opportunity or
right to use something � They were given
access to all relevant information. � verb
to obtain, examine or be able to reach
something � You can access this informa-
tion in a library or on a computer. � to
access a computer file to call up and start
examining a computer file
access courseaccess course /��kses kɔ�s/ noun a
course of study designed for people
without formal educational qualifications,
so that they can gain entry to higher educa-
tion
accession numberaccession number /ək |�seʃ(ə)n
�n�mbə/ noun a consecutive number used
to identify new additions to a library or
collection in an inventory system
accessionsaccessions /ək |�seʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun
new books that are added to a library
access numberaccess number /��kses �n�mbə/ noun
the telephone number used to link to an
Internet service provider or other network
provider using a dial-up connection
access pointaccess point /��kses pɔnt/ noun a
transceiver in a wireless local area network
that connects a wired local area network to

wireless devices or that connects wireless
devices to each other
access timeaccess time /��kses tam/ noun the
time taken to get into a computer program
acclaimedacclaimed /ə |�klemd/ noun popular,
well-respected, praised by critics
accommodation addressaccommodation address /ə |�kɒmə|

�deʃ(ə)n ə|�dres/ noun an address used for
receiving messages but which is not the
real address of the company
accordion foldaccordion fold /ə |�kɔ�diən fəυld/ noun
1. a method of folding a printed sheet in
parallel folds, with one fold in one direc-
tion, and the next in the other, so that it will
unfold sideways 2. a method of folding
continuous paper, one page in one direc-
tion, the next page in the opposite direc-
tion, allowing the paper to be fed into a
printer continuously with no action on the
part of the user � also called concertina
fold, fanfold
accordion insertaccordion insert /ə|�kɔ�diən �ns!�t/
noun an insert in a magazine which is
folded in the accordion method
accountaccount /ə |�kaυnt/ noun 1. a record of
money paid or owed � Please send me an
itemised account. 2. a customer who does
a large amount of business with a firm and
has an account � He is one of our largest
accounts. � Our salesmen call on their best
accounts twice a month. � to keep the
accounts to write each sum of money in
the account book
accountantaccountant /ə|�kaυntənt/ noun a person
whose job is to keep the financial accounts
for a business
account bookaccount book /ə |�kaυnt bυk/ noun a
ledger in which accounts are kept
account-book bindingaccount-book binding /ə |�kaυnt bυk
�bandŋ/ noun a binding style used for
books that are to be written in, and there-
fore must lie flat when open
account executiveaccount executive /ə|�kaυnt " |

�zekjυtv/ noun an employee who is the
link between the company and particular
customers
accountingaccounting /ə |�kaυntŋ/ noun the
process of keeping financial records for a
company or organisation
accounting periodaccounting period /ə|�kaυntŋ
�pəriəd/ noun a period of time at the end
of which a company’s accounts are closed
for checking
accounts departmentaccounts department /ə|�kaυnts d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
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company which deals with money paid,
received, borrowed or owed
accounts manageraccounts manager /ə|�kaυnts
�m�nd�ə/ noun the manager of an
accounts department
accounts payableaccounts payable /ə|�kaυnts
�peəb(ə)l/ plural noun money owed by a
company
accounts receivableaccounts receivable /ə |�kaυnts r |

�si�vəb(ə)l/ plural noun money owed to a
company
accreditedaccredited /ə |�kredtd/ adjective
appointed by a company to act on its behalf
accurateaccurate /��kjυrət/ adjective capable of
providing information in accordance with
an accepted standard
acetateacetate /��stet/ noun transparent
plastic used for writing or drawing on, for
use with an overhead projector � The
colour separations are on acetate.
achromaticachromatic /�ekrə|�m�tk/ adjective
without any colour
achromatic colourachromatic colour /�ekrəm�tk
�k�lə/ noun a grey colour within the range
between black and white displayed by a
graphics adapter
achromatic separationsachromatic separations
/�ekrəυm�tk �sepə|�reʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun colour separations on a scanner by
using the very minimum of primary
colours and adding black
acidacid /��sd/ noun a chemical compound
containing hydrogen, which reacts with an
alkali to form a salt and water and turns
litmus paper red
acid-free paperacid-free paper /��sd fri� �pepə/
noun paper that has had certain acid chem-
icals removed, so that it will not become
yellow and brittle with age
acid processacid process /��sd �prəυses/ noun the
process of making chemical paper pulp
using acid
a circlea circle /�e �s!�k(ə)l/ noun the letter ‘a’
with a small circle over it (å), used in some
Scandinavian languages. Also called a
ring
acknowledgeacknowledge /ək |�nɒld�/ verb to
inform the sender that a message or object
has been received
acknowledgementacknowledgement /ək|�nɒld�mənt/
noun an act of acknowledging something �
She sent an acknowledgement of receipt. �
They sent a letter of acknowledgement.
acknowledgementsacknowledgements /ək |

�nɒld�mənts/ plural noun a piece of text
printed at the beginning of a written docu-

ment thanking people who have helped in
its production

COMMENT: The acknowledgements may
also include references to institutions which
have given permission to quote copyright
material or to use copyright photographs.
The acknowledgements are usually placed
after the verso of the title page and before
the preface; if short, they can be listed at the
end of the preface itself.

acousticacoustic /ə|�ku�stk/ adjective relating to
sound
acquireacquire /ə|�kwaə/ verb 1. to obtain or
buy something � to acquire the paperback
rights to a new novel 2. to gain a skill
acquisitionacquisition /��kw |�zʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. an
object or item which is obtained,
purchased or received as a donation to a
library 2. the process of learning or
obtaining a skill � The acquisition of a new
language is a long process.
acquisitions editoracquisitions editor /��kw |�zʃ(ə)nz
�edtə/, acquiring editor noun a person
who builds up a list by buying books or
rights to books from packagers or other
publishers
AcrobatAcrobat /��krəυb�t/ a trademark for a
file format developed by Adobe Systems,
which describes a graphics, text and
indexing system that allows the same
screen image or page layout file to be
displayed on different hardware
acronymacronym /��krənm/ noun a word made
from the initial letters of other words, e.g.
DIANE Direct Information Access
Network Europe
active vocabularyactive vocabulary /��ktv vəυ |

�k�bjυləri/ noun the range of words that
somebody normally uses in speech or
writing, as opposed to words they under-
stand when used by others
actualsactuals /��ktʃuəlz/ plural noun real
figures
acuteacute /ə|�kju�t/ adjective very sharp or
clear
acute accentacute accent /ə |�kju�t ��ksənt/ noun a
mark usually over the letter e (é)†to show
how it should be pronounced
adad /�d/ noun same as advertisement
adaptadapt /ə |�d�pt/ verb to change a person or
thing in order to make it suitable for a
specific purpose � Has the play been
adapted for the cinema? � She adapted the
story for TV.
adaptationadaptation /��d�p|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
film or play based on a story or novel
adapteradapter /ə|�d�ptə/ noun 1. somebody
who adapts a literary work to another
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format, e.g. a novel to a play 2. a device
that allows two or more incompatible
devices to be connected together
ad bannerad banner /��d �b�nə/ noun same as
banner ad
ad clickad click /��d klk/ noun same as click-
through
addadd /�d/ verb 1. to put figures together to
make a total � to add home and export
sales 2. to put things together to make a
large group � We are adding to the sales
force. � They have added two new lists to
their range of homecare titles.
added entryadded entry /��dd �entri/ noun a
secondary entry in an index or catalogue
addendumaddendum /ə|�dendəm/ noun an addi-
tional section at the end of a document
giving extra information (NOTE: The plural
is addenda.)
additionaddition /ə |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun something
extra to what is already there
additionaladditional /ə |�dʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective extra
or added � There is no room for any addi-
tional text matter. � The agent has
proposed additional clauses to the
contract. � You pay extra for additional
material.
additiveadditive /��dtv/ adjective produced by
adding
additive colour mixingadditive colour mixing /��dtv
�k�lə �mksŋ/ noun the mixing of
different colours to give the final colour
that is wanted
additive coloursadditive colours /��dtv �k�ləz/,
additive primary colours, additive
primaries plural noun the primary colours
red, green and blue, which when added
together form white light, and are used to
make all other colours. Compare subtrac-
tive colours
addressaddress /ə|�dres/ noun 1. details of
where somebody lives or where their busi-
ness premises are 2. a label, number or
name which locates where information is
stored � verb to deal with something � He
addressed the problem.
addresseeaddressee /��dre|�si�/ noun the person
to whom a letter, package or communica-
tion is addressed
addressing machineaddressing machine /ə |�dresŋ mə|

�ʃi�n/ noun a machine which puts
addresses on envelopes automatically
address labeladdress label /ə|�dres �leb(ə)l/ noun a
label with an address on it
address listaddress list /ə |�dres lst/ noun a list of
names and addresses of people and compa-

nies � We are continually updating our
address list of clients in Europe.
adhereadhere /əd|�hə/ verb to stick to some-
thing
adhesionadhesion /əd|�hi��(ə)n/ noun ability to
stick
adhesiveadhesive /əd|�hi�sv/ noun a substance
used to make things stick together � adjec-
tive relating to something that sticks � The
posters are stuck to the back of the stand
with adhesive tape. � The display boards
have adhesive backing.
adhesive bindingadhesive binding /əd |�hi�sv �bandŋ/
noun 1. a type of binding where the folds
of the signatures are trimmed, and not
sewn, the cover being glued to the cut
pages. Also called perfect binding 2.
same as thermoplastic binding
adhesive letteringadhesive lettering /əd|�hi�sv �letərŋ/
noun letters with an adhesive backing,
used to make display paste-ups
adjustadjust /ə|�d��st/ verb to change some-
thing to fit new conditions � to adjust
prices to take account of inflation � The
text will be adjusted at page make-up
stage. � The pages have been adjusted to
allow for the extra material which the
author has sent in. � noun a feature which
automatically changes the right-hand
margin when new text is inserted
adjustmentadjustment /ə |�d��stmənt/ noun a
slight change � to make an adjustment to
the page layout � Some adjustment of
prices is needed to take account of rising
paper costs.
admanadman /��dm�n/ noun a man who
works in advertising (informal) � The
admen are using balloons as promotional
material.
adminadmin /��dmn/ noun (informal ) 1.
administrative work in an office, especially
paperwork � There is too much admin in
this job. � The admin people have sent the
report back. 2. the administration staff in a
company � Admin say they need the report
immediately.
administeradminister /əd|�mnstə/ verb to be
responsible for managing a company, insti-
tution or country
administered priceadministered price /əd|�mnstəd
pras/ noun US a price fixed by a manufac-
turer which cannot be varied by a retailer
administrationadministration /əd|�mn|�streʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. a group of people who are respon-
sible for the management of a company,
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institution or country 2. the range of activ-
ities connected with management
administrativeadministrative /əd|�mnstrətv/ adjec-
tive referring to administration
AdobeAdobe /ə|�dəυbi/ a trade name for a
leading producer of graphics and desktop
publishing software
Adobe IllustratorAdobe Illustrator /ə|�dəυbi �ləstretə/
a trade name for a vector image and editing
software, or a drawing program
Adobe InDesignAdobe InDesign /ə|�dəυbi �ndzan/ a
trade name for a design and page layout
software
Adobe PagemakerAdobe Pagemaker /ə|�dəυbi
�ped�mekə/ a trade name for a design
and page layout software, an older form of
Adobe InDesign
Adobe PhotoshopAdobe Photoshop /ə|�dəυbi
�fəυtəυʃɒp/ a trade name for a raster
image creation, editing and format transla-
tion software
Adobe Type ManagerAdobe Type Manager /ə |�dəυbi tap
�m�nd�ə/ a trade name for a group of
software technology programs used for
describing scalable fonts. It is most
commonly used to provide fonts that can
be scaled to almost any point size, and
printed on almost any printer. Abbr ATM
adoptadopt /ə|�dɒpt/ verb to accept ideas, plans
or attitudes and be willing to carry them
out
adoptionadoption /ə|�dɒpʃən/ noun agreement
that a textbook will be used in state schools
� The company is hoping for an adoption
in Texas.
ADSADS abbreviation advertisement delivery
system
AdshelAdshel /��dʃel/ a trade name for a poster
site for advertisements in a bus shelter
adultadult /��d�lt/ noun a person who is older
than a child or over 18 years of age � the
adult paperback market � They have
started a new list of adult nonfiction titles.
adult educationadult education /��d�lt �edjυ |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun courses designed espe-
cially for adults outside the formal system
of schooling
adult literacy programmeadult literacy programme /��d�lt
�lt(ə)rəsi �prəυ"r�m/ noun a programme
to teach adults to read and write
ad valorem dutyad valorem duty /��d və|�lɔ�rəm
�dju�ti/ noun duty calculated on the sales
value of goods
advanceadvance /əd|�vɑ�ns/ noun 1. money paid
as a loan or as a part of a payment to be
made later � to pay an author an advance

of £1,000 against a royalty of 10 per cent
2. money paid by a publisher to an author
before a book is published which will be
covered by future royalties � The paper-
back houses pay advances of over $50,000
to established authors. 3. � in advance
early or beforemething happens � freight
payable in advance � price fixed in
advance � verb 1. to lend something � The
bank advanced him £100,000 against the
security of his house. 2. to make something
happen earlier � The publication date has
been advanced to May 10th. � The meeting
with the German distributors has been
advanced from 11.00 to 09.30.

COMMENT: A publishing contract often
allows an author an advance payment
against future royalties; the author will not
receive any further royalties until the
amount paid in advance has been earned
by sales of the book. Most advances on
royalties are considered to be non-
returnable (i.e., the publisher cannot ask for
his money back if the book does not sell).
Some publishers may have reason to ask
for an advance back, especially if the author
produces a MS which is not of publishable
quality.

advance blurbadvance blurb /əd|�vɑ�ns �bl!�b/ noun
a quote or review which is prepared before
a book or film is released and is used to
publicise it
advance copiesadvance copies /əd|�vɑ�ns �kɒpi�z/
plural noun copies of a book or of printed
sheets, sent by the printer direct to the
publisher’s office, before the bulk stock is
sent to the warehouse � The marketing
department needs twenty advance copies
for the exhibition. Also called advances,
advance sheets
advance information sheetadvance information sheet /əd |

�vɑ�ns �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �ʃi�t/ noun full
form of AI1
advancesadvances /əd|�vɑ�nsz/ plural noun same
as advance copies
advance sellingadvance selling /əd |�vɑ�ns �selŋ/
noun the selling of a book by a bookseller
before the official publication date set by
the publisher
advance sheetsadvance sheets /əd |�vɑ�ns �ʃi�ts/ plural
noun same as advance copies
adverseadverse /��dv!�s/ adjective bad or not
helpful � Adverse publicity about the
author did not help the sales of the book. �
adverse trading conditions bad condi-
tions for trade
advertiseadvertise /��dvətaz/ verb to announce
that something is for sale, that a job is
vacant or that a service is offered � to
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advertise a vacancy in the production
department � The author has phoned to
ask what we are doing to advertise his new
title.
advertisementadvertisement /əd|�v!�tsmənt/ noun a
notice giving information that something is
for sale, that a job or service is being
offered or that somebody wants something
� to put an advertisement in the paper
advertisement delivery systemadvertisement delivery system /əd |

�v!�tsmənt d|�lv(ə)ri �sstəm/ noun a
digital file format used in the transmission
of mono and colour images. Abbr ADS
advertisement manageradvertisement manager /əd |

�v!�tsmənt �m�nd�ə/ noun the
manager in charge of the advertisement
section of a newspaper
advertisement pageadvertisement page /əd |�v!�tsmənt
ped�/ noun a page facing the title page of
a book, which may have a list of other
works in the same series or by the same
author
advertisement paneladvertisement panel /əd |�v!�tsmənt
�p�n(ə)l/ noun a specially-designed large
advertising space in a newspaper
advertiseradvertiser /��dvətazə/ noun a person
or company that advertises things � The
advertisers will complain if circulation
drops.
advertisingadvertising /��dvətazŋ/ noun the act
of telling people about products or events
in order to make them want to buy them or
take part
advertising agencyadvertising agency /��dvətazŋ
�ed�ənsi/ noun a company that plans,
designs and manages advertising for other
companies
advertising budgetadvertising budget /��dvətazŋ
�b�d�t/ noun money planned for
spending on advertising
advertising campaignadvertising campaign /��dvətazŋ
k�m |�pen/ noun same as publicity
campaign
advertising copyadvertising copy /��dvətazŋ �kɒpi/
noun text written for an advertisement
advertising manageradvertising manager /��dvətazŋ
�m�nd�ə/ noun the manager in charge of
advertising a company’s products
advertising mediumadvertising medium /��dvətazŋ
�mi�diəm/ noun a type of advertisement
such as a TV commercial
advertising ratesadvertising rates /��dvətazŋ rets/
plural noun the amount of money charged
for advertising space in a newspaper or
advertising time on TV

advertising spaceadvertising space /��dvətazŋ
spes/ noun space in a newspaper set aside
for advertisements
advertorialadvertorial /��dv!�|�tɔ�riəl/ noun text in
a magazine which is not written by the
editorial staff but by an advertiser
adviceadvice /əd |�vas/ noun an opinion as to
what action to take � to take legal advice
to ask a lawyer to say what should be done
� The advice of the libel lawyer was to go
ahead and publish. � We took the
accountant’s advice and sent the docu-
ments to the police.
advice noteadvice note /əd |�vas nəυt/ noun a
written notice to a customer giving details
of goods ordered and shipped but not yet
delivered
adviseadvise /əd |�vaz/ verb 1. to tell somebody
about something � We are advised that the
shipment will arrive next week. � He was
advised that some of the material in the
book could be libellous. 2. to suggest to
somebody what should be done � The
accountant advised us to send the docu-
ments to the police.
advise againstadvise against /əd|�vaz ə |�"enst/ verb
to suggest that something should not be
done � The lawyers advised against
publishing the MP’s memoirs.
adviseradviser /əd |�vazə/, advisor noun a
person who suggests what should be done
� He is consulting the company’s legal
adviser.
advisoryadvisory /əd |�vaz(ə)ri/ adjective as an
adviser � He is acting in an advisory
capacity.
advisory boardadvisory board /əd|�vaz(ə)ri �bɔ�d/
noun a group of advisors
A format paperbackA format paperback /�e �fɔ�m�t
�pepəb�k/ noun a paperback with the
format 178 x 111mm
afterwordafterword /�ɑ�ftəw!�d/ noun a short
piece of text placed at the end of a book
sometimes used for a note about the author,
especially if the author has died since the
first printing of the book
against the grainagainst the grain /ə|�"enst ðə �"ren/
adjective feeding paper into a printing
press and printing on it across the grain of
the paper
agateagate /��"ət/ noun a former type size
equal to five and a half points, still used in
the USA
agate lineagate line /��"ət lan/ noun US a
measure of page space, e.g. in classified
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advertising, one column wide and 1.8 mm
deep
aged debtor reportaged debtor report /�ed�d �detə r |

�pɔ�t/ noun a computer report listing
debtors, showing the length of time their
payments are overdue
agencyagency /�ed�ənsi/ noun 1. the job of
representing another company in an area,
or an office that does this job � They signed
an agency agreement. 2. an office or busi-
ness that arranges things for other compa-
nies
agentagent /�ed�ənt/ noun somebody who
arranges work or business for other people
for a fee
agent’s commissionagent’s commission /�ed�ənts kə |

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun money, usually a
percentage of sales, paid to an agent
aggregatoraggregator /��"r"etə/ noun a piece of
software which receives information from
different sources and displays it on a
desktop
AGMAGM abbreviation Annual General
Meeting
agreed priceagreed price /ə|�"ri�d �pras/ noun a
price that has been accepted by both the
buyer and seller
agreementagreement /ə|�"ri�mənt/ noun a formal
document stating what two or more people
have decided together
agree withagree with /ə|�"ri� wð/ verb 1. to say
that your opinions are the same as some-
body else’s � I agree with the chairman
about the need to boost sales. 2. to be the
same as � The auditors’ figures do not
agree with those produced by the the
accounts department. � The figures for
sales by title do not agree with reps’ sales
by area.
AIAI1 /�e �a/ noun a document that is put
together by a publishing company to
provide sales and marketing information
about a book before publication. Full form
advance information sheet
AIAI2 abbreviation artificial intelligence
airair /eə/ noun 1. the white space on a
printed page � We need to give the text
some more air. 2. a method of travelling or
sending goods using aircraft � to send a
shipment by air
airbrushairbrush /�eə|�br�ʃ/ noun a machine that
uses compressed air to spray ink or paint �
He uses an airbrush to create soft back-
ground effects. � verb to paint using an
airbrush

air cargoair cargo /�eə �kɑ�"əυ/ noun goods sent
by air
air-dried paperair-dried paper /�eə drad �pepə/ noun
good-quality paper made and dried slowly
in air, instead of being passed over heated
rollers
air forwardingair forwarding /�eə �fɔ�wədŋ/ noun the
act of arranging for goods to be shipped by
air
air freightair freight /�eə fret/ noun a method of
shipping goods in an aircraft
airfreightairfreight /�eəfret/ verb to send goods
by air � to airfreight a consignment to
Mexico � We airfreighted the shipment
because our agent ran out of stock.
air freight chargesair freight charges /�eə fret
�tʃɑ�d�z/, air freight rates /�eə fret
�rets/ plural noun money charged for
sending goods by air
air letterair letter /�eə �letə/ noun a special sheet
of thin blue paper which when folded can
be sent by airmail without an envelope
airmailairmail /�eəmel/ noun a system of trans-
porting letters and packages by air � verb
to send letters or parcels by air � to airmail
a document to New York
airport editionairport edition /�eəpɔ�t |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun
a large-format paperback version of a new
book, which may be available to buy in an
airport shop several weeks before its offi-
cial publication date
airport fictionairport fiction /�eəpɔ�t �fkʃ(ə)n/ noun
a type of fiction which sells well at
airports, generally because does not deal
with serious subjects and is therefore easy
to read on a plane journey or on holiday
airtightairtight /�eətat/ adjective not allowing
air to get in � The goods are packed in
airtight containers.
ALAALA abbreviation American Library
Association
Albion pressAlbion press /��lbiən pres/ noun a
make of solid old hand press, made of cast
iron, still used for printing lithographs and
other fine art printing work
albumalbum /��lbəm/ noun a collection in
book form of short literary or musical
pieces or pictures
album paperalbum paper /��lbəm �pepə/ noun
thick paper with an antique finish, used for
making the pages of photograph albums
aliasingaliasing /�eliəsŋ/ noun jagged edges on
a curved line in an image that appear when
it is enlarged
alignalign /ə|�lan/ verb to place two objects
side by side in a line
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aligning edgealigning edge /ə|�lanŋ ed�/ noun the
edge of an optical character recognition
system used to position a document
alignmentalignment /ə|�lanmənt/ noun the
ordering of lines of type relative to a
margin or line � in alignment correctly
aligned
all capsall caps /�ɔ�l �k�ps/ adjective of text, set
entirely in uppercase letters
all expenses paidall expenses paid /�ɔ�l k |�spensz
�ped/ adjective with all costs paid by the
company � an all expenses paid trip to a
conference in San Francisco
alleyalley /��li/ noun a white space between
two columns of text
all-inall-in /�ɔ�l �n/ adjective including every-
thing
all in handall in hand /�ɔ�l n �h�nd/ adjective
relating to a typesetting job which is with
the compositors
all-in priceall-in price /�ɔ�l n �pras/, all-in rate
/�ɔ�l n �ret/ noun the price of something
which covers all items in the purchase such
as goods, delivery, tax and insurance
all rights reservedall rights reserved /�ɔ�l �rats r|

�z!�vd/ phrase printed on books and docu-
ments to show that they are subject to
copyright
all upall up /�ɔ�l ��p/ adjective relating to a
typesetting job where the compositors
have finished setting the copy
alphabetalphabet /��lfəbet/ noun a set of letters
or symbols in a fixed order used for writing
the words of a language
alphabeticalalphabetical /��lfə |�betk(ə)l/ adjective
in the same order as the letters of the
alphabet
alphabetical indexalphabetical index /��lfəbetk(ə)l
�ndeks/ noun an index where the items
are listed in the order of the letters of the
alphabet
alphabeticallyalphabetically /��lfə |�betkli/ adverb in
alphabetical order � The files are arranged
alphabetically under the customer’s name.
alphabetical orderalphabetical order /��lfəbetk(ə)l
�ɔ�də/ noun arrangement according to the
usual order of letters in an alphabet � The
authors’ names are given in alphabetical
order.
alphabetic character setalphabetic character set /��lfəbetk
�k�rktə �set/ noun characters, both capi-
tals and small letters, that make up the
alphabet
alphabetic shiftalphabetic shift /��lfəbetk �ʃft/
noun the shift key which activates the
letters on an alphanumeric pad

alphabetisealphabetise /��lfəbetaz/, alphabetize
verb to sort into alphabetical order
alphabet lengthalphabet length /��lfəbet leŋθ/ noun
the space taken by the 26 lower case letters
of the alphabet in a particular typeface,
measured in points
alphamosaicalphamosaic /��lfəməυ|�zek/ adjec-
tive a very basic character set used in low-
resolution graphics display mediums such
as teletext
alphanumeric charactersalphanumeric characters
/��lfənjυmerk �k�rktəz/, alphanu-
merics /��lfənjυ|�merks/ plural noun
letters and Arabic numerals, and other
signs such as punctuation marks. Also
called alphanumeric set
alphanumeric dataalphanumeric data /��lfənjυmerk
�detə/ noun data shown by the letters of
the alphabet and the Arabic numerals
alphanumeric displayalphanumeric display
/��lfənjυmerk d |�sple/ noun a display
device able to show characters as well as
numbers
alphanumeric keyboardalphanumeric keyboard
/��lfənjυmerk �ki�bɔ�d/ noun a
keyboard containing character keys as well
as numerical keys
alphanumeric setalphanumeric set /��lfənjυ |�merk
set/ noun same as alphanumeric charac-
ters
alphaphotographicalphaphotographic /��lfəfəυtəυ|

�"r�fk/ adjective representing pictures
using predefined characters, for teletext
services
alpha pulpalpha pulp /��lfə p�lp/ noun wood pulp
with almost all the cellulose removed
alphasortalphasort /��lfə |�sɔ�t/ verb to sort data
into alphabetical order
alteralter /�ɔ�ltə/ verb to change
alterationalteration /�ɔ�ltə |�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
change which is made � He made some
alterations to the print specifications. �
The agreement was signed without any
alterations. � The proofs were passed for
press with no alterations.

COMMENT: An alteration is a change made
by the author or publisher to a proof, where
there is no error on the part of the printer.
Changes to correct errors made by the
printer are called ‘corrections’.

alternate selectionalternate selection /ɔ�l |�t!�nət s |

�lekʃən/ noun a book which is the second
choice offered to book club members
ALT tagALT tag /�ɔ�lt t�"/ noun a piece of text
attached to an image on a webpage, which
is displayed when graphics are unavailable
or have been turned off
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Amazon

Amazon /��məzən/ a trade name for a
leading online seller of books, CDs DVDs
and other products
ambient media

ambient media /��mbiənt �mi�diə/
noun advertising media outdoors, e.g.
posters, advertisements on the sides of
buses, etc.
amend

amend /ə|�mend/ verb to change some-
thing written or said
amendment

amendment /ə |�mendmənt/ noun some-
thing that is added to a written or verbal
statement in order to change it
American

American /ə |�merkən/ adjective refer-
ring to the United States of America � She
is asking for American paperback rights. �
The American edition is not for sale in
Europe.
American Booksellers’ Association

American Booksellers’ Associa-
tion /ə|�merkən �bυkseləz ə |

�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation repre-
senting American booksellers, which
sponsors an annual convention at which
publishing companies have stands showing
their new titles. Abbr ABA (NOTE: The
book fair sponsored by the ABA, and
formerly also called ‘the ABA’, has
changed its name to BookExpo America.)
American groove

American groove /ə|�merkən "ru�v/
noun a joint in binding, where space is left
between the board and the spine to allow
the book to open flat. Also called French
groove
Americanisation

Americanisation /ə|�merkəna|

�zeʃ(ə)n/, Americanization noun
changing the spelling and style of a book
written in English from British to Amer-
ican English (NOTE: The reverse process is
Briticisation.)
Americanise

Americanise /ə|�merkənaz/, Ameri-
canize verb to change the spelling and
style of a book written in English from
British to American. � British traditional
market

COMMENT: American rights are the
permission given by a publisher from
outside the USA to an American publisher
to publish an American edition of a work;
this usually includes the right to publish the
book in Canada. In the case of works first
published in Great Britain, the rights will
cover the Americanisation of the spelling
and syntax. It is sometimes not easy for a
British publisher to limit the market for an
American edition to the USA alone, or to
prevent the edition from being sold in
markets outside the UK where American
publishing companies have a strong
marketing presence, such as Australia.

American Library AssociationAmerican Library Association /ə|

�merkən �labrəri ə |�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun
the oldest and largest library association in
the world for the support of qualified
librarians and information workers. Abbr
ALA
American Publishers AssociationAmerican Publishers Association
/ə|�merkən �p�blʃəz ə |�səυsieʃ(ə)n/
noun an organisation that represents Amer-
ican publishers. Abbr APA
American Sign LanguageAmerican Sign Language /ə|

�merkən �san �l�ŋ"wd�/ noun a
system of communication used by people
with impaired hearing that uses motions or
gestures of the hands. Abbr ASL
American Standard Code for Information InterchangeAmerican Standard Code for Infor-
mation Interchange /ə |�merkən
�st�ndəd kəυd fər �nfəmeʃ(ə)n
�ntətʃend�/ noun a computer code
which represents alphanumeric characters
as binary code. Abbr ASCII
ampersandampersand /��mpəs�nd/ noun a
symbol (&) meaning ‘and’
analogue proofanalogue proof /��n(ə)lɒ" pru�f/ noun
a proof which very closely approximates
the actual appearance and finish of the
printed page
analyseanalyse /��nəlaz/ verb to examine a
situation in detail in order to understand it
better
analysisanalysis /ə |�n�ləss/ noun the process of
examining something in detail
analystanalyst /��nəlst/ noun a person who
analyses data
ancestral fileancestral file /�n|�sestrəl �fal/ noun a
system of backing up computer files, from
son to father to grandfather file, where the
son is the current working file
anecdotalanecdotal /��nk|�dəυt(ə)l/ adjective
consisting of or based on second-hand
accounts rather than first-hand knowledge
or scientific investigation
angleangle /��ŋ"əl/ noun a corner where two
sides join
angle barsangle bars /��ŋ"əl bɑ�z/ plural noun
metal rods on a rotary press which turn the
web of paper so that it is running in a
different direction. Also called turner bars
angle bracketsangle brackets /��ŋ"əl �br�kts/
plural noun signs ([ and ]) used in mathe-
matical setting
angle cutterangle cutter /��ŋ"əl �k�tə/ noun a
machine for cutting paper from a reel
aniline dyeaniline dye /��nlan da/ noun
synthetic dye made from a benzene base
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aniline foilaniline foil /��nlan fɔl/ noun a foil
used in blocking covers, which contains
aniline dyes
aniline inkaniline ink /��nlan ŋk/ noun a type of
quick-drying ink
anilo rolleranilo roller /��nləυ �rəυlə/ noun a
roller used in flexography to apply aniline
ink
animal tub-sizedanimal tub-sized /��nm(ə)l sazd
�pepə/ adjective referring to paper which
has been treated by passing it through a
bath of gelatine. Abbr ATS
ann.ann. abbreviation annals
annalannal /��n(ə)l/ noun a periodical that
records events and reports in a field of
research
annalsannals /��n(ə)lz/ plural noun history in
general, as it is recorded in books and other
documents
annexeannexe noun /��neks/ 1. an appendix,
epilogue or other additional material
attached to a larger document 2. US a
supplement to a specialised book � verb /ə|

�neks/ to attach something such as a docu-
ment
annotateannotate /��nətet/ verb to add notes to
something written in order to explain it
more fully
annotated bibliographyannotated bibliography /��nətetd
�bbli|�ɒ"rəfi/ noun a bibliography with
notes
annotated textannotated text /��nətetd �tekst/
noun text with notes written by an editor
annotationannotation /��nə |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a note
written to explain items in a text
announceannounce /ə|�naυns/ verb to tell some-
thing to the public � The publishing house
has announced its titles for the Spring list.
� The results of the literary prize will be
announced next week.
announcementannouncement /ə|�naυnsmənt/ noun
the act of telling something to the public �
The company delayed the announcement of
its spring publishing programme.
annualannual /��njuəl/ adjective 1. happening
once a year 2. coming out once a year �
noun a book that is published and updated
once a year
annual accountsannual accounts /��njuəl ə|�kaυnts/
plural noun accounts prepared at the end of
a financial year
Annual General MeetingAnnual General Meeting /��njuəl
�d�en(ə)rəl �mi�tŋ/ noun a meeting of all
the shareholders, when the company’s
financial situation is discussed with the
directors. Abbr AGM

annuallyannually /��njuəli/ adverb each year �
Our prices are raised annually on March
1st.
annual reportannual report /��njuəl r|�pɔ�t/ noun a
report of a company’s financial situation at
the end of a year, sent to all the share-
holders
anodised plateanodised plate /��nədazd �plet/
noun a plate used in offset printing, which
is specially coated to prevent wear
anonanon /ə |�nɒn/ abbreviation anonymous
anonymanonym /��nənm/ noun a publication
whose author is unnamed or unknown
anonymousanonymous /ə|�nɒnməs/ adjective of
unknown name or authorship
answeranswer /�ɑ�nsə/ noun a reply or letter
written following an order; publishers’
answers are usually computerised, and take
the form of recognised abbreviations, such
as RP/ND or OP
antedateantedate /��nt |�det/ verb to put an
earlier date on a document � The invoice
was antedated to January 1st.
anthologiseanthologise /�n|�θɒləd�az/, antholo-
gize verb 1. to gather works from different
writers, musicians or artists into a collec-
tion 2. to compile or publish an anthology
anthologyanthology /�n |�θɒləd�i/ noun a book
that consists of essays, stories or poems by
different writers
anthology pieceanthology piece /�n |�θɒləd�i pi�s/
noun a poem or passage which appears
frequently in anthologies
anti-aliasinganti-aliasing /��nti �eliəsŋ/ noun the
process of reducing the effects of jagged
edges in graphics by using shades of grey
to blend in along edges. Also called dejag-
ging
anti-dumpinganti-dumping /��nti �d�mpŋ/ adjec-
tive protecting a country against dumping �
anti-dumping legislation
anti-halation backinganti-halation backing /��nti hə |

�leʃ(ə)n �b�kŋ/ noun backing to a film
which prevents caused by reflection from
the emulsion causing a halo effect on the
image
antimonyantimony /��ntməni/ noun a metal
which forms part of the alloy used in metal
type

COMMENT: The other metals in the alloy are
lead and tin. Antimony is added to make the
alloy harder, and better able to make very
thin lines.

AntiquaAntiqua /�n |�ti�kwə/ noun a German
name for roman typeface
antiquarianantiquarian /��nt|�kweəriən/ adjective
relating to or dealing with antiques or
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antiquities, especially rare and old books.
Abbr antiq. � noun a very large size of
handmade paper
antiquarian booksellerantiquarian bookseller /��nt|

�kweəriən �bυk|�selə/ noun a bookseller
who specialises in expensive old books
antique faceantique face /�n |�ti�k fes/ noun one of
a range of old-style typefaces
antique finishantique finish /�n |�ti�k �fnʃ/ noun
paper with a rough surface which looks as
if it is handmade, or any bulky rough-
finished paper
antique laid paperantique laid paper /�n|�ti�k �led
�pepə/ noun fine paper which imitates old
handmade paper, with watermarks in the
form of fine straight lines across the paper
and thick lines along the grain. Also called
laid paper
anti-setoffanti-setoff /��nti �setɒf/ adjective
preventing the ink of one page staining the
facing page
anti-setoff paperanti-setoff paper /��nti �setɒf �pepə/
noun thin transparent paper put between
the pages of an expensive illustrated book
anti-setoff sprayanti-setoff spray /��nti �setɒf �spre/
noun fine powder used on a press to
prevent set-off between sheets
anycastanycast /�enikɑ�st/ noun an act of
sending data across a computer network
from a single user to the nearest receiver
APAP abbreviation PUBL Associated Press
a.p.a.p. abbreviation PUBL author’s proof
apertureaperture /��pətʃə/ noun a partially-
enclosed rounded white space in a letter
such as ‘c’ or ‘S’
apexapex /�epeks/ noun the top part of a char-
acter such as a capital ‘A’, where the
strokes meet
apostropheapostrophe /ə |�pɒstrəfi/ noun a punctu-
ation mark which indicates either contrac-
tion or possession
app.app. abbreviation PUBL appendix
apparent densityapparent density /ə|�p�rənt �densti/
noun the weight of a particular volume of
paper, calculated by dividing the basic
weight by the thickness
appealappeal /ə|�pi�l/ noun 1. the attractiveness
of something which makes it popular � The
illustrations have a lot to do with the
book’s continuing appeal. 2. a request for
something to be reconsidered � verb to
attract somebody � These titles should
appeal to the under-25 market. � The idea
of working in Australia for six months
appealed to her.

appearappear /ə|�pə/ verb 1. to be published �
The book is advertised to appear in the
spring. � The second volume will appear
shortly. 2. to seem � The company
appeared to be doing well.
appearing sizeappearing size /ə|�pərŋ saz/ noun
the size of a printed character on the page,
not the same as body size (NOTE: The
maximum appearing size of a face is the
distance between the ascender and
descender lines. The body size is indicated
by points, and the appearing size may be
several points smaller.)
appendappend /ə|�pend/ verb to add extra infor-
mation to something, especially to a docu-
ment
appendixappendix /ə|�pendks/ noun a section at
the end of a document giving extra infor-
mation (NOTE: The plural is appendices /ə|

�pendsi�z/ .)
COMMENT: Appendices are always printed
at the back of a book, always starting on a
right-hand page. They must be laid out in a
way which shows clearly that they are not
part of the main text.

Apple MacApple Mac /��p(ə)l m�k/, Apple
Macintosh computer a trade name for a
range of personal computers developed by
Apple Inc. that has a graphical user inter-
face.
appletapplet /��plət/ noun a small application
program on the Internet designed to
enhance the functionality of a webpage
application formapplication form /��pl |�keʃ(ə)n
�fɔ�m/ noun a standardised form to be
filled in when applying for something
approvalapproval /ə|�pru�v(ə)l/ noun agreement �
All jackets must be submitted to the
author’s agent for approval.
approval copyapproval copy /ə|�pru�v(ə)l �kɒpi/ noun
an inspection copy of a book sent to a
teacher which may be kept without
payment if a class set of the book is
ordered for the students
approveapprove /ə |�pru�v/ verb to agree to � to
approve the terms of a contract
apronapron /�eprən/ noun 1. in paper making,
a strip of rubber at the end of a flow box to
close the gap beneath the wire mesh 2. US
an extra wide margin on a page which has
a fold-out
APR plateAPR plate /�e pi� �ɑ� �plet/ noun a
printing plate made from photopolymer
resin, used in flexography and rotary letter-
press. Full form Asahi Photopolymer
Resin plate
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aquatint

aquatint /��kwətnt/ noun 1. a printing
process using a copper plate, which is
etched to produce halftones 2. a print made
in this way
AR

AR abbreviation aspect ratio
Arabic numerals

Arabic numerals /��rəbk
�nju�mərəl/, Arabic numbers /��rəbk
�n�mbəz/, Arabic figures /��rəbk
�f"əz/ plural noun normal numbers (such
as 1, 2, 3, etc.) as opposed to Roman
numerals (I, II, III, IV, etc.) � The page
numbers are written in Arabic figures.
archetype

archetype /�ɑ�ktap/ noun a document
or book that illustrates the styles of a
particular time and subject
architecture

architecture /�ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun the
planning and design of buildings or
systems
archival paper

archival paper /�ɑ�kav(ə)l �pepə/
noun special acid-free paper used for
important documents such as wills, which
may have to be kept for a very long time
archive

archive /�ɑ�kav/ noun 1. a public record,
document or photograph of historical
interest kept in an official repository 2. a
collection of documents and records
relating to the history of an organisation �
verb to put data in storage
archived copy

archived copy /�ɑ�kavd �kɒpi/ noun a
copy of something such as a computer file
or a book kept in storage
archive file

archive file /�ɑ�kav fal/ noun a file
containing data which is out of date, but
which is kept for future reference
archives

archives /�ɑ�kavz/ plural noun docu-
ments relating to an organisation, person or
company, kept for many years � The
company’s archives contain documents
referring to the founders of the company in
the 18th century.
area

area /�eəriə/ noun a space in a building
such as a library, designated for a particular
purpose, e.g. a reference area
area composition

area composition /�eəriə
�kɒmpəzʃ(ə)n/ noun the composition of
pages so that as many elements as possible
are in place to reduce or eliminate page
make-up
area fill

area fill /�eəriə fl/ noun a graphics
instruction to fill an area of the screen or an
enclosed pattern with a colour or pattern
area graph

area graph /�eəriə "rɑ�f/ noun a line
graph in which the area below the line is
filled with a pattern or colour

area layoutarea layout /�eəriə �leaυt/ noun a
layout of the printing area of a page, made
up during area make-up
area managerarea manager /�eəriə �m�nd�ə/ noun
a manager who is responsible for a part of
the country
a ringa ring /�e rŋ/ noun same as a circle
armarm /ɑ�m/ noun a horizontal stroke on a
character which is unconnected to another
stroke at one end, such as the middle bar in
‘f’
arrowarrow /��rəυ/ noun a printing sign which
points in a particular direction
arrowheadarrowhead /��rəυhed/ noun a printed
sign which is usually used to show a cross-
reference
artart /ɑ�t/ noun creative work such as
painting, drawing, music or sculpture
art boardart board /�ɑ�t bɔ�d/ noun shiny wood-
free coated card used for colour covers
art bookart book /�ɑ�t bυk/ noun a book with
illustrations, dealing with a painter,
sculptor, style of design or other art topic
art departmentart department /�ɑ�t d|�pɑ�tmənt/
noun the section of a publishing company
that deals with illustrations or book jackets
articlearticle /�ɑ�tk(ə)l/ noun 1. a piece of
writing in a newspaper or magazine 2. a
message sent to an electronic newsgroup
articles of associationarticles of association /�ɑ�tk(ə)lz
əv ə|�səυsi|�eʃ(ə)n/, articles of incorpo-
ration /�ɑ�tk(ə)lz əv n |�kɔ�pə |�reʃ(ə)n/
plural noun a document that regulates the
way in which a company’s affairs are
managed � This procedure is not allowed
under the articles of association of the
company.
articles of partnershiparticles of partnership /�ɑ�tk(ə)lz
əv �pɑ�tnəʃp/ plural noun a document
that sets up the legal conditions of a part-
nership
artificial intelligenceartificial intelligence /�ɑ�tfʃ(ə)l n|

�teld�əns/ noun the design and develop-
ment of computers which attempt to
imitate some human characteristics. Abbr
AI
artistartist /�ɑ�tst/ noun a person who creates
artwork for use in a book
art paperart paper /�ɑ�t �pepə/ noun shiny paper,
coated on one or both sides with china clay
and size, used for illustrations, especially
halftones
art publisherart publisher /�ɑ�t �p�blʃə/ noun a
publisher who specialises in art books
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artworkartwork /�ɑ�tw!�k/ noun drawings,
photographs and text prepared for inclu-
sion in a book or advertisement. Abbr a/w
Asahi Photopolymer Resin plateAsahi Photopolymer Resin plate
full form of APR plate
ascenderascender /ə|�sendə/ noun 1. the part of a
lower case letter such as h, d or b that
projects above the body of the letter 2. a
lower case letter with an ascender
ascender lineascender line /ə|�sendə lan/ noun a
line marking the top of the ascenders in a
row of type, slightly higher than the cap
line
ascending letterascending letter /ə|�sendŋ �letə/ noun
a letter that has an ascender, such as ‘b’, ‘d’
or ‘l’
ASCIIASCII /��ski/ abbreviation American
Standard Code for Information Inter-
change
ASCII characterASCII character /��ski �k�rktə/ noun
a character which is in the ASCII list of
codes
ASCII fileASCII file /��ski fal/ noun a stored file
containing only ASCII coded character
data � Make an ASCII file of the document
for clients who use different word-
processing software.
ASCII keyboardASCII keyboard /��ski �ki�bɔ�d/ noun
a keyboard which gives all the ASCII char-
acters
A seriesA series /�e �səri�z/, A sizes plural
noun ISO recommended international
standard sizes of paper, also used for sizes
of computer screen. � B series, C series

COMMENT: A sizes of paper are based on
the largest size (A0), which is 1189 x
841mm; folded once, this gives A1 (841 x
594mm), which if folded once gives A2 (594
x 420mm), and so on.

aspect ratioaspect ratio /��spekt �reʃiəυ/ noun
the ratio of the width to the height of an
illustration, used especially in computer
graphics. Abbr AR
ASPICASPIC /��spk/ noun a set of codes
adopted by the BPIF as standard for
marking up text. Full form author’s
standard pre-press interfacing code
assembleassemble /ə |�semb(ə)l/ verb 1. to bring
the parts of a collection together 2. to fit the
parts of something together to make it
whole
assemblyassembly /ə|�sembli/ noun the process or
result of putting together the various parts
of an item � They put in an estimate for the
assembly of the learning kits. � The editor
wants to check the page assembly of the
film positives.

asset valueasset value /��set �v�lju�/ noun the
value of a company calculated by adding
together all its assets
assignassign /ə|�san/ verb to allocate a task to
a person or send somebody to work in a
particular place

COMMENT: If an author assigns the
copyright in his work to someone else,
usually for a fee, this means that he no
longer has any interest in the work. In some
cases (such as where the book sells badly)
this is a better deal for the author than a
normal publishing agreement, where the
author licenses a publisher to publish his
work against payment of a royalty. The
outright purchase of a copyright was
common until the 20th century, and is still
practised by some publishers.

assigneeassignee /��sa|�ni�/ noun a person who
receives something that has been assigned
assignmentassignment /ə |�sanmənt/ noun a task
often given as part of a programme of
study
assignorassignor /��sa |�nɔ�/ noun a person who
assigns a right to somebody
assistassist /ə|�sst/ verb to help somebody,
e.g. by giving them information
assistantassistant /ə|�sst(ə)nt/ noun somebody
who is employed to help another in their
work
assistant editorassistant editor /ə|�sst(ə)nt �edtə/
noun a deputy who can replace an editor
when he or she is away
associateassociate /ə |�səυsiət/ noun somebody
you work with
associate directorassociate director /ə|�səυsiət da |

�rektə/ noun a director who attends board
meetings, but has not been elected by the
shareholders
associationassociation /ə |�səυsi |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun a
group of people or of companies with the
same interest � a book trade association �
a printers’ association
association copyassociation copy /ə |�səυsi|�eʃ(ə)n
�kɒpi/ noun a copy of a book which has a
connection with the author, e.g. a copy
given by the author to a friend or the
author’s own copy with his or her notes in
it
assortmentassortment /ə |�sɔ�tmənt/ noun a mixed
lot of bargain books, with books on various
subjects often all sold at the same price
asteriskasterisk /��stərsk/ noun a symbol in
the form of a star (*) used to mark things to
be noted � verb to mark something with an
asterisk or a star-shaped symbol, especially
to draw attention to it
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asteriskedasterisked /��st(ə)rskt/ adjective with
an asterisk attached � The asterisked titles
are also available in hardback.
asterismasterism /��st!�rz(ə)m/ noun a
triangle formed of three asterisks which
calls the reader’s attention to a following
passage
as to pressas to press /�əz tυ �pres/ adjective
referring to proofs of a colour magazine
which show the correct position of the
colour work
asymmetric typographyasymmetric typography
/��smetrk ta |�pɒ"rəfi/ noun a typo-
graphic style which achieves strength and
liveliness by ranging left or right and
avoiding centred lines
asymmetryasymmetry /� |�smətri/ noun a lack of
symmetry or lack of balance between two
parts
asynchronousasynchronous /e|�sŋkrənəs/ adjec-
tive not needing to be synchronised
asynchronous transfer modeasynchronous transfer mode /e|

�sŋkrənəs �tr�nsf!� �məυd/ noun a
method for transferring data very quickly
using broadband. Abbr ATM
atlasatlas /��tləs/ noun a book of maps
ATMATM abbreviation 1. Adobe Type
Manager 2. asynchronous transfer mode
ATSATS abbreviation animal tub-sized
attendantattendant /ə |�tendənt/ noun somebody
employed to serve or help members of the
public in a public institution or place
attributeattribute /��trbju�t/ noun a single bit
that defines whether the font has a partic-
ular characteristic, e.g. whether it is
displayed in normal, bold or underlined
auctionauction /�ɔ�kʃən/ noun the selling of
rights in a book where publishers offer
bids, and the book is sold to the person who
makes the highest offer � The rights
manager has announced that there will be
an auction for the film rights. � verb to sell
something at an auction � The paperback
rights were auctioned for $500,000. � The
copy of the Gutenberg Bible was auctioned
for more than $10 million.
audiovisualaudiovisual /�ɔ�diəυ �v�uəl/ adjective
1. relating to sound and vision, especially
when combined, e.g. in a presentation
using both film and sound recordings �
audiovisual media 2. relating to hearing
and seeing � an audiovisual experience
Abbr AV
audiovisual aidaudiovisual aid /�ɔ�diəυv�uəl �ed/
noun a teaching or lecture aid that
combines sound and vision, e.g. in the

form of video equipment, software
programs or slides accompanied by sound
recordings
audiovisual materialsaudiovisual materials /�ɔ�diəυv�uəl
mə |�təriəlz/ plural noun materials that can
be listened to and looked at, such as CDs or
slides with recorded speech
auditaudit /�ɔ�dt/ verb to examine something
officially to make sure it is correct � noun
an examination of the books and accounts
of a company � to carry out the annual
audit
auditingauditing /�ɔ�dtŋ/ noun the act of exam-
ining the books and accounts of a company
auditorauditor /�ɔ�dtə/ noun a person who
audits books and accounts � The AGM
appoints the company’s auditors.
audit trailaudit trail /�ɔ�dt trel/ noun 1. a record
of all interactions with a system, kept to
assess the level of use 2. a record showing
what operations a computer or computer
user has performed in a specific period of
time
AugustijnAugustijn /ɔ� |�"�stn/ noun a 12 point
type unit used in the Netherlands, corre-
sponding to the UK pica em
authenticauthentic /ɔ�|�θentk/ adjective known to
be real and not a copy
authenticateauthenticate /ɔ�|�θentket/ verb to say
that something is true
authenticityauthenticity /�ɔ�θen|�tsti/ noun the
quality of being authentic
authorauthor /�ɔ�θə/ noun somebody who
writes books or articles � verb 1. to be the
author of something � The book is
authored by a college professor. 2. to create
a multimedia presentation or application
by combining text, video, sound and
images using a programming language or
special multimedia authoring system
author biographyauthor biography /�ɔ�θə ba|�ɒ"rəfi/,
author bio noun a short description of the
author, including their previously
published works, usually included with an
AI
authoringauthoring /�ɔ�θərŋ/ noun the act of
creating a multimedia application by
combining sound, video and images,
usually using a script or authoring software
authorisationauthorisation /�ɔ�θəra |�zeʃ(ə)n/,
authorization noun permission or power
to do something � Do you have authorisa-
tion for this expenditure? � The bookshop
cannot return copies without the
publisher’s authorisation.
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authorise

authorise /�ɔ�θəraz/, authorize verb to
give official permission for something to
be done
authorised biography

authorised biography /�ɔ�θərazd
ba|�ɒ"rəfi/ noun a biography that has been
written with the permission of the subject
or, if the subject is dead, with the permis-
sion of the relatives or the estate (NOTE:
The opposite is an unauthorised biog-
raphy.)
authority

authority /ɔ� |�θɒrti/ noun an expert in
the field
author promotion tour

author promotion tour /�ɔ�θə prə |

�məυʃ(ə)n �tυə/ noun a tour made by an
author to promote his or her book, e.g.
appearing on local radio programmes and
signing copies in bookshops
author questionnaire

author questionnaire /�ɔ�θə
�kwestʃə|�neə/ noun a form sent to the
author of a book, asking for details of his or
her life, and also for ideas on the best
markets for the book
author’s agent

author’s agent /�ɔ�θəz �ed�ənt/ noun
a person who represents an author and
takes a percentage of his or her royalty
author’s alterations

author’s alterations /�ɔ�θəz �ɔ�ltə |

�reʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun same as author’s
corrections
author’s contract

author’s contract /�ɔ�θəz �kɒntr�kt/
noun a contract between a publisher and an
author
author’s copies

author’s copies /�ɔ�θəz �kɒpi�z/ plural
noun free copies of a book given to the
author under the terms of his or her
contract with the publisher (NOTE:
Normally an author is given six free copies,
but may receive fewer if the book is a very
expensive one.)
author’s corrections

author’s corrections /�ɔ�θəz kə|

�rekʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun a change to proofs
which is made by an author, and which is
charged to the author if too many are made.
Also called author’s alterations. Abbr AC
author’s discount

author’s discount /�ɔ�θəz �dskaυnt/
noun a discount allowed to an author who
wants to buy copies of his or her own
works, or sometimes to buy copies of other
books published by his or her publisher
authorship

authorship /�ɔ�θəʃp/ noun the fact of
being the author of something � She is
credited with the authorship of several of
the poems. � They are trying to discover
the authorship of the book about the Presi-
dent.

author’s proofsauthor’s proofs /�ɔ�θəz pru�fs/ plural
noun proofs checked by the printer’s reader
and sent to the author to read and correct
author’s standard pre-press interfacing codeauthor’s standard pre-press inter-
facing code noun full form of ASPIC
auto-auto- /ɔ�təυ/ prefix done automatically
autobiographyautobiography /�ɔ�təυba |�ɒ"rəfi/
noun an account of a person’s life written
by that person
autoflowautoflow /�ɔ�təυfləυ/ noun text that
automatically flows around a graphic
image or from one page to the next
autographautograph /�ɔ�tə"rɑ�f/ noun the signa-
ture of somebody famous � verb to sign a
copy of one’s book � He gave an auto-
graphed copy of his novel to the library.
autographing sessionautographing session /�ɔ�tə"rɑ�fŋ
�seʃ(ə)n/ noun a publicity party where the
author signs copies of his or her book in a
bookshop for people who have bought
them
auto-indentauto-indent /�ɔ�təυ �ndent/ noun an
instruction for the automatic indenting of a
text by a typesetter
auto-indexingauto-indexing /�ɔ�təυ �ndeksŋ/ noun
the process of automatic indexing using a
computer program
automaticautomatic /�ɔ�tə|�m�tk/ adjective able
to operate by itself without constant user
input
automaticallyautomatically /�ɔ�tə |�m�tkli/ adverb
working without a person giving instruc-
tions � Address labels are printed automat-
ically at the same time as the invoices. �
The typesetting machine justifies lines
automatically.
automatic carriage returnautomatic carriage return
/�ɔ�təm�tk �k�rd� r|�t!�n/ noun a
system where the cursor automatically
returns to the beginning of a new line when
it reaches the end of the previous one
automatic data processingautomatic data processing
/�ɔ�təm�tk �detə �prəυsesŋ/ noun data
processing done by a computer
automatic dictionaryautomatic dictionary /�ɔ�təm�tk
�dkʃən(ə)ri/ noun the dictionary of words
in a spelling check program
automatic font downloadingautomatic font downloading
/�ɔ�təm�tk �fɒnt dəυn |�ləυdŋ/ noun a
process in which special font information
is sent to a printer by the application
automatic headingautomatic heading /�ɔ�təm�tk
�hedŋ/ noun the making of headings auto-
matically by the computer page make-up
program
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automatic sewerautomatic hyphenation and justifi-
cation /�ɔ�təm�tk �hafəneʃ(ə)n ən
�d��stf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process
where a typesetting machine hyphenates
words at the ends of lines and justifies the
lines automatically
automatic page make-upautomatic page make-up
/�ɔ�təm�tk �ped� �mek �p/ noun a
process where the typesetting machine
makes the text into pages automatically
automatic pasterautomatic paster /�ɔ�təm�tk
�pestə/, automatic reel change
/�ɔ�təυpestə/ noun same as flying paster
automatic sewerautomatic sewer /�ɔ�təm�tk �səυə/
noun an automatic sewing machine
autopasterautopaster /�ɔ�təυpestə/ noun same as
flying paster
autoplateautoplate /�ɔ�təυplet/ noun a machine
which makes curved printing plates
autopositiveautopositive /�ɔ�təυ|�pɒztv/ noun a
positive photographic image made without
a negative stage
auto traceauto trace /�ɔ�təυ tres/ noun a feature
of some graphics programs that will trans-
form a bit-mapped image into a vector
image by automatically locating the edges
of the shapes in the image and drawing
lines around them
auxiliary languageauxiliary language /ɔ�"|�zliəri
�l�n"wd�/ noun a language that is used
by speakers of other languages in order to
communicate
AVAV abbreviation MEDIA audiovisual
availabilityavailability /ə|�velə|�blti/ noun the
ability to be obtained, used or seen � The
new books were given limited availability
of one week per person, so that more
people could read them.

availableavailable /ə |�veləb(ə)l/ adjective ready
to be used � available time or information
� the title is no longer available the book
is out of print � not yet available a report
on an invoice that a book is not ready
immediately (because it has not yet been
published or is reprinting)
avidavid /��vd/ adjective enthusiastic,
extremely interested or absorbed, espe-
cially in a book or film
a/wa/w abbreviation artwork
awardaward /ə |�wɔ�d/ noun 1. a prize given for
doing something well 2. a sum of money
given for a specific purpose � an award to
help you to study � verb to give a prize or
financial grant
award-winningaward-winning /ə|�wɔ�d �wnŋ/ adjec-
tive having won a prize � an award-
winning TV play � an award-winning
science fiction author
axeaxe /�ks/ verb to cut or stop something �
to axe the publicity budget � Several jobs
are to be axed in the printing industry.
axisaxis /��kss/ noun a fixed line against
which other positions can be measured,
e.g. the vertical and horizontal axes on a
graph (NOTE: The plural is axes.)
azerty keyboardazerty keyboard /ə|�z!�ti �ki�bɔ�d/
noun a keyboard where the keys are
arranged with the first line beginning
AZERTY, used mainly in Europe. � qwerty
keyboard
azureazure /���ə/ noun a light blue
azure laidazure laid /���ə led/ noun blue writing
paper with laid lines
azure woveazure wove /���ə wəυv/ noun blue
writing paper without laid lines
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B
B2BB2B /�bi� tə �bi�/ adjective referring to
products or services that are aimed at other
businesses rather than at consumers. Full
form business-to-business
B2CB2C /�bi� tə �si�/ adjective referring to
products or services that are aimed at
consumers rather than at other businesses.
Full form business-to-consumer
BABA abbreviation Booksellers Association,
The
bachelor’s degreebachelor’s degree /�b�tʃələz d|�"ri�/
noun a degree awarded on the successful
completion of an undergraduate course at a
college or university and, at some universi-
ties, on completion of a usually short post-
graduate course
backback /b�k/ verb to put a back or spine on
a book � The book is cloth bound, backed
in leather. � noun the part of a book where
the pages are glued or stitched to the
binding � adjective published or issued at
an earlier date
back boardback board /�b�k bɔ�d/ noun the board
which forms the back of a book
backbonebackbone /�b�kbəυn/ noun 1. US the
spine of a book 2. a high-speed, high-
capacity connection path that links smaller
sub-networks
back catalogueback catalogue /�b�k �k�t(ə)lɒ"/
noun the complete collection of record-
ings, films or books made by an artist or a
company to date
back copyback copy /�b�k �kɒpi/ noun a copy of
an old issue of a newspaper or magazine
back coverback cover /�b�k �k�və/ noun the cover
at the back of a book or magazine, which
can have publicity matter or details of the
author � The author’s photograph appears
on the back cover.
backdatebackdate /b�k|�det/ verb to make
something effective from an earlier date
than the current one

backerbacker /�b�kə/ noun the card display at
the back of a dump bin, which draws atten-
tion to the books in the bin
back flapback flap /�b�k �fl�p/, back jacket flap
/�b�k �d��kt �fl�p/ noun a flap on a
book jacket which is folded inside the back
cover
backgroundbackground /�b�k"raυnd/ noun 1. the
context of a situation, which helps to
explain it 2. scenery behind the main
people and objects in a picture or photo-
graph
background artbackground art /�b�k"raυnd ɑ�t/
noun artwork which forms the background
of a design
background colourbackground colour /�b�k"raυnd
�k�lə/ noun the colour of a computer
screen display, with characters and
graphics displayed in a different fore-
ground colour
background printingbackground printing /�b�k"raυnd
�prntŋ/ noun printing from a computer
while it is processing another task
background processingbackground processing
/�b�k"raυnd �prəυsesŋ/ noun execution
of computer tasks that continues while the
user is working with another application.
Once started, background tasks such as
printing or copying data take place without
user input.
backingbacking /�b�kŋ/ noun money or support
given to a person or an organisation for a
particular project
backing boardsbacking boards /�b�kŋ bɔ�dz/ plural
noun heavy boards between which the
folded signatures of a book are held while
being prepared for having the cover
attached
backing machinebacking machine /�b�kŋ mə|�ʃi�n/
noun a machine that backs books
backing upbacking up /�b�kŋ ��p/ noun 1.
printing on the back of a printed sheet 2.
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the act of building up a plate to the right
height
back issueback issue /�b�k �ʃu�/ noun US same
as back number
back liningback lining /�b�k �lanŋ/ noun a piece
of thin cloth or paper glued to the sewn
spine of a book before the cover is attached
backlistbacklist /�b�klst/ noun the range of
books already published by a publisher that
are still in print
backlogbacklog /�b�klɒ"/ noun work waiting to
be done and causing delays
back marginback margin /�b�k �mɑ�d�n/ noun a
margin on a printed page which is near the
spine of the book
back matterback matter /�b�k �m�tə/ noun the
parts of a book that appear after the main
text, e.g. the index or an appendix
back numberback number /�b�k �n�mbə/ noun an
edition of a magazine, newspaper or other
document which is not the most recent
edition
back of bookback of book /�b�k əv �bυk/ noun the
last pages of a magazine containing adver-
tisements
back ordersback orders /�b�k �ɔ�dəz/ plural noun
orders received in the past and not fulfilled,
usually because the item is out of stock � It
took the factory six weeks to clear all the
accumulated back orders.
backplaningbackplaning /�b�kplenŋ/ noun the
act of removing a thin layer from the back
of a stereo or plate, to make it the right
height
backslantbackslant /�b�kslɑ�nt/ noun a typeface
which slopes towards the left, as opposed
to italic which slopes to the right
backspacebackspace /�b�kspes/ noun move-
ment of a cursor or printhead back by one
character
backspace characterbackspace character /�b�kspes
�k�rktə/ noun a code that causes a back-
space action in a display device
backspace keybackspace key /�b�kspes ki�/ noun a
key that moves the cursor back one space
backstripbackstrip /�b�kstrp/ noun a long piece
of paper or linen glued down the spine of a
book after the pages have been sewn and
rounded, but before the case is put on
back to backback to back /�b�k tə �b�k/ adjective
printing on the back of a printed sheet
back upback up /�b�k ��p/ verb to make a copy
of computer data to keep in case anything
goes wrong with the original
backupbackup /�b�k�p/ noun a duplicate copy
of a file on a computer

backup adbackup ad /�b�k�p �d/ noun an adver-
tisement printed in a magazine in which
the advertiser has put an insert
backup machinebackup machine /�b�k�p mə|�ʃi�n/
noun a second machine used in case of
emergencies
backup procedurebackup procedure /�b�k�p prə|

�si�d�ə/ noun a method of making backup
copies of files
backwards compatiblebackwards compatible /�b�kwədz
kəm |�p�təb(ə)l/ adjective relating to a
computer hardware or software product
that is compatible with its predecessors to
the extent that it can use interfaces and data
from earlier versions
backwaterbackwater /�b�kwɔ�tə/ noun water
removed from the pulp during the first
stages of papermaking
bad buybad buy /�b�d �ba/ noun something
bought which was not worth the money
paid for it
bad copybad copy /�b�d �kɒpi/ noun a manu-
script which is illegible or badly edited and
which the typesetter will not accept
bad debtbad debt /�b�d �det/ noun money owed
which will never be paid back � The
company has written off £30,000 in bad
debts.
bad sheetsbad sheets /�b�d �ʃi�ts/ plural noun
sheets that have been badly printed
bailbail /bel/ noun a hinged bar on a type-
writer or printer that holds the paper steady
.BAK.BAK, .bak suffix an extension to a
filename, indicating a backup version of a
file
bakedbaked /bekt/ adjective relating to type
that has become stuck together
baked imagebaked image /�bekt �md�/ noun a
printing plate that has been heated to make
the etched surface harder
balancebalance /�b�ləns/ verb a financial term
meaning to keep expenditure equal to
income � noun 1. the positioning of text
and graphics on a page in an attractive way
2. the arrangement of elements such as
text, illustrations etc on a page
balance brought forwardbalance brought forward /�b�ləns
brɔ�t �fɔ�wəd/, balance carried forward
noun the amount entered in an account at
the end of a period to balance the expendi-
ture and income which is then taken
forward to start the new period
balance in handbalance in hand /�b�ləns n �h�nd/
noun cash held to pay small debts and
running costs. Also called cash in hand
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balance sheetbalance sheet /�b�ləns ʃi�t/ noun a
statement of the financial position of a
company at a particular time, such as the
end of the financial year or the end of a
quarter, showing the company’s assets and
liabilities
balloonballoon /bə|�lu�n/ noun a circle
containing the words ‘spoken’ by a char-
acter in a cartoon
balloon formerballoon former /bə |�lu�n �fɔ�mə/ noun a
former on a web machine which takes the
folded sheets of a newspaper as they are
printed
banban /b�n/ noun an order which forbids
somebody from doing something � a
government ban on the import of subver-
sive literature � a ban on the export of
computer software � verb to forbid some-
thing or to make something illegal � The
government has banned the publication of
the book.
bandband /b�nd/ noun 1. a strip of paper
which is put round a book � The book has
a band marked ‘Winner of the 1997 Booker
Prize’. 2. a strip of cloth which goes across
the back of the book, to which the signa-
tures are sewn, the edges of the band being
glued to the cover boards 3. a raised strip
on the back of a leatherbound book
covering the strings 4. strong plastic tape
put round bundles of newspapers or maga-
zines to pack them
band strapperband strapper /�b�nd �str�pə/ noun a
machine for bundling newspapers or maga-
zines and attaching them with a plastic
band
B&WB&W abbreviation black and white
bandwidthbandwidth /�b�ndwdθ/ noun the
capacity, often measured in bits per
second, of a communication channel, e.g. a
connection to the Internet
bangbang /b�ŋ/ noun US in typesetting, the
character !
bankbank /b�ŋk/ noun somewhere to store
things ready for use
bank accountbank account /�b�ŋk ə|�kaυnt/ noun an
account which a customer has with a bank,
where the customer can deposit and with-
draw money
bank balancebank balance /�b�ŋk �b�ləns/ noun
the state of a bank account at any particular
time
bank bookbank book /�b�ŋk bυk/ noun a book
which shows money that somebody has
deposited or withdrawn from a bank
account

bank chargebank charge /�b�ŋk tʃɑ�d�/ noun a
charge which a bank makes for carrying
out work for a customer
bank draftbank draft /�b�ŋk drɑ�ft/ noun an order
by one bank telling another bank, usually
in another country, to pay money to some-
body
bankerbanker /�b�ŋkə/ noun a person who runs
a bank
banker’s envelopebanker’s envelope /�b�ŋkəz
�envələυp/ noun a rectangular envelope
with the flap along the top
banker’s orderbanker’s order /�b�ŋkəz �ɔ�də/ noun
same as standing order � He pays his
subscription by banker’s order.
bank notebank note /�b�ŋk nəυt/ noun a piece of
printed paper money
bank paperbank paper /�b�ŋk �pepə/ noun thin
paper used for things like flimsies
bannerbanner /�b�nə/ noun 1. a heading or title
across the width of a page 2. an online
interactive advertisement that appears on a
webpage, usually at the top or bottom, and
contains a link to the website of the busi-
ness whose products or services are being
advertised
banner adbanner ad /�b�nə �d/ noun an adver-
tisement which stretches across the top or
bottom of a printed page or a webpage
banner exchangebanner exchange /�b�nə ks |�tʃend�/
noun an agreement between two or more
businesses, in which each allows the
others’ advertising banners to be displayed
on its website
banner headlinebanner headline /�b�nə �hedlan/
noun an extra large newspaper headline
barbar /bɑ�/ noun 1. a thick band of colour 2.
a horizontal stroke on a character which is
connected to another stroke at either end,
such as the middle bar in ‘A’
bar chartbar chart /�bɑ� tʃɑ�t/ noun a graph in
which the data is represented by horizontal
or vertical bars. Also called bar graph
barcodebarcode /�bɑ�kəυd/ noun a line of
printed stripes of different thickness repre-
senting a numeric code which can be read
electronically

COMMENT: Barcodes are found on most
goods and their packages. The width and
position of the stripes is sensed by a light
pen or optical wand and provides
information about the goods, such as price,
stock quantity, etc. The main type of
barcode used in Europe is the European
Article Number (EAN) or the Universal
Product Code (UPC). Barcodes are used
on the backs of books, giving their ISBN
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number, and so helping the computerised
stock control in bookshops.

barcode readerbarcode reader /�bɑ�kəυd �ri�də/,
barcode scanner /�bɑ�kəυd �sk�nə/
noun an electronic device used to read
barcodes
bargain booksbargain books /�bɑ�"n bυks/ plural
noun books that are sold at a cheaper price
as remainders or special offers
bargaining positionbargaining position /�bɑ�"nŋ pə |

�zʃ(ə)n/ noun a statement of intentions by
one group during negotiations
bargebarge /bɑ�d�/ noun a case with small
compartments for type, used when making
corrections
bar graphbar graph /�bɑ� tʃɑ�t/ noun same as bar
chart
baronial envelopebaronial envelope /bə|�rəυniəl
�envələυp/ noun US a square pocket enve-
lope
baryta paperbaryta paper /bə|�ratə �pepə/ noun
coated matt paper used for high-quality
repro or proofs from which typematter or
photographs can be made
basebase /bes/ noun 1. the lowest or first
position 2. a flat surface which supports
something, such as the flat plate supporting
film or the bottom plate used in letterpress
printing 3. background colour � The title is
reversed out of a dark blue base.
base alignmentbase alignment /�bes ə|�lanmənt/
noun the act of making sure that the bottom
lines of several columns are level
base artworkbase artwork /�bes �ɑ�tw!�k/ noun
artwork to which further illustrations have
to be added
base linebase line /�bes lan/ noun 1. the bottom
reference line used when typesetting to
make sure characters are correctly located
2. US the last line on a typeset page
baselinebaseline /�beslan/ noun the data used
as a reference with which to compare
future observations or results
base materialbase material /�bes mə |�təriəl/ noun
in printing, the material that is to be coated
base paperbase paper /�bes �pepə/ noun thick
paper used to make coated paper
basicbasic /�besk/ adjective 1. normal 2.
simple or from which everything starts �
He has a basic knowledge of typography. �
noun US a first edition of a text which has
been revised
BASICBASIC /�besk/ noun a computer
programming language. Full form
Beginner’s All-Purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code

basic discountbasic discount /�besk �dskaυnt/
noun a normal discount without extra
percentages � Our basic discount is 20%,
but we offer 5% extra for rapid settlement.
basicsbasics /�besks/ plural noun simple and
important facts � He has studied the basics
of page make-up.
basic stockbasic stock /�besk �stɒk/ noun
standard titles which are considered neces-
sary to form the core of an authoritative
book stock. Also called core stock
basic weightbasic weight /�besk wet/ noun the
weight of printing paper per 500 sheets
basisbasis /�bess/ noun the foundation or
reason for something
basis weightbasis weight /�bess wet/ noun 1. the
weight of paper in grams per square metre
2. US basic weight, the weight of 500
sheets of paper of a standard 25 x 38 inch
size, measured in pounds

COMMENT: In the USA basis weight can
also be given for 1,000 sheets, in which
case it is followed by the letter ‘M’: so 120M
is the same as 60 pounds basis weight per
500 sheets.

BaskervilleBaskerville /�b�skəvl/ noun a typeface
characterised by serifs, suitable for books
and periodicals
bastard progressivesbastard progressives /�bɑ�stəd prə|

�"resvz/ plural noun progressive colour
proofs showing different combinations of
colours, but not necessarily in order of
printing
bastard sizebastard size /�bɑ�stəd saz/ noun an
odd non-standard size of paper
.BAT.BAT, .bat suffix an extension to a
filename, showing that the file is a batch
file
batchbatch /b�tʃ/ noun a group of things
which are made or dealt with all at one
time � verb to put items together in groups
� to batch invoices or cheques
batch filebatch file /�b�tʃ fal/ noun a combina-
tion of computer files which are treated as
one unit
batch numberbatch number /�b�tʃ �n�mbə/ noun a
number used to identify a particular group
batch processingbatch processing /�b�tʃ �prəυsesŋ/
noun a mode of computer operation in
which programs are executed without the
user being able to influence processing
while it is in progress

‘First things first, however. Repcol needs
to upgrade its in-house collections
system, and build a live link between
collections and financials. Repcol runs
the collections system on an Informix
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database, but uses a separate Oracle
financials system running on Linux,
batch processing transactions.’ [The
Australian]

bathbath /bɑ�θ/ noun a large open container
for liquids, especially one for developing
photographs
batterbatter /�b�tə/ noun a defective impres-
sion produced by a faulty printing plate
battered booksbattered books /�b�təd bυks/ plural
noun US books that have been damaged in
a bookshop and are sold cheaply
battered typebattered type /�b�təd tap/ noun old
metal type which has become damaged
through use
BBIPBBIP abbreviation British Books in Print
bccbcc noun a feature of many electronic
mail programs that allows a user to send
one message to several users at a time (a
carbon copy) but does not display this list
to the recipients. Full form blind carbon
copy
.bck.bck suffix an extension to a filename,
showing that the file is a backup file
beakbeak /bi�k/ noun a curved decorative
stroke on a letter
bearbear /beə/ verb 1. to have something
written on it � an envelope which bears a
London postmark � The cheque bears the
signature of the company secretary. 2. to
pay costs � The costs of the exhibition will
be borne by the company. � The company
bore the legal costs of both parties. (NOTE:
bearing – bore – borne)
beardbeard /bəd/ noun 1. the bevel and
shoulder, the space from the edge of the
face of a metal character to the edge of the
body of the type 2. a dirty mark on a
typeset character
bearerbearer /�beərə/ noun a wooden or metal
bar placed beside metal type to prevent the
press from pressing down too hard
bear offbear off /�beə �ɒf/ verb US to adjust the
spaces between letters or words to make a
line justify
beatbeat /bi�t/ verb to hit something hard
beaterbeater /�bi�tə/, beating engine, beating
machine noun a container with a heavy
roll with steel knives attached, which turns
against a bedplate, which also has knives
fixed on it, and chops up the pulp as it
passes through

COMMENT: Wood pulp is beaten to make it
finer and more suitable for papermaking; it
also makes it less opaque. If it is beaten for
a long time, it produces semi-transparent

paper such as tracing paper. During
beating, china clay or other loadings can be
added to make the paper more opaque.

bedbed /bed/ noun the flat surface on which
the metal type in its chase is placed, or on
which flat printing plates are placed � to
put a paper to bed to finalise the last
corrections on a newspaper before printing
starts
bedplatebedplate /�bedplet/ noun 1. the bottom
plate on which type is placed 2. a plate with
metal knives against which the beater roll
turns
Bekk instrumentBekk instrument /�bek �nstrυmənt/
noun an air-leak tester for measuring the
smoothness of paper
bellybelly /�beli/ noun the front of a piece of
type with a nick or notch in it, so that the
compositor can tell by feel which is the
front of the piece
belly bandbelly band /�beli b�nd/ noun a paper
band put round the middle of a book
belowbelow /b |�ləυ/ preposition lower down
than or less than � The captions should be
placed below the illustrations. � see below
a note indicating that the reader has to look
further on in the text to find a reference
belt pressbelt press /�belt pres/ noun a letterpress
machine which has plastic printing plates
attached to an endless belt. � Cameron
press
Ben Day tintsBen Day tints /�ben de/, Benday tints
plural noun transparent sheets with dots,
shading or stippled design, used to give an
impression of tone on the printed page,
invented by Benjamin Day
bending rollersbending rollers /�bendŋ �rəυləz/
plural noun rollers which turn a web of
paper in a different direction
Berne ConventionBerne Convention /�b!�n kən |

�venʃ(ə)n/ noun the international agree-
ment on copyright, signed in Berne in
1886. � convention

COMMENT: Under the Berne Convention,
any book which is copyrighted in a country
which has signed the convention is
automatically copyrighted in the other
countries. Some countries (notably the
USA) did not sign the Convention, and the
UCC (Universal Copyright Convention) was
signed in Geneva in 1952, under the
auspices of the United Nations, to try to
bring together all countries under a uniform
copyright agreement.

bestsellerbestseller /best |�selə/ noun 1. a popular
book of which a very large number of
copies are sold 2. an author who writes
bestsellers
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bestseller listbestseller list /best|�selə lst/ noun a
list of books which are selling very well in
bookshops
bestsellingbestselling /best |�selŋ/ adjective 1. far
more popular and successful than other
products on sale at the same time 2.
making products that are commercially
very successful � a bestselling author
beta ray gaugebeta ray gauge /�bi�tə re �"ed�/ noun
a device for measuring the weight of paper
by using radio isotopes
beta testbeta test /�bi�tə �test/ noun the second
stage of tests performed on new software
just before it is due to be released
bevelbevel /�bev(ə)l/ noun a sloping edge,
especially the sloping edge of a piece of
type between the face and the shoulder, or
the sloping edge of a stereotype which is
attached by clamps to the base
bevelledbevelled /�bev(ə)ld/ adjective with a
sloping edge
bevelled boardsbevelled boards /�bev(ə)ld bɔ�dz/
plural noun cover boards with bevelled
edges, sometimes used on large books
Bézier curveBézier curve /�bezie k!�v/ noun a
geometric curve, the overall shape of
which is defined by two midpoints called
control handles

COMMENT: Bézier curves are a feature of
many high-end design software packages;
they allow a designer to create smooth
curves by defining a number of points. The
PostScript page description language uses
Bézier curves to define the shapes of
characters during printing.

bfbf abbreviation PRINTING boldface
B format paperbackB format paperback /�bi� �fɔ�m�t
�pepəb�k/ noun a paperback with the
format 198 x 129mm
Bible paperBible paper /�bab(ə)l �pepə/ noun
extremely thin, good-quality opaque paper
which is nevertheless quite strong, used for
printing books with a large number of
pages, such as Bibles, where the length of
the text would make the book very thick if
ordinary paper were used
bibliobiblio /�bbliəυ/ noun bibliographic
details printed on the back of the title page
bibliographerbibliographer /�bbli|�ɒ"rəfə/ noun a
person who writes a bibliography
bibliographicbibliographic /�bbliə|�"r�fk/, biblio-
graphical /�bbliə|�"r�fk(ə)l/ adjective
referring to details of a book or author �
The obituary of the author ended with
bibliographical details of his published
works. � The catalogue gives a full biblio-
graphical description for each book.

bibliographical informationbibliographical information
/�bbliə"r�fk(ə)l �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun
information about a book such as the name
of the author, number of pages and ISBN,
which is used for library cataloguing
bibliographybibliography /�bbli |�ɒ"rəfi/ noun 1. a
list of books and other written materials on
one particular subject 2. a list of books or
articles referred to in another book or
article

COMMENT: References in a bibliography
usually include: name of author or editor;
title of book (in upper and lower case italic);
title of chapter or article (in roman in double
quotes); volume number; name of publisher
and town of publication; date of publication.

bibliophilebibliophile /�bbliəfal/ noun a person
who loves books, especially somebody
who collects old, rare or beautiful books �
The book has been published as a limited
edition for bibliophiles.
bidbid /bd/ noun an offer to pay a particular
price, made at an auction � verb to make an
offer at an auction
bidderbidder /�bdə/ noun a person who makes
a bid at an auction
biddingbidding /�bdŋ/ noun the making of
offers at an auction � The bidding for
paperback rights started at $1m.
bidirectionalbidirectional /�bada|�rekʃ(ə)nəl/
adjective relating to an operation or
process that is able to work forwards or
backwards
bidirectional printerbidirectional printer
/�badarekʃ(ə)nəl �prntə/ noun a printer
which is able to print characters from left
to right and from right to left as the head
moves forwards and backwards across the
paper
Big DealBig Deal /�b" �di�l/ noun an arrange-
ment in which a library pays a lump sum
for access to all of a publisher’s electronic
journals, without individual subscriptions
to each one
big-ticketbig-ticket /�b" �tkt/ adjective costing
a lot of money � The department was
under pressure to produce some big-ticket
books in the next year.
bilingualbilingual /ba|�lŋ"wəl/ adjective in two
languages � a bilingual dictionary � mono-
lingual, multilingual
bilingual textbilingual text /ba|�lŋ"wəl �tekst/
noun text which is given in two languages,
usually with the texts on facing pages
billbill /bl/ noun 1. a written list of charges to
be paid � Does the bill include VAT? � The
bill is made out to Smith Ltd. � The printer
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has sent in his bill. 2. a written paper prom-
ising to pay money 3. a poster or other
piece of advertising material which is stuck
on a wall 4. a set of various quantities of
pieces of type in a font � verb to present a
bill to somebody so that it can be paid �
The printer billed us for the author’s
corrections.
billingbilling /�blŋ/ noun the writing of
invoices or bills
bill of exchangebill of exchange /�bl əv ks |�tʃend�/
noun a document that tells a bank to pay a
person, usually used in payments in
foreign currency
bill of ladingbill of lading /�bl əv �ledŋ/ noun a list
of goods being shipped, which the trans-
porter gives to the person sending the
goods to show that the goods have been
loaded
bimetallic platebimetallic plate /�bamet�lk �plet/,
bimetal plate noun a printing plate made
of two metals, with the printing surface and
characters of one metal such as copper on
a chromium or steel base
binbin /bn/ noun 1. a large container � The
bulk stock is kept in the bins at the back of
the warehouse. 2. a separate section of
shelves in a warehouse
binary filebinary file /�banəri fal/ noun a
computer file that contains data in a raw or
nontext state made up of characters that
only a computer can read. Executable
programs are stored and transmitted in
binary files, as are most numerical data
files.
binary systembinary system /�banəri �sstəm/ noun
a number system based on two digits only,
usually 1 and 0
bindbind /band/ verb to join the pages of a
book together and enclose them in a cover
(NOTE: binding – bound)
binderbinder /�bandə/ noun a person or
company that specialises in binding books
� the binder’s the factory which binds
books � The sheets were delivered to the
binder’s last week. � How soon can you get
the jackets to the binder’s?
binder’s boardbinder’s board /�bandəz bɔ�d/ noun 1.
a stiff board binding, formerly used by
publishers to cover books which were then
rebound in leather by the owner 2. board
such as millboard, used for binding
binder’s boards

binder’s boards /�bandəz bɔ�dz/
plural noun US a stiff board case covered
with cloth

binder’s brassbinder’s brass /�bandəz brɑ�s/,
binder’s die noun a brass stamp with a
design which is stamped on the cover of a
book
binder’s packbinder’s pack /�bandəz p�k/ noun a
pack of books from a bindery � The books
are delivered in binder’s packs of forty
copies.
binderybindery /�bandəri/ noun a factory where
books are bound
bindingbinding /�bandŋ/ noun 1. the cover of a
book 2. the act of putting a cover on a book
� adjective demanding an obligation � The
contract was binding in law.
binding clothbinding cloth /�bandŋ klɒθ/ noun
cloth used to cover a case in case binding
binding equipmentbinding equipment /�bandŋ |

�kwpmənt/ noun any machine or tool
used in the binding process, e.g. for case
making, trimming, embossing etc
binding machinebinding machine /�bandŋ mə|�ʃi�n/
noun any machine used to bind pages
together, normally used to refer to a small
machine used to create inexpensive
binding (such as comb-binding) in the
home or office
binding offsetbinding offset /�bandŋ �ɒfset/ noun
an extra wide margin on the inside of a
printed page to prevent text being hidden
during binding
binding orderbinding order /�bandŋ �ɔ�də/ noun a
request from a publisher to a binder to bind
a particular number of copies of a book
binding shopbinding shop /�bandŋ ʃɒp/ noun the
section of a printing factory where the
books are bound
binding stylesbinding styles /�bandŋ stalz/ noun
the different ways in which books can be
bound, e.g. perfect binding, spiral binding,
comb binding, half binding, etc
bin stockbin stock /�bn stɒk/ noun stock held in
a section of a warehouse where it can be
reached easily, as opposed to the bulk stock
which is held separately until needed
biobio /�baəυ/ noun a biographical work
biographeebiographee /�baɒ"rə |�fi�/ noun some-
body whose life is described in a biography
biographerbiographer /ba|�ɒ"rəfə/ noun a person
who writes the story of somebody’s life
biographicalbiographical /�baə|�"r�fk(ə)l/ adjec-
tive referring to the story of somebody’s
life � The biographical details of the
author are given on the front flyleaf.
biographybiography /ba|�ɒ"rəfi/ noun an account
of somebody’s life and work written by
another person
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bitbit /bt/ noun a binary digit, 0 or 1
bitebite /bat/ noun the effect of acid eating
into metal when making blocks or
engraving plates
bit imagebit image /�bt �md�/ noun a collection
of bits that represent the pixels that make
up an image on screen or on a printer
bit mapbit map /�bt m�p/, bitmp /�btm�p/
noun 1. an image whose individual pixels
can be controlled by changing the value of
its stored bit (1 is on, 0 is off; in colour
displays, more than one bit is used to
provide control for the three colours – Red,
Green, Blue) � In Windows, every icon
picture is stored as a small bitmap image.
2. binary representation in which each bit
or set of bits corresponds to some object
(image, font, etc.) or condition 3. a file
format for storing images in which data in
the file represents the value of each pixel
bitmapped fontbitmapped font /�btm�pt �fɒnt/ noun
a screen or printer font with characters
formed as a pattern of pixels or dots
bitmapped graphicsbitmapped graphics /�btm�pt
�"r�fks/ plural noun images whose indi-
vidual pixels can be controlled by
changing the value of the stored bits
bit planebit plane /�bt plen/ noun memory
which stores the bits that make up a picture
bits per inchbits per inch /�bts p!� �ntʃ/ noun the
number of bits that can be recorded per
inch of recording medium. Abbr bpi
bits per pixelbits per pixel /�bts p!� �pks(ə)l/ noun
the number of bits assigned to store the
colour of each pixel; one bit provides black
or white, four bits gives 16 colour combi-
nations, eight bits gives 256 colour combi-
nations. Abbr BPP
bits per secondbits per second /�bts p!� �sekənd/
noun the rate at which information is sent,
equal to the number of bits transmitted or
received per second. Abbr bps
biweeklybiweekly /ba|�wi�kli/ noun a publication
that appears every two weeks
blackblack /bl�k/ noun a spot on a printed
sheet, caused when part of the leading is
too high and touches the paper
black and whiteblack and white /�bl�k ən �wat/ noun
printing using black and tints of black only.
Abbr B&W
black and white photographblack and white photograph /�bl�k
ən wat �fəυtə"rɑ�f/ noun a photograph
which uses tones of black to show the
image
black boxblack box /�bl�k �bɒks/ noun a device
used for converting protocols from one

computer system to another, such as for
converting data from a micro to a photo-
typesetter
blackeningblackening /�bl�kənŋ/ noun a defect in
papermaking where the surface of the
paper becomes spotted, caused when the
paper is too damp when being calendered
black letterblack letter /�bl�k �letə/ noun an old
type character based on medieval hand-
writing. � fraktur, gothic, Textura (NOTE:
Black letter was the first typeface to be
developed by Gutenberg in the 15th
century, and was still used in Germany
until quite recently. It is commonly used in
Europe for mastheads of newspapers.)
black liquorblack liquor /�bl�k �lkə/ noun a liquid
left after dissolving fibres during the
making of paper
black listblack list /�bl�k lst/ noun a list of
companies, countries or people who are
banned from trading or using goods or
services
blackoutblackout /�bl�kaυt/ noun the with-
holding of news or information about a
subject, especially by official sources
black patchblack patch /�bl�k p�tʃ/ noun a piece
of black or red film used to make a clear
window on camera-ready copy
black printerblack printer /�bl�k �prntə/, black
plate noun the plate which prints in black,
usually with the text of a colour book, and
which is changed if the text is changed
black stepblack step /�bl�k �step/ noun a method
of ensuring that no signature is out of order
or missing when the signatures are gath-
ered together, by printing black marks on
the folds of the signature
black step marksblack step marks /�bl�k �step
�mɑ�ks/ plural noun marks like thick black
lines printed on the fold of each signature,
which move down from the top in each
successive signature
bladblad /bl�d/ noun a dummy copy of a
book to show what the binding and part of
the text will be like � The reps are showing
blads to all the leading bookshop buyers.
blade coatingblade coating /�bled �kəυtŋ/ noun a
type of coating where the coating liquid is
applied to the paper and then spread evenly
using a blade
blagblag /bl�"/ verb to obtain something by
asking for a sample for review or testing
(informal) � When you visit the show, can
you blag me a pocket calculator?
blankblank /bl�ŋk/ noun an empty space in a
form � adjective empty or with nothing on
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it � a blank tape � a blank piece of paper �
verb to make a white space, usually by
painting with white ink � The art depart-
ment will blank out the extra lines on the
line drawing.
blanketblanket /�bl�ŋkt/ noun a rubber sheet
which goes round the offset cylinder in an
offset press and accepts the image to be
printed on the paper

COMMENT: The blanket is a layer of different
tissues, covered with a fine rubber surface.
It must be cleaned carefully before each
printing run.

blanket agreementblanket agreement /�bl�ŋkt ə|

�"ri�mənt/ noun an agreement that covers
many items
blanket contaminationblanket contamination /�bl�ŋkt
kən|�t�mneʃ(ə)n/ noun spotting caused
by dirt on the blanket
blanket cylinderblanket cylinder /�bl�ŋkt �slndə/
noun a cylinder in an offset press which
accepts the image onto the blanket. Also
called offset cylinder, transfer cylinder
blanket-to-blanket printingblanket-to-blanket printing
/�bl�ŋkt tυ �bl�ŋkt �prntŋ/ noun
offset printing where both sides of the
paper are printed at the same time, using
two blanket cylinders and two blankets
bleachbleach /bli�tʃ/ verb to make something
white
bleached paperbleached paper /�bli�tʃt �pepə/ noun
paper that has been treated with chemicals
to make it white
bleachingbleaching /�bli�tʃŋ/ noun the process of
making paper white, by passing the pulp
through a series of bleaching towers,
where a solution of chlorine is added
bleedbleed /bli�d/ noun 1. a page design where
the illustrations run off the edge of the
trimmed page � The double page spreads
are all bleeds. 2. an illustration that runs
off the edge of the paper 3. overtrimmed
margins when binding, cutting off the edge
of the type 4. ink that changes colour, often
by chemical reaction when laminating �
verb to print something, or be printed, so
that part of it is cut off by the edge of the
page

COMMENT: Bleeding has the advantage of
increasing the size of illustrations on the
paper, but has the disadvantage of needing
larger printing sheets in a sheet-fed press,
to allow for the extra trim. Normally 3mm of
print beyond the trimmed edge should be
allowed to make sure the bleed is correct.

bleed allowancebleed allowance /�bli�d ə|�laυəns/ noun
a margin of blank space that is left at the

edge of a page, so that the text or illustra-
tions will not be cut off
bleed offbleed off /�bli�d ɒf/ verb to run the illus-
trations to the edge of the trimmed page �
All the illustrations are to be bled off. � The
bled-off plates are all in one section.
bleed-throughbleed-through /�bli�d θru�/ noun a situ-
ation in which ink has seeped through to
the other side of a printed piece of paper
blindblind /bland/ adjective done without
preparation or the relevant information
blind blockingblind blocking /�bland �blɒkŋ/, blind
embossing /�bland �st�mpŋ/ noun the
process of stamping a design on the cover
material without using any ink or gold leaf.
Also called blind stamping
blind carbon copyblind carbon copy /�bland �kɑ�bən
�kɒpi/ noun full form of bcc
blind folioblind folio /�bland �fəυliəυ/ noun a
page with no printed page number
blindingblinding /�blandŋ/, blinding in noun
blind blocking
blind Pblind P /�bland �pi�/ noun a printed
symbol ( ¶ ) which is used to mark the
beginning of a paragraph
blind pageblind page /�bland �ped�/ noun a page
such as a half-title with no printed folio
number, although the page is included in
the total pagination of the book
blind stampingblind stamping /�bland �st�mpŋ/
noun same as blind blocking
blind toolingblind tooling /�bland �tu�lŋ/ noun
blind blocking with hot stamps to give a
dark impression on the surface of a leather
binding
blisterblister /�blstə/ noun a bubble which
forms on the surface of paper as it dries
blister packblister pack /�blstə p�k/ noun a type
of packing where the item for sale is
covered with a stiff plastic bubble sealed to
a card backing
blockblock /blɒk/ noun 1. a piece of metal with
a design in relief on the surface, used for
printing an illustration by letterpress
(NOTE: The US term is cut.) 2. a stamp used
to press a design on a cover, with or
without metal foil or ink 3. a wide printed
bar � verb 1. to stamp a design on the cover
of a book � a gold-blocked cover 2. � to
block in to sketch roughly the main items
of a design
block capitalsblock capitals /�blɒk �k�pt(ə)lz/
plural noun capital letters
block diagramblock diagram /�blɒk �daə"r�m/
noun a graphical representation of a
system or program operation
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blockingblocking /�blɒkŋ/ noun the process of
stamping a design on the cover of a book,
using gold leaf, foil or ink
blocking dieblocking die /�blɒkŋ da/ noun a brass
for stamping the cover of a book
blocking foilblocking foil /�blɒkŋ fɔl/ noun a film
with a layer of gold or other metal, used to
stamp designs on a cover
blocking machineblocking machine /�blɒkŋ mə |�ʃi�n/,
blocking press noun a machine which
automatically stamps the covers of a run of
books with a design and glues the metal
foil to it
block letterblock letter /�blɒk �letə/ noun 1. a
compressed sans serif typeface or indi-
vidual letter 2. a capital letter
blockmakerblockmaker /�blɒkmekə/ noun a
person or company who makes the blocks
for printing illustrations
blockmakingblockmaking /�blɒkmekŋ/ noun the
process of making printing blocks
block markersblock markers /�blɒk �mɑ�kəz/ plural
noun two markers inserted at the start and
finish of a section of data to indicate a
special block which can then be moved or
deleted or copied as a single unit
block outblock out /�blɒk �aυt/ verb to cover up a
section of type or part of an illustration �
The art department will block out the two
extra lines.
block proofblock proof /�blɒk pru�f/ noun a proof
contacted from a letterpress block
block pullblock pull /�blɒk pυl/ noun a proof taken
directly from a block
blogblog /blɒ"/ verb to create or run a weblog

‘Employees are no different to
customers. They are besieged by
information from an increasing number
of sources. It places a greater imperative
on management to engage with staff first.
In a world of blogs and RSS feeds,
communications heads increasingly need
to make instant decisions based on the
speed at which news travels.’ [PR Week]

bloggerblogger /�blɒ"ə/ noun a person who
creates or runs a weblog
blogosphereblogosphere /�blɒ"ə|�sfə/ noun the
World Wide Web environment in which
bloggers communicate with each other
blogwareblogware /�blɒ"weə/ noun computer
software tools for creating a weblog
blotting paperblotting paper /�blɒtŋ �pepə/ noun
absorbent paper, which is not sized or
coated in any way, used to soak up excess
ink

blow upblow up /�bləυ ��p/ verb to enlarge a
photograph
blowupblowup /�bləυ |��p/ noun a photograph or
illustration greatly enlarged for exhibition
purposes
blueblue /blu�/ noun US a proof taken from a
film contacted on coated paper. � diazo
paper, ozalid, vandyke (NOTE: The usual
UK term is ozalid.)
blue keyblue key /�blu� ki�/ noun proofs taken
from films contacted on coated paper,
usually blue, but also possibly brown or
black
blue line keyblue line key /�blu� lan �ki�/ noun paper
with a key for the page layout drawn in
blue which disappears when filmed, on
which camera-ready copy or artwork is
positioned
blue pencilblue pencil /�blu� �pensəl/ noun a pencil
used to mark corrections
blue-pencilblue-pencil /�blu� �pensl/ verb to edit a
piece of writing by marking it, in order to
shorten, censor or delete it
blueprintblueprint /�blu�prnt/ noun 1. a photo-
graphic copy of construction plans usually
printed in white on blue paper 2. a detailed
plan of something
blueprint paperblueprint paper /�blu�prnt �pepə/
noun special coated paper, used to make
blueprints. � diazo paper
BluetoothBluetooth /�blu�tu�θ/ a trade name for a
technology that enables portable electronic
devices such as mobile phones, to connect
with each other and the Internet
blurblur /bl!�/ noun an image where the edges
or colours are not clear
blurbblurb /bl!�b/ noun a short piece of writing
that praises and promotes something, espe-
cially a paragraph on the cover of a book
blurbwriterblurbwriter /�bl!�bratə/ noun a person,
usually a member of an advertising depart-
ment, who writes blurbs for books
blurredblurred /bl!�d/ adjective unclear because
there is no distinct outline
.bmp.bmp suffix a file extension for a bit map
file
BNBBNB abbreviation British National Bibli-
ography
boardboard /bɔ�d/ noun 1. thick sturdy mate-
rial used to form the foundation of book
covers, made from pressed fibres and
usually covered with cloth or other mate-
rial. � art board, ivory board, pulp board,
chipboard, grey board, millboard,
pasteboard, strawboard 2. one piece of
this material, cut to size 3. the controlling
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group of people in a company or organisa-
tion also known as the board of directors

COMMENT: Board is a stiff paper product
used for binding books; heavy board is also
used for making rigid boxes and cartons.
Boards used in bookbinding can be divided
into two groups: (a) boards, usually 180–
280gsm, which are used for paperbacks (b)
boards used for the front and back covers of
cased books, usually covered with paper or
a binding material such as cloth or leather.

board meetingboard meeting /�bɔ�d �mi�tŋ/ noun a
meeting of the directors to discuss
company business
board of directorsboard of directors /�bɔ�d əv da|

�rektəz/ noun a group of directors elected
by the shareholders to run a company
board papersboard papers /�bɔ�d �pepəz/ plural
noun the endpapers, which are glued to the
cover boards
BodleianBodleian /�bɒdliən/ noun the main
library of Oxford University, one of
England’s copyright deposit libraries
BodoniBodoni /bɒ |�dəυni/ noun a typeface
designed by Giambattista Bodoni in the
17th century, with very thick stems and
very thin serifs giving a rigid appearance
bodybody /�bɒdi/ noun 1. an official group of
people 2. the main part of the text in a
document
body matterbody matter /�bɒdi �m�tə/ noun the
main section of text excluding prelims and
supplements
body paperbody paper /�bɒdi �pepə/ noun thick
paper used to make coated paper. Also
called body stock
body sizebody size /�bɒdi saz/ noun 1. the length
of a section of text from top to bottom in
points 2. the size of the metal body of a
piece of type, measured from the top of the
ascenders to the bottom of the descenders

COMMENT: Both body size and body width
are measured in points. The typeface may
not be the same size as its body. If an 8pt
face is cast on a 10pt body, this will have
the effect of giving extra leading between
the lines: this would be called ‘8 on 10 point’
or 8/10.

body stockbody stock /�bɒdi stɒk/ noun same as
body paper
body typebody type /�bɒdi tap/ noun US the font
used for the main part of the text, as
opposed to the style of type used for head-
ings, notes, etc.
body widthbody width /�bɒdi wdθ/ noun the size
of the metal body of a piece of type, meas-
ured across
‘Boekblad’‘Boekblad’ noun a Dutch magazine
dealing with publishing matters

bogofbogof /�bɒ"ɒf/ noun the practice of
giving free gifts to customers, e.g. one free
item for each one bought. Full form buy
one get one free
boil downboil down /�bɔl �daυn/ verb to condense
or summarise something such as informa-
tion or text
boilerplateboilerplate /�bɔləplet/ noun US fixed
or formulaic language such as that used in
legal forms and documents, e.g. powers of
attorney and authors’ contracts
boilerplate contractboilerplate contract /�bɔləplet
�kɒntr�kt/ noun a basic standard version
of a contract that can be used again and
again
boldbold /bəυld/ adjective having darker,
thicker lines than standard type, fonts or
lettering � noun type, fonts or lettering
with darker, thicker lines than is standard,
used for emphasis � verb to set, print, or
display text in bold type

COMMENT: To show that a piece of text has
to be set in boldface, a sub-editor will
underline it with a wavy line.

bold-condensedbold-condensed /�bəυld kən |�denst/
adjective boldface type which is narrower
than normal
boldfaceboldface /�bəυldfes/ adjective, noun,
verb PRINTING same as bold
bolle-abolle-a noun the letter ‘a’ with a small
circle over it (å), used in some Scandina-
vian languages
boltsbolts /bəυlts/ plural noun the folded
edges of the pages of a book which has
been gathered and sewn, but not trimmed
(NOTE: If a book is bound in this state it is
said to be ‘uncut’, that is, the pages are still
folded at the head and foredge.)
bond paperbond paper /�bɒnd �pepə/ noun good-
quality paper weighing 60–100gsm, often
used for correspondence
bookbook /bυk/ noun a collection of pages
containing text and sometimes pictures,
bound together inside a cover
book auctionbook auction /�bυk �ɔ�kʃ(ə)n/ noun a
sale of secondhand or rare books, where
buyers bid for the books, the person
making the highest bid buying the book
book auction housebook auction house /�bυk �ɔ�kʃ(ə)n
�haυs/ noun a company that specialises in
the sale of old books by auction
bookbinderbookbinder /�bυk |�bandə/ noun some-
body who binds books, especially as a
profession
bookbindingbookbinding /�bυk|�bandŋ/ noun the
art of binding books
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book blockbook block /�bυk blɒk/ noun a book that
has been printed, folded, gathered and
sewn ready for binding. Also called text
block
book busbook bus /�bυk b�s/ noun a bus
converted to act as a mobile library usually
in residential areas
bookbuyerbookbuyer /�bυk|�baə/ noun a person
who buys books, especially wholesale for a
large bookshop
bookcasebookcase /�bυkkes/ noun a piece of
furniture with shelves for books
book clothbook cloth /�bυk klɒθ/ noun a covering
material for cased books, especially library
editions
book clubbook club /�bυk kl�b/ noun a system of
buying and selling books by post, usually
on specialist subjects

COMMENT: Book clubs do not always
charge their members a subscription,
though members usually have to guarantee
that they will purchase a certain number of
books from the club each year. For the
publisher, the sale of a title to a book club is
a useful (and sometimes crucial) increase
to the print run, as it is assumed that most
book club members would not purchase the
book through a bookshop if it were not
offered to them by the club. The publisher
usually sells the book to a club at a discount
off the normal published price and the club
sells it to its members at a similar discount.
If the publisher sells the book at 75% off the
retail price, the club will resell it at 25%
below the retail price. So a book retailing at
£16 will be sold by the publisher to the club
at £4 and the club will sell it to the members
at £12. Some discounts are higher than
this, and are similar to remainder prices.

book club choicebook club choice /�bυk kl�b �tʃɔs/
noun a book that has been chosen by a
book club as a special offer for its members
� His novel is the Book Club Choice for
November.
book club editionbook club edition /�bυk kl�b |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun an edition of a book
specially printed and bound for a book club
for sale to its members
book club pricebook club price /�bυk kl�b �pras/
noun a special price for members of a book
club, usually 75% or less of the normal
retail price in the publisher’s edition
book club rightsbook club rights /�bυk kl�b �rats/
plural noun the right to publish a book in a
book club edition
book club selectionbook club selection /�bυk kl�b s|

�lekʃən/ noun a book that is specially
chosen as a lead title for a book club
book coverbook cover /�bυk �k�və/ noun a paper
cover which is put on a book to protect it or

to make it attractive. Also called book
jacket, book wrapper
book designbook design /�bυk d|�zan/ noun the
design of a book, both the typography and
the page layout
book designerbook designer /�bυk d |�zanə/ noun a
person who designs books
BookExpo AmericaBookExpo America /�bυkekspəυ ə |

�merkə/ noun a book fair held in Chicago
in May/June, formerly called the ‘ABA’
book exportbook export /�bυk �ekspɔ�t/ noun a
book produced in one country and sold in
another
book fairbook fair /�bυk feə/ noun a trade exhibi-
tion with the object of publicising, selling
and exchanging books

COMMENT: The major international fairs are
held all year round. The most important are
the London Book Fair (March); the Bologna
Book Fair (March/April); the Paris Salon du
Livre (March); the BookExpo America
(May/June); the Moscow Book Fair
(September); the Frankfurt Book Fair
(October). There are many other book fairs
in various countries; and many specialised
fairs as well. Book fairs have existed as
meetings for trade since books were
invented: the Frankfurt Book Fair existed
even in the later Middle Ages. Originally
they were places where merchants could
buy and sell manuscripts; they have always
had an international element, and even the
earliest book fairs were patronised by
dealers from various countries in Europe.
Book fairs can now be divided into two main
categories: (a) rights fairs (like the Frankfurt
Book Fair, or the London Book Fair), where
publishers sell rights in books to publishers
from other countries, and also meet agents
and representatives; and (b) selling fairs
(such as the Geneva Book Fair) where
books can be sold to the visitors from the
stands.

book inksbook inks /�bυk ŋks/ plural noun inks
that are used for printing the text of books
book jacketbook jacket /�bυk �d��kt/ noun same
as book cover
book learningbook learning /�bυk �l!�nŋ/ noun
knowledge obtained from books instead of
from experience
bookletbooklet /�bυklət/ noun a small book with
a paper cover, often used for information
book listbook list /�bυk lst/ noun a list of books
on a specific subject or by a particular
author
booklorebooklore /�bυklɔ�/ noun information
about books, especially their authors and
the circumstances of their publication
bookmakerbookmaker /�bυkmekə/ noun a book
designer, printer or binder
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bookmarkbookmark /�bυkmɑ�k/ noun 1. a narrow
strip of material or paper used to mark the
place in a book where the reader has
stopped reading temporarily 2. a code used
by a multimedia title or web browser that
allows the user to go back to the same point
again in the future 3. the address of an
Internet site, saved so that the user can
easily return to the site � verb to add an
Internet address to a list of bookmarks
book marketbook market /�bυk �mɑ�kt/ noun the
number of potential buyers for books
book paperbook paper /�bυk �pepə/ noun special
paper used for printing books
book platebook plate /�bυk plet/ noun a deco-
rated piece of paper stuck in the front of the
book with the name of the owner written or
printed on it
book postbook post /�bυk pəυst/ noun specially
cheap postage rates for sending books
book proofsbook proofs /�bυk pru�fs/ plural noun
page proofs of a book which are bound up
in a paper cover, often used as advance
proofs
book publisherbook publisher /�bυk �p�blʃə/ noun a
company that publishes books
book reviewbook review /�bυk r |�vju�/ noun critical
comments on a book, especially when it is
first published
book reviews pagebook reviews page /�bυk r|�vju�z
�ped�/ noun a page in a newspaper which
gives reviews of recent books, and usually
carries advertisements from publishers
booksellerbookseller /�bυkselə/ noun a person or
company that sells books
‘Bookseller, The’‘Bookseller, The’ /ðə �bυkselə/ noun a
journal providing information especially
interesting to booksellers and publishers
Booksellers Association, TheBooksellers Association, The /ðə
�bυkseləz ə|�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun an organ-
isation representing the interests of British
booksellers. Abbr BA
Booksellers Clearing HouseBooksellers Clearing House
/�bυkseləz �klərŋ �haυs/ noun a system
used in the UK for payments of publishers’
accounts by booksellers. Each bookseller
adds together the total of the accounts due
to all publishers, and sends them with one
cheque to the clearing house, which then
consolidates the payments from all the
booksellers and settles each publisher’s
account separately.
booksellingbookselling /�bυk|�selŋ/ noun the busi-
ness of selling books
bookshopbookshop /�bυkʃɒp/ noun a shop that
specialises in selling books

book signingbook signing /�bυk �sanŋ/ noun an
occasion on which an author visits a book-
shop and signs copies of the book which
members of the public have bought
bookstallbookstall /�bυkstɔ�l/, bookstand
/�bυkst�nd/ noun a table in a market or
fair where books are sold
bookstorebookstore /�bυkstɔ�/ noun 1. a space in
a library devoted to storage of books and
documents not frequently used 2. US same
as bookshop
book tokenbook token /�bυk �təυkən/ noun a card
bought to give as a gift which can only be
used to buy books
book tradebook trade /�bυk tred/ noun the busi-
ness of buying and selling books
Book TrustBook Trust /�bυk tr�st/ noun an inde-
pendent body, formerly known as the
National Book League, which promotes
books and reading and also offers an infor-
mation service
book valuebook value /�bυk �v�lju�/ noun the
value of an asset as recorded in the
company’s books
book wholesalerbook wholesaler /�həυlsel �bυkselə/
noun same as wholesale bookseller
(NOTE: US English is book jobber.)
bookworkbookwork /�bυkw!�k/ noun the keeping
of financial records
bookwormbookworm /�bυkw!�m/ noun a person
who is very fond of reading

‘Cardiff is a city of bookworms,
compared to its European counterparts.
Each resident takes out an average of
seven books a year [from the library] –
above the European average – but not a
patch on Ljubljana in Slovenia, where the
figure is 21 books a year.’ [South
Wales Echo]

book wrapperbook wrapper /�bυk �r�pə/ noun same
as book cover
BooleanBoolean /�bu�liən/ adjective using a
system of symbolic logic that uses combi-
nations of logical operators such as ‘AND’,
‘OR’ and ‘NOT’ to determine relationships
between entities. Boolean operations are
extensively used in writing computer
programs and in computer searches using
keywords.
boostboost /bu�st/ verb to increase something
� to boost the market for books
boothbooth /bu�ð/ noun US a separate section
of a commercial fair where one company
exhibits its products or services (NOTE: The
GB English for this is stand.)
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boraxborax /�bɔ�r�ks/ noun a chemical
substance used to develop photographic
film quickly
borderborder /�bɔ�də/ noun a strip, line or band
around the edge of something
born-digitalborn-digital /�bɔ�n �dd�t(ə)l/ adjec-
tive of a document, created and stored in a
digital format and not existing in hard copy
borrowborrow /�bɒrəυ/ verb to take something
away temporarily with the intention of
returning it
borrowerborrower /�bɒrəυə/ noun a person who
borrows something � Borrowers are
allowed to keep library books for two
weeks.
borrowingsborrowings /�bɒrəυŋz/ plural noun
books borrowed from a library
‘Börsenblatt’‘Börsenblatt’ noun a German weekly
magazine dealing with publishing matters
bottleneckbottleneck /�bɒt(ə)lnek/ noun a situa-
tion in which one section of an operation
cannot cope with the amount of work it has
to do, and business activity is slowed down
as a result � There is a serious bottleneck in
the production department.
bottombottom /�bɒtəm/ noun the lowest part or
point � The folios are centred at the bottom
of each page.
bottom linebottom line /�bɒtəm �lan/ noun the
most important consideration in a discus-
sion
bottom marginbottom margin /�bɒtəm �mɑ�d�n/
noun the margin along the bottom of a
page. Also called foot margin
bottom outbottom out /�bɒtəm �aυt/ verb US to
arrange the typeset text so that there are no
widows or orphans
bottom spacebottom space /�bɒtəm �spes/ noun
blank lines at the bottom of a page of
printed text
bought ledgerbought ledger /�bɔ�t �led�ə/ noun same
as purchase ledger
boundbound /baυnd/ adjective used to describe
a book or other written document that has
a permanent, usually hard, cover
bounding boxbounding box /�baυndŋ bɒks/ noun a
rectangle that determines the size, position
and shape of a graphic image or video clip
bourgeoisbourgeois /�bυə�wɑ�/ noun a type size
now no longer used, equivalent to 9 point
bowbow /baυ/ verb to curl or not lie flat

COMMENT: The pages of a book will bow if
the book is printed with the grain of the
paper running across the page, as opposed
to down the page from top to bottom.

bowdlerisebowdlerise /�baυdləraz/, bowdlerize
verb to change a text by omitting anything
which may be thought to be offensive; so
called after Thomas Bowdler who in 1818
‘cleaned up’ an edition of Shakespeare’s
plays
bowlbowl /bəυl/ noun a line forming the
rounded part of a letter, such as the round
part of a ‘b’, ‘p’ or ‘c’
boxbox /bɒks/ noun 1. a cardboard, wooden
or plastic container � The books were sent
in strong cardboard boxes. 2. a straight
rule running round a section of text or an
illustration � The sections in boxes give
hints on legal problems.
box boardbox board /�bɒks bɔ�d/ noun the board
used for making cardboard boxes
boxedboxed /bɒkst/ adjective put in a box or
sold in a box
boxed setboxed set /�bɒkst �set/ noun a set of
books sold together in a box
box filebox file /�bɒks fal/ noun a cardboard
box for holding documents
box inbox in /�bɒks �n/ verb to surround a
section of text with a rule
box numberbox number /�bɒks �n�mbə/ noun a
number used as an address, often in reply
to an advertisement in a newspaper or
magazine
bpibpi abbreviation bits per inch
BPIFBPIF /�bi� pi� a �ef/ noun an organisation
representing the interests of British
printing companies. Full form British
Printing Industries Federation
BPOPBPOP abbreviation bulk-packed on
pallets
BPPBPP abbreviation bits per pixel
BPSBPS, bps abbreviation bits per second
bracebrace /bres/ noun either of a pair of
symbols, { }, used singly in printing or
writing to group items together in a table or
list or as a pair in mathematical formulae.
Also called curly bracket
bracketedbracketed /�br�ktd/ adjective joined
to the main part of a letter with a curved
line
bracketed serifbracketed serif /�br�ktd �serf/ noun
a serif which is joined to the main part of a
letter with a curved line
bracket togetherbracket together /�br�kt tə|�"eðə/
verb to print brackets round several items
to show that they are treated in the same
way and separated from the rest of the text
BrailleBraille /brel/ noun a system of printing
that enables blind people to read by feeling
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with their fingers letters which are printed
as groups of raised dots
BraillerBrailler /�brelə/ noun a machine similar
to a typewriter that prints Braille
brakebrake /brek/ noun a device which regu-
lates the tension of paper as it runs through
a machine
branchbranch /brɑ�ntʃ/ noun a local subsection
of a business or organisation
brandbrand /br�nd/ noun a carefully-
constructed image attached to a company
and their products, recognisable by a name
or logo
brand imagebrand image /�br�nd �md�/ noun the
picture that people have in their minds of a
product associated with the brand name
brand newbrand new /�br�nd �nju�/ adjective
completely new, direct from the manufac-
turer
brassbrass /brɑ�s/ noun an alloy made of
copper and zinc
brass rulebrass rule /�brɑ�s �ru�l/ noun a rule
made of brass, used for long lines or
borders in letterpress
brayerbrayer /�breə/ noun a roller for putting
ink on a plate by hand, when taking proofs
breach of contractbreach of contract /�bri�tʃ əv
�kɒntr�kt/ noun failure to carry out the
terms of an agreement
breach of warrantybreach of warranty /�bri�tʃ əv
�wɒrənti/ noun failure to do something
that is a part of a contract
breadcrumbsbreadcrumbs /�bredkr�mz/ plural
noun a form of navigation on a webpage in
which its location is indicated by a hierar-
chical list of pages above the current one,
leading up to the main page
breakbreak /brek/ noun 1. a point at which a
word is split at the end of a line � We must
check the page proofs for bad breaks. 2. a
point at which something or somebody
stops working � She typed for two hours
without a break. � The print run was held
up by several paper breaks.
break downbreak down /�brek �daυn/ verb to sepa-
rate something into smaller parts so that it
is easier to deal with
breakdownbreakdown /�brekdaυn/ noun a
summary, explanation or analysis of data
items collected
breakerbreaker /�brekə/ noun a vat in which
paper pulp is broken and washed before
being bleached
break evenbreak even /�brek �i�v(ə)n/ verb to
make enough money to cover one’s

expenses but making neither a profit nor a
loss
breakeven pointbreakeven point /�brek|�i�v(ə)n
�pɔnt/ noun the point at which sales cover
costs, but do not show a profit � The
breakeven point for this title is 4,562
copies.
break linebreak line /�brek lan/ noun the last
line, usually a short line, at the end of a
paragraph
break offbreak off /�brek �ɒf/ noun an editor’s
instruction to a typesetter showing that text
has to start a new line
break upbreak up /�brek ��p/ verb to take a
forme of type apart when it is no longer
needed and distribute the pieces of type
brevebreve /bri�v/ noun a symbol used above a
vowel to show that it is pronounced short
(NOTE: The breve is used particularly in
printing Latin poetry.)
brevierbrevier /brə|�viə/ noun an old type size
equivalent to 8 point
bricks-and-mortarbricks-and-mortar /�brks ən �mɔ�tə/
adjective conducting business in the tradi-
tional way in buildings such as shops and
warehouses and not being involved in e-
commerce. Compare clicks-and-mortar
brightbright /brat/ adjective clear and light �
The jacket must be brighter, with more red
and yellow. � We need a bright design for
the title page.
bright and unmarkedbright and unmarked /�brat ən �n|

�mɑ�kt/ adjective of a book, especially a
second-hand book, with no fading, dirtying
or marks on the pages caused by e.g.
fingerprints or smudges
brightenbrighten /�brat(ə)n/ verb to make
brighter � Can you brighten up this cover
design?
brilliantbrilliant /�brljənt/ noun an old type size
equivalent to 4 point
bring downbring down /�brŋ �daυn/ verb 1. to put
something lower down � Can you bring
down the illustration to the bottom of the
page? 2. to make smaller � If we brought
the point size down to 7 point, what effect
would this have on the extent? � By
bringing the captions down to 4 point, we
risk making them illegible.
bring forwardbring forward /�brŋ �fɔ�wəd/ verb to
make something happen earlier � The
publicity department wants us to bring
forward the publication date.
bring outbring out /�brŋ �əυt/ verb to publish a
new book � We hope to bring out the series
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in time for Christmas. � They brought out a
book on British football.
briskbrisk /brsk/ adjective selling actively �
The demand for gardening books is partic-
ularly brisk at this time of year.
BristolBristol /�brst(ə)l bɔ�d/, Bristol board
noun fine white card made of several
sheets stuck together, used especially for
printing visiting cards and business cards
BriticisationBriticisation, Briticization noun
changing the spelling and style of a book
written in English from American to
British English
BriticiseBriticise, Briticize verb to change the
spelling and style of a book written in
English from American to British
BritishBritish /�brtʃ/ adjective relating to
Great Britain
British Books in PrintBritish Books in Print /�brtʃ bυks
n �prnt/ noun a publication containing
bibliographical details of all published
books in the UK. Abbr BBIP
British National BibliographyBritish National Bibliography
/�brtʃ �n�ʃ(ə)nəl �bbli |�ɒ"rəfi/ noun an
organisation which issues a weekly list in
printed form and on CD-ROM of all the
books published in Great Britain and
produces monthly and annual cumulative
indexes. Abbr BNB
British Printing Industries FederationBritish Printing Industries Federa-
tion /�brtʃ �prntŋ �ndυstri�z
�fedəreʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of BPIF
British Society of IndexersBritish Society of Indexers /�brtʃ
sə|�saəti əv �ndeksəz/ noun a support
association for professional indexers. Abbr
BSI
British Standards InstitutionBritish Standards Institution
/�brtʃ �st�ndədz �nsttju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun
the approved British body for the prepara-
tion and publication of national standards
for the production of goods and services.
Abbr BSI
British Talking Book Service for the BlindBritish Talking Book Service for
the Blind noun an organisation which
arranges for written materials to be
recorded on to audio tape so that blind
people can listen to them
British traditional marketBritish traditional market /�brtʃ trə |

�dʃ(ə)nəl �mɑ�kt/ noun the areas of the
world representing the old British Empire,
including Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, India and much of Africa and the
Caribbean. � European rights

COMMENT: Publishing contracts between
British and American companies formerly
allotted the British traditional market to the
British publisher, leaving the USA itself (and

usually Canada) to the American publisher.
This arrangement is now not so common,
and territories like Australia are becoming
‘open’ or indeed are the subject of special
territorial licences.

broadbroad /brɔ�d/ adjective comprehensive in
content, knowledge, experience, ability or
application
broadbandbroadband /�brɔ�db�nd/ noun a
connection to the Internet that allows it to
remain connected while still using phone
and fax facilities on the same line, since
many signals can be transmitted simultane-
ously � adjective able to transfer large
amounts of data at high speed
broadcastbroadcast /�brɔ�dkɑ�st/ noun a
programme made for transmission on radio
or television � verb 1. to send out words,
music or signals by radio waves 2. to make
something widely known
broadcasting rightsbroadcasting rights /�brɔ�dkɑ�stŋ
rats/ plural noun the right to perform a
play or to read sections of a book or other
work on radio
broad foldbroad fold /�brɔ�d fəυld/ noun a way of
folding sheets of printed paper to form a
book, so that the grain of the paper runs
from top to bottom of a page, parallel to the
spine of the book
broadsheetbroadsheet /�brɔ�dʃi�t/ noun anything
printed on large sheets of paper, but espe-
cially one of the more serious newspapers
broadsidebroadside /�brɔ�dsad/ noun 1. an uncut
sheet of paper 2. paper which has printing
on one side only and is not folded, such as
an advertising poster 3. US a publicity
leaflet 4. US a landscape page, which is
printed sideways reading from bottom to
top, used for tables and charts
brochurebrochure /�brəυʃə/ noun a magazine or
booklet with pictures giving information
about a product or service

COMMENT: A brochure usually has only a
few pages (typically 8 or 16) and is not
sewn, but can be saddle-stitched. It usually
has a self-cover.

brochure sitebrochure site /�brəυʃə sat/ noun a
website that gives details of a company’s
products and contact information
brokebroke /brəυk/ noun odd bits of paper
collected during the papermaking process
and reused
broken linebroken line /�brəυkən �lan/ noun a line
made of a series of dashes
broken reambroken ream /�brəυkən �ri�m/ noun
paper left from a ream which has not been
used up on the previous job
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bromide paperbromide paper /�brəυmad �pepə/,
bromide /�brəυmad/ noun photosensitive
paper used to make bromide prints
bromide printbromide print /�brəυmad/, bromide
/�brəυmad prnt/ noun a photographic
print from a typeset film, a positive photo-
graphic print from a negative or the
finished print from a phototypesetting
machine printed on shiny photographic
paper � The typesetter has sent us the
bromides for checking. � Can you supply a
bromide of the corrections to pages 124
and 125?
bronzingbronzing /�brɒnzŋ/ noun the process of
sprinkling metal dust on freshly printed or
varnished sheets to give a metallic effect
brown paperbrown paper /�braυn �pepə/ noun
thick paper for wrapping parcels
browsebrowse /braυz/ verb 1. to look through a
book, magazine, database or shop in a
casual way without definite intentions 2. to
view data in a database or online system
browserbrowser /�braυzə/ noun a software
program that is used to navigate through
World Wide Web pages stored on the
Internet. � web browser
browsingbrowsing /�braυzŋ/ noun the act of a
user moving through text or a multimedia
application in no particular order
brush coatingbrush coating /�br�ʃ �kəυtŋ/ noun the
process of coating paper by painting it with
brushes in a special machine
brush upbrush up /�br�ʃ ��p/ verb to refresh or
renew one’s knowledge of or skill in some-
thing
B seriesB series /�bi� �səri�z/, B sizes plural
noun ISO recommended paper sizes for
posters and other large printed items, the
basic size being 1414 x 1000mm. � A
series, C series
BSIBSI abbreviation 1. British Society of
Indexers 2. British Standards Institution
bubblebubble /�b�b(ə)l/ noun a round shape
containing the ‘spoken’ words in a cartoon
BuchmesseBuchmesse /�bυxmesə/ noun a
German book fair, such as the Frankfurt
Book Fair
bucklebuckle /�b�k(ə)l/ verb to swell because of
heat
buckle folderbuckle folder /�b�k(ə)l �fəυldə/ noun a
device for folding paper where the sheet is
made to buckle by pulling it through rollers
against a metal plate
buckle foldingbuckle folding /�b�k(ə)l �fəυldŋ/ noun
a method of folding paper where the sheet

is made to buckle by pulling it through
rollers against a metal plate
bucklingbuckling /�b�klŋ/ noun distortion and
bending of film due to heat or dryness
buckrambuckram /�b�krəm/ noun a coarse cotton
or linen fabric that has been stiffened with
starch, gum or latex, used in bookbinding
budgetbudget /�b�d�t/ noun a financial plan
showing how much money is available and
how it is proposed to spend it � verb to
allow pre-determined amounts of money
for specific purposes
budgetary controlbudgetary control /�b�d�t(ə)ri kən |

�trəυl/ noun the act of keeping a check on
spending
budget variancebudget variance /�b�d�t �veəriəns/
noun the difference between the cost as
estimated for a budget and the actual cost
buffbuff /b�f/ adjective having a pale brown
colour, as of manilla envelopes
bufferbuffer /�b�fə/ noun a temporary storage
area for data being transmitted between
two devices that function at different
speeds. A buffer enables a faster device
such as a computer to complete sending the
data and begin another task without
waiting for a slower device such as a
printer.
bugbug /b�"/ noun 1. a problem or mistake in
a computer program 2. a tracking or
surveillance device
buildbuild /bld/ verb to make a list by
publishing a series of titles � The new
editor has a lot of list-building experience.
build intobuild into /�bld �ntu�/ verb to add
something to a thing that is being set up �
You must build all the forecasts into the
budget.
build upbuild up /�bld ��p/ verb 1. to create
something by adding pieces together � He
bought several small lists and gradually
built up a publishing company. 2. to
expand something gradually � to build up
a profitable business � to build up a team
of salesmen
bulkbulk /b�lk/ noun the thickness of paper �
verb � to bulk up to use bulky paper to
make a book appear thicker � The book is
only 96 pages but we bulked it up so that
we can price it at £9.99.

COMMENT: In Europe, paper bulk is
measured either in microns (the thickness
of one leaf) or by giving a volume factor
which gives the bulk in millimetres of 200
pages of 100gsm. In the USA, bulk is
measured by the number of pages per inch
of thickness (p.p.i.). Hardwood pulp
produces paper which is bulkier than
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softwood. Bulky mechanicals are used
particularly for paperbacks. Light bulky
paper (such as antique featherweight) is
used for children’s books.

bulk buyingbulk buying /�b�lk �baŋ/ noun the act
of buying a large quantity of something to
obtain a cheaper price. Also called bulk
purchase
bulk factorbulk factor /�b�lk �f�ktə/ noun US a
way of measuring paper bulk according to
the number of pages of a particular type of
paper which make one inch in height
bulkingbulking /�b�lkŋ/ noun the general thick-
ness of a book
bulking dummybulking dummy /�bυlkŋ �d�mi/ noun
a dummy book, made with the correct
paper and binding, to test its weight, bulk
and overall appearance
bulking indexbulking index /�bυlkŋ �ndeks/ noun
US a measurement of paper bulk, calcu-
lated by dividing the thickness in p.p.i. by
the basis weight. See Comment at bulk
bulking numberbulking number /�bυlkŋ �n�mbə/
noun a measurement of the number of
sheets per inch
bulking paperbulking paper /�bυlkŋ �pepə/ noun
specially thick paper which is used to make
a book thicker
bulk orderbulk order /�b�lk �ɔ�də/ noun an order
for a large quantity of material
bulk-packed on palletsbulk-packed on pallets /�b�lk p�kt
ɒn �p�lts/ adjective packed loose on
pallets but shrink-wrapped for security �
Paper is often bulk-packed on pallets as
distinct from ream-wrapped. Abbr BPOP
bulk purchasebulk purchase /�b�lk �p!�tʃs/ noun
same as bulk buying
bulk shipmentbulk shipment /�b�lk �ʃpmənt/ noun a
shipment of a large quantity of goods
bulk stockbulk stock /�b�lk stɒk/ noun a large
quantity of stock of a book, held in a sepa-
rate part of the warehouse from the bin
stock
bulk wrappingbulk wrapping /�b�lk �r�pŋ/ noun the
wrapping of several copies of a magazine
or small book for dispatch
bulkybulky /�b�lki/ adjective referring to paper
which is thick and heavy � We used espe-
cially bulky paper for the children’s books.
bulletbullet /�bυlt/ noun a large printed dot
used to highlight items in a printed list
bulletin boardbulletin board /�bυltn bɔ�d/ noun an
electronic discussion network and infor-
mation database
bullet pointbullet point /�bυlt pɔnt/ noun
PRINTING same as bullet

bumfbumf /b�mf/ noun unwanted or uninter-
esting printed material, especially official
forms and documents
bump colourbump colour /�b�mp �k�lə/ noun a
special colour added to a four-colour sepa-
ration to enhance tonal range
bundled servicebundled service /�b�nd(ə)ld �s!�vs/
noun a collection of several different serv-
ices sold as a package
bundlingbundling /�b�ndlŋ/ noun 1. the act of
tying items up into bundles for transport,
such as packs of newspapers or magazines
2. the act of stacking printed and folded
sections for storage until required, with the
foredge alternately to the right and left side
of the stack so that the pile stays flat 3. US
the act of pressing sewn signatures so that
they lie flat
burinburin /�bjυərn/ noun a tool like a needle
used to engrave on copper plates
burnburn /b!�n/ noun the length of exposure
of a metal plate � verb to copy data on to a
CD-ROM or DVD-ROM. It can then be
used to transport the content or to create
multiple copies.
burnishburnish /�b!�nʃ/ verb to smooth out any
wrinkles in a paste-up board where the
galleys have been affixed
burnishingburnishing /�b!�nʃŋ/ noun 1. the
process of making gold or silver stamping
sharper by running the paper through the
press a second time, with copper foil
covering the die 2. the process of polishing
the gold or silver leaf on edges of books to
give it a brighter appearance
burst bindingburst binding /�b!�st �bandŋ/ noun a
type of perfect binding where the collated
pages are slashed in the spines before the
glue and covers are put on
bursterburster /�b!�stə/ noun a machine that
cuts continuous stationery into separate
sheets
burst testburst test /�b!�st test/ noun a test of the
strength of paper
burst testerburst tester /�b!�st �testə/ noun a
device for testing the strength of paper
busbus /b�s/ noun 1. a communication link
consisting of a set of leads or wires which
connects different parts of a computer
hardware system, and over which data is
transmitted and received by various
circuits in the system 2. a central source of
information which supplies several devices
business cardbusiness card /�bzns kɑ�d/ noun a
small card giving the name and business
details of a person
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business collegebusiness college /�bzns �kɒld�/
noun a college which teaches general busi-
ness methods
business expensesbusiness expenses /�bzns k |

�spensz/ plural noun money spent on
running a business, not on stock or assets
business planbusiness plan /�bzns pl�n/ noun a
proposal for a new business, presented to a
bank or other institution when asking for a
loan
butt registerbutt register /�b�t �red�stə/ noun a
printed register in which adjacent printed
areas meet precisely at the edges, without
overlap or a gap between them. Compare
lap register
buybuy /ba/ verb to get something by paying
money � to buy wholesale and sell retail �
to buy for cash � He bought 10 tonnes of
paper. � The company has been bought by
its leading supplier.
buy aroundbuy around /�ba ə |�raυnd/ verb to buy
stock of books in contravention of exclu-
sive market arrangements � Some
Australian bookstores may try to buy
around to get books more cheaply than
from the exclusive distributors.
buyerbuyer /�baə/ noun 1. a person who buys
something 2. a person who buys goods

from a wholesaler, which are then stocked
by a large store 3. a publisher who buys the
reprint rights in a book from the original
publisher, especially the right to reprint the
book in another country
buyers’ market

buyers’ market /�baəz �mɑ�kt/ noun
a market in which products are sold
cheaply because there are few buyers
buy in

buy in /�ba �n/ verb to buy a book ready
made and publish it, rather than editing it
from the manuscript � We rely on bought-
in titles to build up the list.
buying

buying /�baŋ/ noun the act of getting
something in exchange for money
buying department

buying department /�baŋ d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
company which buys raw materials or
goods for use in the company
buying forward

buying forward /�baŋ �fɔ�wəd/ noun
same as forward buying
byline

byline /�balan/ noun a line giving the
name of the author of a newspaper or
magazine article
byte

byte /bat/ noun a measurement used to
express data or memory capacity of a
computer
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© symbol a symbol denoting copyright,
placed by law before the name of the owner
of the copyright and the year of first publi-
cation

COMMENT: The symbol adopted by the
Universal Copyright Convention in Geneva
in 1952. Publications bearing the symbol
are automatically covered by the
convention. The copyright line in a book
should give the © followed by the name of
the copyright holder and the date.

cc abbreviation 1. PUBL chapter 2. HIST circa
C1SC1S abbreviation coated one side
C2SC2S abbreviation coated two sides
CADCAD /k�d/ abbreviation computer-aided
design
CAD/CAMCAD/CAM /�k�d k�m/ noun interaction
between computers used for designing
products and those used for manufacturing
them
caesuracaesura /s |�sjυərə/ noun a break in a
line of poetry
cakedcaked /kekt/ adjective relating to type
that has become stuck together
calculationcalculation /�k�lkjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the
answer to a problem in mathematics
calendarcalendar /�k�lndə/ noun a printed table
or chart which shows the days, weeks and
months of the year
calendar monthcalendar month /�k�lndə m�nθ/
noun a period of time, usually 30 or 31
days, measured according to an established
western calendar rather than natural
changes of the moon
calendar yearcalendar year /�k�lndə �jə/ noun a
period of time, usually 12 months, meas-
ured according to an established western
calendar rather than natural changes of the
moon
calendercalender /�k�ləndə/ noun a series of
pairs of rollers through which paper is
passed to give it a smooth finish � verb to
pass paper through rollers so that it has a

shiny finish � The book is printed on calen-
dered paper.
calenderingcalendering /�k�ləndərŋ/ noun the
process of rolling paper to give it a smooth
finish. � supercalendering
calender stackcalender stack /�k�ləndə st�k/ noun
a set of rollers for calendering paper
calfcalf /kɑ�f/ noun a soft leather used for
binding books
calf clothcalf cloth /�kɑ�f klɒθ/ noun imitation
leather made of woven material
California job caseCalifornia job case /�k�l|�fɔ�niə
�d�ɒb kes/ noun a case for metal type,
where the upper and lower case characters
are on the same level, now rarely used
calipercaliper /�k�lpə/ noun 1. a type of meas-
uring instrument which calculates the
thickness of paper 2. the thickness of paper

COMMENT: In the UK, paper was formerly
measured in mils (1 mil = one thousandth of
an inch), but it is now measured in microns
(1 micron = one thousandth of a millimetre).
Mils are still used in the USA.

callcall /kɔ�l/ noun 1. a conversation on the
telephone 2. a visit to somebody’s house �
The reps make six calls a day.
calligraphercalligrapher /kə |�l"rəfə/ noun a person
who specialises in drawing letters
calligraphic pencalligraphic pen /�k�l"r�fk pen/
noun a pen with a special nib, used for fine
drawing of letters
calligraphycalligraphy /kə|�l"rəfi/ noun the artistic
use of handwriting
call-outcall-out /�kɔ�l �aυt/ noun a piece of text
which identifies some part of an illustra-
tion, often connected to that part by an
arrow or line
call ratecall rate /�kɔ�l ret/ noun the number of
calls per day or per week made by a sales-
person
call upcall up /�kɔ�l ��p/ verb to instruct a
computer to find and display a particular
piece of information
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cameracamera /�k�m(ə)rə/ noun a machine
which takes photographs, especially in
printing, a machine which takes photo-
graphs of the made-up pages of a book
camera-readycamera-ready /�k�m(ə)rə �redi/ adjec-
tive relating to material in its final publish-
able format, ready to be photographed or
electronically scanned for the purpose of
preparing printing plates
camera-ready copycamera-ready copy /�k�m(ə)rə �redi
�kɒpi/, camera-ready paste-up
/�k�m(ə)rə �redi �pest ��p/ noun a type-
script which is ready to be photographed as
part of book production. Abbr CRC, CRPU
Cameron pressCameron press /�k�m(ə)rən pres/
noun a type of rotary letterpress printing
machine, in which plastic plates are
attached to an endless belt, as opposed to
cylinders
campaigncampaign /k�m|�pen/ noun a planned
method of working
cancelcancel /�k�ns(ə)l/ verb to cause some-
thing such as a cheque or reservation to be
no longer valid � noun a set of printed
pages (or a single leaf) which take the
place of other pages in a printed book � We
printed a four-page cancel for the prelims
of the book club edition.
cancellationcancellation /�k�nsə|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun an
instruction to say that something is no
longer needed
cancellation clausecancellation clause /�k�nsə|�leʃ(ə)n
klɔ�z/ noun a clause in a contract which
states the terms on which the contract may
be cancelled
c&lcc&lc abbreviation caps and lower case
c&scc&sc abbreviation caps and small caps
capcap /k�p/ abbreviation capital letter
capacitycapacity /kə|�p�sti/ noun 1. the amount
that something can hold 2. (in industry) the
amount that can be produced or work that
can be done
cap heightcap height /�k�p hat/ noun the height
of a capital letter from the base line to the
top
capitalcapital /�k�pt(ə)l/ noun money that is
used to set up a business or invested to
make more money
capital assetscapital assets /�k�pt(ə)l ��sets/
plural noun property such as machines or
equipment which a company owns and
uses
capital equipmentcapital equipment /�k�pt(ə)l  |

�kwpmənt/ noun equipment which a
factory or office uses to work

capital expenditurecapital expenditure /�k�pt(ə)l k |

�spendtʃə/ noun money spent on equip-
ment or buildings
capitalisationcapitalisation /�k�pt(ə)la|�zeʃ(ə)n/,
capitalization noun the act of putting a
word into capital letters
capitalisecapitalise /�k�ptəlaz/, capitalize
/�k�pt(ə)laz/ verb 1. to write a word in
capital letters � The name of the company
is always capitalised in notices to share-
holders. 2. to supply money to a working
company
capitalise oncapitalise on /�k�pt(ə)laz ɒn/ verb to
make a profit from � They capitalised on
the popularity of the author’s TV show.
capital lettercapital letter /�k�pt(ə)l �letə/ noun the
upper case form of a letter used at the
beginning of sentences and names, e.g. A,
B, C as opposed to a, b, c. Abbr cap
cap linecap line /�k�p lan/ noun a line marking
the top of a series of capital letters
caps and lower casecaps and lower case noun a style of
setting where the first letters of the main
words are in capitals, and the rest of the
words in lower case. Abbr c&lc
caps and small capscaps and small caps, caps and
smalls plural noun capitals and small capi-
tals, a style of setting where the first letter
of each word is a capital, and all the other
letters are small capitals. Abbr c&sc
caps lockcaps lock /�k�ps lɒk/ noun a key on a
keyboard that allows all characters to be
entered as capitals
captioncaption /�k�pʃən/ noun a note or
heading to a picture or illustration � verb to
print a caption
captive marketcaptive market /�k�ptv �mɑ�kt/
noun a market in which one supplier has a
monopoly and buyers have no choice over
the product that they must purchase
capturecapture /�k�ptʃə/ verb to obtain control
over something � to capture the market
carbon blackcarbon black /�kɑ�bən bl�k/ noun a
very black pigment used in making
printing ink
carbon processcarbon process /�kɑ�bən �prəυses/
noun a colour correction process used in
gravure, involving three-colour carbon
tissues. Also called wet carbon process
carbon tissuecarbon tissue /�kɑ�bən �tʃu�/ noun 1.
thin paper with a coating of carbon powder
2. a sheet of light-sensitive material used in
photogravure
Carbro processCarbro process /�kɑ�brəυ �prəυses/
noun a colour correction process used in
gravure printing, where each process
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colour is carried on gelatine to allow the
colour to be checked
cardcard /kɑ�d/ noun a piece of thick, stiff
paper
cardboardcardboard /�kɑ�dbɔ�d/ noun thick, stiff
paper used for making boxes
cardboard boxcardboard box /�kɑ�dbɔ�d �bɒks/ noun
a box made of cardboard
cardboard tubecardboard tube /�kɑ�dbɔ�d �tju�b/
noun a tube made of cardboard, used for
sending posters or covers rolled up inside
card chasecard chase /�kɑ�d tʃes/ noun a small
chase for type or plates to print business
cards and other small items of stationery
card indexcard index /�kɑ�d �ndeks/ noun a series
of cards, usually standard size 12.5 x 7.5
cm, used to record holdings and kept in
specially designed drawers or boxes
card-indexcard-index /�kɑ�d �ndeks/ verb to put
information onto a card index
card-index filecard-index file /�kɑ�d �ndeks fal/
noun information kept on filing cards
card-indexingcard-indexing /�kɑ�d �ndeksŋ/ noun
the act of putting information onto a card
index � No one can understand her card-
indexing system.
cardingcarding /�kɑ�dŋ/ noun the act of putting
strips of card or thin leading between type
to give extra space or to make a page longer
caret markcaret mark /�k�rət mɑ�k/, caret sign
/�k�rət san/ noun a proofreading symbol
to indicate that something should be
inserted into the text
caricaturecaricature /�k�rkətjυə/ noun a funny
drawing which exaggerates a person’s
appearance � verb to draw a caricature of
somebody
carnetcarnet /�kɑ�ne/ noun an international
document which allows dutiable goods to
cross several European countries by road
without paying duty until the goods reach
their final destination
carriagecarriage /�k�rd�/ noun 1. the trans-
porting of goods from one place to another,
or the cost of the transport of goods � to
pay for carriage � to allow 10% for
carriage � Carriage is 15% of the total
cost. 2. a mechanical section of a printer
that correctly feeds, spaces or moves paper
that is being printed 3. the section of a
printing press which holds and moves the
forme
carriage forwardcarriage forward /�k�rd� �fɔ�wəd/
adjective relating to a deal where the
customer will pay for the shipping when
the goods arrive

carriage freecarriage free /�k�rd� �fri�/ adjective
relating to a deal where the customer does
not pay for the shipping
carriage paidcarriage paid /�k�rd� �ped/ adjective
relating to a deal where the seller has paid
for the shipping
carriage prepaidcarriage prepaid /�k�rd� �pri� |�ped/
adjective relating to a deal where transport
costs have been paid in advance
carriage returncarriage return /�k�rd� r |�t!�n/ noun
a signal or key that moves the cursor or
printhead to the beginning of the next line
of print or display. Abbr CR
carriage return keycarriage return key /�k�rd� r|�t!�n
�ki�/ noun a key that marks the end of a
line, when the machine goes to start a new
line and the cursor or printhead moves to
the beginning of the next line on screen or
in printing
carriage return/line feedcarriage return/line feed /�k�rd� r |

�t!�n �lan �fi�d/ noun a key that moves the
cursor or printhead to the beginning of the
next line and moves the paper or text up by
one line. Abbr CR/LF
carriercarrier /�k�riə/ noun 1. a company that
transports goods � We only use reputable
carriers. 2. a substance that holds the ink
for photocopying or printing processes 3. a
device that holds a section of microfilm
carrycarry /�k�ri/ verb 1. to transport some-
thing from one place to another 2. to
contain or broadcast information � The
newspaper carried a full report on the
event.
car stockcar stock /�kɑ� stɒk/ noun the stock of
books that a rep carries in the back of his or
her car, in order to be able to supply book-
shops quickly
cartographercartographer /kɑ�|�tɒ"rəfə/ noun a
person who draws maps
cartographicalcartographical /�kɑ�tə |�"r�fk(ə)l/
adjective relating to maps
cartographycartography /kɑ� |�tɒ"rəfi/ noun the art
of drawing maps
cartoncarton /�kɑ�t(ə)n/ noun 1. thick card-
board � a folder made of carton 2. a box
made of cardboard
cartooncartoon /kɑ�|�tu�n/ noun 1. the first draft
of a drawing done on paper which can be
transferred to larger paintings 2. a comic or
satirical drawing � a cartoon book or a
book of cartoons � The gardening title is
illustrated by cartoons. 3. an animated film
made by photographing a series of draw-
ings
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cartoon charactercartoon character /kɑ� |�tu�n
�k�rktə/ noun a character who appears in
cartoons, such as Asterix or Donald Duck
cartoonistcartoonist /kɑ� |�tu�nst/ noun a person
who draws cartoons
cartouchecartouche /kɑ� |�tu�ʃ/ noun a decorative
box which frames a text
cartridgecartridge /�kɑ�trd�/ noun a removable
device made of a closed box containing a
disk, tape, program or data
cartridge fontscartridge fonts /�kɑ�trd� fɒnts/ plural
noun hardware which can be attached to a
printer, providing a choice of typefaces,
but still limited to the typefaces and styles
included in the cartridge
cartridge papercartridge paper /�kɑ�trd� �pepə/
noun strong, thick, usually white paper
used for drawing

COMMENT: Cartridge paper is so called
because it was originally used for making
cartridges for bullets. It is made from
chemical pulp, sized, and is very white.

cascading stylesheetcascading stylesheet /k�s|�kedŋ
�stalʃi�t/ noun a method of describing the
font, spacing, and colour of text within a
webpage and storing this information in a
style sheet that can be applied to any text
within the page. Abbr CSS
casecase /kes/ noun 1. a stiff cardboard
cover glued onto a book formed of two
pieces of cardboard and the spine � The
library edition has a case and jacket. �
Have you remembered to order the
blocking for the spine of the case? 2. a
cardboard or wooden box for packing and
carrying goods 3. a box in which metal
type is kept, divided into sections for the
various pieces of type � verb 1. to bind a
book in a stiff cardboard cover 2. to pack
something in a case
case bindingcase binding /�kes �bandŋ/ noun 1. a
stiff cardboard cover � The trade edition
has a case binding. 2. the action of binding
a book in a hard cardboard cover
caseboundcasebound /�kesbaυnd/ adjective PUBL
same as hardback. � paperback, cloth-
bound
case changecase change /�kes tʃend�/ noun a key
used to change from upper to lower case on
a word processor
cased bookcased book /�kest �bυk/ noun a book
that is bound in a hard cover
casein gluecasein glue /�kesin "lu�/ noun a glue
used in bookbinding and in making coated
papers, which is almost acid-free
case-making machinecase-making machine /�kes
�mekŋ mə|�ʃi�n/ noun a machine for

cutting the cardboard which forms the
cover of a book
cash bookcash book /�k�ʃ bυk/ noun a book in
which a record is kept of income and
expenditure
cash budgetcash budget /�k�ʃ �b�d�t/ noun a plan
of cash income and expenditure
cash flowcash flow /�k�ʃ fləυ/ noun the move-
ment of money in and out of a business
cash in handcash in hand /�k�ʃ n �h�nd/ noun
same as balance in hand
cash salecash sale /�k�ʃ sel/ noun an act of
selling something for cash
cash termscash terms /�k�ʃ t!�mz/ plural noun
lower terms which apply if the customer
pays cash
casingcasing /�kesŋ/, casing in noun the act
of putting a hard cover on a book, attaching
it by glueing it to the endpapers and the
hinge flaps
casing-in machinecasing-in machine /�kesŋ �n mə|

�ʃi�n/ noun a machine that attaches cases to
book blocks
CaslonCaslon /�k�zlɒn/ noun a typeface
designed by William Caslon, the first
major English typefounder, in the 17th
century
cassettecassette /kə|�set/ noun a small rectan-
gular plastic container for magnetic tape
which can be used for recording and
playing back speech or music
cassiecassie /�k�si/ noun dirty or torn paper in
a ream, usually the first and last sheets in
the pile
castcast /kɑ�st/ verb to make a piece of type
out of hot metal
cast-coated papercast-coated paper /�kɑ�st �kəυtd
�pepə/ noun shiny coated paper, which
has been dried under pressure from hot
rollers
castercaster /�kɑ�stə/, casting machine noun
a machine that produces metal type, e.g.
the Monotype or Linotype machines
casting boxcasting box /�kɑ�stŋ bɒks/ noun a
special box in which metal printing plates
are cast
casting offcasting off /�kɑ�stŋ ɒf/, casting up
noun the act of calculating the amount of
space required to print text in a particular
font, and thus the number of pages in the
finished book
cast offcast off /�kɑ�st �ɒf/ verb to calculate the
amount of space needed to print a text in a
particular font
cast-offcast-off /�kɑ�st ɒf/ noun a calculation of
the extent of a book, that is the number of
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pages required to print a text in a particular
typeface and point size, done by counting
the characters including the punctuation
marks and spaces
cast-upcast-up /�kɑ�st �p/ noun a calculation of
the amount of setting needed for a book
including spaces and headings, which
leads to an estimate of typesetting costs
casual workcasual work /�k��uəl w!�k/ noun jobs
done by people employed for a short time
cataloguecatalogue /�k�t(ə)lɒ"/ noun 1. a list of
priced and illustrated items for sale,
presented in book form or in other formats
including CD-ROM or video 2. a list of the
holdings in a library, usually arranged
according to subject, title or author � verb
1. to classify and list items to form a cata-
logue 2. to enter something in a catalogue
catalogue pricecatalogue price /�k�t(ə)lɒ" pras/
noun the price of something as marked in a
catalogue
cataloguercataloguer /�k�təlɒ"ə/ noun a person
who catalogues books in a library
Cataloguing in PublicationCataloguing in Publication
/�k�təlɒ"ŋ n �p�bl |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
system whereby new books are catalogued
before publication by the British Library or
by the Library of Congress based on details
about each book supplied by the publisher.
Abbr CIP
catchlinecatchline /�k�tʃlan/ noun a headline
which is written at the top of a page of
manuscript or printed at the top of proofs,
and discarded when the proofs are made up
into pages
catch mountcatch mount /�k�tʃ maυnt/ noun a
special mount which allows a page to be
removed from the imposed forme and
another page put in its place
catch stitchcatch stitch /�k�tʃ sttʃ/ noun same as
kettlestitch
catch upcatch up /�k�tʃ ��p/ noun a situation
where the non-image areas of a litho-
graphic print take in ink. Also called
scumming
catchwordcatchword /�k�tʃw!�d/ noun 1. a word
printed at the top of a page in a dictionary
or other reference book, usually the first or
last entry for that page 2. the first word of
a page of printed text repeated at the
bottom right-hand corner of the previous
page, originally placed there to draw the
binder’s attention to it
categorycategory /�k�t"(ə)ri/ noun a division
or class in a system used to group items
according to their type

cater forcater for /�ketə fɔ�/ verb to provide
what people need
cathode ray tubecathode ray tube /�k�θəυd �re
�tju�b/ noun an output device used in a
VDU or phototypesetter for displaying
text, figures or graphics. Abbr CRT

COMMENT: A CRT consists of a vacuum
tube, one end of which is flat and coated
with phosphor; the other end contains an
electron beam source. Characters become
visible when the electron beam makes the
phosphor coating glow.

caveatcaveat /�k�vi�t/ noun a warning
caveat emptorcaveat emptor /�k�vi�t �emptɔ�/
phrase a phrase meaning that the buyer is
personally responsible for checking that
what they buy is in good order (NOTE: The
Latin phrase means ‘let the buyer beware’.)
cccc1 /�si� �si�/ noun 1. used at the ends of
letters, memos and reports to indicate that
an identical copy has been sent to the
named people 2. a feature of electronic
mail software that allows you to send a
copy of a message to another user � full
form carbon copy
cccc2 abbreviation copies
CCDCCD noun an electronic device that has an
array of tiny elements whose electrical
charge changes with light; each element
represents a pixel and its state can be
examined to record the light intensity at
that point; used in some scanners and video
cameras. Full form charge-coupled
device
CCTVCCTV abbreviation closed circuit televi-
sion
CD burnerCD burner /�si� �di� �b!�nə/ noun
COMPUT same as CD writer
CD-ICD-I /�si� �di� a/ noun a compact disc
with electronic information that can be
changed by the user. Full form compact
disc interactive
CD-ROMCD-ROM /�si� di� �rɒm/ noun an elec-
tronic method of storing large quantities of
information which can be read by laser.
Full form compact disc – read only
memory
CD-ROM driveCD-ROM drive /�si� di� �rɒm �drav/,
CD-ROM player /�si� di� �rɒm �pleə/
noun a disk drive that allows a computer to
read data stored on a CD-ROM, in which
the player spins the disc and uses a laser
beam to read etched patterns on the surface
of the CD-ROM that represent data bits
CD-RWCD-RW /�si� di� ɑ� �d�b(ə)lju�/ noun a
compact disc that can have its contents
erased and something else recorded onto it
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many times. Full form compact disc
rewritable
CD-WOCD-WO /�si� �d�b(ə)l ju� �əυ/ noun CD-
ROM disc and drive technology that allows
a user to write data to the disc once only
and is useful for storing archived docu-
ments or for testing a CD-ROM before it is
duplicated. Full form compact disc write
once
CD writerCD writer /�si� �di� �ratə/ noun a piece
of equipment used to record data perma-
nently onto a compact disc
cedecede /si�d/ verb to give up something
such as a right � The author has ceded the
film rights to a well-known charity. �

cession
cedillacedilla /sə |�dlə/ noun a small mark (¸)
used in some languages under a letter to
change its pronunciation, e.g. under the
letter c in French to soften it
cellcell /sel/ noun a space for information in a
table such as a computer spreadsheet,
formed where a row and a column intersect
cello foilcello foil /�seləυ fɔl/ noun vinyl foil, a
thin material for blocking on plastic book
covers
cellophanecellophane /�seləfen/ a trade name for
a transparent plastic film � The books are
packed in cellophane wrapping.
cellulosecellulose /�seljυləυs/ noun a chemical
substance which is a compound of carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen

COMMENT: Cellulose forms the fibres in
plants, and so becomes the fibre which
constitutes paper. Cellulose fibres have the
following properties: they are inert, that is,
they do not react easily with other chemical
substances; they absorb water and so can
be made into the liquid pulp which when
dried forms paper; they are colourless,
transparent and very strong.

cellulose acetatecellulose acetate /�seljυləυs ��stet/
noun a sheet of transparent film used for
making overlays
cellulose filmcellulose film /�seljυləυs flm/ noun a
transparent film made from cellulose
censorcensor /�sensə/ noun a person who
decides what may be published, shown or
distributed to the general public � verb to
edit published material or films with regard
to what is considered decent for selling,
showing or distributing to the general
public
censorshipcensorship /�sensəʃp/ noun prohibi-
tion of the production, distribution or sale
of items considered to be objectionable on
political, religious or moral grounds

centimetrecentimetre /�sentmi�tə/ noun one
hundredth part of a metre. Abbr cm (NOTE:
The US spelling is centimeter.)
centralisationcentralisation /�sentrəla|�zeʃ(ə)n/,
centralization noun organisation of every-
thing from a central point
centralisecentralise /�sentrəlaz/, centralize verb
to organise something from a central point
� All purchasing has been centralised in
our main office. � The group benefits from
a highly centralised organisational struc-
ture.
central processing unitcentral processing unit /�sentrəl
�prəυsesŋ �ju�nt/ noun the circuits
which form the main part of a computer.
Abbr CPU
central purchasingcentral purchasing /�sentrəl
�p!�tʃsŋ/ noun purchasing organised by
a central office for all branches of a
company
centrecentre /�sentə/ noun 1. a point in the
middle of an area � The illustration should
be in the centre of the page. � The folio
numbers should be in the bottom centre. 2.
a group of items in an account � verb 1. to
put something in the middle � The text is
centred, but the headings should be ranged
left. 2. to arrange a piece of text so that the
middle of the text is in the middle of the
line on the page
centred dotcentred dot /�sentəd �dɒt/ noun a dot
which is raised above the base line to the
middle of the x-height, used in some coun-
tries as a decimal point, as an indication of
a new paragraph or section, and also in the
USA as a way of indicating syllables in
headwords in a dictionary
centrefoldcentrefold /�sentəfəυld/ noun a double
page in the middle of a newspaper or
magazine � We have placed an ad on the
centrefold of the next issue.
centre headingcentre heading /�sentə �hedŋ/ noun a
heading at the middle of the top of a page
centre holescentre holes /�sentə həυlz/ plural noun
location holes along the centre of punched
tape
centre margin ringcentre margin ring /�sentə �mɑ�d�n
�rŋ/ noun a metal ring round the edge of
the cylinder holding printing plates
centre markscentre marks /�sentə mɑ�ks/ noun
lines on a double-page spread which indi-
cate where it is to be folded or cut
centre notescentre notes /�sentə nəυts/ plural noun
notes printed in the centre of a page
between two columns of type
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centre spreadcentre spread /�sentə �spred/ noun a
double page spread which is in the middle
of a signature
centre sprocket feedcentre sprocket feed /�sentə �sprɒkt
�fi�d/ noun central paper tape sprocket
holes that line up with coding hole posi-
tions
centrifugal pulp cleanercentrifugal pulp cleaner /�sentr |

�fju�"(ə)l �p�lp �kli�nə/ noun a type of
spinning drum which separates dirt from
wood pulp as it is prepared for paper-
making
centringcentring /�sentərŋ/ noun the act of
putting text in the centre of a page �
Centering of headings is easily done, using
this function key.
CenturyCentury /�sentʃəri/ noun an American
typeface designed for the ‘Century’ maga-
zine in 1895 by Theodore Lowe de Vinne,
now mainly used in a form called ‘Century
Schoolbook’
CEOCEO abbreviation Chief Executive Officer
cerfscerfs plural noun another spelling of
kerfs
certificatecertificate /sə|�tfket/ noun an official
document given to confirm facts � birth
certificate � health certificate � degree
certificate
certificate of approvalcertificate of approval /sə |�tfkət əv
ə|�pru�v(ə)l/ noun a document showing
that an item has been officially approved
certificate of origincertificate of origin /sə |�tfkət əv
�ɒrd�n/ noun a document showing where
goods were made
certified copycertified copy /�s!�tfad �kɒpi/ noun a
document which is certified as being the
same as another
cessioncession /�seʃ(ə)n/ noun the giving up of
a right to somebody. � cede
cessionarycessionary /�seʃ(ə)nəri/ noun a person
to whom a right has been transferred
cfcf abbreviation used to refer to a footnote
or to another part of the text. Full form
confer
C format paperbackC format paperback /�si� �fɔ�m�t
�pepəb�k/ noun a paperback with the
format 234 x 156mm
CGACGA noun a video display standard devel-
oped by IBM which provided low-resolu-
tion text and graphics, now superseded by
EGA and VGA. Full form colour
graphics adapter
chadchad /tʃ�d/ noun little round pieces of
paper which are removed when holes are
punched in tape

chainchain /tʃen/ noun a series of stores
belonging to the same company � a chain
of newsagents � the chairman of a large
paperback chain � He runs a chain of
specialist shops.
chain lineschain lines /�tʃen lanz/, chain marks
plural noun faint lines which run across
laid paper, made by the wire mesh in the
papermaking machine
chain storechain store /�tʃen stɔ�/ noun one store
in a chain
chairman and managing directorchairman and managing director
/�tʃeəmən ən �m�nd�ŋ da |�rektə/
noun a managing director who is also
chairman of the board of directors
chalkingchalking /�tʃɔ�kŋ/ noun 1. a printing
fault where the ink dries and flakes off
instead of being incorporated into the
paper 2. the process of dusting leaves with
powdered chalk before applying glue to
gild the edges, which prevents the leaves
sticking together
Chamber of CommerceChamber of Commerce /�tʃembər
əv �kɒm!�s/ noun a group of local busi-
nesspeople who meet to discuss problems
which they have in common and to
promote business in their town
chancerychancery /�tʃɑ�nsəri/ noun a type of
italic, e.g. Bembo
Chancery scriptChancery script /�tʃɑ�nsəri skrpt/
noun a 15th-century Italian writing style,
used for official documents, from which
italic type was derived
channelchannel /�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun 1. the spoken,
written or electronic means by which
something is passed on 2. a major interest
area on the Internet that is easily accessible
3. (in graphics) one layer of an image that
can be worked on separately or which can
be used to create special effects
channel of distributionchannel of distribution /�tʃ�n(ə)l əv
�dstr |�bju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a way of sending
goods from the manufacturer to the retailer
chapbookchapbook /�tʃ�pbυk/ noun a small
booklet of poems, ballads or stories, origi-
nally sold by travelling pedlars
chapelchapel /�tʃ�p(ə)l/ noun 1. a branch of a
trade union in printing and journalism 2. a
meeting of a printers’ or journalists’ chapel
chapterchapter /�tʃ�ptə/ noun one of the divi-
sions of a book or document
chapter dropchapter drop /�tʃ�ptə drɒp/ noun the
number of blank lines or millimetres
between the top of the type area and a
chapter title
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chapter headingchapter heading /�tʃ�ptə �hedŋ/,
chapter head, chapter title noun the title
and number of a chapter which is printed in
larger letters at the beginning of the chapter
� Chapter headings are in 15 point
Univers, and are dropped 20mm.
chapter openingchapter opening /�tʃ�ptə �əυp(ə)nŋ/
noun the beginning of a chapter, usually
marked with a chapter title and a suitable
chapter drop
charactercharacter /�k�rktə/ noun a single
letter, number or symbol that can be
displayed on a computer screen or printer
and represents one byte of data

COMMENT: Characters are important
properties in themselves, and can be
merchandised in many ways. Publishers
who represent the original copyright holders
in characters can license the production of
dolls, calendars, playing cards, soap, cups,
etc., in the form of the characters. Vice
versa, a film or TV company which holds the
copyright in a screen character, may
license a publisher to publish books about
the character.

character assemblycharacter assembly /�k�rktər ə|

�sembli/ noun a method of designing char-
acters in pixels on a computer screen
character blockcharacter block /�k�rktə blɒk/ noun
the pattern of dots that will make up a char-
acter on a screen or printer
character bytecharacter byte /�k�rktə bat/ noun a
byte of data containing the character code
and any error check bits
character generationcharacter generation /�k�rktə
�d�enəreʃ(ə)n/ noun the formation of
characters either by computer or from film
character heightcharacter height /�k�rktə hat/ noun
a measurement in millimetres from the
bottom of the character to the top. Also
called letter height
character keycharacter key /�k�rktə ki�/ noun a
word-processor control used to process
text one character at a time
character matrixcharacter matrix /�k�rktə �metrks/
noun a pattern of dots that makes up a
displayed character
character printercharacter printer /�k�rktə �prntə/
noun a device that prints characters one at
a time
character recognitioncharacter recognition /�k�rktə
�rekə" |�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a system that reads
written or printed characters into a
computer by recognising their shapes
character roundingcharacter rounding /�k�rktə
�raυndŋ/ noun the act of making a
displayed character more pleasant to look
at, within the limits of pixel size

character skewcharacter skew /�k�rktə skju�/ noun
the angle by which an incorrectly-posi-
tioned character is misaligned with the
others
characters per inchcharacters per inch /�k�rktəz p!�r
�ntʃ/ noun the number of printed charac-
ters which fit within the space of one inch
on a line, used as a guide to the total extent
of a book. Abbr cpi
characters per linecharacters per line /�k�rktəs p!�
�lan/ noun the number of characters esti-
mated to be in each line, used as a guide to
the total extent of a book. Abbr cpl
characters per secondcharacters per second /�k�rktəz
pə �sekənd/ noun the number of charac-
ters which are transmitted or printed per
second. Abbr cps
chargecharge /tʃɑ�d�/ verb to ask people to pay
for goods or services � He charges £10 an
hour. � noun money which must be paid
for something such as a service � to make
no charge for delivery � There is a small
charge for rental.
charge-coupled devicecharge-coupled device /�tʃɑ�d�
�k�p(ə)ld d |�vas/ full form of CCD
charges forwardcharges forward /�tʃɑ�d�z �fɔ�wəd/
plural noun charges which will be paid by
the customer
chartchart /tʃɑ�t/ noun a visual representation
of information
chartercharter /�tʃɑ�tə/ noun an official docu-
ment giving rights to a person, organisation
or community
charter booksellercharter bookseller /�tʃɑ�tə �bυkselə/
noun a bookseller who stocks a wide range
of titles and who has special terms from
publishers
chasechase /tʃes/ noun a metal frame in
which metal type and blocks are placed
and held ready to print by letterpress � verb
1. to try to speed up work by asking how it
is progressing � We are trying to chase up
the accounts department for the cheque. �
We will chase your order with the produc-
tion department. 2. to gild the edges of a
book
chaserchaser /�tʃesə/ noun a letter to remind
somebody of something, especially to
remind a customer that an invoice has not
been paid
CHCCHC abbreviation cyclohexylamine
carbonate
CHC paperCHC paper /�si� etʃ �si� �pepə/ noun
paper impregnated with CHC, used to
deacidify the pages of old books
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cheap editioncheap edition /�tʃi�p |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a
special edition of a book which is sold at a
lower price than the normal edition
checkcheck /tʃek/ noun an inspection of some-
thing to make sure it is correct � verb to
look at something closely to make sure
there are no mistakes
check digitcheck digit /�tʃek �dd�t/ noun a
number added to a numeric code to enable
a computer program to detect any errors in
the code
check intocheck into /�tʃek �ntυ/ verb to investi-
gate something in order to get more infor-
mation about it or to establish its truth or
accuracy
checklistchecklist /�tʃeklst/ noun 1. a list which
acts as a reminder of things to be done or
accounted for 2. a list used to identify
items from a minimum amount of informa-
tion
check samplecheck sample /�tʃek �sɑ�mp(ə)l/ noun
a sample to be used to see if a consignment
is acceptable
chemacchemac /�kem�k/ noun a binder’s die
used for blocking book covers which is
cheaper and made of softer metal than a
brass, so not used for long runs
chemical ghosting

chemical ghosting /�kemk(ə)l
�"əυstŋ/ noun faint images which appear
on printed sheets, as an effect of the chem-
icals in the ink
chemically pure paperchemically pure paper /�kemkli
�pjυə �pepə/ noun paper which is acid-
free, used to repair or protect old books or
maps
chemical paperchemical paper /�kemk(ə)l �pepə/
noun paper made from chemical pulp
chemical pulpchemical pulp /�kemk(ə)l p�lp/ noun
pulp which has been produced using chem-
icals rather than being broken down
mechanically. Compare groundwood
pulp
cheque

cheque /tʃek/ noun a method of paying
money from a bank account, by filling in a
standard form and without using coins or
notes (NOTE: The US spelling is check.)
cheque accountcheque account /�tʃek ə |�kaυnt/ noun
a bank account which allows the customer
to write cheques
cheque papercheque paper /�tʃek �pepə/ noun
special paper for printing cheques, sensi-
tised to prevent fraud
chevronschevrons /�ʃevrənz/ plural noun same as
guillemets

chick litchick lit /�tʃk lt/ noun a genre of fiction
considered to appeal primarily to young
women
chief executivechief executive /�tʃi�f " |�zekjυtv/
noun an executive director in charge of a
company
Chief Executive OfficerChief Executive Officer /�tʃi�f " |

�zekjυtv �ɒfsə/ noun US a director in
charge of all a company’s operations. Abbr
CEO
children’s annualchildren’s annual /�tʃldrənz ��njuəl/
noun a book published each year usually at
Christmas, with stories, games and arti-
cles, intended for children and often based
on a popular TV series or cartoon character
children’s editorchildren’s editor /�tʃldrənz �edtə/
noun a person responsible for publishing
books for children
children’s fictionchildren’s fiction /�tʃldrənz �fkʃən/
noun stories for children
china claychina clay /�tʃanə �kle/ noun kaolin,
fine white clay used for loading and
coating paper
chinagraph pencilchinagraph pencil /�tʃanə"rɑ�f
�pens(ə)l/ noun a pencil used for making
clear marks on film or negative ozalids
chipboardchipboard /�tʃpbɔ�d/ noun cheap rough
board used for making boxes and binding
cases
chlorine numberchlorine number /�klɔ�ri�n �n�mbə/
noun the amount of chlorine which is
absorbed by a sample of pulp, used to
calculate the amount required to add to
produce a white paper
choicechoice /tʃɔs/ noun 1. something which
is chosen � You must give the customer
time to make his choice. 2. a range of items
to choose from � We have only a limited
choice of suppliers. � The shop carries a
good choice of papers.
chokechoke /tʃəυk/ noun to slightly reduce a
pigmented area being printed to allow for
the ink spreading
choosechoose /tʃu�z/ verb to decide to do a
particular thing or to buy a particular item
as opposed to something else � There were
several good candidates to choose from. �
They chose the only female applicant as
sales director. � The book club has chosen
his novel as their Christmas special.
Christmas gift bookChristmas gift book /�krsməs �"ft
�bυk/ noun a special book which is given
as a present at Christmas
Christmas listChristmas list /�krsməs �lst/ noun a
list of books specially produced for sale at
Christmas
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chromachroma /�krəυmə/ noun the depth or
saturation of a hue, as compared to a
medium neutral grey
chromolithographychromolithography /�krəυməυl|

�θɒ"rəfi/ noun colour printing by lithog-
raphy, each colour requiring a separately
drawn plate
chromo paperchromo paper /�krəυməυ �pepə/ noun
expensive paper, heavily coated on one
side, used for block proofing or printing
chronological orderchronological order
/�krɒnəlɒd�k(ə)l �ɔ�də/ noun the
arrangement of things such as records, files
or invoices in order of their dates

‘…during a state audit his company’s
seven party planners spent days combing
through customer records when they
could have been out selling. One
suggestion: Make extra copies of
invoices and file them in chronological
order. ‘The lesson is to be so anally
prepared you can say immediately, “I’ve
got it”,’ Mr. Kelly says.’ [Crain’s
Chicago Business]

chumshipchumship /�tʃ�mʃp/ noun a group of
compositors working together on the same
job
cicerocicero /�ssərəυ/ noun a point size, more
or less the equivalent of a pica, used in
Europe, but not in Britain or the USA.
Compare didot
CIEL*a*b*CIEL*a*b* noun a numerical scaled
system of describing all colours visible to
the human eye in relation to each other
c.i.f.c.i.f. abbreviation cost, insurance and
freight � The books can be supplied at
£1.30 ex works from Singapore or £1.45
c.i.f. London.
CIPCIP abbreviation Cataloguing in Publica-
tion
circularcircular /�s!�kjυlə/ noun a letter or
advertisement sent to a large number of
people at the same time
circularisecircularise /�s!�kjυləraz/, circularize
verb to send a circular to � The committee
has agreed to circularise the members. �
They circularised all their customers with
a new list of prices.
circular lettercircular letter /�s!�kjυlə �letə/ noun a
letter sent to a large number of people
conveying the same information
circular letter of creditcircular letter of credit /�s!�kjυlə
�letər əv �kredt/ noun a letter of credit
sent to all branches of the bank that issues
it

circulatecirculate /�s!�kjυlet/ verb to send infor-
mation to a group of people � They circu-
lated a new list of prices to all their
customers.
circulating librarycirculating library /�s!�kjυletŋ
�labrəri/ noun a library run on a commer-
cial basis, where the members pay to
borrow books
circulationcirculation /�s!�kjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the number of copies of a newspaper or
magazine sold each time it is produced 2.
distribution of written materials such as
journals or books to people who may be
interested in them
circumflex accentcircumflex accent /�s!�kəmfleks
��ksənt/ noun a mark (^) used over a
vowel in some languages to show pronun-
ciation
citationcitation /sa |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a formal
word for a quotation or reference
citecite /sat/ verb to quote or mention some-
thing especially as proof of a point
civil lawcivil law /�sv(ə)l �lɔ�/ noun laws relating
to people’s rights and agreements between
individuals
claim formclaim form /�klem fɔ�m/ noun a form
that has to be filled in when making an
insurance claim
clampclamp /kl�mp/ noun a device that holds
something tightly
clamp allowanceclamp allowance /�kl�mp ə|�laυəns/
noun the part of the paper which is held by
clamp bars and is not used for printing
clamp barclamp bar /�kl�mp bɑ�/ noun a metal
bar which holds the paper in a press as it is
being printed
classclass /klɑ�s/ noun a division of a classifi-
cation scheme
classicclassic /�kl�sk/ noun a famous work of
literature � ‘The Lord of the Flies’ has
become a modern classic. � They have
published a series of nineteenth-century
classics.
classicalclassical /�kl�sk(ə)l/ adjective
consisting of or involving the study of the
ancient Greek and Latin languages and
literature
classicismclassicism /�kl�ssz(ə)m/ noun the
study or knowledge of ancient Greece and
Rome
classicistclassicist /�kl�ssst/ noun a scholar of
ancient Greek and Latin
classicsclassics /�kl�sks/ noun the academic
study of the languages, literature and
history of ancient Greece and Rome
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classificationclassification /�kl�sf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. a division or category within a system
according to their degrees of similarity 2.
the process of putting things into groups
according to similarities or relationships
classification systemclassification system /�kl�sf|

�keʃ(ə)n �sstəm/, classification
scheme /�kl�sf |�keʃ(ə)n ski�m/ noun a
system of organising things by dividing
them into groups based on their similarities
� In libraries books are often arranged
according to the Dewey decimal classifica-
tion system.
classified advertisementsclassified advertisements
/�kl�sfad əd |�v!�tsmənts/ plural noun
advertisements listed in a newspaper under
special headings, such as ‘Property for
sale’ or ‘Jobs wanted’
classified catalogueclassified catalogue /�kl�sfad
�k�t(ə)lɒ"/ noun a list of contents
arranged according to the classification
system used to control them
classified directoryclassified directory /�kl�sfad da |

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a book which lists busi-
nesses grouped under various headings
such as computer shops or newsagents
classified indexclassified index /�kl�sfad �ndeks/
noun a list of holdings organised under
general headings rather than in one alpha-
betical sequence � In a classified index,
publishers would appear under the general
heading ‘Publishers’ and not in the usual
alphabetical order of their names.
classifyclassify /�kl�sfa/ verb 1. to place
things into a sequence according to a clas-
sification scheme 2. to restrict the distribu-
tion of a document for reasons of security
clauseclause /klɔ�z/ noun a section of a
contract � There are ten clauses in the
contract. � According to clause six,
payments will not be due until next year.
cleanclean /kli�n/ adjective without any
mistakes � The estimate for typesetting
assumes the publisher will submit clean
copy.
clean copyclean copy /�kli�n �kɒpi/ noun a manu-
script or text for typesetting which has no
alterations and is easy to read
clean proofclean proof /�kli�n �pru�f/ noun a proof
which does not need any corrections
clearclear /klə/ adjective easily understood �
You will have to make it clear to the staff
that productivity is falling. � verb 1. to
delete data from a computer display or
storage device 2. � to clear goods through
customs to have all documentation passed

by customs so that goods can leave the
country
clearance certificateclearance certificate /�klərəns sə|

�tfkət/ noun a document showing that
goods have been passed by customs
clearingclearing /�klərŋ/ noun the removing of
formes after a book is printed, by distrib-
uting the type and preparing the formes for
another job
clearing houseclearing house /�klərŋ haυs/ noun 1.
an agency or central office where informa-
tion from various sources is pooled 2. a
central office where orders from many
sources are consolidated
clear profitclear profit /�klə �prɒft/ noun profit
after all expenses have been paid � We
made $6,000 clear profit on the sale.
clericalclerical /�klerk(ə)l/ adjective relating to
tasks done in an office or by a clerk
clichécliché /�kli�ʃe/ noun French word for a
printing block
clickerclicker /�klkə/ noun an old term for a
foreman compositor
click rateclick rate /�klk ret/ noun same as click-
through rate
clicks and bricksclicks and bricks /�klks ən �brks/
noun a way of doing business that
combines e-commerce and traditional
shops
clicks-and-mortarclicks-and-mortar /�klks ən �mɔ�tə/
adjective conducting business both
through e-commerce and also in the tradi-
tional way in buildings such as stores and
warehouses
click-throughclick-through /�klk θru�/ noun an act
of clicking on a banner or other on-screen
advertising that takes the user through to
the advertiser’s website
click-through rateclick-through rate /�klk θru� �ret/
noun a method of charging an advertiser
for the display of a banner advertisement
on a website. Also called click rate (NOTE:
Each time a visitor clicks on a displayed
advertisement which links to the adver-
tiser’s main site, the advertiser is charged
a fee. A click-through rate of just a few
percent is common and most advertisers
have to pay per thousand impressions of
their banner ad, sometimes written CTM
(click-through per thousand).)
clientclient /�klaənt/ noun 1. a person using
the services of a professional organisation
2. a computer that is connected to a
network or the Internet, or that is using the
resources of another computer. � gopher
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clip artclip art /�klp ɑ�t/ noun pre-packaged
artwork, available on software for use in
documents produced on a computer
clippingclipping /�klpŋ/ noun US same as
cutting
clipping pathclipping path /�klpŋ pɑ�θ/ noun a
mask which is used in graphics software to
hide some portion of a image, such as the
background
closeclose /kləυz/ verb 1. to end 2. to stop
doing business for the day � The office
closes at 5.30. � We close early on Satur-
days. 3. � to close inverted commas to
indicate the end of a quotation
closed circuit televisionclosed circuit television /�kləυzd
�s!�kt �telv�(ə)n/ noun an internal
video system often used for security
purposes or for relaying conferences. Abbr
CCTV
closed marketclosed market /�kləυzd �mɑ�kt/ noun
a market in which a supplier deals with
only one agent or distributor and does not
supply any others direct
closed signatureclosed signature /�kləυzd �s"ntʃə/
noun a signature where the bolts have not
been cut
close upclose up /�kləυz ��p/ verb to reduce the
space between characters or lines � If the
text is closed up a little we will save a page.
closeupcloseup /�kləυs|��p/ noun photography
taken a very short distance away from the
subject � We need a closeup of the lottery
winner to put on the front cover.
closing bidclosing bid /�kləυzŋ bd/ noun in an
auction, the last bid or the bid which is
successful
closing stock

closing stock /�kləυzŋ �stɒk/ noun
details of stock at the end of an accounting
period
closing timeclosing time /�kləυzŋ tam/ noun the
time that an establishment such as a shop,
library or bar closes and people have to
leave
clothcloth /klɒθ/ noun material used to cover a
hardbound book � The book is bound in
green cloth or is in a green cloth binding.
cloth boardscloth boards /�klɒθ bɔ�dz/ plural noun a
cover made of stiff board covered with
cloth
clothboundclothbound /�klɒθbaυnd/ adjective
used to describe books which are covered
in a specific type of material made origi-
nally from natural fibres, now often
synthetic

cloth jointcloth joint /�klɒθ d�ɔnt/ noun a strip of
linen pasted along the fold of the endpaper
to strengthen the joint
cloth-lined papercloth-lined paper /�klɒθ land �pepə/
noun paper with cloth pasted on the back,
used for folding maps
cloze testcloze test /�kləυz test/ noun a test of
comprehension and grammar in which a
language student supplies appropriate
missing words omitted from a text
club lineclub line /�kl�b lan/ noun the first line
of a paragraph which appears at the bottom
of a page. Compare widow (NOTE: Another
term for this is orphan.)
clumpsclumps /kl�mps/ plural noun metal
spacers or leads, cast on thicker bodies,
used to space out type matter
cmcm abbreviation centimetre
CMYKCMYK /�si� em wa �ke/ adjective a
method of describing a colour by the
percentage content of its four component
colours. Full form cyan-magenta-yellow-
key. Also called YMCK
co-co- /kəυ/ prefix working or acting
together. � co-edition, coproduction,
copublish
coarsecoarse /kɔ�s/ adjective 1. referring to
paper which has a rough surface 2. refer-
ring to a screen with wide spaces between
the lines � compare fine

COMMENT: A coarse screen is used when
printing halftones on coarse paper, as in
newspapers; it can be up to about 80 lines
per inch.

coarse graincoarse grain /�kɔ�s "ren/ noun larger
dots giving a rougher picture
coatcoat /kəυt/ verb to cover something with
a layer of clay, paint or varnish
coated one sidecoated one side /�kəυtd w�n �sad/
noun coated paper with the coating on one
side only, suitable for posters or covers.
Abbr C1S
coated papercoated paper /�kəυtd �pepə/ noun art
paper or shiny paper, coated on one or both
sides with a mixture of china clay and size,
used for illustrations, especially halftones
(NOTE: The US term is enamel paper.)
coated two sidescoated two sides /�kəυtd tu� �sadz/
noun coated paper with the coating on both
sides. Abbr C2S (NOTE: US English is also
enamel paper.)
coatingcoating /�kəυtŋ/ noun the act of treating
paper with a mixture of clay and size. �

brush coating
coating bindercoating binder /�kəυtŋ �bandə/ noun
the substance in coating slip which makes
it adhere to the surface of the paper
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coating machinecoating machine /�kəυtŋ mə |�ʃi�n/
noun a machine that applies the coating to
paper
coauthorcoauthor /kəυ |�ɔ�θə/ noun an author who
writes something jointly with one or more
other authors � verb to write a book with
another author � She coauthored the book
on Churchill.
Cobb sizing testCobb sizing test /�kɒb �sazŋ �test/
noun a test to measure the rate of absorp-
tion of water by paper

COMMENT: The Cobb test is used to
measure absorption by the surface only (as
opposed to the penetration of water right
through paper or board).

COBOLCOBOL /�kəυbɒl/ noun a computer
programming language. Full form
common business-oriented language
cocklecockle /�kɒk(ə)l/ noun a bump or wrinkle
on the edge of a sheet of paper caused by
damp � verb to bulge and wrinkle � The
paper has cockled and will have to be
dried.
cockroachcockroach /�kɒkrəυtʃ/ noun a text
which has been set in lower case only
cock-upcock-up /�kɒk �p/ noun 1. a letter
printed in superscript 2. an initial capital
which is larger than the rest of the line
codacoda /�kəυdə/ noun an additional section
at the end of a text such as a literary work
or speech that is not necessary to its struc-
ture but gives additional information
codecode /kəυd/ noun a group of numbers or
letters used to identify something. �

barcode
codicilcodicil /�kəυdsl/ noun an appendix or
supplement to a text
co-editco-edit /�kəυ �edt/ verb to edit a book
with another person
co-editionco-edition /�kaυ  |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun the
publication of a book by two publishing
companies in different countries, where the
first company has originated the work and
then sells sheets to the second publisher (or
licenses the second publisher to reprint the
book locally) � We have sold co-editions of
our book on garden flowers to publishers
in France and Greece.

COMMENT: Note the difference in meaning
between ‘co-edit’ and ‘co-edition’.

co-editorco-editor /�kəυ �edtə/ noun a person
who has edited a book with another person
coffee table bookcoffee table book /�kɒfi �teb(ə)l bυk/
noun a glossy book with many colour illus-
trations, designed to be browsed through
rather than read in full

coldcold /kəυld/ adjective 1. not hot 2.
without being prepared
cold callcold call /�kəυld �kɔ�l/ noun a sales visit
where the salesperson has no appointment
and the client is not an established
customer
cold compositioncold composition /�kəυld �kɒmpə|

�zʃ(ə)n/, cold metal setting, cold type
/�kəυld tap/ noun the use of hand set type,
typewritten material, or other material
made by a machine which prints by
striking the paper, as a basis for printing
cold meltcold melt /�kəυld melt/ noun a glue used
for binding which does not need to be
heated
cold set inkcold set ink /�kəυld set �ŋk/ noun ink
which sets on the paper without being
dried under heat
collaboratecollaborate /kə|�l�bəret/ verb to work
together � She collaborated with a French
film star on a book on the cinema.
collaborationcollaboration /kə|�l�bə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun
working together � Their collaboration on
the project was very profitable.
collaboratorcollaborator /kə|�l�bəretə/ noun a
person who works with another to produce
a literary or artistic work
collagecollage /�kɒlɑ��/ noun an illustration
made by sticking together various mate-
rials such as photographs, line drawings
and pieces of fabric
collatecollate /kə|�let/ verb 1. to gather pieces
of information together 2. to organise
materials into a specific order and check
that they are complete
collatingcollating /kə|�ketŋ/ noun the act of
checking the gathered sections of a book or
of checking a text
collating machinecollating machine /kə|�ketŋ mə|�ʃi�n/
noun a machine that collates signatures of
a book or pages of a document in the
correct order ready for binding
collating markscollating marks /kə |�letŋ �mɑ�ks/
plural noun marks printed on the spine of a
signature so that the binder can see if they
have been collated in correct order
collating sequencecollating sequence /kə |�letŋ
�si�kwəns/ noun an order in which signa-
tures are stacked for printing
collationcollation /kə|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a detailed
comparison between different items or
forms of information 2. the assembling of
pieces of paper in the right order, particu-
larly the sections of a book prior to binding
3. the act of compiling a technical descrip-
tion of a book, including its bibliographical
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details and information about its physical
construction
collatorcollator /kə |�letə/ noun a machine which
takes sheets or printed signatures and puts
them in order for stapling or binding
collectcollect /kə|�lekt/ verb 1. to bring things
together to form a group � the collected
works of Shakespeare � He collects books
about trains. 2. to take things away from a
place � We have to collect the stock from
the warehouse. � adverb, adjective US in
which the person receiving a telephone call
agrees to pay for it � to make a collect call
� He called his office collect.
collecting cylindercollecting cylinder /kə|�lektŋ
�slndə/ noun a cylinder which collects
the printed sheets from a web press before
they are folded
collectioncollection /kə |�lekʃən/ noun a group of
similar or related things such as the stock
of a special library
collection chargecollection charge /kə |�lekʃən tʃɑ�d�/,
collection rate noun a charge for
collecting something
collectivecollective /kə|�lektv/ noun a group such
as an audience, class or library � adjective
working together
collective authorshipcollective authorship /kə|�lektv
�ɔ�θəʃp/ noun a situation where a group of
people have written a work together
collectorcollector /kə|�lektə/ noun a person who
collects things � He is a collector of books
on bees.
collegecollege /�kɒld�/ noun 1. an educational
institution for higher education, especially
one offering courses in specialised or prac-
tical subjects 2. the building or buildings of
a college
college bookstorecollege bookstore /�kɒld� �bυkstɔ�/
noun a specialised bookshop attached to a
college, where the students can buy books
College electroCollege electro /�kɒld�  |�lektrəυ/
noun a special type of electro developed at
the London College of Printing
collodioncollodion /kə |�ləυdiən/ noun a highly
flammable solvent formerly used to
develop photographic plates
collotypecollotype /�kɒləυtap/ noun a rare
printing process, where illustrations are
printed from a glass surface coated with
hardened gelatine, used especially for art
books and reproductions of paintings

COMMENT: Collotype printing follows the
same principle as lithography. The image
on the surface of the gelatine attracts
greasy ink, while the blank parts are damp
and repel the ink. The result is a continuous

tone, hence its suitability for reproducing
original paintings.

coloncolon /�kəυlɒn/ noun a punctuation mark
(:) used chiefly to introduce lists � The
titles were: Rumplestiltskin, Cinderella
and Little Red Riding Hood.
colophoncolophon /�kɒləfɒn/ noun 1. the symbol
or emblem that is printed on a book and
represents a publisher or publisher’s
imprint 2. the details of the title, printer,
publisher and publication date given at the
end of a book. Colophons are commonly
found in early printed books and in modern
private press editions.

COMMENT: Usually the publisher’s colophon
will appear on the title page and spine of a
book, and on all publicity matter; a printer’s
colophon is likely to appear on private press
books and other art books, and is often
printed on the last page of the book.

colourcolour /�k�lə/ noun the lightness or dark-
ness of a particular typeface, when
compared to other faces
colour barcolour bar /�k�lə bɑ�/ noun a strip of
bars of colour in the margin of a four-
colour proof, used to check that the tones
of the colours are correct and to allow the
density of the colour reproduction to be
checked
colour chartcolour chart /�k�lə tʃɑ�t/ noun a chart
showing different colours available for
printing
colour codingcolour coding /�k�lə �kəυdŋ/ noun a
system of organising items by labelling
similar contents with the same colour

COMMENT: A manuscript may be marked up
in colour by the sub-editor, with, for
example, chapter headings indicated in
green, paragraph headings in purple, etc.,
making sure always that an explanation of
the colours and the typography required is
given on the first pages of the MS for the
compositor to follow. For corrections to
proofs, normal colour coding is that the
printer marks his corrections in green; any
corrections noticed by the publisher or
author which they believe to be mistakes
made by the printer are marked in red; all
other changes are shown in blue or black.

colour comp printcolour comp print /�k�lə kɒmp
�prnt/ noun a print taken from a colour
transparency
colour correctioncolour correction /�k�lə kə|�rekʃ(ə)n/
noun the correction of faulty colours
manually, by changes to the colour separa-
tions
colour depthcolour depth /�k�lə depθ/ noun the
number of bits used to describe the colour
of a pixel
colouredcoloured /�k�ləd/ adjective in colour
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coloured edgescoloured edges /�k�ləd �ed�z/,
coloured top plural noun the edges or top
of the pages of a book block which have
been dyed with colour
colour-fast redcolour-fast red /�k�lə fɑ�st �red/ noun
a red colour which is not affected by light
or chemicals
colour filmcolour film /�k�lə flm/ noun film for
printing in colour
colour filtercolour filter /�k�lə �fltə/ noun a sheet
of coloured glass or plastic placed in front
of a camera, which cuts off some colours
and lets others pass, used in making colour
separations
colour graphics adaptercolour graphics adapter /�k�lə
�"r�fks ə|�d�ptə/ noun full form of CGA
colouring bookcolouring book /�k�lərŋ �bυk/ noun a
children’s book of black and white draw-
ings, which a child can colour in
colour maskingcolour masking /�k�lə �mɑ�skŋ/ noun
the correcting of faults in colour printing
by masking the separations
colour matchingcolour matching /�k�lə �m�tʃŋ/ noun
the preparation of colours according to
specifications on a standard system of
swatches, as in the Pantone system
colour negativecolour negative /�k�lə �ne"ətv/ noun
photographed colour film where the
colours are replaced by their complements
colour palettecolour palette /�k�lə �p�lət/ noun a
range of colours which can be used on a
printer or display
colour photographcolour photograph /�k�lə
�fəυtə"rɑ�f/ noun a photograph which
reproduces the subject in colour
colour platecolour plate /�k�lə plet/ noun a plate
printed in colour in a book
colour-plate bookcolour-plate book /�k�lə plet �bυk/
noun a book with colour plates, usually an
antiquarian book
colour primariescolour primaries /�k�lə �pram(ə)ri�z/
plural noun same as primary colours
colour printercolour printer /�k�lə �prntə/ noun a
printer that can produce hard copy in
colour, such as colour ink-jet, colour dot-
matrix and thermal-transfer printers
colour proofcolour proof /�k�lə pru�f/ noun a proof
in colour � The printer has submitted
colour proofs of the jacket.
colour registercolour register /�k�lə �red�stə/ noun
the correct positioning of each colour on
the previous one, so that the final result is
perfect
colour separationcolour separation /�k�lə �sepə |

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. separation of the various

colours from a design into the process
colours to make a series of four films for
printing 2. film for a single colour

COMMENT: The colours are separated by
electronic scanning or by photographing the
original using filters to isolate each colour in
turn. Each colour is then printed as a
separate proof for checking purposes: this
is a colour separation negative.

colour separationscolour separations /�k�lə
�sepəreʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun overlays
prepared by an artist for the various colours
needed in a design
colour swatchcolour swatch /�k�lə swɒtʃ/ noun a
sample of colour given by an artist for the
printer to match
colour toolcolour tool /�k�lə tu�l/ noun a utility or
icon in a graphics or DTP application that
allows the user to create custom colours by
specifying the CMYK or RGB values and
then draw or fill an area with this colour
colour transparencycolour transparency /�k�lə tr�ns|

�p�rənsi/ noun a small photograph on
positive colour film which can be used to
print from. Abbr C/T
columncolumn /�kɒləm/ noun 1. a vertical
section of writing in a book, newspaper or
magazine 2. a regular section or article in a
newspaper or magazine by the same writer
or on the same subject
columnarcolumnar /kə|�l�mnə/ adjective in
columns
columnar graphcolumnar graph /kə|�l�mnə �"rɑ�f/
noun a graph on which values are shown as
vertical or horizontal bars
columnar workingcolumnar working /kə|�l�mnə
�w!�kŋ/ noun a method of data presenta-
tion in which information is shown in
columns
column balancingcolumn balancing /�kɒləm
�b�lənsŋ/ noun the automatic adjustment
of columns on a page, so that they are the
same length
column breakcolumn break /�kɒləm brek/ noun a
bad break which occurs in a column
column-centimetrecolumn-centimetre /�kɒləm
�sentmi�tə/, column-inch noun the depth
in centimetres or inches of a space in a
newspaper column, used for calculating
charges for advertising
columnistcolumnist /�kɒləmnst/ noun a jour-
nalist who writes a regular column for a
newspaper or magazine
column rulecolumn rule /�kɒləm ru�l/ noun a rule
running down the page of a newspaper
from top to bottom, separating the columns
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columns acrosscolumns across /�kɒləmz ə |�krɒs/
adjective printing a newspaper with the
columns running across the cylinder
columns aroundcolumns around /�kɒləmz ə |�raυnd/
adjective printing a newspaper with the
columns running round the plate cylinder
comb binding

comb binding /�kəυm �bandŋ/ noun a
type of mechanical binding, where loose
pages are attached by the teeth of a plastic
comb, which are then rolled round to form
a spine
combination line and halftonecombination line and halftone
/�kɒmbneʃ(ə)n �lan ən �hɑ�ftəυn/,
combination plate noun a plate which
uses both line artwork or text and photo-
graphs in the same design
combined halftone and linecombined halftone and line /kəm |

�band �hɑ�ftəυn ən �lan/ adjective refer-
ring to an illustration which uses both half-
tones and line artwork in the same design
coming-and-goingcoming-and-going /�k�mŋ ən
�"əυŋ/ noun a method of printing two
copies of a book at the same time, with the
pages joined head to head. � fore and aft,
printed head-to-head, printed head-to-
tail, two-up
commacomma /�kɒmə/ noun a punctuation
mark (,) used to show the natural breaks in
written sentences
commentarycommentary /�kɒmənt(ə)ri/ noun a
text which comments on another text � a
series of commentaries on the books of the
Bible � He has written a commentary on
Shakespeare’s ‘Hamlet’.
commercecommerce /�kɒm!�s/ noun the buying
and selling of goods and services
commercialcommercial /kə|�m!�ʃ(ə)l/ adjective
relating to buying and selling things �
Sample only – of no commercial value. �
noun an advertisement on television
commercial a

commercial a /kə|�m!�ʃ(ə)l e/ noun a
printing sign (@) which means ‘at’
commercial artist

commercial artist /kə|�m!�ʃ(ə)l
�ɑ�tst/ noun an artist who designs adver-
tisements such as posters for payment
commercial collegecommercial college /kə|�m!�ʃ(ə)l
�kɒld�/ noun a college which teaches
business studies
commercial coursecommercial course /kə|�m!�ʃ(ə)l
kɔ�s/ noun a course where business skills
are studied
commercial directory

commercial directory /kə|�m!�ʃ(ə)l
da|�rekt(ə)ri/ noun same as trade direc-
tory

commercial lawcommercial law /kə |�m!�ʃ(ə)l �lɔ�/
noun laws regarding the conduct of busi-
ness
commercial lawyercommercial lawyer /kə|�m!�ʃ(ə)l
�lɔ�jə/ noun a person who specialises in
company law or who advises companies on
legal problems
commercial printercommercial printer /kə|�m!�ʃ(ə)l
�prntə/ noun a printing company which
prints for business clients other than
publishers
commercial travellercommercial traveller /kə|�m!�ʃ(ə)l
�tr�v(ə)lə/ noun a salesperson who travels
round an area visiting customers on behalf
of their company
commissioncommission /kə|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
money paid to a salesperson or an agent,
usually a percentage of the sales made �
She gets 10% commission on everything
she sells. 2. a job given to a person or
company to do � He has an interesting
commission – to write a history of
museums. 3. a group of people officially
appointed to examine a problem � The
government has appointed a commission
of inquiry to look into the problems of
small exporters. � He is the chairman of
the government commission on export
subsidies. � verb to arrange for somebody
to do some work in exchange for payment
� He was commissioned to design a new
logo. � to commission a book to ask an
author to write a book � She has commis-
sioned a series of books on world history. �
They never publish works submitted on
spec, and commission everything in their
list.
commission agentcommission agent /kə|�mʃ(ə)n
�ed�ənt/ noun an agent who is paid by
commission, not by fee
commissioning editorcommissioning editor /kə|�mʃənŋ
�edtə/ noun a person who asks authors to
write books for the part of the publisher’s
list for which he or she is responsible
commission repcommission rep /kə|�mʃ(ə)n rep/,
commission salesman noun a sales-
person who is not paid a salary, but
receives a commission on sales
commission salecommission sale /kə|�mʃ(ə)n sel/
noun a sale where the salesperson is paid a
commission. Also called sale on commis-
sion
commitmentcommitment /kə |�mtmənt/ noun a task
which you undertake to do
commitmentcommon business-oriented
language noun full form of COBOL
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common pricingcommon pricing /�kɒmən �prasŋ/
noun the illegal fixing of prices by several
businesses so that they all charge the same
price
common query languagecommon query language /�kɒmən
�kwəri �l�n"wd�/ noun a formal
language used to interrogate a database.
Abbr CQL
commonscommons /�kɒmənz/ plural noun data
stored in the memory of one computer that
is available to all computers linked to it by
a network
communication

communication /kə |�mju�n |�keʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. the exchange of information
between people, e.g. by means of speaking,
writing or using a common system of signs
or behaviour 2. a spoken or written
message 3. the act of giving information
communicativecommunicative /kə|�mju�nkətv/
adjective 1. relating to communication or
to systems for communication 2. (in foreign
language teaching) stressing the impor-
tance of language as a tool for communi-
cating information and ideas
communiquécommuniqué /kə|�mju�nke/ noun an
official announcement, especially to the
press or public
compcomp /kɒmp/ abbreviation 1. compositor
2. comprehensive layout
compact disc interactivecompact disc interactive
/�kɒmp�kt dsk �ntər |��ktv/ noun full
form of CD-I
compact disc – read only memorycompact disc – read only memory
/�kɒmp�kt �dsk �ri�d �əυnli �mem(ə)ri/
noun full form of CD-ROM
compact disc write oncecompact disc write once /�kɒmp�kt
dsk �rat �w�ns/ noun full form of CD-
WO
compact video disccompact video disc /�kɒmp�kt
�vdiəυ �dsk/ noun a compact disc that
plays both sound and pictures
companies’ registercompanies’ register /�k�mpəniz
�red�stə/ noun a list of companies,
showing their directors and registered
addresses. Also called register of compa-
nies
companioncompanion /kəm |�p�njən/ noun a
guide or handbook on a particular subject
companionshipcompanionship /kəm |�p�njənʃp/
noun a group of compositors working
together on the same job
company law

company law /�k�mp(ə)ni �lɔ�/ noun
laws which refer to the way companies
work

compatibilitycompatibility /kəm|�p�t|�blti/ noun
(of two devices or programs) the ability to
function together

COMMENT: By conforming to the standards
of another manufacturer or organisation,
compatibility of hardware and software
allows programs and devices to be
interchanged without modification; text, for
example, can be written on one machine
using a word-processing package and
edited on another machine using a page
make-up package.

compatiblecompatible /kəm |�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective
working well together
compendious

compendious /kəm |�pendiəs/ adjective
containing a wide range of information in
a concise form
compendiumcompendium /kəm |�pendiəm/ noun a
book in which two or more previously
published books are brought together
compensating guard

compensating guard
/�kɒmpənsetŋ "ɑ�d/ noun same as
guard
compensating rollercompensating roller /�kɒmpənsetŋ
�rəυlə/ noun a roller in a web-fed press
which compensates for the uneven tension
in the reel of paper. � jockey roller
competencecompetence /�kɒmpt(ə)ns/ noun
knowledge of a language that enables
somebody to speak and understand it
competingcompeting /kəm |�pi�tŋ/ adjective in
competition with somebody or something
else
competing firms

competing firms /kəm |�pi�tŋ f!�mz/
plural noun firms which are in competition
with each other
competitioncompetition /�kɒmpə|�tʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
situation where two or more companies
with similar products try to persuade
people to buy theirs 2. an informal test of
skill or ability � The children’s library ran
a competition to see who read the most
books during the school holiday. � the
competition companies which are trying
to compete with your product
competitivecompetitive /kəm |�pettv/ adjective
offered at the same low or cheaper price
than similar goods
competitively priced

competitively priced /kəm|�pettvli
�prast/ adjective sold at a low price which
competes with that of similar products
from other companies
competitive pricingcompetitive pricing /kəm |�pettv
�prasŋ/ noun the practice of putting a low
price on a product so that it competes with
similar products from other companies
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compilationcompilation /�kɒmp|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a
work produced by combining material
from other books or documents
compilecompile /kəm |�pal/ verb to put together
different pieces of information in order to
make them into one document
compilercompiler /kəm|�palə/ noun a person
who collects and edits material taken from
various sources for publication as a new
work
complementary colourscomplementary colours
/�kɒmplment(ə)ri �k�ləz/ plural noun
two colours that when optically combined
produce white
completioncompletion /kəm|�pli�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
point at which something is finished
completion datecompletion date /kəm |�pli�ʃ(ə)n det/
noun the date by which something must be
finished
complimentarycomplimentary /�kɒmpl |�ment(ə)ri/
adjective free or given as a present � The
author got three complimentary copies of
his book. � He asked for a complimentary
copy to be sent to his father.
compliments slipcompliments slip /�kɒmplmənts
slp/ noun a piece of paper with the name
of the company printed on it, sent with a
book, document or gift instead of a letter
comp listcomp list /�kɒmp lst/ noun a list of
people who receive complimentary copies
composecompose /kəm |�pəυz/ verb 1. to create a
musical or literary work 2. to put text into
type ready for printing, using any method,
such as hot metal setting or photocomposi-
tion
composing framecomposing frame /kəm |�pəυzŋ
frem/ noun a compositor’s storage unit,
with cases for different types
composing machinecomposing machine /kəm |�pəυzŋ
mə|�ʃi�n/ noun a machine which sets type
automatically in hot metal, from instruc-
tions given on a paper tape, punched by the
compositor using a keyboard
composing roomcomposing room /kəm |�pəυzŋ ru�m/
noun the section of a printer’s works or of
a newspaper where the text is typeset and
made up into pages
composing stickcomposing stick /kəm |�pəυzŋ stk/
noun a narrow metal holder in which the
compositor places the pieces of type as he
or she sets each line
composite artworkcomposite artwork /�kɒmpəzt
�ɑ�tw!�k/ noun artwork which includes
various elements such as text, halftones
and sketch maps

composite blockcomposite block /�kɒmpəzt blɒk/
noun a printing block with halftones and
line blocks or parts of different blocks
composite separationscomposite separations /�kɒmpəzt
�sepə|�reʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun a digital file
of the separations of a piece of artwork, all
of which are stored together. Compare
preseparated files
compositioncomposition /�kɒmpə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun
the way that the parts of something are put
together
composition costscomposition costs /�kɒmpə|�zʃ(ə)n
�kɒsts/ plural noun the cost of typesetting
a book
composition sizecomposition size /�kɒmpə|�zʃ(ə)n
saz/ noun a printing type size which can
be set by machine, as opposed to display
sizes
compositorcompositor /kəm |�pɒztə/ noun 1. a
person who sets up the required type prior
to printing, either by hand using metal type
or by keyboarding (NOTE: The US term is
typographer.) 2. US a person who makes
corrections to metal type or who sets tech-
nical material. Abbr comp
comprehensivecomprehensive /�kɒmpr|�hensv/
adjective covering all the possible aspects
of a subject
comprehensive layoutcomprehensive layout /�kɒmpr |

�hensv �leaυt/, comprehensive
/�kɒmpr |�hensv/ noun US finished
artwork such as graphics, photographs or
illustrations, used as part of a printed
output. Abbr comp (NOTE: The UK term is
visual.)
compressioncompression /kəm |�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of reducing the size of a computer
file by encoding the data in a more efficient
form
compression ratiocompression ratio /kəm |�preʃ(ə)n
�reʃiəυ/ noun the ratio of the size of an
original, uncompressed file to the final,
compressed file that has been more effi-
ciently encoded
comptometercomptometer /kɒmp|�tɒmtə/ noun a
machine which counts automatically
compulsorycompulsory /kəm |�p�lsəri/ adjective
forced or ordered
compulsory liquidationcompulsory liquidation /kəm |

�p�lsəri �lkw|�deʃ(ə)n/ noun liquidation
which is ordered by a court
computercomputer /kəm |�pju�tə/ noun an elec-
tronic machine that processes data very
quickly using a stored program

COMMENT: Computers are now used in all
stages of book and magazine production.
The original text is keyboarded (often by an
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author or journalist); a sub-editor may code
it for typesetting, and it is passed via disk, a
network or an ftp site to a typesetting
computer. The typesetting computer has
been programmed to recognise certain
codes and output text in certain typefaces,
point sizes, formats, etc., according to the
codes inserted by the editors or
compositors. Finally, the printing process
itself is computerised, with inbuilt
computers in the printing and binding
machines programmed to accept printing
instructions.

computer-aided designcomputer-aided design /kəm |

�pju�tər �edd d|�zan/ noun the use of a
computer and graphics terminal to help a
designer in his or her work. Abbr CAD
computer-assisted compositioncomputer-assisted composition
/kəm |�pju�tər ə|�sstd �kɒmpə |�zʃ(ə)n/
noun composition using digitally recorded
text, which generates characters and auto-
matically inserts spaces, as well as hyphen-
ating, justifying and paginating
computer-assisted designcomputer-assisted design /kəm |

�pju�tər ə|�sstd d |�zan/ noun same as
computer-aided design
computer departmentcomputer department /kəm|�pju�tə
d |�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
company which manages the company’s
computers
computer errorcomputer error /kəm |�pju�tər �erə/
noun a mistake made by a computer
computer filecomputer file /kəm|�pju�tə fal/ noun a
block of information saved on a computer,
with its own name
computer-generatedcomputer-generated /kəm|�pju�tə
�d�enəretd/ adjective produced using a
computer � The book is illustrated with
computer-generated graphics.
computer hardwarecomputer hardware /kəm|�pju�tə
�hɑ�dweə/ noun machines used in data
processing, including the computers,
keyboards, monitors and printers, but not
the programs
computer indexingcomputer indexing /kəm |�pju�tər
�ndeksŋ/ noun automated methods of
producing indexes
computerisedcomputerised /kəm |�pju�tərazd/,
computerized adjective changed from a
manual system to an automated system � a
computerised invoicing system � The book
was set using computerised typesetting.
computer languagecomputer language /kəm|�pju�tə
�l�ŋ"wd�/ noun a language made up of
numbers and characters used to give
instructions to a computer

COMMENT: There are three types of
computer languages: machine code,
assembler and high-level language. The
higher the level the language is, the easier

it is to program and understand, but the
slower it is to execute. Common high-level
languages are BASIC, C, COBOL,
FORTRAN, PASCAL, PROLOG.

computer listingcomputer listing /kəm |�pju�tə �lstŋ/
noun a printout of a list of items taken from
data stored in a computer
computer-literatecomputer-literate /kəm|�pju�tə
�lt(ə)rət/ adjective having a good under-
standing and experience of working with
computers
computer magazinecomputer magazine /kəm|�pju�tə
m�"ə |�zi�n/ noun a magazine with articles
on computers and programs
computer networkcomputer network /kəm|�pju�tə
�netw!�k/ noun shared use of a series of
interconnected computers, peripherals and
terminals
computer programcomputer program /kəm|�pju�tə
�prəυ"r�m/ noun instructions to a
computer, telling it to do a particular piece
of work
computer programmercomputer programmer /kəm|�pju�tə
�prəυ"r�mə/ noun a person who writes
computer programs
computer programmingcomputer programming /kəm |

�pju�tə �prəυ"r�mŋ/ noun the job of
writing programs for computers
computer servicescomputer services /kəm|�pju�tə
�s!�vsz/ plural noun 1. support services
for computer users 2. work done on a
computer for clients by experts
computer settingcomputer setting /kə |�mpju�tə �setŋ/
noun typesetting using a computerised
typesetting machine
computer stationerycomputer stationery /kəm|�pju�tə
�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun paper specially made
for use in a computer printer
computer systemcomputer system /kəm|�pju�tə
�sstəm/ noun a set of programs and
commands which run a computer
computer tapecomputer tape /kəm|�pju�tə tep/ noun
a magnetic tape used in computers
computer terminalcomputer terminal /kəm|�pju�tə
�t!�mn(ə)l/ noun a keyboard and screen
by which information can be put into a
computer or called up from a database � a
computer system consisting of a micro-
processor and six terminals
computer timecomputer time /kəm |�pju�tə tam/
noun the time when a computer is being
used, paid for at an hourly rate
computer to platecomputer to plate /kəm |�pju�tə tə
�plet/ noun a system by which the
publisher supplies the printer with text on
disk, usually in PostScript format, and the
printer outputs it direct to plate, without
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going through the CRC and film stages.
Abbr CTP
computer typesettingcomputer typesetting /kəm |�pju�tə
�tapsetŋ/ noun typesetting which is done
automatically by a computer, using
instructions keyed on disk or tape
computingcomputing /kəm |�pju�tŋ/ noun the
activity of using computers or computer
software
concertina foldconcertina fold /�kɒnsə|�ti�nə fəυld/
noun same as accordion fold
conciliationconciliation /kən|�sli |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of bringing together the parties in a
dispute so that the dispute can be settled
conciseconcise /kən|�sas/ adjective using as
few words as possible to give the necessary
information
concludeconclude /kən|�klu�d/ verb to complete
something successfully � We have
concluded a distribution agreement with a
German distributor.
concordanceconcordance /kən |�kɔ�d(ə)ns/ noun an
alphabetical index of all the words in a
document � a concordance to the Bible � a
Shakespeare concordance

‘Logos Bible Software, for example,
licenses 50 Bible translations and 5,000
reference works, such as commentaries
and concordances, that the company
bundles into quickly searchable
electronic libraries.’ [The Boston Globe]

condensecondense /kən|�dens/ verb to make
something shorter, e.g. to make text take up
less space � The printer was asked to
condense the text to 96 pages. � The book
is a condensed version of the novel.
condensedcondensed /kən|�denst/ adjective, noun
typeface with narrower characters than
normal, taking less room on the line � The
headwords are set in bold Univers
condensed.
conditioncondition /kən |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun something
that must happen before something else is
possible � on condition that provided that
� They were granted the lease on condition
that they paid the legal costs. � verb to
prepare paper for printing by exposing it to
the temperature and humidity levels in the
pressroom
conditionalconditional /kən |�dʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective
provided that particular things take place �
He made a conditional offer.
conditions of employmentconditions of employment /kən|

�dʃ(ə)nz əv m |�plɔmənt/, conditions of
service plural noun the terms of a contract
of employment

conditions of saleconditions of sale /kən|�dʃ(ə)nz əv
�sel/ noun the agreed ways in which a sale
takes place, such as discounts and credit
terms
conductconduct /kən |�d�kt/ verb to carry some-
thing out � They had to conduct the conver-
sation in Russian. � The chairman
conducted the negotiations very efficiently.
confectioners, tobacconists and newsagentsconfectioners, tobacconists and
newsagents full form of CTN
conferencingconferencing /�kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun
the holding of a conference, meeting or
discussion in which the participants are
linked by telephone, by telephone and
video equipment or by computer
confidenceconfidence /�kɒnfd(ə)ns/ noun the
state of being able to trust or feel sure
about somebody or something � The sales
teams do not have much confidence in their
manager. � His confidence that the book
would sell well was justified.
confidentconfident /�kɒnfd(ə)nt/ adjective
certain or sure � I am confident the turn-
over will increase rapidly. � Are you confi-
dent the sales team is capable of handling
this product?
confidentialconfidential /�kɒnf|�denʃəl/ adjective
intended to be kept secret � As this infor-
mation is confidential you must not give it
to anyone else.
confidentialityconfidentiality /�kɒnfdenʃi|��lti/
noun the fact of being secret � He broke
confidentiality by telling a rival firm about
the plans.
confirmconfirm /kən |�f!�m/ verb to state that
something is definite or true
confirmationconfirmation /�kɒnfə|�meʃən/ noun 1.
the act of checking that something is defi-
nite 2. something which confirms the truth
of something � He received confirmation
from the bank that the cheque had been
cleared.
confiscateconfiscate /�kɒnfsket/ verb to remove
private property as a punishment � The
police are allowed to confiscate porno-
graphic material.
conflateconflate /kən|�flet/ verb 1. to bring
several pieces of text together to form one
piece 2. US to bring together various parts
of a book, such as text pages, colour illus-
trations or insert maps, before the book is
bound (NOTE: The UK term is collate.)
conflict of interestconflict of interest /�kɒnflkt əv
�ntrəst/ noun a situation where somebody
may profit personally from decisions
which they take in their official capacity
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conglomerateconglomerate /kən |�"lɒmərət/ noun a
group of subsidiary companies which are
linked together, but make very different
types of products � The design studio is
part of a large printing conglomerate.
coniferconifer /�kɒnfə/ noun a tree growing in
temperate regions which grows fast and
produces the softwood which is exten-
sively used in papermaking
conjectureconjecture /kən|�d�ektʃə/ noun a
conclusion, judgment or statement based
on incomplete or inconclusive information
connectconnect /kə |�nekt/ verb to join two
things together
connected dotsconnected dots /kə |�nektd �dɒts/
plural noun a block of halftone dots, which
are joined together
connectionconnection /kə|�nekʃən/ noun some-
thing that joins or links two or more things
� There is no connection between us and
the American company of the same name.
� Both the authors are published by the
same company; that is the only connection
between them.
connectionsconnections /kə |�nekʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun customers, contacts or other people
you know � He has useful connections in
the printing industry.
connectivityconnectivity /�kɒnek |�tvti/ noun the
ability to communicate with another
system or piece of hardware or software, or
with an Internet site
connect timeconnect time /kə |�nekt tam/ noun the
period of time a user is logged on to a
remote computer, e.g. when browsing the
Internet
considerationconsideration /kən |�sdə|�reʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. serious thought � We are giving
consideration to moving the head office to
Scotland. 2. something valuable
exchanged as part of a contract
consignconsign /kən|�san/ verb � to consign
goods to someone to send goods to some-
body for them to use or to sell for you
consignationconsignation /�kɒnsa |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
an act of consigning goods
consigneeconsignee /�kɒnsa |�ni�/ noun some-
body who receives goods for their own use
or to sell for the sender
consignmentconsignment /kən |�sanmənt/ noun the
delivery of goods � books sent on
consignment books sent overseas, where
they will be kept by another company to be
sold on the publisher’s behalf for a
commission. The consignee will send back
sales reports and sales revenue, less

commission, to the consignor at regular
intervals.

COMMENT: On consignment deals are
rarely favoured by accounting staff: it is
difficult to establish whether a sale has
been made, and the stock may have to be
considered as if it were unsold warehouse
stock. Ownership of the stock can prove
difficult to establish in the case where the
consignee goes into liquidation or is taken
over (especially if, as usual, the consignee
is in another country, operating under
another legal system), and counting stock
for valuation purposes is impossible.

consignment noteconsignment note /kən|�sanmənt
nəυt/ noun a note saying that goods have
been sent
consignorconsignor /kən|�sanə/ noun a person
who consigns goods to somebody
consistencyconsistency /kən|�sstənsi/ noun 1.
being reliably always the same � A house
style is designed to impose consistency on
all the publisher’s list. 2. the state of being
liquid or solid, especially the percentage of
fibre in paper pulp � The consistency of the
pulp will depend on the amount of water
added.
consolidateconsolidate /kən |�sɒldet/ verb 1. to
put the accounts of several subsidiary
companies into the accounts of the main
group 2. to group goods together for ship-
ping
consolidated accountsconsolidated accounts /kən|

�sɒldetd ə |�kaυnts/ plural noun the
accounts of subsidiary companies grouped
together into the accounts of the parent
company
consolidated shipmentconsolidated shipment /kən|

�sɒldetd �ʃpmənt/ noun goods from
different companies grouped together into
a single shipment
consolidationconsolidation /kən |�sɒl|�deʃ(ə)n/
noun grouping goods together for shipping
consortiumconsortium /kən|�sɔ�tiəm/ noun a
group of companies or organisations
working together for a common purpose
constatconstat abbreviation continuous
stationery
consultancyconsultancy /kən|�s�ltənsi/ noun the
act of giving specialist advice � a consul-
tancy firm � He offers a consultancy
service.
consultantconsultant /kən |�s�ltənt/ noun an
expert who gives advice in a professional
field
consumableconsumable /kən |�sju�məb(ə)l/ noun
material such as paper or ink which is used
up in a process
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consumable textbookconsumable textbook /kən|

�sju�məb(ə)l �tekstbυk/ noun a school
book with blank spaces in which the
student writes notes or answers, and which
cannot be reused by another student
consumer panelconsumer panel /kən|�sju�mə
�p�n(ə)l/ noun a group of consumers who
report on goods they have used so that the
manufacturer can improve the goods, or
use the consumers’ reports in advertising
consumer protectionconsumer protection /kən|�sju�mə
prə|�tekʃən/ noun the act of protecting
consumers against unfair or illegal traders
cont.cont. abbreviation PUBL contents
contactcontact /�kɒnt�kt/ noun the act of
touching something � verb to touch some-
thing � The print is made when the film
contacts the paper.
contact negativecontact negative /�kɒnt�kt �ne"ətv/
noun a film that can be used to produce a
print without any reduction or enlargement
contact printcontact print /�kɒnt�kt prnt/ noun a
print made where the paper touches the
negative, and which is therefore exactly the
same size as the negative
contact printingcontact printing /�kɒnt�kt �prntŋ/
noun a photographic printing process in
which the negative touches the light-sensi-
tive paper
contact screencontact screen /�kɒnt�kt skri�n/
noun a type of screen used for making half-
tone blocks, where the screen touches the
film
containercontainer /kən|�tenə/ noun 1. a box,
bottle or can which can hold goods � The
gas is shipped in strong metal containers.
� The container burst during shipping. 2. a
very large metal case of a standard size for
loading and transporting goods on trucks,
trains and ships � container ship �
container terminal � to ship goods in
containers
container boardcontainer board /kən |�tenə bɔ�d/
noun strong cardboard used to make boxes
containerisationcontainerisation /kən |�tenəra|

�zeʃ(ə)n/, containerization noun putting
goods into containers, or shipping in
containers
containerisecontainerise /kən|�tenəraz/, contain-
erize verb to put goods into containers, or
to ship goods in containers
contentcontent /�kɒntent/ noun information
made available by an electronic medium or
product
content managementcontent management /�kɒntent
�m�nd�mənt/ noun the management of

the textual and graphical material
contained on a website

‘While organisations are building more
elaborate content management systems,
they are failing to address the need to
harness and share knowledge in
meaningful ways. The information [in
these] is just the thin end of a large and
largely unmanageable wedge. The rest of
the wedge comprises human interaction
like face-to-face conversations, online
discussion groups, weblogs, telephone
calls, instant messages, emails and so
on.’ [Information World Review]

content providercontent provider /�kɒntent prə|

�vadə/ noun a website containing mainly
news or information rather than commer-
cial facilities such as shopping or banking,
or a business supplying the information for
such a website
contentscontents /�kɒntents/ plural noun 1. the
subject matter of a document or publica-
tion 2. a list at the front of a publication
that gives the title and number of the first
page of each new chapter or part
contents listcontents list /�kɒntents lst/ noun a list
of the main chapters in a book, given
usually at the beginning. Also called list of
contents
contents pagecontents page /�kɒntents ped�/ noun
a page at the beginning of a document
listing the things in it
content syndicationcontent syndication /�kɒntent
�sndkeʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of making
content available to be accessed and repro-
duced by subscribers
contextcontext /�kɒntekst/ noun 1. a back-
ground situation to an event which helps it
to be understood � out of context seen as
an individual item not related to its back-
ground � how a word is used in context
how it goes together with other words and
phrases to form a sentence 2. additional
information about a product that is consid-
ered to be helpful to customers and is
shown on a website. For example, reviews
by other customers displayed on the site
for a particular book.
continualcontinual /kən |�tnjuəl/ adjective
happening again and again � Production
was slow because of continual breakdowns
in the paper feed.
continuallycontinually /kən |�tnjuəli/ adverb again
and again � The photocopier is continually
breaking down.
continuationcontinuation /kən|�tnju |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of continuing
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continuation pagecontinuation page /kən |�tnjυ|�eʃ(ə)n
ped�/ noun a page or screen of text that
follows on from a main page
continuecontinue /kən|�tnju�/ verb to go on
doing something or to do something which
you were doing earlier � The serial will be
continued in our next issue. � The article is
continued on page 98. � Printing will
continue all night.
continuity book clubcontinuity book club /�kɒnt |�nju�ti
bυk kl�b/ noun US a book club in which
books are sent to members automatically,
leaving the member free to return the book
if he or she does not want to buy it
continuity setcontinuity set /�kɒnt|�nju�ti set/ noun
a series of volumes of a reference title such
as an encyclopedia, which are updated and
expanded by regular new publications
continuouscontinuous /kən|�tnjυəs/ adjective
with no end or with no breaks
continuous feedcontinuous feed /kən|�tnjuəs �fi�d/
noun a device which feeds continuous
stationery into a computer printer
continuous sectionscontinuous sections /kən|�tnjυəs
�sekʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun an arrangement of
sections of a book where each follows on
from the next, as opposed to insetted
sections
continuous stationerycontinuous stationery /kən|�tnjυəs
�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun paper made as a long
sheet used in computer printers. Abbr
constat
continuous textcontinuous text /kən|�tnjυəs tekst/
noun written matter which continues
without any break for illustrations, charts,
etc.
continuous tonecontinuous tone /kən |�tnjυəs təυn/
noun an image such as a watercolour
painting, where the tone shades between
dark and light without being broken up into
dots, as opposed to halftones and line
drawings
contonecontone /�kɒntəυn/ abbreviation contin-
uous tone
contractcontract /kən |�tr�kt/ noun 1. a written
legal agreement � The contract is binding
on both parties. 2. � to put work out to
contract to decide that work should be
done by another company on a contract,
rather than employing members of staff to
do it � verb to agree to do some work by
contract � to contract to supply 10,000
copies at 0.65p per copy � to contract out
of an agreement to withdraw from an
agreement with the written permission of
the other party

COMMENT: In a publishing contract the
publisher is granted the right to publish a
work under certain conditions: the payment
of a fee or royalty to the author; a definition
of the markets in which the publisher can
publish and sell the work; the defined right
of the publisher to sublicense translations,
book club editions, film adaptations, etc., on
behalf of the author. For his part, the author
guarantees that the book is original (i.e.,
that it is not copied from another book), is
not libellous and that the author does in fact
hold the rights to the book.

contracting partycontracting party /kən|�tr�ktŋ
�pɑ�ti/ noun a person or company which
signs a contract
contract lawcontract law /�kɒntr�kt lɔ�/ noun laws
relating to agreements
contract of employmentcontract of employment /�kɒntr�kt
əv m |�plɔmənt/ noun a contract between
management and employee showing the
conditions under which the employee
works
contractorcontractor /kən|�tr�ktə/ noun a person
or company which does work according to
a written agreement
contract proofcontract proof /�kɒntr�kt pru�f/ noun
a colour, hardcopy representation of the
intended printed image made from the
films from which the final image carrier
will be made
contractualcontractual /kən|�tr�ktʃυəl/ adjective
according to a contract � She is under no
contractual obligation to buy. � to fulfil
your contractual obligations to do what
you have agreed to do in a contract
contractual liabilitycontractual liability /kən|�tr�ktʃuəl
�laə |�blti/ noun a legal responsibility for
something as stated in a contract
contractuallycontractually /kən|�tr�ktjuəli/ adverb
according to a contract � The company is
contractually bound to pay his expenses.
contract workcontract work /�kɒntr�kt w!�k/ noun
work done according to a written agree-
ment
contrarycontrary /�kɒntrəri/ noun 1. the opposite
2. material such as pitch found in paper,
which should not be there
contrastcontrast /�kɒntrɑ�st/ noun a big differ-
ence between two things which is clear
when they are compared
contrastingcontrasting /kən |�trɑ�stŋ/ adjective
showing sharp differences � a cover design
in contrasting colours
contrastycontrasty /�kɒntrɑ�sti/ adjective having
too much contrast
contributecontribute /kən |�trbju�t/ verb to
provide part of a whole � to contribute an
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article to a magazine � to contribute
money to help pay for something
contributed content websitecontributed content website /kən|

�trbju�td �kɒntent �websat/ noun a
website that allows visitors to add their
contributions to its content, e.g., to write
reviews of books that are advertised on the
site
contributioncontribution /�kɒntr |�bju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun
a piece of material that forms part of a
publication or broadcast
contributorcontributor /kən |�trbjυtə/ noun a
person who contributes to a publication
such as a newspaper or anthology
controlcontrol /kən|�trəυl/ noun the power or
authority to make decisions about how
something is managed � verb to organise
something so that it works the way you
want it to
control groupcontrol group /kən|�trəυl "ru�p/ noun a
small group which is used to check a
sample group
control keycontrol key /kən |�trəυl ki�/ noun a key
on a computer which works part of a
program
controlled circulation magazinecontrolled circulation magazine
/kən|�trəυld �s!�kjυleʃ(ə)n �m�"ə |�zi�n/
noun a magazine which is not sold, but
given free to a special list of readers
controllercontroller /kən |�trəυlə/ noun 1. a person
who controls something, especially the
finances of a company 2. US the chief
accountant in a company
control stripcontrol strip /kən|�trəυl strp/ noun a
colour control bar which is printed on the
edge of colour proofs
control systemscontrol systems /kən |�trəυl �sstəmz/
plural noun systems used to check that a
computer system is working correctly
control targetcontrol target /kən|�trəυl �tɑ�"t/ noun
an image that contains specific elements
designed to highlight variations in repro or
printing
conventionconvention /kən|�venʃən/ noun 1. a
large meeting of an organisation or polit-
ical group 2. an international agreement. �

Berne Convention, Universal Copyright
Convention

COMMENT: Both the Berne Convention and
the UCC were drawn up to try to protect
copyright from pirates; under the Berne
Convention, published material remains in
copyright until 50 years after the death of
the author and for 25 years after publication
under the UCC. In both cases, a work which
is copyrighted in one country is
automatically covered by the copyright

legislation of all countries signing the
convention.

conversionconversion /kən |�v!�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a
change from one computer system to
another
conversion priceconversion price /kən |�v!�ʃ(ə)n
pras/, conversion rate /kən |�v!�ʃ(ə)n
ret/ noun the rate at which a currency is
changed into a foreign currency
conversion tableconversion table /kən |�v!�ʃ(ə)n
�teb(ə)l/ noun a table for converting
prices in a foreign currency to those of a
local currency, used by some countries to
regulate the retail price of imported books
convertconvert /kən |�v!�t/ verb to change money
of one country for money of another � We
converted our pounds into Swiss francs.
convertibilityconvertibility /kən |�v!�tə|�bləti/ noun
the ability of a currency to be exchanged
easily for another
convertible currencyconvertible currency /kən |�v!�təb(ə)l
�k�rənsi/ noun a currency that can be
exchanged for another easily
convertingconverting /kən|�v!�tŋ/ noun the use of
paper or board to make stationery or pack-
aging, with very little printing involved
cookery bookcookery book /�kυk(ə)ri bυk/, cook-
book /�kυkbυk/ noun a book that gives
recipes for preparing food (NOTE: Cook-
book is always used in the US, and the
term is becoming much more common in
GB English.)
cookiecookie /�kυki/ noun a computer file
containing information about a user that is
sent to the central computer with each
request. The server uses this information to
customise data sent back to the user and to
log the user’s requests.
co-operateco-operate /�kəυ �ɒpəret/ verb to work
together � The governments are co-oper-
ating in the fight against piracy. � The two
firms have co-operated on the computer
project.
co-operationco-operation /kəυ �ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of working together � Without the
co-operation of the workforce the project
would never have been completed ahead of
schedule.
co-operativeco-operative /kəυ �ɒp(ə)rətv/ adjec-
tive willing to work together � The work-
force has not been co-operative over the
management’s productivity plan.
co-operative advertisingco-operative advertising /kəυ|

�ɒp(ə)rətv ��dvətazŋ/ noun adver-
tising where two companies share the
costs, such as advertising by an agent and
the publisher
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coordinatecoordinate noun /kəυ|�ɔ�dnət/ a value
from an axis on a graph, used to locate a
specific point � verb /kəυ |�ɔ�dnet/ to
combine different items so that they work
well together � She is trying to co-ordinate
the typesetting, printing and binding in
various locations.
copiercopier /�kɒpiə/ noun same as photo-
copier
coppercopper /�kɒpə/ noun a red metal used for
halftone blocks and in engravings
copperplatecopperplate /�kɒpəplet/ noun 1. a
plate of copper, used to make engravings 2.
a type of handwriting or script with long
ascenders and descenders sloping to the
right, used in the 18th century in Britain,
and taught as a model in schools
copperplate printingcopperplate printing /�kɒpəplet
�prntŋ/ noun a printing method that uses
a copper plate on which the image is
etched, producing a very sharp image
coproductioncoproduction /�kəυprə|�d�kʃ(ə)n/
noun production of a large book or TV
show where more than one company
shares in the cost
copropertycoproperty /kəυ |�prɒpəti/ noun owner-
ship of property by two or more people
together
coproprietorcoproprietor /�kəυprə|�praətə/ noun a
person who owns a property with another
person or several other people
copublicationcopublication /kəυ|�p�bl |�keʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of copublishing a book. � co-
edition
copublishcopublish /kəυ|�p�blʃ/ verb to publish a
book, together with one or more other
companies who are involved in the origina-
tion of the book, and then sell it in different
markets � We are copublishing the book
with a Swedish publisher.
copublishercopublisher /kəυ|�p�blʃə/ noun a
publisher who joins with another to
publish a book
copycopy /�kɒpi/ noun 1. something that is
made to look exactly the same as the orig-
inal 2. the text of a manuscript or adver-
tising material � copy for the cover Same
as cover copy � verb to make something
look exactly the same as the original
copy blockcopy block /�kɒpi blɒk/ noun a block of
text which is dealt with as a single part of a
design
copy boardcopy board /�kɒpi bɔ�d/ noun the part
of a camera on which copy is fixed to be
photographed

copy datecopy date /�kɒpi det/ noun the date
when copy for an article or advertisement
has to be delivered to the newspaper or
magazine publisher
copyeditcopyedit /�kɒpi |�edt/ verb to do prepara-
tion work to a piece of copy before it is
published
copy editingcopy editing /�kɒpi �edtŋ/ noun prep-
aration work by an editor in a publishing
company, such as correcting errors,
changing the text to fit house style and
marking up the typesetting style, to make a
manuscript ready for typesetting
copy editorcopy editor /�kɒpi �edtə/ noun a person
whose job is to check material ready for
printing for accuracy and consistency of
typeface, punctuation and layout
copy fittingcopy fitting /�kɒpi �ftŋ/ noun the
process of deciding on the size of type
which will be needed to fit a text into a
particular fixed space
copy-fitting tablecopy-fitting table /�kɒpi �ftŋ
�teb(ə)l/ noun a table showing the space
taken by characters in a particular typeface
and point size, used for casting off
copy holdercopy holder /�kɒpi �həυldə/ noun 1. a
person who reads out the original text
while a proofreader corrects the proofs 2. a
stand next to a computer, on which the
keyboarder puts the copy to be keyboarded
copy incopy in /�kɒpi �n/ verb to send a copy to
somebody, especially a copy of a letter or
other document
copyingcopying /�kɒpiŋ/ noun the act of
making copies � Limited copying from a
book is allowed for private reference
purposes. � The company discovered cases
of unauthorised copying of copyright
material.
copy preparationcopy preparation /�kɒpi
�prepəreʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of
marking up copy for the printer
copy protectcopy protect /�kɒpi prə|�tekt/ noun a
switch used to prevent copies of a disk
being made
copy protectioncopy protection /�kɒpi prə |�tekʃən/
noun a means of preventing unauthorised
duplication of computer software
copy readercopy reader /�kɒpi �ri�də/ noun a
person who checks copy before printing
copyrightcopyright /�kɒpirat/ noun the legal
right, which the creator of an original work
has, to only allow copying of the work with
permission and sometimes on payment of
royalties or a copyright fee � work which
is out of copyright work by a writer who
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has been dead for fifty years � work still in
copyright, which is covered by copyright
work by a living writer, or by a writer who
has not been dead for fifty years � verb to
confirm the copyright of a written work by
inserting a copyright notice and publishing
the work � The book was copyrighted in
the UK � adjective covered by the laws of
copyright � It is illegal to photocopy a
copyright work.

COMMENT: Copyright lasts for 50 years after
the author’s death according to the Berne
Convention, and for 25 years according to
the Universal Copyright Convention. In the
USA, copyright is for 50 years after the
death of an author for books published after
January 1st, 1978. For books published
before that date, the original copyright was
for 28 years after the death of the author,
and this can be extended for a further 28
year period up to a maximum of 75 years. In
1995, the European Union adopted a
copyright term of 70 years after the death of
the author. The copyright holder has the
right to refuse or to grant permission to copy
copyright material, though under the Paris
agreement of 1971, the original publishers
(representing the author or copyright
holder) must, under certain circumstances,
grant licences to reprint copyright material.
The copyright notice has to include the
symbol ©, the name of the copyright holder
and the date of the copyright (which is
usually the date of first publication). The
notice must be printed in the book and
usually appears on the reverse of the title
page. A copyright notice is also printed on
other forms of printed material such as
posters. A change in 1995 of the term of
copyright in the European Union has
created problems for publishers and
copyright holders, in cases where the
author died more than fifty years but less
than seventy years ago. In effect, such
authors have returned to copyright, and
royalties, etc., are due to their estates until
the seventy year term expires. This applies
to well-known authors such as Beatrix
Potter and James Joyce, as well as to
composers, such as Elgar.

Copyright Act

Copyright Act /�kɒpirat �kt/ noun an
Act of Parliament making copyright legal,
and controlling the copying of copyright
material
copyright deposit

copyright deposit /�kɒpirat d |�pɒzt/
noun the deposit of a copy of a published
work in a copyright library, usually the
main national library, which is part of the
formal copyrighting of published material
copyright fee

copyright fee /�kɒpirat fi�/ noun
money paid to the holder of a copyright for
permission to use their work
copyright holder

copyright holder /�kɒpirat �həυldə/
noun a person or company who holds the

copyright in a published work. Also called
copyright owner
copyright infringementcopyright infringement /�kɒpirat n |

�frnd�mənt/ noun the act of illegally
copying or using a work that is covered by
copyright law. Also called infringement
of copyright
copyright lawcopyright law /�kɒpirat lɔ�/ noun a law
which protects the rights to copyright
copyright lawyercopyright lawyer /�kɒpirat �lɔ�jə/
noun a person who specialises in the law
concerning copyright
copyright legislationcopyright legislation /�kɒpirat
�led�sleʃ(ə)n/ noun laws concerning
copyright
copyright licencecopyright licence /�kɒpirat
�las(ə)ns/ noun official permission to
produce, copy and sell works that are
protected by copyright law
copyright noticecopyright notice /�kɒpirat �nəυts/
noun a note in a book showing who owns
the copyright and the date of ownership,
printed on the verso of the title page
copyright ownercopyright owner /�kɒpirat �əυnə/
noun same as copyright holder
copy typingcopy typing /�kɒpi �tapŋ/ noun the
typing of documents from handwritten
originals, not from dictation
copywritercopywriter /�kɒpiratə/ noun a person
who writes the text for advertisements
copywritingcopywriting /�kɒpi |�ratŋ/ noun the
writing of copy for advertisements
CORACORA /�kɔ�rə/ noun the computer type-
setting language used by Linotype. Full
form computer orientated reproducer
assembly
cordscords /kɔ�dz/ plural noun pieces of hemp
string running across the back of a book, to
which the signatures are sewn before the
case is attached
core stockcore stock /�kɔ� �stɒk/ noun same as
basic stock
cornercorner /�kɔ�nə/ verb to gain control of a
particular market � noun 1. a place where
two sides join � The carton has to have
specially strong corners. 2. a point where
the sides of a page or cover of a book meet
� In a half bound book, the spine and
corners are covered in a different material
from the sides, often leather.
corner markscorner marks /�kɔ�nə mɑ�ks/ plural
noun marks on a piece of artwork or on
colour separations, showing where the
corners of the printed page fall, so as to
help justification or colour register
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corner-rounding machinecorner-rounding machine /�kɔ�nə
�raυndŋ mə|�ʃi�n/ noun a machine that
rounds the corners of a sewn and gathered
book before it is bound
coronacorona /kə|�rəυnə/ noun an electrical
discharge that is used to charge the toner
within a laser printer
corona wirecorona wire /kə|�rəυnə �waə/ noun a
thin wire that charges the powdered toner
particles in a laser printer as they pass
across it � If your printouts are smudged,
you may have to clean the corona wire.
corporatecorporate /�kɔ�p(ə)rət/ adjective 1.
owned by one or more large businesses 2.
shared by all the members of an organisa-
tion
corporate imagecorporate image /�kɔ�p(ə)rət �md�/
noun the way in which a company would
like the public to think of them
corporate plancorporate plan /�kɔ�p(ə)rət �pl�n/
noun a plan for the future work of a whole
company
corporate planningcorporate planning /�kɔ�p(ə)rət
�pl�nŋ/ noun the task of planning the
future work of a whole company
corporate profitscorporate profits /�kɔ�p(ə)rət
�prɒfts/ plural noun the profits of a corpo-
ration
corporationcorporation /�kɔ�pə |�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
large company or business
corporation taxcorporation tax /�kɔ�pə |�reʃ(ə)n
t�ks/ noun a tax on profits made by
companies
correctcorrect /kə |�rekt/ adjective accurate and
without mistakes � verb to mark mistakes
so that they can be put right
correctioncorrection /kə|�rekʃ(ə)n/ noun a change
which makes something correct � He made
some corrections to the text of the preface.
� Corrections are charged to the author.

COMMENT: Corrections are usually
indicated in different coloured inks, to show
who is responsible for the alteration:
author’s and publisher’s corrections are
marked in blue; printer’s errors are marked
by the publisher in red; printer’s corrections
are marked by the printer in green.

correction markscorrection marks /kə|�rekʃ(ə)n
mɑ�ks/, correction signs plural noun
signs used to indicate corrections, used by
editors and typesetters
correction overlaycorrection overlay /kə|�rekʃ(ə)n
�əυvəle/ noun a film on which corrections
can be made to artwork
correspondencecorrespondence /�kɒr|�spɒndəns/
noun letters sent and received

correspondence columncorrespondence column /�kɒr |

�spɒndəns �kɒləm/ noun the letters page
of a newspaper, where letters from readers
to the editor are printed
correspondentcorrespondent /�kɒr|�spɒndənt/ noun
1. somebody who writes letters 2. a televi-
sion or newspaper reporter on a specialist
subject or in a particular area
corrigendacorrigenda /�kɒr |�"endə/ plural noun a
list of corrections printed in a book
corrigenda slipcorrigenda slip /�kɒri |�"endə �slp/
noun a list of corrections of errors in a
printed book, printed on a separate slip of
paper and inserted in the bound book
corrigendumcorrigendum /�kɒr|�"endəm/ noun an
error to be corrected (NOTE: The plural is
corrigenda.)
corrugatedcorrugated /�kɒrə"etd/ adjective
made with narrow folds on the surface �
The books are packed in corrugated board.

COMMENT: Corrugated paper is formed of
several layers of paper which are folded
concertina-fashion, in very small folds. If
layers of corrugated paper are sandwiched
between boards, the result is corrugated
board.

corruptcorrupt /kə |�r�pt/ adjective 1. acting
dishonestly or illegally 2. containing errors
� corrupt computer data
costcost /kɒst/ noun the amount of money
needed to buy, do or make something � to
sell at cost to sell at a price which is the
same as the cost of manufacture or the
wholesale cost � verb 1. to have a price �
How much does the machine cost? � This
book costs £20 in hardback. 2. � to cost a
product to calculate how much money
will be needed to make a product, and so
work out its selling price
cost, insurance and freightcost, insurance and freight noun an
estimate of a price, which includes the cost
of the goods, the insurance and the trans-
port charges. Abbr c.i.f.
cost accountingcost accounting /�kɒst ə|�kaυntŋ/
noun preparation of special accounts of
manufacturing and sales costs
cost analysiscost analysis /�kɒst ə|�n�ləss/ noun
examination in advance of the costs of a
new product
cost centrecost centre /�kɒst �sentə/ noun a group
or machine whose costs can be itemised
and to which fixed costs can be allocated
cost-cuttingcost-cutting /�kɒst �k�tŋ/ adjective
reducing costs � We cancelled the order for
a new photocopier as a cost-cutting exer-
cise.
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cost-effectivecost-effective /�kɒst �fektv/ adjective
saving money in comparison with the
amount of time or money spent
cost-effectivenesscost-effectiveness /�kɒst |

�fektvnəs/ noun the quality of being cost-
effective � Can we calculate the cost-effec-
tiveness of air freight compared with ship-
ping by sea?
costingcosting /�kɒstŋ/ noun a calculation of
the manufacturing costs, the marketing and
distribution costs, and also the royalty,
which allows the publisher to set the
selling price of a book � The costings give
us a retail price of $2.95. � We cannot do
the costing until we have details of all the
manufacturing costs.
cost-of-living indexcost-of-living index /�kɒst əv �lvŋ
�ndeks/ noun a way of measuring the cost
of living, shown as a percentage increase
on the figure for the previous year
cost of salescost of sales /�kɒst əv �selz/ noun all
the costs of a book sold, including manu-
facturing costs and the staff costs of the
production department, together with the
royalty due to the author
cost per click-throughcost per click-through /�kɒst pə �klk
θru�/ noun a method of pricing online
advertising, based on the principle that the
seller gets paid whenever a visitor clicks on
an advertisement
cost per thousandcost per thousand /kɒst p!�
�θaυz(ə)nd/, cost per mille noun the cost
of an advertisement, calculated as the cost
for every thousand people reached or the
cost of a thousand impressions for a
website. Abbr CPT, CTM
cost pluscost plus /�kɒst �pl�s/ noun a system of
charging, where the selling price of a
product is the same as the price paid by the
seller, but with a percentage added � We
are charging for the editorial work on a
cost plus basis. � The agreement gives a
cost plus 25% selling price.
cost pricecost price /�kɒst pras/ noun a selling
price which is the same as the price that the
seller paid for the item, either the manufac-
turing price or the wholesale price
costscosts /kɒsts/ plural noun the expenses
involved in a court case
cost sheetcost sheet /�kɒst ʃi�t/ noun a sheet used
in a printing works or publisher’s office
which lists all the costs incurred in a piece
of work
cottoncotton /�kɒtən/ noun thread and woven
material from fibres from a tropical plant

COMMENT: Cotton rag was formerly an
important source of raw material for

papermaking, and rag paper is strong and
white, and of very good quality. Because
cotton rag is less easily available and in any
case is not sufficient to meet increasing
demand for good quality paper, most paper
is now made from wood pulp.

couchcouch /kaυtʃ/ verb to move newly made
wet paper from the wire mesh to a felt mat
couchercoucher /�kaυtʃə/ noun an employee
who takes the wet paper from the vatman
and puts it onto the felt mat
couching rollcouching roll /�kaυtʃŋ rəυl/ noun a
roll which squeezes wet paper as it leaves
the mesh
countercounter /�kaυntə/ noun 1. a long flat
surface in a shop for displaying and selling
goods 2. the space inside the curved part of
a letter (the bowl), as in a ‘b’ or ‘p’ 3. a
device attached to a machine which counts
the number of sheets used, books
produced. etc.
counter-counter- /kaυntə/ prefix against
counterfoilcounterfoil /�kaυntəfɔl/ noun a slip of
paper kept after writing a cheque, invoice
or receipt, as a record of the deal which has
taken place
counter packcounter pack /�kaυntə p�k/ noun a
box that displays books, designed to be
placed on a bookshop counter
countersigncountersign /�kaυntəsan/ verb to sign
a document that has already been signed by
somebody else � All cheques have to be
countersigned by the finance director. �
The sales director countersigns all my
orders.
counter staffcounter staff /�kaυntə stɑ�f/ noun sales
staff who serve behind counters
counting housecounting house /�kaυntŋ haυs/ noun
a department in a company which deals
with cash
counting keyboardcounting keyboard /�kaυntŋ
�ki�bɔ�d/ noun a keyboard which indicates
how much space is left on a partly-
completed line
countrycountry /�k�ntri/ noun land which is
separate and governs itself � The contract
covers distribution in the countries of the
Common Market.
country of origincountry of origin /�k�ntri əv �ɒrd�n/
noun a country where a product is manu-
factured
couponcoupon /�ku�pɒn/ noun 1. a piece of
paper used to represent money 2. a piece of
paper which replaces an order form
coupon adcoupon ad /�ku�pɒn �d/ noun an adver-
tisement with a form attached, which is to
be cut out and returned to the advertiser
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with your name and address for further
information
courier

courier /�kυriə/ noun a person who takes
parcels and letters from one place to
another � verb to send a package by courier
course

course /kɔ�s/ noun 1. a programme of
study or training, especially one that leads
to a qualification from an educational insti-
tution 2. one of several distinct units that
together form a programme of study
leading to a qualification such as a degree
course book

course book /�kɔ�s bυk/ noun a book
that is used by students and teachers as the
basis of a course of study
court

court /kɔ�t/ noun the place where a judge
listens to a case and decides which of the
parties in the argument is legally right �
The two parties reached an out-of-court
settlement.
court case

court case /�kɔ�t kes/ noun a legal
action or trial
courtesy discount

courtesy discount /�k!�təsi
�dskaυnt/ noun a special discount given
by a supplier to a purchaser which is not a
discount for resale, such as a special price
at which a publisher sells books to authors
courtesy line

courtesy line /�k!�təsi lan/ noun a
note under a photograph showing the name
of the photographer or the organisation
which provided the photograph for repro-
duction
cover

cover /�k�və/ noun 1. the outside of a
book, usually made of thicker paper or card
� The book has a leather cover. � We
publish a cheap edition in paper covers. �
The price is usually printed on the bottom
right hand corner of the inside front cover.
2. the outside of a magazine, sometimes
made of specially thick paper or art paper
� a magazine with a four-colour cover �
verb to put a cover on a book or magazine
� The book is covered in dark blue simili
leather. � The cheap edition will be paper
covered.
cover copy

cover copy /�k�və �kɒpi/ noun text
which is to be printed on the cover
cover costs

cover costs /�k�və �kɒsts/ verb to
produce enough money in sales to pay for
the costs of production � The sales revenue
barely covers the costs of advertising or
the manufacturing costs.
cover design

cover design /�k�və d |�zan/ noun a
special design for a book or magazine
cover

cover designercover designer /�k�və d|�zanə/ noun
a person who designs the cover of a book
or magazine
covering lettercovering letter /�k�vərŋ �letə/,
covering note /�k�vərŋ �nəυt/ noun a
letter or note sent with documents to say
why they are being sent
covering materialcovering material /�k�vərŋ mə |

�təriəl/ noun material used to make the
cover for a book
cover papercover paper /�k�və �pepə/, cover
stock noun board or thick paper used as
the cover for magazines or pamphlets
cover pricecover price /�k�və pras/ noun the retail
price of a book
cover storycover story /�k�və �stɔ�ri/ noun a
feature article which is illustrated by the
picture on the front cover
cpicpi/, CPI abbreviation characters per inch
cplcpl, CPL abbreviation characters per line
cpscps, CPS abbreviation characters per
second
CPUCPU abbreviation central processing unit
CQLCQL abbreviation common query
language
CRCR abbreviation carriage return
craft bookcraft book /�krɑ�ft bυk/ noun a book
dealing with work done by hand such as
knitting, sewing or making models
crashcrash /kr�ʃ/ verb 1. to come to a sudden
stop as a result of an accident 2. (of
computer systems) to stop working � noun
1. the sudden failure of a computer system
2. US super, heavy gauze used to make the
hinges for a binding
crash finishcrash finish /�kr�ʃ �fnʃ/ noun coarse-
grained paper or binding material
cratecrate /kret/ noun a large wooden box �
verb to put goods into crates
crawlcrawl /krɔ�l/ verb to run at a low speed
crawlercrawler /�krɔ�lə/ noun a computer
program that collects online documents
and reference links
crawlingcrawling /�krɔ�lŋ/ noun the shrinking of
ink on paper or plastic, because it has not
penetrated the surface
CRCCRC abbreviation camera-ready copy
creamcream /kri�m/ adjective yellowish-white
in colour
cream laid papercream laid paper /�kri�m led �pepə/
noun white writing paper with faint lines
running across it
cream wove papercream wove paper /�kri�m wəυv
�pepə/ noun white paper that has been
made on a woven wire mesh
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creasecrease /kri�s/ noun 1. a fold in paper or
board, made intentionally � The cover has
a crease along the spine. � The invoice
should be torn off at the crease. 2. a wrong
fold in flat paper � The publisher noted
creases in the text paper. � The creases in
the cover were caused by damp. � verb 1.
to put a fold into paper or board usually by
impressing a line � The cover should be
creased at the spine. � scoring 2. to put a
wrong fold into flat paper � The inside
covers are creased and torn. � Creasing is
a common fault in very lightweight papers.
createcreate /kri |�et/ verb to make something
new
creative printingcreative printing /kri|�etv �prntŋ/
noun using home software and equipment
to print decorative materials such as greet-
ings cards, photographs, transfers etc
creditcredit /�kredt/ noun 1. a system of
paying for goods some time after you have
bought them 2. acknowledgement of some-
thing positive � She gave them credit for
their good work. � verb to acknowledge
something positive
credit agencycredit agency /�kredt �ed�ənsi/,
credit bureau /�kredt �bjυərəυ/ noun a
company that reports on the creditworthi-
ness of customers to show whether they
should be allowed credit
credit balancecredit balance /�kredt �b�ləns/ noun
a balance in an account showing that more
money has been received than is owed
credit cardcredit card /�kredt kɑ�d/ noun a plastic
card issued by banks to their customers
which allows them to buy goods on credit
or to borrow money
credit card salecredit card sale /�kredt kɑ�d �sel/
noun an act of selling something for credit,
using a credit card
credit columncredit column /�kredt �kɒləm/ noun
the right-hand column in accounts showing
money received
credit controlcredit control /�kredt kən|�trəυl/ noun
the process of checking that customers pay
on time and do not exceed their credit
limits
credit controllercredit controller /�kredt kən|�trəυlə/
noun a person in an accounts department
who checks that customers pay invoices on
time
credit entrycredit entry /�kredt �entri/ noun an
entry on the credit side of an account
credit facilitycredit facility /�kredt fə |�sləti/ noun
an arrangement with a bank or supplier to
have credit so as to buy goods

credit limitcredit limit /�kredt �lmt/ noun the
amount of money which is the maximum
you can borrow at one time
credit linecredit line /�kredt lan/ noun a printed
acknowledgement of the author or source
of material that was included in a publica-
tion
credit notecredit note /�kredt nəυt/ noun a note
issued by a company stating that faulty
goods may be replaced with goods to the
same value
creditorcreditor /�kredtə/ noun a person who is
owed money
creditors’ meetingcreditors’ meeting /�kredtəz �mi�tŋ/
noun a meeting of all people to whom a
bankrupt company owes money, to decide
how to obtain the money owed
credit ratingcredit rating /�kredt �retŋ/ noun the
amount that a credit agency feels a
customer should be allowed to borrow
creditscredits /�kredts/ plural noun notes to
acknowledge the contributors to a work,
e.g. the owner of a copyright or the
designer of a book
credit sidecredit side /�kredt sad/ noun the right-
hand side of accounts showing money
received
creditworthinesscreditworthiness /�kredt|�w!�ðinəs/
noun the ability of a customer to pay for
goods bought on credit � Printers will
always want to check on the creditworthi-
ness of a new publisher placing work with
them.
creditworthycreditworthy /�kredtw!�ði/ adjective
relating to a person or organisation that has
a good record of paying their bills
creepcreep /kri�p/ noun 1. movement of a
cylinder blanket on the cylinder 2. a situa-
tion in which folded pages nested inside
other folded pages, as in a booklet, are
forced outwards by the bulk of the paper so
that they extend beyond the edges of the
outer pages
crêpe papercrêpe paper /�krep �pepə/ noun
crinkly paper, used as packaging material
or as decoration
crime fictioncrime fiction /�kram �fkʃ(ə)n/ noun a
style of fiction about imaginary crimes and
detectives
crime listcrime list /�kram lst/ noun a series of
books on crime or crime fiction � They
have a successful crime list.
crime novelcrime novel /�kram �nɒv(ə)l/ noun a
novel concerning a crime, and the solving
of it
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criticcritic /�krtk/ noun a person who writes
reviews or gives opinions about books,
films, music and art
criticalcritical /�krtk(ə)l/ adjective 1.
expressing opinions about somebody or
something, especially poor ones 2. very
serious or dangerous
criticisecriticise /�krtsaz/, criticize verb to
say that something or somebody is wrong,
poor quality or working badly � The MD
criticised the sales manager for not
improving the volume of sales. � The
design of the new catalogue has been crit-
icised. � The book was criticised for sloppy
proofreading.
criticismcriticism /�krtsz(ə)m/ noun a serious
judgment or expression of disapproval of
something
critiquecritique /kr|�ti�k/ noun a critical review
or discussion of something such as a book
CR/LFCR/LF abbreviation carriage return/line
feed
CRMCRM abbreviation customer relations
management
crockingcrocking /�krɒkŋ/ noun flaking of ink
after it has dried
CromalinCromalin /�krəυməln/ a trade name for
a pre-press proofing system using colour
toners and a photosensitive substrate,
which is cheaper than wet proofs if only
one proof is needed
cropcrop /krɒp/ verb 1. to cut off parts of an
illustration such as a photograph � The
photo has been cropped to remove most of
the foreground. � Cropping the photograph
makes it look as if the author was all alone
in the room. 2. to cut off too much paper
when binding � The book has been
cropped so much that the outside margin
has almost disappeared.
crop markcrop mark /�krɒp mɑ�k/ noun a printed
mark that shows the edge of a page or
image and allows it to be cut accurately
croppingcropping /�krɒpŋ/ noun the removal of
areas of artwork or of a photograph which
are not needed � The photographs can be
edited by cropping, sizing, touching up,
etc.
crosscross /krɒs/ verb to write lines across
something
crossbarcrossbar /�krɒsbɑ�/ noun a short line
crossing the main stem of a letter, such as
the line across an ‘f’
crossbarscrossbars /�krɒsbɑ�z/ plural noun metal
cross-pieces which divide a chase into
sections

crosscheckcrosscheck /�krɒstʃek/ verb to evaluate
the results of an investigation by checking
it by an alternative method � The sub-
editor should crosscheck the page refer-
ences against the index. � noun a check
made by referring to more than one source

‘Duplicate versions get into [the]
system… Tracking all invoices,
performing cross-checks, and singling
out those most likely to represent double
payments requires constant human
surveillance.’ [InformationWeek]

cross-directioncross-direction /�krɒs da|�rekʃən/
noun the direction across a web or sheet of
paper, which is at right angles to the grain
crossed chequecrossed cheque /�krɒst �tʃek/ noun a
cheque with two lines across it showing
that it can only be deposited at a bank and
not exchanged for cash
cross foldingcross folding /�krɒs �fəυldŋ/ noun the
folding of paper against the grain
cross hatchingcross hatching /�krɒs �h�tʃŋ/ noun a
series of lines in two directions to give
shading to a line drawing
crossheadcrosshead /�krɒshed/, crossheading
noun the heading of a paragraph or section
which is centred over a column, used in
magazines to break up long columns of
text
cross-indexcross-index /�krɒs �ndeks/ verb 1. to
give a particular item one or more addi-
tional entries in an index, under different
headings, as cross-references to it 2. to
supply cross-references in something �
‘Hyde’ is cross-indexed to ‘Jekyll and
Hyde’.
cross-line screencross-line screen /�krɒs lan �skri�n/
noun a common screen for making half-
tones
cross markscross marks /�krɒs mɑ�ks/ plural noun
little crosses at the corners of sheets or
overlays, which indicate where the
different films are to be placed to achieve
the correct register
cross offcross off /�krɒs �ɒf/ verb to remove
something from a list � You can cross him
off our mailing list.
cross outcross out /�krɒs �aυt/ verb to put a line
through something that has been written �
She crossed out £250 and put in £500. �
The paragraph had been crossed out by the
author and reinstated by the editor.
cross-refercross-refer /�krɒs r |�f!�/ verb to give a
note that tells a reader of a book, index or
library catalogue to look in another speci-
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fied part or on another page of the same
work. Also called cross-reference
cross-referencecross-reference /�krɒs �ref(ə)rəns/
noun a footnote in a document which tells
you that there is other relevant information
in another part of the document � verb to
make a reference to another part of the
book � The various paper sizes are cross-
referenced to the appendix.
cross-sectioncross-section /�krɒs �sekʃən/ noun a
representative sample of a group of people
or things
cross-shakecross-shake /�krɒs ʃek/ noun the act
of shaking paper pulp from side to side as
it goes into the papermaking machine, thus
setting the fibres into a particular direction
crosstalkcrosstalk /�krɒstɑ�k/ noun unwanted
sounds or other signals picked up by one
channel of an electronic communications
system from another channel, e.g. between
telephones or loudspeakers
crowncrown /kraυn/ noun a size of book based
on an old paper size of 15 x 20 inches or
380 x 508mm, so called because the old
paper was originally identified by a water-
mark of a crown
Crown copyrightCrown copyright /�kraυn �kɒpirat/
noun the copyright on British government
publications, which belongs to the
Stationery Office
crown octavocrown octavo /�kraυn ɒk|�tɑ�vəυ/ noun
a size of book, formerly 7 1/2 x 5 inches,
now 186 x 123mm
crown quartocrown quarto /�kraυn �kwɔ�təυ/ noun
a size of book, formerly 10 x 7 1/2 inches,
now 246 x 186mm
CRPUCRPU abbreviation camera-ready paste-
up
CRTCRT abbreviation cathode ray tube
crusher panelcrusher panel /�kr�ʃə �p�n(ə)l/ noun
an area on a book cover blocked ready for
title lettering to be blocked over it
crushingcrushing /�kr�ʃŋ/ noun the process of
smashing or pressing a sewn book, so as to
remove air from between the pages, before
it goes for binding
C seriesC series /�si� �səri�z/, C sizes plural
noun ISO standard sizes of paper for enve-
lopes. � A series, B series
CSSCSS abbreviation cascading stylesheet
C/TC/T abbreviation colour transparency
CTMCTM /�si� ti� �em/ noun click through per
thousand. � click-through rate
CTNCTN /�si� ti� �en/ plural noun small retail
shops which carry some books, especially
popular fiction, guide books and small

reference books. Full form confectioners,
tobacconists and newsagents
CTPCTP abbreviation computer to plate
cubic measurecubic measure /�kju�bk �me�ə/ noun
volume in cubic feet or metres, calculated
by multiplying height, width and length
cumulative indexcumulative index /�kju�mjυlətv
�ndeks/ noun an index that is built up by
additions to all the previously published
entries at specified times
curecure /kjυə/ verb to dry inks or paper coat-
ings after printing to prevent set-off
curiosacuriosa /�kjυəri|�əυsə/ plural noun books
or other texts dealing with unusual topics,
especially erotica
curlcurl /k!�l/ verb to roll into a curved shape
� The paper has curled at the edges with
damp. � noun a measurement of the
amount by which paper curls in damp
conditions
current cost accountingcurrent cost accounting /�k�rənt
�kɒst ə|�kaυntŋ/ noun a method of
accounting which notes the cost of
replacing assets at current prices, rather
than valuing assets at their original cost
current listcurrent list /�k�rənt lst/ noun a list of
titles which are available at the present
time
currentlycurrently /�k�rəntli/ adverb at the
present time � We are currently preparing
the Spring Catalogue.
current pricecurrent price /�k�rənt �pras/ noun
today’s price
current rate of exchangecurrent rate of exchange /�k�rənt
ret əv ks|�tʃend�/ noun today’s rate of
exchange
curriculum vitaecurriculum vitae /kə|�rkjυləm �vi�ta/
noun a brief summary of somebody’s
personal details, education and career.
Abbr CV
cursivecursive /�k!�sv/ noun a typeface which
is similar to handwriting, in that each letter
flows on to the next, though without being
completely joined
cursorcursor /�k!�sə/ noun a mark on a
computer screen which can be moved
around and which indicates where
anything that is input will appear
curvecurve /k!�v/ noun 1. a line that bends
around � The graph shows an upward
curve. 2. a slang term for digital expression
of a colour separation specification � verb
to make something bend
curved electroscurved electros /�k!�vd  |�lektrəυz/,
curved plates plural noun plates that are
curved to fit on rotary printing presses
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cushioncushion /�kυʃ(ə)n/ noun a soft pad on
which a leatherbound book is placed for
tooling
customcustom /�k�stəm/ noun the use of a shop
by regular shoppers
custom-boundcustom-bound /�k�stəm baυnd/
adjective bound specially for a customer
custom-builtcustom-built /�k�stəm blt/ adjective
made specially for one customer. Also
called custom-made
customercustomer /�k�stəmə/ noun a person
who buys a product or uses a service
customer appealcustomer appeal /�k�stəmər ə|�pi�l/
noun what attracts customers to a product
customer filecustomer file /�k�stəmə fal/ noun
details of a customer kept as a record by a
company
customer profilecustomer profile /�k�stəmə �prəυfal/
noun a description of an average customer
for a product or service � The customer
profile shows our average buyer to be
male, aged 25–30, and employed in the
service industries.
customer relations managementcustomer relations management
/�k�stəmə r |�leʃ(ə)nz �m�nd�mənt/
noun an approach to management that
focuses on building and maintaining long-
term relationships with customers through
the use of, e.g., loyalty cards, special credit
cards and Internet contacts. Abbr CRM
customer service departmentcustomer service department
/�k�stəmə �s!�vs d |�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a
department in a company which deals with
customers and their complaints and orders
customisecustomise /�k�stəmaz/, customize
verb to adapt something to a particular
person’s requirements
custom-madecustom-made /�k�stəm �med/ adjec-
tive same as custom-built
custom publishingcustom publishing /�k�stəm
�p�blʃŋ/ noun publishing done specially
for a customer according to their needs,
especially of educational materials
designed to suit a specific course
customscustoms /�k�stəmz/ noun the govern-
ment department which organises the
collection of taxes on imports, or an office
of this department at a port or airport � The
delivery was delayed at customs.
customs brokercustoms broker /�k�stəmz �brəυkə/
noun a person or company which takes
goods through customs for a shipping
company
customs clearancecustoms clearance /�k�stəmz
�klərəns/ noun a document given by

customs to a shipper to show that customs
duty has been paid and the goods can be
shipped
customs declaration

customs declaration /�k�stəmz
deklə |�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a statement showing
goods being imported on which duty will
have to be paid
customs dutycustoms duty /�k�stəmz �dju�ti/ noun
a tax paid on goods brought into or taken
out of a country
customs entry pointcustoms entry point /�k�stəmz
�entri pɔnt/ noun a place at a border
between two countries where goods are
declared to customs
customs formalitiescustoms formalities /�k�stəmz fɔ�|

�m�ltiz/ plural noun declaration of goods
by the shipper and examination of them by
customs
customs officers

customs officers /�k�stəmz �ɒfsəz/,
customs officials plural noun people
working for customs
customs tariffcustoms tariff /�k�stəmz �t�rf/ noun
a list of duties to be paid on imported
goods
cutcut /k�t/ noun 1. a sudden lowering of a
price, salary or number of jobs � big price
cuts � cuts in salaries 2. an act of removing
part of a text or photograph � The author
objected to making any cuts in his text. �
We will have to make some drastic cuts if
the text is to fit into 320 pages. � The libel
lawyers have asked for cuts to be made to
chapter two. 3. US a piece of metal used
for printing an illustration (NOTE: The UK
term is block.) � verb to delete data on a
computer, often in order to insert it some-
where else
cut-and-pastecut-and-paste /�k�t ən �pest/ noun 1.
a facility of computers allowing data to be
deleted in one place and inserted in another
2. the normal way of doing a paste-up,
where the various items are carefully cut
out with a scalpel and positioned on a sheet
cutbackcutback /�k�tb�k/ noun a reduction �
cutbacks in government spending
cut downcut down /�k�t �daυn/, cut down on
verb to reduce the amount of something
used � The office is trying to cut down on
electricity consumption. � We have
installed a word processor to cut down on
paperwork.
cut edgescut edges /�k�t �ed�z/ plural noun the
edges of a book which have been trimmed
by a guillotine, i.e. the top, bottom and
foredges
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cut flushcut flush /�k�t �fl�ʃ/ adjective used to
describe a book which has been trimmed
so that the cover does not stick out further
than the pages
cut incut in /�k�t �n/ verb to cut into a surface
cut-in indexcut-in index /�k�t n �ndeks/ noun
same as step index
cut-in notescut-in notes /�k�t n �nəυts/ plural noun
printed notes set as a rectangular block of
text in the outer edge of a paragraph of a
page, with the main text shaped around
them
cutlinecutline /�k�tlan/ noun US the caption to
an illustration
cut linescut lines /�k�t lanz/ plural noun marks
showing on a proof, which are left from the
edges of film or paper patches on the orig-
inal copy
cut markscut marks /�k�t mɑ�ks/ plural noun US
marks on a sheet of paper, showing where
it has to be guillotined
cutoffcutoff /�k�tɒf/ noun 1. a length of paper
cut to make a sheet from a web press, equal
to the plate cylinder circumference 2.
paper that has been cut off
cutoff knifecutoff knife /�k�tɒf naf/ noun a knife
that cuts off the sheets on a rotary press
cutoff rubbercutoff rubber /�k�tɒf �r�bə/ noun a
strip of rubber against which the cutoff
knife cuts the sheets
cut outcut out /�k�t �aυt/ verb 1. to remove
something from a text by cutting � We have
cut out all references to the Queen. 2. to
remove the background from an illustra-
tion, leaving the main part as a silhouette
cutoutcutout /�k�taυt/ noun 1. a piece of paper
or card which is cut out from a large piece
2. an illustration where the background has
been removed, leaving a silhouette
cutout bookcutout book /�k�taυt bυk/ noun a chil-
dren’s book where the illustrations can be
cut out to make models or figures
cut sheet feedercut sheet feeder /�k�t �ʃi�t �fi�də/
noun a mechanism that automatically
feeds single sheets of paper into a printer
cut sizecut size /�k�t saz/ noun a size of paper
which is used by home and office printers,
convenient for use without the need for
cutting or folding, such as A4
cuttercutter /�k�tə/ noun a machine that cuts
cuttingcutting /�k�tŋ/ noun a reference to a
client, company or author in a newspaper
or magazine, which is cut out of the paper
and filed for reference (NOTE: The US term
is clipping.)

cutting agencycutting agency /�klpŋ �ed�ənsi/,
cutting service /�klpŋ �s!�vs/ noun an
office which cuts out references to a client
from newspapers and sends them to that
person for a fee
cutting and creasingcutting and creasing /�k�tŋ ən
�kri�sŋ/ noun an operation carried out on
a letterpress cylinder machine, using dies
to cut and crease paper or card into shapes
cutting cylindercutting cylinder /�k�tŋ �slndə/ noun
a cylinder with knives which cut the
printed section from the web
cutting markscutting marks /�k�tŋ mɑ�ks/ plural
noun marks printed on the sheet showing
where it has to be cut
CVCV abbreviation curriculum vitae
cyancyan /�saən/ noun a special blue, one of
the three process colours
cyan-magenta-yellow-keycyan-magenta-yellow-key /�saən
mə|�d�entə �jeləυ �ki�/ adjective full form
of CMYK
cyberlawcyberlaw /�sabəlɔ�/ noun the body of
laws relating to computers, information
systems and networks
cybermarketingcybermarketing /�sabə |�mɑ�ktŋ/
noun marketing that uses any kind of
Internet-based promotion, e.g. targeted
emails, bulletin boards, websites, or sites
from which the customer can download
files
cyberphobiacyberphobia /�sabə|�fəυbiə/ noun a
pathological fear of computers and infor-
mation technology
cybershoppingcybershopping /�sabə|�ʃɒpŋ/ noun
the activity of making purchases using the
Internet
cyberspacecyberspace /�sabəspes/ noun the
notional environment in which electronic
information exists or is exchanged � We
met by writing to each other on the World
Wide Web in cyberspace.
cybrarycybrary /�sabrəri/ noun 1. a guide to the
information available on the World Wide
Web on a particular topic 2. an informa-
tion-gathering service using the Internet
cyclical factorscyclical factors /�sklk(ə)l �f�ktəz/
plural noun the ways in which a trade cycle
affects businesses
cyclohexylamine carbonatecyclohexylamine carbonate
/�sakləυheksləmi�n �kɑ�bənet/ noun a
chemical used to remove the acid from
paper. Abbr CHC
cyclopediacyclopedia /�saklə|�pi�diə/ noun PUBL
same as encyclopedia
cylindercylinder /�slndə/ noun a long, round
object, which is usually hollow � The
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posters are delivered in cardboard cylin-
ders.
cylinder brake

cylinder brake /�slndə brek/ noun a
device which stops the running of a
printing press
cylinder-dried paper

cylinder-dried paper /�slndə drad
�pepə/ noun paper which has been dried
by running it over hot cylinders

cylinder presscylinder press /�slndə pres/ noun a
printing press where the paper is carried on
a fixed cylinder which presses it onto the
flat forme containing the inked type. Also
called flatbed cylinder press
Cyrillic alphabetCyrillic alphabet /sə|�rlk ��lfəbet/
noun the Russian alphabet, also used in
some other Slavonic languages such as
Ukrainian and Bulgarian
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daggerdagger /�d�"ə/ noun a second reference
mark for footnotes. Symbol †
dailydaily /�deli/ adjective happening every
day � noun a newspaper published every
weekday
damagesdamages /�d�md�z/ plural noun
money that is paid by court order to some-
body to compensate for harm done to them
or to their reputation
dampdamp /d�mp/ adjective slightly wet �
noun � the damp wet conditions � The
books have been affected by damp.
dampendampen /�d�mpən/ verb to make some-
thing damp
dampening rollerdampening roller /�d�mp(ə)nŋ
�rəυlə/, damper /�d�mpə/ noun a roller
which keeps the plate wet in lithographic
printing
dancing rollerdancing roller /�dɑ�nsŋ �rəυlə/ noun
same as jockey roller
dandy rolldandy roll /�d�ndi rəυl/, dandy roller
noun a roller covered with wire mesh
which presses the wet paper and can make
watermarks on it if the mesh has a pattern
on it
danglerdangler /�d�ŋ"lə/ noun same as shelf
wobbler
darkdark /dɑ�k/ adjective not light � The cover
is dark green, with gold lettering.
darkendarken /�dɑ�kən/ verb to make some-
thing darker or to become darker � The
picture needs darkening. � The light cover
paper will darken with age.
darkroomdarkroom /�dɑ�kru�m/ noun a room
protected from daylight and using infrared
light only, where films can be developed
and printed
dashdash /d�ʃ/ noun a punctuation mark (-)
that is a short horizontal line used to mark
off a section of a sentence
datadata /�detə/ noun information usually in
the form of facts or statistics which can be

analysed � The data is easily available.
(NOTE: Data is historically a plural noun but
is now usually treated as a singular.)
data acquisitiondata acquisition /�detə
��kwzʃ(ə)n/ noun the gathering of data
about a particular subject. Also called data
collection
data bankdata bank /�detə b�ŋk/ noun a large
store of information, especially kept in or
available to a computer, sometimes
consisting of several databases
databasedatabase /�detəbes/ noun 1. software
which enables the user to organise data for
easy retrieval 2. a collection of data stored
in a computer which can be easily and
quickly retrieved
database publishingdatabase publishing /�detəbes
�p�blʃŋ/ noun publishing information
selected from a database, either online
where the user pays for it on a per-page
inspection basis, or as a CD-ROM
database rightdatabase right /�detəbes rat/ noun a
form of copyright which applies to a
collection of data held in a database, which
gives it protection from extraction and
reuse
database settingdatabase setting /�detəbes �setŋ/
noun typesetting of the information in a
database directly from the codes written
into the database
data capturedata capture /�detə �k�ptʃə/ noun the
act of collecting data and converting it into
a form compatible with computers
data collectiondata collection /�detə kə|�lekʃən/
noun same as data acquisition
data compressiondata compression /�detə kəm |

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun a means of reducing the
size of blocks of data by removing spaces,
empty sections and unused material
data handlingdata handling /�detə �h�ndlŋ/ noun
same as data preparation
data miningdata mining /�detə �manŋ/ noun the
process of locating previously unknown
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patterns and relationships within data
using a database application, e.g. finding
customers with common interests in a
retail establishment’s database
data preparationdata preparation /�detə
�prepəreʃ(ə)n/ noun the conversion of
data into a machine-readable format. Also
called data handling
data processingdata processing /�detə �prəυsesŋ/
noun the process of selecting and exam-
ining data in a computer to produce infor-
mation in a special form. Abbr DP
data protectiondata protection /�detə prə|�tekʃən/
noun the procedure of making sure that
data is not copied by an unauthorised user
Data Protection ActData Protection Act /�detə prə|

�tekʃən ��kt/ noun a piece of legislation
passed in 1984 in the UK which requires
any owner of a database that contains
personal details to register
data retrievaldata retrieval /�detə r |�tri�v(ə)l/ noun
the process of searching, selecting and
reading data from a stored file
datasheetdatasheet /�detəʃi�t/ noun a document
accessible on the Internet that gives a
detailed description of something, espe-
cially a product
data storagedata storage /�detə �stɔ�rd�/ noun the
ability to store data in the memory of a
computer
data warehousedata warehouse /�detə �weəhaυs/
noun a database used for analysing overall
business strategy rather than routine opera-
tions
datelinedateline /�detlan/ noun a line at the
beginning of a newspaper report, giving
the date and place from where the report
was filed
date of publicationdate of publication /�det əv �p�bl |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun same as publication date
date of receiptdate of receipt /�det əv r|�si�t/ noun
the date when something is received
date stampdate stamp /�det st�mp/ noun a stamp
with rubber figures which can be moved,
used for marking the date on documents
datumdatum /�detəm/ noun a piece of infor-
mation (NOTE: Datum is the singular of
data.)
day glowday glow /�de "ləυ/ noun a range of
fluorescent inks
day releaseday release /�de r |�li�s/ noun a system
of training by which employees are
allowed a regular day each week to attend
college
day shiftday shift /�de ʃft/ noun a shift worked
during the daylight hours

d.c.d.c. abbreviation double column
DCSDCS noun a format developed by Quark
Inc that is an extension to the standard EPS
format. Full form Desktop Colour Sepa-
rations (NOTE: DCS is used in process
colour work and allows CMYK separations
to be saved in a format that can be read by
other applications.)
DDDD abbreviation double density
DDCDDC abbreviation Dewey decimal classi-
fication
DDSDDS abbreviation Dewey decimal system
deacidifydeacidify /�diə |�sdfa/ verb to remove
the acid from paper. � CHC paper
deaddead /ded/ adjective 1. not alive � The
author has been dead for sixty years, so his
work is out of copyright. 2. not working �
The telephone line suddenly went dead.
dead copydead copy /�ded �kɒpi/ noun a manu-
script which has been keyboarded and
typeset, and therefore is no longer needed
dead keysdead keys /�ded ki�z/ plural noun keys
on a keyboard that cause a function to
occur rather than a character to print, e.g.
the shift key
dead lettersdead letters /�ded �letəz/ plural noun
letters still in the case, but which cannot be
used because there is no more type left of
one letter
deadlinedeadline /�dedlan/ noun the stated time
or date by which work must be finished
dead metaldead metal /�ded �met(ə)l/ noun the
parts of a metal printing plate which do not
print
dead whitedead white /�ded �wat/ noun pure
white, without the addition of blue or red
which makes it more ‘alive’
dealdeal /di�l/ noun a business agreement,
affair or contract � to arrange a copub-
lishing deal � The sales director set up a
deal with a Russian import house. � The
deal will be signed tomorrow. � They did a
deal with an American agent. � verb 1. � to
deal with to organise something � Leave it
to the filing clerk – he’ll deal with it. � to
deal with an order to supply an order 2. to
trade or to buy and sell
debarkdebark /di� |�bɑ�k/ verb to remove the
bark from wood
debarked wooddebarked wood /di� |�bɑ�kt �wυd/ noun
wood which has had the bark stripped off,
and is ready to be ground into pulp for
papermaking
debitdebit /�debt/ noun money which is owed
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debit and creditdebit and credit /�debt ən �kredt/
noun money which a company owes and
which it receives
debit balancedebit balance /�debt �b�ləns/ noun a
balance in an account showing that more
money is owed than has been received
debit columndebit column /�debt �kɒləm/ noun the
left-hand column in accounts showing the
money paid or owed to others
debit entrydebit entry /�debt �entri/ noun an entry
on the debit side of an account
debit notedebit note /�debt nəυt/ noun a note
showing that a customer owes money
debit sidedebit side /�debt sad/ noun the left-
hand side of an account showing the
money paid or owed to others
debossdeboss /di�|�bɒs/ v to press a mould on
the top of something so that the surface is
depressed. Compare emboss
DebrettDebrett /də |�bret/ noun a publication that
lists members of the British aristocracy,
including information on related topics
such as honours, ranks, titles, forms of
address, and etiquette
debtdebt /det/ noun money owed for goods or
services � to service a debt to pay interest
on a debt
debt collectiondebt collection /�det kə|�lekʃən/ noun
the collection of money that is owed
debt collection agencydebt collection agency /�det kə|

�lekʃən �ed�ənsi/ noun a company that
collects debts for a commission
debt collectordebt collector /�det kə|�lektə/ noun a
person who collects debts
debtordebtor /�detə/ noun a person or company
which owes money
debtor sidedebtor side /�detə sad/ noun the debit
side of an account
debts duedebts due /�dets �dju�/ plural noun
money owed which is due for repayment
debugdebug /di� |�b�"/ verb to test a computer
program to locate and correct any errors �
They spent weeks debugging the system.
decaldecal /d|�k�l/ noun a small piece of
plastic which sticks to a surface, used often
as an advertisement
deciding factordeciding factor /d|�sadŋ �f�ktə/
noun the most important factor which
influences a decision
decimal pointdecimal point /�desm(ə)l �pɔnt/ noun
a dot or comma which separates whole
numbers from decimal fractions, e.g. in
2.75

COMMENT: The dot should be raised above
the line, though it is never printed in this way
by computer printers. Note that the decimal

point is used in English-speaking countries,
and that in most other countries the decimal
is indicated by a comma.

decimal systemdecimal system /�desm(ə)l �sstəm/
noun a system based on the number 10
decimal tabbingdecimal tabbing /�desm(ə)l �t�bŋ/
noun the process of adjusting a column of
numbers so that the decimal points are
aligned vertically
decipherdecipher /d |�safə/ verb to work out
what something means, even if it is diffi-
cult to read or understand
deckledeckle /�dek(ə)l/ noun 1. the raised edge
of the wire tray in which handmade paper
is made, which stops the pulp from running
over the edge of the tray 2. the width of a
machine which makes paper, hence the
width of a piece of paper as it is made

COMMENT: Handmade paper always has a
deckle edge, and this has to be cut off
before printing, so that the lay of the paper
is the same from sheet to sheet. An artificial
deckle edge is given to machine-made
writing paper to make it more attractive.

deckle edged paperdeckle edged paper /�dek(ə)l ed�d
�pepə/ noun paper with a deckle edge
deckle framedeckle frame /�dek(ə)l frem/ noun a
wooden frame holding the wire on which
handmade paper is made
deckle strapdeckle strap /�dek(ə)l str�p/ noun a
flat piece of rubber along the edge of the
wire mesh in a papermaking machine,
which stops the pulp from running over the
edge
decollatedecollate /�di�kə|�let/ verb to separate
continuous stationery into single sheets, or
to split two-part or three-part stationery
into its separate parts
decollatordecollator /�di�kə|�letə/ noun a machine
used to separate continuous stationery into
single sheets or to split two-part or 3three-
part stationery into separate parts
decorativedecorative /�dek(ə)rətv/ adjective of
illustrations, photographs or flourishes,
intended to brighten and break up the text
dedicatededicate /�dedket/ verb 1. to print a
special note in a book offering it to some-
body, usually a relative or friend, as a token
of affection � He dedicated the book of
poetry to his wife and daughters. 2. to use
for one purpose only
dedicated linededicated line /�dedketd �lan/ noun
a telephone line assigned to a designated
user, usually to provide a permanent
connection to the Internet
dedicated word processordedicated word processor
/�dedketd �w!�d �prəυsesə/ noun a
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small computer which has been configured
to do only word processing
dedicationdedication /�ded|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun words
used to offer a book, work or performance
to honour somebody
deepdeep /di�p/ adjective strong and dark �
The book has a deep blue cover with silver
lettering.
deependeepen /�di�pən/ verb to make some-
thing such as a colour deeper
deep-etchdeep-etch /�di�p etʃ/ verb to etch the
image very slightly below the surface of a
printing plate, a process used in offset
lithography to give a more intense print
deep-etched halftonedeep-etched halftone /�di�p etʃt
�hɑ�ftəυn/ noun a plate etched deeper than
normal, often leaving white spaces
deep Webdeep Web /�di�p �web/ noun searchable
databases accessible through the Internet,
which must be searched using CQL
queries and not with an ordinary Web
search engine
defamatorydefamatory /d|�f�mət(ə)ri/ adjective
relating to words that are damaging about a
person or a person’s character � He wrote a
series of defamatory articles about the film
star in a Sunday paper. � The minister sued
the paper for publishing defamatory arti-
cles about his private life.
defaultdefault /d|�fɔ�lt/ noun failure to carry out
a contract � The company is in default on
their repayments. � verb to fail to carry out
the terms of a contract, especially to fail to
pay back a debt
defectdefect /�di�fekt/ noun a fault in a
machine
defectivedefective /d|�fektv/ adjective not
working properly
deferdefer /d |�f!�/ verb to put back or postpone
an action to a later date � to defer payment
� The decision has been deferred until the
next meeting.
defermentdeferment /d|�f!�mənt/ noun the act of
putting something back to a later date �
deferment of payment � deferment of a
decision
definedefine /d|�fan/ verb to explain the
meaning of something
definitiondefinition /�def |�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a state-
ment of meaning, especially in a dictionary
definitivedefinitive /d |�fntv/ adjective relating
to the final or the best and most complete
work on a subject � a definitive edition of
Dickens � This is the definitive biography
of Jane Austen. � They published the defin-
itive work on sixteenth-century printing.

degradationdegradation /�de"rə |�deʃ(ə)n/ noun a
loss of picture or signal quality � Line art
can be reproduced on scanners or photo-
copied without much degradation.
degreedegree /d|�"ri�/ noun a qualification
awarded by a university or college
following successful completion of a
course of study or period of research, or a
similar qualification granted as an honour
deinkdeink /di� |�ŋk/ verb to remove the ink
from printed paper as part of the recycling
process
dejaggingdejagging /di� |�d��"ŋ/ noun same as
anti-aliasing
del.del. abbreviation an instruction by a
proofreader to a compositor to delete part
of a text
deletedelete /d |�li�t/ verb to remove informa-
tion that has been written down or stored in
a computer � noun 1. a written sign used in
proofreading, to show that a word should
be deleted 2. an instruction given to a
computer to remove a section of text
delete characterdelete character /d|�li�t �k�rktə/
noun a special code used to indicate data or
text to be removed
delete keydelete key /d |�li�t ki�/ noun a computer
key that moves the cursor to erase charac-
ters, or removes highlighted text
deletiondeletion /d|�li�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the act of
deleting something, or something which is
deleted � The lawyers demanded the dele-
tion of all references to their client. 2. a
word or piece of text which has been
deleted � There were six deletions from the
last page of the index. � There were so
many deletions that the text is now about
two pages shorter.
‘Delibros’‘Delibros’ noun a Spanish magazine
dealing with books and publishers
deliverdeliver /d |�lvə/ verb 1. to transport
goods to a customer � When does the
binder expect to deliver the bound copies?
2. to give a manuscript to a publisher � The
author has to deliver the last chapter by the
end of the year. � The publisher cannot
guarantee publication if the manuscript is
not delivered on time.
delivered pricedelivered price /d |�lvəd pras/ noun a
price which includes packing and transport
deliverydelivery /d|�lv(ə)ri/ noun 1. the handing
of a manuscript to a publisher � The second
part of the advance on royalties is payable
on delivery of the manuscript. 2. part of a
printing machine where grippers move
printed sheets from the machine and stack
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them 3. the goods being delivered � We
take in three deliveries a day. � There were
four pallets of books missing in the last
delivery. � The warehouse will close for
Christmas and will not accept deliveries
after December 20th. 4. � delivery of
goods the transport of goods to a
customer’s address � We charge for
delivery outside London. � The delivery
date for bound copies has been put back by
three weeks. � We guarantee delivery
within 28 days. � Delivery is not included
in the price.
delivery instructionsdelivery instructions /d |�lv(ə)ri n|

�str�kʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun details of how
goods are to be shipped and delivered.
Also called shipping instructions
delivery notedelivery note /d|�lv(ə)ri nəυt/ noun a
list of goods being delivered, given to the
customer with the goods
delivery orderdelivery order /d|�lv(ə)ri �ɔ�də/ noun
instructions given by the customer to the
person holding the goods, to tell them to
deliver
delivery tapesdelivery tapes /d |�lv(ə)ri teps/ plural
noun broad ribbons which hold the printed
sheets as they come out of the press
delivery timedelivery time /d|�lv(ə)ri tam/ noun
the number of days before something will
be delivered
delivery vandelivery van /d |�lv(ə)ri v�n/ noun a
goods van for delivering goods to retail
customers
de luxe editionde luxe edition /�d �l�ks |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a special edition of a book, printed on
very good-quality paper and with an
expensive binding, selling for a higher
price than a standard edition
demanddemand /d |�mɑ�nd/ noun the number of
people wanting to buy something � There
is not much demand for this item. � verb to
ask for something in a forceful way
demographicsdemographics /�demə|�"r�fks/ noun
the details of the population of a country,
or any community or group, in particular
its size, density, distribution, and the birth,
death, and marriage rates, which affect
marketing
demydemy /�demi/ noun a traditional British
paper size
demy octavodemy octavo /�demi ɒk |�tɑ�vəυ/ noun a
book format, formerly 8 3/4 x 5 inches,
now 216 x 138mm
demy quartodemy quarto /�demi �kwɔ�təυ/ noun a
book format, formerly 11 1/4 x 8 3/4
inches, now 279 x 219mm

densitometerdensitometer /�dens|�tɒmtə/ noun 1.
a device for measuring the absorption of
light, used to calculate the thickness of ink
required to print on a particular type of
paper 2. a device for measuring the size of
dots in halftones
densitydensity /�densti/ noun the level of dark-
ness of an image

COMMENT: Scanner software produces
various shades of grey by using different
densities or arrangements of black and
white dots and/or different sized dots.

density dialdensity dial /�densti �daəl/ noun a
knob that controls the density of a printed
image � When fading occurs, turn the
density dial on the printer to full black.
densometerdensometer /den |�sɒmtə/ noun a
device used for testing paper porosity by
measuring the time taken for a particular
volume of air to pass through a sample area
of paper
dentelledentelle /den|�tel/ noun gold decoration
used on book covers, like a series of little
teeth
departmentdepartment /d |�pɑ�tmənt/ noun 1. a
specialised section of a large company 2. a
section in a large store selling one type of
product 3. a section of the British govern-
ment containing several ministries � the
Department of Trade and Industry
depositdeposit /d|�pɒzt/ noun 1. an amount of
money paid in part payment 2. an amount
of money that a person gives when they
borrow something and which is returned to
them when the item is returned undamaged
3. documents placed in a record office for
safe keeping 4. a legal requirement for one
copy of any published book to be sent to a
national deposit library � verb 1. to put
money into a bank account � to deposit
£100 in a current account 2. to give a copy
of a book to a deposit library as part of the
process of publishing the book
deposit librarydeposit library /d|�pɒzt �labrəri/
noun a national library to which a
publisher has by law to give a copy of each
book published

COMMENT: In the British Isles, the deposit
libraries are the British Library, the Bodleian
Library at Oxford, Cambridge University
Library, the National Library of Scotland
and the Library of Trinity College Dublin; the
Welsh National Library may also receive
copies.

depreciatedepreciate /d |�pri�ʃiet/ verb 1. to
reduce the value of assets in accounts � We
depreciate our company cars over three
years. 2. to lose value � The pound has
depreciated by 5% against the dollar.
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depreciationdepreciation /d|�pri�ʃi |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun a
reduction in value of an asset

COMMENT: Publishers often write down the
value of their stocks on the assumption that
a book which is several years old is not
likely to sell well, and unsold stock is
therefore less valuable. Depreciation has
the effect of reducing profits in the year in
which it is carried out, and increasing profits
in subsequent years as the depreciated
stock continues to sell. Depreciation does
mean that stock can be remaindered
without loss.

depreciation ratedepreciation rate /d |�pri�ʃi|�eʃ(ə)n
ret/ noun the rate at which an asset is
depreciated each year in the accounts
depth gaugedepth gauge /�depθ "ed�/, depth
scale noun a ruler used to measure the
space between lines of type
depth of fielddepth of field /�depθ əv �fi�ld/ noun the
amount of a scene that will be in focus
when photographed with a particular aper-
ture setting
depth of focusdepth of focus /�depθ əv �fəυkəs/
noun the position of film behind a camera
lens that will result in a sharp image
depth of pagedepth of page /�depθ əv �ped�/ noun a
measurement of the type area from the
headline to the folio at the bottom of the
page
descenderdescender /d|�sendə/ noun the part of a
letter which falls below the base line, as in
‘j’, ‘y’, ‘p’, ‘g’ and ‘q’
descender linedescender line /d|�sendə lan/ noun a
line which marks the lowest level of the
descenders in a particular face
descending letterdescending letter /d|�sendŋ �letə/
noun a letter that has a descender, such as
‘g’, ‘p’ or ‘y’
desensitisedesensitise /di� |�sensətaz/, desensi-
tize verb to wash an offset litho plate with
chemicals to make sure the ink will not
stick to the non-printing areas
designdesign /d|�zan/ verb to plan what some-
thing new will be like � noun 1. the plan-
ning or drawing of a product before it is
manufactured 2. a drawing which shows
how a book or page or cover will look
when finished � The designs for the cover
were turned down by the author. � The
artist brought a portfolio of page designs
to show the art director.
designation markdesignation mark /�dez"|�neʃ(ə)n
�mɑ�k/ noun a signature mark, letter or
number, printed in very small type on the
fold of the signature, so that the sequence
of sections can be easily checked

design brief

design brief /d |�zan bri�f/ noun
instructions to a designer explaining what
they should be designing for a particular
project and any factors they should bear in
mind
design department

design department /d|�zan d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a large
company which designs the company’s
products or its advertising
designer

designer /d |�zanə/ noun a person who
designs something
design studio

design studio /d|�zan �stju�diəυ/
noun an independent firm which special-
ises in creating designs for companies
desk

desk /desk/ noun a writing table in an
office or study
desk copydesk copy /�desk �kɒpi/ noun a free
copy of a book sent to somebody who may
read it to buy rights in it, or to order it in
quantity for class use
desk editor

desk editor /�desk �edtə/ noun an
editor who works at a desk, preparing copy
for the printer, checking proofs and
collating corrections
desk pad

desk pad /�desk p�d/ noun a pad of
paper kept on a desk for writing notes
desktopdesktop /�desktɒp/ noun a display on a
computer screen comprising background
and icons representing equipment,
programs and files � adjective relating to
something that sits on top of a desk or that
can be done on a desk
Desktop Colour Separations

Desktop Colour Separations plural
noun full form of DCS
desktop computer

desktop computer /�desktɒp kəm |

�pju�tə/ noun a computer, usually with a
keyboard and monitor, which is small
enough to be used on a desk
desktop media

desktop media /�desktɒp �mi�diə/
noun a combination of presentation
graphics, desktop publishing and multi-
media (NOTE: The phrase was originally
used by Apple.)
desktop publishing

desktop publishing /�desktɒp
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the design and layout of
text and graphics using a small computer
with a specific software application
package and a printer. Abbr DTP
destock

destock /di�|�stɒk/ verb to reduce the
amount of stock in a shop or warehouse �
Bookstores have been destocking after the
Christmas buying season and are
returning thousands of copies of unsold
paperbacks.
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detaildetail /�di�tel/ noun a small condition or
fact � verb to list or give full information
about things
detailed accountdetailed account /�di�teld ə |�kaυnt/
noun an account which lists every item
detailed drawingdetailed drawing /�di�teld �drɔ�ŋ/
noun a drawing showing a lot of small
details
detail paperdetail paper /�di�tel �pepə/ noun thin
transparent paper used for layouts and
tracing
detective fictiondetective fiction /d |�tektv �fkʃən/
noun crime fiction, with a detective as the
main character
Deutsche IndustrienormDeutsche Industrienorm /�dɔtʃə
�ndυstri�|�nɔ�m/ noun the German indus-
trial standards organisation. Abbr DIN
developdevelop /d |�veləp/ verb 1. to plan and
produce something � to develop a new
papermaking technique 2. to apply a chem-
ical process to exposed photographic film
and paper to produce an image
developerdeveloper /d|�veləpə/ noun a chemical
solution used to develop exposed film
devicedevice /d|�vas/ noun an ornamental
design used by a publisher or printer as part
of their logo
diacritical marksdiacritical marks /�daə|�krtk(ə)l
�mɑ�ks/, diacritics, diacriticals plural
noun marks made above normal letters to
show a change of pronunciation or stress

COMMENT: The commonest diacritics are
the accents in European languages and the
dots indicating vowels in Arabic.

diaeresisdiaeresis /�daə |�ri�ss/ noun a printed
sign, formed of two dots printed above a
vowel (ë)

COMMENT: In English the diaeresis is now
uncommon, but was used in words such as
‘naïve’ and ‘coördinate’ to show that the two
vowels were pronounced separately and
not as a diphthong; it is still used in many
European languages and indicates a
change in pronunciation of a vowel. In
German it is called the umlaut.

diagnosticsdiagnostics /�daə"|�nɒstks/ plural
noun tests that help a user find faults in
hardware or software
diagramdiagram /�daə"r�m/ noun a chart or
graph that illustrates something such as a
statistical trend � verb to make a diagram
that represents or illustrates something
diagrammaticallydiagrammatically /�daə"rə|�m�tkli/
adverb using a diagram � The chart shows
the population growth diagrammatically.
dialdial /�daəl/ noun a round display device,
like the face of a clock, on which informa-

tion is shown automatically by the move-
ment of a hand or pointer
dial micrometerdial micrometer /�daəl ma |�krɒmtə/
noun a machine for measuring paper thick-
ness, where the reading is shown on a dial
dialoguedialogue /�daəlɒ"/ noun 1. a written
conversation in a book or play 2. the
exchange of ideas or opinions, especially
between those with different viewpoints
dial-updial-up /�daəl �p/ adjective requiring a
computer modem and telephone line to
establish communication with another
computer or a network
diamonddiamond /�daəmənd/ noun an old size
of type, equivalent to 4 1/2 pt
diapositivediapositive /�daə|�pɒztv/ noun a posi-
tive transparency
diarydiary /�daəri/ noun 1. a detailed daily
record of the events in a person’s life
written in a book 2. a small book with dates
and blank spaces used to record appoint-
ments
diary formatdiary format /�daəri �fɔ�m�t/ noun a
paper format similar to that used for
diaries, roughly 140 x 85mm
diazo paperdiazo paper /da|��zəυ �pepə/ noun
treated paper used in the dyeline copying
process. Also called dyeline paper
dictatedictate /dk|�tet/ verb to speak words for
somebody to write down or for a machine
to record
dictionarydictionary /�dkʃən(ə)ri/ noun a book or
compact disc containing the words of a
language arranged alphabetically with
their meanings

COMMENT: The term ‘dictionary’ really
applies to a book where the words are
defined, but not necessarily explained; an
‘encyclopedia’ is a book where the words
are explained, but not always defined. A
‘Dictionary of Gardening’ is probably in fact
an encyclopedia, since it may give details of
how to grow plants, rather than defining
what each plant or process is. This present
dictionary has many encyclopedic sections,
such as this one.

dictionary articledictionary article /�dkʃən(ə)ri
�ɑ�tk(ə)l/ noun a small section of a
dictionary, dealing with a single word
didotdidot /�dadəυ/ noun 1. a modern type-
face with thick black vertical lines and
hairline serifs, designed by Firmin Didot in
the 17th century 2. a system of type sizes
used in Europe, but not in the UK or the
USA, introduced by F.-A. Didot. Compare
cicero

COMMENT: The basic didot measurement is
a point of 0.376mm, while the British and
American point is 0.351mm. The cicero is
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the European equivalent to the British pica,
but slightly larger (about 12.5 British points
or 4.511mm).

diedie /da/ noun 1. a matrix used for making
a hot metal character 2. any metal stamp,
used for cutting or stamping
die casedie case /�da kes/ noun a case which
holds the matrices for Monotype hot metal
die casting
die castingdie casting /�da �kɑ�stŋ/ noun the
casting of metal type using hot metal and
matrices
die cuttingdie cutting /�da �k�tŋ/ noun the use of
sharp metal knives to cut out paper or card-
board in different shapes, usually on a
letterpress cylinder machine
dieresisdieresis /�daə |�ri�ss/ noun another
spelling of diaeresis
die stampingdie stamping /�da �st�mpŋ/ noun the
stamping of relief decorations or text on
paper or card, as e.g. an address on
stationery
differential spacingdifferential spacing /�dfərenʃəl
�spesŋ/ noun spacing where each char-
acter takes a space equivalent to its width,
‘m’ taking more space than ‘i’
digestdigest /�dad�est/ noun a book which
summarises a series of reports, especially
one that collects summaries of court deci-
sions and is used as a reference tool by
lawyers
digesterdigester /da|�d�estə/ noun a device
which mixes ground wood, water and
chemicals together and begins the process
of papermaking
digest-sizedigest-size /�dad�est saz/ adjective
relating to a book which measures 7 x 5
inches, the same format as the ‘Reader’s
Digest’
digipaddigipad /�dd�ip�d/ noun same as digi-
tising pad
digitdigit /�dd�t/ noun any of the numbers
from 0 to 9
digitaldigital /�dd�t(ə)l/ adjective repre-
senting physical quantities in numerical
form
digital dividedigital divide /�dd�t(ə)l d |�vad/ noun
the difference in opportunities available to
people who have access to modern infor-
mation technology and those who do not
digital fontdigital font /�dd�t(ə)l �fɒnt/ noun a
font that has been digitised so that it can be
stored in a computer
digital image processingdigital image processing
/�dd�t(ə)l �md� �prəυsesŋ/, digital
image acquisition, digital imaging

/�dd�t(ə)l �md�ŋ/ noun a wide range
of techniques used to generate, process and
reproduce images using computers
digital object identifierdigital object identifier /�dd�t(ə)l
�ɒbjekt a |�dentfaə/ noun an identifying
symbol for a web file that redirects users to
any new Internet location for that file. Abbr
DOI
digital plotterdigital plotter /�dd�t(ə)l �plɒtə/ noun
a plotter that receives the coordinates in
digital form which it plots
digital printingdigital printing /�dd�t(ə)l �prntŋ/
noun a method of printing in which the text
or images are transferred directly to the
paper without the use of film or plates.
Also called direct digital printing
digital proofsdigital proofs /�dd�t(ə)l �pru�fs/
plural noun proofs taken from digital files
prior to film output at high or low resolu-
tion
digital repositorydigital repository /�dd�t(ə)l r|

�pɒzt(ə)ri/ noun a single system for
storing and distributing all types of elec-
tronic materials
digital rights managementdigital rights management
/�dd�t(ə)l �rats �m�nd�mənt/ noun
the use of technologies to protect against
the misuse of copyrighted digital materials.
Abbr DRM
digital scanningdigital scanning /�dd�t(ə)l �sk�nŋ/
noun the reading of an image such as a
printed character by a computer, done by
building it up as a series of dots in the
computer memory
digital video discdigital video disc /�dd�t(ə)l �vdiəυ
�dsk/ noun full form of DVD
digitisationdigitisation /�dd�ta |�zeʃ(ə)n/, digiti-
zation noun the action of converting
shapes or signals into digital form
digitisedigitise /�dd�taz/, digitize verb to
change analogue signals such as pictures
or sound into numerical data which can be
processed by a computer
digitised letterformsdigitised letterforms /�dd�tazd
�letəfɔ�mz/ plural noun the shapes of char-
acters which have been scanned and then
stored as a series of dots in the computer
memory
digitised photographdigitised photograph /�dd�tazd
�fəυtə"rɑ�f/ noun an image or photograph
that has been scanned to produce an
analogue signal which is then converted to
digital form and stored in a computer or
displayed on a screen
digitiserdigitiser /�dd�tazə/ noun a vector
graphic input device which can be used to
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scan an existing image, capturing x, y co-
ordinates at desired intervals
digitising paddigitising pad /�dd�tazŋ p�d/ noun
a sensitive surface that translates the posi-
tion of a pen into numerical form, so that
drawings can be entered into a computer.
Also called digipad
digizinedigizine /�dd�i�n/ noun a magazine that
is delivered in digital form either on the
Internet or on a CD-ROM
di lithodi litho abbreviation direct lithography
dime noveldime novel /�dam �nɒv(ə)l/ noun a
cheap paperback novel
dimensiondimension /da |�menʃən/ noun a meas-
urement of something
dimensionaldimensional /d |�menʃənəl/ adjective
relating to dimensions
dimensional stabilitydimensional stability /da|

�menʃ(ə)nəl stə |�blti/ noun a measure-
ment of the ability of paper not to change
its dimensions when subjected to heat,
water, etc.
dimension marksdimension marks /da |�menʃən
mɑ�ks/ plural noun marks on CRC
showing a section that has to be enlarged or
reduced
DINDIN abbreviation Deutsche Industrienorm
dingbatsdingbats /�dŋb�ts/ plural noun US
ornaments and other symbols (NOTE: The
UK term is printer’s flowers.)
dinky sheetdinky sheet /�dŋki ʃi�t/ noun a narrow
web of paper
diphthongdiphthong /�dfθɒŋ/ noun two vowels
which are pronounced together as one
sound, sometimes printed together with a
ligature, as in ‘encyclopædia’
directdirect /da|�rekt/ verb to manage or
organise something � He directs our
Southeast Asian operations. � She was
directing the development unit until last
year. � adjective straight or with no inter-
ference
direct accessdirect access /da |�rekt ��kses/ noun
the ability to use information without the
need for an intermediary person
direct connectiondirect connection /da|�rekt kə |

�nekʃən/ noun a fast permanent connec-
tion linking a computer or system to a
network such as the Internet. It can be used
at any time and is much faster than a dial-
up connection.
direct costdirect cost /da |�rekt �kɒst/ noun the
production or origination cost of a partic-
ular product

direct digital printingdirect digital printing /da |�rekt
�dd�t(ə)l �prntŋ/ noun same as digital
printing
direct-entry phototypesettingdirect-entry phototypesetting /da|

�rekt �entri �fəυtəυ|�tapsetŋ/ noun
phototypesetting where the text is keyed
directly onto a keyboard which allows it to
be output as typesetting
direct impressiondirect impression /da |�rekt m|

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun a typesetting process
where the image is created by something
which hits the paper directly
direct inputdirect input /da|�rekt �npυt/ noun soft-
ware which allows the keyboarder to input
text directly into the computer typesetter
direction of traveldirection of travel /da|�rekʃən əv
�tr�v(ə)l/ noun the direction in which the
web of paper moves, either on a paper-
making machine or through a printing
press
directions for usedirections for use /da|�rekʃənz fə
�ju�s/ plural noun instructions showing
how to use something
direct lithographydirect lithography /da |�rekt l|

�θɒ"rəfi/ noun a lithographic process
where the image is printed directly from
the plate onto the paper. Abbr di litho
direct maildirect mail /da |�rekt �mel/ noun a
system of selling goods by sending
publicity material about them through the
post
direct-mail advertisingdirect-mail advertising /da |�rekt
�mel ��dvətazŋ/ noun advertising by
sending leaflets to people through the post
direct marketingdirect marketing /da |�rekt �mɑ�ktŋ/
noun methods of marketing that bypass
retailers, such as mail order, direct-mail
advertising, telephone sales, Internet shop-
ping etc.
directordirector /da|�rektə/ noun the top person
in the management of a group, company or
organisation
directorydirectory /da|�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a book or
database which lists the names and details
of people or companies in a specific
geographical or subject area
direct positivedirect positive /da|�rekt �pɒzətv/
noun film produced by direct screening
direct printingdirect printing /da |�rekt �prntŋ/
noun the process of printing directly from
a plate onto the paper
direct processingdirect processing /da |�rekt
�prəυsesŋ/ noun a method of photocop-
ying which requires specially treated paper
that captures the image from the original as
it is exposed to light
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direct screeningdirect screening /da |�rekt �skri�nŋ/
noun a method of originating colour sepa-
rations, where the original is reproduced as
screened separations using a halftone
screen
direct selling

direct selling /da |�rekt �selŋ/ noun the
process of selling a product direct to the
customer without going through a shop
dirty copydirty copy /�d!�ti �kɒpi/ noun a manu-
script or typescript which has a large
number of additions and changes, and is
difficult to read
dirty proofdirty proof /�d!�ti �pru�f/ noun a proof
with many keyboarding errors or which
has been heavily corrected
disclaimer

disclaimer /ds |�klemə/ noun a legal
refusal to accept responsibility

COMMENT: Publishers or authors may print
disclaimers in their publications: ‘the views
expressed in the article are those of the
author and do not represent the policy of
the newspaper’; ‘the characters in this novel
are fictitious, and are not based on anyone
living or dead’. Whether such disclaimers
have any legal validity is open to question.

discountdiscount noun /�dskaυnt/ a reduction
in the price of something � 10% discount
for quantity purchases you pay 10% less
if you buy a large quantity � 10% discount
for cash, 10% cash discount you pay 10%
less if you pay in cash � verb /ds|�kaυnt/
to reduce prices to increase sales

COMMENT: Discounts vary considerably
from country to country. In the UK, the basic
discounts given by publishers to
booksellers would be about 40%. Higher
discounts will be given to wholesalers or
large chains of bookshops, and also on
mass-market paperbacks. Lower discounts
will apply to single copy orders (or a
surcharge may be added), and especially to
academic books. Educational books have a
basic discount of 17.5%, because the
bookseller is simply passing on orders for
school purchases and is not buying the
books speculatively for retail sale.
Educational books are usually non-net, so
that the bookseller can mark up the price if
he or she wishes to hold them in stock and
sell them from the shelf to the public.

discounter

discounter /�dskaυntə/ noun a person
or company which sells goods at a discount
discretion

discretion /d|�skreʃ(ə)n/ noun the
ability to deal with confidential situations
or information without causing embarrass-
ment � I leave the matter to your discre-
tion.
discretionary hyphen

discretionary hyphen /d|

�skreʃ(ə)n(ə)ri �haf(ə)n/ noun a hyphen
inserted by the keyboarder, which is

different from the spelling used in the
computer’s H & J program
discriminationdiscrimination /d|�skrm |�neʃ(ə)n/
noun treatment of people in different ways
because of class, religion, race, language,
colour or sex
disinformationdisinformation /�dsnfə|�meʃ(ə)n/
noun false or deliberately misleading
information, often put out as propaganda
diskdisk /dsk/ noun a flat, round plastic
device coated with magnetised material
which can be used to store information
readable by a computer. Also called disc
disk inkingdisk inking /�dsk �ŋkŋ/ noun a
method of inking printing rollers, where
the ink is spread from a turning plate
Disk Operating SystemDisk Operating System /�dsk
�ɒpəretŋ �sstəm/ noun the section of
the operating system in a computer that
controls the disk and file management.
Abbr DOS
disk rulingdisk ruling /�dsk �ru�lŋ/ noun a
method of producing ruled paper, using
disks to produce the rules
dispatchdispatch /d |�sp�tʃ/ noun 1. the sending
of goods to a customer � The fuel short-
ages held up dispatch for several weeks. 2.
goods which have been sent � The weekly
dispatch went off yesterday. � verb to send
goods to customers
dispatch departmentdispatch department /d |�sp�tʃ d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
company which deals with the packing and
sending of goods to customers
dispatcherdispatcher /d|�sp�tʃə/ noun a person
who sends goods to customers
dispatch notedispatch note /d |�sp�tʃ nəυt/ noun a
note saying that goods have been sent
displaydisplay /d |�sple/ noun an exhibition for
public viewing � verb to set up or arrange
for something to be viewed
display advertisementdisplay advertisement /d |�sple əd |

�v!�tsmənt/ noun an advertisement
which is well designed to attract attention
display attributedisplay attribute /d |�sple ��trbju�t/
noun a variable which defines the shape,
size or colour of text or graphics displayed
in a DTP program
display boarddisplay board /d |�sple bɔ�d/ noun
coated coloured board, used as backing for
exhibitions or displays
display cabinetdisplay cabinet /d |�sple �k�bnət/
noun a piece of furniture with a glass top or
glass doors for showing goods for sale,
used particularly in antiquarian bookshops
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display casedisplay case /d |�sple kes/ noun a
glass box which protects items but allows
them to be seen
display characterdisplay character /d |�sple �k�rktə/
noun a graphical symbol which appears as
a printed or displayed item, e.g. one of the
letters of the alphabet or a number
display controllerdisplay controller /d |�sple kən|

�trəυlə/ noun a device that accepts char-
acter or graphics codes and instructions,
and converts them into dot-matrix patterns
that are displayed on a screen
displayed textdisplayed text /d|�spled �tekst/ noun
text that is laid out by indenting or being
placed in a box, so as to make it different
from the rest of the text
display facedisplay face /d |�sple fes/ noun a large
typeface used for posters, headings in
bookwork, etc. Also called display type
display formatdisplay format /d |�sple �fɔ�m�t/ noun
the number of characters that can be
displayed on a screen, given as lengths of
rows and columns
display highlightsdisplay highlights /d |�sple �halats/
plural noun the emphasis of particular
words or paragraphs by changing the
colour of the display
display linedisplay line /d |�sple lan/ noun the
horizontal printing position for the charac-
ters in a line of text
display materialdisplay material /d|�sple mə |�təriəl/
noun items that can be used for an exhibi-
tion
display matterdisplay matter /d|�sple �m�tə/ noun
typeset material in a display face such as a
poster
display modedisplay mode /d |�sple məυd/ noun a
way of referring to the character set to be
used, usually graphics or alphanumerics
display packdisplay pack /d |�sple p�k/ noun an
attractive box for showing goods for sale
display paneldisplay panel /d |�sple �p�n(ə)l/ noun
a flat area for displaying goods in a shop
window
display paperdisplay paper /d|�sple �pepə/ noun
thick paper used to print posters
Display PostScriptDisplay PostScript /d|�sple
�pəυstskrpt/ a trade name for an exten-
sion of PostScript that allows PostScript
commands to be interpreted and displayed
on screen so that a user can see exactly
what will appear on the printer
display registerdisplay register /d|�sple �red�stə/
noun a register that contains character or
control or graphical data that is to be
displayed

display resolutiondisplay resolution /d|�sple
�rezəlu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the number of pixels
per unit area that a display can show
clearly
display screendisplay screen /d|�sple skri�n/ noun
the physical part of a visual display unit or
monitor, which allows the user to see char-
acters or graphics
display sizedisplay size /d|�sple saz/ noun a char-
acter size greater than 14 points, used in
headlines rather than normal text
display spacedisplay space /d |�sple spes/ noun the
available memory or amount of screen for
showing graphics or text
display standdisplay stand /d|�sple st�nd/ noun a
portable board which can be set on legs and
used to display information
display typedisplay type /d|�sple tap/ noun same
as display face
display unitdisplay unit /d |�sple �ju�nt/ noun 1. a
special stand for showing goods for sale 2.
a computer terminal or piece of equipment
that is capable of showing data or informa-
tion, usually by means of a CRT
display workdisplay work /d |�sple w!�k/ noun the
printing of posters, headings, etc.
dissectdissect /da|�sekt/ verb to remove the
type which is to be printed in another
colour, such as highlighted words in a chil-
dren’s dictionary
disseminatedisseminate /d|�semnet/ verb to
spread news and information widely
disseminationdissemination /d |�sem|�neʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of distributing something such
as information throughout an area
distributedistribute /d |�strbju�t/ verb 1. to send
out goods from a manufacturer’s ware-
house to retail shops � Smith Ltd distrib-
utes for several smaller companies. � Our
books are represented and distributed by J.
Smith & Co. 2. to break up standing metal
type and put each piece back into its case �
The book was abandoned and the type was
distributed. 3. in Monotype and Linotype
machines, to melt down cast slugs after
they have been used 4. to spread ink evenly
over the surface of a plate, using a distrib-
uting roller
distributiondistribution /�dstr|�bju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun
the delivery of goods or information to
people or organisations
distribution channeldistribution channel /�dstr |

�bju�ʃ(ə)n �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun the method by
which things are sent to other people, e.g.
e-mail, post or retail shops
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distribution costsdistribution costs /�dstr |�bju�ʃ(ə)n
�kɒsts/ plural noun the costs involved in
distributing books from the warehouse to
the customer, including picking, packing
and transport
distribution networkdistribution network /�dstr |

�bju�ʃ(ə)n �netw!�k/ noun a series of
points or warehouses from which goods
are sent all over a country. Also called
network of distributors
distribution rollersdistribution rollers /�dstr |�bju�ʃ(ə)n
�rəυləz/ plural noun rollers which
distribute ink to the inking rollers
distribution slipdistribution slip /�dstr |�bju�ʃ(ə)n
slp/ noun paper attached to a document or
a magazine showing all the people in an
office who should read it
distributordistributor /d|�strbjυtə/ noun a
company that sells goods for another
company which makes them
distributorshipdistributorship /d|�strbjυtəʃp/ noun
the position of being a distributor for a
company
ditherdither /�dðə/ verb 1. to create a curve or
line that looks smoother by adding shaded
pixels beside the pixels that make up the
image 2. to create the appearance of a new
colour by a pattern of coloured pixels that
appear, to the eye, to combine and form a
new, composite colour
dithered colourdithered colour /�dðəd �k�lə/ noun
colour that is made up of a pattern of
different coloured pixels
dittogramdittogram /�dtəυ"r�m/ noun a printing
error caused by repeating the same letter
twice
ditto marksditto marks /�dtəυ mɑ�ks/ plural noun
two small lines similar to double inverted
commas set at the base line, used to show
that the word above is repeated
divinity calfdivinity calf /d |�vnti kɑ�f/ noun a type
of binding used for religious books, made
of dark brown calf leather
divisiondivision /d|�v�(ə)n/ noun a department
in a large organisation
DNSDNS abbreviation COMPUT domain name
service
docketdocket /�dɒkt/ noun a slip of paper on
which a record can be kept � delivery
docket � job docket � work docket
doctor bladedoctor blade /�dɒktə bled/ noun a soft
metal blade pulled across the surface of a
gravure printing surface to remove excess
ink
documentdocument /�dɒkjυmənt/ noun any form
of information in printed or electronic

form, e.g. maps, manuscripts or computer
software
documentalistdocumentalist /�dɒkjυ |�mentəlst/
noun a specialist in documentation
documentationdocumentation /�dɒkjυmen|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun documents provided or collected
together as evidence or as reference mate-
rial
document paperdocument paper /�dɒkjυmənt �pepə/
noun special-sized paper used for legal and
other documents, which is suitable for
writing on
document readerdocument reader /�dɒkjυmənt �ri�də/
noun a mechanism for reading text into a
computer
dog-eareddog-eared /�dɒ" �əd/ adjective used to
describe a book whose corners are bent and
worn
doglegdogleg /�dɒ"le"/ noun US a leader line
which bends to link the image to the text it
refers to
dogsbodydogsbody /�dɒ"zbɒdi/ noun a person
who does all types of work in an office for
very low wages (informal) (NOTE: The US
term is gofer.)
DOIDOI abbreviation digital object identifier
do-it-yourselfdo-it-yourself /�du� t jə|�self/ adjective
done by an ordinary person, not by a
skilled worker. Abbr DIY
do-it-yourself handbookdo-it-yourself handbook /�du� t jə|

�self �h�ndbυk/, do-it-yourself manual
/�du� t jə|�self �m�njuəl/ noun a hand-
book showing how to do repairs or
construction work around the house (NOTE:
US English is how-to book.)
do-it-yourself magazinedo-it-yourself magazine /�du� t jə|

�self �m�"əzi�n/ noun a magazine with
articles on repairs or construction work
which the average person can do around
the house
do-it-yourself publishingdo-it-yourself publishing /�dəυ t jə |

�self �p�blʃŋ/ noun publishing carried
out by an ordinary individual from his or
her own home
dollardollar /�dɒlə/ noun money used in the
USA and other countries
dollydolly /�dɒli/ noun a device on wheels, e.g.
a mobile microphone
dolly truckdolly truck /�dɒli tr�k/ noun a truck
which moves reels of paper from the paper
store to the printing press
domaindomain /dəυ |�men/ noun the part of an
e-mail address after the @ sign
domain namedomain name /dəυ|�men nem/ noun
the sequence of words, phrases, abbrevia-
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tions or characters that serves as the
Internet address of a computer or network
domain name servicedomain name service /də |�men
nem �s!�vs/ noun an Internet service
which translates domain names into IP
addresses. Abbr DNS
domesticdomestic /də |�mestk/ adjective refer-
ring to the home market or the market of
the country where the business is situated
domestic marketdomestic market /də |�mestk �mɑ�kt/
noun a market in the country where a
company is based
domestic productiondomestic production /də|�mestk prə|

�d�kʃən/ noun production of goods in the
home market
domestic salesdomestic sales /də |�mestk selz/
plural noun same as home sales
door-to-doordoor-to-door /�dɔ� tə �dɔ�/ adjective
going from one house to the next, asking
the occupiers to buy something � door-to-
door encyclopedia selling
door-to-door salesmandoor-to-door salesman /�dɔ� tə dɔ�
�selzmən/ noun a man who goes from one
house to the next, asking people to buy
something
DOSDOS /dɒs/ abbreviation Disk Operating
System
dossierdossier /�dɒsie/ noun a collection of
documents relating to a person or topic
dotdot /dɒt/ noun 1. a small round spot 2. a
punctuation mark (.) used to separate the
various components of an Internet address

COMMENT: Various shapes of dots are used
for halftones, depending on the type of
screen. Square dots give sharper edges to
the image, while elliptical dots give a
smooth gradation between tones.

dot addressdot address /�dɒt ə|�dres/ noun the
common notation for Internet addresses in
the form A.B.C.D., each letter repre-
senting, in decimal notation, one byte of a
four-byte address. Also called dotted
quad, dotted decimal notation, dotted
quad address
dot etchingdot etching /�dɒt �etʃŋ/ noun a method
of making a halftone darker or lighter, by
reducing or increasing the size of the dots
by etching them by hand
dot-for-dot reproductiondot-for-dot reproduction /�dɒt fə
dɒt �ri�prə|�d�kʃ(ə)n/ noun reproduction
from a printed halftone, where each dot is
matched and reproduced
dot gaindot gain /�dɒt "en/ noun an occurrence
in halftone reproduction where the dots
tend to enlarge slightly and may lead to dot
spread

dotless ‘i’dotless ‘i’ /�dɒtləs �a/ noun the letter ‘i’
printed without a dot, used in some faces to
give an IPA character, or in order to add a
floating accent
dots per inchdots per inch /�dɒts p!�r �ntʃ/ noun
the standard method used to describe the
resolution capabilities of a page printer or
scanner � Some laser printers offer high-
resolution printing at 400 dpi. Abbr d.p.i.,
dpi
dot spreaddot spread /�dɒt spred/ noun a defect in
halftone reproduction where the dots
become too large
doubledouble /�d�b(ə)l/ adjective twice or two
times the size � noun a traditional British
paper size made when the short side of a
sheet is doubled
double burndouble burn /�d�b(ə)l �b!�n/ noun an
act of exposing two images on a film to
give a special effect
double casedouble case /�d�b(ə)l �kes/ noun a
case which holds both upper case and
lower case type
double-coated paperdouble-coated paper /�d�b(ə)l
�kəυtd �pepə/ noun paper which has
been coated twice, giving a very hard gloss
double columndouble column /�d�b(ə)l �kɒləm/ noun
a setting with two columns on the page.
Abbr d.c.
double daggerdouble dagger /�d�b(ə)l �d�"ə/ noun a
third reference mark for footnotes
double documentdouble document /�d�b(ə)l
�dɒkjυmənt/ noun an error in photo-
graphing documents for microfilm, where
the same image appears twice
double elephantdouble elephant /�d�b(ə)l �elfənt/
noun 1. a large size of drawing paper (40 x
27 inches) 2. US a book size up to 50
inches high
double exposuredouble exposure /�d�b(ə)l k|�spəυ�ə/
noun two images exposed on the same
piece of photographic film, usually used
for special effects
double imagedouble image /�d�b(ə)l �md�/ noun
two pictures formed when the plates are
out of register
double line spacingdouble line spacing /�d�b(ə)l �lan
�spesŋ/ noun a style of leaving a white
line between lines of text
double page spreaddouble page spread /�d�b(ə)l ped�
�spred/ noun 1. a feature or article that fills
two facing pages of a newspaper or maga-
zine 2. two facing pages, designed to be
seen together, the illustrations or text
forming one whole design. Abbr DPS
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double quotation marksdouble quotation marks /�d�b(ə)l
�kwəυts/, double quotes, double
inverted commas plural noun printed
signs (“ ”), used to show that a piece of text
has been quoted � The name of the
company should be put in double quotes.
double ruledouble rule /�d�b(ə)l �ru�l/ noun a rule
made of two lines
double spacingdouble spacing /�d�b(ə)l �spesŋ/
noun text typed with an extra white line
between each line
double spreaddouble spread /�d�b(ə)l �spred/ noun
PUBL same as double page spread
double tone inkdouble tone ink /�d�b(ə)l təυn �ŋk/
noun special ink for printing halftones,
which spreads out from the centre of each
dot as it dries and gives a stronger picture
doubluredoublure /d�b|�ljυə/ noun a lining, espe-
cially one made of leather or highly deco-
rated, inside the cover of a book
Dow etchingDow etching /�daυ �etʃŋ/, Dow etch
process noun a form of process engraving
using magnesium alloy plates instead of
zinc, giving very fine lines
downerdowner /�daυnə/ noun a break in the
web, which makes the printing press stop
downloaddownload /�daυn |�ləυd/ verb to move
information from one electronic source to
another storage device � The printer down-
loaded the pdf from the ftp site.
downloadabledownloadable /daυn|�ləυdəb(ə)l/
adjective available to be downloaded
downloadable fontsdownloadable fonts
/�daυnləυdəb(ə)l �fɒnts/ plural noun fonts
or typefaces stored on a disk, which can be
downloaded or sent to a printer and stored
in temporary memory or RAM
downruledownrule /�daυnru�l/ noun a vertical
line used to separate columns of text
down strokedown stroke /�daυn strəυk/ noun a
wide heavy section of a character
downtimedowntime /�daυntam/ noun time
during which a computer is unusable
DPDP abbreviation data processing
d.p.i.d.p.i. /�di� pi� �a/, dpi abbreviation dots
per inch � a 300 d.p.i. black and white A4
monitor � a 300 dpi image scanner
DPSDPS abbreviation double page spread
draftdraft /drɑ�ft/ noun 1. a rough form of
something written, drawn or planned � The
editor has seen the first draft of her new
novel. 2. a written order for money to be
transferred from one bank to another �
verb to make a first rough plan of a docu-
ment � She was asked to draft the blurb for

the series. � The contract is still being
drafted.
drafting machinedrafting machine /�drɑ�ftŋ mə|�ʃi�n/
noun a piece of equipment used in a
drawing office, with things such as rules,
scales, set squares and a head for attaching
a plotting pen, all attached to an angled
drawing board
draft printingdraft printing /drɑ�ft �prntŋ/, draft-
quality printing noun low-quality, high-
speed printing
draftsmandraftsman /�drɑ�ftsmən/,
draughtsman /�drɑ�ftsmən/ noun a
person who draws plans, especially archi-
tectural plans
dragdrag /dr�"/ verb to move a mouse while
holding the button down, so moving an
image or icon on screen
dragon’s blooddragon’s blood /�dr�"(ə)nz bl�d/
noun a red pigment used to cover etching
plates to protect the parts that are not to be
etched
dramadrama /�drɑ�mə/ noun plays performed
in the theatre or on radio or TV, or a single
play � They are publishing a contemporary
drama series.
drama criticdrama critic /�drɑ�mə �krtk/ noun a
reviewer for a newspaper who writes
reviews of plays
dramatisationdramatisation /�dr�məta |�zeʃ(ə)n/,
dramatization noun 1. the act of adapting
something such as novel for cinema, televi-
sion or the theatre 2. a film, television
programme or play which has been
adapted from a novel
dramatisedramatise /�dr�mətaz/, dramatize
verb to adapt something such as novel for
cinema, television or the theatre � The
novel was dramatised by J. Smith.
draughtsmandraughtsman /�drɑ�ftsmən/ noun
another spelling of draftsman
drawdraw /drɔ�/ verb 1. to make a picture
using a pencil or pen � She has drawn the
designs for the new covers. � The maps
have all been drawn by hand. 2. to pull
something � Type which has not been
secured may be drawn out of the forme by
the printing rollers.
drawdowndrawdown /�drɔ�daυn/ noun a way of
comparing two printing inks (NOTE: The
inks are spread on paper with a spatula
and their shades and opacity are
compared when dry.)
drawingdrawing /�drɔ�ŋ/ noun a picture which
has been drawn by an artist � The book is
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illustrated with line drawings by the
author.
drawing boarddrawing board /�drɔ�ŋ bɔ�d/ noun a
large flat surface on which an artist or
designer can draw, sometimes with an
adjustable sloping top
drawing paperdrawing paper /�drɔ�ŋ �pepə/ noun
white cartridge paper, used by artists
drawing pindrawing pin /�drɔ�ŋ pn/ noun a pin
with a flat head used for attaching notices
to a board
drawing programdrawing program /�drɔ�ŋ
�prəυ"r�m/ noun software that allows the
user to draw and design on screen. � paint
program
drawing toolsdrawing tools /�drɔ�ŋ tu�lz/ plural
noun the range of functions in a paint
program that allows the user to draw,
normally displayed as icons in a toolbar
drawn-indrawn-in /�drɔ�n �n/ adjective relating
to a binding style where the cords are
pulled through holes in the cover boards
and then glued down
drawn-on coverdrawn-on cover /�drɔ�n ɒn �k�və/
noun a binding style where the cover is
glued directly onto a book block made of
one or more signatures sewn or glued
together
draw updraw up /�drɔ� ��p/ verb to prepare and
write out a document
DreamweaverDreamweaver /�dri�mwi�və/ a trade
name for a webpage and web application
design tool
dressingdressing /�dresŋ/ noun 1. the act of
making ready printing cylinders by
packing, to change the density of the
impression 2. the process of loading
various fonts into a phototypesetter
drierdrier /�draə/ noun another spelling of
dryer
drilldrill /drl/ verb to make holes in the
margins of leaves for loose-leaf binding
drilled and strungdrilled and strung /�drld ən �str�ŋ/
adjective bound by making holes through
each leaf or signature, and then attaching
them together with a thread
drivedrive /drav/ noun 1. energy or an ener-
getic way of working 2. a part of a machine
which makes other parts work � verb to
make a machine work, or a car or other
vehicle go in a particular direction
driven rollerdriven roller /�drv(ə)n �rəυlə/ noun a
roller in a printing press which is driven by
the motor, and which pulls the web through
the press

drive outdrive out /�drav �aυt/ verb to expand the
number of pages in a book by increasing
the spaces between words or lines
DRMDRM abbreviation digital rights manage-
ment
dropdrop /drɒp/ noun 1. a fall 2. the amount of
space left when a text starts lower down the
page than normal � There should be a
10mm drop at the beginning of the chapter.
� verb 1. to fall � Sales have dropped by
10%. 2. to bring down the text, leaving a
blank space � The chapter entry should be
dropped six lines. 3. to unlock the forme
after printing, so as to release the type
which is then ready for distribution 4. to
decide not to do or use something any more
� We decided to drop the title from the
Spring list. � The education committee
have dropped our Geography course from
their list of adoptions.
drop capdrop cap /�drɒp k�p/ noun a large-size
initial letter at the beginning of a chapter,
which runs down over several lines of text.
Also called drop initial
drop-down menudrop-down menu /�drɒp daυn
�menju�/ noun a vertical list of options that
appears on clicking on an item on a
computer screen. It remains visible until
one of the options has been selected by
clicking on it.
drop foliodrop folio /�drɒp �fəυliəυ/ noun a page
number printed at the foot of the page
drop guidesdrop guides /�drɒp "adz/ plural noun
bars at the side of a paper feed which place
the sheets in the correct position
drop indrop in /�drɒp �n/ verb to put a block of
text or an illustration into a space left in a
typeset page
drop initialdrop initial /�drɒp |�nʃ(ə)l/ noun same
as drop cap
drop-out bluedrop-out blue /�drɒp aυt �blu�/ noun a
special blue pencil used to write on
bromides or on other artwork, which does
not reproduce when filmed
drop-out halftonedrop-out halftone /�drɒp aυt
�hɑ�ftəυn/ noun a halftone that has no dots
on the highlighted sections which are just
white paper
dropped headsdropped heads /�drɒpt �hedz/ plural
noun chapter heads which begin several
lines down the page throughout a book
drop shipdrop ship /�drɒp �ʃp/ verb to deliver a
large order direct to a customer without
going through an agent or distributor,
though the invoice for the shipment may be
sent to the agent
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drop shipmentdrop shipment /�drɒp �ʃpmənt/ noun
the delivery of a large order from the
manufacturer direct to a customer’s shop or
warehouse, without going through an agent
or wholesaler
drumdrum /dr�m/ noun a large cylinder
drum plotterdrum plotter /�dr�m �plɒtə/ noun a
computer output device that consists of a
movable pen and a piece of paper wrapped
round a drum that rotates, creating patterns
and text
dry enddry end /�dra end/ noun the end of a
fourdrinier papermaking machine where
the wet web of paper is passed between hot
rollers to dry it
dryerdryer /�draə/, drier noun 1. a machine
which dries, especially one for drying ink
2. an ingredient added to ink which speeds
up the drying process
dry indicator testdry indicator test /�dra �ndketə
�test/ noun a test of the resistance of paper
to liquids
drying cylinderdrying cylinder /�draŋ �slndə/ noun
a heated cylinder over which newly made
sheets of paper pass to be dried
drying timedrying time /�draŋ tam/ noun the
time taken for ink to dry on a printed sheet
dry inkdry ink /�dra ŋk/ noun powdered ink
used in some photocopiers
dry lithodry litho /�dra �laθəυ/ noun an offset
plate which does not need dampening to
distribute the ink
dry mountingdry mounting /�dra �maυntŋ/ noun a
way of mounting photographs so that they
are flat, by using adhesives which stick
when pressed
dry offsetdry offset /�dra �ɒfset/ noun a letter-
press process, using a letterpress plate on
an offset litho press
dry pointdry point /�dra pɔnt/ noun a method of
etching with a needle directly onto a
copper plate without using acid, used for
retouching etched plates
dry proofingdry proofing /�dra �pru�fŋ/ noun a
method of making colour proofs using dry
inks
dry-transfer letteringdry-transfer lettering /�dra
�tr�nsf!� �letərŋ/, dry-transfer process
noun letters or other symbols which are on
the back of a sheet of plastic and can be
transferred to paper by rubbing
dry-transfer sheetdry-transfer sheet /�dra �tr�nsf!�
�ʃi�t/ noun a sheet of letters used for the
dry-transfer process
DTPDTP abbreviation desktop publishing

dual pricingdual pricing /�dju�əl �prasŋ/ noun the
method of giving different prices to two
books which are substantially the same,
e.g. one price for a book sold through retail
outlets and a lower price for the same book,
with possibly a different cover, sold by
mail order. Compare partial remain-
dering
duck-foot quotesduck-foot quotes /�d�k fυt �kwəυts/
plural noun same as guillemets
ductduct /d�kt/ noun a container for ink in a
printing machine
duct rollerduct roller /�d�kt �rəυlə/, ductor roller
noun a roller that takes ink and supplies it
to the distributing rollers which ink the
forme
duedue /dju�/ adjective expected to arrive or
happen at a particular time � due to
because of � to fall due, to become due to
be ready for payment
duesdues /dju�z/ plural noun books for which
orders have been taken, but which cannot
be supplied until fresh stock arrives. This is
because they are either subscription orders
recorded for a new title or orders for a
backlist title which is being reprinted.
dues reportdues report /�dju�z r |�pɔ�t/ noun a
listing of titles and the number of dues
which have been logged
dukeduke /dju�k/ noun an old paper size used
for notepaper
dull-coated paperdull-coated paper /�d�l �kəυtd
�pepə/ noun US coated paper which has a
matt finish (NOTE: The UK term is matt art
paper.)
dummydummy /�d�m/ noun an imitation
product to test the reaction of potential
customers to its design, especially a book
with a cover but blank pages, or with only
a few specimen pages showing layouts
dummy packdummy pack /�d�mi p�k/ noun an
empty pack for display in a shop
dummy textdummy text /�d�mi �tekst/ noun
jumbled letters or words, or a piece of
meaningless or irrelevant text, which is
used in the place of real text when putting
together a layout. Also called greeked
text, placeholder text
dumpdump /d�mp/ verb � to dump goods on
a market to get rid of large quantities of
excess goods cheaply in an overseas
market
dump bindump bin /�d�mp bn/ noun a display
container like a large box which is filled
with goods for sale
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dumpingdumping /�d�mpŋ/ noun the act of
getting rid of excess goods cheaply in an
overseas market � dumping of cheap
paperbacks on the European market
duodecimoduodecimo /�djuəυ|�dekməυ/ noun
PRINTING same as twelvemo
duotoneduotone /�dju�əυtəυn/ noun same as
duplex halftone
duplexduplex /�dju�pleks/ noun paper made of
two sheets of different colour or finish,
stuck together back to back
duplex cutduplex cut /�dju�pleks k�t/ noun
different widths of paper cut from the same
reel
duplex halftoneduplex halftone /�dju�pleks
�hɑ�ftəυn/ noun a two-colour halftone
printed from a monochrome original, the
screen angle of each negative being
different. Also called duotone
duplicateduplicate noun /�dju�plkət/ an extra
copy of a book or document already in
stock � verb /�dju�plket/ to make an
exact copy of something
duplicate plateduplicate plate /�dju�plkət plet/
noun a plate made from the original plate
duplicationduplication /�dju�pl |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the copying of documents
duplicatorduplicator /�dju�plketə/ noun a
machine that makes copies of documents
durabledurable /�djυərəb(ə)l/ adjective lasting a
long time � This cover material is not as
durable as the previous batch.
dust jacketdust jacket /�d�st �d��kt/, dust cover
/�d�st �k�və/ noun a paper book cover,
often illustrated, which protects the hard
binding of the book and can be removed
dutiable goodsdutiable goods /�dju�tiəb(ə)l �"υdz/,
dutiable items plural noun goods on
which a customs duty has to be paid

dutyduty /�dju�ti/ noun a tax which has to be
paid
duty-freeduty-free /�dju�ti �fri�/ adjective with no
duty to be paid. Also called free of duty
DVDDVD /�di� vi� �di�/ noun an optical
compact disc that can store a large quantity
of video, audio or other information. Full
form digital video disc
DVD-ROMDVD-ROM /�di� vi� �di� �rɒm/ noun a
high-capacity optical disc on which data
can be stored but not altered. Full form
digital video disc read only memory
Dvorak keyboardDvorak keyboard /�dvɔ�r�k �ki�bɔ�d/
noun a keyboard with frequently used keys
placed near the centre for quicker typing
dwelldwell /dwel/ noun a short time during
which a hand-worked press is in contact
with the paper, or when a blocking tool is
in contact with cover material
dyedye /da/ noun a colouring substance used
to give a material a permanent colour �
verb to give a material a permanent colour
dyeline paperdyeline paper /�dalan �pepə/ noun
same as diazo paper
dyeline printdyeline print /�dalan prnt/ noun a
proof in the form of a print taken directly
from film
dyeline processdyeline process /�dalan �prəυses/
noun a cheap method of proofing where
special coated paper is contacted to film
and then developed usually in blue or black
dye-sublimationdye-sublimation /�da �s�bl|

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of high-quality
printing, using heated sheets of dye which
sink into the specially-coated paper
dye transfer printdye transfer print /�da �tr�nsf!�
�prnt/ noun a full-colour print made from
artwork direct onto coated paper, used for
display material where only a few copies
are required
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E13BE13B noun a font used in magnetic ink
printing on cheques
EANEAN abbreviation European article
number
e. & o.e.e. & o.e. abbreviation words written on
an invoice or estimate to show that the
company has no responsibility for
mistakes in the invoice. Full form errors
and omissions excepted
earear /ə/ noun the small space at the side of
the masthead on a newspaper, used for
advertising
early sellingearly selling /�!�l �selŋ/ noun the
selling of a book by a bookseller before the
publication date set by the publisher
earmarkearmark /�əmɑ�k/ verb to put something
on one side for a particular purpose
earpieceearpiece /�əpi�s/ noun a small adver-
tisement placed at the side of the masthead
on a newspaper
easereaser /�i�zə/ noun a substance added to
ink to make it more fluid and less sticky
e-booke-book /�i� bυk/ noun a battery-powered
portable reading device displaying text on
a high-resolution screen. Also called elec-
tronic book

‘Almost every IT expert in the world is
agreed that the book faces a
revolutionary challenge from e-books
and e-paper. Carr says: “In the next five
to 10 years, maybe much sooner, we’ll
see a decent, ultra-lightweight, portable
e-paper device that allows book lovers to
download titles straight from the
internet”.’ [The Observer]

e-book readere-book reader /�i� bυk �ri�də/ noun a
piece of software which allows e-books to
be read on a PC
ECGDECGD abbreviation Export Credit Guar-
antee Department
e-collaboratione-collaboration /�i� kə|�l�bəreʃ(ə)n/
noun collaboration among people or

organisations made possible by means of
electronic technologies such as the
Internet, video conferencing and wireless
devices
e-commercee-commerce /�i� �kɒm!�s/ noun the
exchange of goods, information, products,
or services via an electronic medium such
as the Internet
e-copye-copy /�i� �kɒpi/ noun an electronic copy
of a document, especially an e-mail text
that has a primary destination as an elec-
tronic message and a secondary destination
as a printed copy
ed.ed. abbreviation PUBL edition
edgeedge /ed�/ noun 1. one side of a flat
thing; for a book, one of the three sides
where the paper has been trimmed � The
edges of the book are coloured. � The
printer has printed the figures right to the
edge of the printout. 2. an advantage over
somebody else � Having a local office
gives us a competitive edge over Smith Ltd.
edge enhancementedge enhancement /�ed� n |

�hɑ�nsmənt/ noun same as unsharp
masking
edge planingedge planing /�ed� �plenŋ/ noun the
act of cutting the edge of a printing plate
EDIEDI abbreviation electronic data inter-
change
editedit /�edt/ verb 1. to change, correct or
modify text or films 2. to prepare a docu-
ment for publication 3. � to edit down to
reduce the extent of a text by cutting in the
editorial department � They edited the
autobiography down from 1,000 pages of
single-spaced typescript to make a 250-
page paperback. � to edit something out
to delete something from the text � He
asked the copy editing department to edit
out all references to the Prime Minister.
edit.edit. abbreviation PUBL edition
editededited /�edtd/ adjective relating to work
consisting of one or several separate items
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prepared for publication by somebody
other than the author
editingediting /�edtŋ/ noun the process of
preparing a manuscript for publication �
The book is with the editing department. �
The editing of the text will take at least six
months. � Can the editing be done directly
on the screen?
editing symbolediting symbol /�edtŋ �smb(ə)l/
noun a character on microfilm to aid posi-
tioning, cutting and editing of the frames
editing terminalediting terminal /�edtŋ �t!�mn(ə)l/
noun a computer terminal on which text is
shown which can be edited
editionedition /|�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a particular
version of a book, magazine, newspaper or
TV or radio programme which is printed or
broadcast at one time
edition bindingedition binding / |�dʃ(ə)n �bandŋ/
noun a mass-produced binding style where
the book is cased, with a plain cloth
binding, usually covered with a jacket
editio princepseditio princeps / |�dtiəυ �prnseps/
noun the first printed edition of a piece of
writing (NOTE: From the Latin meaning
‘first edition’.)
edit keyedit key /�edt ki�/ noun a key which
starts a function that makes an editor easier
to use
editoreditor /�edtə/ noun 1. a person who
changes or corrects text or films 2. a person
in charge of publishing a newspaper or
magazine who makes the final decisions
about the contents and format
editorialeditorial /�ed |�tɔ�riəl/ noun the main
article in a newspaper, written by the editor
� adjective relating to an editor
editorial boardeditorial board /�ed|�tɔ�riəl �bɔ�d/
noun a group of people with the power to
make decisions about the contents of docu-
ments
editorial contenteditorial content /�ed |�tɔ�riəl
�kɒntent/ noun creative copy produced for
use in a publication
editorial departmenteditorial department /�ed |�tɔ�riəl d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
publishing company which deals with the
in-house editing of books
editorial dutieseditorial duties /�ed |�tɔ�riəl �dju�z/
plural noun the work of an editor or copy
editor
editorial processeditorial process /�ed |�tɔ�riəl
�prəυses/ noun all the stages of work
involved in checking and editing a piece of
copy

editorial scheduleeditorial schedule /�ed |�tɔ�riəl
�ʃedju�l/ noun a list of dates for all the
editorial processes of a book including
copy editing, design, author’s queries and
libel checking
editorial serviceseditorial services /�ed |�tɔ�riəl
�s!�vsz/ noun work that can be done by
an outside person or company, producing
or checking editorial content
editorial teameditorial team /�ed|�tɔ�riəl �ti�m/ noun
all the people involved in editing a piece of
work from initial submission to publica-
tion
editorshipeditorship /�edtəʃp/ noun the post of
editor, especially on a newspaper
edit windowedit window /�edt �wndəυ/ noun an
area of the screen in which the user can
display and edit text or graphics
EDPEDP abbreviation electronic data
processing
educationaleducational /�edjυ |�keʃ(ə)nəl/ adjec-
tive 1. giving knowledge, instruction or
information 2. relating to or concerned
with education � They have a strong
educational salesforce.
educational contractoreducational contractor /�edjυ|

�keʃ(ə)nəl kən|�tr�ktə/ noun 1. a
company that has a contract to supply a
school with books, stationery and other
items 2. a bookseller who has a contract to
supply school books to a local educational
authority
educational listeducational list /�edjυ|�keʃ(ə)nəl lst/
noun a group of books published by one
publisher for the educational market
educational publishereducational publisher /�edjυ|

�keʃ(ə)nəl �p�blʃə/ noun a publisher
who publishes books for use in schools or
colleges � A small educational publisher is
for sale.
educational representativeeducational representative /�edjυ|

�keʃ(ə)nəl �reprzentətv/, educational
rep noun a publisher’s representative who
visits schools and colleges to show books
to teachers
educational showroomeducational showroom /�edjυ|

�keʃ(ə)nəl �ʃəυru�m/ noun a room where
educational books and equipment are on
show, so that teachers can look at them and
decide what to buy
educational suppliereducational supplier /�edjυ|

�keʃ(ə)nəl sə|�plaə/ noun a wholesaler
who specialises in supplying educational
equipment or books to schools
edutainmentedutainment /�edjυ|�tenmənt/ noun
television programmes, computer software
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or other media content intended both to
entertain and educate users
effecteffect / |�fekt/ noun 1. the result of some-
thing 2. meaning � verb to carry something
out � to effect a payment to make a
payment
effective dateeffective date /|�fektv det/ noun the
date on which a rule or a contract starts to
be applied
effectivenesseffectiveness / |�fektvnəs/ noun the
fact of working or producing results � I
doubt the effectiveness of advertising
learned journals on television. � cost-
effectiveness
efforteffort /�efət/ noun the use of the mind or
body to do something � The salespeople
made great efforts to increase sales. �
Thanks to the efforts of the finance depart-
ment, overheads have been reduced. � If
we make a bit more effort, we should clear
the backlog of orders.
EFLEFL abbreviation EDUC English as a
Foreign Language
e.g.e.g. abbreviation for example or such as �
The contract is valid in some countries
(e.g. France and Belgium) but not in
others. (NOTE: From the Latin phrase
‘exempli gratia’.)
eggshell antiqueeggshell antique /�e"ʃel �n|�ti�k/
noun bulky antique paper with an eggshell
finish
eggshell finisheggshell finish /�e"ʃel �fnʃ/ noun a
dull smooth finish to paper which has not
been calendered
EGMEGM abbreviation Extraordinary General
Meeting
EgyptianEgyptian /|�d�pʃ(ə)n/ noun a typeface
with a slab serif
eighteenmoeighteenmo /�eti�n |�məυ/ noun same as
octodecimo
18mo18mo abbreviation eighteenmo
eight to pica leadseight to pica leads /�et tə �pakə
�ledz/ plural noun pieces of thin metal
leading, eight of which form one pica
eightvoeightvo /�etvəυ/ noun same as octavo
8vo8vo abbreviation octavo
e-learninge-learning /�i� �l!�nŋ/ noun the acquisi-
tion of knowledge and skill using elec-
tronic technologies such as computer- and
Internet-based courseware and local and
wide area networks
electroelectro / |�lektrəυ/ noun same as electro-
type
electronicallyelectronically /�elek |�trɒnkli/ adverb
referring to operations using electronic

methods � The text is electronically trans-
mitted to an outside typesetter.
electronic bookelectronic book /�elektrɒnk �bυk/
noun same as e-book
electronic compositionelectronic composition /�elektrɒnk
�kɒmpə |�zʃ(ə)n/ noun text manipulation
by computer leading to automatic typeset-
ting and page make-up
electronic compositorelectronic compositor /�elektrɒnk
kəm |�pɒztə/ noun a computer that allows
a user to arrange text easily on screen
before it is electronically typeset
electronic data interchangeelectronic data interchange
/�elektrɒnk �detə �ntətʃend�/ noun a
system of sending commercial data over a
network or telephone line using an elec-
tronic mail system. Abbr EDI
electronic data processingelectronic data processing
/�elektrɒnk �detə �prəυsesŋ/ noun
computer-based tasks involving the input
and manipulation of data, usually using
database programs. Abbr EDP
electronic editingelectronic editing /�elektrɒnk
�edtŋ/ noun the electronic selecting and
assembling of audio and visual material;
there are no mechanical splices, lifts or
reprints
electronic fileelectronic file /�elektrɒnk �fal/ noun
text in the form of a set of data that can be
sent from an editor to the typesetter
through a computer network
electronic journalelectronic journal /�elektrɒnk
�d�!�n(ə)l/ noun a journal that is trans-
mitted via a computer network

‘Unlike print journals, which libraries
own and can keep forever, electronic
journals are provided to libraries under a
kind of lease. Libraries pay for the
privilege of having access to the journals
online. But many libraries fear they
won’t be able to retrieve back issues
should this access abruptly end.’
[The Chronicle of Higher Education]

electronic journalismelectronic journalism /�elektrɒnk
�d�!�n(ə)lz(ə)m/ noun news coverage
that is transmitted electronically, e.g. by
television or over the Internet
electronic libraryelectronic library /�elektrɒnk
�labrəri/ noun texts and documents that
are available through a computer network
electronic magazineelectronic magazine /�elektrɒnk
�m�"ə |�zi�n/ noun a magazine that is
distributed online over a computer network
rather than being printed on paper
electronic page compositionelectronic page composition
/�elektrɒnk �ped� �kɒmpəzʃ(ə)n/ noun
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a system comprising colour scanning,
retouching and colour correction, proofing,
page assembly and output of films by
computer methods. Abbr EPC
electronic payment system

electronic payment system
/�elektrɒnk �pemənt �sstəm/ noun a
means of making payments over an elec-
tronic network such as the Internet
electronic point of sale

electronic point of sale /�elektrɒnk
�pɔnt əv �sel/ noun full form of EPOS
electronic publishing

electronic publishing /�elektrɒnk
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the process and business
of producing books or journals in elec-
tronic form, e.g. as e-books or for online
access
electronic register control

electronic register control
/�elektrɒnk �red�stə kən|�trəυl/ noun
control of the register on web-fed presses,
using electronic devices
electronic rights

electronic rights /�elektrɒnk �rats/
plural noun the right to publish and sell
copyright material using electronic devices
such as CD-ROM or the Internet
electronic scanner

electronic scanner /�elektrɒnk
�sk�nə/ noun a machine that produces
colour separations by scanning colour
artwork
electrophotography

electrophotography / |�lektrəυfə |

�tɒ"rəfi/ noun a general term for methods
of recording optical images by means of
light acting on a photoconducting insu-
lator, static charge and an image created by
a toner which is then fixed by heat or pres-
sure
electrostatic printing

electrostatic printing /|

�lektrəυst�tk �prntŋ/ noun a copying
process, where the surface of the paper is
charged electrically and powdered ink is
spread on it; the ink adheres to the charged
surfaces and is then heated to fix it to the
paper
electrotype

electrotype / |�lektrəυtap/ noun a type
of printing plate made from a mould and
coated with copper or nickel. Also called
electro
e-legal deposit

e-legal deposit /�i� �li�"(ə)l d|�pɒzt/
noun the deposit of electronic documents
in library facilities for storage and preser-
vation
element

element /�elmənt/ noun 1. one of the
single parts that make up a whole 2. the
basic and most important part of a subject
elephant

elephant /�elfənt/ noun a former book
size, 23 x 14 inches. � double elephant

elephant folioelephant folio /�elfənt �fəυliəυ/ noun
a book size from 61 to 63.5 cm/24 to 25
inches in height
elhielhi, El-Hi noun US publishing for the
elementary and high school markets � an
elhi publisher � He has written a math
course for the elhi market.
elisionelision /|�l�(ə)n/ noun omission of a
character which is not essential to under-
standing the meaning of a series of charac-
ters, e.g. using ‘it’s’ to mean ‘it is’
ellipsisellipsis / |�lpss/ noun a series of three
dots, used to show that part of a text is
missing
Elmendorf tear testElmendorf tear test /�elməndɔ�f teə
�test/ noun a test carried out in paper mills
to check the resistance of paper to tear, in
which a slit is made in a sample of paper
held in clamps and the force needed to
completely tear the paper is measured
ELTELT noun the teaching of English to non-
native speakers of English. Full form
English Language Teaching
emem /em/ noun a measure of width of type,
equivalent to the point size used: one em in
8 point is 8 points wide

COMMENT: The em is taken as the width of
a capital M which varies according to the
point size of type. The pica em has been
standardised at 4.23mm wide, which is
equivalent to 12 points. It is also called
mutton when referring to the width of the
letter M.

e-maile-mail /�i� mel/ noun messages sent on a
computer using a modem and telephone
lines to other users of a network or bulletin
board. Also called electronic mail
e-mail shorthande-mail shorthand /�i� mel �ʃɔ�th�nd/
noun the set of acronyms and abbreviations
for common phrases originally used in e-
mail and subsequently in chat rooms,
instant messaging and newsgroup postings
e-marketinge-marketing /�i� �mɑ�ktŋ/ noun
marketing using the Internet, concentrating
on methods such as web page design,
advertising, newsgroup targeting, sales e-
mails etc
embedded commandembedded command /m|�bedd kə|

�mɑ�nd/ noun a printing command which
is keyboarded into text, and which appears
on the screen but does not appear in the
final printed document
emboldeningemboldening /m|�bɒld(ə)n/ noun the
act of making a word print in bold type
embossemboss /m|�bɒs/ verb to press a mould
on the underside of something so that the
surface stands out in relief � The address is
embossed at the top of each piece of note-
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paper. � The book has an embossed leather
binding. Compare deboss
em dashem dash /�em d�ʃ/ noun a dash which is
the length of an em, used to separate
words. Also called em rule, long dash
emeraldemerald /�em(ə)rəld/ noun a former type
size, equivalent to 6 1/2 point
emmageemmage /�emd�/ noun the total area of
the type, expressed in ems
em quadem quad /�em kwɒd/ noun a space
printed that is equal in size to an em
em ruleem rule /�em ru�l/ noun same as em
dash
ems per hourems per hour /�emz p!� �aυə/ plural
noun the rate of production of characters
from a machine or operator
emulsionemulsion / |�m�lʃən/ noun a light-sensi-
tive coating on photographic film or paper
emulsion sideemulsion side / |�m�lʃən sad/ noun
the coated dull side of film which is placed
in contact with the emulsion side of
another film or plate, to give a clear image
enen /en/ noun a measure of width of type
which is half the size of an em
enamel paperenamel paper /|�n�m(ə)l �pepə/ noun
US paper that has been coated with a layer
of clay and size to make it shiny and
smooth (NOTE: The UK term is coated
paper.)
encapsulateencapsulate /n |�k�psjυlet/ verb to
capture the main points of something in a
very small space or within a single object
or event
encapsulatedencapsulated /n |�k�psjυletd/ adjec-
tive contained within something else
encapsulated PostScriptencapsulated PostScript /n|

�k�psjυletd �pəυstskrpt/ noun Post-
Script commands which describe an image
or page contained within a file that can be
placed within a graphics or DTP program.
Abbr EPS
encapsulated PostScript fileencapsulated PostScript file /n|

�k�psjυletd �pəυstskrpt �fal/ noun a
file that contains encapsulated PostScript
instructions together with a preview
bitmap image. Abbr EPSF

COMMENT: An Encapsulated PostScript file
contains PostScript commands that
describe an image or page, the commands
are stored in a file and this can be placed on
a page; an encapsulated PostScript file
often contains a preview image in TIFF or
PICT format.

encloseenclose /n|�kləυz/ verb to send some-
thing in the same envelope

enclosureenclosure /n |�kləυ�ə/ noun a document
enclosed with a letter � letter with enclo-
sures
encryptencrypt /n|�krpt/ verb to convert plain-
text to a secure coded form, using a cipher
system � the encrypted text can be sent
along ordinary telephone lines
encryptionencryption /n|�krpʃən/ noun the
conversion of plaintext to a secure coded
form by means of a cipher system

‘The VPN solution will provide user
confidentiality and authenticity through
data encryption which allows only
authorised users to access corporate
networks.’ [DMEurope]

encyclopediaencyclopedia /n|�saklə|�pi�diə/, ency-
clopaedia /nsaklə |�pi�diə/ noun a book
or set of books offering comprehensive
information on all or specialised areas of
knowledge. Also called cyclopedia
encyclopedicencyclopedic /n|�saklə|�pi�dk/ adjec-
tive covering or including a broad range of
detailed knowledge such as is found in an
encyclopedia
encyclopedistencyclopedist /n |�saklə|�pi�dst/ noun
a compiler of or contributor to an encyclo-
pedia
endend /end/ noun the final point or last part
of something � at the end of the contract
period � verb to finish � The distribution
agreement ends in July. � The chairman
ended the discussion by getting up and
walking out of the meeting.
en dashen dash /�em d�ʃ/ noun a short dash like
a hyphen, as long as an en, showing that
two words or figures are joined together.
Also called en rule, en score
end evenend even /�end �i�v(ə)n/ adjective
making sure that the last line in a text being
set is a full line
end inend in /�end n/ verb to have something
as a result � The AGM ended in a fight
between rival groups of shareholders. �
The libel case ended in an apology from the
editor.
endingending /�endŋ/ noun the final part of a
document
end matterend matter /�end �m�tə/ noun PUBL
same as back matter
endnoteendnote /�endnəυt/ noun a note of
comment or reference placed at the end of
a chapter, book or essay
endnotesendnotes /�endnəυts/ plural noun notes
that are printed at the end of a chapter, as
opposed to footnotes which are printed at
the bottom of the page
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endpapersendpapers, endsheets plural noun
pages of thicker paper at the front and back
of a book, glued to the first and last text
pages and then glued to the cover � The
limited edition has marbled endpapers.
end product

end product /�end �prɒd�kt/ noun a
manufactured product, made at the end of
a production process
end sign

end sign /�end san/ noun a printer’s
flower used to indicate the end of an article
in newspapers or magazines
end user

end user /�end �ju�zə/ noun a user of a
computer program or any electronic
system
engine-sized paperengine-sized paper /�end�n sazd
�pepə/ noun paper made from pulp to
which size has been added, as opposed to
tub-sized paper in which the size is added
after the paper has been made
English

English /�ŋ"lʃ/ noun the English
language, together with literature written
in it, as a subject of study
English finish

English finish /�ŋ"lʃ �fnʃ/ noun US
a type of smooth calendered paper finish,
inferior in quality to coated paper (NOTE:
The UK term is imitation art paper.)
engraveengrave /n |�"rev/ verb to cut a design
on metal, wood or glass
engraver

engraver /n|�"revə/ noun a person who
engraves plates for printing
engraver’s proofengraver’s proof /n|�"revəz pru�f/
noun a proof of an engraving or line
drawing
engravingengraving /n|�"revŋ/ noun 1. the act
of preparing a printing surface by etching
the surface of a metal plate 2. an illustra-
tion made by printing from an engraved
plate

COMMENT: The term ‘engraving’ does not
mean the same in printing as it does in fine
art. An artist engraves a plate by cutting fine
lines on it with a burin (a type of sharp
needle); the image is formed by putting ink
into the cut lines, and wiping excess ink off
the flat top surface. In printing, the opposite
is the case, as photoengraving etches (with
an acid) the non-printing surfaces, leaving
the top surface to carry the ink.
Photoengraving can be used for
reproducing either line drawings (where
tones are represented by lines of ink) or
halftones (where the tones are conveyed by
many little dots of different sizes).

enhanceenhance /n|�hɑ�ns/ verb to make some-
thing clearer � to enhance a photograph
enlarge

enlarge /n|�lɑ�d�/ verb to make some-
thing bigger

enlargementenlargement /n |�lɑ�d�mənt/ noun the
process or result of making something
bigger
enlargerenlarger /n |�lɑ�d�ə/ noun a device which
makes photographic prints which are much
larger than the negative
enlightenenlighten /n |�lat(ə)n/ verb to give clar-
ifying information to somebody
ennageennage /�end�/ noun the total area of
type, expressed in ens
en quaden quad /�en kwɒd/ noun a space that is
half the width of an em quad space
en ruleen rule /�en ru�l/, en score noun same as
en dash
entertainment expensesentertainment expenses /�entə|

�tenmənt k|�spensz/ plural noun money
spent on giving meals to business visitors
entitleentitle /n|�tat(ə)l/ verb 1. to give a title
to something such as a book � He is the
author of a book entitled ‘Decline and
Fall’. 2. to give somebody the right to
something � As an author, he’s entitled to
a discount.
entitlemententitlement /n|�tat(ə)lmənt/ noun a
right
entryentry /�entri/ noun a single record in a
database, dictionary or catalogue
EPCEPC abbreviation electronic page compo-
sition
ephemeraephemera /|�femərə/ plural noun items
relating to a specific event or topic which
are designed to last for a very short time,
e.g. theatre programmes, pamphlets or
newspaper cuttings

‘Libraries have to make room for new
books by discarding outdated ephemera,
but dumping all older books is a disgrace
and a disservice to users. The problem is
that deciding what to keep takes more
knowledge than many library managers
have, so they adopt the motto “when in
doubt, chuck it out”.’ [Bristol Evening
Post]

epigraphepigraph /�ep"r�f/ noun a quotation
used at the beginning of a book, as part of
the prelims
EPOSEPOS /�i�pɒs/ noun a system where sales
are charged automatically to a customer’s
credit card and stock is controlled by the
shop’s computer. Full form electronic
point of sale
EPSEPS abbreviation encapsulated PostScript
equalequal /�i�kwəl/ adjective same in size,
amount or degree � verb to be the same as
something � Production this month has
equalled our best month ever.
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equallyequally /�i�kwəli/ adverb to the same
extent � Costs will be shared equally
between the two parties. � They were both
equally responsible for the disastrous
launch.
equal opportunities programmeequal opportunities programme
/�i�kwəl ɒpə |�tju�ntiz �prəυ"r�m/ noun
a programme to avoid discrimination in
employment (NOTE: The US term is affirm-
ative action program.)
equals signequals sign /�i�kwəlz san/, equal sign
noun a printed sign (=) used to show that
two things are equal
equipequip / |�kwp/ verb to provide with
machinery � to equip a printing works with
new machinery � The office is fully
equipped with word processors.
equipmentequipment / |�kwpmənt/ noun
machinery and furniture needed to make an
office or factory work
eraseerase / |�rez/ verb 1. to remove marks
from paper 2. to delete something from a
computer
erratumerratum /e |�rɑ�təm/ noun a correction to
a printed document that is added on a sepa-
rate slip of paper after publication (NOTE:
The plural is errata.)
erratum sliperratum slip /e |�rɑ�təm slp/, errata slip
/e |�rɑ�tə slp/ noun a small piece of paper
inserted into a book with corrections to
important mistakes which have been
noticed since the book was printed
erroneouserroneous / |�rəυniəs/ adjective wrong
or not correct � an erroneous reading of
the text
errorerror /�erə/ noun a mistake
error rateerror rate /�erə ret/ noun the number of
mistakes per page or per thousand entries
errors and omissions exceptederrors and omissions excepted
/�erəz ənd əυ |�mʃ(ə)nz k|�septd/ phrase
full form of e. & o.e.
eruditeerudite /�erυdat/ adjective having or
showing great knowledge gained from
study and reading
eruditionerudition /�erυ |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun knowl-
edge acquired through study and reading
escalator clauseescalator clause /�eskəletə klɔ�z/
noun a clause in a contract which allows
for increased royalties as sales increase

COMMENT: In such a clause, the royalty may
only be 5% for the first printing of 2000
copies, but will increase to 7.5% for the next
2000 copies, then to 10% and finally 12.5%
for sales beyond (say) 10,000 copies.

escape clauseescape clause / |�skep klɔ�z/ noun a
clause in a contract which allows one of the

parties to avoid carrying out the terms of
the contract under particular conditions
ESLESL abbreviation EDUC English as a
Second Language
ESOLESOL /�i�sɒl/ abbreviation EDUC English
for Speakers of Other Languages
ESPESP abbreviation EDUC English for
Special Purposes
espartoesparto /s |�pɑ�təυ/ noun a type of thick
smooth paper made from a South Amer-
ican grass, which is very good for writing
or printing, or as the body in coated papers,
but is liable to tear and is now not often
used
essayessay /�ese/ noun a short piece of prose
about a subject
essayistessayist noun a person who writes
essays
establishestablish /|�st�blʃ/ verb 1. to create
something in a permanent way 2. to prove
that something is definitely true
establishmentestablishment / |�st�blʃmənt/ noun
1. a commercial business � He runs an
important printing establishment. 2. the
number of people working in a company
establishment chargesestablishment charges / |

�st�blʃmənt �tʃɑ�d�z/ plural noun the
cost of people and property in a company’s
accounts
estateestate /|�stet/ noun property left by a
dead person � The royalties are payable to
the author’s estate.
estimateestimate verb /�estmet/ to calculate an
amount or quantity approximately � noun
/�estmət/ 1. a calculation of the probable
cost or size or time of something � These
figures are only an estimate. � at a
conservative estimate giving a calculation
which probably underestimates the final
figure � Their turnover has risen by at least
20% in the last year, and that is a conserv-
ative estimate. 2. a calculation of how
much something is likely to cost in the
future, given to a client so as to get him or
her to make an order � to ask a typesetter
for an estimate for typesetting 100,000
words of text � Before we can give the
order we must have an estimate of the total
costs involved.
estimatedestimated /�estmetd/ adjective calcu-
lated approximately � Estimated sales in
the first year should cover all originating
costs.
estimationestimation /�est|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun an
approximate calculation
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estimatorestimator /�estmetə/ noun a person
whose job is to calculate estimates for
carrying out work
e-systeme-system /�i� �sstəm/ noun an elec-
tronic communications or information
system
e-tailinge-tailing /�i� �telŋ/ noun the selling of
goods and services using an electronic
network such as the Internet
etchetch /etʃ/ verb to use an acid to remove
selected layers of metal from a metal
printing plate leaving the printing surface
untouched
etchingetching /�etʃŋ/ noun an illustration
printed from a plate which has been etched

COMMENT: Etching consists of drawing the
design on metal with etching ink, then
exposing the metal to acid (the etching
solution).

EthernetEthernet /�i�θənet/ noun a standard
defining the protocol and signalling
method of a local area network
et seq.et seq. abbreviation and following (NOTE:
From the Latin phrase ‘et sequens’.)
EUEU abbreviation European Union
EuroEuro /�jυərəυ/ noun the official currency
of 12 countries in the European Union
EuropalletEuropallet /�jυərəυ |�p�lt/ noun a
standardised pallet measuring 120 x
100cm, used in Europe
EuropeanEuropean /�jυərə|�pi�ən/ adjective
relating to Europe

COMMENT: The term ‘Europe’ has several
meanings; geographically it refers to
countries from Russia to the Atlantic. In
publishing terms, it is often used to refer to
countries from Germany and Austria to the
Atlantic, and may not include the countries
of Eastern Europe which have separate
rights and copyright laws. Finally, in
discussions between British and American
publishers, the term ‘Europe’ is used to
mean countries in Western Europe, but
excluding the United Kingdom (and
sometimes Ireland). This is particularly
relevant where an American publisher
licenses a British publisher to publish a
book in British English, but retains the right
to sell the original American version in
Europe outside the UK: in this case, such a
book may well legally be sold in the UK, in
spite of the British publisher’s exclusivity,
because EU regulations encourage the free
trade in goods within the Community.

European article numberEuropean article number
/�jυərəpi�ən �ɑ�tk(ə)l �n�mbə/ noun a
form of barcode used in Europe. Abbr EAN
European rightsEuropean rights /�jυərə|�pi�ən �rats/
plural noun the right to publish and sell a
book in Europe

European UnionEuropean Union /�jυərəpi�ən
�ju�niən/ noun the political and economic
community of European countries. Abbr
EU
evaluateevaluate / |�v�ljuet/ verb to assess how
good something is by looking at the way it
works
evaluationevaluation / |�v�lju |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun a
calculation of value
even numbereven number /�i�v(ə)n �n�mbə/ noun a
number that can be divided by two to give
a whole number
even pageseven pages /�i�v(ə)n �ped�z/ plural
noun pages with even numbers
even small capseven small caps /�i�v(ə)n smɔ�l
�k�ps/, even smalls plural noun small
caps used for a whole word, without a full
capital being used for the first letter. Also
called level small caps
even workingeven working /�i�v(ə)n �w!�kŋ/ noun
the number of printed pages printed in even
sections without oddments; usually a
number which can be divided by 16 or 32,
but sometimes calculated in multiples of
24 or 48. 320 pages is an even working;
328 is an uneven working.
ex-ex- /eks/ preposition out of or from
exceedexceed /k |�si�d/ verb to be greater than a
limit � He exceeded the speed limit.
exceptexcept /k|�sept/ preposition, conjunction
not including � VAT is levied on all goods
and services except books, newspapers and
children’s clothes. � Sales are rising in all
markets except the Far East.
exceptedexcepted /k|�septd/ adverb not
including
exceptionexception /k|�sepʃən/ noun things
which are different and not included
exceptionalexceptional /k |�sepʃən(ə)l/ adjective
not usual or different
exceptional itemsexceptional items /k|�sepʃən(ə)l
�atəmz/ plural noun items in a balance
sheet which do not appear there each year
exception dictionaryexception dictionary /k|�sepʃ(ə)n
�dkʃən(ə)ri/ noun a store of words which
do not follow normal rules for hyphenation
and have special word break requirements,
used for word processing and photocom-
position
exception reportexception report /k |�sepʃən r |�pɔ�t/
noun a report which only gives items that
do not fit in the general rule or pattern
excerptexcerpt /�eks!�pt/ noun a section or
passage taken from a longer work such as
a book, film, musical composition or docu-
ment
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exchange rateexchange rate /ks |�tʃend� ret/ noun
the rate at which one currency is
exchanged for another. Also called rate of
exchange
exciseexcise /k|�saz/ verb to cut something out
� Please excise all references to the agree-
ment from the minutes.
excise dutyexcise duty /�eksaz �dju�ti/ noun a tax
on particular goods produced in a country,
e.g. alcohol
exclamation markexclamation mark /�eksklə |�meʃ(ə)n
mɑ�k/ noun a punctuation mark (!) used to
express surprise
excludeexclude /k|�sklu�d/ verb to leave some-
thing or somebody out deliberately
excludingexcluding /k |�sklu�dŋ/ preposition not
including � All salesmen, excluding those
living in London, can claim expenses for
attending the sales conference.
exclusionexclusion /k |�sklu��(ə)n/ noun the act
of not including something or somebody
exclusion clauseexclusion clause /k |�sklu��(ə)n klɔ�z/
noun a clause in an insurance policy or
warranty which says what items are not
covered by the policy
exclusiveexclusive /k|�sklu�sv/ adjective �
exclusive of not including � All payments
are exclusive of tax. � The invoice is exclu-
sive of VAT. � exclusive right to market a
product the right to be the only company
to market the product in a particular area
exclusive agentexclusive agent /k|�sklu�sv �ed�ənt/
noun an agent who is the only agent for the
publisher’s products in a particular terri-
tory
exclusive agreementexclusive agreement /k|�sklu�sv ə |

�"ri�mənt/ noun an agreement where a
company is appointed sole agent for a
product in a market
exclusivityexclusivity /�eksklu�|�svti/ noun the
exclusive right to market a product in a
particular area � The contract gives the
British publisher exclusivity in the UK and
Commonwealth.
.exe.exe /�eksi/ suffix a file extension for a
program file. Full form executable
executeexecute /�ekskju�t/ verb to carry out a
plan or process
executionexecution /�eks|�kju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
carrying out of an order
executiveexecutive /"|�zekjυtv/ noun somebody
who is employed by a company or organi-
sation at a senior level � adjective putting
decisions into action

executive directorexecutive director /" |�zekjυtv da|

�rektə/ noun a director who actually works
full-time in the company
executive powersexecutive powers /"|�zekjυtv
�paυəz/ plural noun the right to put deci-
sions into action � He was made managing
director with full executive powers over the
European operation.
exemplarexemplar /"|�zemplɑ�/ noun a copy of a
book or text, especially one from which
further copies have originated
exemptexempt /"|�zempt/ adjective to be
allowed not to have to perform a duty,
service or payment � exempt from tax,
tax-exempt not required to pay tax � As a
non-profit-making organisation we are
exempt from tax. � exempt from VAT
relating to goods or services to which VAT
should not be applied. � VAT � verb to free
something from having tax paid on it or
from having to pay tax � The government
exempted trusts from tax. � Food is
exempted from sales tax.
exemptionexemption /"|�zempʃ(ə)n/ noun the act
of making something exempt from a
contract or from a tax
exemption from taxexemption from tax /"|�zempʃ(ə)n
frəm t�ks/ noun same as tax exemption
exerciseexercise /�eksəsaz/ noun a short piece
of work designed to help you learn some-
thing � verb to use something
exhibitexhibit /" |�zbt/ noun an item displayed
in a museum, art gallery or court of law �
verb to put something in a public place for
people to look at
exhibitionexhibition /�eks|�bʃ(ə)n/ noun a collec-
tion of objects displayed in a public place
exhibition roomexhibition room /�eks |�bʃ(ə)n
st�nd/, exhibition hall /�eks |�bʃ(ə)n
hɔ�l/ noun a place where goods are shown
so that buyers can look at them and decide
what to buy
exhibition standexhibition stand /�eks |�bʃ(ə)n
st�nd/ noun a separate section of an exhi-
bition where a company exhibits its prod-
ucts or services
exhibitorexhibitor /" |�zbtə/ noun a person or
company whose work is being displayed
ex librisex libris /�eks �lbri�s/ phrase used on
book plates followed by a name to show
who the owner is (NOTE: From a Latin
phrase meaning ‘from the books of’.)
exotic typefacesexotic typefaces /"|�zɒtk
�tapfesz/ plural noun non-Latin type-
faces such as Russian, Arabic, Hebrew or
Chinese
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expanded polystyreneexpanded polystyrene /�k |�sp�ndd
�pɒli |�stari�n/ noun light solid moulded
plastic used for packing � The books were
delivered packed in expanded polystyrene
chips.
expanded typeexpanded type /k|�sp�ndd �tap/
noun computer-generated type which has
been made wider than usual
expenditureexpenditure /k|�spendtʃə/ noun the
total amount of money spent on something
expenseexpense /k|�spens/ noun money spent
while doing something connected with
one’s work
expense accountexpense account /k|�spens ə |�kaυnt/
noun an arrangement with a company by
which they pay for necessary work
expenses
expensesexpenses /k|�spensz/ plural noun
money paid to cover payments made by an
individual while on company business
expensiveexpensive /k|�spensv/ adjective
costing a lot of money � PVC binding is
much more expensive than paper.
expertexpert /�eksp!�t/ noun somebody with a
great deal of knowledge, skill or experi-
ence in a particular subject or activity �
adjective having a great deal of knowledge,
skill or experience in a particular subject or
activity
expert charactersexpert characters /�eksp!�t
�k�rktəz/ plural noun special and rarely-
used characters such as small caps and
accent marks, which are usually found in a
separate font on a PC
expirationexpiration /�ekspə |�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
fact of something coming to an end � expi-
ration of a licence
expireexpire /k|�spaə/ verb to reach the end of
the period of time for which something is
valid
expiry dateexpiry date /k |�spaəri det/ noun the
date on which something such as a docu-
ment, membership or piece of software
ceases to be valid
explodeexplode /k |�spləυd/ verb to make a
picture of an object such as a car engine
showing the parts inside, each part being
shown separately but in the correct rela-
tionship to the rest
exploitexploit /k |�splɔt/ verb to use something
to make a profit � The company is
exploiting its contacts in the Ministry of
Trade. � We hope to exploit the full
marketing potential of the children’s book
range.

exportexport noun /�ekspɔ�t/ the action of
sending goods to a foreign country to be
sold � the export trade or the export market
� verb /k|�spɔ�t/ to convert data from a
computer program into a form suitable for
a different program or environment
exportationexportation /�ekspɔ� |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of sending goods to foreign countries
for sale
Export Credit Guarantee DepartmentExport Credit Guarantee Depart-
ment /�ekspɔ�t �kredt �"�rən |�ti� d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a British government
department which insures exports sold on
credit. Abbr ECGD
export departmentexport department /�ekspɔ�t d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun the section of a company
which deals in sales to foreign countries
export dutyexport duty /�ekspɔ�t �dju�ti/ noun a
tax paid on goods sent out of a country for
sale
export editionexport edition /�ekspɔ�t  |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a special edition printed for the
export market
export houseexport house /�ekspɔ�t haυs/ noun a
company which specialises in the export of
goods made by other manufacturers
export licenceexport licence /�ekspɔ�t �las(ə)ns/
noun a government permit allowing some-
thing to be exported � The government has
refused an export licence for computer
parts.
export managerexport manager /�ekspɔ�t �m�nd�ə/
noun a person in charge of an export
department in a company
export permitexport permit /�ekspɔ�t �p!�mt/ noun
an official document which allows goods
to be exported
export priceexport price /�ekspɔ�t pras/ noun a
special price put on a book for the export
market, which does not bear any relation to
the catalogue price in the publisher’s home
market
exportsexports /�ekspɔ�ts/ plural noun goods
sent to a foreign country to be sold �
Exports to Africa have increased by 25%.
export salesexport sales /�ekspɔ�t selz/ plural
noun sales outside the country where a
company is based
export termsexport terms /�ekspɔ�t t!�mz/ plural
noun special terms offered to booksellers
who are buying for export, or to book-
sellers in other countries, usually a longer
credit period, and also a higher discount
export tradeexport trade /�ekspɔ�t tred/ noun the
business of selling to other countries
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exposeexpose /k|�spəυz/ verb to allow light to
fall on a photographic film for a particular
amount of time � I accidentally exposed
the film as I was taking it out of the camera.
exposureexposure /k |�spəυ�ə/ noun 1. the act of
allowing light-sensitive film to be exposed
to light � You need a very short exposure in
bright light. 2. the amount of time a photo-
graphic film is exposed to light
exposure meterexposure meter /k |�spəυ�ə �mi�tə/
noun an instrument which calculates how
much time a film should be exposed
expressexpress /k|�spres/ verb to state what you
think or feel � adjective 1. rapid or very
fast � express letter � express delivery 2.
clearly shown in words � The contract has
an express condition forbidding sale in
Africa.
expressed folioexpressed folio /k |�sprest �fəυliəυ/
noun a page number which is printed, as
opposed to a blind folio
expresslyexpressly /k|�spresli/ adverb clearly in
words � The contract expressly forbids
alterations to the text without the approval
of the author.
expurgated editionexpurgated edition /�ekspə"etd  |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun an edition of a book that has
had parts removed which are judged to be
offensive
expurgationexpurgation /�eksp!� |�"eʃ(ə)n/ noun
the cutting of offensive material from a text
extended creditextended credit /k|�stendd �kredt/
noun credit on very long repayment terms
extended deliveryextended delivery /k |�stendd d|

�lv(ə)ri/ noun the act of lengthening the
time taken for a printing machine to deliver
the printed sheet, so that ink will have time
to dry before the next sheet is delivered
extended graphics arrayextended graphics array /k |�stendd
�"r�fks ə|�re/ noun full form of XGA
extenderextender /k |�stendə/ noun 1. an
ascender or descender 2. a substance added
to ink to make it less opaque

extensiveextensive /k |�stensv/ adjective very
large or covering a wide area � an exten-
sive network of sales outlets
extentextent /k|�stent/ noun the number of
pages in a book � You need to put the extent
and trimmed page size into the catalogue.
� If you don’t know the extent of the book
yet, how can you order the paper for it?
external tradeexternal trade /k|�st!�n(ə)l �tred/
noun same as foreign trade
extraextra /�ekstrə/ adjective, adverb addi-
tional or more than usual � There is no
extra charge for corrections. � They charge
10% extra for postage. � He had £25 extra
pay for working on Sunday. � Service is
extra.
extra bound bookextra bound book /�ekstrə baυnd
�bυk/ noun a book that is specially bound
and finished by hand
extractextract noun /�ekstr�kt/ a small part of
a piece of writing or music which is printed
or played separately � verb /k |�str�kt/ to
take something out with difficulty

COMMENT: Long extracts quoted in a text
are often set indented, and in a smaller size
than the text matter.

extranetextranet /�ekstrənet/ noun an extension
of the intranet of a company or organisa-
tion, giving authorised outsiders controlled
access to the intranet
Extraordinary General MeetingExtraordinary General Meeting /k|

�strɔ�d(ə)n(ə)ri �d�en(ə)rəl �mi�tŋ/ noun
a special meeting of shareholders to
discuss an important matter. Abbr EGM
extrasextras /�ekstrəz/ plural noun items that
are not included in a price � Packing and
postage are extras.
eyeballseyeballs /�abɔ�lz/ plural noun a measure
of the number of visits made to a website
(informal)
e-zinee-zine /�i� zi�n/ noun a website with
contents and layout modelled on a print
magazine
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faceface /fes/ noun 1. the part of a metal
character which prints � The face stands
above the beard. 2. the typeface or distinc-
tively designed style of a character � Times
and Helvetica are the two faces used for
the text of this book. 3. the front cover of a
book � to display a book face out to put a
book on a bookshop shelf with the front
cover outwards. Compare to display a
book spine out 4. the side of a film or
printed page � verb to be opposite another
page
facilitiesfacilities /fə|�sltiz/ plural noun equip-
ment or buildings which make it easy to do
something � We have storage facilities for
60,000 books. � Transport facilities are
provided by the Fair organisers. � There
are no facilities for unloading.
facing editorialfacing editorial /�fesŋ �ed |�tɔ�riəl/
noun advertising space opposite editorial
matter, charged at a higher rate than normal
advertising space
facing pagesfacing pages /�fesŋ �ped�z/ plural
noun the two pages that are visible when a
book is open
facsimilefacsimile /f�k |�smli/ noun an exact
copy of an original
facsimile character generatorfacsimile character generator /f�k |

�smli �k�rktə �d�enəretə/ noun a
means of displaying characters on a
computer screen by copying prepro-
grammed images from memory
facsimile copyfacsimile copy /f�k|�smli �kɒpi/ noun
an exact copy of a document
facsimile editionfacsimile edition /f�k |�smli |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a book or print that is
reprinted in exactly the same style as an
earlier edition, often being a photographic
reproduction of the original
fact-findingfact-finding /�f�kt �fandŋ/ adjective
intended to find out information about
something � noun activity that is intended
to find out information about something

factorfactor /�f�ktə/ noun one aspect which
affects an event, situation or decision �
verb to buy debts from a company at a
discount
factors of productionfactors of production /�f�ktəz əv
prə|�d�kʃən/ plural noun the things needed
to produce a product, which are land,
labour and capital
factoryfactory /�f�kt(ə)ri/ noun a building
where products are manufactured �
binding factory � paper factory
factory handfactory hand /�f�kt(ə)ri h�nd/ noun a
person who works in a factory
factory inspectorfactory inspector /�f�kt(ə)ri n |

�spektə/ noun same as inspector of facto-
ries
factory pricefactory price /�f�kt(ə)ri pras/ noun a
price for a product not including transport
from the maker’s factory. Also called price
ex factory
factotum initialfactotum initial /f�k|�təυtəm  |�nʃ(ə)l/
noun a decorative square block, into which
the initial letter of a paragraph is dropped
fadefade /fed/ verb to lose colour � The cover
material has faded. � For a guidebook you
need a cloth binding which will not fade.
fade-outfade-out /�fed aυt/ noun a defect in
printing, where the image becomes faint
fade-out bluefade-out blue /�fed aυt �blu�/ noun a
blue used to mark CRC, which does not
show up on film
fade-out halftonefade-out halftone /�fed aυt
�hɑ�ftəυn/ noun US a halftone image
which fades into the background at the
edges (NOTE: The UK term is vignette.)
fair commentfair comment /�feə �kɒment/ noun a
criticism which is acceptable, and is not
likely to be libellous
fair copyfair copy /�feə �kɒpi/ noun the final
version of work which has no mistakes
fair dealfair deal /�feə �di�l/ noun an arrangement
where both parties are treated equally
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fair dealingfair dealing /�feə �di�lŋ/ noun permis-
sion granted in the Copyright Acts, which
allows photocopies of copyright works to
be made for personal use and for private
study, but not large numbers of copies for
sale, or made by a teacher for the use of a
class of students
fair pricefair price /�feə �pras/ noun a good price
for both buyer and seller
fair tradefair trade /�feə �tred/ noun an interna-
tional business system where countries
agree not to charge import duties on partic-
ular items imported from their trading part-
ners
fair usefair use /�feə �ju�s/ noun use which can
legally be made of a quotation from a
copyright text without the permission of
the copyright holder
fakefake /fek/ noun 1. something or some-
body who is not what they pretend to be 2.
a false, and usually worthless, copy � verb
to make an imitation for criminal purposes
� a faked import licence
fake processfake process /�fek �prəυses/ noun
colour separation done by the designer
who makes individual overlays by hand for
each of the colours
fakingfaking /�fekŋ/ noun the act of putting in
extra leading to make a page or column
longer
fallfall /fɔ�l/ noun a drop or decrease in value
� a fall in the exchange rate � a sudden fall
in sales in the home market � verb 1. to
drop to a lower price or lower figure �
Borrowing from libraries fell for the first
time. � His royalties have fallen from
$10,000 a year to $200. � The pound fell
against other European currencies. 2. to
happen or take place � The public holiday
falls on a Tuesday. � payments which fall
due payments which are now due to be
made
fall awayfall away /�fɔ�l ə|�we/, fall off /�fɔ�l �ɒf/
verb to become lower or less � Sales have
fallen away since we increased our prices.
fall outfall out /�fɔ�l �aυt/ verb � the bottom has
fallen out of the market sales have fallen
below what previously seemed to be their
lowest point
fall throughfall through /�fɔ�l �θru�/ verb to fail to
happen or take place � The sale fell
through at the last moment.
falsefalse /fɔ�ls/ adjective not correct or based
on wrong information
false bandsfalse bands /�fɔ�ls �b�ndz/ plural noun
a strip of decorated leather or string glued

to the top of the spine of the book block
before the cover is put on
falsificationfalsification /�fɔ�lsf |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the making of false entries in accounts
falsifyfalsify /�fɔ�lsfa/ verb to change infor-
mation so that it is no longer true or accu-
rate
familyfamily /�f�m(ə)li/ noun 1. a group of all
the characters belonging to the same type-
face, including all the different fonts 2. a
group of related things such as plants,
animals or languages, used as the basis of
classification
fancy typefancy type /�f�nsi tap/ noun strange or
decorative typefaces, which are used for
display or posters, but not usually for text
f. & c.f. & c. abbreviation folded and collated
f. & g.f. & g. abbreviation folded and gathered
fanfoldfanfold /�f�nfəυld/ noun same as accor-
dion fold
FAQFAQ /f�k, �ef e �kju�/ abbreviation
frequently asked questions
farm outfarm out /�fɑ�m �aυt/ verb � to farm out
work to hand over work to another person
or company to do for you � She farms out
the editorial work to various freelancers.
fasciclefascicle /�f�skk(ə)l/, fascicule noun an
unbound section of a book published in
instalments as a volume or pamphlet
(NOTE: The word fascicle is used of learned
books, such as dictionaries or critical
editions, etc. Popular books published in
the same way are known as partworks.)
fashion boardsfashion boards /�f�ʃ(ə)n bɔ�dz/ plural
noun boards with cartridge paper on one
side and thin paper on the other, used for
making artwork for blocks
fashion platefashion plate /�f�ʃ(ə)n plet/ noun a
colour plate of a model wearing fashion-
able clothing
fastnessfastness /�fɑ�stnəs/ noun ability of a
colour not to fade
fast-selling itemfast-selling item /�fɑ�st �selŋ �atəm/
plural noun an item that sells quickly
fatfat /f�t/ adjective round or large
fat facefat face /�f�t fes/, fat type noun a type-
face with very thin serifs and very wide
strokes, used in the 19th century for posters
and other display work
fat matterfat matter /�f�t �m�tə/ noun copy
which is easy to set, e.g. copy with lots of
white spaces (NOTE: The opposite is lean
matter.)
faultfault /fɔ�lt/ noun a weakness or imperfec-
tion in something
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fault tolerancefault tolerance /�fɔ�lt �tɒlərəns/ noun
the ability of a computer or network to
preserve the integrity of data during a
malfunction
faultyfaulty /�fɔ�lti/ adjective not working
properly
faxfax /f�ks/ noun an exact copy of a docu-
ment sent electronically to a distant
receiver using the telephone network �
verb to send an exact copy of a document
using the telephone network
fax gatewayfax gateway /�f�ks �"etwe/ noun a
computer or piece of software that allows
users to send e-mail or other information as
a fax transmission to a remote fax machine
feasibilityfeasibility /�fi�zə |�blti/ noun ability to
be done � to report on the feasibility of a
project
feasibility reportfeasibility report /�fi�zə |�blti r|�pɔ�t/
noun a report saying whether something
can be done
featheringfeathering /�feðərŋ/ noun 1. blurred ink
caused by a fault in the paper, usually lack
of sizing 2. the act of putting extra leading
in phototypesetting, so as to make the type
area of a page longer
featherweightfeatherweight /�feðəwet/ noun a very
light weight
featherweight antiquefeatherweight antique /�feðəwet �n |

�ti�k/ noun light, very thick paper,
formerly used for children’s books (NOTE:
The US term is high-bulk antique.)
featurefeature /�fi�tʃə/ noun 1. a special charac-
teristic of something 2. a special article in
a newspaper, magazine or broadcast
programme � verb to promote something
specially in a newspaper article
features editorfeatures editor /�fi�tʃəz �edtə/ noun
an editor at a newspaper or magazine who
is in charge of features
-fed-fed /fed/ suffix meaning ‘using a partic-
ular type of paper’
feefee /fi�/ noun money paid for a service
feedfeed /fi�d/ noun a device that puts paper
into a printer or into a photocopier � The
paper feed has jammed. � verb 1. to put
paper into a machine � The paper is fed in
at one end of the printing line. � -fed 2. to
put information into a computer
feedbackfeedback /�fi�db�k/ noun comments
from users or customers about what has
been proposed or done
feed edgefeed edge /�fi�d ed�/ noun the edge of a
sheet of paper which is held by the grippers
and goes into the press first

feederfeeder /�fi�də/ noun a device which feeds
sheets of paper into a printing machine
feed holesfeed holes /�fi�d həυlz/ plural noun
holes at the beginning of a paper tape
which lead the tape into the reader
feed rollerfeed roller /�fi�d �rəυlə/ noun a roller
which takes the web of paper into the
printing machine
feintfeint /fent/, feint rules noun very light
lines running across writing paper and the
paper in account books
feltfelt /felt/ noun a revolving loop of soft
material which carries the paper through
the papermaking processes � verb to
become interwoven like felt

COMMENT: Felt mats are used in making
paper by hand: each damp sheet is placed
on a mat, then another mat is placed on top
of it, and another sheet of paper, making a
pile of sheets and mats which is pressed to
extract water.

felt finishfelt finish /�felt �fnʃ/ noun a smooth
finish on the top side of paper
felt sidefelt side /�felt sad/ noun the smooth top
side of paper, as opposed to the wire side
which may show the marks of the wire
mesh
fenchel testerfenchel tester /�fentʃ(ə)l �testə/ noun
a device for comparing the stability of two
papers, when both are wet
festoon dryerfestoon dryer /fe|�stu�n �draə/ noun a
method of drying paper by hanging it in
loops over hot pipes
festschriftfestschrift /�festʃrft/ noun a volume of
writings by various people collected in
honour of somebody such as a writer or
scholar
fibrefibre /�fabə/ noun a solid thread-like part
of wood or rag, which is retained in the
pulp and in the finished paper

COMMENT: The fibres in wood or cotton rag
are cellulose, and this is what gives paper
its strength. Paper fibres lie in the direction
of the movement of the web through the
papermaking machine: this is known as the
grain.

fibre opticsfibre optics /�fabə �ɒptks/ plural noun
thin strands of glass that transmit light and
images, sometimes used in phototypeset-
ters
fictionfiction /�fkʃən/ noun stories about imag-
inary people and events
fictitiousfictitious /fk|�tʃəs/ adjective false or
which do not exist � The author claims all
the characters in her novel are fictitious.
fieldfield /fi�ld/ noun a section containing
individual data in a record, e.g. a person’s
name or address
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field sales managerfield sales manager /fi�ld �selz
�m�nd�ə/ noun the manager in charge of
a group of salespeople
fieldworkfieldwork /�fi�ldw!�k/ noun 1. the gath-
ering of information about a subject by
carrying out a direct investigation rather
than reading or talking about it 2. an exam-
ination of the situation among possible
customers � He had to do a lot of fieldwork
to find the right market for the product.
figurefigure /�f"ə/ noun a printed and
numbered line illustration, map or chart in
a document � See figure 10 for an illustra-
tion of the inside of the brain.
figure numberfigure number /�f"ə �n�mbə/ noun a
number which refers to a text illustration �
The figure numbers are printed in bold.
figuresfigures /�f"əz/ plural noun written
numbers, especially Arabic numbers
filefile /fal/ noun 1. a cardboard holder for
papers which can fit in the drawer of a
filing cabinet 2. a collection of information
about a particular person or thing � to
place something on file to keep a record of
something 3. (in computing) a set of stored,
related data with its own name � verb 1. to
send in copy for a newspaper article � He
filed a report yesterday on the revolution.
2. to make an official request 3. to register
something officially � to file an applica-
tion for a patent � to file a return to the tax
office
file copyfile copy /�fal �kɒpi/ noun a copy of a
document which is kept for reference in an
office, or a copy of a published book kept
in the library of the publisher
file extensionfile extension /�fal k |�stenʃən/ noun a
set of characters following the dot after the
name of a computer file, identifying the
file type
file headerfile header /�fal �hedə/ noun informa-
tion about a file stored at the beginning of
the file
file lengthfile length /�fal leŋθ/ noun the number
of characters or bytes in a stored file
file managerfile manager /�fal �m�nd�ə/ noun a
computer program that arranges and
manipulates files and directories
filenamefilename /�falnem/ noun a set of char-
acters, sometimes restricted in number,
serving as an identifying title for a
computer file and often including a file
extension
file transfer protocolfile transfer protocol /�fal �tr�nsf!�
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun a TCP/IP standard for

transferring files between computers. Abbr
FTP
filingfiling /�falŋ/ noun the process of putting
things in order according to a set system
fillfill /fl/ verb 1. to make something full �
We have filled our order book with orders
for Africa. � The production department
has filled the warehouse with unsellable
products. 2. � to fill a gap to provide a
product or service which is needed, but
which no one has provided before � The
new range of small handbooks fills a gap in
the market.
fillerfiller /�flə/ noun 1. something which fills
a space, e.g. a small news item or a free
advertisement in a newspaper 2. a
substance added to paper pulp to improve
the opacity. � loading
filletfillet /�flt/ noun a thin decorative line
impressed onto the cover of a book, or the
tool used to make it
fill-infill-in /�fl n/ noun thin card used for
filling in
filling infilling in /�flŋ �n/ noun 1. a printing
fault where the ink runs and fills up the
counters of round letters such as ‘g’ or ‘b’,
or where it fills in the spaces between half-
tone dots 2. the process of sticking a thin
layer of card onto boards after the leather
has been put on in quarter or half binding,
to make the surface level
filmfilm /flm/ noun 1. a strip of light-sensitive
material used in a camera to take photo-
graphs 2. a story or event recorded on film
to be shown in the cinema or on television
3. a very thin layer of powder or grease �
verb to expose a photographic film to light
by means of a camera, and so produce
images; to photograph bromides to make a
film for printing � The camera-ready copy
has gone away for filming.
film advancefilm advance /�flm əd|�vɑ�ns/, film
feed noun movement forward of a roll of
film in a phototypesetter as it leaves spaces
between lines of setting and between pages
film assemblyfilm assembly /�flm ə |�sembli/, film
make-up noun the process of putting
pieces of film in the correct places for
making plates
film laminatefilm laminate /�flm �l�mnət/ noun
very thin plastic film attached to the cover
or jacket of a book for protection
film mechanical

film mechanical /�flm m|�k�nk(ə)l/
noun camera-ready copy in the form of
film
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film processing laboratoryfilm processing laboratory /�flm
�prəυsesŋ lə |�bɒrət(ə)ri/ noun a labora-
tory where exposed film is developed and
fixed as negative
film processorfilm processor /�flm �prəυsesə/ noun
a machine which processes film automati-
cally
film rightsfilm rights /�flm rats/ plural noun the
right to make a film based on a published
book � The publisher keeps the film and TV
rights. � Film rights were sold for $1
million. Also called motion picture rights
film scriptfilm script /�flm skrpt/ noun the text of
a film, with the dialogue for the actors and
the instructions for the director
filmsetfilmset /�flmset/ verb to set text using a
phototypesetter
filmsettingfilmsetting /�flm|�setŋ/ noun photo-
composition or phototypesetting
film studiofilm studio /�flm �stju�diəυ/ noun a
place where films are shot or where a
photographer takes photographs. Also
called photographer’s studio
film-wrappingfilm-wrapping /�flm �r�pŋ/ noun the
wrapping of a book in a thin plastic sheet
filterfilter /�fltə/ noun a sheet of coloured
glass or plastic, which stops certain
frequencies of light and is used to make
colour separations
final correctionsfinal corrections /�fan(ə)l kə|

�rekʃ(ə)nz/ noun the last set of revisions
made to a piece of typeset text by the editor
before it is signed off
final demandfinal demand /�fan(ə)l d|�mɑ�nd/
noun the last reminder from a supplier,
after which he or she will sue for payment
final dischargefinal discharge /�fan(ə)l ds |�tʃɑ�d�/
noun the last payment of what is left of a
debt
final draftfinal draft /�fan(ə)l �drɑ�ft/ noun a
corrected and edited copy sent for setting
final filmfinal film /�fan(ə)l �flm/ noun film
ready for plate-making
finalisefinalise /�fanəlaz/, finalize verb to
agree final details � We hope to finalise the
agreement tomorrow. � After six weeks of
negotiations the loan was finalised
yesterday.
final productfinal product /�fan(ə)l �prɒd�kt/ noun
a manufactured product, made at the end of
a production process
final prooffinal proof /�fan(ə)l �pru�f/ noun US
the last proof before passing for press
financefinance /�fan�ns/ noun money needed
to pay for a project � verb to provide the
money for a project

finance departmentfinance department /�fan�ns d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun the people in an organi-
sation who manage the accounts
financesfinances /�fan�nsz/ plural noun
money or cash which is available � The
bad state of the company’s finances.
financialfinancial /fa|�n�nʃəl/ adjective relating
to or involving money � the financial
press business newspapers and magazines
financial adviserfinancial adviser /fa |�n�nʃəl əd|

�vazə/ noun a person or company which
gives advice on financial problems for a
fee
financial assistancefinancial assistance /fa |�n�nʃəl ə |

�sstəns/ noun help in the form of money
financial correspondentfinancial correspondent /fa |�n�nʃəl
�kɒrs|�pɒndənt/ noun a journalist who
writes articles on money matters for a
newspaper
financial resourcesfinancial resources /fa |�n�nʃəl r |

�zɔ�sz/ plural noun money that is available
for investment
financial yearfinancial year /fa |�n�nʃəl �jə/ noun a
period of twelve months which can start at
any point within the calendar year, used for
managing the budgets of an organisation
and assessing profit and loss � The univer-
sity’s financial year runs from 31st July to
1st August in the next year.
financingfinancing /�fan�nsŋ/ noun the act of
providing money � The financing of the
project was done by two international
banks.
findfind /fand/ verb 1. to get something
which was not there before � to find
backing for a project 2. to make a legal
decision in court � The tribunal found that
both parties were at fault.
finefine /fan/ noun an amount of money that
has to be paid as a penalty � adjective 1.
referring to paper with a smooth surface 2.
referring to a screen with narrow spaces
between the lines � compare coarse �
adverb very thin or very small � We are
cutting our margins very fine.
fine etchingfine etching /�fan �etʃŋ/ noun the
etching of dots on a halftone plate to make
them sharper
fine grainfine grain /�fan "ren/ noun very small
grain on a photograph allowing delicate
lines and sharp edges
fine paperfine paper /�fan �pepə/ noun good-
quality paper used for printing halftones or
for writing
fine rulefine rule /�fan ru�l/ noun a very thin
printed line
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finesfines /fanz/ plural noun defects in paper,
where the fibres have become stuck
together in lumps
fine screenfine screen /�fan �skri�n/ noun a screen
with very small dots, making good-quality
halftones
finialfinial /�fanəl/ noun a decorative curved
end to part of a letter which ends in a hook
such as a ‘c’
finishfinish /�fnʃ/ noun the final appearance
of something, especially the surface given
to paper by rolling, coating or embossing �
paper with a smooth finish � The cover has
an attractive finish. � verb 1. to do or make
something completely � The order was
finished in time. � She finished the test
before all the other candidates. 2. to carry
out the last part of the book production
process � The book is finished in a dark red
binding.
finishedfinished /�fnʃt/ adjective having been
completed
finished documentfinished document /�fnʃt
�dɒkjυmənt/ noun a document which is
typed, and is ready to be printed
finished goodsfinished goods /�fnʃt �"υdz/ plural
noun manufactured goods which are ready
to be sold
finished roughfinished rough /�fnʃt �r�f/ noun
artwork which is prepared for a presenta-
tion to show what the finished product will
look like
finishingfinishing /�fnʃŋ/ noun 1. the process
of folding, gathering, stitching and binding
the pages of a book after they have been
printed 2. the final part of the handbinding
process, including lettering and tooling the
covers
finishing machinefinishing machine /�fnʃŋ mə |�ʃi�n/
noun a machine which does any part of the
book finishing process, e.g. stitching,
binding
firewallfirewall /�faəwɔ�l/ noun a piece of
computer software intended to prevent
unauthorised access to system software or
data
firmfirm /f!�m/ noun a business, company or
partnership � a manufacturing firm � an
important publishing firm � He is a partner
in a law firm. � adjective 1. not possible to
change � to make a firm offer for some-
thing 2. referring to goods such as books
which cannot be returned if unsold 3. not
dropping in price, and possibly going to
rise � Paper prices are firmer than last
year. � verb to remain at a price and seem

likely to go up � Paper has firmed at $25 a
tonne.
firm orderfirm order /�f!�m �ɔ�də/ noun an order
for something such as paper or books
which is at an agreed price and on agreed
payment terms
firm pricefirm price /�f!�m �pras/ noun a price
which will not change
firm upfirm up /�f!�m ��p/ verb to agree the final
details of something � We expect to firm up
the deal at the London Book Fair.
firstfirst /f!�st/ noun a person or thing which
is there at the beginning or earlier than
others � Our company was one of the first
to sell into the European market. � first in
the field the first company to bring out a
product or to start a service
First AmendmentFirst Amendment /�f!�st ə |

�men(d)mənt/ noun the amendment to the
US Constitution which guarantees
freedom of speech, of the press, of religion,
etc.
first-classfirst-class /�f!�st �klɑ�s/ adjective 1. of
the highest or best quality 2. of the best
level of service, e.g. in mail or travel
first colourfirst colour /�f!�st �k�lə/ noun the first
of the colours to be printed in four-colour
printing
first editionfirst edition /�f!�st  |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun one
of the first number of copies printed from
the same type at the same time
first half-yearfirst half-year /�f!�st hɑ�f �jə/ noun the
first six months of a company’s accounting
year
first impressionfirst impression /�f!�st m|�preʃ(ə)n/
noun the first printing of a book
first optionfirst option /�f!�st �opʃən/ noun an
option giving the buyer first refusal on the
rights for a book
first proofsfirst proofs /�f!�st �pru�fs/ plural noun
the first proofs of a book from the printer,
usually galley proofs � The book is in first
proof stage. � The first proofs have just
come in from the printer.
first quarterfirst quarter /�f!�st �kwɔ�tə/ noun a
period of three months from January to the
end of March
first revisefirst revise /�f!�st r|�vaz/ noun a proof
with corrections made to the first proofs
first serial rightsfirst serial rights /�f!�st �səriəl �rats/
plural noun the right to publish sections of
a book in a magazine or newspaper before
the book itself is published
fiscal yearfiscal year /�fskəl �jə/ noun the
twelve-month period on which taxes are
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calculated, 6 April to 5 April of the
following year in the UK
fistfist /fst/ noun a printing sign like a black
hand, used to show a cross-reference
fitfit /ft/ noun the space between typeset
characters; the alignment of text and
images on the page
fixfix /fks/ verb 1. to arrange or agree some-
thing � We have to fix our promotion
budget for the spring titles. � Can we fix a
meeting for 3 pm? � The publication date
has still to be fixed. 2. to arrange something
permanently 3. to mend something � The
technicians are coming to fix the telephone
switchboard. � Can you fix the photo-
copier? 4. to treat a photograph with chem-
icals so that the image is kept permanently
on film
fixativefixative /�fksətv/ noun 1. a chemical
used to fix photographs 2. a spray varnish
put on drawings or paintings, so as to
preserve the colours or prevent damage
from dirt
fixed assetsfixed assets /�fkst ��sets/ plural noun
property or machinery which a company
owns and uses, but which the company
does not buy or sell as part of its regular
trade, including the company’s invest-
ments in shares of other companies
fixed backfixed back /�fkst b�k/ noun a cover
that is glued to the back of the pages of a
book
fixed capitalfixed capital /�fkst �k�pt(ə)l/ noun
capital in the form of buildings and
machinery
fixed costsfixed costs /�fkst �kɒsts/ plural noun
business costs which do not rise with the
quantity of the product made
fixed expensesfixed expenses /�fkst k |�spensz/
plural noun money which is spent regularly
such as rent, electricity and telephone bills
fixed positionfixed position /fkst pə |�zʃ(ə)n/ noun a
position for an advertisement which is
always in the same place in a newspaper or
magazine
fixed ratefixed rate /�fkst �ret/ noun a charge
which cannot be changed
fixed spacefixed space /�fkst �spes/ noun the
space between characters or words which
is always the same and cannot be changed
when the line is justified
fixing bathfixing bath /�fksŋ bɑ�θ/ noun a bath in
which developed negatives are fixed
flagflag /fl�"/ verb to use a computer code to
mark a record as part of a subset � noun 1.

a mark which is attached to information in
a computer so that the information can be
found easily 2. a tag attached to a sheet of
paper to mark a special section of text or to
a web of paper to mark where there is a
fault or where a joint has been made 3. the
name of a newspaper or magazine, printed
in a special style to identify the paper
easily
flagshipflagship /�fl�"ʃp/, flagship title noun
the most important or profitable publica-
tion published by a group
flapflap /fl�p/ noun either of the two parts of
a dust jacket that fold inside a book’s cover
and are usually printed with information
about the book or author
flashflash /fl�ʃ/ noun the addition of light in
exposing a halftone, so as to make the dots
on the picture stronger
flatflat /fl�t/ adjective 1. not folded or bent 2.
fixed or not changing 3. dull or with not
enough contrast � The colours in the plates
are flat. � noun a series of CRC pages
stuck down ready for filming; imposed
negatives positioned in holes on a sheet
ready for plate-making
flat backflat back /�fl�t b�k/ noun the spine of a
book which is flat and not curved or
rounded
flatbedflatbed /�fl�tbed/ noun a printing or
scanning machine that holds the paper or
image on a flat surface while printing or
processing � Scanners are either flatbed
models or platen type, paper-fed models.
flatbed cylinder pressflatbed cylinder press /�fl�tbed
�slndə �pres/ noun same as cylinder
press
flatbed plotterflatbed plotter /�fl�tbed �plɒtə/ noun a
movable pen that draws diagrams under
the control of a computer on a flat piece of
paper
flatbed pressflatbed press /�fl�tbed pres/ noun a
mechanical printing machine where the
printing plate lies flat on the bed of the
machine, while the inking rollers and then
the impression cylinder with the paper are
rolled over it
flatbed scannerflatbed scanner /�fl�tbed �sk�nə/
noun a scanner which scans a text or
drawing that is lying flat � Paper cannot be
rolled through flatbed scanners.
flatbed transmitterflatbed transmitter /�fl�tbed tr�nz |

�mtə/ noun a device that keeps a docu-
ment flat while it is being scanned before
being transmitted by facsimile means
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flat outflat out /�fl�t �aυt/ adverb working hard
or at full speed � The factory worked flat
out to complete the order on time.
flat planflat plan /�fl�t pl�n/ noun a plan of the
sheets of a book or magazine, showing how
colour sections, editorial matter and adver-
tising pages are organised
flat-planningflat-planning /�fl�t �pl�nŋ/ noun the
organising of flat plans
flat rateflat rate /�fl�t �ret/ noun a fixed charge
or payment which is the same for everyone
� a flat-rate increase of 10% on all
printing costs � We pay a flat rate for type-
setting of £10 per page. � The keyboarders
are paid a flat rate of £2 per thousand.
flat sheetsflat sheets /�fl�t ʃi�ts/ plural noun
printed sheets of paper which are kept flat,
and will be folded when it is necessary to
bind them
flat sheet stockflat sheet stock /�fl�t ʃi�t �stɒk/ noun
a stock of printed sheets, stored flat
flat-stitchingflat-stitching /�fl�t �sttʃŋ/ noun a
method of sewing sections of a book,
where the thread is passed through the side
of the section near the fold
flat strawflat straw /�fl�t strɔ�/ noun a type of
paper used for making cigarette papers
flat-wrappingflat-wrapping /�fl�t �r�pŋ/ noun the
act of wrapping a magazine flat in a plastic
envelope for sending through the post
fleuronfleuron /�fl!�rɒn/ noun a type of printed
ornament shaped like a little flower. �

flowers
flexiback bindingflexiback binding /�fleksb�k
�bandŋ/ noun binding in which a special
fabric or paper lining reinforces the spine
flexibilityflexibility /�fleks |�blti/ noun the ability
to adapt to various situations or conditions
flexibleflexible /�fleksb(ə)l/ adjective 1. not
hard or brittle, able to bend 2. able to be
altered or changed
flexible bindingflexible binding /�fleksb(ə)l �bandŋ/
noun binding in which the cover adheres
closely to the spine, which allows the spine
to bend inwards so that the book will open
flat
flexible sewingflexible sewing /�fleksb(ə)l �səυŋ/
noun the act of sewing sections round
cords or tapes, leaving a hollow in the
spine to allow the book to open easily
flexichromeflexichrome /�fleksikrəυm/ noun a
photograph which has been coloured by
hand
flexitimeflexitime /�fleksitam/ noun a system
where employees can start or stop work at
different hours of the morning or evening,

provided that they work a certain number
of hours per day or week � The company
introduced flexitime working two years
ago.
flexographyflexography /�flek�sɒ"rəfi/, flexo-
graphic printing noun a type of relief
printing, using flexible rubber or plastic
plates on a web press, popular in particular
for printing packaging materials
flierflier /�flaə/ noun a small advertising
leaflet designed to encourage customers to
ask for more information
flimsyflimsy /�flmzi/ noun very thin paper for
making copies or layouts
flip chartflip chart /�flp tʃɑ�t/ noun a way of
showing information to a group of people
by writing on large sheets of paper which
can then be turned over to show the next
sheet
floating accentfloating accent /�fləυtŋ ��ksənt/
noun an accent which is not fixed above
any particular character, and can be typed
above any character after backspacing
flongflong /flɒŋ/ noun a papier-mâché sheet
used for making moulds for casting stereo
plates
floorfloor /flɔ�/ noun the lowest level of bids at
an auction for rights in a book, established
by the first bidders and rejected by the
seller, but used as a basis for further bids
floor displayfloor display /�flɔ� d |�sple/ noun a rack
for displaying books which stands on the
floor and not on a counter
floor spacefloor space /�flɔ� spes/ noun the area of
floor in an shop, office or warehouse � We
have 3,500 square metres of floor space to
let.
flopflop /flɒp/ noun a failure � The new novel
was a flop. � verb 1. to fail to be a success
� The launch of the paperback series
flopped badly. 2. to turn a film to give a
mirror image, not the same as reverse
floppedflopped /flɒpt/ adjective same as wrong-
reading
floppyfloppy /�flɒpi/, floppy disk /�flɒpi �dsk/
noun a small disk for storing computer
information � The data is on 3 1/2 inch
floppies.
floriationfloriation /�flɒri |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun tooled
decoration on leather binding, in the form
of little flowers
flourishflourish /�fl�rʃ/ noun a decorative
curling line, attached to a normal character
� The foot of the upper case L ends in a
flourish. � verb to be prosperous or to do
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well in business � The company is flour-
ishing. � Trade with Nigeria flourished.
flourishingflourishing /�fl�rʃŋ/ adjective profit-
able � He runs a flourishing book
remainder business.
flowflow /fləυ/ noun movement � the flow of
paper into the web press � The flow of ink
over the rollers. � verb to move smoothly �
Production is now flowing normally after
the strike.
flow boxflow box /�fləυ bɒks/ noun same as
headbox
flowchartflowchart /�fləυtʃɑ�t/, flow diagram
/�fləυ �daə"r�m/ noun a diagram
showing the sequence of steps in a process
flowersflowers /�flaυəz/ plural noun little
standard ornaments, shaped like leaves or
flowers, used by designers to create
designs
flufffluff /fl�f/ noun fibre dust which collects
on the surface of paper, or inside line
printers
fluffingfluffing /�fl�fŋ/ noun the formation of
loose fibres of fluff on the surface of paper,
especially found on soft paper
fluorescentfluorescent /flυə|�res(ə)nt/ adjective
shining with a white glow, such as a
substance added to paper stock to make
very white paper
flushflush /fl�ʃ/ adjective, adverb cut with the
edge level with the cover � books with a
flush edge � The books are cut flush. � The
covers are trimmed flush with the pages.
flush and hangflush and hang /�fl�ʃ ən �h�ŋ/ noun
US a setting where the first line of a para-
graph is flush with the left margin and the
rest of the paragraph is indented
flush coverflush cover /�fl�ʃ �k�və/, flush binding
noun a cover which has been trimmed so
that its edges do not stand out beyond the
trimmed pages
flush leftflush left /�fl�ʃ �left/ verb US same as
range left
flush paragraphflush paragraph /�fl�ʃ �p�rə"rɑ�f/
noun a paragraph with no indentation or
where the first line is not indented, with a
white line added between paragraphs to
divide them more clearly
flush rightflush right /�fl�ʃ �rat/ verb US same as
range right
flying pasterflying paster /�flaŋ �pestə/ noun a
device on a rotary printing press, which
changes the reel of paper automatically
when it comes to an end. Also called auto-
matic paster, automatic reel change,
autopaster

flyleafflyleaf /�flali�f/ noun an endpaper in a
book
FM screeningFM screening /�ef �em �skri�nŋ/ noun
same as stochastic screening
FOBFOB /�efəυ|�bi�/, f.o.b. abbreviation free
on board
focal lengthfocal length /�fəυk(ə)l leŋθ/ noun the
distance between the centre of an optical
lens and the focusing plane, when the lens
is focused at infinity
focusfocus /�fəυkəs/ verb to concentrate one’s
attention on something � noun an image or
beam that is clear and well defined � This
photograph is out of focus.
fogfog /fɒ"/ noun the effect on photographic
material that has been accidentally
exposed to light, causing a loss of picture
contrast
foilfoil /fɔl/ noun 1. a very thin metal or
plastic sheet on a backing, which is peeled
off and used to block gold or silver letters
on a book cover 2. clear stable film used as
a carrying surface for film assembly 3.
metallic paper used for decorative pack-
aging
foil paperfoil paper /�fɔl �pepə/ noun the paper
backing to which metal foil is attached
foldfold /fəυld/ verb to bend something, e.g. a
piece of paper, so that one part covers
another
folded and collatedfolded and collated /�fəυldd ən kə |

�letd/, folded and gathered adjective
relating to sheets of a book which have
been folded and put in order. Abbr f.&c.,
f.&g.
folded sheetsfolded sheets /�fəυldd �ʃi�ts/ plural
noun sheets of a book which have been
folded ready for gathering, sewing and
binding
folderfolder /�fəυldə/ noun 1. a cardboard enve-
lope for carrying papers � Put all the docu-
ments in a folder for the chairman. 2. a
machine which folds printed sheets 3. the
part of a web press where the paper is
folded
foldingfolding /�fəυldŋ/ noun the act of folding
sheets for gathering either in parallel folds,
where each fold is parallel to the next, or in
right-angle folds, where they are at right
angles to each other
folding bladefolding blade /�fəυldŋ bled/ noun a
strip of metal which pushes the sheet into
the folding device
folding cylindersfolding cylinders /�fəυldŋ �slndəz/
plural noun cylinders between which the
sheet is guided on a knife-folding machine
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folding jawsfolding jaws /�fəυldŋ d�ɔ�z/ plural
noun the section of a folding machine
which holds the paper pushed into it by the
folding blade
folding machinefolding machine /�fəυldŋ mə |�ʃi�n/
noun a machine which automatically folds
sheets
folding platefolding plate /�fəυldŋ plet/ noun 1. a
large illustration which is tipped into a
book, and which unfolds to make a double-
sized plate 2. a plate on a buckle folding
machine against which the sheet to be
folded is pushed
folding stickfolding stick /�fəυldŋ stk/ noun a
bone strip used in hand folding
folding strengthfolding strength /�fəυldŋ streŋθ/
noun the strength of paper to resist tearing
when folded several times
fold-outfold-out /�fəυld aυt/ noun a sheet that is
put folded into a magazine or book and can
be unfolded to give a much wider page,
used especially for plans and maps
foliationfoliation /�fəυli|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
numbering of consecutive pages in a book
or manuscript
foliofolio /�fəυliəυ/ noun 1. a book made with
paper of a large size 2. a large sheet of
paper folded twice across the middle to
make four pages of a book 3. a page
number � verb to put a number on a page
followfollow /�fɒləυ/ verb 1. to come behind or
to come afterwards � The samples will
follow by surface mail. � We will pay
£10,000 down, with the balance to follow
in six months’ time. 2. to do what some-
body or something says � Please follow
copy. � to follow style to continue to set in
the same style as the rest of the book or as
other books in the same series
follow onfollow on /�fɒləυ �ɒn/ verb to set printed
text so that it continues directly from the
previous text
follow-upfollow-up /�fɒləυ �p/ noun a book, film,
article or report that continues a story or
provides further information
fontfont /fɒnt/ noun a set of characters in a
typeface of all the same style, i.e. the same
size, weight and orientation

COMMENT: Each typeface will be available
in many different fonts (Univers, for
example, was designed in 21 different
fonts) and these will include the different
point sizes and weights, such as bold and
italic. In metal setting, the font would
contain different quantities of each
character, according to the frequency of
use of the characters. English fonts will
contain capitals, small capitals, lower case,

punctuation marks, numerals, ligatures and
common symbols, making about 150 sorts
in all. English fonts contain some accents
and special characters, but many accents
which are standard in, for example, German
or Spanish fonts are not included in English.
British fonts contain the pound and the
dollar signs, but American fonts are likely
not to have the pound sign.

font changefont change /�fɒnt tʃend�/ noun a
function on a computer to change the style
of characters used on a display screen
font management systemfont management system /�fɒnt
�m�nd�mənt �sstəm/ noun software
which controls the font changes on a
printer
foolscapfoolscap /�fu�lsk�p/ noun a large non-
metric size of paper longer than A4, about
34cm x 43cm

COMMENT: Foolscap takes it name from a
watermark of a clown’s hat used in early
papers. Foolscap folio is 13 1/2 x 8 1/2
inches; foolscap quarto is 8 1/2 x 6 3/4
inches and foolscap octavo is 6 3/4 x 4 1/4
inches.

footfoot /fυt/ noun the bottom part of a page
� He signed it at the foot of the page. � verb
to be printed at the bottom of a page
footerfooter /�fυtə/, footline /�fυtlan/ noun a
repeated message at the bottom of every
page in a document
foot marginfoot margin /�fυt �mɑ�d�n/ noun same
as bottom margin
footnotefootnote /�fυtnəυt/ noun a note, usually
in a smaller type size, at the bottom of a
page, which refers to the text above and is
for reference only � verb to put in foot-
notes

COMMENT: Footnotes are best printed at the
bottom of a page, as the name suggests, if
they are essential to the understanding of
the text. They can also be printed at the end
of a chapter or at the end of a book,
especially if they are simply further
references or supply bibliographic details.
In learned journals it is common for them to
be printed at the end of the chapter, which
makes the typesetting of the main text
much simpler. Reference numbers to
footnotes are printed in small superscript
numbers after the relevant word in the text,
and in books the numbers usually run from
the beginning of the text to the end of the
book, consecutively. In journals formed of
several different articles, each article has its
own footnote numbering series.

footprintfootprint /�fυtprnt/ noun 1. the area
covered by a transmitting device such as a
satellite or antenna 2. the area that a
computer takes up on a desk
forbidforbid /fə |�bd/ verb to give instructions
that something must not be done
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forbidden bookforbidden book /fə|�bdən �bυk/ noun a
book that has been forbidden by a censor
fore and aftfore and aft /�fɔ� ən �ɑ�ft/ noun a
method of printing two copies of a book at
the same time, with the pages joined head
to head. � coming-and-going, printed
head-to-head, printed head-to-tail, two-
up
foredgeforedge /�fɔ�red�/, fore-edge /�fɔ�r ed�/
noun the front edge of trimmed pages in a
bound book, i.e. the opposite edge to the
spine

COMMENT: Early bound books were
displayed with this edge facing out on the
shelf, hence the name; the title was written
or printed on this edge of the pages.

foredge marginforedge margin /�fɔ�red� �mɑ�d�n/
noun the margin along the foredge of a
book. Compare gutter
foredge paintingforedge painting /�fɔ�red� �pentŋ/
noun painting along the foredge of a bound
book, after the edge has been splayed out,
so that the painting is only seen when the
pages are splayed and not when the book is
closed normally
foregroundforeground /�fɔ�"raυnd/ noun the front
part of an illustration which seems nearest
to the viewer
foreground colourforeground colour /�fɔ�"raυnd �k�lə/
noun the colour of characters and text
displayed on a videotext screen
foreignforeign /�fɒrn/ adjective belonging to or
originating from a different country
foreign exchangeforeign exchange /�fɒrn ks|�tʃend�/
noun the act of exchanging the money of
one country for that of another
foreign exchange transferforeign exchange transfer /�fɒrn
ks|�tʃend� �tr�nsf!�/ noun the sending
of money from one country to another
foreign languageforeign language /�fɒrn �l�ŋ"wd�/
noun a language which is spoken by people
of another country
foreign-language editionforeign-language edition /�fɒrn
�l�n"wd� |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun an edition of
an English-language text in translation
foreign language rightsforeign language rights /�fɒrn
�l�ŋ"wd� �rats/ plural noun rights to
translate a book into foreign languages
foreign rightsforeign rights /�fɒrn �ratz/ plural
noun rights to sell an English-language
book in other countries as licensed
editions, translations or bilingual editions
foreign tradeforeign trade /�fɒrn �tred/ noun trade
with other countries. Also called external
trade, overseas trade
forewordforeword /�fɔ�w!�d/ noun a piece of text
at the beginning of a book as an introduc-

tion, often written by a person other than
the author
forfeitforfeit /�fɔ�ft/ noun the act of taking
something away as a punishment � verb to
have something taken away as a punish-
ment � to forfeit a patent to lose a patent
because payments have not been made
forfeit clauseforfeit clause /�fɔ�ft klɔ�z/ noun a
clause in a contract which says that goods
or a deposit will be taken away if the
contract is not fulfilled
forgeforge /fɔ�d�/ verb to produce a false copy
of a signature or document with the inten-
tion to deceive � He tried to enter the
country with forged documents.
forgerforger /�fɔ�d�ə/ noun a person who
forges a document
forgeryforgery /�fɔ�d�əri/ noun 1. a false copy
made with the intention to deceive 2. the
act of making things intended to deceive
fork-lift truckfork-lift truck /�fɔ�k lft �tr�k/ noun a
type of small tractor with two metal arms
in front, used for lifting and moving pallets
formform /fɔ�m/ noun 1. a preprinted docu-
ment with spaces where information can
be entered 2. another spelling of forme �
verb to start or organise something � The
brothers have formed a new company.
formatformat /�fɔ�m�t/ noun the size, shape
and arrangement of a document � verb to
arrange text on screen as it will appear in
printed form on paper
formationformation /fɔ�|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the way
in which fibres in paper appear when the
paper is held against the light
formatterformatter /�fɔ�m�tə/ noun hardware or
software that arranges text or data
according to certain rules
formatting programformatting program /�fɔ�m�tŋ
�prəυ"r�m/ noun a program for automati-
cally putting a computer text into a certain
page format
formeforme /�fɔ�m/, form /fɔ�m/ noun a
complete set of metal type or blocks,
assembled in a chase ready for printing
forme rollersforme rollers /�fɔ�m �rəυləz/ plural
noun rollers which apply ink to the forme
form feedform feed /�fɔ�m fi�d/ noun a command
to a printer to move to the next sheet of
paper
form handling equipmentform handling equipment /�fɔ�m
�h�ndlŋ |�kwpmənt/ noun peripherals
such as a decollator, which deal with
output from a printer
form letterform letter /�fɔ�m �letə/ noun a standard
letter, e.g. a rejection letter, into which the
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personal details of each addressee are
inserted
form modeform mode /�fɔ�m məυd/ noun a display
method on a data entry terminal, in which
the form is displayed on the screen and the
operator enters relevant details
form of wordsform of words /�fɔ�m əv �w!�dz/ noun
words correctly laid out for a legal docu-
ment
form overlayform overlay /�fɔ�m �əυvəle/ noun a
heading or other matter held in store and
printed out at the same time as the text
form stopform stop /�fɔ�m �stɒp/ noun a sensor on
a printer which indicates when the paper
has run out
formula publishingformula publishing /�fɔ�mjυlə
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the publication of a series
of books according to a particular prin-
ciple, e.g. in identical format, or written
according to a set of instructions provided
by the publisher
for position onlyfor position only /fə pə|�zʃ(ə)n �əυnli/
adjective full form of FPO
forthcomingforthcoming /fɔ�θ|�k�mŋ/ adjective to
be published shortly � forthcoming titles
for Autumn publication � In his forth-
coming biography of the Prime Minister,
he writes about the collapse of the previous
government.
48mo48mo abbreviation forty-eightmo
forty-eightmoforty-eightmo /�fɔ�ti |�etməυ/ noun a
book printed with 48 pages from a sheet.
Abbr 48mo
forumforum /�fɔ�rəm/ noun an Internet discus-
sion group for people who share a special
interest in something
forwardforward /�fɔ�wəd/ adjective at or moving
towards the front of something or towards
the future � verb to send on a letter which
has arrived at an address from which the
intended recipient has moved � to forward
something to someone to send something
to somebody � adverb � carriage
forward, freight forward a deal where the
customer pays for transporting the goods
forward buyingforward buying /�fɔ�wəd �baŋ/ noun
the buying of something such as paper for
delivery at a later date. Also called buying
forward
forward contractforward contract /�fɔ�wəd �kɒntr�kt/
noun an agreement to buy something such
as paper for delivery at a later date at an
agreed price
forwardingforwarding /�fɔ�wədŋ/ noun 1. the
process of continuing the binding of a book
after it has been sewn, by rounding,

backing, casing in, etc. 2. the arranging of
shipping and customs documents
forwarding agentforwarding agent /�fɔ�wədŋ
�ed�ənt/ noun a person or company
which arranges shipping and customs
documents
forwarding instructionsforwarding instructions /�fɔ�wədŋ
n |�str�kʃənz/ plural noun instructions
showing how goods are to be shipped and
delivered
forward salesforward sales /�fɔ�wəd selz/ plural
noun sales for delivery at a later date
forward stockforward stock /�fɔ�wəd stɒk/ noun
stock held in a section of a warehouse
where it can be reached easily, as opposed
to the bulk stock which is held separately
until needed
foul bill of ladingfoul bill of lading /�faυl bl əv �ledŋ/
noun a bill of lading which says that the
goods were in bad condition when received
by the shipper
foul copyfoul copy /�faυl �kɒpi/ noun a badly
written manuscript or typescript with many
illegible changes
foul prooffoul proof /�faυl �pru�f/ noun a proof
with corrections instructed
founderfounder /�faυndə/ noun 1. a person who
casts type 2. a person who starts a company
founder’s sharesfounder’s shares /�faυndəz �ʃeəz/
plural noun special shares issued to the
people who start a company
founder’s typefounder’s type /�faυndəz tap/ noun a
special type made by a typefounder, as
opposed to the type cast in a typecasting
machine
foundryfoundry /�faυndri/ noun 1. a factory
which makes metal type 2. formerly, part
of a letterpress printing house where
matrices and stereos were made
foundry chasefoundry chase /�faυndri tʃes/ noun a
chase which is used in making stereos
foundry prooffoundry proof /�faυndri pru�f/ noun a
proof taken directly from a chase of metal
type before a plate is made from it. � press
proofs
foundry typefoundry type /�faυndri tap/ noun a
special display type which has to be bought
from the foundry
fountfount /fɒnt/ noun another spelling of font
fountainfountain /�faυntn/ noun a container for
ink in a printing press
fountain solutionfountain solution /�faυntn sə |

�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a solution used in litho-
graphic printing to prevent ink sticking to
those parts of the plate which should not
print
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four-backedfour-backed /�fɔ� b�kt/ adjective
relating to sheets printed with four colours
on one side and one, two or four colours on
the other
four-colourfour-colour /�fɔ� �k�lə/ adjective
relating to printing using four colours to
give full-colour printing
four-colour blocksfour-colour blocks /�fɔ� �k�lə �blɒks/
plural noun blocks for printing in four
colours
four-colour mapfour-colour map /�fɔ� �k�lə �m�p/
noun a map printed in four colours
four-colour pressfour-colour press /�fɔ� �k�lə �pres/
noun a printing press which prints four
colours in one pass
four-colour printingfour-colour printing /�fɔ� �k�lə
�prntŋ/, four-colour process /�fɔ� k�lə
�prəυses/ noun printing using the four
process colours to give a full range of
colours at the same time
four-colour reproductionfour-colour reproduction /�fɔ� �k�lə
�ri�prə|�d�kʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of
reproducing a colour plate using four-
colour printing
fourdrinierfourdrinier /fɔ� |�drnie/ noun a paper-
making machine where the paper is made
by pulp draining through a continuous wire
mesh. � twin-wire fourdrinier

COMMENT: The machine was patented by
Henry Fourdrinier before 1810. In it, the
white pulp enters from a vat at one end, and
flows forward along the mesh becoming
paper as the water drains away. It is then
dried on heated cylinders. Fourdrinier
machines produce webs of paper and can
be adjusted to produce different
thicknesses, weights and finishes.

FournierFournier a typeface designed by Pierre
Simon Fournier in the 17th century, char-
acterised by its very elegant italics

COMMENT: Fournier was also the originator
of the point system, which was revised and
refined by Didot some years later

4o4o abbreviation quarto
four-part invoicefour-part invoice /�fɔ� pɑ�t �nvɔs/
plural noun an invoice with four sheets,
usually a top sheet and three copies
four P’sfour P’s /�fɔ� �pi�z/ plural noun a simple
way of summarising the essentials of the
marketing mix, which are Product, Price,
Promotion and Place
fourth coverfourth cover /�fɔ�θ �k�və/ noun the
back cover of a magazine
fourth estatefourth estate /�fɔ�θ  |�stet/ noun news-
papers and magazines, seen as the fourth
power in the land after the lords, the
bishops and the ordinary people

fourth quarterfourth quarter /�fɔ�θ �kwɔ�tə/ noun a
period of three months from October to the
end of the year. Also called last quarter
four-upfour-up /�fɔ� ��p/ adverb � to print four-
up to print four copies of a page on the
same sheet of paper
four-way entryfour-way entry /�fɔ� we �entri/ noun
used in reference to pallets to indicate that
the pallet may be picked up by a fork-lift
truck in any of the four directions
foxedfoxed /fɒkst/ adjective denoting books or
paper stained with yellowish-brown spots
from having been kept in damp conditions
foxingfoxing /�fɒksŋ/, fox marks noun brown
stains on paper, caused by damp which
affects chemical impurities in the paper
FPOFPO /�ef pi� �əυ/ adjective used to
describe a placeholder image, used to mark
where the final image should appear in a
page layout. Full form for position only
fractionfraction /�fr�kʃən/ noun a number
shown as one figure above another
frakturfraktur /�fr�kt!�/ noun Gothic characters
used in German typesetting
frameframe /frem/ noun 1. a rule or border
round an illustration 2. a movable, resiz-
able box that holds text or an image 3. a
desk where a compositor works, with cases
for type � verb to put a rule or border round
an illustration
frame windowframe window /�frem �wndəυ/ noun
the controls including the minimise and
maximise buttons, scroll bar and window
title, and border that surround a window
area
franchisefranchise /�fr�ntʃaz/ noun a licence to
trade using a brand name and paying a
royalty for it � He has bought a printing
franchise. � verb to sell licences for people
to trade using a brand name and paying a
royalty � His bookstall was so successful
that he decided to franchise it.
franchiseefranchisee /�fr�ntʃa |�zi�/ noun a
person who runs a franchise
franchiserfranchiser /�fr�ntʃazə/ noun a person
who licenses a franchise
franchisingfranchising /�fr�ntʃazŋ/ noun the act
of selling licences to trade as a franchise �
He runs his chain of card shops as a fran-
chising operation.
francofranco /�fr�ŋkəυ/ adverb free
frankfrank /fr�ŋk/ verb to stamp the date and
postage on a letter
Frankfurt Book FairFrankfurt Book Fair /�fr�ŋkf!�t �bυk
�feə/ noun the most important of the inter-
national book fairs, held each year in
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October as a meeting place for book
publishers, printers, literary agents and
booksellers
franking machinefranking machine /�fr�ŋkŋ mə|�ʃi�n/
noun a machine which prints a sign on
letters to show that the postage has been
paid
freefree /fri�/ adjective 1. available for use 2.
not needing to be paid for
free competitionfree competition /�fri� �kɒmpə|

�tʃ(ə)n/ noun freedom to compete without
government interference
free copyfree copy /�fri� �kɒpi/ noun a copy of a
book sent out as a gift
freedomfreedom /�fri�dəm/ noun the state of
being free to say or do what you want
without restriction
freedom of speechfreedom of speech /�fri�dəm əv
�spi�tʃ/, freedom of the press /�fri�dəm
əv ðə �pres/ noun the state of being free to
write, say or publish what you want
without fear of prosecution as long as you
do not break the law
free giftfree gift /�fri� �"ft/ noun a present given
by a shop to a customer who buys a partic-
ular amount of goods
freehandfreehand /�fri�h�nd/ adjective, adverb
relating to artwork drawn by hand, without
the use of rulers, stencils, or other guides
freelancefreelance /�fri�lɑ�ns/ adverb working for
anyone who will pay for your skills rather
than employed by one company � adjec-
tive, noun an independent worker who
works for several different companies but
is not employed by any of them � We have
about twenty freelances working for us. �
She is a freelance journalist. � verb 1. to do
work for several firms but not be employed
by any of them � She freelances for the
local newspapers. 2. to send work out to be
done by a freelancer � We freelance work
out to several specialists.
freelancerfreelancer /�fri�lɑ�nsə/ noun a freelance
worker
free of chargefree of charge /�fri� əv �tʃɑ�d�/ adjec-
tive not needing to be paid for
free of dutyfree of duty /�fri� əv �dju�ti/ adjective
same as duty-free
free of taxfree of tax /�fri� əv �t�ks/ adjective
same as tax-free
free on boardfree on board /�fri� ɒn �bɔ�d/ adjective
relating to a price which includes all the
seller’s costs until the goods are on the ship
for transportation. Abbr f.o.b.
free on railfree on rail /�fri� ɒn �rel/ adjective
relating to a price including all the seller’s

costs until the goods are delivered to the
railway for shipment
free paperfree paper /�fri� �pepə/ noun a news-
paper which is given away free, and which
relies for its income on its advertising.
Also called giveaway paper
free portfree port /�fri� pɔ�t/, free trade zone
/�fri� �tred �zəυn/ noun a port or area
where there are no customs duties
freesfrees /fri�z/ plural noun free copies of a
book given away free to representatives,
agents and the author
free sheetfree sheet /�fri� ʃi�t/ noun 1. a news-
paper given away free to each house in a
district, its income coming solely from
advertising 2. US woodfree paper, i.e.
chemical or non-mechanical paper
free tradefree trade /�fri� �tred/ noun a system
where goods can go from one country to
another without any restrictions
free translationfree translation /�fri� tr�ns |�leʃ(ə)n/
noun a rough translation which gives the
general meaning without translating the
text word for word
free trialfree trial /�fri� �traəl/ noun the testing of
a machine with no payment involved � to
send a self-study course for two weeks’ free
trial
freewarefreeware /�fri�weə/ noun software that is
in the public domain and can be used by
anyone without having to pay
freightfreight /fret/ noun 1. the cost of trans-
porting goods by air, sea or land � At an
auction, the buyer pays the freight. 2.
goods which are transported � to take on
freight to load goods onto a ship, train or
truck � verb � to freight goods to send
goods � We freight goods to all parts of the
USA.
freightagefreightage /�fretd�/ noun the cost of
transporting goods
freight costsfreight costs /�fret kɒsts/ plural noun
money paid to transport goods
freight depotfreight depot /�fret �depəυ/ noun a
central point where goods are collected
before being shipped
freight forwardfreight forward /�fret �fɔ�wəd/ adjec-
tive relating to a deal where the customer
pays for transporting the goods
freight forwarderfreight forwarder /�fret �fɔ�wədə/
noun a person or company which arranges
shipping and customs documents for
several shipments from different compa-
nies, putting them together to form one
large shipment
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freight ratesfreight rates /�fret rets/ plural noun
charges for transporting goods
French foldFrench fold /�frentʃ �fəυld/ noun a
sheet of paper which is printed on one side
only and then folded twice, but not
trimmed on the top edge, used to make
greetings cards
French grooveFrench groove /�frentʃ �"ru�v/,
French joint noun same as American
groove
French sewingFrench sewing /�frentʃ �səυŋ/ noun
the process of sewing signatures together
without tapes, each signature being
attached by sewing through the thread
attaching the previous one
frequently asked questionsfrequently asked questions
/�fri�kwənt(ə)li ɑ�skd �kwestʃənz/ plural
noun a list of the most common questions
on a particular subject, with answers,
provided on a website or in a leaflet. Abbr
FAQ
fretfret /fret/ noun a design used for borders
and on covers, made of an interlaced
pattern
friarfriar /�fraə/ noun a printed area which is
pale because it has not received enough ink
(NOTE: The opposite is monk.)
friction feedfriction feed /�frkʃ(ə)n fi�d/ noun a
printer mechanism where the paper is
advanced by holding it between two rollers
friction glazingfriction glazing /�frkʃ(ə)n �"lezŋ/
noun the process of putting a high gloss on
paper by running the paper through rollers
turning at different speeds
frisketfrisket /�frskt/ noun small metal
‘fingers’ which hold the sheet to the
tympan on a platen press
frontfront /fr�nt/ noun 1. part of something
which faces away from the back � The
front of the book has a photograph of the
author’s house. 2. part of the metal type
which faces the front, with a notch in it, so
that the compositor can tell which way
round the piece of type is
front boardfront board /�fr�nt �bɔ�d/ noun the
board which forms the front of the book
case
front coverfront cover /�fr�nt �k�və/ noun the
cover on the front of a book or magazine,
with the title and usually an attractive, eye-
catching design
front cover brassfront cover brass /�fr�nt �k�və
�brɑ�s/ noun a brass with the words to be
used on a front cover
front-end systemfront-end system /�fr�nt end �sstəm/
noun a typesetting system where text is

keyboarded on a terminal directly
connected to the typesetting computer
front flapfront flap /�fr�nt �fl�p/, front jacket
flap /�fr�nt �d��kt �fl�p/ noun a flap on
a book jacket which is tucked into the front
cover of a book, usually with a blurb on it
frontispiecefrontispiece /�fr�ntspi�s/ noun a
picture at the beginning of a book opposite
the title page
front layfront lay /�fr�nt le/ noun in a printing
press or folding machine, the lay at the
front of a sheet of paper
frontlistfrontlist /�fr�ntlst/ noun new books just
published or about to be published by a
publisher

COMMENT: The frontlist contains all the new
titles, and therefore is of particular interest
to editors, production staff and sales staff.
Promotion of the frontlist is heavy, and the
frontlist carries most of a publisher’s
investment. On the other hand, a backlist
which continues to sell is usually the most
profitable part of a publisher’s list.

front matterfront matter /�fr�nt �m�tə/ noun same
as prelims
front of bookfront of book /�fr�nt əv �bυk/ noun the
first pages of a magazine, before the edito-
rial matter
FTPFTP abbreviation file transfer protocol
fudgefudge /f�d�/ noun a small section in a
newspaper reserved for very late items of
news � verb to touch up a photograph by
airbrushing or painting in
fugitivefugitive /�fju�d�tv/ adjective relating
to colour that is likely to fade when
exposed to light or chemicals (NOTE: The
opposite is light-fast.)
fulfilfulfil /fυl|�fl/ verb to complete something
in a satisfactory way � The clause
regarding payments has not been fulfilled.
� to fulfil an order to supply the items
which have been ordered � We are so
understaffed that we cannot fulfil any more
orders before Christmas.
fulfilmentfulfilment /fυl |�flmənt/ noun the act of
carrying something out in a satisfactory
way
full bindingfull binding /�fυl �bandŋ/ noun cased
binding, where the case is completely
covered with a piece of material such as
cloth or leather, as opposed to half binding.
Also called whole binding
full bound bookfull bound book /�fυl baυnd �bυk/
noun a book with a full binding
full colourfull colour /�fυl �k�lə/ noun colour work
printed in four colours � a full colour illus-
tration � The illustrations are printed in
full colour.
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full leather bindingfull leather binding /�fυl �leðə
�bandŋ/ noun a binding on a hardcover
book where the whole book is covered with
leather
full measurefull measure /�fυl �me�ə/ adjective
using the full width of the type area
full outfull out /�fυl �aυt/ adjective not indented,
with the type area aligned to the left margin
full pagefull page /�fυl ped�/ noun one whole
page
full pricefull price /�fυl �pras/ noun a price with
no discount
full-scalefull-scale /�fυl skel/ adjective complete
or very thorough � The MD ordered a full-
scale review of credit terms.
full stopfull stop /�fυl �stɒp/ noun a punctuation
mark (.) which indicates the end of a
sentence
full-timefull-time /�fυl tam/ adjective, adverb
working all the normal working time i.e.
about eight hours a day, five days a week �
She is in full-time employment. � She
works full-time. � He is one of our full-time
staff.
full-timerfull-timer /�fυl �tamə/ noun a person
who works full-time
fully formed charactersfully formed characters /�fυli �fɔ�md
�k�rktəz/ plural noun characters
produced by a printer in a single action
functionfunction /�f�ŋkʃən/ noun the purpose or
role of something � verb to work � The

advertising campaign is functioning
smoothly. � The new management struc-
ture does not seem to be functioning very
well.
functional illiterate

functional illiterate /�f�ŋkʃ(ə)nəl |

�ltərət/ noun somebody whose reading
and writing abilities are inadequately
developed to meet everyday needs
functional literacy

functional literacy /�f�ŋkʃ(ə)nəl
�lt(ə)rəsi/ noun the level of skill in
reading and writing that a person needs to
cope with everyday adult life
function codefunction code /�f�ŋkʃən kəυd/ noun a
code which makes a part of a computer
program work
function keyfunction key /�f�ŋkʃən ki�/ noun a
computer key which is used to activate a
particular set of instructions
furnishfurnish /�f!�nʃ/ noun a final mixture of
the various substances from which paper is
manufactured, formed of wood pulp,
chemicals and water
furniturefurniture /�f!�ntʃə/ noun pieces of
wood wedged round the edge of the metal
type in a forme, to keep it tight and to make
a margin, or similar pieces of wood used to
make blank spaces in typeset text. � reglet
fuzzy

fuzzy /�f�zi/ adjective relating to an
image that is blurred � Using art paper will
eliminate fuzzy characters.
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galleygalley /�"�li/ noun originally, a long
metal tray holding text in metal type

COMMENT: Although originally used for
proofs from a tray of metal type, the word
‘galley’ is now used for any proof on a long
strip of paper.

galley pressgalley press /�"�li pres/ noun a small
press for taking galley proofs
galley proofsgalley proofs /�"�li pru�fs/ plural noun
proofs in the form of long pieces of text,
not divided into pages, printed on long
pieces of paper
galley rackgalley rack /�"�li r�k/ noun a rack
where galleys are stored
gang printinggang printing /�"�ŋ �prntŋ/ noun the
printing of several jobs together on the
same sheet, often used when printing
several small advertising jobs
gapgap /"�p/ noun a space between two
things, ideas or periods of time
garbagegarbage /�"ɑ�bd�/ noun data or infor-
mation that is no longer required because it
is out of date or incorrect
garbage in garbage outgarbage in garbage out /�"ɑ�bd� n
�"ɑ�bd� �aυt/ phrase an expression
meaning that the accuracy and quality of
information that is outputted depends on
the quality of the input. Abbr GIGO

COMMENT: GIGO is sometimes taken to
mean ‘garbage in gospel out’, meaning that
whatever wrong information is put into a
computer people will always believe the
output is true.

garnergarner /�"ɑ�nə/ verb to collect or accu-
mulate something such as information or
facts
gatefoldgatefold /�"etfəυld/ noun a page in a
publication that is larger than the other
pages and is folded to fit
gatewaygateway /�"etwe/ noun a software
translation device which allows users
working in one network to access another

‘In addition, the company is offering the
IP Drum Mobile Skype Cables, which
connect a Nokia or Sony Ericsson mobile
phone to a computer, creating a gateway
from Skype to the mobile network.
Incoming Skype calls are then forwarded
through the mobile phone connected to
the computer to the mobile phone the
user is carrying.’ [Internet
Business News]

gateway pagegateway page /�"etwe ped�/ noun
the initial webpage that a visitor to a
website sees and that contains key words
and phrases that enable a search engine to
find it
gathergather /�"�ðə/ verb to compile some-
thing such as information or ideas from
various sources
gatheringgathering /�"�ðərŋ/ noun the act of
bringing printed sections together to be
bound
gathering machinegathering machine /�"�ðərŋ mə |

�ʃi�n/, gatherer noun a machine that
gathers signatures for binding
gauge

gauge /"ed�/ noun a device that meas-
ures thickness or width � verb to measure
the thickness or width of something
gauze

gauze /"ɔ�z/ noun thin woven material,
used to strengthen hinges in binding
gazetteergazetteer /�"�zə|�tə/ noun an index of
geographical place names
gear

gear /"ə/ noun a system of moving
wheels, which connect together to give
movement to a machine
gear marksgear marks /�"ə mɑ�ks/ plural noun
uneven printing caused by the rollers in a
printing press moving at different speeds
gelatinegelatine /�d�elətn/, gelatin noun a
substance obtained from animal bones,
used to make glue and size for coating
paper
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general auditgeneral audit /�d�en(ə)rəl �ɔ�dt/ noun
an examination of all the books and
accounts of a company
general booksgeneral books /�d�en(ə)rəl bυks/
plural noun books which may interest the
adult public, usually not including chil-
dren’s books, fiction or specialised books
general books editorgeneral books editor /�d�en(ə)rəl
bυks �edtə/ noun an editor at a publishing
house who is in charge of a general list.
Also called trade editor
general expensesgeneral expenses /�d�en(ə)rəl k |

�spensz/ plural noun money spent on the
day-to-day costs of running a business
general indexgeneral index /�d�en(ə)rəl �ndeks/
noun an index which covers all items in a
book
general interestgeneral interest /�d�en(ə)rəl �ntrəst/
adjective of a publication, of interest to
everybody, not on a specialist topic
general listgeneral list /�d�en(ə)rəl lst/ noun
books published by a company for the
general adult public � The general list has
improved its sales this year, while the chil-
dren’s list has fallen back.
general managergeneral manager /�d�en(ə)rəl
�m�nd�ə/ noun the manager in charge of
the administration of a company
general officegeneral office /�d�en(ə)rəl �ɒfs/ noun
the main administrative office of a
company
generategenerate /�d�enəret/ verb to cause
something to start and develop
generationgeneration /�d�enə |�reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
stage of development in the design and
manufacture of machines � fifth generation
computers 2. the period of time in which
people can grow up and have children,
usually 25 to 30 years
generic codinggeneric coding /d�ə|�nerk �kəυdŋ/
noun the coding of a document to specify
things such as headings and use of bold,
roman and italic � ASPIC is a system of
generic coding.
generic tagsgeneric tags /d�ə |�nerk t�"z/ plural
noun codes to identify the headings and
setting style for a manuscript
generic top-level domaingeneric top-level domain /d�ə|�nerk
tɒp �lev(ə)l də |�men/ noun full form of
gTLD
genre publishinggenre publishing /��ɒnrə �p�blʃŋ/
noun publishing of a fiction list, all of
which is the same type of novel, e.g.
science fiction, romantic fiction or west-
erns

gentleman’s agreementgentleman’s agreement
/�d�ent(ə)lmənz ə|�"ri�mənt/,
gentlemen’s agreement noun a verbal
agreement between two parties who
respect each other � They have a
gentleman’s agreement not to trade in each
other’s area.
geological mapgeological map /�d�i�ə|�lɒd�k(ə)l
�m�p/ noun a map which shows the types
of rock and soil in an area
get-upget-up /�"et �p/ noun US the general
format and style of a book
ghostghost /"əυst/ noun LITERAT same as
ghostwriter � verb to be the ghostwriter of
a work � His autobiography was ghosted
by John Smith.
ghosted autobiographyghosted autobiography /�"əυstd
�ɔ�təυba |�ɒ"rəfi/ noun an autobiography
apparently written by a famous person, but
in fact written by a ghostwriter
ghostingghosting /�"əυstŋ/ noun 1. the effect
when a text is printed out of register, so that
a second text appears beside the first 2. a
faint image caused by a defect in the ink
ghostwriterghostwriter /�"əυst |�ratə/ noun some-
body who writes something for or with
somebody else, the other person receiving
sole credit as the author
GIFGIF /"f/ a trade name for a graphics file
format for a file containing a bitmapped
image. Full form Graphics Interchange
Format
.gif.gif suffix a file extension for a GIF file.
Full form Graphics Interchange Format
GIF fileGIF file /�"f fal/ noun a graphics file
format for a file containing a bitmapped
image
giftgift /"ft/ noun something given as a
present
gift bookgift book /�"ft bυk/ noun a book which
is given as a present, formerly often used
for special anthologies which were given
as presents
gift coupongift coupon /�"ft �ku�pɒn/, gift token
/�"ft �təυkən/, gift voucher /�"ft
�vaυtʃə/ noun a card or voucher, bought in
a shop, which is given as a present and
which must be exchanged in that store for
goods
gift-wrapgift-wrap /�"ft r�p/ verb to wrap a
present in attractive paper � Do you want
this book gift-wrapped?
gift-wrappinggift-wrapping /�"ft �r�pŋ/ noun 1. a
service in a store for wrapping presents for
customers 2. attractive paper for wrapping
presents
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gigabytegigabyte /�""əbat/ noun
1,000,000,000 bytes
GIGOGIGO /�"a"əυ/ abbreviation garbage in
garbage out
gildinggilding /�"ldŋ/ noun the process of
putting gold leaf on a binding or on the top
edge or foredge of a book
giltgilt /"lt/ noun a shiny material, usually
gold, used as a thin covering to other mate-
rial � adjective with gold leaf decoration �
gilt in the round a foredge which is gilded
after the book has been rounded � gilt in
the square a foredge which is gilded
before the book has been rounded
gilt edgegilt edge /�"lt ed�/ noun a gold edge to
a page of a book, so that when the book is
closed it looks like a gold block
gilt-edgedgilt-edged /�"lt ed�d/ adjective
denoting a book with a gilt edge to the
pages
GIPGIP abbreviation glazed imitation parch-
ment
giveaway papergiveaway paper /�"vəwe �pepə/
noun same as free paper
glairglair, glaire noun a glue made from egg
white and vinegar, used to stick gold foil to
a book cover when blocking
glassineglassine /�"lɑ�si�n/ noun thin trans-
parent paper made from beaten pulp, used
as wrapping paper or for the windows in
window envelopes
glazeglaze /"lez/ noun a shiny coat given to
art paper
glazedglazed /"lezd/ adjective shiny or glossy
glazed imitation parchmentglazed imitation parchment /�"lezd
�mteʃ(ə)n �pɑ�tʃmənt/ noun shiny
whitish paper, used for wrapping. Abbr
GIP
glazed moroccoglazed morocco /�"lezd mə |�rɒkəυ/
noun polished goatskin leather, used as a
binding material
glazed vellumglazed vellum /�"lezd �veləm/ noun
shiny vellum, used for special documents
such as presentation scrolls
globalglobal /�"ləυb(ə)l/ adjective covering
everything
Global Positioning SystemGlobal Positioning System
/�"ləυb(ə)l pə |�zʃ(ə)nŋ �sstəm/ noun
full form of GPS
global search and replaceglobal search and replace
/�"ləυb(ə)l �s!�tʃ ən r |�ples/ noun a
search and replace function which is
applied to a whole computer file
global villageglobal village /�"ləυb(ə)l �vld�/ noun
the whole world considered as a single

community served by electronic media and
information technology

‘Given the open architecture of the world
wide web, anyone operating a website
has access to a worldwide audience – the
internet has fuelled globalisation and the
‘global village’ has become reality.’
[M2 presswire]

gloss

gloss /"lɒs/ noun a short definition,
explanation or translation of a word or
phrase that may be unfamiliar to the reader,
often located in a margin or collected in an
appendix or glossary
gloss art paper

gloss art paper /�"lɒs �ɑ�t �pepə/
noun shiny art paper
glossary

glossary /�"lɒsəri/ noun 1. an alphabet-
ical list of the specialist words used in a
document, with definitions 2. a list of
specialised terms with explanations or
translations � a glossary of chess terms �
an English-Chinese business glossary
gloss over

gloss over /�"lɒs �əυvə/ verb to inten-
tionally leave out negative information, or
treat something superficially, in order to
make it appear more attractive or accept-
able
gloss paper

gloss paper /�"lɒs �pepə/, glossy
coated paper noun paper with a shiny
finish

COMMENT: The glossiness of gloss paper is
measured in terms of the ratio of reflected
light from the paper surface to that from a
polished black tile.

glossy

glossy /�"lɒsi/ adjective smooth and
shiny � noun a photograph on glossy
paper, the best quality for reproduction
(informal) � the glossies expensive maga-
zines
glue

glue /"lu�/ noun material which sticks
items together � She put some glue on the
back of the poster to fix it to the wall. � The
glue on the envelope does not stick very
well. � verb to stick things together with
glue � He glued the label to the box. � The
cover is glued to the endpapers.

COMMENT: In hand binding, organic glues
and pastes are used; these are flour paste
or gelatine glue made from animal bones. In
commercial binding, synthetic adhesives of
the PVA type are used. These are often
thermoplastic and set when cold; they
remain flexible when set, while organic
glues tend to set hard, and so may crack.

glueing machine

glueing machine /�"lu�ŋ mə |�ʃi�n/,
gluer noun a machine which puts the glue
onto book blocks before the cover is
attached
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glyphglyph /"lf/ noun the symbol, or set of
symbols, that forms a single character in a
font
glyphicglyphic /�"lfk/ adjective based on
letters carved in stone
gmgm abbreviation gram
gmgm2, g/m2 abbreviation grams per square
metre
gnosticgnostic /�nɒstk/ adjective relating to
knowledge, especially knowledge of spir-
itual truths
gogo /"əυ/ verb 1. to circulate as informa-
tion around a place or among people 2. � to
go to bed to start printing � Your story is
too late for the first edition – the paper
went to bed thirty minutes ago. � to go to
press to start printing � The author cannot
make any more corrections – the book has
gone to press.
go-aheadgo-ahead /�"əυ ə |�hed/ adjective ener-
getic or keen to do well � He is a very go-
ahead type. � She works for a go-ahead
book packaging company.
goatskingoatskin /�"əυtskn/ noun leather from
the skin of a goat, called morocco when
used for binding
gofergofer /�"əυfə/ noun US a person who
does all types of work in an office for low
wages
goinggoing /�"əυŋ/ adjective active or busy
gold cushiongold cushion /�"əυld �kυʃ(ə)n/ noun a
soft pad on which gold leaf is kept ready
for use
goldenrodgoldenrod /�"əυldənrɒd/ noun orange
paper used to mount films for plate-making
golden sectiongolden section /�"əυld(ə)n �sekʃən/,
golden rectangle noun ideal elegant
proportions of a page, based on the ratio of
34:21

COMMENT: These proportions were first
used in medieval manuscripts and were
considered the ideal proportions for page
design. In small formats they are also
considered the ideal proportions for a type
area. They were adopted by Penguin Books
for their small paperback formats.

gold foilgold foil /�"əυld �fɔl/ noun gold-
coloured metal foil on a paper backing
gold leafgold leaf /�"əυld �li�f/ noun a very thin
sheet of real gold, used to decorate tooling
on a binding
gold rubbergold rubber /�"əυld �r�bə/, gold rug
noun a pad of soft leather used to wipe the
cover of a book to remove bits of excess
gold leaf

gold toolinggold tooling /�"əυld �tu�lŋ/ noun deco-
rations in gold leaf stamped by hand on a
binding
good colourgood colour /�"υd �k�lə/ adjective
relating to a printing job where the ink is
evenly spread
good for pressgood for press /�"υd fə �pres/ adjec-
tive US ready for printing (NOTE: The UK
term is passed for press.)
goodwillgoodwill /"υd|�wl/ noun the good repu-
tation of a business � He paid £10,000 for
the goodwill of the shop and £4,000 for the
stock.
gophergopher /�"əυfə/ noun a servicing device
within the Internet which allows access by
allowing links between systems
gothicgothic /�"ɒθk/ noun 1. an old typeface,
similar to black letter, used in the first
printed books. � Textura 2. US a block
letter in thick bold sans serif face

COMMENT: The word ‘gothic’ was used in
the 15th and 16th centuries by Italians (who
preferred roman and italic type) to refer to
the black letter faces used in Germany. By
calling it gothic, they implied that it was
barbaric. Gothic is still used to refer to the
black letter faces used in Northern Europe.

GoudyGoudy /�"aυdi/ noun an old typeface,
designed by the American typographer
Frederic Goudy in the 18th century
gougegouge /"aυd�/ noun a tool used to
impress decorative lines on a book cover
Government Printing OfficeGovernment Printing Office
/�"�v(ə)nmənt �prntŋ �ɒfs/ noun US
an American government department
which prints all government documents
(NOTE: The UK equivalent is Her Majesty’s
Stationery Office.)
GPMUGPMU noun a British trade union for the
printing and paper industries formed by the
amalgamation of NGA and SOGAT. Full
form Graphical, Paper and Media Union
GPRSGPRS /�d�i� pi� ɑ�r �es/ noun a system
that provides immediate and continuous
access to the Internet from wireless devices
such as mobile phones. Full form General
Packet Radio Service
GPSGPS abbreviation the use of satellite tech-
nology to identify the location of some-
thing such as a mobile phone anywhere
within the world, often to within a few
metres. Full form Global Positioning
System
gradationgradation /"rə |�deʃ(ə)n/ noun a series
of slight changes in colour or tone
gradegrade /"red/ verb to judge or measure
the quality of something
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graded advertising ratesgraded advertising rates /�"redd
��dvə|�tazŋ �rets/ plural noun rates
which become cheaper as you take more
advertising space
graduategraduate /�"r�d�uət/ noun a person
who has successfully completed a first
degree course at a university
graduate entrygraduate entry /�"r�d�uət �entri/
noun the entry of graduates into employ-
ment with a company � the graduate entry
into the civil service
graduate traineegraduate trainee /�"r�d�uət tre |�ni�/
noun a person who has graduated in one
subject and is receiving further training in
a specialist skill
graduate training schemegraduate training scheme
/�"r�d�uət �trenŋ ski�m/ noun a
training scheme for graduates
graingrain /"ren/ noun 1. the direction in
which the fibres run in wood � Wood
engravings are cut across the grain. 2. the
size of dots which form a photograph 3. a
spotted effect on fast photographic films
due to the size of the light-sensitive silver
halide crystals � verb to texture the surface
of a lithographic plate to allow it to hold
the ink

COMMENT: The grain on machine-made
paper is formed as the wire mesh holding
the pulp is shaken from side to side. The
fibres in the pulp fall into line lengthwise
with the web. In the case of handmade
paper, the wire is also shaken, but in
several directions, with the result that the
fibres do not lie in one direction and the
paper has no definite grain. In a reel of
paper, the grain always runs in the direction
of the web. Sheets can have the grain either
along or across the sheet, depending on
how the sheet is cut from the web. Books
are normally printed with the grain (i.e. the
grain runs down the page from top to
bottom). Printing on paper against the grain
(i.e. with the grain of the paper running from
the foredge to the gutter) may avoid
wrinkling of the pages in damp conditions,
but it has other considerable disadvantages
as it makes the book more difficult to keep
flat when open and makes the pages curve.
If paper is folded against the grain it will not
lie flat. When printing in full colour it is
desirable to print with the grain to avoid
problems of register.

grain directiongrain direction /�"ren da |�rekʃən/
noun same as machine direction
graininggraining /�"renŋ/ noun making a
grainy effect on a picture
grain shortgrain short /�"ren ʃɔ�t/ noun same as
short grain
grainygrainy /�"reni/ adjective relating to an
image that has a coarse grain � We will use

grainy photographs to achieve an old-fash-
ioned effect.
gramgram /"r�m/, gramme /"r�m/ noun a
measure of weight, one thousandth of a
kilo (NOTE: Usually written g or gm with
figures: 25g.)
grammagegrammage /�"r�md�/ noun the weight
of paper, calculated as grams per square
metre (NOTE: Usually shown as gsm, as in
80gsm paper.)
granularitygranularity /�"r�njυ|�l�rti/ noun the
number of separate components in a
system such as a web page
graphgraph /"rɑ�f/ noun a mathematical
diagram which visually shows the relation-
ship between two or more sets of variables
graphicgraphic /�"r�fk/ adjective concerned
with drawing
graphicalgraphical /�"r�fkl/ adjective referring
to something represented by graphics
graphicallygraphically /�"r�fkli/ adverb using
pictures � The sales figures are graphically
represented as a pie chart.
graphic artistgraphic artist /�"r�fk �ɑ�tst/,
graphic designer /�"r�fk d |�zanə/
noun an artist or designer who specialises
in commercial design, involving text and
illustrations
graphic colour printergraphic colour printer /�"r�fk �k�lə
�prntə/ noun a printer that can output
colour graphics
graphic displaygraphic display /�"r�fk ds|�ple/
noun a computer screen that is able to
present graphical information
graphic display resolutiongraphic display resolution /�"r�fk
d |�sple �rezəlu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the number
of pixels that a computer is able to display
on the screen
graphic novelgraphic novel /�"r�fk �nɒv(ə)l/ noun
a fictional story for adults published in the
form of a comic strip
graphic objectgraphic object /�"r�fk �ɒbd�ekt/
noun a small graphic image imported from
another drawing application and placed on
a page (NOTE: In most DTP, paint or
drawing packages, the object can be
moved, sized and positioned independ-
ently from the other elements on the page.)
graphicsgraphics /�"r�fks/ plural noun pictures
or lines which are drawn on paper or on a
screen to represent information � The
computer will output graphics such as bar
charts, pie charts and line drawings.
graphics acceleratorgraphics accelerator /�"r�fks ək|

�seləretə/ noun a video display board
with its own graphics coprocessor and
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high-speed RAM that can carry out graph-
ical drawing operations at high speed
graphics adaptergraphics adapter /�"r�fks ə|�d�ptə/
noun an electronic device in a computer
that converts software commands into
electrical signals which display graphics
on a connected monitor
graphics art terminalgraphics art terminal /�"r�fks �ɑ�t
�t!�mn(ə)l/ noun a typesetting terminal
that is used with a phototypesetter
graphics charactergraphics character /�"r�fks
�k�rktə/ noun a preprogrammed shape
that can be displayed on a non-graphical
screen instead of a character, used exten-
sively in videotext systems to display
simple pictures
graphics coprocessorgraphics coprocessor /�"r�fks kəυ|

�prəυsesə/ noun same as graphics proc-
essor
graphics filegraphics file /�"r�fks fal/ noun a
binary file which contains data describing
an image � There are many standards for
graphics files including TIFF, IMG and
EPS.
graphics file formatgraphics file format /�"r�fks fal
�fɔ�m�t/ noun a method by which data
describing an image is stored
graphics modegraphics mode /�"r�fks məυd/ noun
a videotext terminal whose displayed char-
acters are taken from a range of graphics
characters instead of text
graphics padgraphics pad /�"r�fks p�d/,
graphics tablet /�"r�fks �t�blət/ noun a
flat device that allows a user to input
graphical information into a computer by
drawing on its surface
graphics printergraphics printer /�"r�fks �prntə/
noun a printer capable of printing
bitmapped images
graphics processorgraphics processor /�"r�fks
�prəυsesə/ noun a secondary processor
used to speed up the display of graphics. It
calculates the position of pixels that form a
line or shape and display graphic lines or
shapes. Also called graphics coproc-
essor
graphics terminalgraphics terminal /�"r�fks
�t!�mn(ə)l/, graphics VDU /�"r�fks �vi�
di� �ju�/ noun a special VDU which can
display graphics
graph papergraph paper /�"rɑ�f �pepə/ noun paper
which is printed with measured squares so
that it can be used for drawing graphs
gratisgratis /�"r�ts/; /�"rɑ�ts/ adverb, adjec-
tive not costing anything � gratis copies �
The author gets six copies gratis.

grave accentgrave accent /�"rɑ�v ��ksənt/ noun a
mark placed over a vowel (e.g. è) to show
how it should be pronounced

COMMENT: Grave accents are used in
French (è, à, ù) to indicate a pronunciation
change or a spelling change. They are used
in other languages to show stress.

gravergraver /�"revə/ noun a tool used in
engraving
gravuregravure /"rə |�vjυə/ noun a method of
printing where the ink is in hollows etched
into a copper surface, with the top surface
being wiped clean so that when the paper is
pressed onto the plate the ink from the
hollows is transferred to it. � photogra-
vure
gray goodsgray goods /�"re "υdz/ plural noun US
uncoloured cloth for binding
greasy inkgreasy ink /�"ri�si ŋk/ noun ink used in
lithography

COMMENT: The image is drawn on the stone
or plate with greasy ink; the surface is then
wetted and printing ink is applied. The
printing ink is repelled by the water but held
by the greasy ink lines.

greekgreek /"ri�k/ noun meaningless mixed
letters used to make typeset text used in
layouts
Greek alphabetGreek alphabet /�"ri�k ��lfəbet/ noun
the alphabet used in ancient and modern
Greek, which contains 24 characters
greeked textgreeked text /�"ri�kt �tekst/ noun same
as dummy text
greekinggreeking /�"ri�kŋ/ noun the act of using
meaningless jumbled letters or random text
as a placeholder for actual text in a page
layout
grey balancegrey balance /�"re �b�ləns/ noun a
condition in a colour reproduction system
where the values of the primary colours are
balanced to give a visually neutral grey
grey boardgrey board /�"re bɔ�d/ noun a pale grey
cardboard used in binding
grey literaturegrey literature /�"re �lt(ə)rətʃə/ noun
articles and information published, espe-
cially on the Internet, without a commer-
cial purpose or the mediation of a commer-
cial publisher
grey scalegrey scale /�"re skel/ noun 1. shades
of grey that are used to measure the correct
exposure when filming 2. shades which are
produced from displaying what should be
colour information on a monochrome
monitor
gridgrid /"rd/ noun a system of numbered
squares allowing points to be easily plotted
or located
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COMMENT: Grids are used by designers and
paste-up artists for laying out magazines
and books, where the page size, type area
and general layout remain the same for
each page. The designer will prepare a
master grid, showing the basic proportions
of the page, with its trim size, type area,
headlines, folio positions, margins, etc., and
this is used when pasting up each page.

grid gaugegrid gauge /�"rd "ed�/ noun a posi-
tioning tool for microfiche image display
grid structuregrid structure /�"rd �str�ktʃə/ noun a
structure based on a grid
grindgrind /"rand/ verb to crush something
into tiny pieces � Wood from softwood
trees is ground up to make woodpulp.
grindergrinder /�"randə/ noun a machine for
crushing wood, as the first stage in paper-
making
gripper edgegripper edge /�"rpə ed�/ noun the
edge of a sheet of paper which is held by
the grippers and goes through the press
first
grippersgrippers /�"rpəz/ plural noun little
metal fingers which hold the paper in place
and pull it through the printing press
groovegroove /"ru�v/ noun a low space between
the cover board and the spine, where the
covers hinge, and which, if it is large
enough, will allow the book to lie flat when
open
gross margingross margin /"rəυs �mɑ�d�n/ noun a
percentage difference between the unit
manufacturing cost and the received price
gross profitgross profit /�"rəυs �prɒft/ noun the
difference between revenue and direct
costs
gross weightgross weight /�"rəυs �wet/ noun the
total weight of something including all
packaging
grotgrot /"rəυ|�tesk/, grotesque noun any
sans serif typeface

COMMENT: Sans faces are called ‘grot’ in
British English and ‘gothic’ in US English.
The first sans faces appeared in the first
part of the 19th century and were called
‘grotesque’ because they seemed so
strange.

groundwood pulpgroundwood pulp /�"raυndwυd p�lp/
noun US woodpulp which has been ground
by a machine (NOTE: The UK term is
mechanical pulp.)
groupwaregroupware /�"ru�pweə/ noun software
designed to be shared collaboratively by a
number of users on a computer network
gsmgsm noun a way of showing the weight of
paper used in printing. Full form grams
per square metre

gTLD

gTLD /�d�i� ti� el �di�/ noun the portion of
an Internet address that identifies it as
belonging to a specific generic domain
class, e.g. com, edu or gov. Full form
generic top-level domain
guard

guard /"ɑ�d/ noun 1. something which
protects, especially a card which protects
an illustration or a strip of linen pasted onto
the back fold of a signature 2. a strip of
paper sewn between sections of a book, to
which tipped-in illustrations can be glued,
also used to increase the bulk at the spine
so as to allow space for folded maps or
plates to be inserted
guarding

guarding /�"ɑ�dŋ/ noun 1. the joining of
a single sheet to a book or magazine 2. the
act of pasting a strip of paper or gauze to
the fold of a signature to repair or
strengthen it
guideguide /"ad/ noun 1. a book of instruc-
tions 2. a person who shows people the
way
guide bars

guide bars /�"ad bɑ�z/ plural noun
special lines in a barcode which show the
start and finish of the code � The standard
guide bars are two thin lines that are a
little longer than the coding lines.
guidebook

guidebook /�"adbυk/ noun a book
containing information for tourists about a
country, place or institution
guideline

guideline /�"adlan/ noun 1. general
instructions given to a compositor 2. an
unofficial suggestion from the manage-
ment as to how something should be done
� All editors should follow the guidelines
for dealing with agents which have been
laid down by the editorial director. 3. a line
on artwork, showing the edge of the
printing area
guild

guild /"ld/ noun an association of people
with similar interests or skills who join
together to support each other
guillemets

guillemets /�"i�əme/ plural noun small
angled quotation marks (« and »), used in
some languages to indicate speech, when
in English inverted commas would be
used. Also called chevrons, duck-foot
quotes
guillotine

guillotine /�"ləti�n/ noun a device used
for cutting and trimming paper � verb to
cut paper with a guillotine
gum

gum /"�m/ noun a type of glue which is
made from plant resin � He stuck the label
to the box with gum. � verb to stick with
glue
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gum arabic

gum arabic /�"�m ��rəbk/ noun gum
made from resin from acacia trees, used as
an adhesive on stamps and labels
gummed label

gummed label /"�md �leb(ə)l/ noun a
label with dry glue on it, which has to be
made wet to make it stick
gummed paper

gummed paper /�"�md �pepə/ noun
paper with dry glue on it, which sticks if it
is moistened
gummed tape

gummed tape /�"�md �tep/ noun
paper tape with glue on it, which sticks
when moistened
gumming up

gumming up /�"�mŋ ��p/ noun the
process of covering a lithographic stone
with a thin layer of gum arabic, to enhance
the printed image
gusset

gusset /�"�sət/ noun folded paper which
forms the expanding edge of a pocket

GutenbergGutenberg /�"υtənb!�"/ noun Johannes
Gutenberg (1399?–1468), a German
printer, and the inventor of printing as we
know it. Gutenberg was the man who saw
that separate pieces of metal type, one for
each letter, could be duplicated by being
cast from matrices, and that these separate
pieces of type could then be put together in
rows, clamped into chases, inked and
multiple impressions taken from them.
This method of typesetting did not materi-
ally change until the phototypesetting
machines of the 1960s.
guttergutter /�"�tə/ noun the inside margin
between two pages of type. Compare
foredge margin
gutter pressgutter press /�"�tə pres/ noun a name
for the tabloid newspapers which print
large amounts of gossip rather than factual
news. � yellow press
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hachehache /h�ʃ/ noun a symbol (#) to indi-
cate a space, or to indicate the word
‘number.’ � hash
hackhack /h�k/ noun a writer who produces
poor-quality material only for money
hack workhack work /�h�k w!�k/ noun an unin-
spired work written to order
hack writerhack writer /�h�k �ratə/ noun a writer
who will write anything to order
hagglehaggle /�h�"(ə)l/ verb to discuss prices
and terms and try to reduce them � to
haggle over the details of a contract � After
two days’ haggling the agreement was
signed.
hairlinehairline /�heəlan/ noun a very thin line
or a thin stroke on a character, as opposed
to the main stem
hairline serifhairline serif /�heəlan �serf/ noun a
serif which is simply a thin straight line
hair spacehair space /�heə spes/ noun a very thin
space between characters, in letterpress
half a point or one twelfth of an em wide
halationhalation /hə|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a halo effect
in the light parts of a photograph, caused
by light reflecting back from the emulsion
halfhalf /hɑ�f/ noun one of two parts into
which something is divided � The first half
of the book is the text, and the rest is taken
up with supplements. � adjective divided
into two parts
half bindinghalf binding /�hɑ�f �bandŋ/ noun a
type of bookbinding in which the back and
sometimes the corners of a book are bound
in one material and the sides in another
half bound bookhalf bound book /�hɑ�f baυnd �bυk/
noun a book with a style of binding which
was common from the beginning of the
19th century, where binding leathers or
vellum were used on the spine and corners
and the rest of the boards were covered
with marbled paper or plain paper and
cloth

half leather bindinghalf leather binding /�hɑ�f �leðə
�bandŋ/ noun a binding on a hardcover
book, where the spine and corners are
covered with leather and the rest is left in
ordinary cloth or paper
half line blockhalf line block /�hɑ�f lan �blɒk/ noun a
line block where the lines appear greyer,
made by using parallel cross-lines
half measurehalf measure /�hɑ�f �me�ə/ noun a
process in which type is set at half its
normal width, usually to leave space for an
illustration
half pagehalf page /�hɑ�f �ped�/ noun half of a
full page � We need to save a half page
from the index. � The book has sixteen half
page line drawings.
half platehalf plate /�hɑ�f �plet/ noun 1. an illus-
tration which takes half a page 2. a
common format for small photographs, 6 x
4 inches
half sheet workhalf sheet work /�hɑ�f �ʃi�t �w!�k/
noun a printing process in which both sides
of a sheet are printed from the same forme,
giving two identical copies. � work and
twist
half spacehalf space /�hɑ�f �spes/ noun a paper
movement in a printer by half the amount
of a normal character
half stuffhalf stuff /�hɑ�f �st�f/ noun paper pulp
ready for the beater
half titlehalf title /�hɑ�f �tat(ə)l/ noun the first
page of a book with only the title and not
the details of the publisher or author
halftonehalftone /�hɑ�ftəυn/, half-tone noun 1.
continuous shading of a printed area 2. a
shade of grey appearing to be halfway
between white and black 3. an illustration
made using the halftone process � a book
with 25 halftone illustrations � We need a
full page halftone facing the beginning of
the chapter.

COMMENT: Halftones are made by breaking
up a continuous tone pattern into a series of
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dots of varying sizes. When printed, the
dots appear to merge into a continuous
tone, though if you look at them closely the
dots are visible. The dots are created by
scanning or by photographing the original
through a screen, which is a mesh of criss-
cross lines or a series of dots.

halftone blockhalftone block /�hɑ�ftəυn blɒk/ noun
an illustration on a copper block where the
image has been broken up by a screen so
that it is made up of a series of dots of
different sizes
halftone processhalftone process /�hɑ�ftəυn
�prəυses/, halftoning noun the process of
making halftones from photographs
halftone screenhalftone screen /�hɑ�ftəυn skri�n/
noun a screen with cross-lines or a grid of
dots used for preparing a halftone illustra-
tion
half uphalf up /�hɑ�f ��p/ adjective relating to an
illustration which is prepared at one and a
half times the size it will be printed in the
book
half-yearhalf-year /�hɑ�f �jiə/ noun six months of
an accounting period
half-yearlyhalf-yearly /�hɑ�f �jəli/ adjective 1.
happening every six months � a half-
yearly magazine 2. relating to a period of
six months � a half-yearly royalty state-
ment � adverb every six months � We pay
some royalties half-yearly.
halidehalide /�helad/ noun a silver compound
which is used to provide a light-sensitive
coating on photographic film and paper
halohalo /�heləυ/ noun 1. a photographic
effect seen as a dark region with a very
bright line around it, caused by pointing
the camera into the light 2. thicker ink at
the edge of halftone dots, which makes the
dots darker
handhand /h�nd/ noun a printed sign indi-
cating a reference or the beginning of a
paragraph
handbillhandbill /�h�ndbl/ noun a sheet of
printed paper, printed on one side only,
handed out to members of the public as an
advertisement
handbindinghandbinding /�h�ndbandŋ/ noun
binding in which each book is bound sepa-
rately by a trained operator
handbookhandbook /�h�ndbυk/ noun a book of
advice and instructions
handboundhandbound /�h�ndbaυnd/ adjective
bound separately by a trained operator �
An illustrated edition of Shakespeare has
been handbound in white leather.

hand-colouredhand-coloured /�h�nd �k�ləd/ adjec-
tive relating to an image such as a line
drawing that has been coloured by hand �
an early 19th-century travel book with
hand-coloured illustrations
H & JH & J /�etʃ ənd �d�e/, h & j abbreviation
hyphenation and justification
handlehandle /�h�nd(ə)l/ verb to deal with or
accept responsibility for a situation or
people
hand letteringhand lettering /�h�nd �letərŋ/ noun
the drawing of letters by hand, used when
designing publicity material
handling chargeshandling charges /�h�ndlŋ
�tʃɑ�d�z/ plural noun money to be paid
for packing and invoicing, for moving
goods from one place to another, or for
dealing with something in general � The
company adds on 5% handling charges for
processing orders on our behalf.
handling stiffnesshandling stiffness /�h�ndlŋ
�stfnəs/ noun the amount of stiffness in
paper such as newsprint which is handled a
lot
handmadehandmade /�h�ndmed/ adjective made
by hand, not by machine
handmade paperhandmade paper /�h�ndmed �pepə/
noun paper which is made by hand, using a
hand mould to take stock from a vat and
then, after the water has been shaken out,
dried on felt pads
hand mouldhand mould /�h�nd məυld/ noun a
wooden frame with a wire mesh bottom, in
which handmade paper is made
handouthandout /�h�ndaυt/ noun a printed
paper which supports a talk or lecture with
summaries or other information
hand presshand press /�h�nd pres/ noun a
printing press which is operated by hand,
printing one sheet at a time � The book of
poems was printed on his own hand press.
hand rollerhand roller /�h�nd �rəυlə/ noun a roller
used to ink the type by hand on a hand
press
hand-sethand-set /�h�nd �set/ verb to set metal
type by hand
hand-settinghand-setting /�h�nd �setŋ/ noun the
setting of a text in metal type by hand
hand-set typehand-set type /�h�nd set �tap/ noun a
type which has been set by hand
hand sewinghand sewing /�h�nd �səυŋ/ noun the
sewing of the sections of a book together
by hand
handwritinghandwriting /�h�ndratŋ/ noun a
system of putting words on paper using a
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pen or pencil � Everyone has their own
distinctive style of handwriting.
handwrittenhandwritten /�h�nd|�rt(ə)n/ adjective
written with a pen or pencil rather than
printed by a machine
hanging figureshanging figures /�h�ŋŋ �f"əz/ plural
noun figures which have ascenders and
descenders
hanging indenthanging indent /�h�ŋŋ �ndent/ noun
a type of indentation where the first line is
full out and the rest of the paragraph is
indented. Also called reverse indent
hanging paragraphhanging paragraph /�h�ŋŋ
�p�rə"rɑ�f/ noun a paragraph with the
first line full width and the rest indented
hardbackhardback /�hɑ�db�k/ noun a copy of a
book with a board cover. Compare paper-
back
hardback rightshardback rights /�hɑ�db�k rats/
plural noun the right to publish a hardback
edition of a book which was originally
published as a paperback
hard bargainhard bargain /�hɑ�d �bɑ�"n/ noun a
bargain with difficult terms
hardboundhardbound /�hɑ�dbaυnd/ adjective
bound as a book in a stiff cover
hard cashhard cash /�hɑ�d �k�ʃ/ noun money in
notes and coins which is ready at hand
hard copyhard copy /�hɑ�d �kɒpi/ noun a printed
version of a document held on a computer
hardcoverhardcover /�hɑ�dk�və/ noun PUBL same
as hardback
hard currencyhard currency /�hɑ�d �k�rənsi/ noun
the currency of a country which has a
strong economy and which can be changed
into other currencies easily � a hard
currency deal � Exports which can earn
hard currency for the Soviet Union. �
These goods must be paid for in hard
currency.
hard diskhard disk /�hɑ�d dsk/ noun a rigid
magnetic disk usually built into a
computer, which can store much more data
than a floppy disk
hard hyphenhard hyphen /�hɑ�d �haf(ə)n/ noun a
hyphen which is part of the normal spelling
of a word. Also called required hyphen
hard mechanicalhard mechanical /�hɑ�d m|

�k�nk(ə)l/ noun a physical paste-up of
text and illustrations on paper, ready to be
photographed. Compare soft mechanical
hard packinghard packing /�hɑ�d �p�kŋ/ noun stiff
paper used to wrap round a printing
cylinder to give a sharp image when
printing on hard paper

hard pencilhard pencil /�hɑ�d �pens(ə)l/ noun a
pencil with a hard lead making precise
grey lines
hard sellinghard selling /�hɑ�d �selŋ/ noun the act
of selling by using great persuasive efforts
� A lot of hard selling went into that deal.
hard-sized paperhard-sized paper /�hɑ�d sazd �pepə/
noun paper containing a large quantity of
size
hardwarehardware /�hɑ�dweə/ noun the
machinery of a computer, rather than the
programs written for it
hardwoodhardwood /�hɑ�dwυd/ noun wood from
a tree which loses its leaves in winter, as
opposed to conifers which give softwood
hardwood pulphardwood pulp /�hɑ�dwυd p�lp/ noun
paper pulp from hardwood trees, which
gives a bulky opaque paper
Hart’s RulesHart’s Rules /�hɑ�ts ru�lz/ plural noun a
book of instructions on spelling, hyphena-
tion and punctuation, originally published
for the benefit of staff at Oxford University
Press, but used by most printers and
publishers (NOTE: The American equivalent
is the Manual of Style published by the
University of Chicago Press. The full title is
‘Hart’s Rules for Compositors and Readers
at the University Press, Oxford’.)
Harvard systemHarvard system /�hɑ�vəd �sstəm/
noun a bibliographic reference system,
used in academic publishing, in which the
author and date are given in the text and the
full reference is supplied in a general list of
references
hashhash /h�ʃ/, hashmark /�h�ʃmɑ�k/ noun
US a printed sign (#) which indicates one
of a series of numbers
hatchinghatching /�h�tʃŋ/ noun a series of lines
drawn across an illustration to indicate
tones
headhead /hed/ noun the top or most impor-
tant part or person � verb 1. to be the
manager or the most important person � to
head a department � He is heading a
buying mission to China. 2. to put a title to
a chapter or page, etc. � See the paragraph
headed ‘Final Comments’.
headbandheadband /�hedb�nd/ noun a decora-
tive strip, often in two colours, along the
top of the back of the book, inside the spine
headboxheadbox /�hedbɒks/ noun a vat of liquid
pulp from which the pulp passes onto the
wire mesh to be made into paper. Also
called flowbox
head buyerhead buyer /�hed �baə/ noun the most
important buyer in a department store
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headcapheadcap /�hedk�p/ noun a piece of
leather binding on the spine, which folds
over at the top and bottom and is tucked
into the spine
headed paperheaded paper /�hedd �pepə/ noun
notepaper with the name of the company
and its address printed on it
headerheader /�hedə/ noun 1. (in a document) a
piece of text that appears at the very top of
each page, containing e.g. the chapter
name and the page number. � footer 2. the
beginning of an e-mail message with full
information about the recipient’s address,
sender’s name and address and any
delivery options
header blockheader block /�hedə blɒk/ noun a block
of data at the beginning of a file, which
contains the file characteristics
headingheading /�hedŋ/ noun a word, phrase,
title or name at the beginning of a page,
section or catalogue entry
headlineheadline /�hedlan/ noun 1. the title at
the top of a page in a book or the title of an
article in a newspaper story 2. a spoken list
of items to be covered in a radio or TV
news bulletin
headlinerheadliner /�hedlanə/ noun a typesetting
machine which produces display setting
head marginhead margin /�hed �mɑ�d�n/ noun the
margin between the text and the top of the
page
head of departmenthead of department /�hed əv d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a person who is respon-
sible for a group of people working in the
same department
headpieceheadpiece /�hedpi�s/ noun a decorative
design at the beginning of a chapter.
Compare tailpiece
head uphead up /�hed ��p/ verb to be in charge of
a group � He has been appointed to head
up our European organisation.
headwordheadword /�hedw!�d/ noun the main
entry word in a dictionary
heater boxheater box /�hi�tə bɒks/ noun a box in
which a die is placed to be heated before
tooling
heatsealedheatsealed /�hi�tsi�ld/ adjective relating
to shrink-wrapping which is sealed by
heating
heat sealingheat sealing /�hi�t �si�lŋ/ noun the act
of sealing plastic shrink-wrapping by
heating it
heat-set inkheat-set ink /�hi�t set �ŋk/ noun ink
which dries when it is heated, used e.g. in
a heat-set web offset machine

heat transfer copierheat transfer copier /�hi�t �tr�nsf!�
�kɒpiə/ noun a type of small copying
machine which takes the print dye from
printed paper and transfers it to another
surface such as paper or cloth
heavyheavy /�hevi/ adjective thick or bold � a
book printed in heavy type
heavy equipmentheavy equipment /�hevi |�kwpmənt/
noun large machines such as for making
cars or for printing
heavy ruleheavy rule /�hevi ru�l/ noun a thick line
heightheight /hat/ noun a measurement of how
tall or high something is
height to paperheight to paper /�hat tə �pepə/ noun
the standard height of metal type, 0.918
inches or 23.3mm in the UK and USA
hell boxhell box /�hel bɒks/ noun a box in which
broken pieces of type, or type that is in the
wrong case, can be put
hemphemp /hemp/ noun a plant used for
making rope and paper

COMMENT: Hemp waste or old ropes are
used to make pulp: hemp paper is very thin,
but strong and opaque. India paper and
airmail paper can be made from hemp.

hempel quoinhempel quoin /�hemp(ə)l kɔn/ noun a
quoin used to tighten a forme, by placing it
in a corner of the forme and tightening it
with a key
Hercules graphics adapterHercules graphics adapter
/�h!�kju�li�z �"r�fks ə|�d�ptə/ noun a
standard for high-resolution mono
graphics adapter developed by Hercules
Corporation that can display text or
graphics at a resolution of 720x348 pixels.
Abbr HGA
Her Majesty’s Stationery OfficeHer Majesty’s Stationery Office
/�h!� �m�d�əstz �steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri �ɒfs/
noun the publications office of the British
government. Abbr HMSO
Hewlett Packard LaserJetHewlett Packard LaserJet /�hewlət
�p�kɑ�d �lezəd�et/, HP LaserJet /�etʃ
�pi� �lezəd�et/ noun a laser printer manu-
factured by Hewlett Packard which uses its
PCL language to describe a page
Hewlett Packard Printer Control LanguageHewlett Packard Printer Control
Language /�hewlət �p�kɑ�d �prntə
kən |�trəυl �l�ŋ"wd�/ noun a standard set
of commands developed by Hewlett
Packard to allow a software application to
control a laser printer’s functions. Abbr
HP-PCL
HGAHGA abbreviation Hercules graphics
adapter
hickeyhickey /�hki/, hicky noun a dirty mark
on a printed sheet made by dust or ink on a
film or plate
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hidehide /had/ noun leather made from the
skin of animals older than a calf, used for
binding large-format books
hi-endhi-end /�ha end/ noun a pre-press system
of larger capacity and range than a DTP
system, found in specialised trade houses
high-bulk antiquehigh-bulk antique /�ha b�lk �n|�ti�k/
noun US light, very thick paper, formerly
used for children’s books (NOTE: The UK
term is featherweight antique.)
higher learninghigher learning /�haə �l!�nŋ/ noun
education or study at university level
highest bidderhighest bidder /�haəst �bdə/ noun a
person who offers the most money at an
auction � The property was sold to the
highest bidder.
high gloss paperhigh gloss paper /�ha "lɒs �pepə/
noun paper with a very shiny finish
high-gradehigh-grade /�ha "red/ adjective of
very good quality � a high-grade art paper
high-level languagehigh-level language /�ha �lev(ə)l
�l�ŋ"wd�/ noun a computer program-
ming language that is easy to use and uses
natural language
highlighthighlight /�halat/ verb to colour or
mark text on a document or computer
screen to make it stand out from the rest
highlight bumphighlight bump /�halat b�mp/ noun
an act of increasing the sharpness of the
highlights in a halftone by exposing the
film to the original a second time, after
screening
highlightshighlights /�halats/ plural noun 1. the
main white or light-coloured parts of an
illustration 2. characters or symbols treated
to make them stand out from the rest of the
text, often by using bold type
high qualityhigh quality /�ha �kwɒlti/ adjective
very best quality � The firm specialises in
high quality four-colour printing.
high-resolutionhigh-resolution /�ha �rezə |�lu�ʃ(ə)n/
adjective relating to the ability to display or
detect a very large number of pixels per
unit area. Abbr hi-res

COMMENT: Currently, high-resolution
graphics displays can show images at a
resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels, high-
resolution printers can print at 600 or 800
dots per inch and a high-resolution scanner
can scan at a resolution of 800 or 1200 dots
per inch.

high spaceshigh spaces /�ha �spesz/, high
quads plural noun spaces in letterpress
which are the shoulder height of the type
highspeed skiphighspeed skip /�haspi�d skp/ noun
a rapid movement in a printer to miss the
perforations in continuous stationery

hingehinge /hnd�/ noun a line along which a
book cover bends, where the front or back
of the cover joins the spine, strengthened in
cased books by a strip of gauze
hinged stylehinged style /�hnd�d stal/ noun a
type of cut flush paperback binding where
the cover is creased in four places, head to
foot, and glue is applied to the spine and
about 3mm to first and last pages
hirehire /�haə/ noun the act of paying money
to rent a car, boat or piece of equipment for
a time
hi-reshi-res /�ha �rez/ abbreviation high-reso-
lution
histogramhistogram /�hstə"r�m/ noun a graph
on which the data is represented by vertical
or horizontal bars
historical figurehistorical figure /h|�stɒrk(ə)l �f"ə/
noun a person who was current in the past
historical novelhistorical novel /h |�stɒrk(ə)l
�nɒv(ə)l/ noun a type of fiction where the
action is accurately placed in some definite
time in the past
historic costhistoric cost /h |�stɒrk �kɒst/, histor-
ical cost /h|�stɒrk(ə)l �kɒst/ noun the
actual cost of something which was made
some time ago
hithit /ht/ noun 1. a successful match when
searching a database 2. a response to a
request sent from an Internet browser
HM Revenue and CustomsHM Revenue and Customs /�atʃ em
�revənju� ən �k�stəmz/ noun the UK
government department which deals with
taxes on imports and with VAT. Abbr
HMRC
HMSOHMSO abbreviation Her Majesty’s
Stationery Office
holding linesholding lines /�həυldŋ �f"əz/ plural
noun lines on a page design, showing
where the artwork is to be placed
holdoutholdout /�həυldaυt/ noun the degree of
resistance to ink absorption of a piece of
paper
holiday entitlementholiday entitlement /�hɒlde n|

�tat(ə)lmənt/ noun the number of days’
paid holiday which an employee has the
right to take � She has not used up all her
holiday entitlement.
Holland clothHolland cloth /�hɒlənd klɒθ/ noun a
stiff cloth used to strengthen hinges
hollander beaterhollander beater /�hɒləndə �bi�tə/
noun a machine for beating paper pulp
hollowhollow /�hɒləυ/ adjective empty or with
nothing inside � noun 1. a space between
the back and the sewn signatures 2. a paper
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tube glued to the spine of a book and to the
covers, in order to strengthen the binding
hollow back bindinghollow back binding /�hɒləυ b�k
�bandŋ/ noun binding in which the back
is not glued to the spine of the book block,
but is rounded to leave a space between it
and the sewn signatures. Also called open
back binding
hologramhologram /�hɒlə"r�m/ noun a three-
dimensional photographic image created
by laser beams
holographholograph /�hɒlə"rɑ�f/ noun a book or
document written in the author’s own
handwriting
home countryhome country /�həυm �k�ntri/ noun a
country where a company is based
homepagehomepage /�həυmped�/ noun 1. the
opening page of an Internet website 2.
somebody’s personal website on the
Internet, often containing personal data,
photographs or contact information
home-produced productshome-produced products /�həυm
prə|�dju�st �prɒd�kts/ plural noun prod-
ucts manufactured in the country where a
company is based
home saleshome sales /�həυm �selz/ plural noun
sales in the country where a company is
based. Also called domestic sales
home tradehome trade /�həυm �tred/ noun trade
in the country where a company is based
honorariumhonorarium /�ɒnə |�reəriəm/ noun a
payment made for professional services
which are usually provided without charge
hook downhook down /�hυk daυn/ noun the end of
a line which runs over to the next line and
is attached to the line below with a bracket
hooked plateshooked plates /�hυkt plets/ plural
noun plates that have a narrow folded edge
which hooks round a printed section
hook uphook up /�hυk �p/ noun the end of a line
which runs over to the next line and is
attached to the line above with a bracket
hopperhopper /�hɒpə/ noun the part of a
finishing machine onto which folded
sections are loaded so that they can be
bound
horizontal axishorizontal axis /�hɒrzɒnt(ə)l ��kss/
noun reference lines used for horizontal
coordinates on a graph
horizontal dimensionhorizontal dimension /�hɒr|�zɒnt(ə)l
da|�menʃən/ noun the width of a page
from inside margin to outside margin
horizontal formathorizontal format /�hɒrzɒnt(ə)l
�fɔ�m�t/ noun US a book format where
the spine and foredge are shorter than the

top and bottom edges (NOTE: The UK term
is landscape format.)
horizontal wraparoundhorizontal wraparound
/�hɒrzɒnt(ə)l �r�pə |�raυnd/ noun move-
ment of a cursor on a computer display
from the end of one line to the beginning of
the next
hosthost /həυst/ noun the main computer in a
system which allows access to online data-
bases � verb to provide storage space on a
server computer where a user can store
files or data, often used to store the files
required for a website
hostinghosting /�həυstŋ/ noun the business of
putting websites onto the Internet so that
people can visit them
hosting optionhosting option /�həυstŋ �ɒpʃən/ noun
any of the different kinds of hosting that a
business may use when putting a website
on the Internet and that are usually
provided by specialist hosting companies
host servicehost service /�həυst �s!�vs/ noun a
company that provides connections to the
Internet and storage space on its computers
which can store the files for a user’s
website
hot-ground pulphot-ground pulp /�hɒt "raυnd �p�lp/
noun paper pulp which has been ground
with very little water, allowing the pulp to
become hotter
hotlinehotline /�hɒtlan/ noun a direct telephone
line giving direct access, used e.g. for
quick ordering, for complaints or between
heads of governments
hot linkhot link /�hɒt �lŋk/ noun a command
within a hypertext program that links a
hotspot or hotword on one page with a
second destination page which is displayed
if the user selects the hotspot
hot melt adhesivehot melt adhesive /�hɒt melt əd |

�hi�sv/ noun binding glue which is heated
before being used
hot metal compositionhot metal composition /�hɒt �met(ə)l
�kɒmpə |�zʃ(ə)n/, hot metal, hot type
noun a form of typesetting where charac-
ters or whole words or lines of type are set
using molten metal, from instructions
given to the setting machine on perforated
tape produced by the compositor’s
keyboard � The book was set in hot metal.
� We used hot metal setting for his last
book.

COMMENT: Hot metal setting was used both
for books and for newspapers for over 100
years. The ‘Guardian’ newspaper was still
being set in hot metal in 1987. This type of
setting is still occasionally used by jobbing
printers.
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hot presshot press /�hɒt pres/ noun a press used
to block letters on a cover
hot-pressed paperhot-pressed paper /�hɒt prest �pepə/
noun paper which is pressed between
heated metal plates to make it smooth
hot-pressinghot-pressing /�hɒt �presŋ/ noun the
blocking of letters on a cover with a hot
stamp
hotspothotspot /�hɒtspɒt/ noun a special area
on an image or display that does something
when the cursor is moved onto it � The
image of the trumpet is a hotspot and will
play a sound when you move the pointer
over it.
hotwordhotword /�hɒtw!�d/ noun a word within
displayed text that does something when
the cursor is moved onto it or it is selected
hot zonehot zone /�hɒt zəυn/ noun a text area to
the left of the right margin in a word-proc-
essed document, where if a word does not
fit completely into the line, a hyphen is
automatically inserted
househouse /haυz/ noun a company, especially
a publishing company � a French
publishing house � She works for a trade
publishing house. � We employ six in-
house keyboarders.
house adhouse ad /�haυs �d/ noun an advertise-
ment in a magazine, advertising something
offered for sale by the magazine itself,
used to fill advertising space that has not
been sold
house copyhouse copy /�haυs �kɒpi/ noun a copy
of a magazine or book used in the
publisher’s offices
house correctionshouse corrections /�haυs kə |

�rekʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun corrections noted
by the proofreaders employed by the
printer or publisher
house editorhouse editor /�haυs �edtə/ noun an
editor employed by a publishing company
house journalhouse journal /�haυs �d�!�n(ə)l/ noun
an internal magazine giving information
and news to the employees of a company or
organisation. Also called house maga-
zine

‘…the new premises are said to be ‘a
sixth of the cost’ and have better facilities
for training and meetings… the
organisation will offer a full package of
membership benefits as before –
including Aslib journals from Emerald, a
range of training courses, and the
monthly Managing Information house
journal.’ [Information World Review]

house magazinehouse magazine /�haυs m�"ə|�zi�n/
noun same as house journal
house organhouse organ /�haυs �ɔ�"ən/ noun a
magazine published by a business or other
organisation for its employees or
customers, containing information about
the company, its products and its
employees
house readerhouse reader /�haυs �ri�də/ noun a
proofreader employed by a printer or
publishing house
house stylehouse style /�haυs �stal/ noun a style
of writing and presentation that is specific
to a particular group, company or organisa-
tion

COMMENT: The aim of a house style is to
give consistency to all the products of a
publishing house, thus making them more
recognisable to the reading public. In the
case of magazines, contributors will be sent
a style sheet which shows how they should
lay out their contributions. A house style will
cover many aspects of layout, such as
headlines, position of folios, typefaces and
sizes; it will also cover details of spelling
and punctuation: the form for writing dates
(1st January 1999 or January 1st, 1999 or
1st Jan. 1999 or 01.01.99, etc.); the use of
full stops after abbreviations (Mr or Mr.,
P.O.Box or PO Box, etc.). Most publishing
companies have their own style sheets
which are given to editors and form part of
the training programme for new editorial
and production staff. Many printers as well
as publishers have their own house style
and many follow the style of one of the
University Presses (Oxford and
Cambridge).

house-to-househouse-to-house /�haυs tə �haυs/
adjective going from one house to the next,
asking people to buy something � house-
to-house encyclopedia selling
how-to bookhow-to book /�haυ �tu� �bυk/ noun US
same as do-it-yourself handbook
HP/PCLHP/PCL abbreviation Hewlett Packard
Printer Control Language
HTMLHTML /�etʃ ti� em �el/ noun a series of
special codes which define the typeface
and style that should be used when
displaying the text and also allow hypertext
links to other parts of the document or to
other documents. Full form HyperText
Markup Language. � SGML, XML
.html.html suffix a file extension for an HTML
file. Full form HyperText Markup
Language

COMMENT: Normally used to define screens
used in the World Wide Web on the
Internet, similar to SGML; for example, the
‘<p>’ code means new paragraph, the ‘<b>’
code means display in bold. A document
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coded in HTML can be displayed on any
viewer software that understands HTML.

HTTPHTTP /�etʃ ti� ti� �pi�/ noun a series of
commands used by a browser to ask an
Internet web server for information about a
webpage. Full form hypertext transfer
protocol
humidityhumidity /hju� |�mdti/ noun the amount
of moisture in a substance such as paper
Hunter Lab valuesHunter Lab values /�h�ntə l�b
�v�lju�z/ plural noun US colour measure-
ment scales used to measure colour values
hurthurt /h!�t/ verb to harm or damage some-
thing � The bad publicity did not hurt our
sales. � The company has been hurt by the
cuts in educational expenditure. � It won’t
hurt to let the author make a few changes.
hurt bookshurt books /�h!�t bυks/ plural noun US
damaged or soiled books, which are then
sold cheaply
hybrid libraryhybrid library /�habrd �labrəri/ noun
a place in which information can be
accessed both in hard copy and electronic
formats
hybrid typefacehybrid typeface /�habrd �tapfes/
noun a computer-generated typeface
which combines elements of several faces
hydrapulperhydrapulper /�hadrəp�lpə/ noun a
tank in which dry pulp and other ingredi-
ents are added to water when making paper
hydrationhydration /ha |�dreʃ(ə)n/ noun a condi-
tion of paper pulp where water does not
drain away from it through the mesh
hygrometerhygrometer /ha|�"rɒmtə/ noun an
instrument which measures relative
humidity
hypehype /hap/ noun excessive claims made
in advertising � all the hype surrounding
the launch of the new novel � verb to make
excessive claims in advertising
hyperlinkhyperlink /�hapəlŋk/ noun a word,
symbol, image or other element in a hyper-
text document that links to another element
in the same document or in another hyper-
text document
hypermediahypermedia /�hapəmi�diə/ noun a
hypertext system that supports the linking
of graphics, audio and video elements, and
text
hypertexthypertext /�hapətekst/ noun 1. a multi-
media system of organising information in

which certain words in a document link to
other documents and display the text when
the word is selected 2. a way of linking one
word or image on an Internet page to
another page in which clicking on certain
words or images moves the user directly to
the relevant new page
HyperText Markup LanguageHyperText Markup Language
/�hapətekst �mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ"wd�/ noun
full form of HTML
hypertext transfer protocolhypertext transfer protocol
/�hapətekst �tr�nsf!� �prəυtəkɒl/ noun
full form of HTTP
hyphenhyphen /�haf(ə)n/ noun a punctuation
mark (-) used to join two words together, as
in ‘two-sided’
hyphenatehyphenate /�hafənet/ verb to put a
hyphen between two characters, or to sepa-
rate a long word at the end of a line by
inserting a hyphen � ‘Coordinate’ should
be hyphenated. � Can you hyphenate
‘bookshop’ as ‘book-shop’?
hyphenatedhyphenated /�hafənetd/ adjective
formed of two words joined by a hyphen
hyphenationhyphenation /�hafə|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a
way of dividing a long word at the end of a
line by inserting a hyphen
hyphenation and justification programhyphenation and justification
program /�hafəneʃ(ə)n ən �d��stf|

�keʃ(ə)n �prəυ"r�m/ noun a computer
program which allows the typesetting
machine to justify lines automatically and
to hyphenate correctly words that have to
be split at the end of a line. Abbr H&J
program
hyphenation exception dictionaryhyphenation exception dictionary
/�hafəneʃ(ə)n k|�sepʃən �dkʃən(ə)ri/
noun a list of words held in a computer
memory, which either cannot be divided or
are divided in an unusual way
hyphenation routinehyphenation routine /�hafə |�neʃ(ə)n
ru� |�ti�n/ noun a computer program which
automatically divides words at the ends of
lines and inserts a hyphen
hyphenless justificationhyphenless justification /�hafənləs
�d��stf |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun justification
carried out without splitting words
hypohypo /�hapəυ/ noun photographic fixing
solution, used to fix the image after the
film has been developed
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IAPIAP abbreviation ONLINE Internet access
provider
IBCIBC abbreviation inside back cover
ibidibid /�bd/, ibidem abbreviation meaning
‘in the same place’ (NOTE: Used especially
in bibliographical references, where if
several references are to the same book,
the full title is not repeated, but is replaced
by ibid: ibid, page 324.)
iconicon /�akɒn/ noun a picture or symbol
that is universally recognised to be repre-
sentative of something
iconographyiconography /�akə|�nɒ"rəfi/ noun the
set of symbols or images used in a partic-
ular field of activity such as music or
cinema and recognised by people as having
a particular meaning
ICRICR abbreviation intelligent character
recognition
-ics-ics /ks/ suffix forming nouns referring to
a science, art or branch of knowledge
id.id. abbreviation idem
idealideal /a |�dəl/ adjective perfect or very
good for something � This is the ideal size
for a pocket dictionary.
ideal formatideal format /a |�dəl �fɔ�m�t/ noun a
standard large format for photographic
negatives, used mainly in professional
equipment
idemidem /�dem/ noun a Latin word meaning
‘the same’, used to refer to a reference
which has just been used. Abbr id.
idiot copyidiot copy /�diət �kɒpi/ noun a
keyboarded text without any formatting
commands
idiot tapeidiot tape /�diət tep/ noun a computer
tape with plain text, without typesetting
codes, which cannot be typeset until
formatting data, such as hyphenation, justi-
fication, line width, and page size, has been
added by a computer

idle machineryidle machinery /�ad(ə)l mə|�ʃi�nəri/
noun machines not being used
idleridler, idling roller noun a roller on a web
press which turns freely
idle timeidle time /�ad(ə)l tam/ noun the time
when a machine is not being used
ignorantignorant /�"nərənt/ adjective 1. lacking
knowledge or education in general or in a
specific subject 2. caused by a lack of
knowledge, understanding or experience
IGT methodIGT method /�a d�i� �ti� �meθəd/ noun
a method of testing paper absorbency in
which the paper is printed with a solution
of Sudan Red in dibutylphthalate
IGT printability testerIGT printability tester /�a d�i� ti�
�prntə|�blti �testə/ noun a device for
printing strips of paper under controlled
conditions, used to measure oil absorbency
and pick resistance
ILLILL abbreviation inter-library loan
illegibilityillegibility /l|�led� |�blti/ noun the fact
of being illegible
illegibleillegible /|�led�b(ə)l/ adjective so badly
written that it cannot be read
illicitillicit /|�lst/ adjective not legal or not
permitted � the illicit sale of pornographic
magazines
illiteracyilliteracy / |�lt(ə)rəsi/ noun the inability
to read or write
illiterateilliterate /|�lt(ə)rət/ adjective 1. unable
to read or write 2. unable to understand or
operate a piece of technology � He is
computer-illiterate.
illuminateilluminate /|�lu�mnet/ verb 1. to illus-
trate a medieval manuscript 2. to shine
light on something 3. to make things clear
by explaining them
illuminationillumination / |�lu�m |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
the painting of initial letters in manuscripts
with gold, silver and colours
illustrateillustrate /�ləstret/ verb 1. to draw
pictures or diagrams to put into written text
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2. to make a point clear by using examples
or stories
illustratedillustrated /�ləstretd/ adjective
relating to a text that includes pictures and
diagrams � The book is illustrated with
twenty-five full-colour plates.
illustrationillustration /�lə |�streʃ(ə)n/ noun a
picture, chart or diagram which helps to
explain the words of a book or talk
illustration boardillustration board /�lə|�streʃ(ə)n
�bɔ�d/ noun thick card used for artwork
illustratorillustrator /�ləstretə/ noun a person
who does the drawings or pictures for a
book
imageimage /�md�/ noun 1. a picture or
reflection of somebody or something 2. in
computing, an exact replica of an area of
memory
image degradationimage degradation /�md�
�de"rədeʃ(ə)n/ noun a loss of picture
contrast and quality due to signal distortion
or bad copying of a video signal
image masterimage master /�md� �mɑ�stə/ noun
the master type from which characters used
in phototypesetting are formed
image scannerimage scanner /�md� �sk�nə/ noun
an electronic device that converts pictures
or drawings into machine-readable form
image setterimage setter /�md� �setə/ noun a
typesetting device that can process a Post-
Script page and produce a high-resolution
output
imagesettingimagesetting /�md�setŋ/ noun a
method of typesetting that creates charac-
ters directly from a computer file
imagingimaging /�md�ŋ/ noun a technique for
creating pictures on a computer screen
imitateimitate /�mtet/ verb to do what some-
body else does � They imitate all our sales
gimmicks.
imitationimitation /�m |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun some-
thing that copies something else
imitation art paperimitation art paper /�mteʃ(ə)n �ɑ�t
�pepə/ noun smooth calendered paper
which looks like art paper, but is not coated
(NOTE: The US term is English finish.)
imitation clothimitation cloth /�mteʃ(ə)n �klɒθ/
noun cover material which looks like cloth
imitation leather bindingimitation leather binding
/�mteʃ(ə)n �leðə �bandŋ/ noun
binding in a plastic material which looks
like leather
imitation parchmentimitation parchment /�mteʃ(ə)n
�pɑ�tʃmənt/ noun tough paper which is
slightly transparent through having been
beaten for some time

imp.imp. abbreviation PUBL imprimatur
impactimpact /�mp�kt/ noun a strong effect or
influence on something, such as of a
product on its intended audience
impact paperimpact paper /�mp�kt �pepə/ noun
paper used to provide multiple copies on
impact
impartimpart /m |�pɑ�t/ verb to communicate
information or knowledge
imperfectimperfect /m|�p!�fkt/ adjective not
perfect � a sale of imperfect copies � to
check a batch for imperfect products
imperfectionimperfection /�mpə|�fekʃən/ noun an
item which is not perfect, such as a book
that has been badly printed or bound � to
check a batch for imperfections � We have
asked for a refund because of imperfec-
tions.
imperialimperial /m|�pəriəl/ noun a traditional
British large paper size, measuring 30 x 22
inches
importimport noun /�mpɔ�t/ the importance of
something because of the way it is likely to
affect outcomes � They discussed matters
of great import. � verb /m|�pɔ�t/ 1. to buy
goods or services in one country and bring
them to one’s own for sale � We use paper
imported from Scandinavia. 2. to bring
something in from outside a system � You
can import images from the CAD package
into the DTP program. 3. to convert a file
stored in one format to the default format
used by a program � Select import if you
want to open a TIFF graphics file.
importationimportation /�mpɔ�|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of importing something � The importa-
tion of pornographic literature is
forbidden.
import dutyimport duty /�mpɔ�t �dju�ti/ noun a tax
on goods imported into a country
importerimporter /m |�pɔ�tə/ noun a person or
company which imports goods � a paper
importer � The company is a big importer
of English paperbacks.
import levyimport levy /�mpɔ�t �levi/ noun a tax
on imports, especially in the EU a tax on
imports of farm produce from outside the
EU
import licenceimport licence /�mpɔ�t �las(ə)ns/,
import permit /�mpɔ�t �p!�mt/ noun
documents which allow goods to be
imported
import quotaimport quota /�mpɔ�t �kwəυtə/ noun a
fixed quantity of a particular type of goods
which the government allows to be
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imported � The government has imposed
an import quota on cars.
importsimports /�mpɔ�ts/ plural noun books or
other goods brought into a country from
abroad for sale � Imports from Poland have
risen to $1m a year.
import surchargeimport surcharge /�mpɔ�t
�s!�tʃɑ�d�/ noun extra duty charged on
imported goods, to try to prevent them
from being imported and to encourage
local manufacture
imposeimpose /m |�pəυz/ verb 1. to put a tax or
a duty on goods � to impose a tax on
imported paper � They tried to impose a
ban on the sale of anti-government litera-
ture. � The government imposed a special
duty on newspapers. 2. to arrange film or
type so that when the sheet is printed it will
fold correctly into the right page order
imposed page proofsimposed page proofs /m |�pəυzd
�ped� �pru�fs/ plural noun the last stage in
page proofs, where the text is arranged in
pages, in the correct position for making
films and plates
imposing stoneimposing stone /m|�pəυzŋ stəυn/
noun a heavy table on which metal type
and blocks were formerly placed to be
locked into the chase
impositionimposition /�mpə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
act of arranging the pages of film or type so
that when a sheet is printed, it will fold
correctly into the right page order 2. the act
of putting together the metal type and
blocks on the imposing stone, to be locked
into a chase before printing 3. the act of
putting a tax on goods or services
imposition schemeimposition scheme /�mpə|�zʃ(ə)n
�ski�m/ noun a plan showing how the
pages of a book are imposed on the sheet
impressionimpression /m|�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the
number of copies of a book or document
printed on the same print run � The book is
in its third impression.
impression cylinderimpression cylinder /m |�preʃ(ə)n
�slndə/ noun a cylinder which prints the
image onto the paper
imprimaturimprimatur /�mpr |�metə/ noun 1.
authority to do, say or print something 2.
an authorisation allowing a book or other
work to be published, now usually
confined to works sanctioned by the
Roman Catholic Church
imprintimprint /�mprnt/ noun 1. the
publisher’s or printer’s name which
appears on the title page of a book or docu-
ment or in the bibliographical details 2. a
brand name under which a book is

published within a larger publishing
company, which usually represents a
specialised subject area 3. a mark made by
firmly pressing something onto a surface

COMMENT: Catalogues, advertisements
and fliers do not need to have an imprint,
but almost all other printed matter (books,
newspapers, and even political leaflets)
must carry two imprints: that of the
publisher and of the printer. In a book, the
imprints will normally appear on the reverse
of the title page as part of the bibliographic
information; in some countries it is usual to
have the printer’s imprint at the end of the
book. In a magazine, imprints may be listed
along with other details of the editors and
other staff members.

incidental expensesincidental expenses /�nsdent(ə)l k |

�spensz/ plural noun small amounts of
money spent at various times, in addition
to larger amounts
incisedincised /n |�sazd/ adjective based on
letters carved in stone
inclusive chargeinclusive charge /n|�klu�sv �tʃɑ�d�/
noun a charge which includes all items
inclusive type areainclusive type area /n |�klu�sv tap
�eəriə/ noun a type area which includes the
headers and footers
incrementincrement /�ŋkrmənt/ noun the
amount by which something is increased
incremental plotterincremental plotter /�ŋkrment(ə)l
�plɒtə/ noun a plotter which receives posi-
tional data as increments to its current
position rather than separate coordinates
incunableincunable /n |�kju�nəb(ə)l/ noun
PRINTING same as incunabulum
incunabulumincunabulum /�nkju|�n�bjυləm/ noun
a book printed from movable type before
1501 (NOTE: The plural is incunabula.)
indelible inkindelible ink /n|�delb(ə)l �ŋk/ noun
ink which cannot be removed
indelible pencilindelible pencil /n|�delb(ə)l
�pens(ə)l/ noun a pencil which makes
marks that cannot be erased
indentindent verb /n |�dent/ to leave a space at
the beginning of a passage of writing
(NOTE: The opposite is outdent.) � noun
/�ndent/ 1. a blank space at the beginning
of a line of typesetting, which starts a little
way in from the left-hand margin � Each
paragraph begins with a 2 em indent. 2. an
order placed by an importer for goods from
overseas on credit � He put in an indent for
a new stock of children’s books.
indentationindentation /�nden|�teʃ(ə)n/, inden-
tion noun the act of making an indent at the
beginning of a line
independentindependent /�nd|�pendənt/ adjective
not connected to, influenced by or needing
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other people or machines to be able to exist
or work � the independents shops or
companies which are owned by private
individuals and are not part of large groups
independent publisher

independent publisher
/�ndpendənt �p�blʃə/, independent
printer noun a publishing or printing
company which is not controlled by
another company
Independent Publishers Guild

Independent Publishers Guild
/�ndpendənt �p�blʃəz �"ld/ noun a
British organisation representing the inter-
ests of the many publishers who are its
members. Abbr IPG
independent reviewer

independent reviewer /�ndpendənt
�p�blʃə/ noun a reviewer who is not affil-
iated with any another company or publi-
cation
index

index /�ndeks/ noun 1. an alphabetical
list of items contained in a book, document
or computer memory 2. a system by which
the changes in the value of something can
be compared or measured � International
financial indexes compare the value of
shares. 3. a finding guide to information on
a specific topic � verb to compile an alpha-
betical list of contents
index board

index board /�ndeks bɔ�d/ noun board
used for printing index cards
index card

index card /�ndeks kɑ�d/ noun a small
card containing information and usually
arranged alphabetically in a card index box
indexer

indexer /�ndeksə/ noun a person who
compiles indexes for books
indexing

indexing /�ndeksŋ/ noun the use of
alphabetical methods to organise informa-
tion

COMMENT: An index is usually set in smaller
type than the text and in two or more
columns to the page. Normally an index will
begin on a right-hand page, and will be
folioed consecutively from the text pages.
Bold and italic can be used to highlight
important or less important items in an
index (as, for example, the page references
to illustrations). It is always useful to have a
note at the beginning of an index to explain
how it has been compiled and the meaning
of the various typefaces or symbols used.
Indexing was formerly done manually, with
the indexer going through the text and
making filing cards for the items; there are
now computer indexing programs, in which
the words in the text are flagged and the
computer then automatically lists them in
alphabetical order, together with the
numbers of the pages on which the words
fall.

indexing languageindexing language /�ndeksŋ
�l�ŋ"wd�/ noun language used in
building library or book indexes
index letterindex letter /�ndeks �letə/, index
number /�n�mbə/ noun a letter or number
which identifies an item in an index
Index Librorum ProhibitorumIndex Librorum Prohibitorum
/�ndeks li� |�brɔ�rəm �prəυhb|�tɔ�rəm/
noun a list of books banned by the Catholic
Church. Also called The Index
Index TranslationumIndex Translationum /�ndeks tr�ns |

�lɑ�ti |�əυnem/ noun a list of all translations
published in the world, published each
year by UNESCO
India inkIndia ink /�ndiə ŋk/, Indian ink
/�ndiən ŋk/ noun very black indelible
ink, made from lampblack and glue
india paperindia paper /�ndiə �pepə/ noun
extremely thin good-quality opaque paper,
about 30gsm, which is nevertheless quite
strong, used for printing books with a large
number of pages such as bibles which
would be very thick if ordinary paper were
used
indiciaindicia /n |�dsiə/ noun US the mailing
permit printed on a prepaid envelope or
card
indirectindirect /�nda|�rekt/ adjective not done
by the shortest or most obvious method
indirect expensesindirect expenses /�ndarekt k |

�spensz/, indirect costs /�ndarekt
�kɒsts/ plural noun costs which are not
directly attached to the making of a
product, such as cleaning, rent and admin-
istration
indirect labour costsindirect labour costs /�ndarekt
�lebə �kɒsts/ plural noun the costs of
paying employees who are not directly
involved in making a product, such as
secretaries and cleaners
indirect printingindirect printing /�ndarekt �prntŋ/
noun printing where the printing plate does
not touch the paper, as in offset printing
indirect processindirect process /�ndarekt
�prəυses/ noun the process of reproducing
an image as in a plain-paper copier, where
an image of the original is transferred to
the copy paper without the original
touching the paper
indirect screeningindirect screening /�ndarekt
�skri�nŋ/ noun a colour origination
method resulting in continuous tone sepa-
rations
individualindividual /�nd |�vd�uəl/ adjective
relating to one single person or thing rather
than to a group � noun one single person �
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a savings plan made to suit the require-
ments of the private individual
industrial trainingindustrial training /n |�d�striəl
�trenŋ/ noun the training of new
employees to work in an industry
industryindustry /�ndəstri/ noun a group of
companies making the same type of
product � the publishing industry � the
printing industry � the newspaper industry
inertia sellinginertia selling / |�n!�ʃə �selŋ/ noun a
method of selling items by sending them to
people who have not ordered them and
assuming that if they are not returned, the
person who has received them is willing to
buy them
infectinfect /n |�fekt/ verb to copy to a
computer system a computer virus that is
capable of damaging the system’s
programs or data
inferiorinferior /n|�fəriə/ adjective 1. not as
good as others � inferior products � prod-
ucts of inferior quality 2. referring to
figures or letters which are set in smaller
size and printed below the baseline height
(NOTE: Used in printing chemical formulae,
such as: CO2. Inferior letters are also
sometimes used, as in NOx (nitrous
oxides). The opposite is superior.)
infomediaryinfomediary /�nfəυ |�mi�diəri/ noun a
business or website that collects informa-
tion about customers for use by other
companies
informinform /n |�fɔ�m/ verb to tell somebody
something officially � We are pleased to
inform you that your book has been
accepted for publication.
informationinformation /�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun
knowledge given to somebody in a form
they can understand
information ageinformation age /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�ed�/ noun a period characterised by
widespread electronic access to informa-
tion through the use of computer tech-
nology
information applianceinformation appliance /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n ə|�plaəns/ noun a small port-
able digital information-processing
machine compatible with an electronic
network
information architectureinformation architecture /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun the design of
something such as a website or database so
that the information is presented in the
most efficient and accessible manner. Abbr
IA

information bureauinformation bureau /�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n
�bjυərəυ/ noun an office that gives infor-
mation
information processinginformation processing
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �prəυsesŋ/ noun the
organisation, manipulation, analysis and
distribution of data, nowadays typically
carried out by computers
information retrievalinformation retrieval /�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n
r|�tri�v(ə)l/ noun the process of locating
quantities of data stored in a database and
producing useful information from the data
information superhighwayinformation superhighway
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �su�pə |�hawe/ noun the
worldwide computer network that includes
the Internet, private networks and proprie-
tary online services. It permits the rapid
sending of many different forms of data,
including voice, video and text.
information technologyinformation technology
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n tek |�nɒləd�i/ noun the use
of technologies from computing, elec-
tronics and telecommunications to process
and distribute information in digital and
other forms. Abbr IT
infraredinfrared /�nfrə |�red/ noun a form of
invisible light, below the visible red level
on the light scale. Abbr IR
infrared photographyinfrared photography /�nfrəred fə |

�tɒ"rəfi/ noun the taking of photographs
using an infrared camera, which shows up
heat sources
infringeinfringe /n|�frnd�/ verb to break a law
or a right � to infringe a copyright to copy
a copyright text illegally
infringement of copyrightinfringement of copyright /n |

�frnd�mənt əv �kɒprat/ noun same as
copyright infringement
ingrain paperingrain paper /�n"ren �pepə/,
ingrained paper noun paper with a rough
finish
in-housein-house /�n �haυs/ adjective relating to
staff who are employed to work directly for
a company � the in-house staff � adverb
done internally by a company � We do all
our data processing in-house. � The colour
artwork cannot be done in-house and has
to be sent outside.
in-house trainingin-house training /�n haυs �trenŋ/
noun training given to staff at their place of
work
initialinitial / |�nʃ(ə)l/ adjective happening at
the start of a process � verb to sign some-
thing using only the first letters of one’s
names � noun the first letter of a word or
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line � Each paragraph should start with a
20 point initial.
initial capitalinitial capital /|�nʃ(ə)l �k�pt(ə)l/
noun the capital which is used to start a
business � He started the business with an
initial expenditure or initial investment of
£500.
initial capsinitial caps / |�nʃ(ə)l k�ps/ plural noun
an instruction to make the first letter of
each word a capital
initial print runinitial print run /|�nʃ(ə)l �prnt �r�n/
noun the first print run of a new book �
When the subscription orders began to
come in, the initial print run was increased
from 10,000 copies to 25,000.
initialsinitials / |�nʃ(ə)lz/ plural noun the first
letters of a person’s names
initial salesinitial sales / |�nʃ(ə)l �selz/ plural noun
the first sales of a new product
Initial Teaching AlphabetInitial Teaching Alphabet / |�nʃ(ə)l
�ti�tʃŋ ��lfəbet/ noun an alphabet of 44
symbols, each representing a single sound
in English, used to teach children to read
initiateinitiate / |�nʃiet/ verb to start something
� to initiate discussions
initiating editorinitiating editor /|�nʃietŋ �edtə/
noun an editor at a magazine or book
publishing house whose job is to start new
projects, then pass them on to in-house
copy editors for completion
initiativeinitiative /|�nʃətv/ noun a decision to
start something
injunctioninjunction /n|�d��ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun a court
order telling somebody not to do some-
thing � He got an injunction preventing the
company from publishing her memoirs. �
The company applied for an injunction to
stop their rival from marketing a similar
product.
inkink /ŋk/ noun a coloured liquid for
writing or printing � verb to apply ink to
something
ink blockink block /�ŋk blɒk/ noun a block of
hard black ink, used in Chinese and Japa-
nese calligraphy
inkerinker /�ŋkə/ noun a system of rollers and
baths which put ink onto the printing
surface
ink mistingink misting /�ŋk �mstŋ/ noun a fault
which can develop in very fast printing
presses, where the ink becomes a fine mist
and so prints a faint image
ink rollersink rollers /�ŋk �rəυləz/ plural noun
rollers for distributing ink on a printing
press

ink rubink rub /�ŋk r�b/ noun dirty marks on
printed paper, caused when it rubs against
the ink on other pages during binding
ink set-offink set-off /�ŋk set ɒf/ noun a defect in
printing where the wet ink from one
printed sheet marks another sheet
ink slabink slab /�ŋk sl�b/, ink table noun a flat
surface across which an ink roller is rolled
to make sure the ink is evenly distributed
ink tackink tack /�ŋk t�k/ noun the degree to
which the ink used in a printer sticks to the
paper without causing problems by
slowing the paper down during the printing
process
inland freight chargesinland freight charges /�nlənd �fret
�tʃɑ�d�z/ plural noun charges for carrying
goods from one part of the country to
another
inland postageinland postage /�nlənd �pəυstd�/
noun postage for a letter to another part of
the country
inlineinline /�nlan/ noun a typeface where
each character is formed of a black outline
with the centre of the stroke left white
inner formeinner forme /�nə �fɔ�m/ noun a forme
which carries the inside pages of a section,
the outer forme carrying the outside pages,
and prints on the other side of the paper
inner margininner margin /�nə �mɑ�d�n/ noun the
margin on the side of a page nearest the
binding
innovateinnovate /�nəυvet/ verb to bring in new
ideas or new methods
innovationinnovation /�nə |�veʃ(ə)n/ noun a new
product or method of doing something
innovativeinnovative /�nəvetv/ adjective
making or suggesting interesting changes
or new ideas
innovatorinnovator /�nəvetə/ noun a person
who brings in new ideas and methods
in printin print /�n �prnt/ adjective 1. still being
printed and still available in the bookshops
or from the publisher � a list of current
books in print � The book was first
published in 1902 and is still in print.
(NOTE: The opposite is out of print or O/P.)
� 250,000 copies in print 250,000 copies
of the book have been printed, though
possibly in several editions and over
several years 2. appearing in a book or
journal
inputinput /�npυt/ noun information put into a
computer memory � verb to enter data into
a computer � to input information to put
data into a computer
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input deviceinput device /�npυt d |�vas/ noun a
device such as a keyboard or barcode
reader, which converts information into a
form that a computer can understand and
transfers the information to the processor.
Compare output device
input taxinput tax /�npυt t�ks/ noun VAT paid
on goods or services which a company
buys
in quiresin quires /n �kwaəz/ plural noun same
as in sheets
inscribeinscribe /n|�skrab/ verb to write some-
thing, especially to write a note inside a
book when giving it to somebody � The
book is inscribed ‘With best wishes to
John, from the author’.
inscriptioninscription /n|�skrpʃən/ noun words
written on a monument, book or other
object as a commemoration, dedication or
greeting
insertinsert /�ns!�t/ noun additional informa-
tion printed on a separate sheet of paper
and put inside a magazine or document �
verb 1. to put something in � to insert a
clause into a contract � to insert a
publicity piece into a magazine mailing �
to insert a section into a signature � The
author wanted to insert two paragraphs on
page one. 2. to add new text inside a word
or sentence
inserted bookinserted book /�ns!�td bυk/ noun a
book with inserts added in the middle of
signatures
insertioninsertion /n |�s!�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. material
inserted into a text � The author’s inser-
tions will cost a lot of money. � The editors
have made so many insertions that it will
be simpler to reset the book. 2. an adver-
tisement put into a magazine or newspaper
� Some papers give three insertions for the
price of two.
insert modeinsert mode /�ns!�t məυd/ noun an
interactive computer mode used for editing
and correcting documents

COMMENT: This is a standard feature on
most word-processing packages where the
cursor is placed at the required point in the
document and any characters typed will be
added, with the existing text moving on as
necessary; when the insert mode is off, new
text will erase the existing text.

insetinset /�nset/ noun 1. a section of printed
pages inserted in the middle of a signature
before it is sewn 2. a small picture in a box
inside a larger picture giving detail � verb
1. to sew or glue a page or section in the
middle of a signature 2. to place a small
drawing in a box in a larger drawing �

There is a town-plan inset into the corner
of the map.
insetted bookinsetted book /�nsetd bυk/ noun a
book with insets added in the middle of
signatures
insetted impositioninsetted imposition /�nsetd �mpə|

�zʃ(ə)n/ noun an imposition in which
sections are imposed to inset one inside
another
insetterinsetter /�nsetə/ noun a device which
automatically inserts one signature inside
another
in sheetsin sheets /�n ʃi�ts/ plural noun flat
unbound printed sheets. Also called in
quires
inside back coverinside back cover /�nsad b�k
�k�və/, inside front cover /�nsad �fr�nt
�k�və/ noun 1. the inside of the back cover
of a book, used for author information or
for supplementary matter � We will start
the blurb on the back and continue on the
inside back cover. 2. advertising pages on
the inside of the cover of a magazine. Abbr
IBC
inside coverinside cover /n|�sad �k�və/ noun the
inside of the cover
inside edgeinside edge /n |�sad �ed�/, inside
margin noun the edge of a piece of text or
a margin which is near the binding
inside workerinside worker /�nsad �w!�kə/ noun an
employee who works in an office or
factory, not in the open air
inspectinspect /n |�spekt/ verb to examine
something in detail � to inspect an instal-
lation � to inspect the accounts � to
inspect printed sheets for defects to look
at sheets in detail to see if they have any
defects
inspection copyinspection copy /n|�spekʃən �kɒpi/
noun a copy of a publication sent or given
with time allowed for a decision to
purchase or return it
inspectorinspector /n |�spektə/ noun an official
who inspects something
inspector of factoriesinspector of factories /n|�spektər əv
�f�kt(ə)riz/ noun a government official
who inspects factories to see if they are
safely run. Also called factory inspector
installinstall /n|�stɔ�l/ verb to set up equipment
so that it is ready for use
installationinstallation /�nstə |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of putting new machines into an office
or a factory � to supervise the installation
of new equipment
instalmentinstalment /n |�stɔ�lmənt/ noun 1. a
small amount paid at regular intervals as
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part of a larger total � They paid for the
encyclopedia in six monthly instalments. 2.
a part-section of a book or magazine
published at regular intervals � The novel
has been serialised in ten instalments.
instantinstant /�nstənt/ adjective immediately
available
instant publishinginstant publishing /�nstənt
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the publishing of topical
books immediately after the event, such as
on the World Cup or a royal wedding
institutionalinstitutional /�nst |�tju�ʃ(ə)n(ə)l/
adjective relating to an official organisa-
tion
institutional purchaseinstitutional purchase
/�nsttju�ʃ(ə)n(ə)l �p!�tʃəs/ noun the
buying of books by schools, local authori-
ties or libraries
instructinstruct /n|�str�kt/ verb to teach some-
body how to do something
instructioninstruction /n |�str�kʃən/ noun clear
and detailed information about how to do
something, published in a manual or typed
into a computer to cause the machine to
work
insufficient feedinsufficient feed /�nsəfʃ(ə)nt �fi�d/
noun a situation where the paper is not fed
into the press quickly enough, increasing
the tension on the paper actually in the
press and so increasing the likelihood of a
web break
insurance coverinsurance cover /n |�ʃυərəns �k�və/
noun protection guaranteed by an insur-
ance policy � Do you have insurance cover
against libel?
intaglio processintaglio process /n|�tɑ�liəυ �prəυses/
noun any printing process where the ink is
in recesses cut into the plate, the flat
surface of the plate being wiped clean
before printing
integrateintegrate /�nt"ret/ verb to link things
together to form a united whole
integrated bookintegrated book /�nt"retd bυk/
noun a book with text and illustrations on
the same page
integrated digital networkintegrated digital network
/�nt"retd �dd�t(ə)l �netw!�k/ noun a
communications network that uses digital
signals to transmit data
integrated production systemintegrated production system
/�nt"retd prə |�d�kʃən �sstəm/ noun a
printing system where all the processes are
linked automatically
integrated publishing houseintegrated publishing house
/�nt"retd �p�blʃŋ �haυs/ noun a

publishing house which publishes in hard-
back and has its own paperback list
Integrated Services Digital NetworkIntegrated Services Digital
Network /�nt"retd �s!�vsz
�dd�t(ə)l �netw!�k/ noun a service
which provides high-quality telecommuni-
cations such as facsimile transmission and
video conferencing. Abbr ISDN
intellectualintellectual /�nt |�lektʃuəl/ adjective
having a highly developed ability to think,
reason and understand, especially in
combination with wide knowledge
intellectual propertyintellectual property /�ntlektʃυəl
�prɒpəti/ noun original writing, ideas,
inventions, works of art or music which are
the property of the creator, and protected
by copyright law
intelligentintelligent /n|�teld�ənt/ adjective 1.
having a built-in electronic processing and
data storage ability 2. programmed to be
able to adjust to changes in the environ-
ment and make deductions from informa-
tion being processed
intelligent character recognitionintelligent character recognition
/n |�teld�ənt �k�rktə �rekə"nʃ(ə)n/
noun an advanced form of OCR which can
recognise a number of different typefaces.
Abbr ICR
intelligent spacerintelligent spacer /n|�teld�ənt
�spesə/ noun a facility on a word-
processing system used to prevent words
from being hyphenated or separated at the
wrong point
interactiveinteractive /�ntər|��ktv/ adjective 1.
working together for the exchange of infor-
mation 2. relating to a computer program
that responds to user activity, so that it can
be changed while running � The computer
game was interactive, so the players could
get answers to their questions.
interactive processinginteractive processing /�ntər�ktv
�prəυsesŋ/ noun a computer mode that
allows the user to enter commands,
programs or data and receive immediate
responses
interactive systeminteractive system /�ntər�ktv
�sstəm/ noun a computer system where
the operator and the computer can commu-
nicate with each other
interactive videointeractive video /�ntər�ktv
�vdiəυ/ noun a system using a computer
linked to a video disk player which allows
the user to answer questions in order to
move on to the next picture
intercalateintercalate /�ntə|�k�let/ verb to insert
things in between a series of items � Blank
pages are intercalated between each page
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of the book, so that the user can write
notes.
intercharacter spacingintercharacter spacing
/�ntək�rəktə �spesŋ/ noun a word-
processor feature that provides variable
spacing between characters to create a
justified line. � interword spacing
interest-free creditinterest-free credit /�ntrəst fri�
�kredt/ noun an arrangement to borrow
money without paying interest on the loan
interfaceinterface /�ntəfes/ noun the point at
which two systems contact each other �
verb to connect and act with something �
The office micros interface with the main-
frame computer at head office.
interfereinterfere /�ntə|�fə/ verb to cause diffi-
culty with other people’s affairs
interferenceinterference /�ntə |�fərəns/ noun
unwanted signals causing difficulty in
reception on a computer or broadcasting
system
interlayinterlay /�ntəle/ noun paper or card
placed under a letterpress printing plate to
lift it to type height or to increase pressure
on the dark image areas
interleafinterleaf /�ntəli�f/ noun an extra sheet or
page, usually a blank one, inserted into a
book
interleaveinterleave /�ntə|�li�v/ verb to add extra
sheets or pages, usually blank ones,
between the pages of a book, e.g. to allow
for notes or to protect illustrations
interleavinginterleaving /�ntə |�li�vŋ/ noun the
addition of blank paper between printed
sheets to prevent set-off
interlinearinterlinear /�ntə |�lniə/ adjective
between lines
interlinear spacinginterlinear spacing /�ntəlniə
�spesŋ/, interline spacing noun the
insertion of spaces between lines of text to
make it more legible
interlinear translationinterlinear translation /�ntəlniə
tr�ns|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a translation printed
in small characters between the lines of a
text
intermediatesintermediates /�ntə |�mi�diəts/ plural
noun films used in intermediate stages of
reproduction before producing the final
films
internal auditinternal audit /n|�t!�n(ə)l �ɔ�dt/ noun
an audit carried out by a department within
the company
internal audit departmentinternal audit department /n |

�t!�n(ə)l �ɔ�dt d|�pɑ�tmənt/, internal
auditor /n|�t!�n(ə)l �ɔ�dtə/ noun a
department or member of staff in a

company who audits the accounts of that
company
internal editorial departmentinternal editorial department /n |

�t!�n(ə)l �ed|�tɔ�riəl d |�pɑ�tmənt/ noun
an editorial department which works in a
company
internallyinternally /n |�t!�n(ə)li/ adverb inside a
company � The job was advertised inter-
nally.
internal sizinginternal sizing /n|�t!�n(ə)l �sazŋ/
noun the adding of size to the pulp before
paper is made
internationalinternational /�ntə|�n�ʃ(ə)nəl/ adjec-
tive relating to different countries
international dialling codeinternational dialling code
/�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �daəlŋ �kəυd/ noun a
numerical code which allocates specific
numbers to each country to make it
possible to dial directly without using an
operator
international lawyerinternational lawyer /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl
�lɔ�jə/ noun a person who specialises in
international law
International Standard Book NumberInternational Standard Book
Number /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndəd
�bυk �n�mbə/ noun a system of identi-
fying publications by specific numbers
relating to publishers and titles. Abbr ISBN
International Standard Music NumberInternational Standard Music
Number /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndəd
�mju�zk �n�mbə/ noun a system for iden-
tifying editions of published music. Abbr
ISMN
International Standard Serial NumberInternational Standard Serial
Number /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndəd
�səriəl �n�mbə/ noun a system for identi-
fying publications of journals and their
publishers. Abbr ISSN
internationalInternational Standards Organisa-
tion /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndəz
�ɔ�"ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation
that controls the standards of production
for goods and services worldwide. Abbr
ISO
international tradeinternational trade /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl
�tred/ noun trade between different coun-
tries
internegativeinternegative /�ntə|�ne"ətv/ noun a
colour negative
InternetInternet /�ntənet/ noun a system of
computer communication which allows
international access to databases and elec-
tronic mail systems
Internet protocolInternet protocol /�ntənet
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun a TCP/IP standard that
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defines how data is transferred across a
network. Abbr IP
Internet protocol address

Internet protocol address /�ntənet
�prəυtəkɒl ə|�dres/ noun a unique, 32-bit
number which identifies each computer
connected to a TCP/IP network. Abbr IP
address
Internet service provider

Internet service provider /�ntənet
�s!�vs prə|�vadə/ noun a business that
provides access to the Internet, usually for
a monthly fee. Some large providers offer
users a wide range of news, information
and entertainment services. Abbr ISP
interpolation

interpolation /n|�t!�pə |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a
calculation of intermediate values between
two points

COMMENT: Interpolation is often used in
image manipulation software when
resolution or size increases are required. It
is the process by which pixel data is
‘invented’ to fill in the gaps between known
points.

interpret

interpret /n |�t!�prt/ verb 1. to change
what is spoken in one language to another
� My assistant speaks Italian, so he will
interpret for us. 2. to decide on the
meaning of a communication
interpreter

interpreter /n|�t!�prtə/ noun 1. a
person who is used to translate somebody’s
speech into another language 2. software
used to translate from one computer
system to another
interrogation markinterrogation mark /n|�terə|�"eʃ(ə)n
�mɑ�k/ noun same as question mark
interstitial

interstitial /�ntə|�stʃ(ə)l/ noun a page
of advertising which is inserted into a
website
Intertype

Intertype /�ntətap/ a trade name for a
hot metal typesetting machine which casts
slugs of type
interword spacinginterword spacing /�ntəw!�d
�spesŋ/ noun variable spaces between
words used to justify line endings
intranet

intranet /�ntrənet/ noun a private
network of computers within a company
which provide similar functions to the
Internet
in tray

in tray /�n tre/ noun a basket on a desk
for letters or memos which have been
received and are waiting to be dealt with
intro

intro /�ntrəυ/ noun the first section of a
text. Full form introduction
introduce

introduce /�ntrə |�dju�s/ verb to make
somebody get to know a new person or
thing

introductionintroduction /�ntrə|�d�kʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the first part of written text or spoken infor-
mation which tells what the rest of the
document or talk is about 2. a book that
provides elementary information on a
specific subject � ‘An Introduction to
Library Management’
introductory offerintroductory offer /�ntrəd�kt(ə)ri
�ɒfə/ noun a special price offered on a new
product to attract customers
introductory paragraphsintroductory paragraphs /�ntrə|

�d�kt(ə)ri �p�rə"rɑ�fs/ plural noun para-
graphs which introduce a subject or para-
graphs at the beginning of a text
inventoryinventory /�nvənt(ə)ri/ noun a written
list of the assets owned by an organisation
� The manager asked for an inventory of
the library holdings. � verb to make a list
of stock or contents
inventory controlinventory control /�nvənt(ə)ri kən |

�trəυl/ noun a system of checking that
there is not too much stock in a warehouse,
but just enough to meet requirements
inversioninversion /n |�v!�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of
changing something into its opposite
invertinvert /n|�v!�t/ verb to turn something
upside down
inverted commasinverted commas /n|�v!�td �kɒməz/
noun punctuation marks (‘ ’) indicating
speech or quotations
investigateinvestigate /n |�vest"et/ verb to
examine something which may be wrong
investigative journalisminvestigative journalism /n|

�vest"ətv �d�!�nəlz(ə)m/ noun a type
of journalism where reporters try to find
out and publish the truth about corruption
or government mismanagement, etc.
invisibleinvisible /n |�vzb(ə)l/ adjective relating
to a guide or object that is visible on a DTP
page or graphics layout during the design
phase, but is not printed
invoiceinvoice /�nvɔs/ noun an official docu-
ment listing the goods or services supplied
and stating the amount of money owed �
verb to send an invoice to somebody � The
company were invoiced on November 10th.
invoice priceinvoice price /�nvɔs pras/ noun the
price of something as given on an invoice,
including discount and VAT
invoicinginvoicing /�nvɔsŋ/ noun the sending
of invoices � Our invoicing is done by the
computer.
invoicing departmentinvoicing department /�nvɔsŋ d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
company which deals with preparing and
sending invoices
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ion depositionion deposition /�aən �depəzʃ(ə)n/
noun a reproduction process, where toner
adheres to an electrically charged area of
paper
IPIP abbreviation Internet protocol
IPAIPA noun characters adopted as an interna-
tional system for representing the sounds
used in speaking words. Full form interna-
tional phonetic alphabet
IP addressIP address /�a �pi� ə|�dres/ abbreviation
Internet protocol address
IPGIPG abbreviation Independent Publishers
Guild
IRIR abbreviation infrared
irregularirregular /|�re"jυlə/ adjective 1. not
regular or not straight � The spacing on
page 25 is very irregular. 2. not correct or
not done in the correct way � irregular
documentation � This procedure is highly
irregular.
irregularityirregularity /|�re"jυ|�l�rti/ noun some-
thing which is not done in the correct way
and which is possibly illegal � The audi-
tors discovered serious irregularities in the
company accounts. � We are not aware of
any irregularities in the way the contract
was drawn up.
ISBNISBN abbreviation International Standard
Book Number

COMMENT: An international system for
books, in which each book is given its own
particular number. Currently the ISBN is
made up of ten digits; the first digit refers to
the language (0 and 1 are the digits for
English); the next group of digits (three, four
or even six) refer to the publisher; the third
group refer to the book; and the final digit is
a check digit. From 2007, ISBNs will be
made up of 13 digits, with the ISBN-10
number preceded by a 3-digit product code.
ISBNs are used for cataloguing and
ordering, and can be used for automatic
stock movements if they are printed on the
back of the book in the form of a barcode
which can be read with a light pen.

ISBN-10ISBN-10 /�a es bi� en �ten/ noun the
original format for ISBNs, consisting of 10
numbers representing the group of origin,
the publisher, the title and a final check
digit
ISBN-13ISBN-13 /�a es bi� en θ!�|�ti�n/ noun the
new format for ISBNs, adding a further 3
digits which represent the product code
and allow a greater number of ISBNs to be
generated in future
ISDNISDN abbreviation Integrated Services
Digital Network
ISMNISMN abbreviation International Standard
Music Number

ISOISO abbreviation International Standards
Organisation
ISO paper sizesISO paper sizes /�a es əυ �pepə
�sazz/ plural noun international metric
paper sizes

COMMENT: The ISO sizes are based on a
ratio of height to width of 1 to 1.414. The
largest size is A0 (841 x 1189mm), and all
other sizes are derived from this, with in
each case the longer side being half the
size of that of the previous size. ISO A
papers are used for printing, B papers are
for posters, and the C papers for envelopes.

isotypeisotype /�asəυtap/ noun a symbol in
the form of a little picture, developed by
the Isotype Institute in Vienna
ISPISP abbreviation ONLINE Internet service
provider
ISSNISSN abbreviation International Standard
Serial Number

COMMENT: An international system used on
periodicals, magazines, learned journals,
etc. The ISSN is formed of eight digits,
which refer to the country in which the
magazine is published and the title of the
publication.

issueissue /�ʃu�/ noun a particular edition of a
journal or magazine � verb to give out or
lend something � The library books were
issued to the students.
ITIT abbreviation COMPUT information tech-
nology
ital.ital. abbreviation PUBL 1. italic 2. italics
italicitalic / |�t�lk/ adjective, noun a style of
typeface which slopes to the right and is
thinner than roman, used for display, to
emphasise a piece of text, or to show a
difference from roman � The headings can
be printed in 9 point italic. � Italics are
often used to emphasise a single word in a
text.

COMMENT: As its name suggests, italic type
was developed in Italy in the late 15th
century, and was based on chancery script.
It was originally used for complete texts,
and only became used as a secondary face
in the 18th century. True italic characters
are designed to slope and match the roman
characters for the same letters; they differ
from them in design, however, notably the
letters ‘a’ and ‘g’. Computer-generated
italics are not true italics, but are roman
characters which are made to slope
sideways. They are known as sloped
roman. When marking a MS or proof, italic
is instructed by underlining the word or
character with a single line.

italicisationitalicisation / |�t�lsa|�zeʃ(ə)n/, italici-
zation noun the act of putting text into
italics
italiciseitalicise /|�t�lsaz/, italicize verb to put
text into italics � The headings should be
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italicised. � Can we try italicising the foot-
notes to see if they are clearer?
itineraryitinerary /a |�tnərəri/ noun a list of
places to be visited on one journey � a
rep’s itinerary

ivory boardivory board /�avəri bɔ�d/ noun fine
white board made by laminating two layers
of fine paper together
ivory paperivory paper /�avəri �pepə/ noun thick
creamy white writing paper
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jacketjacket /�d��kt/ noun a paper or plastic
cover for a book � verb to put a jacket on a
book � The book is available in paperback,
or in boards jacketed. � Jacketing costs an
extra 5p per copy. � The books have been
printed and bound, and are now in the
jacketing department or are now being
jacketed.
jacket designjacket design /�d��kt d|�zan/ noun
the design of a book jacket
jacket designerjacket designer /�d��kt d|�zanə/
noun a person who designs book jackets
jamjam /d��m/ verb 1. to stop working
because something is blocked or stuck �
The printer’s jammed. 2. to interfere with a
radio or electronic signal so that it cannot
be received clearly
Japanese paperJapanese paper /�d��pə|�ni�z �pepə/
noun thin white handmade paper, made
from the bark of the mulberry tree, used for
prints, drawings, etc.
Japanese vellumJapanese vellum /�d��pə|�ni�z
�veləm/ noun thick Japanese paper
jawsjaws /d+ɔ�z/ plural noun a set of teeth
which hold something in a machine
JDFJDF abbreviation job definition format
jerksjerks /d�!�ks/ plural noun a sudden
pulling of the paper as it passes through a
web-fed printing machine
jiffy bagjiffy bag /�d�fi b�"/ noun a padded
envelope used to protect goods which are
sent through the post
jobjob /d�ɒb/ noun 1. any task which needs
to be done 2. work that is done to earn
money
job bagjob bag /�d�ɒb b�"/ noun a bag used by
a printer to contain all the documents and
samples relating to a particular job
jobberjobber /�d�ɒbə/ noun US a book whole-
saler
jobbingjobbing /�d�ɒbŋ/ noun the activity of
doing small pieces of printing work

jobbing fontjobbing font /�d�ɒbŋ fɒnt/ noun a
display font used for advertisements and
posters
jobbing machinesjobbing machines /�d�ɒbŋ mə|�ʃi�nz/
plural noun small printing machines,
usually platens, used by jobbing printers
jobbing printerjobbing printer /�d�ɒbŋ �prntə/ noun
a person who undertakes small printing
jobs
jobbing workjobbing work /�d�ɒbŋ w!�k/ noun
small printing jobs such as posters, letter-
heads and business cards
job casejob case /�d�ɒb kes/ noun a case
holding both capital and lower case letters
of a particular font
job classificationjob classification /�d�ɒb kl�sf |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the description of jobs by
listing them under various classes
job cutsjob cuts /�d�ɒb k�ts/ plural noun reduc-
tions in the number of jobs
job definition formatjob definition format /�d�ɒb �def |

�nʃ(ə)n �fɔ�m�t/ noun a standardised set
of guidelines for describing a print job
which links together all the parts of the
production, printing and finishing process.
Abbr JDF
job descriptionjob description /�d�ɒb d |�skrpʃən/
noun an official statement of what a job
involves
job evaluationjob evaluation /�d�ɒb v�lju |�eʃ(ə)n/
noun the examination of different jobs
within a company to see what skills and
qualifications are needed to carry them out
job lotjob lot /�d�ɒb �lɒt/ noun a group of
miscellaneous items such as remaindered
books or used printing equipment, which
are sold together, and where the buyer must
buy the whole lot � He sold the contents of
the paper warehouse as a job lot.
job numberjob number /d�ɒb �n�mbə/ noun an
identification number given to a specific
printing project
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job satisfactionjob satisfaction /�d�ɒb s�ts|�f�kʃən/
noun an employee’s feeling of being happy
in his or her place of work and pleased with
the work being done
job securityjob security /�d�ɒb s|�kjυərti/ noun
the feeling that an employee has of being
able to stay in a job as long as he or she
wants
job specificationjob specification /�d�ɒb
�spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun detailed objectives
for a job
job titlejob title /�d�ɒb �tat(ə)l/ noun the name
given to a person in a particular job
job typejob type /�d�ɒb tap/ noun a set of
printing specifications which is frequently
used, often for print on demand operations,
describing the paper weight and type,
covering material used and pagination
jockey rollerjockey roller /�d�ɒki �rəυlə/ noun the
first roller on a web-fed machine, which
compensates for the uneven tension of the
reel of paper. Also called dancing roller
joggerjogger /�d�ɒ"ə/ noun a device which
knocks up sheets of paper to align them
jointjoint /d�ɔnt/ noun either of the creases
between the spine and the front and back
covers of a book, especially a hardback
joint authorshipjoint authorship /�d�ɔnt �ɔ�θəʃp/
noun a situation in which several authors
have written a book together and share the
rights in it
joint imprintjoint imprint /�d�ɔnt �mprnt/ noun
the imprints of two publishers which
appear on a book that has been published
by the two companies jointly
Joint Photographic Experts GroupJoint Photographic Experts
Group /�d�ɔnt fəυtə|�"r�fks
�eksp!�ts "ru�p/ noun full form of JPEG
joint venturejoint venture /�d�ɔnt �ventʃə/ noun a
very large business project where two or
more companies, often from different
countries, join together to share develop-
ment costs and eventual profits
jordan refinerjordan refiner /�d�ɔ�dən r|�fanə/ noun
a papermaking machine, where the pulp is
torn and shredded
journaljournal /�d�!�n(ə)l/ noun a specialist
magazine � He is the manager of our jour-
nals division.
journalismjournalism /�d�!�n(ə)lz(ə)m/ noun
work on newspapers or magazines, espe-
cially as an editor or reporter
journalistjournalist /�d�!�n(ə)lst/ noun a person
who writes for a newspaper or magazine

journals printingjournals printing /�d�!�n(ə)lz
�prntŋ/ noun printing of specialised
learned journals � a printer who special-
ises in journal printing
journeyjourney /�d�!�ni/ noun a long trip, espe-
cially a trip made by a salesperson � She
planned her journey to visit all her
accounts in two days.
journeymanjourneyman /�d�!�nimən/ noun a qual-
ified print employee who has completed
his or her apprenticeship
journey orderjourney order /�d�!�ni �ɔ�də/ noun an
order given by the shopkeeper to a sales-
person when he or she calls
JPEGJPEG /�d�epe"/ noun a data file for
pictures and photographs on the Internet.
Full form Joint Photographic Experts
Group

COMMENT: JPEG can either work through
hardware or software routines and works as
follows: the image is divided into a matrix of
tiny pixels, every other pixel is ignored and
the grid is divided into blocks of 8 x 8 pixels,
the algorithm then calculates the average of
the blocks and so can delete one block –
the decompression is the reverse of this
process.

JPEG++JPEG++ /�d�epe" pl�s �pl�s/ noun an
extension to JPEG that allows parts of an
image to be compressed in different ways
.jpeg.jpeg /�d�epe"/, .jpg suffix a file exten-
sion for a JPEG file. Full form Joint
Photographic Experts Group
judicature paperjudicature paper /�d�u�dkətʃə
�pepə/ noun thick heavy paper on which
legal documents are engrossed
jumpjump /d��mp/ verb to miss a page or a
line or space when printing � The printer
jumped two lines. � The paging system has
jumped two folio numbers.
junkjunk /d��ŋk/ noun information or hard-
ware that is old and useless
junk mailjunk mail /�d��ŋk mel/ noun unwanted
publicity and advertisements sent through
the post
justificationjustification /�d��stf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of adjusting the spacing in
printed text so that the text starts and ends
exactly at the margins
justifyjustify /�d��stfa/ verb 1. to change the
spacing between words or characters so
that each line of the text ends exactly at the
right-hand margin 2. to give a good reason
for something � Can you justify the
expenditure on children’s books?
justify inhibitjustify inhibit /�d��stfa n |�hbt/ verb
to prevent a word processor justifying a
document
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juvenilejuvenile /�d�u�vənal/ noun, adjective
referring to children
juvenile editorjuvenile editor /�d�u�vənal �edtə/
noun an editor who specialises in books or
magazines for children

juvenile fictionjuvenile fiction /�d�u�vənal �fkʃən/
noun stories for older children
juveniliajuvenilia /�djυvə |�nliə/ plural noun
works written by an author as a child
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KK abbreviation thousand � £1k £1000
K & N methodK & N method /�ke ənd �en �meθəd/
noun a test for measuring the oil absorb-
ency of paper

COMMENT: In the test (usually on smooth
surfaced papers) K & N ink is applied to the
paper with a spatula. Surplus ink is
removed with an absorbent cloth after two
minutes, and the colour density of the stain
left on the paper is the measure of its
absorbency. The darkness of the stain is
measured with a spectrophotometer.

kaolinkaolin /�keəln/ noun china clay, or
white clay used for loading or coating
paper
kappa numberkappa number /�k�pə �n�mbə/ noun a
number which expresses the ability of
paper to be bleached
KbKb /�ke bt/, Kbit abbreviation kilobit
KBKB, Kbyte abbreviation kilobyte
keep downkeep down /�ki�p �daυn/ verb to avoid
using capitals if at all possible
keep standingkeep standing /�ki�p �st�ndŋ/ verb an
instruction to a typesetter to keep type
ready for reprinting
keep upkeep up /�ki�p ��p/ verb to use capital
letters throughout
kerfskerfs /k!�fs/ plural noun shallow grooves
in the back of a book section to house the
threads used in sewing (NOTE: Also spelled
cerfs.)
kernkern /k!�n/ noun part of a piece of type
which overlaps the next character � verb to
make two characters overlap
kerningkerning /�k!�nŋ/ noun a slight overlap-
ping of printed character areas to prevent
large spaces between them, giving a neater
appearance
kerning pairkerning pair /�k!�nŋ peə/ noun a pair
of letters which are commonly kerned
when they appear together to make them
look more balanced, such as ‘k’ and ‘o’

kettlestitchkettlestitch /�ket(ə)lsttʃ/ noun a stitch
at the top and bottom of each signature,
which joins the signatures together. Also
called catch stitch
keykey /ki�/ noun 1. a button on a computer
keyboard which is pressed to operate the
machine 2. something that is important 3.
the screw that controls the amount of ink
flowing from the fountain in a printing
press 4. an alternative term for the colour
black � verb 1. to type information using a
computer or typesetting machine � The
entire text was keyed in Times italic. �
Because of all the author’s changes, we
decided it would be quicker to key the
whole text again. � rekey 2. to use letters or
numbers in the spaces on a layout to refer
to the loose pieces of copy, illustrations etc
that should be there
keyboardkeyboard /�ki�bɔ�d/ noun a set of keys
arranged in order and used to enter infor-
mation into a computer or typewriter �
verb to press the keys on a keyboard to type
something � He is keyboarding our
address list. � The index has not been
keyboarded yet.
keyboarderkeyboarder /�ki�bɔ�də/ noun a person
who types information into a computer
keyboardingkeyboarding /�ki�bɔ�dŋ/, keying
/�ki�ŋ/ noun the act of entering data on a
keyboard
keyboard layoutkeyboard layout /�ki�bɔ�d �leaυt/
noun the way in which various function
and character keys are arranged
keyboard operatorkeyboard operator /�ki�bɔ�d
�ɒpəretə/ noun a person who works with
a keyboard
key-drawingkey-drawing /�ki� �drɔ�ŋ/ noun an
outline drawing made for use as a guide
when separating colour film
key inkey in /�ki� �n/ verb to enter text or
commands on a computer by means of a
keyboard
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keylinekeyline /�ki�lan/ noun a rough sketch
showing where finished artwork is to be
placed
keypadkeypad /�ki�p�d/ noun 1. a set of numer-
ical keys often used for security devices to
open doors by means of a known code 2.
numerical keys set separately on the right-
hand side of a computer keyboard
key platekey plate /�ki� plet/ noun an initial
printing plate used when printing colour
images
keystrokekeystroke /�ki�strəυk/ noun an act of
pressing a key on a keyboard
keystroke countkeystroke count /�ki�strəυk �kaυnt/
noun a tally of each keystroke made, often
used to calculate keyboarding costs
keystroke verificationkeystroke verification /�ki�strəυk
�verf |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a check made on
each key pressed to make sure it is valid for
a particular application
keywordkeyword /�ki�w!�d/ noun 1. the most
important word in a title or sentence 2. a
word used by a search engine to help it
locate a particular type of website
keyword and contextkeyword and context /�ki�w!�d ən
�kɒntekst/ noun full form of KWAC
keyword in contextkeyword in context /�ki�w!�d n
�kɒntekst/ noun full form of KWIC
keyword out of contextkeyword out of context /�ki�w!�d aυt
əv �kɒntekst/ noun full form of KWOC
kgkg abbreviation kilogram � 1kg 1000
grams
kick copykick copy /�kk �kɒpi/ noun a copy of a
newspaper or folded printed sheets, which
is put out of line to show that a particular
number of copies have been printed
killkill /kl/ noun to delete a whole story or
article from a newspaper or magazine after
it has been worked on � The editor told the
production sub to kill the story about the
minister. Compare spike
kilokilo /�ki�ləυ/, kilogram /�klə"r�m/ noun
a measure of weight equalling one thou-
sand grams (NOTE: Written kg after figures:
25kg.)
kilobitkilobit /�kləbt/ noun a measure of 1,024
bits of data. Abbr Kb, Kbit
kilobytekilobyte /�kləυbat/ noun a unit of
measurement for high capacity storage
devices meaning 1,024 bytes of data. Abbr
KB, Kbyte
kioskkiosk /�ki�ɒsk/ noun a small, often
wooden building, used for selling things
kisskiss /ks/ noun a very light printing of an
image

kiss die cuttingkiss die cutting /�ks da �k�tŋ/ noun
die cutting that goes through the top layer,
but not the peelable backing, of a piece of
self-adhesive paper
knibknib /nb/ noun the part of a setting rule
which the compositor holds to pull it out of
the composing stick
knife cheeksknife cheeks /�naf tʃi�ks/ plural noun
grippers which hold the paper which is
being cut
knife foldknife fold /�naf fəυld/ noun a way of
folding paper at an angle to the web, by
pushing a metal blade against the paper
between two cylinders
knife folderknife folder /�naf �fəυldə/ noun a
device for folding paper at an angle to the
web, by pushing a metal blade against the
paper between two cylinders
knocking copyknocking copy /�nɒkŋ �kɒpi/ noun
advertising material which criticises
competing products
knockoutknockout /�nɒkaυt/ noun a section of a
coloured area which is not printed because
something else will be printed on top
knock upknock up /�nɒk ��p/ verb to tap a pile of
sheets of paper lightly on each side to
straighten them
knotterknotter /�nɒtə/ noun a device for
removing hard knots in the wood which is
to be pulped to make paper
knowledgeableknowledgeable /�nɒld�əb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive possessing or showing a great deal of
knowledge, awareness or intelligence
knowledge transferknowledge transfer /�nɒld�
�tr�nsf!�/ noun the communication of
specialised knowledge developed in part of
an organisation to a wider group such as
another part of the organisation or business
customers
kraft linerkraft liner /�krɑ�ft �lanə/ noun strong
paper made largely of sulphate, used to line
corrugated containers
kraft paperkraft paper /�krɑ�ft �pepə/ noun strong
brown paper, used for wrapping parcels
KurzweilKurzweil /�kυrtsvel/ a trademark for an
OCR reader which can recognise typefaces
and reads printed text into a computer,
converting the printed signs to code
KWACKWAC /kw�k/ noun a library indexing
system using keywords from the title and
text as the index entries. Full form
keyword and context
KWICKWIC /kwk/ noun a library indexing
system which uses the title or text to illus-
trate the meaning of the index entry. Full
form keyword in context
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KWOCKWOC /kwɒk/ noun a library indexing
system using any relevant keywords not
necessarily used in the text. Full form
keyword out of context

KWOTKWOT /kwɒt/ noun an indexing system
using words not in the title. Full form
keyword out of title
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LL /el/ noun a letter which causes problems
in sans faces, where the lower case ‘l’ and
the capital ‘I’ may look the same (NOTE:
This confusion is one of the reasons why
sans faces are less often used in the USA,
because the abbreviation ‘Ill.’ for Illinois
becomes impossible to read.)
LALA abbreviation Library Association
labellabel /�leb(ə)l/ noun 1. a piece of paper
or card attached to something giving infor-
mation about it such as its price or address
2. a word or symbol used in computing to
identify a piece of data � verb to attach a
label to something with information on it
such as its price or address
labellinglabelling /�leb(ə)lŋ/ noun the act of
putting a label on something
label paperlabel paper /�leb(ə)l �pepə/ noun
paper which is gummed on one side, used
for printing labels
labour costslabour costs /�lebə kɒsts/ plural noun
the cost of hourly-paid employees
employed to make a product
labour lawslabour laws /�lebə lɔ�z/, labour legis-
lation /�lebə �led� |�sleʃ(ə)n/ plural noun
laws concerning the employment of
workers
lacelace /les/ verb to thread a cord through
holes
laced-on boardslaced-on boards /�lest ɒn �plets/
plural noun a cased book where the book
block is laced onto the boards
lacing inlacing in /�lesŋ �n/, lacing on noun the
process of attaching the boards to a sewn
book block by threading the cords through
holes in the boards
lacquerlacquer /�l�kə/ noun varnish applied to
paper to give it a gloss � verb to apply a
varnish to paper
lad maglad mag /�l�d m�"/ noun a magazine
aimed at young men who are chiefly inter-
ested in sport, alcohol and sex

laid finishlaid finish /�led �fnʃ/ noun a type of
good quality paper which is manufactured
to look like handmade laid paper
laid lineslaid lines /�led lanz/ plural noun faint
lines on laid finish paper which are
designed to imitate the lines left by the
wire mesh used when laid paper is hand-
made
laid paperlaid paper /�led �pepə/ noun handmade
paper which is made in a mould with thin
wires across it and thicker wires along it.
Compare wove
laminatelaminate /�l�mnet/ verb to cover a
document with a thin film of glossy plastic
for protection
laminationlamination /�l�m|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
processing of laminating 2. the plastic film
used to laminate
laminatorlaminator /�l�mnetə/ noun a machine
which laminates
lampblacklampblack /�l�mpbl�k/ noun a black
pigment from burnt oil, used in the prepa-
ration of black ink
LANLAN /l�n/ abbreviation Local Area
Network
landing pagelanding page /�l�ndŋ ped�/ noun the
page on a website where the user arrives, in
particular the page you arrive on when
directed by a hyperlink
landscape formatlandscape format /�l�nskep
�fɔ�m�t/ noun A4-size paper used side-
ways so that the longest side is at the top
(NOTE: The US term is horizontal.)

COMMENT: Landscape format is not a
normal book format, in that a portrait format
book is easier to hold in the hand.
Landscape formats are used for art books
where many illustrations may be horizontal.
Landscape books, especially large art
books, are heavy and tend to pull apart at
the spine, thus distorting the pages. They
also have the disadvantage of not being
easy to put on bookshelves, and are
especially awkward for bookshop shelves,
where the need to show the spine and title
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makes the book stick out from the shelf
much further than others.

landscape photographlandscape photograph /�l�ndskep
�fəυtə"rɑ�f/ noun a photograph printed
across the page, its width being greater
than its height
languagelanguage /�l�ŋ"wd�/ noun a system of
sounds, signs or symbols used for commu-
nication
lap registerlap register /�l�p �red�stə/ noun a
printed register in which adjacent printed
areas overlap slightly to ensure that there
are no white gaps. Compare butt register
lapselapse /l�ps/ noun the fact of something
stopping being valid � The lapse of copy-
right means that the book can be reprinted
anywhere. � verb to stop being valid or
active � The copyright has lapsed.
largelarge /lɑ�d�/ adjective very big or impor-
tant � The headings are in large capitals. �
The point size for the text should be at least
two points larger than the footnotes. � He
is our largest customer.
large crown octavolarge crown octavo /�lɑ�d� kraυn ɒk |

�tɑ�vəυ/ noun a book format (198 x
129mm). Abbr 8vo
large crown quartolarge crown quarto /�lɑ�d� kraυn
�kwɔ�təυ/ noun a book format (258 x
201mm). Abbr 4o
large print booklarge print book /�lɑ�d� prnt �bυk/,
large type book /�lɑ�d� tap �bυk/ noun a
book printed in a very large print size
intended for people who have difficulty in
seeing, usually found in public libraries
and not available in bookshops
laserlaser /�lezə/ noun a device that produces
coherent light of a single wavelength in a
narrow beam, by exciting a material so that
it emits photons of light. Full form light
amplification by stimulated emission of
radiation
laser beam recordinglaser beam recording /�lezə bi�m r|

�kɔ�dŋ/ noun the production of characters
on a light-sensitive film by a laser beam
controlled directly from a computer
laser disklaser disk /�lezə dsk/ noun a plastic
disk containing information in the form of
small etched dots that can be read by a
laser, used to record images or sound in
digital form
lastlast /lɑ�st/ adjective, adverb 1. coming at
the end of a series � We passed the last
proofs for press yesterday. � This is our last
board meeting before we move to our new
offices. � We finished the last items in the
order just two days before the delivery
date. 2. most recent or most recently �

Where is the last batch of orders? � The
last ten orders were only for single copies.
� verb to continue to be used or available
for a period of time � We have enough
stock to last us for three months.
last colourlast colour /�lɑ�st �k�lə/ noun the last of
a series of colours printed in four-colour
printing
last in first outlast in first out /�lɑ�st n �f!�st �aυt/
noun 1. a redundancy policy in which the
people who have been most recently
appointed are the first to be made redun-
dant 2. an accounting method where stock
is valued at the price of the latest purchases
last quarterlast quarter /�lɑ�st �kwɔ�tə/ noun same
as fourth quarter
latelate /let/ adjective 1. after the time stated
or agreed � There is a penalty for late
delivery. 2. at the end of a period of time �
adverb after the time stated or agreed � The
publisher was late in getting the corrected
proofs back to the typesetter. � The ship-
ment was landed late.
lateral reversallateral reversal /�l�t(ə)rəl r |�v!�s(ə)l/
noun the reversal of an image to give an
exact mirror image of the plate
latestlatest /�letst/ adjective most recent �
Here are the latest sales figures.
latest editionlatest edition /�letst  |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun
the most recent printing of a newspaper
latexlatex /�leteks/ noun a rubber solution
added to some papers to make them more
durable
Latin alphabetLatin alphabet /�l�tn ��lfəbet/ noun
1. the alphabet used in Roman times, with
21 letters and no ‘j’, ‘u’, ‘w’, ‘y’ or ‘z’ 2. a
modern western alphabet, used in most
European languages, except Greek and the
Cyrillic languages such as Russian and
Bulgarian
launchlaunch /lɔ�ntʃ/ verb to start a new
activity or make a new product available to
the public � noun the act of putting a new
product on the market � The launch of the
new fiction series has been put back three
months. � The company is geared up for
the launch of the new series of school text-
books. � The management has decided on
a September launch date.
launch datelaunch date /�lɔ�ntʃ det/ noun the date
when a new product is officially shown to
the public for the first time
launchinglaunching /�lɔ�ntʃŋ/ noun the act of
putting a new product on the market
launching costlaunching cost /�lɔ�ntʃŋ kɒst/ noun
the cost of publicity for a new product
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launch partylaunch party /lɔ�ntʃ �pɑ�ti/ noun a
party held to advertise the launching of a
new product
lawlaw /lɔ�/ noun a system of rules and regu-
lations used by a government or society to
control business agreements, social rela-
tionships and crime
law bookslaw books /�lɔ� bυks/ plural noun books
referring to the law, e.g. statutes, official
publications and commentaries
law of supply and demandlaw of supply and demand /�lɔ�r əv
sə|�pla ən d|�mɑ�nd/ noun the general
rule that the amount of a product which is
available is related to the needs of potential
customers
lawslaws /lɔ�z/ plural noun the rules by which
a country is governed and the activities of
people and organisations controlled
lawyerlawyer /�lɔ�jə/ noun a person who has
studied law and can act for people on legal
business
laylay /le/ noun 1. the way in which some-
thing is set out 2. one of two metal guides
for paper in the printing press or folding
machine
lay boylay boy /�le bɔ/ noun a device which
collects the cut sheets after they have been
printed and stacks them
lay edgelay edge /�le ed�/ noun the edge of a
sheet of paper which touches one of the
lays on the printing press
layerlayer /�leə/ noun 1. a thin film of a
substance � In lamination, the card is
covered with a thin layer of plastic and
then heated. 2. an employee who feeds the
sheets through a press
lay gaugelay gauge /�le "ed�/ noun a mecha-
nism on the printing press which aligns
with the lay edges of the paper, thus
making sure that each sheet is printed in
exactly the same place
laying presslaying press /�leŋ pres/ noun a small
press used to hold handbound books while
they are being glued. Also called lying
press
lay markslay marks /�le mɑ�ks/ plural noun
marks on the sheet showing which are the
lay edges
lay of the caselay of the case /�le əv ðə �kes/ noun
the way in which the different characters
are placed in compartments in a case
lay outlay out /�le �aυt/ verb to design the way
in which a page will be printed � The
designer has laid out the text around the
artist’s colour drawings.

layoutlayout /�leaυt/ noun the design of a page
of printed matter including position on the
page of illustrations, text and type sizes
layout paperlayout paper /�leaυt �pepə/ noun
same as detail paper
layout sheetlayout sheet /�leaυt ʃi�t/ noun a
preprinted sheet with grids showing the
basic design of a page, used by designers to
prepare final layouts
layout tablelayout table /�leaυt �teb(ə)l/ noun a
light table used for laying out pages
layout terminallayout terminal /�leaυt �t!�mn(ə)l/
noun a keyboard and computer monitor on
which page layouts can be prepared
LBFLBF abbreviation London Book Fair
lclc abbreviation lower case
LCLC abbreviation LIBRARIES Library of
Congress
L/CL/C abbreviation letter of credit
LCDLCD abbreviation liquid crystal display
leadlead1 /li�d/ noun 1. the main story in a
newspaper or news programme on televi-
sion 2. the end of a web which is fed into
the printing press � verb to use as the first
story � The paper led with the story about
the refugees.
leadlead2 /li�d/ noun /led/ 1. a heavy soft
metal used as the main part of the alloy in
cast metal type 2. a thin piece of metal used
to separate lines of type 3. a black material
used in pencils � a soft lead pencil � verb
to make spaces between lines of typeset-
ting, either with strips of metal or on the
computer � The notes have not been
leaded. (NOTE: The opposite is unleaded.)
leaderleader /�li�də/ noun 1. a person who
manages or directs others � the leader of
the print workers’ union � She is the leader
of the trade mission to Nigeria. 2. the
product which sells best 3. a piece of blank
tape at the beginning of a reel, which is fed
into a machine 4. same as leading article
leadersleaders, leader lines plural noun a series
of short dashes or dots which run across a
page, as between chapter titles and page
numbers in a contents list
leadingleading1 /�ledŋ/ noun space inserted
between lines of typeset text, either as
metal strips, or via the computer program �
If we increase the leading from 1 to 2 point,
the book will make twelve extra pages.

COMMENT: The spaces between lines of
text are called ‘leading’ because originally
the lines were separated by thin strips of
lead; the term is still used, even for
computer setting, although here ‘interlinear
spacing’ is more correct.
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leadingleading2 /�li�dŋ/ adjective 1. most
important � They are the leading company
in the reference field. 2. going into a
machine first
leading articleleading article /�li�dŋ �ɑ�tk(ə)l/ noun
the main article in a newspaper, written by
the editor, expressing the newspaper’s offi-
cial point of view. Also called leader
leading edgeleading edge /�li�dŋ ed�/ noun the
edge of a sheet of paper which is held by
the grippers and goes through the press
first
leading outleading out /�ledŋ �aυt/ noun the act of
spacing out the lines of typeset text
lead timelead time /�li�d tam/ noun the time
between deciding to place an order and
receiving the product � The lead time on
this item is more than six weeks.
leafleaf /li�f/ noun a page of a book printed on
both sides (NOTE: The plural is leaves.) �
verb � to leaf through to turn the pages of
a document quickly without reading them
carefully
leafletleaflet /�li�flət/ noun a small folded piece
of paper with printed information, often
given away free as a form of advertising
leakageleakage /�li�kd�/ noun the unofficial
release of confidential information, usually
to the media
leakproofleakproof /�li�kpru�f/ adjective not
allowing breaches in secrecy or confidenti-
ality
leakyleaky /�li�ki/ adjective allowing breaches
in secrecy or confidentiality
lean matterlean matter /�li�n �m�tə/ noun copy to
be set which poses problems, such as copy
with mathematical symbols or which is
closely typed (NOTE: The opposite is fat
matter.)
learned journallearned journal /�l!�nd �d�!�n(ə)l/
noun a specialised magazine on an
academic subject
learning disabilitylearning disability /�l!�nŋ dsə|�blti/
noun a condition that either prevents or
significantly hinders somebody from
learning basic skills or information at the
same rate as most people of the same age
learning-disabledlearning-disabled /�l!�nŋ d|

�seb(ə)ld/ adjective prevented or hindered
by a learning disability from learning basic
skills or information at the same rate as
most people of the same age
leatherleather /�leðə/ noun material made from
the skins of animals, used for binding
expensive books

leatherbound bookleatherbound book /�leðəbaυnd
�bυk/ noun a book that has been bound in
leather
leather clothleather cloth /�leðə klɒθ/ noun closely
woven cloth, covered with a cellulose and
oil mixture, which makes it look like
leather
leatheretteleatherette /�leðə |�ret/ noun paper that
has been embossed to look like leather
leaveleave /li�v/ verb to let something stay as it
is � Leave the last page blank. � Leave
three lines blank between the entries. � The
chapters should be left in their present
order.
leave edgeleave edge /�li�v ed�/ noun the last edge
of the sheet of paper as it goes into the
press
leave outleave out /�li�v �aυt/ verb to exclude or
omit something � She left out the ISBN on
the mailing piece. � The contract leaves
out any mention of a paperback edition.
lecternlectern /�lekt!�n/ noun a stand with a
sloping top on which a book or notes can
rest in front of a standing speaker
ledgerledger /�led�ə/ noun a book in which
accounts are written
ledger paperledger paper /�led�ə �pepə/ noun fine
thick paper, tub-sized and coloured pale
blue, grey or green, used for account books
left-handleft-hand /�left �h�nd/ adjective
belonging to the left side � The debits are
in the left-hand column in the accounts.
left-hand pageleft-hand page /�left h�nd �ped�/
noun the page on the left of a double page
spread, always with an even folio � Begin
each chapter on a left-hand page.
left justificationleft justification /�left �d��stf|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of aligning the
left-hand margin on a piece of text so that
the edge is even
left justifyleft justify /�left �d��stfa/ verb to use
computer commands to ensure that the
left-hand margins of text are straight
legleg /le"/ noun a column that is shorter than
other columns
legallegal /�li�"(ə)l/ adjective 1. relating to the
law � a legal discussion 2. according to the
law � The contract was legal and binding.
legal adviserlegal adviser /�li�"(ə)l əd|�vazə/ noun a
person who advises clients about the law
legal claimlegal claim /�li�"(ə)l klem/ noun a
statement that somebody owns something
legally
legal costslegal costs /�li�"(ə)l kɒsts/, legal
charges /�li�"(ə)l �tʃɑ�d�z/ plural noun
money spent on fees to lawyers
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legal departmentlegal department /�li�"(ə)l d |

�pɑ�tmənt/, legal section /�li�"(ə)l
�sekʃ(ə)n/ noun the section of a company
dealing with legal matters
legal depositlegal deposit /�li�"(ə)l d|�pɒzt/ noun a
system that entitles some libraries to
receive by law one copy of every book or
publication published in that country
legal expenseslegal expenses /�li�"(ə)l k|�spensz/
plural noun same as legal costs
legendlegend /�led�ənd/ noun 1. a caption
under a picture or diagram 2. an explana-
tion of the symbols on a map or diagram 3.
a story based on cultural traditions handed
down
legibilitylegibility /�led�|�blti/ noun the fact of
being easily readable � The keyboarders
complained about the legibility of the
manuscript.

COMMENT: Legibility is one of the
requirements of text matter. Text is more
easily read in roman serif typefaces than in
italic or in sans faces, and should have line
spacing of about 2 points between the lines
(i.e. there should be more spacing between
the lines than between words). Sans faces
and italic are less legible, and closely
spaced lines, or lines which are irregularly
spaced, are more difficult to read than lines
of closely spaced words with extra spacing
between the lines.

legiblelegible /�led�b(ə)l/ adjective clear
enough to be read easily
legislationlegislation /�led� |�sleʃ(ə)n/ noun laws
lemmalemma /�lemə/ noun a heading that indi-
cates the topic of a work or passage (NOTE:
The plural is lemmata.)
lendlend /lend/ verb to allow somebody to use
something for a period � The library lends
several thousand books each week. � The
bank lent him £50,000 to start his business.
lending librarylending library /�lendŋ �labrəri/ noun
a library which allows users to borrow
items as opposed to a purely reference
library
lengthlength /leŋθ/ noun a measurement of how
long something is
lengthwiselengthwise /�leŋθwaz/ adverb along
the length � The picture measures 29cm
lengthwise.
letterletter /�letə/ noun 1. a piece of writing
sent from one person to another usually
through the post 2. a symbol used in
writing which more or less represents one
sound of a language
letter fitletter fit /�letə ft/ noun the space
between typeset characters

letterformletterform /�letəfɔ�m/ noun the shape of
a letter
letterheadletterhead /�letəhed/ noun 1. the name
and address of a company or organisation
printed at the top of their official notepaper
2. a sheet of paper with the name and
address of a company printed at the top
letter heightletter height /�letə hat/ noun same as
character height
letteringlettering /�letərŋ/ noun 1. the art of
drawing letters by hand in a beautiful way
2. the printing of letters
letter of creditletter of credit /�letə əv �kredt/ noun a
letter from a bank allowing somebody
credit and promising to repay at a later
date. Abbr L/C
letter of referenceletter of reference /�letər əv
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun a letter in which an
employer recommends somebody for a
new job
letterpress machineletterpress machine /�letəpres mə|

�ʃi�n/ noun a machine which does letter-
press printing
letterpress printingletterpress printing /�letəpres
�prntŋ/ noun the relief printing process,
where metal type or blocks are covered
with ink and the paper is pressed onto the
block to make an image
lettersetletterset /�letəset/ noun the process of
printing where ink is transferred from the
plate to a blanket cylinder and then printed
from the blanket onto paper
letter spaceletter space /�letə spes/ noun the space
between two typeset letters, especially a
standard space
letter spacingletter spacing /�letə �spesŋ/ noun
extra spacing placed between letters for
emphasis or to give a better visual effect
letters patentletters patent /�letəz �petənt/ plural
noun an official document which gives
somebody the exclusive right to make and
sell something they have invented
let the buyer bewarelet the buyer beware /�let ðə �baə b|

�weə/ phrase � caveat emptor
levellevel /�lev(ə)l/ adjective flat or not higher
than the rest
level of returnslevel of returns /�lev(ə)l əv r |�t!�nz/
noun same as returns level
level small capslevel small caps /�lev(ə)l smɔ�l �k�ps/
plural noun same as even small caps
levylevy /�levi/ noun money which is
demanded and collected by the govern-
ment � verb to demand and collect
payment of a tax or an extra payment � to
levy a duty on the import of luxury items �
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The government has decided to levy a tax
on imported cars.
lexicographical orderlexicographical order
/�lekskə"r�fk(ə)l �ɔ�də/ noun an order
of items where the words are listed in the
order of the letters of the alphabet, as in a
dictionary
lexiconlexicon /�lekskɒn/ noun 1. an alphabet-
ical list of words specifically related to a
language or a particular subject 2. a
dictionary, especially one of an ancient
language such as Latin or Hebrew
libellibel /�lab(ə)l/ noun an untrue written
statement which damages somebody’s
reputation
libellouslibellous /�labələs/ adjective relating to
writing which is untrue and damages
somebody’s reputation

COMMENT: Libel only refers to writing and
print; it can be also used in connection with
photographs and drawings, especially
cartoons. Slander is the equivalent in
spoken statements, including statements
on radio and TV.

librarianlibrarian /la|�breəriən/ noun 1. a person
who is in charge of a library 2. a person
who has usually been trained in librarian-
ship and who works in a library
librarianshiplibrarianship /la|�breəriənʃp/ noun
the study of organising and retrieving
information so that it is accessible to other
people
librarylibrary /�labrəri/ noun a collection of
books, documents, newspapers and audio-
visual materials kept and organised for
people to read or borrow
library and information sciencelibrary and information science
/�labrəri ənd �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �saəns/
noun a course of study that covers all
aspects of information and library manage-
ment, e.g. resources, user services, organi-
sation, evaluation, systems used, policy
and representation. Abbr LIS
Library AssociationLibrary Association /�labrəri ə |

�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun a UK professional
body working to support librarians and
information workers. Abbr LA
library bindinglibrary binding /�labrəri �bandŋ/
noun a strong, durable binding for books
which will withstand heavy use
library editionlibrary edition /�labrəri  |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a set of books, published in a series,
either by a single author or on the same
subject and with the same size and format
library licencelibrary licence /�labrəri �las(ə)ns/
noun a licence granted to a bookshop or to

a local authority, allowing books to be
bought at a discount for public libraries
Library of CongressLibrary of Congress /�labrəri əv
�kɒŋ"res/ noun the national library of the
United States, located in Washington DC
and founded by an Act of Congress in
1800. It contains more than 28 million
books and pamphlets as well as presiden-
tial papers, music, photographs and record-
ings. Abbr LR
Library of Congress CatalogLibrary of Congress Catalog
/�labrəri əv �kɒŋ"res �k�təlɒ"/ noun a
catalogue of the holdings of the Library of
Congress in the USA, also available
online. Abbr LOCIS
Library of Congress Catalog numberLibrary of Congress Catalog
number /�labrəri əv �kɒŋ"res
�k�təlɒ" �n�mbə/ noun the number of the
reference in the Library of Congress
Catalog, printed inside a book published in
the USA. Abbr LOC
Library of Congress Classification systemLibrary of Congress Classification
system /�labrəri əv �kɒŋ"res �kl�sf |

�keʃ(ə)n �sstəm/ noun an American
system of organising documents for infor-
mation retrieval. Abbr LC
library purchaselibrary purchase /�labrəri �p!�tʃs/
noun the purchase of books by a library
from a library supplier
library sciencelibrary science /�labrəri �saəns/ noun
the study of librarianship
library supplierlibrary supplier /�labrəri sə|�plaə/
noun a company that supplies stationery,
books, equipment and furniture needed for
use in libraries
library supplylibrary supply /�labrəri sə |�pla/ noun a
supply of books to libraries at a discount
licencelicence /�las(ə)ns/ noun 1. an official
document giving permission to use or do
something 2. permission given by one
manufacturer to another manufacturer to
make copies of its products against
payment of a fee � The software is manu-
factured in this country under licence.
licenselicense /�las(ə)ns/ verb to give official
permission for something to happen
licenseelicensee /�las(ə)n |�si�/ noun a person
who has a licence, especially a licence to
manufacture something
licensinglicensing /�las(ə)nsŋ/ adjective
relating to licences � a licensing agreement
liftlift /lft/ verb 1. to copy something directly
without any acknowledgement � The book
contains whole chapters lifted from a book
on the same subject published in the USA.
2. to remove or end something � to lift
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trade barriers � The government has lifted
the ban on imports from Japan.
ligatureligature /�l"ətʃə/ noun 1. two characters
joined together on one stem to form a
combined character 2. a short line
connecting two characters

COMMENT: The most common ligatures are
between ff, fl and fi, though they also occur
between vowels as in oe. Ligatures are less
commonly used now, because it is difficult
to keyboard them on personal computers,
which are frequently used by authors to
supply text to a publisher.

lightlight /lat/ adjective 1. not heavy or not
thick � The book should be printed on light
paper. 2. not dark
light boxlight box /�lat bɒks/ noun a viewer with
a light inside and a matt transparent
window, in which transparencies or films
can be placed so that it is easy to see them
lightenlighten /�lat(ə)n/ verb to make some-
thing less dark or less dense
light facelight face /�lat fes/ noun a typeface
with thin lines, which appears light on the
page
light-fastlight-fast /�lat fɑ�st/ adjective relating
to colours that do not fade when exposed to
light (NOTE: The opposite is fugitive.)
light-penlight-pen /�latpen/ noun a stylus with a
light sensor used to scan barcodes
light-sensitivelight-sensitive /�lat �senstv/ adjec-
tive reacting to light in a particular way �
The photograph is printed on light-sensi-
tive paper.
light tablelight table /�lat �teb(ə)l/ noun a table
with a matt glass surface and a light under-
neath, on which film can be placed so that
it is easy to see
lightweightlightweight /�latwet/ adjective 1. not
heavy � thin, lightweight paper 2. not
thought to be of a high academic standard
lightweight paperlightweight paper /�latwet �pepə/
noun paper weighing less than 60gsm
like-sidednesslike-sidedness /�lak �saddnəs/ noun
the quality of paper having the same finish
on either side, so that it prints consistently.
Compare two-sidedness
limitlimit /�lmt/ noun a maximum pre-
defined range used to restrict an action or
thing � verb to prevent something from
becoming bigger
limitationlimitation /�lm |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the act
of allowing only a particular quantity of
something
limitation of liabilitylimitation of liability /�lmteʃ(ə)n əv
�laə|�blti/ noun the act of making some-

body liable for only a part of the damage or
loss
limited editionlimited edition /�lmtd  |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a work of art such as a book or
painting which is only produced in very
small numbers
limited liability companylimited liability company /�lmtd
laə|�blti �k�mp(ə)ni/ noun a company
where a shareholder is responsible for the
company’s debts only to the face value of
their shares
limited marketlimited market /�lmtd �mɑ�kt/ noun
a market which can take only a particular
quantity of goods
limplimp /lmp/ adjective relating to a book
cover that is not stiffened by boards but is
made of more durable material than a
paperback
limp bindinglimp binding /�lmp �bandŋ/ noun a
binding style using flexible material
usually cheaper than hard boards
limp-bound editionlimp-bound edition /�lmp baυnd |

�dʃ(ə)n/, limp edition /�lmp |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun an edition of a book with a soft cover
lineline /lan/ noun 1. a row of words or
figures in a text 2. a type of product that a
company makes or sells � We do not stock
that line. � Computers are not one of our
best-selling lines. � They produce an inter-
esting line in garden books. 3. a long piece
of wire used to connect communications �
a telephone line
lineagelineage /�lnid�/ noun 1. a measurement
of how many lines a text will make 2. a
system for charging for advertisements by
the number of column lines used
line and tone blockline and tone block /�lan ən �təυn
�blɒk/, line/tone block noun a block
which combines both line artwork and
halftones (NOTE: The US term is combina-
tion plate.)
line artworkline artwork /�lan �ɑ�tw!�k/ noun black
and white graphics, with no tones. Also
called line copy
line blockline block /�lan blɒk/ noun a block
made from a line drawing for printing,
usually made of zinc. Also called line
engraving
line casting machineline casting machine /�lan �kɑ�stŋ
mə|�ʃi�n/, line caster noun a machine such
as Linotype, which casts whole lines of
type at a time
line chartline chart /�lan tʃɑ�t/, line graph noun
a chart or graph using lines to indicate
values
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line colourline colour /�lan �k�lə/ noun a coloured
illustration made by printing line drawings
in different colours
line conversionline conversion /�lan kən|�v!�ʃ(ə)n/
noun the process by which continuous
tones are converted into lines
line copyline copy /�lan �kɒpi/ noun same as line
artwork
line cutline cut /�lan k�t/ noun US an illustra-
tion on a metal block, using lines to show
the picture
linedlined /land/ adjective 1. with lines � He
prefers lined paper for writing notes. 2.
with a lining � The de luxe edition is in a
slipcase lined with silk.
lined paperlined paper /land �pepə/ noun paper
with thin lines printed on it
line drawingsline drawings /�lan �drɔ�ŋz/ plural
noun illustrations for a book which are
drawn with a pen, or have tints, but which
do not need to be reproduced as halftones.
Also called line illustrations
line editorline editor /�lan �edtə/ noun a piece of
software that allows the operator to modify
one line of text from a file at a time
line endingline ending /�lan �endŋ/ noun a char-
acter which shows that a line has ended
line endingsline endings /�lan �endŋz/ plural noun
the last words on each line of text, which
may need to be hyphenated, with the
second part of the word carried over to the
next line
line engravingline engraving /�lan n|�"revŋ/ noun
same as line block
line foldingline folding /�lan �fəυldŋ/ noun the
moving of a section of a long line of text
onto the next row
line gaugeline gauge /�lan "ed�/ noun an instru-
ment for measuring type, with picas,
points, etc., marked on a type of ruler
line illustrationsline illustrations /�lan lə|�streʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun same as line drawings
line incrementline increment /�lan �ŋkrmənt/ noun
the minimum distance between two lines
of type, which can be as small as one eight-
eenth of a point
line lengthline length /�lan leŋθ/ noun the number
of characters that can fit into a set line of
type
line managementline management /�lan
�m�nd�mənt/ noun a system of manage-
ment using a hierarchical structure of jobs,
so that everyone is responsible to the
person immediately above them
line measureline measure /�lan �me�ə/ noun the
length of a line of typeset characters

linenlinen /�lnn/ noun cloth made from the
flax plant
linen finishlinen finish /�lnn �fnʃ/ noun paper or
board grained to look like linen
linen paperlinen paper /�lnn �pepə/ noun strong
paper used for banknotes
linen testerlinen tester /�lnn �testə/ noun a
magnifying glass used by printers
line of businessline of business /�lan əv �bzns/, line
of work noun a type of business or work
line of productline of product /�lan əv �prɒd�kt/
noun same as product line
linerliner /�lanə/ noun paper used to cover
boards or other papers
line spaceline space /�lan spes/ noun a white
space equivalent to one line of typesetting
line widthline width /�lan wdθ/ noun the number
of characters across the type area of a line
lininglining /�lanŋ/ noun 1. the act of making
a line of characters straight 2. paper used to
glue inside a board cover, to strengthen it
and prevent warping 3. mull or kraft paper
glued inside the spine of a book to
strengthen it 4. the act of pasting paper
inside the spine of a cased book to
strengthen it
lining figureslining figures /�lanŋ �f"əz/, lining
numerals plural noun a form of Arabic
numerals which are aligned like capitals,
as opposed to old face figures or non-lining
figures which have ascenders and
descenders. Also called modern figures
lining paperslining papers /�lanŋ �pepəz/ plural
noun pages of thicker paper at the front and
back of a book, glued to the first and last
text pages and then glued to the cover
linocutlinocut /�lanəυk�t/ noun 1. a design
made by cutting the surface of linoleum
with a knife 2. a print made from a linocut

COMMENT: Linocuts are broad and rather
rough; they cannot give delicate lines, but
can make striking designs.

LinotronLinotron /�lanəυtrɒn/ a trademark for a
phototypesetting machine developed by
Linotype
LinotypeLinotype /�lanəυtap/ a trade name for
a metal composing machine, which sets
type in a metal strip as long as a line, as
opposed to single characters

COMMENT: Linotype is easy to use and can
be operated by a single keyboard operator;
the main disadvantage as opposed to
Monotype, is that, since each line is a single
piece of metal (or ‘slug’), even a small
correction will involve resetting a whole line,
and is therefore more expensive
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linotypistlinotypist /�lanəυtapst/ noun a
person who keyboards on a Linotype
machine
LinsonLinson /�lns(ə)n/ a trademark for a
strong binding paper which is patterned to
resemble cloth
lintlint /lnt/ noun fibres which are detached
from the surface of paper as it is being
printed
LINUXLINUX /�lnəks/ a trademark for a
computer operating system that is a free
implementation of the UNIX operating
system
liquid crystal displayliquid crystal display /�lkwd
�krst(ə)l ds|�ple/ noun liquid crystal that
turns black when a voltage is applied, used
in many small digital displays. Abbr LCD
liquid laminateliquid laminate /�lkwd �l�mnət/
noun a liquid plastic coating, painted onto
a cover to give it a glossy protective finish
listlist /lst/ noun /�melŋ lst/ 1. a series of
items written down usually one under the
other 2. a catalogue � There is a price list
for cars of different ages and models. �
verb 1. to write a series of items one after
the other � to list products by category � to
list representatives by area � The cata-
logue lists twenty-three publications which
have been delayed. 2. to print or display
certain items of information � to list a
program to display a program line by line
in correct order
list-buildinglist-building /�lst �bldŋ/ noun the
creation of a specialised series of titles
listing paperlisting paper /�lstŋ �pepə/ noun
paper made as a long sheet, used in
computer printers
listingslistings /�lstŋz/ plural noun informa-
tion items such as what films are showing
at which cinemas, etc., listed in a news-
paper
list of abbreviationslist of abbreviations /�list əv ə|�bri�vi |

�eʃ(ə)nz/ noun a note in a reference book
which lists the abbreviations used and what
they stand for, usually printed at the begin-
ning of the text, after the prelims or, in
some reference works such as dictionaries,
on the endpapers
list of contentslist of contents /�lst əv �kɒntents/
noun same as contents list
list pricelist price /�lst pras/ noun the price of a
commodity according to a printed list
literacyliteracy /�lt(ə)rəsi/ noun the ability to
read and write

‘In a withering dossier, chief inspector
Graham Donaldson concluded pupils

were being failed by poor teachers and
weak leadership and that a fifth were
leaving school without basic literacy and
numeracy skills.’ [Sunday Express]

literalliteral /�lt(ə)rəl/ noun a mistake made
when keyboarding so that characters are
transposed
literaryliterary /�lt(ə)rəri/ adjective relating to
literature
literary agencyliterary agency /�lt(ə)rəri �ed�ənsi/
noun an office which represents authors in
their negotiations with publishers, and
finds publishers for new works by authors,
for a commission
literary agentliterary agent /�lt(ə)rəri �ed�ənt/
noun somebody whose job is to negotiate
business contracts on behalf of an author
literary executorliterary executor /�lt(ə)rəri " |

�zekjυtə/ noun a person appointed by an
author in his will, to look after their unpub-
lished works and papers after they die
literary forensicsliterary forensics /�lt(ə)rəri fə|

�renzks/ noun the scientific examination
of documents of disputed authenticity
Literary MarketplaceLiterary Marketplace /�lt(ə)rəri
�mɑ�ktples/ noun an American publica-
tion listing people such as publishers,
agents and translators (NOTE: The British
equivalent is the Writers’ and Artists’
Yearbook.)
literary propertyliterary property /�lt(ə)rəri �prɒpəti/
noun the ownership of a copyright
literary scoutliterary scout /�lt(ə)rəri skaυt/ noun a
person who looks for suitable books for a
publisher to publish in another country
literateliterate /�lt(ə)rət/ adjective able to read
and write
literatureliterature /�lt(ə)rətʃə/ noun 1. written
works such as novels, plays and poetry,
especially those considered to have artistic
quality 2. printed information on a specific
subject
literature surveyliterature survey /�lt(ə)rətʃə �s!�ve/
noun a bibliography listing material on a
given subject or sometimes in a given loca-
tion
lith filmlith film /�lθ flm/ noun high quality and
contrast photographic film used in litho-
graphic printing
lithographlithograph /�lθə"rɑ�f/ noun a work of
art printed from a stone or plate by lithog-
raphy
lithographiclithographic /�lθəυ |�"r�fk/ adjective
referring to lithography
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lithographic paperlithographic paper /�lθəυ|�"r�fk
�pepə/ noun fine paper for printing litho-
graphs
lithographylithography /l |�θɒ"rəfi/, litho /�laθəυ/
noun a method of printing in which the ink
sticks to greasy areas of treated metal,
stone or film and is then transferred to
paper

COMMENT: Lithography was invented in
1798 by a German artist, Alois Senefelder.
It was originally the art of drawing a design
on stone in greasy ink, then printing from it.
The surface now used is a metal plate, but
the principle is the same: this is that a
greasy surface attracts ink, while a wet
surface repels ink. The design is drawn on
the surface with greasy ink, the surface is
then rolled with a damp roller to wet it, and
then the inking roller passes over it, leaving
ink on the parts which are greasy and not
leaving ink on those parts which are wet.

litho platelitho plate /�laθəυ plet/ noun the
printing surface in lithography
litho preplitho prep /�laθəυ prep/ noun US the
make-up of film or repro
live arealive area /�lav �eəriə/ noun the area of
an image or page which will print
living standardsliving standards /�lvŋ �st�ndədz/
plural noun same as standard of living
‘Livres Hebdo’‘Livres Hebdo’ /�li�vrə �ebdəυ/ noun a
French weekly magazine dealing with
books and publishing matters
loadload /ləυd/ noun goods which are trans-
ported
loadingloading /�ləυdŋ/ noun 1. a substance
such as clay or gypsum, added to paper
furnish during beating before the paper-
making process to make the paper more
opaque and more solid. � filler 2. the action
of adding gypsum or clay to paper stock
loanloan /ləυn/ noun something that is lent
and must be returned
LOCLOC abbreviation Library of Congress
Catalog number
locallocal /�ləυk(ə)l/ adjective belonging or
relating to the specific area where you live
or work
Local Area NetworkLocal Area Network /�ləυk(ə)l �eəriə
�netw!�k/ noun a system linking
computers, terminals and printers, within a
restricted geographical area, which share
the same stored information in the network
memory. Abbr LAN
local authorlocal author /�ləυk(ə)l �ɔ�θə/ noun an
author who lives in the area served by a
bookshop or local radio station, and who is
given special promotion

local interest titlelocal interest title /�ləυk(ə)l
�nt(ə)rəst �tat(ə)l/ noun a book which is
interesting to people living in a certain
area, but less so to anyone else
locallylocally /�ləυk(ə)li/ adverb in the area near
where an office or factory is based � We
recruit all our staff locally.
local paperlocal paper /�ləυk(ə)l �pepə/ noun a
newspaper which sells in a particular area,
and carries news about that area
loc. cit.loc. cit. abbreviation ‘in the place
quoted’, used in a footnote to refer to
another note (NOTE: From for the Latin
phrase ‘loco citato’.)
locklock /lɒk/ verb to fasten something to
prevent access � noun 1. a device for
closing a door or box so that it can be
opened only with a key 2. a device to
prevent a forme from moving
lock uplock up /�lɒk ��p/ verb � to lock up type
to screw the quoins tight in a chase so that
the metal type cannot fall out
loft-dried paperloft-dried paper /�lɒft drad �pepə/
noun paper which has been dried slowly in
a special drying room
logical palettelogical palette /�lɒd�k(ə)l �p�lət/
noun a graphics object that includes the
colour palette information it requires
logologo /�ləυ"əυ/ noun a special design
which identifies the products and publicity
material of a company or organisation
logotypelogotype /�lɒ"əυtap/ noun a single
piece of metal type which prints a whole
word, a trademark, or the distinctive name
of a newspaper, etc.
longlong /lɒŋ/ adjective having many words or
pages
long-bodied typelong-bodied type /�lɒŋ �bɒdi�d �tap/
noun characters cast on a larger body such
as 8 point on 9, which means that leading
is not needed
long columnlong column /�lɒŋ �kɒləm/, long page
/�lɒŋ �ped�/ noun a column which is
longer than the others and has to be cut, or
which is allowed to be longer than others to
avoid an awkward widow
long creditlong credit /�lɒŋ �kredt/ noun terms
allowing the borrower a long time to pay
long dashlong dash /�lɒŋ �d�ʃ/ noun same as em
dash
long descenderslong descenders /�lɒŋ d|�sendəz/
plural noun alternative characters in partic-
ular typefaces that have longer descenders
than the normal characters in the same face
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long discountlong discount /�lɒŋ �dskaυnt/ noun a
trade discount or discount from a manufac-
turer to a retailer
long grainlong grain /�lɒŋ "ren/ noun paper
where the grain runs parallel to the longer
side of the sheet
longhandlonghand /�lɒŋh�nd/ noun handwriting
where the words are written out in full and
not in shorthand � Applications should be
written in longhand and sent to the human
resources officer.
long inkslong inks /�lɔŋ ŋks/ plural noun viscous
inks, that is, inks which flow relatively
easily (NOTE: The opposite is short inks.)
long pagelong page /�lɒŋ �ped�/ noun a page
which is longer than the others and has to
be cut, or which is allowed to be longer
than others to avoid an awkward widow
long runlong run /�lɒŋ r�n/ noun a print run
which is longer than normal
long slong s /�lɒŋ �es/ noun a letter ‘s’ in the
form of an ‘f’, used in books printed before
the end of the 18th century
long-termlong-term /�lɒŋ �t!�m/ adjective
concerning a long period of time � The
long-term plans include the development
of a music library.
long tonlong ton /�lɒŋ �t�n/ noun a measure of
weight equalling 1016 kilos
look and feellook and feel /�lυk ən �fi�l/ noun the
appeal of the design, layout, and ease of
use of a website to potential customers and
the way the site fits the image the company
is trying to put across
looker outlooker out /�lυkə �aυt/ noun a person
who looks out books in a warehouse
look outlook out /�lυk �aυt/ verb to find books in
a warehouse, according to the picking list
lookthroughlookthrough /�lυk θru�/ noun how paper
looks when it is held up to the light to
examine it for finish or opacity
look uplook up /�lυk ��p/ verb to search for
information, e.g. by consulting a reference
book
look-up tablelook-up table /�lυk �p �teb(ə)l/ noun a
collection of stored results that can be
accessed very rapidly by a program
without the need to calculate each result
whenever needed. Abbr LUT

COMMENT: For computer graphics a look-up
table may be a table of pixel intensity or
colour information which increases the
range of values that can be displayed.
Since the values are stored in a look-up
table they do not have to be computed each
time they are called up, and execution time
is reduced.

looploop /lu�p/ noun a series of actions that
are performed repeatedly until the proce-
dure has been completed
loose insertloose insert /�lu�s �ns!�t/ noun an
insert which is not bound into the maga-
zine
loose-leaf bookloose-leaf book /�lu�s li�f �bυk/ noun a
book with loose pages which can be taken
out and fixed back again on metal rings in
a special binder
lorem ipsumlorem ipsum /�lɔ�rəm �psəm/ noun a
Latin-based dummy text used by printers
to display page layouts or font typefaces,
without being distracted by legible English
text
loss-leaderloss-leader /�lɒs �li�də/ noun an article
which is sold very cheaply to attract
customers
lossless compressionlossless compression /�lɒsləs kəm|

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun an image compression
technique that can reduce the number of
bits used for each pixel in an image without
losing any information or sharpness
lossy compressionlossy compression /�lɒsi kəm |

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun an image compression
technique that can reduce the number of
bits used for each pixel in an image, but in
doing so loses information
lowlow /ləυ/ adjective relating to type or
blocks which are not as high as the forme
and have to be raised by interlaying
lower caselower case /�ləυə �kes/ adjective
relating to small letters such as a, b, c, as
opposed to upper case A, B, C. Abbr lc
low-levellow-level /�ləυ �lev(ə)l/ adjective not
very important � A low-level delegation
visited the ministry. � A low-level meeting
decided to put off making a decision.
low-level computer languagelow-level computer language /�ləυ
�lev(ə)l kəm |�pju�tə �l�ŋ"wd�/ noun a
programming language similar to machine
code
low opacity paperlow opacity paper /l|�əυ əυ|�p�sti
�pepə/ noun transparent paper
low-reslow-res abbreviation low-resolution
low resolutionlow resolution /�ləυ �rezə|�lu�ʃ(ə)n/
adjective relating to the ability to display
preset shapes on the screen rather than
individual pixels. Abbr low-res
low-resolution graphicslow-resolution graphics /�ləυ �rezə |

�lu�ʃ(ə)n �"r�fks/, low-res graphics
/�ləυ rez �"r�fks/ plural noun ability to
display character-sized graphic blocks or
preset shapes on a screen rather than using
individual pixels. Compare high-resolu-
tion
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LudlowLudlow /�l�dləυ/ a trademark for a type
of composing machine which sets slugs of
display type in large point sizes, used for
headings
lump sumlump sum /�l�mp �s�m/ noun money
paid in one single amount, not in several
small sums � He received a lump sum for
the copyright, as opposed to an advance
and a royalty.
LUTLUT abbreviation look-up table

luxuryluxury /�l�kʃəri/ noun an expensive thing
which is not necessary but which is good to
have
luxury editionluxury edition /�l�kʃəri |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun
an edition printed on fine paper with a
superior binding
lying presslying press /�laŋ pres/ noun a small
press used to hold handbound books while
they are being glued. Also called laying
press
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M
MM prefix 1. one million. Full form mega 2.
symbol for 1,048,576, used only in
computer and electronic related applica-
tions. Full form mega 3. one thousand
machine bindingmachine binding /mə|�ʃi�n �bandŋ/
noun binding by an automatic binding
machine
machine-coated papermachine-coated paper /mə|�ʃi�n
�kəυtd �pepə/ noun paper which is
coated while being made in the paper-
making machine, and is therefore cheaper
than paper coated off the machine
machine codemachine code /mə|�ʃi�n kəυd/ noun
instructions and information shown as a
series of binary figures which can be read
by a computer. Also called machine
language
machine compositionmachine composition /mə|�ʃi�n
�kɒmpəzʃ(ə)n/ noun typesetting by the
hot metal method, where the compositor
keyboards and the machine sets the type in
hot metal
machine directionmachine direction /mə|�ʃi�n da|

�rekʃən/ noun the way in which the grain
of the paper lies in the same direction as
the movement of the web along a paper-
making machine. Also called grain direc-
tion
machine-finished papermachine-finished paper /mə|�ʃi�n
�fnʃt �pepə/ noun paper that has been
finished by passing through calenders on
the papermaking machine. Abbr MF paper
machine-glazed papermachine-glazed paper /mə|�ʃi�n
"lezd �pepə/ noun paper that has been
dried on a heated cylinder, giving a glossy
finish to one side. Abbr MG paper
machine languagemachine language /mə|�ʃi�n
�l�ŋ"wd�/ noun same as machine code
machine-made papermachine-made paper /mə|�ʃi�n
med/, machine-produced paper noun
paper which has been manufactured by a
machine, not handmade � The grain in
machine-made paper runs along the web.

machine mindermachine minder /mə|�ʃi�n �mandə/
noun a person in charge of a printing
machine
machine proofmachine proof /mə|�ʃi�n pru�f/ noun a
proof of sheets of a book, taken from the
printing press
machine-readable codemachine-readable code /mə|�ʃi�n
�ri�dəb(ə)l �kəυd/ noun a set of signs or
letters which a computer can read
machine revisemachine revise /mə |�ʃi�n r |�vaz/ noun
a final proof taken from the printing press
before printing starts
machine roommachine room /mə|�ʃi�n ru�m/ noun the
section of a printing works where the
printing takes place
machinery guardsmachinery guards /mə|�ʃi�nəri "ɑ�dz/
plural noun pieces of metal which prevent
employees from getting hurt by the moving
parts of a machine
machine translationmachine translation /mə|�ʃi�n tr�ns |

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun translation from one
language into another carried out automat-
ically by a computer
machine wiremachine wire /mə|�ʃi�n �waə/ noun a
wire or plastic cloth in a fourdrinier paper-
making machine, on which the paper is
formed
machiningmachining /mə|�ʃi�nŋ/ noun printing on
paper using a printing press
machinistmachinist /mə|�ʃi�nst/ noun a person
whose job is to work a machine
macklemackle /�m�k(ə)l/, mackled proof noun
a blurred proof, which has been badly
printed
macromacro /m�krəυ/ noun a block of instruc-
tions which is activated by a single
keystroke on a computer
macronmacron /�m�krɒn/ noun a little line (¯)
printed above a vowel to show that it is
pronounced long
made endpapersmade endpapers /�meid �endpepəz/,
made ends plural noun specially thick
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endpapers which are made by glueing
several sheets together
magazinemagazine /�m�"ə |�zi�n/ noun 1. a
regular weekly, monthly or quarterly publi-
cation containing articles, stories, photo-
graphs and advertisements 2. a radio or
television programme made up of several
different items 3. a container on a Linotype
machine which contains the matrices from
which the slugs are cast 4. a container for
slides to be used in an automatic projector
magazine insertmagazine insert /�m�"ə |�zi�n �ns!�t/
noun an advertising sheet put into a maga-
zine when it is mailed or sold
magazine mailingmagazine mailing /m�"ə |�zi�n
�melŋ/ noun the sending of copies of a
magazine by post to subscribers
magazine publishermagazine publisher /�m�"ə|�zi�n
�p�blʃə/ noun a publishing house which
publishes magazines
magazine reel standmagazine reel stand /�m�"ə|�zi�n ri�l
�st�nd/ noun a device which is near a
web-fed press, with spare reels of paper
magazine supplementmagazine supplement /�m�"ə|�zi�n
�s�plmənt/ noun a supplement to a news-
paper, in the form of a magazine format
section, usually in colour, given free with
the weekend edition of a newspaper
magentamagenta /mə |�d�entə/ noun one of the
process colours, a shade of red
magneticmagnetic /m�" |�netk/ adjective
relating to something that uses electrical
magnetism to record and store information
to be read by a computer
magnetic character readingmagnetic character reading /m�" |

�netk �k�rktə �ri�dŋ/, magnetic ink
character recognition /m�" |�netk ŋk
�k�rktə �rekə"|�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a system
that recognises characters by sensing
magnetic ink, used on cheques. Abbr MCR,
MICR
magnetic headmagnetic head /m�"|�netk �hed/
noun an electromagnetic device that reads,
writes or erases data on a magnetic
medium
magnetic inkmagnetic ink /m�" |�netk �ŋk/ noun a
special ink with magnetic particles in it,
used for printing cheques
magnetic tapemagnetic tape /m�" |�netk �tep/ noun
tape coated with a magnetic material so
that electrical signals can be recorded on to
it for speech, film or computer information
magnificationmagnification /�m�"nf |�keʃ(ə)n/
noun the amount by which something has
been made to appear larger, or the process

of magnifying a picture � The lens gives a
magnification of 10.
magnifymagnify /�m�"nfa/ verb to make
something appear bigger or more impor-
tant than it really is
mailmail /mel/ noun letters and parcels deliv-
ered by the Post Office
mail boxmail box /�mel bɒks/ noun 1. one of
several boxes where incoming mail is put
in a large building 2. a box for putting
letters or small packages which you want
to post 3. an electronic storage space with
an address in which a user’s incoming
messages are stored
mailingmailing /�melŋ/ noun the act of sending
something in the post
mailing housemailing house /�melŋ haυs/ noun a
company who undertakes distribution of
large amounts of printed matter
mailing listmailing list /�melŋ lst/ noun 1. a list
of names and addresses kept by an organi-
sation so that it can send people informa-
tion or regular publications 2. an electronic
list of e-mail addressees or subscribers
who usually have an interest in the same
topic
mailing piecemailing piece /�melŋ pi�s/ noun a
leaflet suitable for sending by direct mail
mailing shotmailing shot /�melŋ ʃɒt/ noun leaflets
sent by mail to possible customers
mail mergemail merge /�mel m!�d�/ noun a word-
processing program which allows a
standard letter to be sent out to a series of
different names and addresses
mail ordermail order /�mel �ɔ�də/ noun a system
of buying and selling from a catalogue,
placing orders and sending goods by mail
mail-order businessmail-order business /�mel ɔ�də
�bzns/, mail-order firm, mail-order
house noun a company that sells products
by mail
mail-order cataloguemail-order catalogue /�mel ɔ�də
�k�t(ə)lɒ"/ noun a catalogue from which
a customer orders items to be sent by mail
mail-order sellingmail-order selling /�mel ɔ�də �selŋ/
noun selling by taking orders and
supplying a product by post
mail roommail room /�mel ru�m/ noun a room in
an office where incoming letters are sorted
and sent to each department, and where
outgoing mail is collected for sending
mail shotmail shot /�mel ʃɒt/ noun a large
number of information or publicity leaflets
sent out to a selected group of prospective
customers
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main entrymain entry /�men �entri/ noun the
fullest entry in a catalogue, often with a
tracing of related references
mainframemainframe /�menfrem/, mainframe
computer /�menfrem kəm |�pju�tə/
noun a large-scale high-power computer
system that can handle high-capacity
memory and backing storage devices as
well as servicing a number of operators
simultaneously
main indexmain index /�men �ndeks/ noun a
general index which guides users to more
specific entries
main selectionmain selection /�men s |�lekʃən/ noun
a book which is the first choice offered to
the club members and is heavily promoted
maintenancemaintenance /�mentənəns/ noun the
process of keeping something in good
condition by giving it regular care and
attention
maintenance contractmaintenance contract /�mentənəns
�kɒntr�kt/ noun an arrangement with a
repair company to make regular checks
and repairs at special prices
majusculemajuscule /�m�d�əskju�l/ noun a
capital letter or upper case letter (NOTE:
The opposite is minuscule or lower case
letter.)
make evenmake even /�mek �i�v(ə)n/ verb to
arrange type so that it runs the full width of
the line, or to arrange that the last line of a
section being set is a full line
make goodmake good /�mek �"υd/ verb to repair
or to compensate for something � to make
good a loss � The company will make good
the damage.
makegoodmakegood /�mek"υd/ noun an adver-
tisement which is run a second time
because there was a mistake in the first run
make readymake ready /�mek �redi/ verb to get a
printing machine ready for printing, e.g. by
placing the plates in it and testing the paper
and the impression
make-ready timemake-ready time /�mek �redi �tam/
noun the time taken by a printer to prepare
the machines and plates for printing
maker-upmaker-up /�mekə ��p/ noun a person
who puts text into pages
make upmake up /�mek ��p/ verb 1. to compen-
sate for something 2. to split text into pages
with headlines, page numbers, etc., and
arrange typeset material into the correct
page formats before printing
makingmaking /�mekŋ/ noun production of an
item � Ten tonnes of paper were used in the
making of the order.

making upmaking up /�mekŋ ��p/ noun the act of
bringing the printed sections of a book
together before sewing
malwaremalware /�m�lweə/ noun software such
as viruses designed to cause damage or
disruption to a computer system
MANMAN /m�n/ abbreviation metropolitan
area network
managementmanagement /�m�nd�mənt/ noun the
process of controlling an organisation,
company or group
management accountantmanagement accountant
/�m�nd�mənt ə |�kaυntənt/ noun an
accountant who prepares financial infor-
mation for managers so that they can take
decisions
management accountsmanagement accounts
/�m�nd�mənt ə|�kaυnts/ plural noun
financial information such as sales,
expenditure, credit and profitability,
prepared so as to assist a manager in taking
decisions
Management By ObjectivesManagement By Objectives
/�m�nd�mənt ba əb|�jektvz/ noun a
system of managing a company by stating
the aims of the organisation as the basis of
policy. Abbr MBO
management consultantmanagement consultant
/�m�nd�mənt kən |�s�ltənt/ noun a
person who gives advice on how to manage
a business
management coursemanagement course /�m�nd�mənt
kɔ�s/ noun a training course for managers
management teammanagement team /�m�nd�mənt
ti�m/ noun a group of managers working
together
management traineemanagement trainee /�m�nd�mənt
tre|�ni�/ noun a young member of staff
being trained to be a manager
management trainingmanagement training
/�m�nd�mənt �trenŋ/ noun the training
of managers by making them study the
principles and practices of management
managermanager /�m�nd�ə/ noun a person who
is responsible for running a company,
organisation or group
managerialmanagerial /�m�nə|�d�əriəl/ adjective
relating to the work of a manager
managing directormanaging director /�m�nəd�ŋ da|

�rektə/ noun a director who is in charge of
a whole company
mandatorymandatory /�m�ndət(ə)ri/ adjective
compulsory � It is mandatory to pay taxes.
mandatory meetingmandatory meeting /�m�ndət(ə)ri
�mi�tŋ/ noun a meeting which all
members have to attend
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mangamanga /�m�ŋ"ə/ noun a Japanese style
of comic-book fantasy drawing, character-
ised by over-large eyes and a layout in
which the panels run right to left
man-hourman-hour /�m�n aυə/ noun the amount
of work done by one person in one hour �
One million man-hours were lost through
industrial action.
manifold papermanifold paper /�m�nfəυld �pepə/,
manifold bank noun a very thin light
paper or airmail paper
manillamanilla /mə|�nlə/, manila noun fibre
from the leaves of a plant grown in the
Philippines, used to make strong thick
brown paper which is very difficult to tear
� a manilla envelope
manilla cardmanilla card /mə|�nlə kɑ�d/ noun board
used in stationery
manipulatemanipulate /mə |�npjυlet/ verb to
control people, data or situations to
produce a specific result
manipulationmanipulation /mə|�npjυ |�leʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of moving, editing or
changing text or data � The high-speed
database management program allows the
manipulation of very large amounts of
data.
mannedmanned /m�nd/ adjective with some-
body working on it � The switchboard is
manned twenty-four hours a day. � The
stand was manned by our sales staff.
manning levelsmanning levels /�m�nŋ �lev(ə)lz/
plural noun the number of people required
in each department of a company to do the
work efficiently
manualmanual /�m�njuəl/ noun a document or
book containing instructions about the
operation of a system or machine � adjec-
tive done by hand rather than by machine
manual data processingmanual data processing /�m�njuəl
�detə �prəυsesŋ/ noun the sorting and
processing of information without the help
of a computer
manual entrymanual entry /�m�njuəl �entri/,
manual input /�m�njuəl �npυt/ noun the
act of entering data into a computer by an
operator via a keyboard
manuallymanually /�m�njuəli/ adverb done by
hand, not by a machine � Invoices have had
to be made manually because the computer
has broken down. � The paper has to be fed
into the printer manually.
Manual of StyleManual of Style /�m�njυəl əv �stal/ a
trade name for a book of instructions on
spelling, hyphenation and punctuation,
published by the University of Chicago

Press, and widely used by American
editors, printers and publishers (NOTE: The
British equivalent is Hart’s Rules
published by Oxford University Press.)
manufacturemanufacture /�m�njυ |�f�ktʃə/ verb to
make something in a factory � noun the
making of a product for sale, using
machines
manufacturermanufacturer /�m�njυ|�f�ktʃərə/
noun a company which makes a product
manufacturer’s recommended pricemanufacturer’s recommended
price /�m�njυf�ktʃərəz �rekəmendd
�pras/ noun the price at which the manu-
facturer suggests a product should be sold
on the retail market, though often reduced
by the retailer
manufacturingmanufacturing /�m�njυ |�f�ktʃərŋ/
noun the production of machine-made
products for sale
manufacturing capacitymanufacturing capacity /�m�njυ|

�f�ktʃərŋ kə |�p�sti/ noun the amount of
a product which a factory is capable of
making
manufacturing clausemanufacturing clause /�m�njυ|

�f�ktʃərŋ �klɔ�z/ noun US a clause in the
American Copyright Act 1978, restricting
the import into the USA of books written
by Americans and published outside the
USA, abandoned in 1982
manufacturing costsmanufacturing costs /�m�njυ|

�f�ktʃərŋ kɒsts/ plural noun the costs of
making a product
manufacturing industriesmanufacturing industries /�m�njυ|

�f�ktʃərŋ �ndəstriz/ plural noun indus-
tries which take raw materials and make
them into finished products
manuscriptmanuscript /�m�njυskrpt/ noun a
typed or handwritten text of something
before it is printed � The advance on royal-
ties will be paid on acceptance of the
completed manuscript for publication.
Abbr MS
mapmap /m�p/ noun a diagrammatic repre-
sentation of an area of land

COMMENT: Maps are now mainly
computerised and are output on plotters.
This allows the information on a map to be
stored as a database, which can be used to
produce maps on different scales, with
different colour designs, etc.

map papersmap papers /�m�p �pepəz/ plural noun
papers used for map work, with high
opacity and good folding capacity
mapping penmapping pen /�m�pŋ pen/ noun a pen
with a fine round point, used for drawing
maps
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marblemarble /�mɑ�b(ə)l/ verb to colour paper
with a swirling pattern of colours, similar
to patterns on marble
marbled endpapersmarbled endpapers /�mɑ�b(ə)ld
�endpepəz/ plural noun endpapers made
with marbled paper
marblingmarbling /�mɑ�b(ə)lŋ/ noun coloured
patterns used on endpapers

COMMENT: Marbling involves making an
irregular pattern of lines of colour, as
opposed to stippling, which is an irregular
pattern of dots or spots of colour. In
marbling, the paper is placed in a vat in
which a gum solution made from Irish moss
is covered with liquid colours, which are
moved into swirling patterns.

marching displaymarching display /�mɑ�tʃŋ d|�sple/
noun a display device containing a buffer
which allows the last few characters
entered to be displayed
marginmargin /�mɑ�d�n/ noun a blank space
around a section of printed text between
the printed text and the edge of the paper

COMMENT: Margins should be wide enough
to allow the book to be trimmed not only
when it is bound for the first time, but if it
needs to be rebound in a library binding.
The four margins are not usually the same
width: the back margin is the narrowest and
the foot margin the widest. The ratios
between the four margins vary from book to
book and from printer to printer, but
common ratios are: (back : top : foredge :
foot) 2 : 3 : 4 : 6 or 1.5 : 2 : 3 : 4. Note that
the opposite is the case with magazines,
where the top of the page is more important
and has a wider margin than the foot.

marginalmarginal /�mɑ�d�n(ə)l/ adjective in a
margin
marginal costmarginal cost /�mɑ�d�n(ə)l �kɒst/
noun the cost of making a single extra unit
above the number already planned
marginaliamarginalia /�mɑ�d�|�neliə/ plural noun
marginal notes
marginal notesmarginal notes /�mɑ�d�n(ə)l nəυts/
plural noun notes in small type printed in
the outer margin of a page
marginal pricingmarginal pricing /�mɑ�d�n(ə)l
�prasŋ/ noun the act of making the
selling price the same as the marginal cost
marginal revenuemarginal revenue /�mɑ�d�n(ə)l
�revenju�/ noun income from selling a
single extra unit above the number already
sold
marginationmargination /�mɑ�d�n |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of giving margins to a printed page
margin guidemargin guide /�mɑ�d�n "ad/ noun in
desktop publishing programs, a non-
printing line or box that shows on-screen
where the page margins are

margin of errormargin of error /�mɑ�d�n əv �erə/
noun the number of mistakes that are
considered to be acceptable in a document
or calculation
margin of safetymargin of safety /�mɑ�d�n əv �sefti/
noun sales which are above the breakeven
point
markmark /mɑ�k/ noun 1. a sign or symbol
written on a page 2. the score or grade
achieved for an assignment or examination
� verb to assess work and award it a grade
or score
mark downmark down /�mɑ�k �daυn/ verb to make
something such as a grade or price lower
mark-downmark-down /�mɑ�k daυn/ noun 1. a
reduction of the price of something to less
than its usual price 2. a percentage amount
by which a price has been lowered � We
have used a 30% mark-down to fix the sale
price.
marked proofmarked proof /�mɑ�kt �pru�f/ noun a
proof which has been read by the printer’s
reader, with their corrections marked in
green ink, sent to the publisher for reading
and for instructions for corrections
markermarker /�mɑ�kə/ noun an object that is
used to show the position of something
marker penmarker pen /�mɑ�kə pen/ noun a
coloured pen used to indicate or highlight
sections of text
marketmarket /�mɑ�kt/ noun 1. the number of
people wishing to buy a product or the area
of the world where it is sold 2. � to find a
market niche to find a section of the
market which is not catered for, and sell
into it � to come on to the market to
become available for sale � This shop has
just come on to the market. � verb to
organise the sale of a product by deciding
the price, the areas where it will be sold
and how it will be advertised
marketablemarketable /�mɑ�ktəb(ə)l/ adjective
easy to sell
market analysismarket analysis /�mɑ�kt ə|�n�ləss/
noun same as market research
market capitalisationmarket capitalisation /�mɑ�kt
�k�ptəla |�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun the value of a
company calculated by multiplying the
price of its shares on the stock exchange by
the number of shares issued � a company
with a £1m capitalisation
marketingmarketing /�mɑ�ktŋ/ noun techniques
used in selling a product, such as pack-
aging and advertising
marketing agreementmarketing agreement /�mɑ�ktŋ ə|

�"ri�mənt/ noun a contract by which one
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company will market another company’s
products
marketing departmentmarketing department /�mɑ�ktŋ d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
company which specialises in using
marketing techniques to sell a product
marketing managermarketing manager /�mɑ�ktŋ
�m�nd�ə/ noun a person in charge of a
marketing department
marketing planmarketing plan /�mɑ�ktŋ pl�n/ noun
a strategy for selling a product or service
by planning the advertising and distribu-
tion within a selected market
market leadermarket leader /�mɑ�kt �li�də/ noun the
product which sells most in a market, or a
company which has the largest share of a
market
market openingmarket opening /�mɑ�kt �əυp(ə)nŋ/
noun the possibility of starting to do busi-
ness in a new market
market opportunitiesmarket opportunities /�mɑ�kt ɒpə|

�tju�ntiz/ plural noun the possibility of
finding new sales in a market
market penetrationmarket penetration /�mɑ�kt �pen |

�treʃ(ə)n/ noun an expression of how
much of the chosen market is reached by a
product � They estimated a 50% market
penetration for the information service.
marketplacemarketplace /�mɑ�ktples/ noun 1. the
potential number of people who will buy a
product or use a service 2. a place where
goods or services can be sold or offered
market researchmarket research /�mɑ�kt r |�s!�tʃ/
noun the process of examining the possible
sales of a product and the possible
customers for it before it is put on the
market. Also called market analysis
market testmarket test /�mɑ�kt �test/ noun an
examination to see if a sample of a product
will sell in a market
market trendmarket trend /�mɑ�kt �trend/ noun a
gradual change taking place in a market
market valuemarket value /�mɑ�kt �v�lju�/ noun
the value of a product or of a company if
sold today
mark upmark up /�mɑ�k ��p/ verb to prepare
copy for printing by indicating such things
as font size, typeface and layout
mark-upmark-up /�mɑ�k �p/ noun 1. the act of
communicating typographical details to
the printer by writing them on the manu-
script 2. an increase in price � We put into
effect a 10% mark-up of all prices in June.
3. the amount added to the cost price to
give the selling price � We work to a 350%
mark-up.

maskmask /mɑ�sk/ noun a black overlay put
over part of a film or illustration, so that it
does not reproduce � verb to cover those
parts of a photograph which are not to be
reproduced
masking papermasking paper /�mɑ�skŋ �pepə/
noun paper used to mount films for plate-
making
masking tapemasking tape /�mɑ�skŋ tep/ noun an
adhesive tape used to cover parts of a film
massmass /m�s/ noun 1. a large group of
people 2. a large number � They received
masses of orders after the TV commercials.
mass marketmass market /�m�s �mɑ�kt/ noun a
very large market, covering a large propor-
tion of a population
mass marketingmass marketing /�m�s �mɑ�ktŋ/
noun marketing which aims at reaching
large numbers of people
mass market paperbackmass market paperback /�m�s
�mɑ�kt �pepəb�k/ noun a paperback
book aimed at the mass market
mass storagemass storage /�m�s �stɔ�rd�/ noun
the storage and retrieval of large amounts
of data

‘“It’s not unusual for universities or
government bodies to have rooms that
are floor to ceiling with magnetic tapes”,
says Kevin Murrell, a curator at
Bletchley Park Computer Museum. “Ten
or fifteen years ago this was the most
common mass-storage medium, but
today it’s increasingly difficult to read
them”.’ [New Scientist]

mass storage devicemass storage device /�m�s �stɔ�rd�
d |�vas/ noun a computer backing store
device such as a disk drive which is able to
store large amounts of data
mastermaster /�mɑ�stə/ noun 1. the original
document from which copies are made 2.
the most important person or device within
a system
master filemaster file /�mɑ�stə fal/ noun the main
copy of a computer file, kept for security
purposes
master pagemaster page /�mɑ�stə ped�/ noun a
standard layout for the pages of a book,
prepared on screen in desktop publishing
master printermaster printer /�mɑ�stə �prntə/ noun
a printer who has passed qualifying exam-
inations and trains others
Master’s degreeMaster’s degree /�mɑ�stəz d|�"ri�/
noun an academic degree, usually awarded
after one or two years of postgraduate
study
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mastheadmasthead /�mɑ�sthed/ noun 1. the name
of a newspaper or magazine, which is
usually set in a special design and printed
at the top of the first page of each issue 2.
the area at the top of a webpage, which
usually contains the logo of the organisa-
tion that owns the page, and often a search
box and a set of links to important areas of
the website 3. US details of the ownership,
issue number and address of a newspaper
or magazine, printed on the editorial page
matmat /m�t/ noun 1. a mould made from a
page of standing metal type, used to make
a stereo 2. a mould used to cast a piece of
metal type � full form matrix
matchmatch /m�tʃ/ verb to find an item that
has equal characteristics � He had to match
them for size and colour.
MatchprintMatchprint /�m�tʃprnt/ a trade name
for a pre-press proofing system using
colour toners and a photo-sensitive
substrate
materialmaterial /mə |�təriəl/ noun a substance
that can be used to make a finished product
materials controlmaterials control /mə|�təriəlz kən |

�trəυl/ noun a system to check that a
company has enough materials in stock to
do its work
materials handlingmaterials handling /mə|�təriəlz
�h�ndlŋ/ noun the moving of materials
from one part of a factory to another in an
efficient way
mathematicalmathematical /�m�θə|�m�tk(ə)l/
adjective relating to mathematics
mathematical settingmathematical setting /�m�θə|

�m�tk(ə)l �setŋ/ noun specialised type-
setting of mathematical texts

COMMENT: Certain typesetters specialise in
mathematical or scientific setting; such
setting is normally more expensive than
setting straight text.

mathematical symbolsmathematical symbols
/�m�θəm�tk(ə)l �smb(ə)lz/ plural noun
various signs and symbols used in setting
mathematical texts
mathematicsmathematics /�m�θə|�m�tks/ noun
the study of the relationship between
numbers, their manipulation and organisa-
tion, to prove facts and theories logically
matrixmatrix /�metrks/ noun 1. a copper
mould used to cast a piece of metal type 2.
a mould made from a page of standing
metal type, used to make a stereo 3. a
pattern of the dots that make up a character
in phototypesetting or on a computer
screen (NOTE: [all senses] The plural is
matrices.)

mattmatt /m�t/, matte /m�t/ adjective not
shiny or with a dull surface
matt art papermatt art paper /�m�t �ɑ�t �pepə/ noun
coated paper which is not glossy (NOTE:
The US term is dull-coated paper.)
mattermatter /�m�tə/ noun a situation that you
have to deal with � This is a matter which
the library committee must decide.
matt finish papermatt finish paper /�m�t �fnʃ �pepə/
noun art paper which is not shiny
maturemature /mə|�tʃυə/ verb to prepare paper
for printing by exposing it to the tempera-
ture and humidity levels of the pressroom
maximummaximum /�m�ksməm/ noun 1. the
largest amount possible 2. the highest
achievement possible
maximum measuremaximum measure /�m�ksməm
�me�ə/ noun the longest line which can be
used
MbMb, MB abbreviation megabyte
MbpsMbps noun the number of million bits
transmitted every second. Full form mega-
bits per second
MBSMBS abbreviation mind body and spirit
MByteMByte abbreviation MB
MCRMCR abbreviation magnetic character
reading
mean linemean line /�mi�n lan/ noun the height of
lower case characters without ascenders
measuremeasure /�me�ə/ verb to discover the
size or quantity of something by using a
calibrated instrument � noun 1. a set of
scales or strip for measuring 2. an action
taken to bring about a specific result �
Measures have been taken to reduce the
loss of books.
measurementmeasurement /�me�əmənt/ noun size
in units such as centimetres or inches

COMMENT: In Britain, the measurements of
paper sheets are normally given with the
short side first (768 x 1008mm), while the
physical measurements of a book are
normally given with the height first and then
the width. The format of this book is 198 x
129. Note that in many countries, the
measurements are given with the width first
and height second, leading to much
confusion. The measurement of type is
based on the point system (one point is
0.3515mm in Britain and the USA;
0.376mm in Europe).

mechanicalmechanical /m |�k�nk(ə)l/ adjective
relating to something that has moving parts
and uses power to perform tasks � noun
camera-ready copy made either by pasting
the various sections of finished text and
illustrations on a piece of board ready to be
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photographed, or on a piece of page layout
software
mechanical bindingmechanical binding /m|�k�nk(ə)l
�bandŋ/ noun bookbinding using a
special device, e.g. spiral binding or comb
binding

COMMENT: The main types of mechanical
binding are: plastic comb binding, where
square holes are made in each leaf, into
which the teeth of the comb fit; spiral
binding, where the series of round holes are
made in the leaves and a wire shaped like a
spring is passed through them; ring binding,
where only two or four holes are made in
each leaf and heavy rings are fitted through
them.

mechanical compositionmechanical composition /m |

�k�nk(ə)l �kɒmpə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun type-
setting by the hot metal method, where the
compositor keyboards the text and the
machine casts the type in hot metal
mechanical overlaymechanical overlay /m|�k�nk(ə)l
�əυvəle/ noun an overlay which is cut out
by a machine
mechanical papermechanical paper /m|�k�nk(ə)l
�pepə/ noun paper made from untreated
wood, used in printing newspapers and
paperbacks
mechanical pulpmechanical pulp /m |�k�nk(ə)l p�lp/
noun pulp made from ground untreated
wood which still contains impurities
mechanical pulp boardmechanical pulp board /m |

�k�nk(ə)l �p�lp �bɔ�d/ noun card made
from mechanical pulp
mechanical reproductionmechanical reproduction /m |

�k�nk(ə)l �ri�prə|�d�kʃ(ə)n/ noun repro-
duction by mechanical means, such as
music on tape or record, or printed text by
photocopying
mechanical screenmechanical screen /m|�k�nk(ə)l
�skri�n/, mechanical tint noun shading in
dots or lines, which is preprinted, and can
be cut up and stuck down to give shading in
artwork
mechanical separationmechanical separation /m |

�k�nk(ə)l �sepə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun using a
separate mechanical for each colour to be
printed
mechanical stipplemechanical stipple /m|�k�nk(ə)l
�stp(ə)l/ noun stipple which is preprinted
and can be applied to the design by the
designer
mediamedia /�mi�diə/ noun the main means of
communication as in radio, television and
newspapers � the media, the mass media
means of communicating information to
the public (such as television, radio, news-

papers) � The product attracted a lot of
interest in the media.
media analysismedia analysis /�mi�diə ə|�n�ləss/
noun the examination of different types of
media such as newspapers and television,
to see which is best for promoting a partic-
ular type of product. Also called media
research
media convertermedia converter /�mi�diə kən|�v!�tə/
noun a multi-disk reader device which can
read data from various sizes and formats of
disk
media coveragemedia coverage /�mi�diə �k�v(ə)rd�/
noun the number of reports about a situa-
tion or event in the newspapers, radio or
television
media researchmedia research /�mi�diə r |�s!�tʃ/ noun
same as media analysis
medicalmedical /�medk(ə)l/ noun relating to the
study or treatment of illness
medical certificatemedical certificate /�medk(ə)l sə|

�tfkət/ noun a certificate from a doctor to
show that an employee has been ill
medical publishingmedical publishing /�medk(ə)l
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the publishing of books on
medical subjects
mediummedium /�mi�diəm/ adjective neither
large nor small, but middle-sized � noun
the means used to communicate or express
oneself � They communicated through the
medium of the written word. (NOTE: The
plural is media or mediums.)
medium facemedium face /�mi�diəm fes/ noun a
typeface which is halfway between bold
and light
medium octavomedium octavo /�mi�diəm ɒk |�tɑ�vəυ/
noun a traditional book format of 9 x 5 3/4
inches
medium screenmedium screen /�mi�diəm skri�n/
noun a halftone screen about 90–120 lines
per inch
medium-termmedium-term /�mi�diəm �t!�m/ adjec-
tive for a period of one or two years
mega-mega- /me"ə/ prefix one million
megabitmegabit /�me"əbt/ noun one million
bits. Abbr Mb
megabytemegabyte /�me"əbat/ noun a storage
unit in computers, equal to 1,048,576
bytes, or 1022 bytes. Abbr MB, Mbyte
(NOTE: Roughly speaking, a megabyte is
equivalent to one million printed charac-
ters.)
melinexmelinex /�melneks/ noun thick poly-
ester base film
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memomemo /�meməυ/ noun a short message
sent from one person to another in the same
organisation
memoirsmemoirs /�memwɑ�z/ plural noun an
autobiographical work, written in a less
formal and more selective way than a full
autobiography
memorandummemorandum /�memə|�r�ndəm/ noun
full form of memo
memorial volumememorial volume /m|�mɔ�riəl
�vɒlju�m/ noun a book written in memory
of someone
memorymemory /�mem(ə)ri/ noun 1. a person’s
ability to remember things 2. the capacity
to store information
mendingmending /�mendŋ/ noun a piece added
to a printing plate
menumenu /�menju�/ noun a list of options
displayed on screen for the user of a
computer program
menu-driven softwaremenu-driven software /�menju�
�drv(ə)n �sɒftweə/ noun a program
where commands or options are selected
from a menu by the operator
menu selectionmenu selection /�menju� s|�lekʃən/
noun the choosing of commands from a list
of options presented to the operator
merchandisemerchandise /�m!�tʃəndaz/ noun
goods that are bought, sold or traded � verb
to sell goods and services
merchandisermerchandiser /�m!�tʃəndazə/ noun 1.
a person or company which organises
either the display and promotion of goods,
or the production of products based on
other sources 2. a box or carton for the
display of products such as books
merchandisingmerchandising /�m!�tʃ(ə)n |�dazŋ/
noun the organisation of the display and
promotion of goods for sale � merchan-
dising of a product � merchandising
department

COMMENT: Merchandising can take many
forms: it can include the production of
children’s toys based on a popular cartoon
character; the sale of souvenirs linked to a
famous tourist resort; special gifts tied into
a special event such as the Olympic
Games. Normally, if such products are
based on characters in a book, the
publisher will not be responsible for their
manufacture, but will license a
merchandiser to produce and sell them
against payment of a royalty.

merchandising rightsmerchandising rights
/�m!�tʃ(ə)ndazŋ rats/ plural noun the
right to produce products based on a char-
acter in a TV programme or in a book

merchantmerchant /�m!�tʃənt/ noun somebody
who buys and sells goods in bulk for retail
sale
mergemerge /m!�d�/ verb to combine two data
files on a computer. � mail merge
merge sortmerge sort /�m!�d� �sɔ�t/ noun a soft-
ware application in which the sorted files
are merged into a new file
metadatametadata /�metədetə/ noun essential
information contained in a document or
web page, e.g. its publication date, author,
keywords, title, and summary, which is
used by search engines to find relevant
websites in response to a search request
from a user

‘Contivo Vocabulary Management
Solution (VMS) (TM) provides a central
semantics-based metadata repository,
development tools, infrastructure, and
code generators that automate data
transformation for application
integration across multiple platforms.’
[BusinessWire]

metalmetal /�met(ə)l/ noun the alloy used to
make the type in metal setting

COMMENT: The metal used in setting is an
alloy of lead, tin and antimony, usually
about 70% lead, 10% tin and 20%
antimony. Lead is too soft to be used alone,
and antimony is added to make it hard,
while the tin makes the alloy tougher and
also more fluid when liquid. Metal used in
Linotype and Monotype machines has a
higher proportion of lead.

metal feedermetal feeder /�met(ə)l �fi�də/ noun a
device which lowers an ingot of metal
slowly into the melting pot
metallicmetallic /me|�t�lk/ adjective made of
metal or containing metal
metallic inkmetallic ink /me|�t�lk �ŋk/ noun ink
with metal powder in it, normally gold,
silver or copper, used to give a shiny effect
metal rulemetal rule /�met(ə)l �ru�l/ noun a steel
ruler, marked in centimetres, picas, etc.,
which allows a printed measure to be
calculated
metal stitchingmetal stitching /�met(ə)l �sttʃŋ/
noun the attaching of the sections of a book
together with metal staples
metamerismmetamerism /me |�t�mərz(ə)m/ noun
a phenomenon whereby some colours
change their hue in different lighting
conditions
meteragemeterage /�mi�tərd�/ noun the length
of a reel of paper in metres � All reels must
be of standard meterage.
metremetre /�mi�tə/ noun a measure of length
equalling 3.4 feet (NOTE: Usually written m
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after figures: The case is 2m wide by 3m
long. The US spelling is meter.)
metricmetric /�metrk/ adjective 1. using the
metre as a basic measurement 2. relating to
a system of book and paper measurement,
calculated in millimetres

COMMENT: The main metric stock paper
sizes used in the UK are: metric quad crown
(768 x 1008 mm), metric large crown (816 x
1056 mm), metric quad demy (888 x
1128mm) and metric quad royal (960 x
1272mm).

metric crown octavometric crown octavo /�metrk kraυn
ɒk|�tɑ�vəυ/ noun a book format (186 x
123mm)
metric systemmetric system /�metrk �sstəm/ noun
a system of measuring, using metres, litres
and grams
metric tonmetric ton /�metrk �t�n/, metric tonne
noun 1000 kilograms (NOTE: The metric
tonne is used in the UK for calculating
paper requirements.)
metropolitan area networkmetropolitan area network
/�metrəpɒlt(ə)n �eəriə �netw!�k/ noun a
network extending over a limited area,
normally a city. Abbr MAN. Compare
WAN
mezzotintmezzotint /�mtsəυtnt/ noun a printing
process using an etched copper plate
MF paperMF paper /�em �ef �pepə/ abbreviation
machine-finished paper
mgmg abbreviation milligram
MG cylinderMG cylinder /�em �d�i� �slndə/ noun a
device attached to a papermaking machine
to give a glaze to paper
MG machineMG machine /�em �d�i� mə |�ʃi�n/ noun a
papermaking machine which has an MG
cylinder
MG paperMG paper /�em �d�i� �pepə/ abbrevia-
tion machine-glazed paper
MICRMICR abbreviation magnetic ink character
recognition
micro-micro- /makrəυ/ prefix used to indicate a
very small version of anything
microcontentmicrocontent /�makrəυ|�kɒntent/
noun a single piece of data on the Internet
which has its own URL or link and can be
accessed by a hand-held device if needed,
e.g. a weblog posting or a weather forecast
microencapsulationmicroencapsulation /�makrəυn|

�k�psjυ|[[ɑ-ɔʃ]leʃ(ə)n/ noun the use of
tiny amounts of a substance surrounded by
gelatine or plastic, e.g. to hold perfume in
particular novelty inks
microfichemicrofiche /�makrəυ|�fi�ʃ/ noun a small
sheet of photographic film on which infor-
mation is stored in very small print

microfiche readermicrofiche reader /�makrəυfi�ʃ
�ri�də/ noun a machine that magnifies the
writing on microfiche film and displays it
in readable form on a monitor
microfilmmicrofilm /�makrəυflm/ noun material
for making microfiches � verb to make
microfiches
micrographicsmicrographics /�makrəυ|�"r�fks/
plural noun images and graphics stored as
micro images
micro imagemicro image /�makrəυ �md�/ noun a
stored graphical image which is too small
to be seen with the naked eye
micrometermicrometer /ma|�krɒmtə/ noun a
device for measuring the thickness of
materials such as paper
micronmicron /�makrɒn/ noun a metric meas-
urement of the thickness of paper, one
millionth of a metre. Compare mil
micropaymentmicropayment /�makrəυpemənt/
noun a small charge made to users in return
for Internet content, usually per page
downloaded, on pages which are not spon-
sored by advertisers
microphotographmicrophotograph /�makrəυ |

�fəυtə"rɑ�f/ noun a very small-scale
photograph
micropublishingmicropublishing /�makrəυp�blʃŋ/
noun the publishing of microfilms
Microsoft NetworkMicrosoft Network /�makrəsɒft
�netw!�k/ noun a vast online service to
provide information, database links to the
Internet and electronic mail especially for
Windows users. Abbr MSN
mid-mid- /md/ prefix middle
middle managementmiddle management /�md(ə)l
�m�nd�mənt/ noun a level of manage-
ment which has responsibility for a part
within the structure of a whole organisa-
tion
mid-spacemid-space /�md spes/, middle space
noun a space which is one quarter the size
of an em space
migratemigrate /ma |�"ret/ verb to transfer a file
from one computer system or database to
another
migrationmigration /ma |�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
transfer of computer data, programs or
hardware from one system to another
milmil /ml/ noun a measurement of the thick-
ness of paper mainly used in the USA (one
thousand mils equal one inch). Compare
micron
milking machinemilking machine /�mlkŋ mə |�ʃi�n/
noun a portable machine which can accept
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data from other machines and then transfer
it to a large computer
millmill /ml/ noun a building where a partic-
ular type of material is processed or made
millboardmillboard /�mlbɔ�d/ noun thick paper-
board used in binding books
mill conditioned papermill conditioned paper /�ml kən|

�dʃ(ə)nd �pepə/ noun paper which has
been prepared in the mill for normal
humidity levels
mill edgemill edge /�ml ed�/ noun the rough edge
of paper as supplied from the mill
mill finishingmill finishing /�ml �fnʃŋ/ noun the
act of passing paper through calenders at
the end of the papermaking process
mill glazingmill glazing /�ml �"lezŋ/ noun the
process of drying paper on a heated
cylinder which gives a glossy surface to
one side
milligrammilligram /�ml"r�m/ noun one thou-
sandth of a gram (NOTE: Usually written mg
after figures.)
millimetremillimetre /�mlmi�tə/ noun one thou-
sandth of a metre (NOTE: Usually written
mm after figures.)
mill joinmill join /�ml d�ɔn/ noun the joining of
two webs done at the paper mill
Mills and BoonMills and Boon /�mlz ən �bu�n/ noun a
romantic novel published by, or of the kind
typically published by, the firm of Mills
and Boon, publishers of popular romantic
fiction
mind body and spiritmind body and spirit /�mand �bɒdi
ən � sprt/ noun a category of books
dealing with alternative topics such as
natural medicine, new faiths and oriental
mysticism. Abbr MBS
minemine /man/ noun a rich source of some-
thing, especially information

‘In addition, once the business processes
have been optimised/re-engineered, the
information technology function should
provide tools to empower staff to search
for and mine the data stores around the
organisation.’ [Financial Times]

mini-mini- /mni/ prefix combining with nouns
to indicate a smaller version of something
� mini-computer
miniatureminiature /�mntʃə/ noun 1. a coloured
picture in an illuminated manuscript 2. a
much reduced copy of a document 3. a
small, very detailed drawing or painting
especially on ivory or vellum
minimumminimum /�mnməm/ noun the smallest
amount possible

miniwebminiweb /�mniweb/ noun a web offset
printing machine, using a narrow web of
paper, typically printing 32 or 64 pages in
black or eight A4 pages in colour
mintmint /mnt/ noun new, or like new � The
books are in mint condition.
mint stockmint stock /�mnt stɒk/ noun a stock,
e.g. of books, which is in perfect condition
minusminus /�manəs san/, minus sign noun
a printed or written sign (-) to indicate
subtraction or to show a negative value
minus colourminus colour /�manəs �k�lə/ noun the
colour which results if a colour is removed
from white light
minusculeminuscule /�mnskju�l/ noun a lower
case letter (NOTE: The opposite is majus-
cule or upper case letter.)
minus settingminus setting /�manəs �setŋ/ noun
the act of reducing the spaces between
letters, either to save space or to avoid
awkward letter combinations like L and T
which can leave gaps if spaced normally
MIPSMIPS /mps/ noun a measure of processor
speed. Full form million instructions per
second
miscellaneousmiscellaneous /�msə |�leniəs/ adjec-
tive relating to a collection of items that are
all very different from each other
miscellanymiscellany /m |�seləni/ noun a collec-
tion of written texts on a variety of subjects
in one book
misfilemisfile /ms|�fal/ verb to file something
such as a document in the wrong place
misinformmisinform /�msn |�fɔ�m/ verb to give
incorrect information to somebody
misprintmisprint /�msprnt/ noun a mistake in
printing
misregistermisregister /�msred�stə/ noun a
printing fault when the colour plates are
out of register
mission statementmission statement /�mʃ(ə)n
�stetmənt/ noun a statement of the aims
and objectives of an organisation
mitremitre /�matə/ verb to cut metal rules at
the corners when making up a page of
metal type
mixermixer /�mksə/ noun a vat containing
strained pulp into which china clay or resin
are added before the pulp passes through
into the papermaking machine
mixingmixing /�mksŋ/ noun the use of
different fonts and typefaces on the same
line
mmmm abbreviation millimetre
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mock-upmock-up /�mɒk �p/ noun a model of a
new product or building which can be used
to show to potential customers
modelling tintmodelling tint /�mɒd(ə)lŋ tnt/ noun a
tint, usually blue or red, added to pure
white to make it brighter
modemmodem /�məυdem/ noun an electronic
device which converts binary to analogue
signals so that data can be transmitted over
the telephone network
modernmodern /�mɒd(ə)n/ adjective relating to
the recent past or the present time
modern facemodern face /�mɒd(ə)n fes/ noun a
typeface with thin straight serifs, and
where there is a marked difference
between thick and thin strokes
modern figuresmodern figures /�mɒd(ə)n �f"əz/,
modern numerals plural noun same as
lining figures
moirémoiré /�mwɑ�re/, moire noun 1. a
picture distortion which is caused by inter-
ference beats of similar frequencies 2. an
unwanted watery effect which is created by
a set of closely spaced lines that are placed
over another set, seen in film or prints
moiré effectmoiré effect /�mwɑ�re |�fekt/ noun an
interference pattern like watered silk,
which occurs in colour printing when
screens are set at wrong angles
moisturemoisture /�mɔstʃə/ noun dampness or
an amount of water in the atmosphere or a
material
moisture content of papermoisture content of paper /�mɔstʃə
�kɒntent əv �pepə/ noun the amount of
moisture in paper, shown as a percentage
of the paper weight
moisture-set inkmoisture-set ink /�mɔstʃə set �ŋk/
noun ink which dries after the pigment and
resin have been transferred to the paper and
are separated from the vehicle by spraying
with a fine moisture mist
money ordermoney order /�m�ni �ɔ�də/ noun a
document which can be bought by sending
money through the post
monitormonitor /�mɒntə/ noun a visual display
unit used to show the text and graphics
generated by a computer � verb to make
regular checks to see how something or
somebody is working
monitored hyphenationmonitored hyphenation /�mɒntəd
�hafə|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun hyphenation done
by the keyboard operator
monkmonk /m�ŋk/ noun a printed area which
has received too much ink and is very dark
(NOTE: The opposite is friar.)
monomono /�mɒnəυ/ adjective black and white

monochromemonochrome /�mɒnəkrəυm/ noun 1.
an image in one colour, usually shades of
grey and black and white 2. a black and
white photograph
monogrammonogram /�mɒnə"r�m/ noun a device
made of several initials linked together
monographmonograph /�mɒnə"rɑ�f/ noun a book
on one specific subject
monolinemonoline /�mɒnəυlan/ noun a typeface
such as Futura where all the lines are the
same thickness
monolingualmonolingual /�mɒnəυ |�lŋ"wəl/ adjec-
tive using only one language � a monolin-
gual dictionary
MonophotoMonophoto /�mɒnəυfəυtəυ/ a trade
name for a computerised phototypesetting
system
monospacingmonospacing /�mɒnəυspesŋ/ noun a
system of typesetting where each character
occupies the same amount of space, as
opposed to proportional spacing
MonotypeMonotype /�mɒnəυtap/ a trade name
for a composing machine, invented by
Lanston in 1894, which casts separate
pieces of type from hot metal using a
special design of typefaces

COMMENT: In a Monotype machine, the
compositor keyboards the text onto
perforated paper tape, which is then passed
through the casting machine, each
character being cast separately, the metal
type being arranged in order automatically
with spacing to make up the justified lines.
The Monotype system needs two
processes (keyboarding and casting) which
makes it slower than Linotype. However,
because each character is separate,
corrections are much easier and less costly
on the Monotype system.

Monotype set systemMonotype set system /�mɒnəυtap
set �sstəm/ noun a system where the
basic em quad is a set size
Monotype unit systemMonotype unit system /�mɒnəυtap
�ju�nt �sstəm/ noun a system of compu-
terising typesetting, where each character
is given a number of units
montagemontage /�mɒntɑ��/ noun a combina-
tion of photographs, drawings or parts of
pictures used for display or advertising
monthlymonthly /�m�nθli/ noun a magazine
published once a month
moral rightmoral right /�mɒrəl �rat/ noun the right
of people such as editors or illustrators to
have some say in the publication of a work
to which they have contributed, even if
they do not own the copyright
mordantmordant /�mɔ�dənt/ noun fluid for
etching a printing plate
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morguemorgue /mɔ�"/ noun in journalism, a
collection of miscellaneous reference
material
moroccomorocco /mə|�rɒkəυ/ noun a soft leather
made from goatskin, or a leather made in
imitation of it from sheepskin or calfskin,
used for covering books
MorseMorse /mɔ�s/, Morse code /�mɔ�s
�kəυd/ noun a system for representing
letters and numbers by signs consisting of
one or more short or long signals of sound
or light which are printed out as dots and
dashes
mother setmother set /�m�ðə set/ noun a set of
printing plates or of type, which is used
only to make stereos and not for printing
(NOTE: Used particularly for reference
books which reprint many times and where
the stereos get worn out frequently.)
motion picturemotion picture /�məυʃ(ə)n �pktʃə/
noun a film made to be shown in the
cinema
motion picture rightsmotion picture rights /�məυʃ(ə)n
�pktʃə �rats/ plural noun same as film
rights
mottlemottle /�mɒt(ə)l/ noun a printing fault
caused by the uneven absorption of ink
mottledmottled /�mɒt(ə)ld/ adjective 1. relating
to an area of solid colour which has a light
and dark pattern, due to a defect in printing
2. relating to a page which has both glossy
and matte areas
mouldmould /məυld/ noun 1. a plastic forme
taken from metal setting, used to make a
stereo 2. a tray with a wire mesh bottom in
which handmade paper is made
mould-made papermould-made paper /�məυld med
�pepə/ noun handmade paper
mountmount /maυnt/ verb 1. to organise an
event and ensure that it happens 2. to fix
something in a particular place, especially
a piece of artwork or film on a card backing
or in a frame � noun 1. a base in a forme on
which a plate is placed to make it the same
height as the standing type 2. a backing or
support to which something is fixed, e.g. a
sheet of cardboard used as a backing for a
photograph
mounted blockmounted block /�maυntd blɒk/ noun
a letterpress block fixed on a mount to raise
it to type height
mounting boardmounting board /�maυntŋ bɔ�d/ noun
the base on which printing plates are fixed
mousemouse /maυs/ noun a small hand device
used to control the cursor on a computer
screen (NOTE: The plural is mice.)

mouse-drivenmouse-driven /�maυs �drv(ə)n/ adjec-
tive referring to a computer program which
uses a mouse rather than a keyboard for
input
.mov.mov suffix a file extension for a film file.
Full form movie
movable typemovable type /�mu�v(ə)bəl tap/ noun
type cast as individual metal units, as
opposed to slugs which are type cast as a
whole line
Moving Picture Experts GroupMoving Picture Experts Group
/�mu�vŋ �pktʃə �eksp!�ts �"ru�p/ noun
full form of MPEG
MP3MP3 /�em pi� �θri�/ noun a computer file
standard for downloading compressed
music from the Internet, playable on a
multimedia computer with appropriate
software. Full form Moving Picture
Experts Group, Audio Layer 3
.mp3.mp3 suffix a file extension for an MP3
file. Full form Moving Picture Experts
Group, Audio Layer 3
MPEGMPEG /�empe"/ noun a data file for
moving pictures on the Internet. Full form
Moving Picture Experts Group
.mpeg.mpeg /�empe"/, .mpg suffix a file exten-
sion for an MPEG file. Full form Moving
Picture Experts Group
MSMS abbreviation manuscript (NOTE: The
plural is MSS.)
MSNMSN abbreviation Microsoft Network
mullmull /m�l/ noun cloth glued to the back of
a book block before the cased binding is
attached (NOTE: Mull is thin cotton gauze
which has been stiffened by being dipped
in size.)
mullenmullen /�m�lən/ noun the bursting
strength of paper
mullen burst testermullen burst tester /�m�lən b!�st
�testə/ noun an instrument for testing the
burst strength of paper, in which a sample
of paper is placed over a diaphragm which
is inflated until the paper bursts
multi-multi- /m�lti/ prefix used to form adjec-
tives describing things which have many
parts
multicastingmulticasting /�m�ltikɑ�stŋ/ noun the
process of sending data across a network to
several recipients simultaneously
multicolourmulticolour /�m�lti|�k�lə/ adjective with
several colours
multicolumn layoutmulticolumn layout /�m�ltikɒləm
�leaυt/ noun a page layout with several
columns, used especially in newspapers
and magazines
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multi-disk readermulti-disk reader /�m�lt dsk �ri�də/
noun a device that can take in data from
different sizes and formats of disk
multilingualmultilingual /�m�lti |�lŋ"wəl/ adjective
using several languages � a multilingual
dictionary of technical terms
MultilithMultilith /�m�ltilθ/ a trade name for a
small offset printing press
multimediamultimedia /�m�lti |�mi�diə/ noun
programs, software and hardware capable
of using a wide variety of media such as
film, video and music as well as text and
numbers
multinationalmultinational /�m�lti |�n�ʃ(ə)nəl/ noun
a company that has branches or subsidiary
companies in several countries � The
company has been bought by one of the big
multinationals.
multi-part stationerymulti-part stationery /�m�lt pɑ�t
�steʃ(ə)nəri/ noun continuous stationery
with two or more sheets together
multiplexmultiplex /�m�ltpleks/ verb to combine
several messages in the same transmission
medium
multiplexingmultiplexing /�m�ltpleksŋ/ noun the
combining of several messages in the same
transmission medium
multiplexormultiplexor /�m�ltpleksə/ noun a
device that combines a particular number
of inputs into a smaller number of outputs

multiplication

multiplication /�m�ltpl|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun a mathematical operation that adds
one number to itself a number of times
multiplication sign

multiplication sign /�m�ltpl |

�keʃ(ə)n san/ noun a printed or written
sign (x) used to show that numbers are
multiplied
multi-ring binder

multi-ring binder /�m�lti rŋ �bandə/
noun a type of loose-leaf binding which
uses a series of metal rings
multi-strike printer ribbon

multi-strike printer ribbon /�m�lti
strak �prntə �kɒləm/ noun an inked
ribbon in a printer that can be used more
than once
multiversity

multiversity /�m�lti |�v!�sti/ noun a
university that has many affiliated or asso-
ciated institutions such as research centres
and colleges
multivolume

multivolume /�m�lti |�vɒlju�m/ adjec-
tive published in several volumes
mutton

mutton /�m�t(ə)n/ noun an em or width
of type equivalent to 12 points, taken as the
width of a capital M
mutton rule

mutton rule /�m�t(ə)n ru�l/ noun an em
rule
M weight

M weight /�em wet/ noun US the weight
of one thousand sheets of paper
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napnap /n�p/ noun the surface of paper,
usually referring to a rough surface
nap rollernap roller /�n�p �rəυlə/ noun an ink
roller used in lithography
narrowbandnarrowband /�n�rəυb�nd/ noun a
communication method that uses a band-
width less than that of a voice channel
narrow measurenarrow measure /�n�rəυ �me�ə/ noun
an act of setting an indented line
national advertisingnational advertising /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl
��dvətazŋ/ noun advertising that covers
a whole country
National Library of AustraliaNational Library of Australia
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri əv ɒs|�treliə/ noun
the national library of Australia, in
Canberra, established as an independent
institution by an Act of Parliament in 1960.
It was founded in 1901 as part of the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Library.
National Library of CanadaNational Library of Canada
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri əv �k�nədə/ noun
the national library of Canada, founded in
Ottawa in 1953
National Library of New ZealandNational Library of New Zealand
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri əv nju� �zi�lənd/
noun the national library of New Zealand,
in Wellington, created in 1966 by
combining the collections of the General
Assembly Library, the Alexander Turnbull
Library and the National Library Service
National Library of ScotlandNational Library of Scotland
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri əv �skɒtlənd/ noun
the national library of Scotland, situated in
Edinburgh and founded in 1925, having as
its core the much older Library of the
Faculty of Advocates. It is Scotland’s only
copyright deposit library.
National Library of WalesNational Library of Wales
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri əv �welz/ noun the
national library of Wales, situated in Aber-
ystwyth in Ceredigion and founded by
royal charter in 1907. It is Wales’s only
copyright deposit library.

national medianational media /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �mi�diə/
noun the nationally distributed or marketed
broadcast and print products of a country,
e.g. major newspapers and television
programming
national pressnational press /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �pres/ noun
newspapers that cover more general news
and are sold in all parts of the country
natural language processingnatural language processing
/�n�tʃ(ə)rəl �l�ŋ"wd� �prəυsesŋ/ noun
the branch of computational linguistics
concerned with the use of artificial intelli-
gence to process natural languages, as in
machine translation. Abbr NLP
navigablenavigable /�n�v"əb(ə)l/ adjective
relating to a website that is designed to
enable the user to move between or
through sections by clicking on usually
highlighted computer links
navigatenavigate /�n�v"et/ verb to move
between the different areas of a website by
using the links provided in it
NBANBA abbreviation Net Book Agreement
NCNC noun a UK qualification in a voca-
tional subject that is roughly equivalent to
a GCSE. Full form National Certificate
NDND noun 1. used in publishers’ reports to
indicate that it is not known when a book
will be in stock. Full form no date 2. a UK
vocational qualification that is roughly
equivalent to two A levels. Full form
National Diploma
NENE abbreviation new edition
necklineneckline /�nek |�lan/ noun a white line
under a heading
negativenegative /�ne"ətv/ noun a developed
film in which the colour tones are reversed
and used to produce a positive print
negative assemblynegative assembly /�ne"ətv ə |

�sembli/ noun the process of assembling
negatives ready to make a plate
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negative filmnegative film /�ne"ətv flm/ noun
photographed film where the colours are
reversed, from which normal prints can be
made
negative reading filmnegative reading film /�ne"ətv
�ri�dŋ �flm/ noun film where the colours
are reversed
negotiationnegotiation /n |�"əυʃi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun
discussions between people who have
different viewpoints in which they try to
reach an agreement
netnet /net/ adjective relating to a final
amount when everything has been
deducted � a net profit � terms strictly net
payment has to be the full price, with no
discount allowed
net assetsnet assets /�net ��sets/ plural noun the
value of all the property of a company after
taking away what the company owes
net booknet book /�net bυk/ noun a book that is
sold at a net price, which cannot be
discounted
Net Book AgreementNet Book Agreement /�net �bυk ə|

�"ri�mənt/ noun formerly, the agreement
between publishers and booksellers that
books would be sold at an agreed price
with no discounting allowed – abandoned
in 1995/6. Abbr NBA
net cash flownet cash flow /�net �k�ʃ �fləυ/ noun the
difference between money coming in and
money going out of a firm
net incomenet income /net �nk�m/ noun the part
of a person’s income which is left after
taking away tax and other deductions. Also
called net salary
netlagnetlag /�netl�"/ noun a temporary loss of
contact between an Internet user and a
server, usually caused by network delays
net marginnet margin /�net �mɑ�d�n/ noun a
percentage difference between received
price and all costs, including overheads
net pricenet price /�net �pras/ noun a price
which cannot be reduced by a discount
when sold retail
net profitnet profit /�net �prɒft/ noun a result
where income from sales is more than all
expenditure plus overheads
net receiptsnet receipts /�net r|�si�ts/ plural noun
receipts after deducting things such as
commission, tax or discounts
net salarynet salary /�net �s�ləri/ noun same as
net income
net salesnet sales /�net �selz/ plural noun sales
less damaged or returned items
net termsnet terms /�net �t!�mz/ plural noun
terms offered by a publisher to an agent or

bookseller on the basis of an agreed net
price
net weightnet weight /�net �wet/ noun the weight
of something after the packaging has been
deducted
networknetwork /�netw!�k/ noun a large number
of people, organisations or machines that
work together as a system � verb to join
computers together so that they work as a
system
network architecturenetwork architecture /�netw!�k
�ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun the method in which a
network is constructed, e.g. the layers in an
OSI system
networked systemnetworked system /�netw!�kt
�sstəm/ noun a system in which several
computers are linked together so that they
all draw on the same database
networkingnetworking /�netw!�kŋ/ noun the act
of linking computers so that users can
exchange information or share access to a
central store of information
network of distributorsnetwork of distributors /�netw!�k əv
ds |�trbjυtəz/ noun same as distribution
network
net worthnet worth /�net �w!�θ/ noun same as net
assets
net yieldnet yield /�net �ji�ld/ noun profit from
investments after deduction of tax
new editionnew edition /�nju�  |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a
book that has recently been reprinted with
some updating and changes
new paragraphnew paragraph /�nju� �p�rə"rɑ�f/
noun an editing mark to show the type-
setter that the text should start a new para-
graph
new releasenew release /�nju� r|�li�s/ noun a new
book or record put on the market
newsnews /nju�z/ noun information about
things that have happened � The business
news is in the central pages of the paper. �
Financial markets were shocked by the
news of the devaluation.
news agencynews agency /�nju�z �ed�ənsi/ noun
an office that has reporters who write news
reports which are then distributed to news-
papers and television companies
newsagentnewsagent /�nju�zed�ənt/, news
dealer noun a person who runs a shop
selling newspapers and magazines. � CTN
newsboardnewsboard /�nju�zbɔ�d/ noun grey
cardboard made from waste newspapers
news bulletinnews bulletin /�nju�z �bυltn/ noun a
report on TV or radio of the latest news
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newsgroupnewsgroup /�nju�z |�"ru�p/ noun a
feature of the Internet that provides free-
for-all discussion forums
newsletternewsletter /�nju�zletə/ noun a brief
publication issued by an organisation to its
members with internal news and informa-
tion
newspapernewspaper /�nju�zpepə/ noun a daily
or weekly publication consisting of a
number of large sheets of folded cheap
paper containing printed news articles and
pictures
newspaper publisher

newspaper publisher /�nju�zpepə
�p�blʃə/ noun the owner of a newspaper
newsprintnewsprint /�nju�zprnt/ noun cheap
paper on which newspapers and magazines
are printed
newsreadernewsreader /�nju�zri�də/ noun a
computer program that allows somebody
to read and post messages to Internet news-
groups
news release

news release /�nju�z r|�li�s/ noun a
sheet giving information about an event
which is sent to newspapers and TV and
radio stations so that they can use it � The
PR department is preparing a news release
on our merger plans. Also called press
release
newsstallnewsstall /�nju�zstɔ�l/ noun a small
outdoor shop or kiosk selling newspapers
and magazines
news standnews stand /�nju�z st�nd/ noun a
small wooden shop on a pavement, for
selling newspapers
new technologynew technology /�nju� tek |�nɒləd�i/
noun electronic communication machines
that have been recently invented
next to editorialnext to editorial /�nekst tυ �ed|

�tɔ�riəl/, next text noun instructions from
an advertiser to a magazine to place an
advertisement next to editorial matter
nicheniche /ni�ʃ/ noun an area in business
which exactly fits the needs of a special-
ised group � They found a niche in the
market for their product so it sold well.
nicknick /nk/ noun a groove across the front
of the stem of a piece of type, so that the
compositor can easily tell which is the
front of the piece
nickelnickel /�nk(ə)l/ noun metal used in elec-
troplating
nickel electro

nickel electro /�nk(ə)l |�lektrəυ/ noun
an electro made of lead and a coating of
nickel and copper, used for long print runs

niger morocconiger morocco /�nad�ə mə|�rɒkəυ/
noun good-quality African leather, used
for bindings
night shiftnight shift /�nat ʃft/ noun a shift
worked during the night
nil returnnil return /�nl r|�t!�n/ noun a report
showing no sales, income or tax
nipnip /np/ noun the area where two rolls of
paper are in contact � verb to hold a book
tightly when binding, so as to press out any
air from between the pages
nip and tuck foldernip and tuck folder /�np ən �t�k
�fəυldə/ noun a folding machine in which
the sheet is pushed between gripping
surfaces by a blade
nippingnipping /�npŋ/ noun the act of pressing
a sewn book so as to remove air from
between the pages, before or after binding
(NOTE: The US term is smashing.)
nip rollsnip rolls /�np rəυlz/ plural noun two
parallel rolls which take the paper and feed
it into a folding machine
NKNK noun a report from a publisher,
showing that a book which has been
ordered was not published by them. Full
form not known
nodenode /nəυd/ noun a piece of data in a
database which has more than one link
from it to other pieces of data
noisenoise /nɔz/ noun 1. electronic interfer-
ence in an online search resulting in
responses that are not useful 2. an elec-
tronic signal present in addition to the
wanted signal, resulting in noisy interfer-
ence
nominal ledgernominal ledger /�nɒmn(ə)l �led�ə/
noun a book that records a company’s
income and expenditure in general
non-non- /nɒn/ prefix not
nonbooknonbook /nɒn |�bυk/ adjective not in the
form of a book, or consisting of things
other than books, e.g. as video tapes � non-
book media
nonbook materialsnonbook materials /nɒn|�bυk mə|

�təriəlz/ plural noun publications such as
videos, maps or cassettes, which are not
books
nonbookshop outletsnonbookshop outlets /nɒn|�bυkʃɒp
�aυtləts/ plural noun places which are not
bookshops but which sell books, such as
supermarkets
nonconsumable textbooknonconsumable textbook /�nɒnkən |

�sju�məb(ə)l �tekstsbυk/ noun a textbook
which students should keep clean, without
writing anything in it, so that it can be
passed on to other students
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noncounting keyboardnoncounting keyboard /nɒn|

�kaυntŋ �ki�bɔ�d/ noun an entry
keyboard on a phototypesetter that
produces a continuous output of characters
on tape without hyphenation or justifica-
tion instructions
nondeliverynondelivery /�nɒnd |�lv(ə)ri/ noun a
situation where something is not delivered
nondigitalnondigital /nɒn|�dd�t(ə)l/ adjective
not processing, operating on, storing,
transmitting, representing or displaying
data in the form of numerical digits, as a
digital computer does
nondurablesnondurables /nɒn|�djυərəb(ə)lz/ plural
noun goods which are used up soon after
they have been bought, such as food or
newspapers
non-exclusive copyrightnonexclusive copyright /nɒnk|

�sklu�sv �kɒpirat/ noun a right to use a
copyrighted resource which can be
extended to other people
nonfading materialnonfading material /nɒn |�fedŋ mə|

�təriəl/ noun material which will not lose
its colour
nonfictionnonfiction /nɒn|�fkʃ(ə)n/ noun writings
that convey factual information rather than
an imaginary story
nonimage areanonimage area /nɒn |�md� �eəriə/
noun the area on a lithographic plate which
is not to be printed, and which does not
take ink
nonlining figuresnonlining figures /nɒn |�lanŋ �f"əz/
plural noun Arabic numerals with
ascenders and descenders, as opposed to
lining figures. Also called nonranging
figures
non-netnon-net /nɒn �net/ adjective not sold at a
net price

COMMENT: Formerly used to refer to
educational books, with low discounts,
which amounted to a handling charge on
orders from schools. If the booksellers
wished to place educational books on their
shelves to sell to the general public, they
could mark up the price to give themselves
a higher margin.

nonpareilnonpareil /�nɒnpə |�re(ə)l/ noun an old
type size, equivalent to the modern 6 point
nonprinting codesnonprinting codes /nɒn|�prntŋ
kəυdz/ plural noun codes that represent an
action of the printer rather than a printed
character
nonprofit-making organisationnonprofit-making organisation
/nɒn |�prɒft �mekŋ �ɔ�"əna |�zeʃ(ə)n/
noun an organisation such as a charity, or
some university presses, which is not
allowed by law to make a profit � Non-
profit-making organisations are exempted

from tax. (NOTE: The US term is nonprofit
corporation.)
nonranging figuresnonranging figures /nɒn|�rend�ŋ
�f"əz/ plural noun same as nonlining
figures
nonreadernonreader /nɒn|�ri�də/ noun somebody
who does not or cannot read, especially a
child who has difficulty in learning to read
nonreflective inknonreflective ink /�nɒnr |�flektv ŋk/
noun ink used to print machine-readable
codes and characters, such as on cheques
nonreturnable packingnonreturnable packing /nɒn r|

�t!�nəb(ə)l �p�kŋ/ noun packing which
is to be thrown away when it has been used
and not returned to the sender
nonspecialistnonspecialist /nɒn|�speʃ(ə)lst/ noun a
person who is not qualified or expert in a
specific occupation or field of study,
though perhaps having a wide range of
knowledge
nonstocknonstock /nɒn|�stɒk/ adjective 1. not
held in stock � Non-stock items have to be
ordered specially and may take some time
to reach the shop. 2. not normal � The book
is an odd format, and we had to use a non-
stock size of paper.
nonwovennonwoven /nɒn|�wəυvən/ adjective
imitation cloth made from paper pulp,
treated chemically to give it strength and
embossed to imitate the woven surface of
cloth
Nordsen glueingNordsen glueing /�nɔ�dsən �"lu�ŋ/
noun a method of adding a strip of glue at
the joints of a heavy book when casing in,
to give more strength
notnot /nɒt/ noun handmade paper pressed
without metal plates, giving a very rough
finish. Compare hot-pressed paper
notched bindingnotched binding /�nɒtʃt �bandŋ/,
notch binding noun a perfect binding
process, where notches are cut into the
spine of the folded untrimmed pages,
helping the glue to penetrate and hold the
sections together when the cover is glued
in place. Also called slotted binding
notenote /nəυt/ noun a piece of additional
information in a catalogue or bibliography
� verb to write down details of something
and remember them � We note that the
goods were delivered in bad condition. �
Your order has been noted and will be
dispatched as soon as we have stock. �
Your complaint has been noted.
notebooknotebook /�nəυtbυk/ noun a book for
writing notes in
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notepapernotepaper /�nəυtpepə/ noun good-
quality paper for letters
noticenotice /�nəυts/ noun a written
announcement displayed so that everyone
can read it
noticeboardnoticeboard /�nəυtsbɔ�d/ noun a
board fixed to a wall so that information
can be displayed for people to read
novelnovel /�nɒv(ə)l/ noun a long fiction narra-
tive story
novelistnovelist /�nɒv(ə)lst/ noun a writer of
novels
novellanovella /nə|�velə/, novelette /�nɒvə|�let/
noun a short novel
n.p.n.p. abbreviation 1. new paragraph 2. no
place of publication 3. no price 4. no
printer’s name
NUJNUJ noun a British trade union with
members working in newspaper and book
publishing; also in radio and TV. Full form
National Union of Journalists
numbernumber /�n�mbə/ verb to place the call
number or the charging symbol on or in a
book � noun a symbol representing quan-
tity, e.g. 1, 20, 64, 103 (NOTE: It is also

written no.: no. 15. The plural is nos.: nos.
2–20.)
numbered editionnumbered edition /�n�mbəd |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a limited edition where
each copy has a number written in it
numeracynumeracy /�nju�m(ə)rəsi/ noun compe-
tence in the mathematical skills needed to
cope with everyday life and an under-
standing of information presented mathe-
matically, e.g. in graphs or tables
numeralnumeral /�nju�m(ə)rəl/ noun a number
in typesetting or writing
numerical ordernumerical order /nju� |�merk(ə)l
�ɔ�də/ noun arrangement by numbers
numeric datanumeric data /nju� |�merk �detə/ noun
data in the form of figures
numeric keypadnumeric keypad /nju� |�merk �ki�p�d/
noun part of a computer keyboard which is
a programmable set of numbered keys
NYONYO abbreviation not yet out
NYPNYP noun a publisher’s report to a book-
seller who has tried to order a book that has
not been published. Full form not yet
published
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obeliskobelisk /�ɒbəlsk/ noun a printing sign
(†) used after the name of a person to show
that he or she has died, and also used as a
reference mark
obelusobelus /�ɒbələs/ noun a printed mark (†)
used in modern editions of ancient manu-
scripts to indicate that the passage marked
is thought not to be genuine
obitobit /�əυbt/, obituary /ə|�btʃuəri/ noun
an article in a newspaper about the life and
work of a person who has recently died
obliqueoblique /ə |�bli�k/ adjective 1. indirect and
difficult to understand 2. sloping at an
angle to the right
oblique romanoblique roman /ə|�bli�k �rəυmən/ noun
roman characters which slant to the right
and look like italic
oblique shadingoblique shading /ə |�bli�k �ʃedŋ/ noun
shading of the thick curved lines in old-
face type, where the shading runs round the
top and bottom of curved letters, as
opposed to the vertical shading used in
modern faces
oblique strokeoblique stroke /ə |�bli�k strəυk/ noun a
line sloping to the right (/)
obliterateobliterate /ə|�bltəret/ verb to erase or
cover a piece of printing
obsceneobscene /əb|�si�n/ adjective shocking or
offensive, usually because of pictures or
references to naked people, sexual acts or
bodily functions
obscene publicationobscene publication /əb|�si�n �p�bl|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a book, film or any publi-
cation which offends against an accepted
standard of decency
obscenityobscenity /əb|�senti/ noun 1. the fact of
being obscene 2. something which is
obscene, e.g. a swear word
obscenity lawsobscenity laws /əb |�senti lɔ�z/ plural
noun laws which define what constitutes
obscenity and set out penalties for
producing obscene material

occasional publicationoccasional publication /ə |

�ke�(ə)n(ə)l �p�bl |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
document that does not appear on a regular
basis
OCROCR abbreviation 1. optical character
reader 2. optical character recognition
OCR fontOCR font /�əυ si� �ɑ� fɒnt/ noun a char-
acter design that can be easily read using
an optical character reader

COMMENT: There are two OCR fonts in
common use: OCR-A, which is easy for
scanners to read, and OCR-B, which is
easier for people to read than the OCR-A
font. OCR techniques are extremely useful
in computerising data which has been
typeset but not computerised, allowing for
example an old specialised dictionary to be
converted to computer tape, or allowing
direct input of typewritten pages from an
author: they are read by a computer and are
typeset without rekeying.

octavooctavo /ɒk|�tɑ�vəυ/ noun a page made
when a sheet of paper is folded three times,
giving a 16-page section. Also called
eightvo. Abbr 8vo
octodecimooctodecimo /�ɒktəυ|�desməυ/ noun a
book size of about 10 x 16 cm/4 x 4 ¼ in,
or a book of this size. Abbr 18mo
oddmentoddment /�ɒdmənt/ noun a section of
pages shorter than the normal signature
which has to be printed separately to make
up the full extent of a book, because the
book does not make an even working
odd numberodd number /�ɒd �n�mbə/ noun a
number which cannot be divided by two to
give a whole number � 5 and 7 are odd
numbers.
odd pagesodd pages /�ɒd �ped�z/ plural noun
pages with odd numbers
odd sortsodd sorts /�ɒd sɔ�ts/ plural noun special
characters which are not normally
required, such as mathematical symbols or
foreign accents
odour-free inkodour-free ink /�əυdə fri� �ŋk/ noun
ink used to print on food packaging, which
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has no smell and which cannot harm the
contents of the package
OEMOEM abbreviation original equipment
manufacturer
off-centreoff-centre /ɒf �sentə/ adjective not in the
centre of a page or line � The map is
slightly off-centre.
offcutoffcut /�ɒfk�t/ noun a piece of scrap
paper left over when a sheet is trimmed to
size
offeroffer /�ɒfə/ noun 1. a statement that you
are willing to pay a certain amount of
money to buy something � His agent is
considering two offers from publishers. 2. a
statement that you are willing to sell some-
thing � verb to say that you are willing to
pay a particular amount of money for
something � The American publisher
offered $50,000 for the paperback rights.
offer for saleoffer for sale /�ɒfə fə �sel/ noun a situ-
ation where a company advertises itself for
sale
Office of Fair TradingOffice of Fair Trading /�ɒfs əv feə
�tredŋ/ noun a government department
which protects consumers against unfair or
illegal business. Abbr OFT
office suppliesoffice supplies /�ɒfs sə |�plaz/ plural
noun goods needed to run an office such as
paper, pens and typewriters
officialeseofficialese /ə |�fʃə|�li�z/ noun unclear,
pedantic and verbose language considered
characteristic of official documents
official publicationofficial publication /ə|�fʃ(ə)l �p�bl |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a document produced and
published by official bodies, often kept by
libraries as reference material
official returnofficial return /ə |�fʃ(ə)l r|�t!�n/ noun
an official report
off its feetoff its feet /�ɒf ts �fi�t/ adjective refer-
ring to type which is not set straight on the
base line
offlineoffline /ɒf |�lan/ adjective relating to a
processor, printer or terminal that is
disconnected from the network or central
computer, usually temporarily � Before
changing the paper in the printer, switch it
offline.
offline newsreaderoffline newsreader /�ɒflan
�nju�zri�də/ noun a piece of software that
allows a user to read newsgroup articles
when the computer is not connected to the
Internet
offline printingoffline printing /�ɒflan �prntŋ/ noun
a printout operation that is not supervised
by a computer

offline processingoffline processing /�ɒflan
�prəυsesŋ/ noun processing by devices
not under the control of a central computer
(NOTE: The opposite is online
processing.)
offprintoffprint /�ɒfprnt/ noun an extra printing
of copies of a section of a journal, run on
from the main printing and sold separately.
Also called separate
offsetoffset /ɒf|�set/ verb 1. to print an image by
offset lithography � The image is offset
onto the paper. 2. to reproduce a book in a
new edition by photographing a good copy
of the previous edition 3. to balance one
thing against another so that they cancel
each other out � to offset losses against tax
� Foreign exchange losses more than offset
profits in the domestic market.
offset blanketoffset blanket /�ɒfset �bl�ŋkt/ noun a
rubber sheet round a cylinder, to which the
ink is transferred from the printing plate
before being printed onto the paper
offset cartridgeoffset cartridge /�ɒfset �kɑ�trd�/
noun paper of inferior quality to ordinary
cartridge, made on a twin-wire machine
and so smooth on both sides, used in offset
printing
offset cylinderoffset cylinder /�ɒfset �slndə/ noun
same as blanket cylinder
offset lithographyoffset lithography /�ɒfset l|�θɒ"rəfi/
noun a printing process used for printing
books, where the ink sticks to image areas
on the plate and is transferred to an offset
cylinder from which it is printed onto the
paper
offset paperoffset paper /�ɒfset �pepə/ noun
special paper for printing offset
offset plateoffset plate /�ɒfset plet/ noun a plate
from which offset printing is carried out
offset printingoffset printing /�ɒfset �prntŋ/ noun a
printing method that transfers the ink
image to the paper via a second cylinder
off-the-job trainingoff-the-job training /�ɒf ðə d�ɒb
�trenŋ/ noun training given to employees
away from their place of work, i.e. at a
college
oiled paperoiled paper /�ɔld �pepə/ noun paper
soaked in an oil such as linseed oil, used
for wrapping
OKWCOKWC noun an instruction from the
editor to the typesetter to make corrections
as indicated and then the text will be ready
for press. Full form OK with corrections
Old EnglishOld English /�əυld �ŋ"lʃ/ noun a black
letter typeface as used in England
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old faceold face /�əυld fes/ noun one of the first
roman typefaces such as Bembo or Caslon,
with oblique shading and which does not
have much difference between fat and thin
strokes
old style faceold style face /�əυld stal �fes/ noun a
typeface such as Caslon or Baskerville,
with distinct serifs, derived from Classical
Roman lettering

COMMENT: Some old style faces are still
widely used; Garamond, for example, is
used especially for newspaper or magazine
work.

old style figuresold style figures /�əυld stal �f"əz/
plural noun Arabic figures in some type-
faces such as Bembo or Caslon, where the
3, 4, 5, 7 and 9 go below the base line and
the 6 and 8 go up to cap height
omissionomission /əυ|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun something
that has been omitted
omitomit /əυ|�mt/ verb 1. to leave something
out or not put something in 2. to fail to do
something � He omitted to order enough
paper for the required print run.
omnibusomnibus /�ɒmnbəs/ noun a collection
of stories or articles by one or more authors
bound into one book
omnibus agreementomnibus agreement /�ɒmnbəs ə |

�"ri�mənt/ noun an agreement that covers
many different items
omnibus editionomnibus edition /�ɒmnbəs |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun an edition of a series of books or
short stories in one volume
OMROMR abbreviation 1. optical mark reader
2. optical mark recognition
oncostsoncosts /�ɒnkɒsts/ plural noun amounts
spent in producing a product which do not
rise with the quantity of the product made
on-demand publishingon-demand publishing /�ɒn d |

�mɑ�nd �p�blʃŋ/ noun a system of
printing books as the demand arises,
usually in very small quantities, as
opposed to keeping larger quantities of
books in stock
one-offone-off /�wɒn �ɒf/ adjective done or
made only once � The new novel is a one-
off item on their list.
one-shot bindingone-shot binding /�w�n ʃɒt �bandŋ/
noun adhesive binding using hot melt glue
only. � two-shot binding
one-shot periodical rightsone-shot periodical rights /�w�n
ʃɒt �pəri |�ɒdk(ə)l �rats/ plural noun the
right to reprint part of a text in a single
edition of a magazine or newspaper
one-sidedone-sided /�w�n �sadd/ adjective 1.
favouring one side and not the other in a

negotiation � a one-sided agreement 2.
printed on one side of a sheet only
one-sided art paperone-sided art paper /�w�n �sadd
�ɑ�t �pep˜ə/ noun paper that is coated on
one side only, used for jackets
one-upone-up /�w�n ��p/ adverb printed with
one copy of the book at a time. Compare
two-up
onion skin paperonion skin paper /��njən skn �pepə/
noun very thin paper made transparent by
beating, used for airmail paper
onlineonline /�ɒnlan/ adjective 1. connected to
a mainframe computer often by a remote
terminal � The sales office is online to the
warehouse. � We get our data online from
the stock control department. 2. relating to
data or information that is available when a
terminal is connected to a central computer
via a modem
online editingonline editing /�ɒnlan �edtŋ/ noun
text editing by an editor or sub-editor on a
terminal linked directly to the main
computer
online information retrievalonline information retrieval /�ɒnlan
�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n r |�tri�vəl/ noun a system
that allows an operator of an online
terminal to access, search and display data
held in a main computer
online processingonline processing /�ɒnlan
�prəυsesŋ/ noun processing by devices
connected to and under the control of the
central computer, in which the user
remains in contact with the central
computer while the processing is being
carried out
online storageonline storage /�ɒnlan �stɔ�rd�/
noun data stored on a computer
online systemonline system /�ɒnlan �sstəm/ noun a
computer system that allows users who are
online to transmit and receive information
online transaction processingonline transaction processing
/�ɒnlan tr�n |�z�kʃən �prəυsesŋ/ noun
interactive processing in which a user
enters commands and data on a terminal
that is linked to a central computer, with
results being displayed on-screen
on-screenon-screen /�ɒn �skri�n/ adjective,
adverb with information being displayed
on a screen � The text is edited on-screen.
on-the-flyon-the-fly /�ɒn ðə �fla/ adverb printing
or outputting images as they are being
processed
on-the-job trainingon-the-job training /�ɒn ðə d�ɒb
�trenŋ/ noun training given to employees
at their place of work
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OOOO noun a publisher’s report to a book-
seller, informing them that a book they
have ordered is on order by the publisher.
Full form on order
OPOP abbreviation out of print
opacityopacity /əυ|�p�sti/ noun the quality of
not allowing light through
opaqueopaque /ə |�pek/ adjective difficult to see
through or understand � verb to remove
spots, blemishes or other parts of a nega-
tive which are to be cut out from a plate, by
painting over them with an opaque ink �
noun ink used to cover up parts of a film

COMMENT: Mechanical pulp will produce
opaque paper; if woodpulp is chemically
treated or beaten to increase its strength, it
will lose opacity, and if beaten long enough
will become semi-transparent (like tracing
paper). Printing opacity of paper is usually
measured with an opacimeter. The
measurement essentially involves finding
the ratio of light reflected by one sheet of
paper to that reflected by a thick pile of the
same paper.

openopen /�əυpən/ adjective 1. at work or not
closed � Some bookshops are open on
Sundays. 2. with the pages visible or not
closed 3. ready to accept something � open
to offers � verb � to open inverted
commas to indicate the beginning of a
quotation
open accessopen access /�əυpən ��kses/ noun a
system of organising a collection of infor-
mation where users can find what they
want for themselves � People have open
access to the books in a public library.
open back bindingopen back binding /�əυpən b�k
�bandŋ/ noun same as hollow back
binding
open-endedopen-ended /�əυpən �endd/, open-
end /�əυpən �end/ adjective with no fixed
limit or with some items not specified
open-flatopen-flat /�əυpən �fl�t/ adjective
relating to a book which lies flat when
opened
openingopening /�əυp(ə)nŋ/ noun 1. pages of a
book which face each other 2. the begin-
ning part of a text 3. the act of starting a
business � adjective first or at the begin-
ning
opening balanceopening balance /�əυp(ə)nŋ �b�ləns/
noun the balance at the beginning of an
accounting period
opening bidopening bid /�əυp(ə)nŋ �bd/ noun the
first offer for something
opening stockopening stock /�əυp(ə)nŋ �stɒk/ noun
stock held at the beginning of an
accounting period

open marketopen market /�əυpən �mɑ�kt/ noun a
market in which two publishers agree that
both can sell the same book
Open Prepress InterfaceOpen Prepress Interface /�əυpən pri |

�pres �ntəfes/ noun a data transfer
protocol which allows image files to be
‘replaced’ with low-res versions in a layout
and then retrieved when printing, to avoid
the problems associated with transferring
large amounts of data. Abbr OPI
open-sourceopen-source /�əυpən �sɔ�s/ adjective
relating to software or information that is
free to be accessed, distributed, copied and
used by any person without licensing or
copyright restrictions
Open System InterconnectionOpen System Interconnection
/�əυpən �sstəm �ntəkə|�nekʃ(ə)n/ noun
a standardised ISO network which is
constructed in layer form, with each layer
having a specific task, allowing different
systems to communicate if they conform to
the standard. Abbr OSI
open to offersopen to offers /�əυpən tə �ɒfəz/ adjec-
tive ready to accept a reasonable offer
OpenTypeOpenType /�əυpəntap/ a trade name
for a font file format that can be used
across applications and platforms
open upopen up /�əυpən ��p/ verb � to open up
new markets to work to start business in
markets where such business has not been
done before
OpenURLOpenURL /�əυpən ju� ɑ�r �el/ noun a
computer language which identifies the
person trying to access a document online
and uses metadata to take them to the most
appropriate format or version of that docu-
ment
operateoperate /�ɒpəret/ verb to work or make
something work
operatingoperating /�ɒpəretŋ/ noun the general
running of a business or of a machine
operating costsoperating costs /�ɒpəretŋ �kɒsts/
plural noun same as running costs
operating manualoperating manual /�ɒpəretŋ
�m�njυəl/ noun a book showing how to
operate a machine
operating profitoperating profit /�ɒpəretŋ �prɒft/,
operating loss /�ɒpəretŋ lɒs/ noun a
profit or loss made by a company in its
usual business
operating systemoperating system /�ɒpəretŋ
�sstəm/ noun basic software which
controls the running of a computer
operationoperation /�ɒpə |�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
organisation and work in a business
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operations reviewoperations review /�ɒpəreʃ(ə)nz r|

�vju�/ noun an examination of the way in
which a company or department works to
see how it can be made more efficient and
profitable
operativeoperative /�ɒp(ə)rətv/ noun a person
who operates a machine which makes a
product
operatoroperator /�ɒpəretə/ noun a mathemat-
ical symbol, term or other entity that
performs or describes an operation, e.g. a
multiplication or subtraction sign
OPIOPI abbreviation Open Prepress Interface
opinionopinion /ə|�pnjən/ noun a belief, view or
judgement
OPPOPP /�əυ pi� �pi�/ noun the film usually
used for laminating book covers. Full form
oriented polypropylene
opposite pageopposite page /�ɒpəzt �ped�/ noun
the other page of a double page spread
opticaloptical /�ɒptk(ə)l/ adjective 1. relating
to or making use of light � An optical
reader uses a light beam to scan charac-
ters or patterns or lines. 2. relating to the
eyes
optical bar readeroptical bar reader /�ɒptk(ə)l �bɑ�
�ri�də/ noun an optical device that reads
data from a barcode. Also called optical
wand
optical brighteneroptical brightener /�ɒptk(ə)l
�brat(ə)nə/ noun fluorescent dye added to
paper pulp to make it white
optical centreoptical centre /�ɒptk(ə)l �sentə/ noun
the centre of a page, design or line of type
as it appears to the eye, slightly higher than
the actual centre
optical centringoptical centring /�ɒptk(ə)l �sentərŋ/
noun the act of making a text look as
though it is centred, when in fact it is not
optical character readeroptical character reader /�ɒptk(ə)l
�k�rktə �ri�də/ noun a device that scans
printed or written characters, recognises
them and converts them into machine-
readable codes for processing in a
computer. Abbr OCR
optical character recognitionoptical character recognition
/�ɒptk(ə)l �k�rktə �rekə"nʃ(ə)n/ noun
a technique for machine reading which
uses special forms of type. Abbr OCR
optical diskoptical disk /�ɒptk(ə)l dsk/ noun a
rigid computer storage disk with data
stored as tiny pits in the plastic coating,
readable by laser beam
optical fontoptical font /�ɒptk(ə)l fɒnt/ noun a
character design that can be easily read
using an OCR reader

optical letter spacingoptical letter spacing /�ɒptk(ə)l
�letə �spesŋ/ noun the method of
allowing variable spacing between
different letters, so as to look as if the
spacing is standard. Also called optical
spacing
opticallyoptically /�ɒptk(ə)li/ adverb using an
optical device � The text is scanned opti-
cally.
optical mark readeroptical mark reader /�ɒptk(ə)l �mɑ�k
�ri�də/ noun a device that can recognise
marks or lines on a special form such as an
order form or a questionnaire, and inputs
them into a computer. Abbr OMR
optical mark recognitionoptical mark recognition /�ɒptk(ə)l
mɑ�k �rekə" |�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a process that
allows certain marks or lines on special
forms to be recognised by an optical mark
reader, and input into a computer. Abbr
OMR
optical scanneroptical scanner /�ɒptk(ə)l �sk�nə/
noun a piece of equipment that converts an
image into electrical signals which can be
stored in and displayed on a computer
optical spacingoptical spacing /�ɒptk(ə)l �spesŋ/
noun same as optical letter spacing
optical storageoptical storage /�ɒptk(ə)l �stɔ�rd�/
noun data storage using visual mediums
such as microfiche or optical disk
optical wandoptical wand /�ɒptk(ə)l wɒnd/ noun
same as optical bar reader
optionoption /�ɒpʃən/ noun 1. something that
can be chosen � to grant someone a six-
month option on a book to allow some-
body six months to decide if they want to
be the agent or if they want to manufacture
the book in their territory 2. freedom to
choose something
option clauseoption clause /�ɒpʃən klɔ�z/ noun a
clause in an agreement between a publisher
and an author which states that the author
must offer the publisher his or her next
work for publication
option to purchaseoption to purchase /�ɒpʃən tə
�p!�tʃs/, option to sell /�ɒpʃ(ə)n tə �sel/
noun a choice given to somebody to buy or
sell something within a period of time
orderorder /�ɔ�də/ verb 1. to arrange things
according to a system 2. to ask for some-
thing to be brought or sent to you which
you will then pay for � noun � items avail-
able to order only items which will be
manufactured only if somebody orders
them � on order ordered but not delivered
� This item is out of stock, but is on order.
Abbr OO
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order bookorder book /�ɔ�də bυk/ noun a record of
orders
order fulfilmentorder fulfilment /�ɔ�də fυl |�flmənt/
noun the supplying of items that have been
ordered
order pickingorder picking /�ɔ�də �pkŋ/ noun the
act of collecting various items in a ware-
house to make up an order to be sent to a
customer
organisation chartorganisation chart /�ɔ�"əna|�zeʃ(ə)n
tʃɑ�t/ noun a diagram showing how a
company or an office is organised
orientationorientation /�ɔ�riən |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
measurement of the ‘slant’ of a character in
a typeface, e.g. normal or italic 2. the direc-
tion of a page, either landscape (long edge
horizontal) or portrait (long edge vertical)
3. information or training that is necessary
in order to understand a new subject, job,
activity or situation
oriented polypropyleneoriented polypropylene /�ɔ�rientd
�pɒli |�prəυpəli�n/ noun full form of OPP
originorigin /�ɒrd�n/ noun 1. the place or time
of the beginning of something 2. a country,
place or social class of a person’s parents
or ancestors
originaloriginal /ə |�rd�ən(ə)l/ noun 1. the first
document from which copies have been
made 2. a piece of writing or music that is
genuine and not a copy � adjective relating
to something that was used or made first �
They sent a copy of the original invoice. �
He kept the original receipt for reference.
original equipment manufactureroriginal equipment manufacturer
/ə|�rd�ən(ə)l  |�kwpmənt �m�njυ|

�f�ktʃərə/ noun a type of company which
customises computers for a particular
application. Abbr OEM
originateoriginate /ə|�rd�net/ verb to start or
come from � The book was originated by a
packager. � The data originated from the
new computer.
originationorigination /ə|�rd�|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun the
work involved in creating something, e.g.
preparing a book from a manuscript right
through to camera-ready copy or film �
The origination of the artwork will take
several weeks.
ornamentornament /�ɔ�nəmənt/ noun something
added to make a thing look more attractive
ornamented typefaceornamented typeface /�ɔ�nəmentd
�tapfes/ noun a typeface where the
letters have extra decoration
ornithological atlasornithological atlas
/�ɔ�nθəlɒd�k(ə)l ��tləs/ noun an atlas

showing maps of where particular birds
breed
orphanorphan /�ɔ�f(ə)n/ noun the first line of a
paragraph when it is printed by itself at the
bottom of a column or page (NOTE: Another
term for this is club line.)
orthochromatic filmorthochromatic film
/�ɔ�θəυkrəυm�tk �flm/ noun film which
is sensitive to colours other than red
orthographyorthography /ɔ�|�θɒ"rəfi/ noun correct
spelling
OSOS abbreviation out of stock
oscillator rollersoscillator rollers /�ɒsletə �rəυləz/
plural noun rollers which control the
amount of ink being passed onto the
impression cylinder
OSIOSI abbreviation Open System Intercon-
nection
outout /aυt/ adverb published � The book
came out last week. � We can’t get the new
cookery book out in time for Christmas. �
noun an omission of part of the text when
composing
outdentoutdent /aυt|�dent/ verb to move part of
a line of text into the margin (NOTE: The
opposite is indent.)
outerouter /�aυtə/ adjective nearer to the
outside, as opposed to something inside �
noun the imposed first and last pages of a
book
outer formeouter forme /�aυtə �fɔ�m/ noun a forme
which carries one side of the sheet,
including the first and last pages
outer marginouter margin /�aυtə �mɑ�d�n/ noun
the margin on the foredge of a page
out-houseout-house /�aυt �haυs/ adjective, adverb
working outside a company’s buildings �
the out-house staff � We do all our data
processing out-house.
outletoutlet /�aυtlət/ noun the market for a
product, shop or organisation which sells
commodities
outlineoutline /�aυtlan/ noun 1. the edge round
an image 2. a rough draft or summary �
verb to describe the main features of some-
thing
outline fontoutline font /�aυt(ə)lan fɒnt/ noun a
printer or display font stored as a set of
outlines that mathematically describe the
shape of each character
outline halftonesoutline halftones /�aυtlan
�hɑ�ftəυnz/ plural noun halftones where
the background has been removed, leaving
the foreground as a kind of silhouette
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outline letteroutline letter /�aυtlan �letə/ noun a
letter printed as lines round the edge of the
letter shape, used for display purposes
out of alignmentout of alignment /�aυt əv ə|�lanmənt/
adjective not aligned correctly
out of dateout of date /�aυt əv �det/ adjective no
longer in general use or past the date for
legal use � Their computer system is years
out of date. � They are still using out-of-
date equipment.
out of focusout of focus /�aυt əv �fəυkəs/ adjective
blurred because the camera has not been
focused correctly
out of printout of print /�aυt əv �prnt/ adjective
relating to a book of which the publisher
has no copies left and which is not going to
be reprinted. Abbr OP � the book is out of
print the book is no longer available from
the publisher � to put a book out of print
to decide not to reprint a book
out of registerout of register /�aυt əv �red�stə/
adjective with two printing plates incor-
rectly aligned, so giving a blurred image
out of squareout of square /�aυt əv �skweə/ adjec-
tive not cut at right angles
out of stockout of stock /�aυt əv �stɒk/ adjective
relating to a publication of which the
supplier or retailer has no copies at present.
Abbr OS
out of workout of work /�aυt əv �w!�k/ adjective
with no job � The recession has put
millions out of work. � The company was
set up by three out-of-work engineers.
outputoutput /�aυtpυt/ noun the amount that a
person, organisation or machine produces
� verb to print work done on a computer
output bonusoutput bonus /�aυtpυt �bəυnəs/ noun
an extra payment for increased production
output deviceoutput device /�aυtpυt d |�vas/ noun a
device such as a monitor or printer, which
allows information in a computer to be
displayed to the user. Compare input
device
output resolutionoutput resolution /�aυtpυt
�rezəlu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the number of sepa-
rate image points that a device is physically
able to write
outputsoutputs /�aυtpυts/ plural noun goods or
services sold
output taxoutput tax /�aυtpυt t�ks/ noun VAT
charged by a company on goods or services
sold
outrightoutright /�aυt|�rat/ adverb, adjective
completely � outright sale of a copyright
sale of a copyright by an author to a

publisher for a lump sum, with no royalty
payable afterwards
outsertoutsert /�aυts!�t/ noun 1. a four-page
section wrapped round a printed signature
2. a leaflet or other promotional material
sent outside a magazine which is mailed
outsideoutside /�aυtsad/ adjective, adverb 1.
near the edge of a page 2. not in a
company’s office or building
outside directoroutside director /�aυtsad da|�rektə/
noun a director who is not employed by the
company
outside front coveroutside front cover /�aυtsad fr�nt
�k�və/, outside back cover noun the two
covers of a magazine
outside lineoutside line /�aυtsad �lan/ noun a line
from an internal office telephone system to
the main telephone exchange
outside marginoutside margin /�aυtsad �mɑ�d�n/
noun the margin at the edge of a page, as
opposed to the gutter
outside readeroutside reader /�aυtsad �ri�də/ noun a
reader employed by a publisher on a fee
basis to read manuscripts and comment on
them
outside sortsoutside sorts /�aυtsad sɔ�ts/ plural
noun characters which are not frequently
used such as accents, which are kept in the
outside compartments of a case
outside workeroutside worker /�aυtsad �w!�kə/
noun an employee who does not work in a
company’s offices
outsourceoutsource /�aυtsɔ�s/ verb to send work
out to be done by freelance workers outside
the company or organisation
outstandingoutstanding /aυt|�st�ndŋ/ adjective 1.
excellent 2. still to be done or completed �
Outstanding invoices must be paid by the
end of the year.
outstanding debtsoutstanding debts /aυt|�st�ndŋ
�dets/ plural noun debts which are waiting
to be paid
outstanding ordersoutstanding orders /aυt|�st�ndŋ
�ɔ�dəz/ plural noun orders received but not
yet supplied
out trayout tray /�aυt tre/ noun a basket on a
desk for letters or memos which have been
dealt with and are ready to be dispatched
outturn sheetsoutturn sheets /�aυtt!�n ʃi�ts/,
outturns plural noun 1. sample sheets of
paper taken from a shipment for approval
by the purchaser 2. specimen printed
sheets of a book sent to the publisher for
confirmation
outworkoutwork /�aυtw!�k/ noun 1. work that a
company pays somebody to do at home 2.
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specialist work which a printer subcon-
tracts to another company, such as making
up boxed sets or special typesetting
outworkeroutworker /�aυtw!�kə/ noun a person
who works at home for a company
over-over- /əυvə/ prefix more than
overcapacityovercapacity /�əυvəkə|�p�sti/ noun
the unused production capacity of some-
thing
overcastingovercasting /�əυvə|�kɑ�stŋ/ noun a
method of attaching leaves together to
form a section which can be bound, used
especially for the first and last sections.
Also called oversewing, whipstitching
overchargeovercharge /�əυvə|�tʃɑ�d�/ verb to ask
for more money than is reasonable for a
product or service � noun a charge that is
higher than it should be � to pay back an
overcharge
overdueoverdue /�əυvə|�dju�/ adjective past the
due date � overdue library books
overestimateoverestimate /�əυvər |�estmet/ verb to
think something is larger or better than it
really is � He overestimated the amount of
time needed to fit out the factory. � I think
she is a very overestimated writer.
overexposeoverexpose /�əυvərk |�spəυz/ verb to
expose film for too long a time, so that it is
too pale
overexposureoverexposure /�əυvərks|�pəυ�ə/ noun
exposure of a film for too long a time, so
that the image is too pale
overfoldoverfold /�əυvəfəυld/ noun paper which
sticks out from the rest of the folded sheets,
because the folding machine is off centre
(NOTE: The opposite (i.e. the paper which
does not reach the edge of the other
leaves) is underfold.)
overhead budgetoverhead budget /�əυvəhed �b�d�t/
noun a plan of probable overhead costs
overheadsoverheads /�əυvəhedz/ plural noun the
indirect costs of the day-to-day running of
a business, i.e. not money spent of
producing goods, but money spent on such
things as renting or maintaining buildings
and machinery
overinkoverink /�əυvər |�ŋk/ verb to cover in too
much ink so that the printing image is
unclear
overinkingoverinking /�əυvə|�ŋkŋ/ noun using
too much ink when printing � Overinking
makes the pages too dark.
overlapoverlap /�əυvəl�p/ verb to stick out
beyond the edge of the boards, so that it
can be tucked in and glued

overlapping coveroverlapping cover /�əυvəl�pŋ
�k�və/ noun a paper cover which is not cut
flush, but projects beyond the text pages
overlayoverlay noun /�əυvəle/ a transparent
sheet used with overhead transparencies to
add information at a specific time and
place � verb /�əυvə |�le/ to change the
height of type and blocks in letterpress
printing, so as to alter the darkness of the
printed text
overlay proofoverlay proof /�əυvəle pru�f/ noun a
proof composed of several transparent
sheets layered together, each showing one
colour to be printed
overleafoverleaf /�əυvə |�lif/ adverb on the next
page � See the chart overleaf.
overmanningovermanning /�əυvə |�m�nŋ/ noun the
state of having more employees than are
needed to do a company’s work � to aim to
reduce overmanning
overmatterovermatter /�əυvəm�tə/ noun text
which has been set into galley proofs, and
which is too long for the space allowed and
so is discarded, frequently found in news-
papers and magazine work. Also called
overset
overprintoverprint /�əυvə|�prnt/ verb to add
further text on sheets which have already
been printed � The catalogue is over-
printed with the bookseller’s address.
overrunoverrun /�əυvər�n/ noun 1. an act of
taking text over to another line because of
additions 2. an act of remaking a line or
lines of print, because of deletions or addi-
tions at proof stage 3. the making of more
paper than has been ordered (NOTE: The
opposite is underrun.) 4. the printing of
more sheets than specified (NOTE: The
opposite is underrun.) � verb 1. to be
longer than anticipated � The text has
overrun by two pages. 2. to print more
sheets than are required, in case any are
faulty
oversovers /�əυvəz/ plural noun extra items
above the agreed total, or extra sheets or
bound copies supplied by a printer to allow
for spoilage � The price includes 10%
overs to compensate for damage. Compare
shorts
overseasoverseas /�əυvəsi�z/ adjective used in
the UK to describe people from other
countries � They are not called overseas
students now but international students. �
the overseas division a section of a
company dealing with trade with other
countries � noun /�əυvə |�si�z/ foreign
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countries � The profits from overseas are
far higher than those of the home division.
overseas marketsoverseas markets /�əυvəsi�z
�mɑ�kts/ plural noun markets in foreign
countries
overseas tradeoverseas trade /�əυvəsi�z �tred/ noun
same as foreign trade
oversetoverset /�əυvəset/ noun same as over-
matter
oversewingoversewing /�əυvəsəυŋ/ noun same as
overcasting
oversizeoversize /�əυvə |�saz/ adjective relating
to books and other printed materials that
are larger than the standard book sizes and
are often stored in a special area
overstockoverstock /�əυvə|�stɒk/ verb to keep
more books, documents or information
than is necessary for the users being served
� to be overstocked with certain titles to
have too many copies of certain books in
stock
overstocksoverstocks /�əυvəstɒks/ plural noun
more stock than is needed to supply orders
� We will have to sell off the overstocks to
make room in the warehouse.
overstrikeoverstrike /�əυvəstrak/ verb to print on
top of an existing character to produce a
new one
overtimeovertime /�əυvətam/ noun time that
somebody works in addition to contracted
hours and for which they are usually paid
extra

overwrite

overwrite /�əυvə|�rat/ verb to replace an
electronic file containing data or a
computer program in memory or on a disk
with a new file of the same name
own brand books

own brand books /�əυn br�nd �bυks/
plural noun books specially packaged for a
store with the store’s name on them
own ends

own ends /�əυn �endz/ plural noun
endpapers which are the blank first and last
leaves of the text
Oxford hollow

Oxford hollow /�ɒksfəd �hɒləυ/ noun a
type of hollow back binding, where a paper
tube is placed between the back and the
spine of the book block
oxidation

oxidation /�ɒks |�deʃ(ə)n/ noun a defect
in lithographic printing plates, where the
metal surface is corroded where it has not
been correctly protected, and so creates
little black spots on the printed paper
ozalid

ozalid /�ɒzəld/ a trade name for a type of
proof made from film by contacting it in a
vacuum frame with special coated paper,
similar to diazos or dyeline proofs (NOTE:
The US term is blue or Vandyke)
ozalid proof

ozalid proof /�ɒzəld pru�f/ noun a
proof made from film, on photographic
paper

COMMENT: Ozalid proofs are normally
made from the final films before plates are
made, and so need to be checked
particularly carefully.
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PAPA abbreviation 1. Publishers Association
2. personal assistant
packpack /p�k/ noun a packet of information
containing items such as leaflets or maps
relevant to a particular topic � verb to put
things into containers or parcels so that
they can be sent to another address
packagepackage /�p�kd�/ noun 1. a parcel of
goods packed and wrapped for sending by
mail � The Post Office does not accept
bulky packages. � The goods are to be sent
in airtight packages. 2. a group of different
items joined together in one deal 3. a set of
computer programs designed for a special
purpose � verb � to package books to
produce books by commissioning authors,
designers, typesetting, printing and
binding, for sale as finished books to a
publisher
package dealpackage deal /�p�kd� �di�l/ noun an
agreement covering several different items
at the same time � They agreed a package
deal, covering the paperback rights, film
rights and options on the author’s next ten
titles.
package insertpackage insert /�p�kd� �ns!�t/ noun
an insert put into a package, not into a
single publication
packagerpackager /�p�kd�ə/ noun a company
that creates a finished book for a publisher

COMMENT: The packager usually conceives
the product (that is, has the idea for the
product), and commissions a sample of text
from an author, and title page, cover and
page layout from a designer. This is then
made into a mock-up, which is presented to
publishers to ask them to consider. In this
case, the copyright will remain with the
packager. Alternatively, a publisher may
approach a packager with an idea for a
book, and in this case the copyright may
remain with the publisher. When a publisher
decides to take the book, he or she will
order a certain number of copies from the
packager, at a certain price. This is a firm
sale, and the books cannot be returned to

the packager if the publisher is unable to
sell them. The packager will usually retain
rights in the book, either the copyright in the
text and illustrations, or at least the right to
sell adapted versions in other markets than
those agreed with the first publisher. In the
case of an illustrated book with a possible
worldwide market, the packager may
produce books in several languages at the
same time, selling each one to a different
publisher in each language market.

packagingpackaging /�p�kd�ŋ/ noun 1. the
action of putting things into packages 2.
the production of finished books for a
publisher 3. material used to protect goods
which are being packed � airtight pack-
aging 4. attractive material used to wrap
goods for display � Lightweight packaging
material for sending books by airmail.
packer

packer /�p�kə/ noun a person who packs
goods
packet switched data servicepacket switched data service
/�p�kt swtʃd �detə/, packet switched
network /�p�kt �swtʃd �netw!�k/
noun a service which transmits data in
packets of set length. Abbr PSN
packet switchingpacket switching /�p�kt �swtʃŋ/
noun a method of dividing data into small
packets for transmission between termi-
nals and networks
packingpacking /�p�kŋ/ noun 1. the act of
putting goods into boxes and wrapping
them for shipping � What is the cost of the
packing? � Packing is included in the
price. 2. material used to protect goods �
packed in airtight packing 3. an overlap on
a cylinder to correct the pressure on the
printing surface
packing casepacking case /�p�kŋ kes/ noun a
large wooden box for carrying items that
can be easily broken
packing charges

packing charges /�p�kŋ �tʃɑ�d�z/
plural noun money charged for putting
goods into boxes
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packing listpacking list /�p�kŋ lst/, packing slip
/�p�kŋ slp/ noun a note sent with goods
to say that the goods have been checked
against the order
packing paperpacking paper /�p�kŋ �pepə/ noun
strong paper used for packing books
padded coverspadded covers /�p�dd �k�vəz/,
padded sides plural noun the covers of a
de luxe book, where soft material is
inserted between the cover and the boards
of the binding case
paddingpadding /�p�dŋ/ noun unnecessary
information put into a speech or written
document to increase the length
pad outpad out /�p�d �aυt/ verb to add pages to
make a book thicker, or to add text to make
an article or book longer
pagepage /ped�/ noun 1. one side of a sheet
of paper in a book, newspaper or magazine
2. a computer text which will fill one sheet
of paper when printed out 3. a document or
item of information on the Internet avail-
able through the World Wide Web � verb to
call for somebody over the public address
system in a large building such as a hotel or
airport
page cordpage cord /�ped� kɔ�d/ noun strong
string used to tie type made up into page,
before placing it in a chase
page cutoffpage cutoff /�ped� �k�tɒf/ noun a
device which cuts off the ink from one
page during printing
page depthpage depth /�ped� depθ/ noun the
length of a page, measured from the head-
line down to the folio at the foot of the page
page description languagepage description language /�ped�
d |�skrpʃən �l�ŋ"wd�/ noun software
that controls a printer, and which makes the
printer print out pages according to the
user’s instructions. Abbr PDL
page displaypage display /�ped� d |�sple/ noun the
showing of a page of text on the screen as
it will appear when printed out
page gaugepage gauge /�ped� "ed�/ noun a piece
of metal with which the compositor can
measure the depth of the page when
making up type
page layoutpage layout /�ped� �leaυt/ noun a
word-processing facility which allows the
text to be formatted in different ways
page lengthpage length /�ped� �leŋθ/ noun the
length of a page, either in printing or in
word processing
page make-uppage make-up /�ped� �mek �p/ noun
the process of making printed text into the
correct lengths for pages, fitting in illustra-

tions and adding the headlines, page
numbers, etc. � Corrections made after
page make-up are very expensive. � We do
our page make-ups directly on screen. �
Computerised page make-up systems are
available with any desktop publishing
package.
page numberpage number /�ped� �n�mbə/ noun
the number shown on a page of a book or
magazine
page numberingpage numbering /�ped� �n�mbərŋ/
noun the way in which pages in a book are
numbered
page on galleypage on galley /�ped� ɒn �"�li/ noun
a long proof where the text is cut into page
length pieces, but without headings and
folios
page previewpage preview /�ped� �pri�vju�/ noun a
word-processing facility which allows the
shape of the text to be seen before printing
page printerpage printer /�ped� �prntə/ noun a
printer which composes one page of text
within memory and then prints it in one
pass
page proofspage proofs /�ped� pru�fs/ plural noun
proofs of a book which have been made up
into pages, sometimes with headlines and
folios
page pull testpage pull test /�ped� pυl �test/ noun a
test for the strength of the adhesive in
perfect binding, where the book is lifted up
by a single leaf to see if the glue will hold
page referencepage reference /�ped� �ref(ə)rəns/
noun a cross-reference to text on a partic-
ular page
page setuppage setup /�ped� �set�p/ noun
options within software that allow a user to
set up how the page will look when printed
– normally setting the margins, size of
paper, and scaling of a page
page sizepage size /�ped� saz/ noun the phys-
ical dimensions of a printed page � Our
page sizes vary from 220 x 110 to 360 x
220.
pages per minutepages per minute /�ped�z p!�
�mnət/ plural noun a measurement of the
speed of a printer as the number of pages of
text printed every minute. Abbr ppm
pages-to-viewpages-to-view /�ped�z tə �vju�/ noun
a large sheet printed with imposed pages
page widthpage width /�ped� �, wdθ/ noun the
number of characters across the type area
of a page
paginalpaginal /�p�d�n(ə)l/ adjective exactly
duplicating a previous edition or version,
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so that the same text appears on the same
page in both
paginatepaginate /�p�d�net/ verb to number
the pages of a book or document
paginationpagination /�p�d� |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a
system of numbering the pages in a docu-
ment

COMMENT: Page numbers usually start with
a series of Roman numerals (i, ii, iii, etc.) for
the prelims, and then change to Arabic
numerals for the main text pages. The main
text is paginated from page 1 again, with
the result that the last folio in a book is
rarely the same number as the actual
extent.

pagingpaging /�ped�ŋ/ noun 1. the process of
making up text into pages 2. the process of
putting the numbers on pages of a ledger,
using a manual numbering machine
paintpaint /pent/ verb to fill an enclosed
graphics shape with a colour
paint programpaint program /�pent �prəυ"r�m/
noun software that allows a user to draw
pictures on screen in different colours,
with different styles of brush and special
effects. � drawing program

COMMENT: Paint programs normally
operate on bitmap images; drafting or
design software normally works with vector-
based images.

palettepalette /�p�lət/ noun the range of
colours which can be used on a printer or
computer display
palletpallet /�p�lət/ noun 1. a flat wooden base
on which goods can be stacked for easy
handling by a fork-lift truck. � Europallet,
skid, stillage 2. a tool used for blind
tooling on rounded leather backs
palletisepalletise /�p�lətaz/, palletize verb to
put goods on pallets � palletised cartons
pamphletpamphlet /�p�mflət/ noun a small thin
book, with at least six but not more than 48
pages and a paper cover, used to convey
information
panchromatic filmpanchromatic film /�p�nkrəm�tk
�flm/ noun film which is sensitive to all
colours
panelpanel /�p�n(ə)l/ noun 1. a flat surface
standing upright 2. a rectangular piece of
paper on the spine of a book, giving the
title and author 3. a list of works by the
same author printed on the page facing the
title page 4. a group of people � We have a
panel of freelance editors whom we use
from time to time.
panel backpanel back /�p�n(ə)l b�k/ adjective
relating to a leather binding style, where

decorated leather panels are put between
the ribs on the spine
pantographpantograph /�p�ntəυ"rɑ�f/ noun a
device for copying or reducing or
enlarging line work, in which a series of
arms on pivots move a pen as the operator
traces the lines on the original
PantonePantone /�p�ntəυn/ a trade name for a
system of colours, of which different
shades are identified by numbers according
to the Pantone Matching System

COMMENT: Pantone colours are identified
by the letters PMS and a number. The
colours can be made up according to the
proportions of different inks shown. A
typical instruction might be: ‘blue is PMS
282 and red is Pantone warm red’.

paperpaper /�pepə/ noun 1. a material made of
cellulose fibres derived mainly from wood-
pulp, which is processed into thin sheets
and used for writing, printing and drawing
2. same as newspaper 3. part of a written
examination 4. a long essay on an
academic subject

COMMENT: The first paper was made from
old cloth, torn up, and mixed with water.
Good quality paper is still made in this way,
though most papers are now made from
wood. The base material is wood which has
been debarked, then shredded. If it is
ground fine to make pulp it is called
mechanical pulp; if it is mixed with various
chemical substances to remove impurities
and soften the tissues to form pulp, it is
called chemical pulp. The pulp is laid on a
wire mesh which retains the solid fibres and
lets the water drain away. After most of the
water has been removed, the paper is put
through rollers which dry and calender it.
Paper is made in many different qualities,
each of which is suitable for a certain
printing process, or for writing and drawing.
Note that the paper usually constitutes the
highest cost in book manufacture,
especially where long print runs are
concerned.

paper agentpaper agent /�pepə �ed�ənt/ noun a
person who represents paper suppliers and
receives a percentage of any sale
paperbackpaperback /�pepəb�k/ noun a book
with a paper or light card cover � adjective
with a thin flexible cover, instead of a hard
cover � verb to publish a book in a paper-
back edition � The hardback is selling well,
and the book will be paperbacked next
spring.
paperback auctionpaperback auction /�pepəb�k
�ɔ�kʃ(ə)n/ noun an auction where the
paperback rights in a book are for sale to
the highest bidder
paperback housepaperback house /�pepəb�k haυs/
noun a publisher of paperbacks
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paperback originalpaperback original /�pepəb�k ə|

�rd�n(ə)l/ noun a book which is
published first as a paperback and which
later may be issued in a hardcover edition
paperback rightspaperback rights /�pepəb�k rats/
plural noun the right to publish a book in a
paperback edition after it has been
published in a cased edition
paper-boundpaper-bound /�pepə baυnd/, paper-
covered /�pepə �k�vəd/ adjective
denoting a book bound with a paper cover
paper coverpaper cover /�pepə �k�və/ noun a
wrapper for a book which does not have a
binding case
paper cutterpaper cutter /�pepə �k�tə/ noun a
machine for cutting paper
paper-fedpaper-fed /�pepə fed/ adjective acti-
vated when paper is introduced into it
paper feedpaper feed /�pepə fi�d/ noun a device
which puts paper into a printer or photo-
copier
paper foilspaper foils /�pepə fɔlz/ plural noun
foils for blocking covers, with a paper
backing
paper gaugepaper gauge /�pepə "ed�/ noun a
device for measuring the thickness of
paper
paperless officepaperless office /�pepələs �ɒfs/
noun an office that uses only electronic
means of working, without any hard copy
of materials

‘The number of digital documents
printed is increasing despite predictions
of the paperless office, according to a
new survey. Research firm Ovum
revealed that 74% of firms said they were
required to keep documents in hard copy
format.’ [Printing World]

paper merchantpaper merchant /�pepə �m!�tʃənt/
noun a company which buys paper whole-
sale from manufacturers and sells it retail
to publishers and printers
paper millpaper mill /�pepə ml/ noun a factory
where paper is made
paper sizespaper sizes /�pepə �sazz/ plural noun
various standard sizes of paper
paper stockspaper stocks /�pepə stɒks/ plural
noun quantities of paper kept in stock
either by a publisher or by a printer, for use
at some later date
paper storepaper store /�pepə stɔ�/ noun a storage
area where stocks of paper are kept until
needed
paper surface efficiencypaper surface efficiency /�pepə
�s!�fs |�fʃ(ə)nsi/ noun a measurement of

the suitability of the surface of paper for
printing. Abbr PSE
paper tapepaper tape /�pepə tep/ noun a strip of
paper into which holes are punched to
record data, and which when fed into a
computer can drive a typesetting machine,
or can be used to drive a Monotype casting
machine
paper tape readerpaper tape reader /�pepə �tep �ri�də/
noun a machine which reads perforated
paper tape. Abbr PTR
paper throwpaper throw /�pepə θrəυ/ noun a rapid
vertical movement of paper in a printer
paper trailpaper trail /�pepə trel/ noun a
sequence of documents that can be used by
an investigator as a record of somebody’s
actions or decisions
paper traypaper tray /�pepə tre/ noun a container
used to hold paper to be fed into a printer
paperweightpaperweight /�pepəwet/ noun 1. a
small heavy object, often decoratively
designed, which can be placed on piles of
paper to stop them blowing away 2. the
weight of a quantity of paper, used to
describe its quality. � basis weight

COMMENT: In Britain, the weight of paper is
calculated in grams per square metre
(gsm). In the USA, it is expressed as the
weight of 500 sheets of paper (i.e. a ream)
of a standard 25 x 38 inch size, measured
in pounds.

paperworkpaperwork /�pepəw!�k/ noun the
routine part of a job which involves tasks
such as dealing with letters and writing
reports
papeteriepapeterie /�p�petə |�ri�/ noun stiff paper
used for cards
papier mâchépapier mâché /�p�pe �m�ʃe/ noun a
mixture of paper pulp and water, used to
make moulds
papyruspapyrus /pə|�parəs/ noun a kind of reed
growing in the Middle East, especially in
Egypt, used from very early times to make
a type of paper
paragraphparagraph /�p�rə"rɑ�f/ noun a section
of writing which contains one main idea,
always starts on a new line and is often
indented
paragraph indentationparagraph indentation /�p�rə"rɑ�f
�ndenteʃ(ə)n/ noun an act of moving the
text in from the margin to indicate the
beginning of a paragraph
paragraph markparagraph mark /�p�rə"rɑ�f mɑ�k/,
paragraph opener noun a printed sign
used to show the beginning of a paragraph
parallelparallel /�p�rəlel/ noun a sign (||) used as
a reference mark for footnotes
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parallel foldingparallel folding /�p�rəlel �fəυldŋ/
noun a method of folding paper, as in
continuous stationery, where each fold is
parallel to the next
parchmentparchment /�pɑ�tʃmənt/ noun writing
material made from the thinly stretched
skin of sheep or goats
parchmentiseparchmentise /�pɑ�tʃməntaz/, parch-
mentize verb to treat paper so that it
becomes translucent and waterproof, like
parchment

COMMENT: Before the invention of paper,
parchment was the commonest writing
material in the Western world. Skins of
sheep were common in England; vellum is
parchment made from skins of calves.

parenthesesparentheses /pə |�renθəsi�z/ plural noun
punctuation signs ( ) used to show that part
of the text is an incidental comment or
providing an explanation (often incorrectly
called ‘brackets’)
Parker boardParker board /�pɑ�kə bɔ�d/ noun good-
quality wooden board for mounting metal
plates
part-chemical paperpart-chemical paper /�pɑ�t
�kemk(ə)l �pepə/ noun paper that uses a
proportion of chemical pulp and a propor-
tion of mechanical pulp
part deliverypart delivery /pɑ�t d |�lv(ə)ri/ noun a
delivery or shipment of only some of the
items in an order. Also called part order,
part shipment
partial remainderingpartial remaindering /�pɑ�ʃ(ə)l r |

�mendərŋ/ noun remaindering of part of
the excess stock of a book, while keeping
some of the stock for sale at the original
price
part-mechanical paperpart-mechanical paper /�pɑ�t m |

�k�nk(ə)l �pepə/ noun paper which is
made from a mixture of half mechanical
pulp and half chemical pulp
part orderpart order /�pɑ�t �ɔ�də/ noun same as
part delivery
part paymentpart payment /�pɑ�t �pemənt/ noun
the paying of part of a whole payment
part shipmentpart shipment /�pɑ�t �ʃpmənt/ noun
same as part delivery
part-timepart-time /�pɑ�t �tam/ adjective
working for only a part of full working
hours
part-timerpart-timer /�pɑ�t �tamə/ noun a person
who works part-time
part-time workpart-time work /�pɑ�t tam �w!�k/,
part-time employment /�pɑ�t tam m |

�plɔmənt/ noun work for part of a
working week

part titlepart title /�pɑ�t �tat(ə)l/ noun a right-
hand page with the title of a section of a
book, similar to a half title
partworkpartwork /�pɑ�tw!�k/ noun a long work
published in smaller parts at regular inter-
vals
passpass /pɑ�s/ noun 1. a permit to allow
somebody to go into a building � You need
a pass to enter the ministry offices. � All
members of staff must show a pass. 2. a
complete run of a computer, printing
machine or typesetting machine � The first
pass from the computer will not include the
typesetting codes. � verb 1. to approve
something � The art director has to pass
the covers before they are sent for proofing.
� The MS has been passed by our libel
lawyer. � to pass for press to tell the
printer that the proofs have been corrected
and therefore that the book can be printed
2. to be successful � He passed his typing
test. � She has passed all her exams and
now has a diploma in printing.
passagepassage /�p�sd�/ noun a section of a
text which is quoted
pass datepass date /�pɑ�s det/ noun the date on
which proofs have to be passed for press
pass sheetpass sheet /�pɑ�s ʃi�t/ noun a specimen
pull of a printed sheet at the beginning of
the print run, which is approved by the
printer and which the publisher is required
to accept
pastepaste /pest/ noun light glue, used for
sticking paper � verb to place text, data or
an image into a document electronically
pasteboardpasteboard /�pestbɔ�d/ noun a thin
board, made of several sheets of paper
pasted together, used for mounting
pictures, etc., but not for binding
paster tabpaster tab /�pestə t�b/ noun a
gummed strip which attaches the end of
one reel to the next when changing reels
paste uppaste up /�pest ��p/ verb to stick
together the various parts of a text and
illustrations, to make finished camera-
ready copy
paste-uppaste-up /�pest �p/ noun 1. a rough
layout, made of galley proofs pasted down
with rough illustrations and headings
inserted 2. camera-ready copy made by
pasting the various sections of finished text
and illustrations on a piece of board ready
to be photographed
patchpatch /p�tʃ/ noun 1. a correction which
is inserted into a bromide or film by strip-
ping in 2. the process of making small
additions to a PostScript file without
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altering the original code underneath 3.
one of a series of test colour prints in a
control strip on a colour proof
patch uppatch up /�p�tʃ ��p/ verb 1. to add
pieces of packing paper to raise the type if
it is too low 2. to paste positives in the
correct places, ready for filming 3. to make
temporary repairs to a machine
patternpattern /�p�t(ə)n/ noun a particular way
something is done or organised � The work
patterns need to be changed.
pattern bookpattern book /�p�t(ə)n bυk/ noun a
book showing examples of design
patternedpatterned /�p�t(ə)nd/ adjective deco-
rated with a pattern
pattern of tradepattern of trade /�p�t(ə)n əv �tred/,
trading pattern /�tredŋ �p�t(ə)n/ noun
same as trading pattern
payable on demandpayable on demand /�peəb(ə)l ɒn d|

�mɑ�nd/ adjective payable when payment
is asked for
payment gatewaypayment gateway /�pemənt
�"etwe/ noun software that processes
online credit-card payments. It gets author-
isation for the payment from the credit-
card company and transfers money into the
retailer’s bank account.
payment termspayment terms /�pemənt t!�mz/
plural noun the conditions for paying
something. Also called terms of payment
PCPC abbreviation 1. personal computer 2.
politically correct
PDAPDA abbreviation personal digital
assistant
PDFPDF /�pi� di� �ef/ noun a data file gener-
ated from PostScript that is platform-inde-
pendent, application-independent and
font-independent � Acrobat is Adobe’s
suite of software used to generate, edit and
view PDF files. Full form Portable Docu-
ment Format
PDLPDL abbreviation page description
language
PEPE abbreviation printer’s error
peakingpeaking /�pi�kŋ/ noun same as unsharp
masking
pearlpearl /p!�l/ noun an old type size, similar
to 5 point
peculiarpeculiar /p|�kju�liə/ noun an unusual
character such as an accent or phonetic
character
peeragepeerage /�pərd�/ noun a book listing
the members of the nobility and giving
information about their families
peer reviewpeer review /�pə r|�vju�/ noun the
review of an academic document or piece

of software by other experts in the same
field before publication
pelpel /pel/ abbreviation picture element
(NOTE: This is not necessarily the same as
a pixel, since a pel could be made up of
several pixels.)
penalisepenalise /�pi�nəlaz/, penalize verb to
punish or fine somebody � to penalise a
supplier for late deliveries � They were
penalised for bad service.
penaltypenalty /�pen(ə)lti/ noun a punishment
such as a fine, which is imposed if some-
thing is not done
penalty clausepenalty clause /�pen(ə)lti klɔ�z/ noun
a clause which lists the penalties which
will be incurred if the contract is not
fulfilled
penalty copypenalty copy /�pen(ə)lti �kɒpi/ noun
US a manuscript which is difficult to set,
and for which typesetting is charged at a
higher rate than usual
pencilpencil /�pensəl/ noun a writing instru-
ment consisting of a central core of
graphite or coloured material in a thin
cylinder of wood

COMMENT: Pencils are classified according
to the hardness of the lead; 4B is very soft
and 4H is very hard; HB is medium.

pencil casepencil case /�pens(ə)l kes/ noun a
binding imperfection, where an endpaper
is not stuck correctly at the fold, making a
small tube of paper
pencil drawingpencil drawing /�pens(ə)l �drɔ�ŋ/
noun a drawing done with a pencil, as
opposed to pen and ink, etc.
pen namepen name /�pen nem/ noun a name
taken by an author which is not his or her
real name
pen rulingpen ruling /�pen �ru�lŋ/ noun printing
rules on paper using grooved pens on a
flatbed letterpress machine
perfectperfect /pə |�fekt/ verb to improve some-
thing until it is completely correct � adjec-
tive without any mistakes
perfect bindingperfect binding /�p!�fkt �bandŋ/
noun same as adhesive binding
perfect boundperfect bound /�p!�fekt �baυnd/
adjective relating to a book that has a
perfect binding

COMMENT: Perfect binding requires glue
which does not dry out completely. The first
perfect bound books tended to crack when
opened, because the glue was too dry.
Modern perfect binding allows even very
large books to be bound in paper bindings;
even some dictionaries are now perfect
bound. A stronger form of perfect binding is
notched binding, where notches are cut into
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the back of the folded sections instead of
trimming off, so allowing the glue to
penetrate the folds.

perfectorperfector /pə|�fektə/, perfecting press
noun a printing machine which prints on
both sides of a sheet of paper
perforateperforate /�p!�fəret/ verb to make holes
in something so that it can be torn easily �
Sheets of stamps are perforated.
perforating machineperforating machine /�p!�fəretŋ
mə|�ʃi�n/ noun a machine that makes perfo-
rations in paper
perforationsperforations /�p!�fə |�reʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun 1. a row of tiny holes in a sheet of
paper, allowing it to be torn easily 2. tiny
holes made on a press or on a folding
machine to help with the folding of thick
pages. A letterpress printing press can be
adapted to make perforations in sheets of
paper.
perforatorperforator /�p!�fəretə/ noun a machine
that punches holes
performance feesperformance fees /pə|�fɔ�məns fi�z/
plural noun fees paid for the right to read
poetry or prose or to put on a production of
a play, etc., to a paying audience
performing rightsperforming rights /pə|�fɔ�mŋ rats/
plural noun the right to perform a copyright
work
periodperiod /�pəriəd/ noun 1. a particular
length of time 2. US a full stop � interjec-
tion used to emphasise that there is no more
to be said about a subject
periodicperiodic /�pəri|�ɒdk/ adjective
happening occasionally but fairly regu-
larly. Also called periodical
periodicalperiodical /�pəri |�ɒdk(ə)l/ noun a
magazine or journal, especially a serious
academic one � adjective same as periodic
peripheralsperipherals /pə|�rf(ə)rəlz/ plural noun
items of hardware such as terminals,
printers or monitors, which are attached to
a main computer system
permanencepermanence /�p!�mənəns/ noun the
ability of paper not to yellow or become
brittle with age
permanentpermanent /�p!�mənənt/ adjective
expected to last for ever or for a very long
time
permanent inkpermanent ink /�p!�mənənt �ŋk/ noun
ink that will not fade
permanent paperpermanent paper /�p!�mənənt
�pepə/ noun acid-free paper
permissionpermission /pə |�mʃ(ə)n/ noun the fact
of being allowed to do something

permitpermit noun /�p!�mt/ an official docu-
ment allowing somebody to do a particular
thing � You have to have a permit to study
in this library. � verb /pə |�mt/ to allow
something to be done
per proper pro /�p!� �prəυ/ phrase with the
authority of � The assistant signed per pro
the manager. Full form per procura-
tionem
personal assistantpersonal assistant /�p!�s(ə)n(ə)l ə|

�sstənt/ noun an assistant who also helps
a manager with administrative tasks, e.g.
booking travel tickets. Abbr PA
personal digital assistantpersonal digital assistant
/�p!�s(ə)n(ə)l �dd�t(ə)l ə |�sstənt/ noun
a small hand-held computer with facilities
for taking notes, storing information such
as addresses, and keeping a diary, usually
operated using a stylus rather than a
keyboard. Abbr PDA
personal imprintpersonal imprint /�p!�s(ə)n(ə)l
�mprnt/ noun a list of books published
under a particular brand name by a larger
publishing company, which is handled by a
single editor and reflects their taste or area
of expertise
personnel departmentpersonnel department /�p!�sə|�nel d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun the section of a company
dealing with staff and recruitment issues
pHpH /�pi� �etʃ/ noun a measure of the
concentration of hydrogen ions in a solu-
tion, which shows how acid or alkaline it is

COMMENT: The pH value is shown as a
number. A value of 7 is neutral; lower
values indicate increasing acidity and
higher values increasing alkalinity. The
maximum reading is pH10, which is
completely alkaline. Paper should be less
acid (i.e. should have a pH value of 7 or
more) if it is to be used for books which are
likely to have a long life. Acid-free paper
(with a very high pH value) is used in
libraries to wrap and protect valuable books
and manuscripts. Newsprint has a low pH
value (5 or less) and so ages rapidly. The
glues used in binding should also be
alkaline, with a pH value of 6 or more.

pH meterpH meter /�pi� �etʃ �mi�tə/ noun a meter
which measures the pH value of a solution
phone bookphone book /�fəυn bυk/ noun a book
that lists names of people or companies
with their addresses and telephone
numbers
phoneticphonetic /fə|�netk/ adjective relating to
phonetics � The pronunciation is indicated
in phonetic script.
phoneticsphonetics /fə |�netks/ noun the study of
speech sounds
photo-photo- /fəυtəυ/ prefix referring to light
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photocomposephotocompose /�fəυtəυkəmpəυz/
verb to set text using a phototypesetting
machine
photocomposerphotocomposer /�fəυtəυkəm |�pəυzə/
noun a machine that carries out photocom-
position
photocomposing machinephotocomposing machine
/�fəutəυkəm |�pəυzŋ mə|�ʃi�n/ noun a
machine that carries out photocomposition
photocompositionphotocomposition /�fəυtəυkɒmpə|

�zʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of typesetting on
film or paper from film matrices or a
digital font, as opposed to hot metal or
strike-on methods
photocopierphotocopier /�fəυtəυkɒpiə/ noun a
machine that copies documents by photo-
graphing them very quickly
photocopyphotocopy /�fəυtəυkɒpi/ noun an exact
copy of a document produced by a photo-
copier, in black and white or colour � verb
to make a copy of a document by using a
photocopier
photocopying

photocopying /�fəυtəυkɒpiŋ/ noun
the act of making photocopies � Photocop-
ying costs are rising each year.
photoengrave

photoengrave /�fəυtəυn|�"rev/ verb
to make a photoengraving
photoengraverphotoengraver /�fəυtəυn |�"revə/
noun a person who makes photoengravings
photoengravingphotoengraving /�fəυtəυn|�"revŋ/
noun 1. the process of preparing letterpress
plates from illustrations 2. a halftone
produced by photoengraving � The book is
illustrated with ten photoengravings.

COMMENT: The term ‘engraving’ does not
mean the same in printing as it does in fine
art. In printing, photoengraving etches (with
an acid) the non-printing surfaces, leaving
the top surface to carry the ink.
Photoengraving can be used either for
reproducing line drawings (where tones are
represented by lines of ink) or halftones
(where the tones are conveyed by many
little dots of different sizes). On the other
hand, an artist engraves a plate by cutting
fine lines on it with a burin (a type of sharp
needle); the image is formed by putting ink
into the cut lines, wiping excess ink off the
top surface.

photograph

photograph /�fəυtə"rɑ�f/ noun a
picture formed by exposing light-sensitive
paper to light using a camera � verb to take
pictures on sensitive film, using a camera
photographerphotographer /fə|�tɒ"rəfə/ noun a
person who takes photographs
photographer’s studio

photographer’s studio /fə|�tɒ"rəfəz
�stju�diəυ/ noun same as film studio

photographicphotographic /�fəυtə|�"r�fk/ adjec-
tive used to describe anything to do with
photography or photographs
photographicallyphotographically /�fəυtə |�"r�fkli/
adverb using photography � The text film
can be reproduced photographically.
photographic paperphotographic paper /�fəυtə|�"r�fk
�pepə/ noun paper used to print photo-
graphs
photographic printphotographic print /�fəυtə|�"r�fk
�prnt/ noun a photograph printed onto
paper
photographic studiophotographic studio /�fəυtə|�"r�fk
�stju�diəυ/ noun a place where photo-
graphs are made or where films are devel-
oped and printed
photograph libraryphotograph library /�fəυtə"rɑ�f
�labrəri/ noun a library of photographs
which can be borrowed and reproduced for
a fee
photographyphotography /fə|�tɒ"rəfi/ noun the art
or skill of producing photographs
including use of a camera and the
processing of the films
photogravurephotogravure /�fəυtəυ"rə|�vjυə/ noun
a printing method in which the paper is
pressed directly onto the printing plate
photolithographyphotolithography /�fəυtəυ |�l|

�θɒ"rəfi/, photolitho noun printing using
a lithographic printing plate prepared by
photographic methods and not by hand
photomechanical transferphotomechanical transfer /�fəυtəυ |

m |k�nk(ə)l �tr�nsf!�/ noun 1. a print
made using photosensitive paper which
transfers an image to another piece of
paper, not using a negative. Abbr PMT
(NOTE: US English is velox.) 2. a photo-
graphic print made by this process (NOTE:
The US term is velox)
photomontagephotomontage /�fəυtəυ |�mɒntɑ��/
noun a montage made of several photo-
graphs
photopolymer platephotopolymer plate /�fəυtəυpɒlmə
plet/ noun a printing plate which has a
layer of photosensitive plastic bonded to a
flexible metal plate
photopolymer resinphotopolymer resin /�fəυtəυpɒlmə
�rezn/ noun photosensitive plastic mate-
rial which coats a plate
photoprintphotoprint /�fəυtəυprnt/ noun the final
proof of a typeset copy
photosensitivephotosensitive /�fəυtəυ|�senstv/
adjective sensitive to light
phototextphototext /�fəυtəυtekst/ noun charac-
ters and text produced by a phototypesetter
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phototypesetterphototypesetter /�fəυtəυ |�tapsetə/
noun a person who works with a computer
and light-sensitive film to produce text
ready for printing

COMMENT: The phototypesetter, rather like
a large laser printer, normally uses the
PostScript page description language and
can generate type at 2,540 dpi; if the device
is capable of outputting text and half-tone
images, it is normally called an image
setter.

phototypesettingphototypesetting /�fəυtəυ |�tapsetŋ/
noun a method of typesetting that creates
characters using a computer and exposing
a sensitive film in front of a mask
containing the required character shape

COMMENT: This is the method by which
most new publications are typeset,
superseding metal type, since it produces a
good quality result in a shorter time.

photounitphotounit /�fəυt�υju�nt/ noun the part
of a phototypesetting machine in which the
image of the character is created
physical mapphysical map /�fzk(ə)l m�p/ noun a
map that shows the physical features of an
area such as mountains and rivers
pipi /pa/ verb US same as pie
picapica /�pakə/ noun a measurement of
typeface equal to 12 point
pica empica em /�pakə em/ noun a measure of
width of type equivalent to 12 point or pica
pi characterspi characters /�pa �k�rktəz/ plural
noun extra items not carried in the normal
type font, such as odd fractions or accents.
Also called special sorts
pickpick /pk/ noun fibres pulled from the
surface of paper by tacky ink on the
printing plate
pickingpicking /�pkŋ/ noun the pulling of
fibres from the surface of paper as it is
being printed, caused by poor paper
surface or tacky ink on the plates. Also
called plucking
picking listpicking list /�pkŋ lst/ noun a list of
items in an order, but listed according to
where they can be found in the warehouse
picking resistancepicking resistance /�pkŋ r |�zstəns/
noun the ability of paper to withstand
picking
pick uppick up /�pk ��p/ verb 1. to learn a skill
or an idea easily 2. to improve � The
working conditions for the library staff
picked up last month.
PICSPICS /pks/ noun a file format used to
import a sequence of PICT files on an
Apple Macintosh
PICTPICT /pkt/ noun on an Apple Macintosh,
a graphics file format that stores images in

the QuickDraw vector format. Full form
picture
pictogrampictogram, pictograph noun a little
picture used to represent something

COMMENT: Pictograms are often used in
guide books. A bath shows if the hotel
bedrooms have baths; a knife and fork
shows that there is a restaurant; a fish
shows that fishing is allowed, etc.

pictorialpictorial /pk|�tɔ�riəl/ adjective
expressed in pictures � a pictorial record
of the Queen’s visit to Canada
picturepicture /�pktʃə/ noun a drawing,
painting or photograph � verb to visualise
an object or scene � Try to picture the
layout before starting to draw it in.
picture agencypicture agency /�pktʃə �ed�ənsi/
noun a company or ogranisation which has
a picture library and lends illustrations to
publishers for a fee
picture bookpicture book /�pktʃə bυk/ noun a book
with a large number of illustrations
picture departmentpicture department /�pktʃə d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
publisher’s office which looks for pictures
to be used in books
picture elementpicture element /�pktʃə �elmənt/
noun full form of pixel
picture librarypicture library /�pktʃə �labrəri/ noun
a storage system for pictures, which can be
borrowed

‘The Google deal allows customers to
buy and rent selected video clips from
ITN Archive, which contains 680,000
hours of news footage. ITN wants to
develop its archive business. The model
would be picture libraries such as US
group Getty Images, whose annual
turnover is £415 million.’ [The Mail on
Sunday]

picture pagespicture pages /�pktʃə �ped�z/ plural
noun pages of a book or magazine which
have illustrations
picture processingpicture processing /�pktʃə
�prəυsesŋ/ noun analysis of the informa-
tion contained in an image, usually by
computer, providing recognition of objects
in the image
picture researchpicture research /�pktʃə r |�s!�tʃ/
noun the job of looking for pictures which
can be used in something such as a book,
magazine or TV documentary
picture researcherpicture researcher /�pktʃə r |�s!�tʃə/
noun somebody who looks for pictures
relevant to a particular topic, so that they
can be used as illustrations in something
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such as a book, newspaper or TV
programme
picture transmissionpicture transmission /�pktʃə tr�nz|

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun the transmission of images
over a telephone line
picturisation book rightspicturisation book rights
/�pktʃərazeʃ(ə)n �bυk �rats/ plural
noun the right to publish a book containing
pictures or cartoons which have been
published separately in newspapers
piepie /pa/ verb to mix up loose type by acci-
dent � The line was dropped and pied, so
had to be reset. (NOTE: The US term is pi.)
piecepiece /pi�s/ noun a small part of some-
thing � to sell something by the piece � The
price is 25p the piece.
piece accentpiece accent /pi�s ��ksənt/ noun a
floating accent
piece fractionpiece fraction /�pi�s �fr�kʃən/ noun a
fraction made up of two small figures sepa-
rated by a hyphen
piece fractionspiece fractions /�pi�s �fr�kʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun commonly used fractions such
as ¼, ½, etc. which are available as a single
piece of type
piece ratepiece rate /�pi�s ret/ noun a rate of pay
calculated per unit produced or for a piece
of work done and not paid for at an hourly
rate
pieceworkpiecework /�pi�sw!�k/ noun work that is
paid for at a set rate per unit produced and
not at an hourly rate
pie chartpie chart /�pa tʃɑ�t/ noun a statistical
diagram where the ratios are shown as
sections of a circle
pierced blockpierced block /�pəst �blɒk/ noun a
letterpress block with a hole cut through it,
leaving a large area of white
pi fontpi font /�pa fɒnt/ noun a font of pi char-
acters
pigmentpigment /�p"mənt/ noun the colouring
substance in ink
pigment foilspigment foils /�p"mənt fɔlz/ plural
noun foils for blocking covers, which give
a colour to the letters or design
pinpin /pn/ noun a sharp piece of metal used
for holding material or paper together �
verb to attach with a pin � She pinned the
papers together. � Pin your cheque to the
application form.
pingping /pŋ/ noun the length of time, in
milliseconds, that it takes to send a
message to an intranet, Internet or web
address and receive a reply � verb to send
a packet of data to an intranet, Internet or

web address to check whether it is acces-
sible or is responding
pin holepin hole /�pn həυl/ noun a defect in
paper in the form of a tiny hole
pin markpin mark /�pn mɑ�k/ noun a small
depression on a piece of type, made by the
pin which pushes the type out of the mould
pin registerpin register /�pn �red�stə/ noun a
method of aligning film, by using pins set
in holes in the corners of each piece of film
pipe rollerpipe roller /�pap �rəυlə/ noun a roller
on a web press which turns freely
pipingpiping /�papŋ/ noun small ridges which
occur in paper
PIRAPIRA /�parə/ noun a British organisation
which does research into printing tech-
niques and offers advice to member
companies and training to their staff. Full
form Printing Industries Research
Association
piracypiracy /�parəsi/ noun the act of illegally
copying a piece of work under copyright
PIRA SOATPIRA SOAT noun a test for the absorb-
ency of paper, where a brass roll carrying a
drop of liquid paraffin transfers some of
the liquid to the paper

COMMENT: The PIRA SOAT method for
measuring surface oil absorption time
requires a brass roll carrying a drop of liquid
paraffin to roll across the paper, transferring
some of the liquid to it. The time taken for
the paper to absorb 75% of the liquid is the
surface oil absorption time.

piratepirate /�parət/ verb to copy a patented or
copyright work and sell it without permis-
sion � noun person who copies a patented
invention or a copyright work and sells it
without permission � a pirate copy of a
book

COMMENT: The items most frequently
pirated are books which can easily be
printed from photocopied originals, music
from CDs, or computer programs which are
relatively simple to copy.

pitchpitch /ptʃ/ noun 1. the number of charac-
ters that will fit into one inch of line, when
the characters are typed in monospacing 2.
a sticky substance in softwood, which is
present in mechanical pulp and can
damage the papermaking machinery
pitch edgepitch edge /�ptʃ ed�/ noun the edge of
the paper as it is fed into a printing
machine
pitch markspitch marks /�ptʃ mɑ�ks/ plural noun
lines drawn on cover material to allow it to
be placed quickly and correctly once the
glue has been applied
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pixpix /pks/ plural noun pictures used in
advertising or design (informal )
pixelpixel /�pksəl/ noun the smallest unit of
display on a computer screen whose colour
or brightness can be controlled � The
picture was made up of several hundred
pixels of different colours. Full form
picture element

COMMENT: In high resolution display
systems the colour or brightness of a single
pixel can be controlled; in low resolution
systems a group of pixels are controlled at
the same time.

placeholder textplaceholder text /�pleshəυldə tekst/
noun same as dummy text
plagiariseplagiarise /�pled�əraz/, plagiarize
verb to copy somebody else’s work and
publish it as one’s own
plagiarismplagiarism /�pled�ərz(ə)m/ noun the
practice of copying and publishing some-
body else’s work as one’s own
plagiaristplagiarist /�pled�ərst/ noun a person
who copies other people’s work without
admitting what they have done
plainplain /plen/ adjective simple � The
design of the cover is in plain blue and
white squares. � We want the school
edition to have a plain design.
plain-paper copierplain-paper copier /�plen �pepə
�kɒpiə/ noun a photocopier which can use
ordinary paper such as headed stationery,
and does not need special sensitised paper
plain paragraphplain paragraph /�plen �p�rə"rɑ�f/
noun a paragraph with the first line
indented and the rest full width
plaintextplaintext /�plen |�tekst/ noun a term used
in word processing to mean text that is in
the standard font for that document
without different types such boldface and
italics
planplan /pl�n/ noun 1. a carefully worked
out method of achieving objectives 2. a
map
planchestplanchest /�pl�ntʃest/ noun a piece of
furniture with wide flat drawers, in which
large plans or artwork can be kept
planeplane /plen/ verb to smooth a surface, or
to reduce a surface by removing a thin
layer from it � noun one layer of an image
that can be manipulated independently
within a graphics program
planerplaner /�plenə/ noun a wooden block
used to tap the metal type to fit it in place
planningplanning /�pl�nŋ/ noun the process of
working out in detail how to do something
before starting to do it

planographic printing

planographic printing
/�pl�nəυ"r�fk �prntŋ/ noun printing
from a flat printing plate, in which the lines
which produce the image are not raised
above or sunk below the surface of the
plate, but are greasy, so that the ink stays
on the image and is repelled by the rest of
the wet surface of the plate
plant

plant /plɑ�nt/ noun 1. machinery 2. orig-
inated material such as blocks or film,
which belong to the publisher
plant costs

plant costs /�plɑ�nt kɒsts/ plural noun
the one-off costs involved in producing a
book, e.g. design, illustrations and typeset-
ting (NOTE: Exactly what is included in the
plant costs of a book tends to vary from
publisher to publisher.)
Plantin

Plantin /�pl�ntn/ noun a popular type-
face designed by Christopher Plantin in the
15th century
plastic comb binding

plastic comb binding /�pl�stk
kəυm �bandŋ/ noun a mechanical
binding process where separate sheets have
holes punched in them into which the teeth
of a plastic comb fit
plastic wrapping

plastic wrapping /�pl�stk �r�pŋ/
noun thin transparent plastic sheets used to
wrap magazines for distribution
plate

plate /plet/ noun 1. an illustration in a
book often on better-quality paper than the
text 2. a surface on which the text or image
to be printed is fixed

COMMENT: Printing plates are usually made
from metal (sometimes plastic or paper),
and can be flat or curved to fit round the
cylinder. Photographic plates are now used
mainly in high quality, large-format
professional cameras while the most
popular backing material is still acetate film.

plate camera

plate camera /�plet �k�m(ə)rə/ noun a
camera that uses glass plates instead of
film
plate cylinder

plate cylinder /�plet �slndə/ noun a
heavy cylinder on which the plate is fixed
in a printing press
plate-making

plate-making /�plet �mekŋ/ noun the
making of plates for printing
platen

platen /�plet(ə)n/ noun a roller which
supports the paper in a printer
platen press

platen press /�plet(ə)n pres/ noun a
letterpress printing machine where the
paper is placed on the type and a flat plate
presses down on it
plate proof

plate proof /�plet pru�f/ noun a proof
taken directly from the printing plate
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plate slapplate slap /�plet sl�p/ noun the noise
made by a plate which does not fit tightly
around the cylinder
platingplating /�pletŋ/ noun the act of fitting
plates to the plate cylinder
plating sequenceplating sequence /�pletŋ �si�kwəns/
noun the order in which the plates are fixed
to the cylinder
plcplc abbreviation Public Limited Company
plotplot /plɒt/ verb to mark co-ordinates and
draw a graph using them
plotterplotter /�plɒtə/ noun a computer device
that draws straight lines between two co-
ordinates

COMMENT: Plotters are used for graph and
diagram plotting and can plot curved lines
as a number of short straight lines.

plotter driverplotter driver /�plɒtə �dravə/ noun
dedicated software that converts simple
instructions issued by a user into complex
control instructions to direct the plotter
plotter penplotter pen /�plɒtə pen/ noun an instru-
ment used in a plotter to mark the paper
with ink as it moves over it
plotting modeplotting mode /�plɒtŋ məυd/ noun the
ability of some word processors to produce
graphs by printing a number of closely
spaced characters rather than individual
pixels
ploughplough /plaυ/ noun a hand cutter for
cutting the edges of cased books
PLRPLR abbreviation LIBRARIES Public
Lending Right
pluckingplucking /�pl�kŋ/ noun same as picking
plugplug /pl�"/ noun a device with metal pins
which can be inserted into an electrical
socket to provide power for a machine �
verb to publicise a product or event in order
to encourage people to buy or watch it
plug compatibleplug compatible /�pl�" kəm |

�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective relating to a
computer or peripheral which can be used
with another system simply by plugging it
in with a special plug
plusplus /pl�s/, plus sign /�pl�s san/ noun a
mathematical sign for addition (+)
-ply-ply /pla/ suffix indicating the number of
layers of paper or board which are glued
together to give greater strength
PMAPMA abbreviation post mortem auctoris
p-mailp-mail /�pi� �mel/ noun same as snail
mail
PMTPMT abbreviation photomechanical
transfer
pocketpocket /�pɒkt/ noun 1. paper folded like
an envelope and glued inside the cover of a

book to hold a map or other insert 2. a type
of envelope with a triangular flap
pocket atlaspocket atlas /�pɒkt ��tləs/ noun a
small atlas which can fit in the pocket
pocket bookpocket book /�pɒkt bυk/ noun 1. a
small notepad which can be kept in the
pocket 2. US a small paperback
pocket editionpocket edition /�pɒkt  |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun
a book small enough to be carried in a
pocket
PODPOD abbreviation print on demand
poetrypoetry /�pəυtri/ noun imaginative
writing which is arranged in a particular
pattern of lines and sounds
pointpoint /pɔnt/ noun 1. a place or position
in time � starting point 2. an idea or
opinion � He made a good point in the
discussion.
pointerpointer /�pɔntə/ noun a stick used to
indicate something
point of presencepoint of presence /�pɔnt əv
�prezəns/ noun a location where a user can
connect to a network, e.g. a place where
subscribers can dial in to an Internet
service provider. Abbr POP
point of salepoint of sale /�pɔnt əv �sel/ noun the
place where things sold in a shop are paid
for. Abbr POS, p.o.s.
point-of-sale materialpoint-of-sale material /�pɔnt əv �sel
mə |�təriəl/ noun marketing material
displayed in order to advertise a product
where it is being sold, e.g. posters, dump
bins or spinners. Also called POS material
point-of-sale terminalpoint-of-sale terminal /�pɔnt əv �sel
�t!�mn(ə)l/ noun a computer terminal at a
point of sale, used to provide detailed
product information and connected to a
central computer to give immediate stock
control information. Also called POS
terminal
point sizepoint size /�pɔnt saz/ noun the size of
printed letters

COMMENT: In the UK and the USA, point
sizes are based on the pica system; one
point equals 0.3515mm (or 0.01384 inch);
12 points being one sixth of an inch, or
4.21mm or one pica em. In Europe, point
size is based on the didot point: one point
equals 0.3759mm (or 0.0148 inch), and 12
points are one cicero.

point to point protocolpoint to point protocol /�pɔnt tə
�pɔnt �prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of PPP
polished foilpolished foil /�pɒlʃt �fɔl/ noun a foil
for blocking book covers, giving a shiny
finish in many different colour shades
polythenepolythene /�pɒlθi�n/ noun a thin plastic
film used for wrapping
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polyurethane bindingpolyurethane binding
/�pɒlijυərθen �bandŋ/ noun a strong
adhesive binding used for heavy reference
books offering good open-flat qualities.
Abbr PUR
polyvinyl acetatepolyvinyl acetate /�pɒlivɑnəl
��stet/ noun a synthetic cold melt glue
used in binding. Abbr PVA
POPPOP /pɒp/ abbreviation point of presence
popular dailiespopular dailies /�pɒpjυlə �deliz/
plural noun daily papers published for the
mass market readership
popular editionpopular edition /�pɒpjυlə  |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a book with poorer paper and a
lighter cover than the norm, sold at a
cheaper price
popular pricespopular prices /�pɒpjυlə �prasz/
plural noun prices which are low and there-
fore liked
pop-uppop-up /�pɒp �p/ adjective containing
cut-out figures that rise up as a page is
opened � noun a book or card that contains
pop-up figures
pop-up bookpop-up book /�pɒp �p �bυk/ noun a
book, usually for children, in which the
pictures are cut out from the page so that
they stand up when the book is opened
(NOTE: Used mainly for children’s books,
but also for some adult or more serious
educational material.)
pornographicpornographic /�pɔ�nə|�"r�fk/ adjec-
tive aiming to arouse sexual excitement
pornographypornography /pɔ�|�nɒ"rəfi/ noun publi-
cations of an obscene nature, usually in a
sexual sense
porosityporosity /pɔ� |�rɒsti/ noun the ability of a
material to allow fluids to pass through
porousporous /�pɔ�rəs/ adjective allowing
fluids to pass through
portport /pɔ�t/ noun a socket or other physical
connection allowing data transfer between
a computer’s internal communications
channel and another external device
portableportable /�pɔ�təb(ə)l/ adjective easily
carried � noun an easily carried machine
such as a small computer or television
portable colour ductportable colour duct /�pɔ�təb(ə)l
�k�lə �d�kt/ noun a device which can be
attached to a printer to change the colour of
the printing ink
portalportal /�pɔ�t(ə)l/ noun a website that
provides links to information and other
websites
portfolioportfolio /pɔ�t|�fəυliəυ/ noun 1. a collec-
tion of original works 2. an area of respon-
sibility held by a government minister 3. a

thin, flat case for carrying drawings and
papers
portraitportrait /�pɔ�trt/ noun a painting,
drawing or photograph of a person
portrait formatportrait format /�pɔ�trt �fɔ�m�t/ noun
vertical format with the height greater than
the width, as opposed to landscape format
POSPOS /pɒz/, p.o.s. abbreviation point of
sale
positionposition /pə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun a person’s job
or status within a company � verb to place
something somewhere � Position this
photograph at the top right-hand corner of
the page.
positivepositive /�pɒztv/ adjective made from
a negative, i.e. with the black showing as
black, or with the same colours as the orig-
inal � noun film which shows the colours
as in the original. Compare negative
positive filmpositive film /�pɒztv flm/ noun film
made from a negative, i.e. with the black
showing as black, or with the same colours
as the original
positive readingpositive reading /�pɒztv �ri�dŋ/
adjective same as right-reading
POS materialPOS material /�pi� əυ �es mə|�təriəl/
noun same as point-of-sale material
post-post- /pəυst/ prefix combining with
nouns, adjectives and dates to indicate that
something has happened after the stated
time � post-war � post-audit
postagepostage /�pəυstd�/ noun payment for
sending a letter or parcel by post
postage paidpostage paid /�pəυstd� �ped/ adjec-
tive words printed on an envelope to show
that the sender has paid the postage even
though there is no stamp on it
postalpostal /�pəυst(ə)l/ adjective relating to
the post � noun a size of board which is not
an ISO size
postal chargespostal charges /�pəυst(ə)l �tʃɑ�d�z/,
postal rates plural noun money to be paid
for sending letters or parcels by post �
Postal charges are going up by 10% in
September.
postal orderpostal order /�pəυst(ə)l �ɔ�də/ noun a
document bought at a post office, as a
method of paying small amounts of money
by post
postal packetpostal packet /�pəυst(ə)l �p�kt/ noun
a small container of goods sent by post
post-bindingpost-binding /�pəυst �bandŋ/ noun a
type of loose-leaf binding using metal
posts which pass through the holes in the
leaves
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postcardpostcard /�pəυstkɑ�d/ noun a card,
often with a picture on one side, which can
be written on and sent without an envelope
postcodepostcode /�pəυstkəυd/ noun a system
of letters and numbers used by the post
office to identify towns and roads to aid the
delivery of letters
post-editingpost-editing /�pəυst �edtŋ/ noun the
act of editing and modifying text after it
has been compiled or translated by a
machine
posterposter /�pəυstə/ noun a large notice or
advertisement stuck to a wall or board

COMMENT: The standard format for a single
sheet poster is double crown (30 x 20
inches).

POS terminalPOS terminal /�pi� əυ �es �t!�mn(ə)l/
noun same as point-of-sale terminal
poster paperposter paper /�pəυstə �pepə/ noun
paper which is glossy on one side and
rough on the other
poster stickposter stick /�pəυstə stk/ noun a large
composing stick which can hold the large
type needed for printing posters
poster typeposter type /�pəυstə tap/ noun very
large typefaces used for posters, often
made of wooden blocks
post-formatted

post-formatted /�pəυst �fɔ�m�td/
adjective arranged into pages at the
printing stage rather than on screen
posthumousposthumous /�pɒstjυməs/ adjective
published or printed after the author’s
death
posthumouslyposthumously /�pɒstjυməsli/ adverb
after a person’s death � His last novel was
published posthumously.
postingposting /�pəυstŋ/ noun a message sent
to and displayed on an online facility such
as an Internet newsgroup or bulletin board
post mortem auctorispost mortem auctoris /�pəυst
�mɔ�tem ɔ�k|�tɔ�ri�s/ phrase a Latin
phrase meaning ‘after the death of the
author’, used in copyright law. Abbr PMA
post officepost office /�pəυst �ɒfs/ noun a
national organisation which controls the
postal services within a country
Post Office box number

Post Office box number /�pəυst �ɒfs
�bɒks �n�mbə/ noun a reference number
given for delivering mail to a post office, so
as not to give the actual address of the
person who will receive it
postpone

postpone /pəυst|�pəυn/ verb to rear-
range for something to be done at a later
date or time

postponementpostponement /pəυs|�pəυnmənt/ noun
the act of arranging for something to take
place later than planned � I had to change
my appointments because of the postpone-
ment of the meeting with the printers.
postscriptpostscript /�pəυstskrpt/ noun an addi-
tion to the end of something such as a
book, story or document
PostScriptPostScript /�pəυstskrpt/ a trade name
for a standard page description language
developed by Adobe Systems. PostScript
offers flexible font sizing and positioning
and it is most often used in DTP systems,
high-quality laser printers and phototype-
setters. � If you do a lot of DTP work, you
will benefit from a PostScript printer.
potpot /pɒt/ noun a container for molten
metal on a typecasting machine
potboilerpotboiler /�pɒtbɔlə/ noun a work
written purely to earn money with no
literary merit
poundpound /paυnd/ noun 1. a measure of
weight equalling 0.45 kilos (NOTE: Usually
written lb after a figure: 25lb.) 2. money
used in the UK and many other countries
pound sterlingpound sterling /�paυnd �st!�lŋ/ noun
an official term for the British currency. �

hash (NOTE: Usually written £ before a
figure: £25. Note also that the pound sign
is used in the USA in place of the hash
mark to avoid confusion in cases where the
hash mark means ‘number’.)
powderless etchingpowderless etching /�paυdələs
�etʃŋ/ noun a method of etching blocks
without needing to use dragon’s blood,
using magnesium alloy plates instead of
zinc, giving very fine lines. Also called
Dow etching
pppp abbreviation pages
p.p.p.p. /�pi� �pi�/ verb � to p.p. a letter to
sign a letter on behalf of somebody � The
assistant p.p.’d the letter while the
manager was at lunch.
ppmppm abbreviation pages per minute
PPPPPP /�pi� pi� �pi�/ noun protocol that
allows a computer to use the TCP/IP
protocol over a telephone connection. Full
form point to point protocol
PRPR abbreviation public relations � A PR
firm is handling all our publicity. � He is
working in PR. � The PR people gave away
100,000 balloons.
predesignedpredesigned /�pri�d|�zand/ adjective
provided to the customer already designed
� There is a wide selection of predesigned
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layouts to help you automatically format
typical business and technical documents.
pre-editpre-edit /pri �edt/ verb to change text
before it is run through a machine to make
sure it is compatible
pref.pref. abbreviation preface
prefacepreface /�prefəs/ noun an author’s note
which comes before the introduction and
after any dedication � verb to write or say
something before the main part of a text �
He prefaced his article with a quotation
from Dickens.

COMMENT: A preface is usually written by
the author, and explains briefly why the
book has been written and who the readers
are expected to be. A foreword, on the other
hand, can be written by the author, but is
more usually by another person, often a
famous person whose name might be
expected to increase the sales of the book.

prefatory noteprefatory note /�pref�t(ə)ri nəυt/
noun a note addressed to the reader, printed
at the beginning of a book
preferred positionpreferred position /pr|�f!�d pə|

�zʃ(ə)n/ noun a position for an advertise-
ment in a magazine, which is particularly
asked for by the advertiser
prefixprefix /�pri�fks/ noun a word or letters
added to the front of another word, which
can change its meaning, e.g. in ‘undone’,
‘misread’
prejudiceprejudice /�pred�υds/ noun an unfair
and often negative feeling based on incom-
plete knowledge and information � verb to
harm somebody’s claim
prekeyprekey /pri� |�ki�/ verb to keyboard a text
before sending it for typesetting
preliminarypreliminary /pr |�lmn(ə)ri/ adjective
early or happening before anything else
preliminary discussionpreliminary discussion /pr|

�lmn(ə)ri d |�sk�ʃ(ə)n/, preliminary
meeting noun a discussion or meeting
which takes place before the main discus-
sion or meeting starts
prelimsprelims /�pri�lmz/ plural noun the initial
pages of a book, including the title page
and table of contents, which precede the
main text. Also called front matter

COMMENT: The prelims occupy several
pages. They will normally include a half title,
the title page, the title page verso with
bibliographical details, a contents page,
and list of illustrations, preface, introduction
and acknowledgements. They may also
include a list of books by the same author
(on the blank page facing the title page or
half-title), a frontispiece (illustration facing
the title page), etc. The prelims are usually
numbered in Roman figures (i, ii, iii, etc.)
and these numbers do not count towards

the page numbers of the text. A catalogue
might note that a book has 24pp prelims
and 222pp text. In British and American
books the printer’s imprint appears on the
bibliographical page following the title page.

pre-make-ready workpre-make-ready work /�pri� �mek
�redi �w!�k/ noun 1. a routine in a
composing room to prepare a forme before
making ready on a letterpress machine 2.
preparation of an offset machine for
printing, including plate-making
premium bookpremium book /�pri�miəm bυk/ noun a
book offered as a gift to subscribers to
another book or series of books, or offered
at a very cheap price as an incentive to
members of a book club
prepackprepack /pri� |�p�k/, prepackage /pri�|

�p�kd�/ verb to pack something before
putting it on sale � The guides are
prepacked in a plastic display stand.
prepaidprepaid /pri�|�ped/ adjective paid for in
advance of delivery
prepaid reply cardprepaid reply card /�pri�ped r|�pla
kɑ�d/ noun a stamped addressed card
which is sent to somebody so that they can
reply without paying the postage
preparationpreparation /�prepə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun
work done beforehand in order to be ready
for something � They made careful prepa-
ration for the open day. � in preparation
being prepared
prepayprepay /pri�|�pe/ verb to pay in advance
prepaymentprepayment /pri�|�pemənt/ noun
payment in advance � to ask for prepay-
ment of a fee to ask for the fee to be paid
before the work is done
pre-presspre-press /�pri� �pres/ adjective before
going to press
pre-press costspre-press costs /�pri� pres �kɒsts/
plural noun the costs of preparing a book or
magazine up to the camera-ready copy or
film stage
pre-press proofpre-press proof /�pri� pres �pru�f/
noun a proof made from the film, before
printing starts
pre-press workpre-press work /pri� �pres w!�k/ noun
the process of preparing an offset machine
for printing, including plate-making and
making ready. Also called pre-make-
ready work
preprintpreprint /�pri�prnt/ noun 1. a small
section of a book printed before the rest
and sent out in advance as publicity matter
2. printed material which is then over-
printed, such as colour sections without
text � verb to print something before the
rest of the job
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preprinted coverpreprinted cover /pri�|�prntd �k�və/
noun a cover which is printed in advance of
the main binding, e.g. to be used for
display purposes or for reps to use
preprinted stationerypreprinted stationery /pri |�prntd
�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun stationery which has
already been printed with the company’s
logo and address at the head or foot
prepublicationprepublication /pri�|�p�bl |�keʃ(ə)n/
adjective relating to or occurring in the
period before a book or other work is
published
prepublication advertisingprepublication advertising /pri�|

�p�blikleʃ(ə)n ��dvətazŋ/ noun adver-
tising carried out before the publication of
a book
prepublication salesprepublication sales /pri�|

�p�blikleʃ(ə)n �selz/ plural noun sales
which are recorded before the publication
of a book
prepublication sellingprepublication selling /pri�|

�p�blikleʃ(ə)n �selŋ/ noun same as
advance selling
prescribed textprescribed text /pr |�skrabd �tekst/
noun an educational book which has been
listed as required for a course of study or
for an exam
presellpresell /�pri� �sel/ verb to sell a book
before its official publication date
presensitisedpresensitised /pri�|�senstazd/,
presensitized adjective with a sensitive
coating ready for processing
presentationpresentation /�prez(ə)n |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun
a talk about a specific subject given to
provide information
presentation copypresentation copy /�prez(ə)n|

�teʃ(ə)n �kɒpi/ noun a copy of a book
either in special binding or with a special
inscription, which is given to somebody at
an official ceremony
presentation visualspresentation visuals /�prez(ə)n|

�teʃ(ə)n �v�υəlz/ plural noun artwork
which is used in a presentation, to show
what the finished work will look like
preseparated filespreseparated files /pri� |�sepəretd
�falz/ plural noun digital files of the sepa-
rations of a piece of artwork, each one of
which is stored individually. Compare
composite separations
presetpreset /pri�|�set/ verb to set something in
advance � The printer was preset with new
page parameters.
pre-shrunk packagingpre-shrunk packaging /�pri� ʃr�ŋk
�p�kd�ŋ/ noun US same as shrink-
packaging

presspress /pres/ noun 1. the act or method of
printing � gone to press � the press news-
papers and magazines � There was no
mention of the new product in the press. �
We plan to give the product a lot of press
publicity. � the local press newspapers
which are sold in a small area of the
country � the national press newspapers
which sell in all parts of the country � The
new car has been advertised in the
national press. 2. a device used in printing
which pushes paper onto the inked metal
type � verb 1. to push down on paper in a
press to make it flat 2. to print using a press
3. to put pressure on something � Press the
button to make it work. 4. to try to persuade
somebody to do or say something
press agencypress agency /�pres �ed�ənsi/ noun a
company that sells news items and features
to newspapers and journalists
press agentpress agent /�pres �ed�ənt/ noun a
person who looks after the publicity for an
author, entertainer or other famous person
press conferencepress conference /�pres
�kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun a meeting at which
reporters from newspapers are invited to
hear news of an important event or person
and ask questions
press copiespress copies /�pres kɒpi�z/ plural noun
copies of a new book which are sent to
newspapers
press costspress costs /�pres kɒsts/ plural noun
printing costs, including making plates,
paper, machining and binding
press coveragepress coverage /�pres �k�v(ə)rd�/
noun the amount of space or time given in
newspapers or TV and radio news bulletins
to one topic
press cutting agencypress cutting agency /�pres �k�tŋ
�ed�ənsi/, press cutting service noun a
company that cuts out references to a client
from newspapers and magazines and sends
them on to the client
press cuttingspress cuttings /�pres �k�tŋz/ plural
noun references to a client or person or
product cut out of newspapers or maga-
zines
press datepress date /�pres det/ noun the date on
which a book or magazine is printed
pressingpressing /�presŋ/ noun the act of flat-
tening printed signatures
pressing boardspressing boards /�presŋ bɔ�dz/ plural
noun stiff cardboard plates between which
the printed pages are pressed to flatten
them before going for binding
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presspahn hollowpresspahn hollow /�presp�n �hɒləυ/
noun a type of hollow used in the spine of
cased books
press proofspress proofs /�pres pru�fs/ plural noun
final proofs which are run off just before
the printing run starts
press releasepress release /�pres r |�li�s/ noun 1. a
statement given by an organisation to the
media to explain a situation from their
point of view 2. same as news release
press rollspress rolls /�pres rəυlz/ plural noun
heavy rollers which crush the paper as it is
going through the papermaking process
pressroompressroom /�presru�m/ noun part of a
printing works where the printing is actu-
ally carried out
pressrunpressrun /�presr�n/ noun US the
number of books printed at one time (NOTE:
The UK term is print run.)
pressworkpresswork /�presw!�k/ noun the work
of carrying out a printing job, whether it is
printing leaflets or posters, or a multi-
volume reference work in full colour
previewpreview /�pri�vju�/ verb to display text or
graphics on a screen as it will appear when
it is printed out
previewerpreviewer /�pri�vju�ə/ noun a feature
that allows a user to see on screen what a
page will look like when printed � The
built-in previewer allows the user to check
for mistakes.
preview screenpreview screen /�pri�vju� skri�n/ noun
a screen on which text or graphics can be
previewed
priceprice /pras/ noun the amount of money
needed to buy an item � verb to give a price
to a product
price controlprice control /�pras kən|�trəυl/ noun
legal measures to stop prices rising too fast
price cuttingprice cutting /�pras �k�tŋ/ noun a
sudden lowering of prices
price differentialprice differential /�pras dfə|�renʃəl/
noun the difference in price between prod-
ucts in a range
price ex factoryprice ex factory /�pras eks �f�kt(ə)ri/
noun same as factory price
price ex warehouseprice ex warehouse /�pras eks
�weəhaυs/ noun the price for a product
which is to be collected from the manufac-
turer’s or agent’s warehouse and so does
not include delivery
price ex worksprice ex works /�pras eks �w!�ks/,
price ex factory noun a price for a product
not including transport from the maker’s
factory

price fixingprice fixing /�pras �fksŋ/ noun an
illegal agreement between companies to
charge the same price for competing prod-
ucts
price listprice list /�pras lst/ noun a list of the
prices of everything in stock
price rangeprice range /�pras rend�/ noun a
series of prices for similar products from
different suppliers
price-sensitive productprice-sensitive product /�pras
�sensətv/ noun a product which will sell
less if the price is increased
price warprice war /�pras wɔ�/ noun competition
between companies to get a larger market
share by cutting prices
pricing policypricing policy /�prasŋ �pɒlisi/ noun a
company’s policy in giving prices to its
products � Our pricing policy aims at
producing a 35% gross margin.
primary coloursprimary colours /�praməri �k�ləz/
plural noun the three primary colours
which make white light, or the three
process colours used, with black, in four-
colour process work. Also called colour
primaries
primary publishingprimary publishing /�praməri
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the publishing of school
books for use in primary schools
primary school textbookprimary school textbook /�praməri
sku�l �tekstbυk/ noun a textbook used in
schools teaching children up to about 11
years old
primerprimer /�pramə/ noun 1. a simple
instruction book or manual 2. a basic or
simple school book for children
printprint /prnt/ verb 1. to produce a book,
magazine, newspaper or leaflet by a
mechanical process 2. � to print to paper
to print as many copies as there is paper
available, rather than asking for a precise
number of copies which might be uneco-
nomical � noun 1. words made on paper
with a machine � You get clearer print from
a daisy-wheel printer than from a line
printer. 2. a printed copy of an etching,
etc., made from a film or plate � He
collects 18th-century prints. � The office is
decorated with Japanese prints. 3. a posi-
tive photographic image in which black is
black and white is white. Compare nega-
tive
printableprintable /�prntəb(ə)l/ adjective able to
be printed on
print buyerprint buyer /�prnt �baə/ noun a person
in the production department of a
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publishing company whose job is to place
orders with printers
print buyingprint buying /�prnt �baŋ/ noun the
job of placing orders for printing and
binding
print contrast ratioprint contrast ratio /�prnt �kɒntrɑ�st
�reʃiəυ/ noun the difference between the
brightest and darkest areas of an image
print control characterprint control character /prnt kən |

�trəυl/ noun a special character which
directs a printer to perform an action or
function such as changing the font, rather
than print a character
printed ephemeraprinted ephemera /�prntd  |�femərə/
plural noun items such as theatre
programmes, leaflets and advertising fliers
which would normally be read and thrown
away
printed head-to-headprinted head-to-head /�prntd hed
tə �hed/ adjective relating to a method of
printing where two copies are printed from
the same sheet, with the heads of the two
books together. � coming-and-going, fore
and aft, two-up
printed head-to-tailprinted head-to-tail /�prntd hed tə
�hed/ adjective relating to a method of
printing where two copies are printed from
the same sheet, with the head of one
connecting with the bottom edge of the
other. � coming-and-going, fore and aft,
two-up
printed indexprinted index /�prntd �ndeks/ noun
an alphabetical list of words used in a text
printed matterprinted matter /�prntd �m�tə/ noun
anything that is printed and can be read
printerprinter /�prntə/ noun 1. a machine that
converts electronic data into readable form
on paper 2. a person or company that prints
books, newspapers or other printed matter
printer bufferprinter buffer /�prntə �b�fə/ noun a
temporary store for character data waiting
to be printed, used to free the computer
before the printing is completed so making
the operation faster
printer control charactersprinter control characters /�prntə
kən|�trəυl �k�rktəz/ plural noun
command characters in a text which
transmit printing commands to a printer
printer driverprinter driver /�prntə �dravə/ noun
dedicated software that converts and
formats the user’s commands ready for a
printer
printer-plotterprinter-plotter /�prntə �plɒtə/ noun a
high-resolution printer that is able to
operate as a low-resolution plotter

printer qualityprinter quality /�prntə �kwɒlti/ adjec-
tive relating to the standard of printed text
from a particular printer
printer’s correctionsprinter’s corrections /�prntəz kə|

�rekʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun corrections noted
by the printer’s reader on the top copy of
the proofs before the proofs are sent to the
publisher
printer’s devilprinter’s devil /�prntəz �devl/ noun
an apprentice or young helper in a printing
workshop
printer’s errorprinter’s error /�prntəz �erə/ noun a
mistake made by the printer, usually an
error in typesetting. Abbr PE
printer’s flowersprinter’s flowers /�prntəz �flaυəz/
plural noun ornaments available in metal
type or transfer lettering. Also called
flowers
printer’s imprintprinter’s imprint /�prntəz �mprnt/
noun a special mention of the name and
address of the printer on the inside of a
book or periodical
printer’s pieprinter’s pie /�prntəz pa/ noun type
which has become mixed up and is mean-
ingless
print formatterprint formatter /�prnt �fɔ�m�tə/ noun
software that converts embedded codes
and print commands to printer control
signals
printheadprinthead /�prnthed/ noun a metal
form of a character that is pressed onto an
inked ribbon to print the character on paper
printingprinting /�prntŋ/ noun 1. the art of
printing books or magazines, including
typesetting, etc. � She is studying printing
at college. 2. the quantity of copies of a
book printed at the same time � The second
printing has sold out and a third has been
ordered.
printing cylinderprinting cylinder /�prntŋ �slndə/
noun a cylinder on a press which carries
the printing plate
printing downprinting down /�prntŋ �daυn/ noun
preparation of a printing plate by exposing
it to a prepared film in a printing-down
frame, and subjecting it to light
printing-down frameprinting-down frame /�prntŋ daυn
�frem/ noun a vacuum frame used for
printing down when making a plate from a
film
printing historyprinting history /�prntŋ �hst(ə)ri/
noun details of the printing of a book such
as the date of the original printing and
dates of reprints, usually listed on the bibli-
ographic page after the title page
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printing houseprinting house /�prntŋ haυs/ noun a
company which does printing
Printing Industries Research AssociationPrinting Industries Research
Association /�prntŋ �ndυstri�z r|

�s!�tʃ ə|�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of
PIRA
printing inkprinting ink /�prntŋ ŋk/ noun 1. ink
made from carbon mixed with oil, used in
printing 2. a type of ink only used in
printing
printing orderprinting order /�prntŋ �ɔ�də/ noun an
order from a publisher to a printer to print
a particular number of copies of a book
printing papersprinting papers /�prntŋ �pepəz/,
printings plural noun types of paper which
can be used for printing
printing pressprinting press /�prntŋ pres/ noun a
machine which presses paper onto type
and prints text
printing processprinting process /�prntŋ �prəυses/
noun any method of printing, e.g. letter-
press, litho, gravure, screenprinting and
flexography
printing sequenceprinting sequence /�prntŋ
�si�kwəns/ noun the order in which the
four colours are printed in four-colour
work
printing tradeprinting trade /�prntŋ tred/ noun
commercial activities involved in printing
books, newspapers, ephemera, etc.
printing worksprinting works /�prntŋ w!�ks/ plural
noun a factory where books or newspapers
are printed. Also called print works
print lifeprint life /�prnt laf/ noun the number of
characters a component can print before
needing to be replaced � The printhead has
a print life of over 400 million characters.
printmakingprintmaking /�prntmekŋ/ noun the
printing of art prints such as lithographs,
etchings and linocuts
print mediaprint media /�prnt �mi�diə/ noun news-
papers, books, journals, magazines, leaf-
lets etc which carry print in a hard copy
format
print modifiersprint modifiers /�prnt �mɒdfaəz/
plural noun codes in a document that cause
a printer to change mode, e.g. from bold to
italic
print numberprint number /�prnt �n�mbə/ noun the
number of copies of a book which are
printed at one time
print on demandprint on demand /�prnt ɒn d|�mɑ�nd/
noun the facility to print and bind a small
number of books at short notice, without
the need for a large print run, using digital
technology. Abbr POD

print orderprint order /�prnt �ɔ�də/ noun an order
from a customer asking a printer to print
something, specifying quantity, paper,
binding, etc.
print outprint out /�prnt �aυt/ verb to print infor-
mation from a computer through a printer
printoutprintout /�prntaυt/ noun a hard copy of
a computer file
print pauseprint pause /�prnt �pɔ�z/ noun an act of
temporarily stopping a printer while
printing, e.g. to change paper
print runprint run /�prnt r�n/ noun the number
of copies of a book which are printed at
one time
printshopprintshop /�prntʃɒp/ noun a shop
where jobbing printing takes place
print styleprint style /�prnt stal/ noun the type-
face and fonts used in any particular docu-
ment
printwheelprintwheel /�prntwi�l/ noun a wheel
made up of a number of arms, with a char-
acter at the end of each arm, used in a
daisy-wheel printer
print worksprint works /�prnt w!�ks/ plural noun
same as printing works
privacy of informationprivacy of information /�prvəsi əv
�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of keeping
documents secret so that only authorised
people are allowed to read them

‘New rules for a passenger data
collection scheme operated by US
authorities may carry a nasty sting for
travellers. The scheme – Advance
Passenger Information System (Apis) –
threatens to cause big delays at check-in
and raises ethical questions about a
passenger’s right to privacy of
information.’ [Financial Times]

privateprivate /�pravət/ adjective for the use of
one person or group only � letter marked
‘private and confidential’ a letter that
must not be opened by anyone other than
the person it is addressed to
private limited companyprivate limited company /�pravət
�lmtd �k�mp(ə)ni/ noun a company
with a small number of shareholders,
whose shares are not traded on the Stock
Exchange
privately printed bookprivately printed book /�pravətli
�prntd �bυk/ noun a book printed by a
private press
privately published bookprivately published book /�pravətli
�p�blʃt �bυk/ noun a book that has been
printed at the author’s expense
private pressprivate press /�pravət pres/ noun a
printing press which prints limited
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numbers of handset books, and sells them
to collectors
propro /prəυ/ preposition for
process cameraprocess camera /�prəυses �k�m(ə)rə/
noun a camera designed for the stages
required in preparing illustrations for
printing, such as tone and colour separa-
tion
process colour printingprocess colour printing /�prəυses
�k�lə �prntŋ/ noun the printing of colour
plates using four-colour plates, one for
each process colour
process coloursprocess colours /�prəυses �k�ləz/
plural noun the colours cyan, magenta and
yellow which are used together with black
to produce all the other colours needed in
colour printing. � additive colours,
subtractive colours
processingprocessing /�prəυsesŋ/ noun 1. the act
of developing and printing a film 2. the
sorting of information
processorprocessor /�prəυsesə/ noun a computer
that is able to manipulate data according to
given instructions. � word processor
process platesprocess plates /�prəυses plets/ plural
noun colour plates used in four-colour
printing
process whiteprocess white /�prəυses wat/ noun a
type of white paint used to cover unwanted
block lines on artwork, which does not
show when photographed
process workprocess work /�prəυses w!�k/ noun
printing in four colours
productproduct /�prɒd�kt/ noun 1. something
that is made to be sold often in large quan-
tities 2. the result of previous actions or
discussions
product advertisingproduct advertising /�prɒd�kt
��dvətazŋ/ noun the advertising of a
particular named product, not the company
which makes it
product analysisproduct analysis /�prɒd�kt ə |

�n�ləss/ noun examination of each sepa-
rate product in a company’s range to see
why it sells or who buys it, etc.
product designproduct design /�prɒd�kt d |�zan/
noun the design of consumer products
product developmentproduct development /�prɒd�kt d|

�veləpmənt/ noun the process of
improving a product to meet the needs of
the market
product engineerproduct engineer /�prɒd�kt �end�|

�nə/ noun an engineer in charge of the
equipment for making a product

productionproduction /prə |�d�kʃən/ noun 1. the
creation of something 2. same as produc-
tion department
production and progress recordproduction and progress record
/prə |�d�kʃən ən �prəυ"res �rekɔ�d/ noun
a record kept giving details of the produc-
tion of a book
production budgetproduction budget /prə |�d�kʃən
�b�d�t/ noun a plan of expected expendi-
ture on production
production controllerproduction controller /prə |�d�kʃən
kən |�trəυlə/ noun a person in the produc-
tion department of a publishing company
who deals with printers and other suppliers
production costproduction cost /prə|�d�kʃən kɒst/
noun the cost of making a product
production departmentproduction department /prə |�d�kʃən
d |�pɑ�tmənt/ noun the section of a
company which deals with the physical
manufacture of the company’s products,
e.g. in a publishing company the depart-
ment dealing with typesetting, paper
buying, printing and binding
production editorproduction editor /prə|�d�kʃən �edtə/
noun a person in a production department
who also undertakes editorial work
production ledgerproduction ledger /prə |�d�kʃən
�led�ə/ noun an accounts ledger where a
publisher keeps note of all production costs
incurred in making a book, from origina-
tion to bound books
production managerproduction manager /prə |�d�kʃən
�m�nd�ə/ noun a person in charge of the
production department
production rateproduction rate /prə |�d�kʃ(ə)n ret/
noun the speed at which items such as
books or CDs are made. Also called rate of
production
production scheduleproduction schedule /prə |�d�kʃən
�ʃedju�l/ noun a list of dates for all the
production processes of a book, e.g.
sending copy to the typesetter, layouts,
proofing and cover work
production standardsproduction standards /prə |�d�kʃən
�st�ndədz/, production values /prə|

�d�kʃən �v�lju�z/ plural noun the quality
of the materials and methods used in
production
production unitproduction unit /prə|�d�kʃən �ju�nt/
noun a separate small group of employees
producing a certain product
product lineproduct line /�prɒd�kt lan/, product
range /�prɒd�kt rend�/ noun a series of
different products made by the same
company which form a group, such as cars
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in different models or pens in different
colours
product managementproduct management /�prɒd�kt
�m�nd�mənt/ noun the job of directing
the making and selling of a product as an
independent item
product mixproduct mix /�prɒd�kt mks/ noun the
particular combination of products made
by the same company
professionprofession /prə|�feʃ(ə)n/ noun a job that
requires advanced education or training
professionalprofessional /prə |�feʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective
1. relating to work requiring a high level of
training and done to a high standard 2.
done for money rather than as a hobby
professional and reference publishingprofessional and reference
publishing /prə|�feʃ(ə)nəl ən
�ref(ə)rəns �p�blʃŋ/ noun the publishing
of special books for the professions and
also reference titles
professional publishingprofessional publishing /prə|

�feʃ(ə)nəl �p�blʃŋ/ noun the publishing
of books on law, accountancy and other
professions
professional qualificationprofessional qualification /prə|

�feʃ(ə)nəl �kwɒlf |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
document showing that somebody has
successfully finished a course of study
profileprofile /�prəυfal/ noun a brief descrip-
tion of something such as an author or a
company � We always try to include a
profile of the author on the advance infor-
mation sheet.
profit and loss accountprofit and loss account /�prɒft ən
�lɒs ə|�kaυnt/ noun the accounts for a
company, with expenditure and income
balanced to show a final profit or loss
profit centreprofit centre /�prɒft �sentə/ noun a
person or department which is considered
separately for the purposes of calculating a
profit
programprogram /�prəυ"r�m/ noun a set of
instructions for a computer � verb to write
a program for a computer
programmed learningprogrammed learning /�prəυ"r�md
�l!�nŋ/ noun a learning method based on
self-instructional materials that are
designed to allow pupils to progress at their
own pace, step by step, through structured
sequences
programmerprogrammer /�prəυ"r�mə/ noun a
person who designs and writes instructions
for a computer
programming engineerprogramming engineer
/�prəυ"r�mŋ �end�nə/ noun an engi-

neer in charge of programming a computer
system
programming languageprogramming language
/�prəυ"r�mŋ �l�ŋ"wd�/ noun software
that allows somebody to write instructions
for a computer which it can then translate
into a workable program

COMMENT: Programming languages are
grouped into different levels: the high-level
languages such as BASIC and PASCAL
are easy to understand and use, but offer
slow execution time since each instruction
is made up of a number of machine code
instructions; low-level languages such as
ASSEMBLER are more complex to read
and program in but offer faster execution
time.

progressprogress /prə |�"res/ noun movement of
work forward � to report on the progress of
the work
progress cardprogress card /�prəυ"res kɑ�d/ noun a
card or sheet on which details of a job’s
progress can be kept
progress chaserprogress chaser /�prəυ"res �tʃesə/
noun a person whose job is to check that
work is being carried out on schedule or
that orders are being fulfilled on time
progressive proofsprogressive proofs /prə |�"resv
pru�fs/, progressives, progs plural noun
a set of colour proofs from process colour
printing, showing first one colour, then
with the second added, and so on until the
whole colour illustration is shown,
presented in this way so that the publisher
and printer can check each colour
progress reportprogress report /�prəυ"res r |�pɔ�t/
noun a document that describes what
progress has been made
projectproject /�prɒd�ekt/ noun 1. a detailed
study of a subject written up by a student 2.
a planned course of action � The company
has several exciting reference projects
lined up for the new year.
project analysisproject analysis /�prɒd�ekt ə|

�n�ləss/ noun examination of all the costs
or problems of a project before work on it
is started
projected salesprojected sales /prə|�d�ektd �selz/
plural noun a forecast of sales � Projected
sales in Europe next year should be over
£1m.
projectionprojection /prə|�d�ekʃən/ noun a fore-
cast of a future amount from a set of data
project managerproject manager /�prɒd�ekt
�m�nd�ə/ noun the person in charge of
the scheduling, resources and processes of
a project
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promotepromote /prə|�məυt/ verb 1. to advance
somebody to a higher position within an
organisation 2. to encourage something to
develop or succeed
promotionpromotion /prə|�məυʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
act of upgrading somebody to a higher
position 2. a marketing activity to persuade
people to buy goods or use a service � The
library had a special children’s book
promotion during the school holidays.
promotionalpromotional /prə|�məυʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjec-
tive used in an advertising campaign � The
admen are using balloons as promotional
material.
promotional bookpromotional book /prə |�məυʃ(ə)n(ə)l
bυk/ noun US a cheap, highly illustrated
book, similar to a coffee table book, but
sold at a bargain price
promotional budgetpromotional budget /prə|

�məυʃ(ə)n(ə)l �b�d�t/ noun the forecast
cost of promoting a new product
promotional materialpromotional material /prə|

�məυʃ(ə)nəl mə |�təriəl/ noun items such
as posters and carrier bags which are used
to publicise a book
promotion copiespromotion copies /prə|�məυʃ(ə)n
�kɒpi�z/ plural noun free copies of an
unpublished book given to salespeople and
the publicity department to use in presel-
ling the book
promptprompt /prɒmpt/ noun a symbol on a
computer screen to remind the user to do
something
proofproof /pru�f/ noun 1. facts or evidence to
show that something is true 2. a sample
printed page made from type, for approval
before mass printing � verb 1. to make
proofs of a text � The corrected text has
gone for proofing. 2. same as proofread
-proof-proof /pru�f/ suffix added to nouns to
show that something cannot be damaged �
The table surface was heatproof so hot
pans could be put on it.
proof copyproof copy /�pru�f �kɒpi/ noun page
proofs of a book, bound in a paper cover,
used for publicity purposes
proof correction marksproof correction marks /�pru�f kə|

�rekʃ(ə)n �mɑ�ks/ plural noun marks used
to indicate changes on proofs such as dele-
tions, additions or more space
proof correctionsproof corrections /�pru�f kə |

�rekʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun changes made to
the text, layout or illustrations on proofs
prooferproofer /�pru�fə/ noun a machine which
produces proofs, as opposed to finished

printed pages � output devices such as
laser proofers and typesetters
proofingproofing /�pru�fŋ/ noun 1. the produc-
tion of proofs of a book, which then have to
be read and corrected 2. same as proof-
reading

COMMENT: The stages of proofing are
galley proofs, page on galley (where the
pages are indicated, but the proofs are still
printed on long pieces of paper) and page
proofs. It is usual to miss out some of these
stages, and many books are proofed in
pages from the start. Proofs from film are in
the form of ozalids, blues, diazos, etc.

proofing pressproofing press /�pru�fŋ pres/, proof
press noun a special press used only to
produce proofs
proofreadproofread /�pru�fri�d/ verb to read a text
and mark any errors for correction before it
is printed
proofreaderproofreader /�pru�fri�də/ noun a person
whose job is to proofread texts
proofreadingproofreading /�pru�fri�dŋ/ noun a
stage in the production process, where
readers and the author read the proofs and
mark corrections
proof roomproof room /�pru�f ru�m/ noun a place
in a print works where proofs are made
proportionproportion /prə|�pɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the size,
shape and position of something compared
to other parts of the whole
proportional spacingproportional spacing /prə|�pɔ�ʃ(ə)nəl
�spesŋ/ noun a printing system where
each letter takes the space proportional to
the character width, so ‘m’ takes more
space than ‘i’
proposalproposal /prə |�pəυz(ə)l/ noun a sugges-
tion or plan, often written down and put
forward as a discussion document
pro ratapro rata /�prəυ �rɑ�tə/ adjective, adverb
a Latin phrase meaning ‘for the rate’: at a
rate which varies according to the size or
importance of something
proseprose /prəυz/ noun text that is not verse,
as e.g. in a novel
prospectusprospectus /prə|�spektəs/ noun a docu-
ment produced by an academic institution
giving details about it for the information
of potential students
protectprotect /prə|�tekt/ verb to keep some-
thing safe and free from damage
protectionprotection /prə|�tekʃən/ noun the act of
keeping something free from harm or
damage
protectiveprotective /prə|�tektv/ adjective
designed to keep things free from harm or
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damage � The books were covered in
protective plastic.
protective coverprotective cover /prə|�tektv �k�və/
noun a cover which protects a machine
protective tariffprotective tariff /prə |�tektv �t�rf/
noun a tariff which tries to ban imports to
stop them competing with local products
pro tempro tem /�prəυ �tem/ adjective for the
time being or temporarily
protestprotest /�prəυtest/ noun a statement or
action to show that you do not approve of
something � to make a protest against high
prices
protest literatureprotest literature /�prəυtest
�lt(ə)rətʃə/ noun literature written and
published to protest against something,
usually a political situation
protocolprotocol /�prəυtəkɒl/ noun 1. a set of
rules allowing unrelated information
systems to communicate with each other 2.
a system of rules about the correct way to
behave in formal situations
protocol converterprotocol converter /�prəυtəkɒl kən |

�v!�tə/ noun a device used for converting
protocols from one computer system to
another, e.g. for converting data from a
microcomputer to a phototypesetter
protocol standardsprotocol standards /�prəυtəυkɒl
�st�ndədz/ plural noun standards laid
down to allow data exchange between any
computer system conforming to the
standard
proudproud /praυd/ adjective projecting a little
into the margin, also used to describe a
piece of type which stands higher than the
normal type height
proveprove /pru�v/ verb to pull a proof from a
printing plate
provinceprovince /�prɒvns/ noun a sphere of
knowledge or activity
provincial pressprovincial press /prə |�vnʃəl pres/
noun newspapers published for areas of the
country away from the capital city
P.S.P.S. /�pi� �es/ noun an additional note at
the end of a letter. Full form post
scriptum
PSEPSE abbreviation paper surface efficiency
pseudonympseudonym /�sju�dənm/ noun a name
used by a writer which is not his or her real
name
pseudonymouspseudonymous /sju� |�dɒnməs/ adjec-
tive written by an author under a pseu-
donym
PSNPSN abbreviation packet switched
network

PSTNPSTN abbreviation Public Switched Tele-
phone Network
PTRPTR abbreviation paper tape reader
pub.pub. abbreviation 1. published 2.
publisher 3. publishing
publ.publ. abbreviation 1. publication 2.
published 3. publisher
publicpublic /�p�blk/ adjective open for
anyone to use
publicationpublication /�p�bl|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
book, newspaper or magazine which can
be sold 2. a leaflet which is given out to
provide information 3. the act of printing
and distributing a book, newspaper or
magazine 4. the act of releasing informa-
tion to the general public in printed form
publication datepublication date /�p�bl |�keʃ(ə)n
�det/ noun 1. the year when a book was
published. Also called date of publication
2. the day when a publisher says that a
book is published (from that day, book-
shops may sell the book) 3. the day when a
newspaper or magazine is published
publication schedulepublication schedule /�p�bl|

�keʃ(ə)n �ʃedju�l/ noun a list of dates of
publication of a series of books over a
period of time
public domainpublic domain /�p�blk dəυ|�men/
noun information that is unrestricted and
accessible by the general public �
program which is in the public domain a
program which is not copyrighted
public domain softwarepublic domain software /�p�blk
dəυ|�men/ noun software that is available
for copying, without payment of a royalty
publicisepublicise /�p�blsaz/, publicize verb to
make something widely known to the
general public
publicistpublicist /p�|�blsti �ed�ənsi/ noun a
person which organises publicity for a
particular product or set of products
publicitypublicity /p� |�blsti/ noun advertise-
ments and information materials which
make something generally known
publicity agencypublicity agency /p�|�blsti
�ed�ənsi/, publicity bureau /p�|�blsti
�bjυərəυ/ noun an office which organises
publicity for companies that do not have
publicity departments
publicity budgetpublicity budget /p�|�blsti �b�d�t/
noun money allowed for expenditure on
publicity
publicity campaignpublicity campaign /p�|�blsti k�m|

�pen/ noun a planned course of action to
advertise a product � They are working on
a publicity campaign to launch a new
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series of gardening books. Also called
advertising campaign
publicity copypublicity copy /p� |�blsti �kɒpi/ noun
the text of an advertisement before it is
printed
publicity departmentpublicity department /p�|�blsti d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun the section of a company
which organises the company’s publicity
publicity expenditurepublicity expenditure /p�|�blsti k |

�spendtʃə/ noun money spent on
publicity
publicity handoutpublicity handout /p�|�blsti
�h�ndaυt/ noun an information sheet
which is given to members of the public
publicity managerpublicity manager /p�|�blsti
�m�nd�ə/ noun a person in charge of a
publicity department
publicity matterpublicity matter /p�|�blsti �m�tə/
noun advertisements or printed publicity
material
publicity sloganpublicity slogan /p�|�blsti �sləυ"ən/
noun a group of words which can be easily
remembered, and which is used in
publicity for a product � We are using the
slogan ‘Smiths can sell it’ on all our
publicity.
Public Lending RightPublic Lending Right /�p�blk
�lendŋ �rat/ noun the right of authors to
receive a small fee every time their books
are borrowed from public libraries in the
United Kingdom. Abbr PLR
public librarypublic library /�p�blk �labrəri/ noun a
library that serves the general public in a
city, town or village
public library systempublic library system /�p�blk
�labrəri �sstəm/ noun a system of public
libraries covering the whole country
Public Limited CompanyPublic Limited Company /�p�blk
�lmtd �k�mp(ə)ni/ noun a company
whose shares can be bought on the Stock
Exchange. Abbr plc
public printspublic prints /�p�blk �prnts/ plural
noun newspapers
public relationspublic relations /�p�blk r|�leʃ(ə)nz/
noun the work of keeping good relations
between a company or a group and the
public so that people know what the
company is doing and can approve of it �
He works in public relations. � A public
relations firm handles all our publicity.
Abbr PR
Public Switched Telephone NetworkPublic Switched Telephone
Network /�p�blk �swtʃt �telfəυn
�netw!�k/ noun a form of automatic tele-
phone exchange interconnecting world-
wide. Abbr PSTN

publish

publish /�p�blʃ/ verb to arrange to have
a book or article printed and usually
distributed for sale
publishable

publishable /�p�blʃəb(ə)l/ adjective
suitable to be published � The libel lawyers
has advised that the book is not publish-
able in its present form.
published price

published price /�p�blʃt �pras/ noun
the price at which a book is officially set,
usually the price that is marked in the
publisher’s catalogue, printed on the book
or listed in the national list of books in
print
publisher

publisher /�p�blʃə/ noun a person or
company that publishes books, magazines
and newspapers
publisher’s agreement

publisher’s agreement /�p�blʃəz ə |

�"ri�mənt/ noun a contract between a
publisher and the copyright holder, author,
agent or another publisher, which lays
down the terms under which the publisher
will publish the book for the copyright
holder
Publishers Association

Publishers Association /�p�blʃəz ə|

�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation which
represents the interests of publishers in
Great Britain. Abbr PA
publisher’s binding

publisher’s binding /�p�blʃəz
�bandŋ/ noun a binding style where the
book is cased, with a plain cloth binding
publisher’s cloth

publisher’s cloth /�p�blʃəz klɒθ/
noun cloth used to cover books in
publisher’s binding
publisher’s corrections

publisher’s corrections /�p�blʃəz
kə |�rekʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun corrections
made by the publisher, either copying the
author’s corrections or making further
editorial corrections
publisher’s list

publisher’s list /�p�blʃəz lst/,
publisher’s catalogue noun a list of
books which a publisher has for sale, both
new titles and backlist
publisher’s list price

publisher’s list price /�p�blʃəz lst
�pras/ noun the price of a book as stated in
a publisher’s catalogue
publisher’s reader

publisher’s reader /�p�blʃəz �ri�də/
noun a person who reads manuscripts for a
publisher and suggests ones that might be
worth publishing
publisher’s representative

publisher’s representative
/�p�blʃəz �reprzentətv/ noun a sales-
person who visits bookshops on behalf of a
publisher and persuades the bookshop
buyer that a book should be ordered
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‘Publishers Weekly’‘Publishers Weekly’ /�p�blʃəz
�wi�kli/ noun an American weekly maga-
zine, dealing with publishing matters
publishingpublishing /�p�blʃŋ/ noun the trade,
profession or activity of preparing and
producing material in printed or electronic
form for distribution to the public
publishing companypublishing company /�p�blʃŋ
�k�mp(ə)ni/, publishing house
/�p�blʃŋ haυs/ noun a company that
publishes books or magazines
publishing contractpublishing contract /�p�blʃŋ
�kɒntr�kt/ noun an agreement between a
publisher and an author by which the
author grants the publisher the right to
publish the work against payment of a fee,
usually in the form of a royalty
publishing datepublishing date /�p�blʃŋ det/ noun
the date on which a book will be published
‘Publishing News’‘Publishing News’ /�p�blʃŋ �nju�z/
noun a British weekly magazine dealing
with publishing matters
publishing programmepublishing programme /�p�blʃŋ
�prəυ"r�m/ noun a full list of the titles to
be published by a publishing company or a
department within a company
publishing softwarepublishing software /�p�blʃŋ
�sɒftweə/ noun a list of the dates on which
a publishing company’s new books will be
published
pullpull /pυl/ noun a proof from letterpress �
verb 1. to make a proof 2. to decide not to
publish a story in the newspaper, after it
has been written or typeset
pull-awaypull-away /�pυl ə|�we/ noun part of a
signature consisting of blank pages which
is removed from a book when binding
pull-down menupull-down menu /�pυl daυn �menju�/
noun a list of options in a computer
program which can be displayed on screen
over work that is already being done
pull-outpull-out /�pυlaυt/ noun 1. inserted pages
in a magazine which can be easily removed
and retained for reference 2. a folded insert
in a book or magazine which when opened
out makes a large sheet, used e.g. for maps
pull-quotepull-quote /�pυl kwəυt/ noun a quote
taken from a block of text which is ‘pulled
out’ and printed in larger type on the same
page, as an eye-catching device
pulppulp /p�lp/ noun material produced from
recycled paper, rags or ground wood,
mixed with water, used for making paper �
verb 1. to take torn rags or ground wood
and mix this with water and chemicals to
produce smooth pulp for making paper 2.

to take printed paper or waste paper and
produce pulp from it for making paper
again � The unsold copies in the ware-
house were sent away to be pulped.
pulp boardpulp board /�p�lp bɔ�d/, pulp card
/�p�lp kɑ�d/ noun thin board made from
paper pulp, used for the cover boards of a
book
pulp fictionpulp fiction /�p�lp �fkʃən/ noun cheap
fiction which is considered by critics to
have no literary value
pulpingpulping /�p�lpŋ/ noun the act of sending
unsold or erroneous printed copies to be
pulped
pulpwoodpulpwood /�p�lpwυd/ noun softwood
used for making paper
punchpunch /p�ntʃ/ verb 1. to hit something
hard 2. to make holes in something so that
it can be inserted into a ring file � noun a
device for making the matrix from which
type is cast. The punch is a steel stamp with
the letter cut into it in relief; this is then
pressed into a metal alloy, which becomes
the matrix.
punch cuttingpunch cutting /�p�ntʃ �k�tŋ/ noun the
process of making a punch by cutting the
design on it
punctuatepunctuate /�p�ŋktʃuet/ verb to add
punctuation marks to a text
punctuationpunctuation /�p�ŋktʃu |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun a
system of symbols which enable a reader
to make sense of written texts, e.g. full
stops, commas, question marks
punctuation markpunctuation mark /�p�ŋktʃu |�eʃ(ə)n
mɑ�k/ noun a printed or written symbol
which cannot be spoken but which divides
up the text and helps to make its meaning
clearer

COMMENT: The main punctuation marks are
the question mark and exclamation mark;
inverted commas (which show the type of
text being written); the comma, full stop,
colon and semicolon (which show how the
words are broken up into sequences); the
apostrophe (which shows that a letter or
word is missing); the dash and hyphen and
brackets (which separate or link words).

purchase ledgerpurchase ledger /�p!�tʃs �led�ə/
noun a book in which expenditure is noted.
Also called bought ledger
purchase orderpurchase order /�p!�tʃs �ɔ�də/ noun
an official paper which places an order for
something
pure paperpure paper /�pjυə �pepə/ noun paper
made from woodfree or chemical pulp
put to bedput to bed /�pυt tυ �bed/ verb to make a
publication ready for printing
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PVAPVA abbreviation polyvinyl acetate
PVCPVC noun a plastic material often used for
covers of reference books because it can
stand a great deal of handling. Full form
polyvinyl chloride

COMMENT: Printing on PVC is not as simple
as printing on paper, since PVC is not
absorbent. Designs have to be bold, with
few details, and thin lines cannot be printed
easily. Printing on PVC is usually done by
screen printing.
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QAQA abbreviation query author
quadquad /kwɒd/ noun 1. a sheet of paper four
times as large as a basic sheet 2. same as
quadrat � verb to insert spaces to fill out a
line, especially to complete a short line
which is left justified, such as a heading

COMMENT: Metric quad paper sizes are (in
millimetres): quad crown (768 x 1008),
quad large crown (816 x 1056), quad demy
(888 x 1128), quad royal (960 x 1272).

quaddingquadding /�kwɒdŋ/ noun the insertion
of spaces into text to fill out a line
quad leftquad left /�kwɒd left/ adjective with set
lines flush to the left margin
quadrant balancequadrant balance /�kwɒdrənt
�b�ləns/, quadrant scale noun a device
used to measure grammage of paper

COMMENT: A sample of paper 100 x 100mm
is taken and placed on the scale; the
grammage values are printed on a
semicircular scale, the pointer runs across
the scale when the piece of paper is spiked
on a pin. The readings on the scale give the
gsm (i.e. the weight of the piece of paper
multiplied by one hundred).

quadratquadrat /�kwɒdrət/ noun a piece of
metal type which has no character on it,
used to give a space between characters
quad rightquad right /�kwɒd rat/ adjective with
set lines flush to the right margin
quadrillequadrille /kwə |�drl/ noun paper ruled in
small squares, like graph paper
quad royalquad royal /�kwɒd �rɔəl/ noun a sheet
of paper measuring 50 x 40 inches
quaint charactersquaint characters /�kwent
�k�rktəz/ plural noun old-fashioned liga-
tures that are no longer used
qualityquality /�kwɒlti/ noun a measure of how
good or bad something is � the quality
dailies, weeklies, Sundays, the quality
press newspapers and magazines aiming at
a high level of readership
quality controlquality control /�kwɒlti kən |�trəυl/
noun the work of a department in a

company which checks that its products
are of a satisfactory standard

‘“We identified that, by standardising on
a system across all sites, we could reduce
the amount of time and people needed to
complete updates. The end result was
improved content on the sites for our
customers”, [a spokesperson] said. The
TV company hopes the new level of
quality control will also encourage more
visitors to its online stores.’ [Computing]

quality controllerquality controller /�kwɒlti kən|

�trəυlə/ noun a person who checks the
quality of a product
quality dailiesquality dailies /�kwɒlti �deliz/ plural
noun daily papers aimed at the top end of
the market
quantityquantity /�kwɒntti/ noun the amount or
number of items
quantity discountquantity discount /�kwɒntti
�dskaυnt/ noun a discount given to
people who buy large quantities
QuarkXPressQuarkXPress /�kwɑ�k k |�spres/ a trade
name for a piece of page composition soft-
ware with typographic functions � With the
addition of extensions QuarkXPress can be
built up into a customised production
system.
quarterquarter /�kwɔ�tə/ noun a fourth part of a
whole
quarter bindingquarter binding /�kwɔ�tə �bandŋ/
noun a binding on a cased book, where the
spine is covered with one material such as
leather or cloth, and the rest of the cover is
covered with another material such as
paper
quarter bound bookquarter bound book /�kwɔ�tə baυnd
�bυk/ noun a book that is bound in one
material, usually leather, on the spine and
in another on the covers
quarter leatherquarter leather /�kwɔ�tə �leðə/ noun
binding where the spine is covered with
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leather and the rest of the cover with
another material
quarter leather bindingquarter leather binding /�kwɔ�tə
�leðə �bandŋ/ noun a binding where the
spine is covered with leather and the rest of
the cover with paper
quarterlyquarterly /�kwɔ�təli/ noun anything that
is issued or paid every three months �
adjective, adverb happening every three
months or happening four times a year �
There is a quarterly charge for consul-
tancy. � We agreed to pay the royalty quar-
terly.
quarter page folderquarter page folder /�kwɔ�tə ped�
�fəυldə/ noun a device which folds a sheet
of folded paper twice
quartoquarto /�kwɔ�təυ/ noun a size of book
made by folding a standard sheet of paper
twice, to make four leaves or an eight-page
signature. Abbr 4o
queryquery /�kwəri/ noun 1. a question, espe-
cially a note asking the author or editor to
check the text 2. a question mark � verb to
ask a question about something or to
suggest that something may be wrong �
The sub-editor has queried the date given
in the index.
query authorquery author /�kwəri �ɔ�θə/ noun a
note asking the author to check the text.
Abbr QA
question markquestion mark /�kwestʃ(ə)n mɑ�k/
noun a punctuation mark (?) used to show
that a question is being asked. Also called
interrogation mark
questionnairequestionnaire /�kwestʃə |�neə/ noun a
written list of questions given to people to
answer to provide the information for a
survey
quick-setting inkquick-setting ink /�kwk �setŋ �ŋk/
noun ink which is specially made to set
rapidly
QuickTimeQuickTime /�kwktam/ a trade name
for the graphics routines built into the
Macintosh’s operating system which allow
windows, boxes and graphic objects to be
displayed
‘Quill and Quire’‘Quill and Quire’ /�kwl ən �kwaə/
noun a Canadian magazine dealing with
publishing matters
quirequire /�kwaə/ noun 1. 24 or 25 sheets of
paper 2. a section of gathered pages

COMMENT: For ordinary writing paper and
handmade paper, a ream is 480 sheets, or
20 quires of 24 sheets each. For office
paper or printing paper a ream is 500
sheets, or 20 quires of 25 sheets.

quirewisequirewise /�kwaəwaz/ adverb relating
to folded sheets which are automatically
folded and placed inside each other
quirewise impositionquirewise imposition /�kwaəwaz
�mpəzʃ(ə)n/ noun an imposition in
which sections are imposed to inset one
inside the other
quoinquoin /kɔn/ noun a metal wedge which
fits into the space between the type and the
edge of a chase, and is tightened to fix the
metal type in place � verb to lock up type
quoin keyquoin key /�kɔn ki�/ noun a key used to
tighten or loosen a quoin
quotaquota /�kwəυtə/ noun a fixed amount of
something which is allowed � to arrange
distribution through a quota system to
arrange distribution by allowing each
distributor only a particular number of
items
quota systemquota system /�kwəυtə �sstəm/ noun
a system where imports or supplies are
regulated by fixing maximum amounts
quotationquotation /kwəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the
exact words said or written by somebody
and used by another person

COMMENT: When setting quotations, it is
essential to show clearly where the
quotation begins and ends, so as to
distinguish it from the text proper. Normally,
a quotation consisting of a few words will be
put in double quotes; a longer quotation (a
paragraph or more) should be either
indented or set in a smaller size, or both. A
quotation from a poem can be set smaller,
or even can be set in italic, provided it is not
too long.

quotation dictionaryquotation dictionary /kwəυ|�teʃ(ə)n
�dkʃ(ə)nəri/ noun a collection of famous
sayings and writings arranged alphabeti-
cally according to the authors
quotation marksquotation marks /kwəυ|�teʃ(ə)n
mɑ�ks/ plural noun punctuation marks,
either single quotes (‘ ’) or double quotes
(“ ”), which mark the beginning and end of
a written quotation
quotationsquotations /kwəυ |�teʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun long hollow metal strips used to fill in
blanks in the typeset text
quotequote /kwəυt/ verb to repeat the exact
words written or said by somebody else
quoted matterquoted matter /�kwəυtd �m�tə/ noun
a printed text which is quoted from another
text, usually indicated by quotation marks
quoted out of contextquoted out of context /�kwəυtd aυt
əv �kɒntekst/ adjective without the
surrounding text, so giving a misleading
meaning
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quotesquotes /kwəυts/ plural noun quotation
marks
q.v.q.v. abbreviation used to indicate a cross-
reference (NOTE: From the Latin phrase
quod vide, meaning ‘which see’.)

qwerty keyboard

qwerty keyboard /�kw!�ti �ki�bɔ�d/
noun the layout of keys on a computer
keyboard, the first six letters on the top row
from the left being QWERTY which gives
it its name. � azerty keyboard
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rackrack /r�k/ noun a frame for holding
things, often used for display purposes
rack jobber

rack jobber /�r�k �d�ɒbə/ noun a
wholesaler who sells goods by putting
them on racks in retail shops
rack jobbingrack jobbing /�r�k �d�ɒbŋ/ noun the
selling of books from racks in supermar-
kets and newsagents
radiation dryingradiation drying /�redi|�eʃ(ə)n
�draŋ/ noun the process of drying ink by
ultraviolet and infrared radiation
radiation drying unitradiation drying unit /�redi|�eʃ(ə)n
�draŋ �ju�nt/ noun a drying unit fitted to
a printing press to dry ink or varnish using
ultraviolet or infrared radiation
radioradio /�rediəυ/ noun 1. equipment used
to broadcast speech, sounds and data over
long distances 2. the method of broad-
casting to the public using this equipment
� Radio is a powerful medium for informa-
tion.
radio and TV rights

radio and TV rights /�rediəυ ən �ti�
�vi� �rats/ plural noun rights for the adap-
tation of a text for broadcasting on radio
and TV
rag content

rag content /�r�" �kɒntent/ noun the
amount of rag in some types of paper
raggedragged /�r�"d/ adjective not straight or
with an uneven edge

COMMENT: Ragged right setting is quite
often used, and in narrow measures makes
the setting more even, with no wide gaps
between characters or words. It is often
used in newspapers and magazines which
are set in narrow columns. Ragged left
setting is not common.

ragged leftragged left /�r�"d left/ adjective
relating to printed text with a flush right-
hand margin and uneven left-hand margin
ragged right

ragged right /�r�"d rat/ adjective
relating to printed text with a flush left-
hand margin and uneven right-hand margin

ragged textragged text /�r�"d tekst/ noun unjus-
tified text or text with a ragged right
margin
rag paperrag paper /�r�" �pepə/ noun good-
quality paper made from cotton or linen
rags

COMMENT: Rag paper is less widely made
now because it is expensive, and cotton
and linen rags are not easy to find; man-
made fibres, which are often used in
clothing, are not suitable for papermaking.

rag pulprag pulp /�r�" p�lp/ noun pulp from torn
rags, which is boiled before being used to
make paper
raiseraise /rez/ verb 1. to make something
higher 2. to increase something � We are
raising all prices by 10% in our new cata-
logue. 3. � to raise an invoice to write or
print out an invoice
raised bandsraised bands /�rezd b�ndz/ plural
noun raised strips on the spine of a leather-
bound book covering the cords
raised initialraised initial /�rezd |�nʃ(ə)l/ noun an
initial letter set in a larger size than the rest
of the text, the letter being on the base line
and rising above the ascender line
raised printingraised printing /�rezd �prntŋ/ noun a
printing process which uses heat to
produce raised characters in which very
thick ink is dusted with powder, then
heated to weld it to the paper
RAMRAM /r�m/ abbreviation random access
memory (NOTE: There is no plural for RAM,
and it often has no article: 512K of RAM;
The file is stored in RAM.)
RAM chipRAM chip /�r�m tʃp/ noun a chip that
stores information allowing random access
RAM diskRAM disk /�r�m dsk/ noun a section of
RAM that is made to look and behave like
a high-speed disk drive
randomrandom /�r�ndəm/ adjective done
without any definite plan � noun the
sloping top part of a composing frame
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random-accessrandom-access /�r�ndəm ��kses/
adjective relating to the ability of a
computer to obtain information from any
memory location without having to begin
its search at the memory’s starting point
and work through it in sequence
random access memoryrandom access memory /�r�ndəm
��kses �mem(ə)ri/ noun the primary
working memory in a computer, used for
the temporary storage of programs and
data and in which the data can be accessed
directly and modified. Abbr RAM
random access storagerandom access storage /�r�ndəm
��kses �stɔ�rd�/ noun memory that
allows access to any location in any order
random checkrandom check /�r�ndəm �tʃek/ noun a
check on items taken from anywhere
within a group without any special choice
being made
random samplerandom sample /�r�ndəm �sɑ�mpəl/
noun a sample for testing taken without
any choice being made
random samplingrandom sampling /�r�ndəm
�sɑ�mplŋ/ noun a system of compiling
unbiased samples in a survey population
rangerange /rend�/ verb to give an even edge
to lines of type
ranged numeralsranged numerals /�rend�d
�nju�m(ə)rəlz/, ranging numerals plural
noun Arabic figures which are all of even
height
range leftrange left /�rend� left/ verb to align
text with a straight left-hand edge (NOTE:
The US term is flush left.)
range rightrange right /�rend� �rat/ verb to align
text with a straight right-hand edge (NOTE:
The US term is flush right.)
rarerare /reə/ adjective not common � Experi-
enced salespeople are rare these days. � It
is rare to find a small business with good
cash flow.
rare booksrare books /�reə �bυks/ plural noun rela-
tively modern books which are not in print
and are not easy to find
RA sizesRA sizes plural noun sizes of stock
sheets of printing paper which are slightly
larger than the comparable A sizes

COMMENT: There are three RA sizes: RA0
(860 x 1220mm), RA1 (610 x 860mm) and
RA2 (430 x 610mm); see also SRA sizes,
which are larger still.

raster graphicsraster graphics /�r�stə �"r�fks/
plural noun graphics where the image is
built up in lines running across the screen
or page
raster image processorraster image processor /�r�stə
�md� �prəυsesə/ noun full form of RIP 2

raster scanningraster scanning /�r�stə �sk�nŋ/
noun a system of scanning the whole of a
screen with a picture beam which moves
down the screen one line or one pixel at a
time
raterate /ret/ noun 1. money charged for time
worked or work completed � the going
rate the usual or the current rate of
payment 2. an amount, number or speed
compared with something else
rate cardrate card /�ret kɑ�d/ noun a list of
charges for advertisements in a newspaper
or magazine, or for commercials on TV or
radio
rate of exchangerate of exchange /�ret əv ks|

�tʃend�/ noun same as exchange rate
rate of productionrate of production /�ret əv prə|

�d�kʃən/ noun same as production rate
rate of salesrate of sales /�ret əv �selz/ noun the
speed at which units are sold
rattlerattle /�r�t(ə)l/ noun the noise made by
paper when it is handled, giving an indica-
tion of its stiffness
rawraw /rɔ�/ adjective in the original state or
not processed
raw materialsraw materials /�rɔ� mə|�təriəlz/ plural
noun substances which have not been
manufactured such as wool, wood or sand
raw stockraw stock /�rɔ� stɒk/ noun paper which
is to be coated
RC paperRC paper /�ɑ� �si� �pepə/ abbreviation
resin-coated paper
readread /ri�d/ verb to look at and understand
what is written down
readabilityreadability /�ri�də|�blti/ noun the
quality of being easy or pleasant to read �
the readability of a novel � the readability
of a typeface
readablereadable /�ri�dəb(ə)l/ adjective able to
be read, also implies well written and inter-
esting
readerreader /�ri�də/ noun a person that reads
written or printed texts
reader-printerreader-printer /�ri�də �prntə/ noun a
device that reads a microfilm and then puts
out a copy
readershipreadership /�ri�dəʃp/ noun the number
of people who read a publication
reader’s marksreader’s marks /�ri�dəz mɑ�ks/ plural
noun proof correction marks used to indi-
cate changes to the text
reader’s proofreader’s proof /�ri�dəz pru�f/ noun a
proof sent to a proofreader and marked
with their corrections
readingreading /�ri�dŋ/ noun 1. the act of
reading proofs or a manuscript and making
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comments 2. the act of reading books or
newspapers � the reading public the
members of the public who actually read
books 3. the act of reading printed text
reading agereading age /�ri�dŋ ed�/ noun a
child’s competence in reading, measured
against the average competence of children
of the same age
reading copyreading copy /�ri�dŋ �kɒpi/ noun a
copy of a finished book or proof copy of
the pages of a book, sent to librarians or
other publishers who might be interested in
buying it
reading feereading fee /�ri�dŋ fi�/ noun money
paid to somebody for reading a manuscript
and commenting on it
reading groupreading group /�ri�dŋ "ru�p/ noun a
group of people who meet regularly in a
social situation to discuss a book, usually a
book that the group have all read especially
for that occasion
reading listreading list /�ri�dŋ lst/ noun a list of
recommended books on a specific subject
read only memoryread only memory /�ri�d �əυnli
�mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of ROM
readvertisereadvertise /ri� |��dvətaz/ verb to
advertise something again
readvertisementreadvertisement /�ri�əd|�v!�tsmənt/
noun a second advertisement for a vacant
post
readyready /�redi/ adjective prepared and able
to be used or to do something
Really Simple SyndicationReally Simple Syndication /�rəli
�smp(ə)l �snd |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun full form
of RSS
real time credit card processingreal time credit card processing
/�rəl tam �kredt kɑ�d �prəυsesŋ/ noun
online checking of a credit card that either
approves or rejects it for use during a trans-
action
real time transactionreal time transaction /�rəl tam tr�n |

�z�kʃən/ noun an Internet payment trans-
action that is either approved or rejected
immediately when the customer completes
the online order form
reamream /ri�m/ noun 500 sheets of paper in a
pack

COMMENT: For ordinary writing paper and
handmade paper, a ream is 480 sheets, or
20 quires of 24 sheets each. For office
paper or printing paper a ream is 500
sheets, or 20 quires of 25 sheets.

ream-wrappedream-wrapped /�ri�m r�pt/ adjective
relating to sheets wrapped in parcels of 500
rebackreback /ri� |�b�k/ verb to take the leather
back off the spine of an old book and
replace it

rebindrebind /ri� |�band/ verb 1. to remove an
old binding from a book and replace it with
another one � The stock of paperback
copies have been rebound in PVC. 2. to
bind up sheets left over from a previous
print and bind order � noun 1. the action of
binding sheets of a book which were not
bound when the book was first printed 2. a
book which has had its old binding
removed and a new one added � The book
is out of stock at the moment, but the rebind
should come in next week.

COMMENT: Rebinding means that the old
covers have to be stripped off, new covers
attached and the pages trimmed again. At
least one or two millimetres will be lost at
each of the three trimmed edges.

recastrecast /ri� |�kɑ�st/ verb to write a text
again � The author was asked to recast the
first chapter in the light of the reader’s
comments.
receiptreceipt /r|�si�t/ noun 1. paper showing
that money has been paid or that something
has been received 2. the act of receiving
something � to acknowledge receipt of a
letter to write to say that you have received
a letter � We acknowledge receipt of your
letter of the 15th. � The publisher never
even acknowledged receipt of my manu-
script.
receipt bookreceipt book /r|�si�t bυk/ noun a book
of blank receipts to be filled in when
purchases are made
reconditerecondite /r|�kɒndat/ adjective dealing
with material that is too difficult to be
understood by those without special
knowledge
recordrecord /�rekɔ�d/ noun a written account
either on paper or in electronic format �
verb /r |�kɔ�d/ to write something down or
preserve something on film or tape so that
it can be used for later reference
record-breakingrecord-breaking /�rekɔ�d �brekŋ/
adjective better than anything that has
happened before � We are proud of our
record-breaking profits in 1996.
recorded deliveryrecorded delivery /r|�kɔ�dd d |

�lv(ə)ri/ noun a mail service where a letter
or package is signed for by the person
receiving it
recording rightsrecording rights /r |�kɔ�dŋ rats/
plural noun rights to make a record of a
piece of music, poetry or other work
recordsrecords /�rekɔ�dz/ plural noun docu-
ments which give information � The names
and addresses of authors are kept in the
company’s records. � We find from our
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records that our invoice number 1234 has
not been paid.
recoverrecover /r |�k�və/ verb 1. to replace a
cover on a document or book which has
been damaged 2. to get back something
that has been lost

‘With a few mouse clicks, even non-
technical end users can selectively
restore a deleted file, recover a previous
version of a file, or completely restore the
hard drive to a pre-crash working state.’
[M2 Presswire]

rectificationrectification /�rektf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
correction
rectifyrectify /�rektfa/ verb to correct a
mistake
rectorecto /�rektəυ/ adjective relating to the
right-hand page of a book � noun the right-
hand page of a book, usually given an odd
number
recyclerecycle /ri� |�sak(ə)l/ verb to take waste
material and process it so that it can be
used again
recycled paperrecycled paper /ri�|�sak(ə)ld �pepə/
noun paper made from waste paper.
Compare virgin paper
redraftredraft /ri� |�drɑ�ft/ verb to draft some-
thing again � The whole contract had to be
redrafted to take in the chairman’s amend-
ments.
redrawredraw /ri�|�drɔ�/ verb to draw something
again � Can the computer redraw the
graphics showing the product from the top
view? � The artwork will have to be
redrawn.
red-topred-top /�red tɒp/ noun same as tabloid
reducereduce /r|�dju�s/ verb to make some-
thing smaller in amount
reducerreducer /r |�dju�sə/ noun an additive
which reduces the tacking of ink or varnish
reductionreduction /r |�d�kʃən/ noun the act of
reducing something such as size or cost �
They were able to make a 75% reduction of
the document on the photocopier so fewer
copies were needed and the cost was less.
reduction printreduction print /r |�d�kʃən prnt/ noun
a print of a photograph which is smaller
than the original
redundantredundant /r|�d�ndənt/ adjective 1. no
longer needed because it has been replaced
by a more up-to-date version � to make
someone redundant to dismiss an
employee who is not needed any more 2.
able to be removed from data without
losing any information

redundant matter

redundant matter /r|�d�ndənt �m�tə/
noun text which is not needed or which is
too long
reel

reel /ri�l/ noun a circular holder around
which tape can be wound
reel bogie

reel bogie /�ri�l �bəυ"i�/, reel truck
noun a truck which moves reels of paper
from the paper store to the printing press
reel-fed press

reel-fed press /�ri�l fed �pres/ noun a
printing press which takes paper from reels
reel-stand

reel-stand /�ri�l st�nd/ noun a stand for
holding a reel of paper at the feed end of a
web press
reel-up

reel-up /�ri�l �p/ noun a spool which reels
paper in a papermaking machine
reel width

reel width /�ri�l wdθ/ noun the width of
the paper on a reel
referee

referee /�refə |�ri�/ noun a person who
provides information about whether some-
body known to them is suitable for a partic-
ular job
reference

reference /�ref(ə)rəns/ noun 1. a letter
written by a person to support somebody’s
application for a job 2. coded information
which tells you where to find a document
or stored item � our reference: PC/MS
1234 � Please quote this reference in all
correspondence. � the reference section
of a bookshop, library part of a bookshop
or library where reference books are kept
(the books in the reference section of a
public library cannot be borrowed) 3. an
acknowledgement of somebody else’s
work quoted in a written document 4. a
source of information, e.g. a dictionary or
an encyclopedia � a reference book 5. a
note directing a reader’s attention to
another source of information
reference book

reference book /�ref(ə)rəns bυk/ noun
an information book such as a dictionary,
encyclopedia or directory in which you can
look things up
reference library

reference library /�ref(ə)rəns
�labrəri/ noun a library where the books
and documents can only be used within the
building and cannot be borrowed
reference mark

reference mark /�ref(ə)rəns mɑ�k/
noun a typographical symbol used to draw
the attention of a reader to a note or biblio-
graphical entry, e.g. an asterisk or number
reference number

reference number /�ref(ə)rəns
�n�mbə/ noun a number or letter that iden-
tifies a document and makes it easier to
find when it has been filed
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reference publisherreference publisher /�ref(ə)rəns
�p�blʃə/ noun a company that publishes
reference books
reference publishingreference publishing /�ref(ə)rəns
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the publishing of refer-
ence books
refer torefer to /r |�f!� tu�/ verb 1. to mention,
deal with or write about something � She
referred to an article which she had seen in
the Times. 2. to pass a question on to some-
body else to decide
refinerrefiner /r|�fanə/ noun a machine which
takes woodpulp and passes it through
rapidly turning rollers to give it particular
texture
reflection copyreflection copy /r |�flekʃən �kɒpi/ noun
a photograph or piece of artwork which is
photographed using reflected light
reformatreformat /ri� |�fɔ�m�t/ verb to format a
computer floppy disk and so erase any data
on it
refreshrefresh /r|�freʃ/ verb to update an elec-
tronic device, especially a visual display
unit or active memory chip, with data
refresh raterefresh rate /r|�freʃ ret/ noun the
number of times every second that the
image on a CRT screen is redrawn
refusalrefusal /r|�fju�z(ə)l/ noun a deliberate
statement that you will not do, say or allow
something � right of first refusal on a text
the right of a publisher to see and offer to
publish the next text by an author
refuserefuse /r|�fju�z/ verb to say that you will
not do something or will not accept some-
thing � The publisher refused to pay until
the printer had replaced the defective
copies.
region fillregion fill /�ri�d�(ə)n fl/ noun the
process of filling an area of the screen or a
graphics shape with a particular colour
registerregister /�red�stə/ noun 1. an official
list of things such as names or events 2. a
ribbon attached to the binding of a book to
act as a bookmark � verb to make a record
of something on an official list
registered letterregistered letter /�red�stəd �letə/
noun a letter which is noted by the post
office before it is sent, so that compensa-
tion can be claimed if it is lost
register marksregister marks /�red�stə mɑ�ks/
plural noun marks, usually crossed lines at
the corners of a film or overlay or artwork,
used to help in lining up the images
register of companiesregister of companies /�red�stə əv
�k�mp(ə)niz/ noun same as companies’
register

register pinsregister pins /�red�stə pnz/ plural
noun pins which go through holes made by
a register punch in artwork to help line up
the images correctly
register punchregister punch /�red�stə p�ntʃ/ noun
a punch which makes holes for register
pins
register sheetregister sheet /�red�stə ʃi�t/ noun a
proof which is pulled to see if the register
is correct
regletreglet /�re"lət/ noun a thin piece of wood
used to make spaces between lines of type
regular editionregular edition /�re"jυlə  |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun an ordinary edition, as opposed to a
particular type such as a de luxe or book
club edition
regular sizeregular size /�re"jυlə saz/ adjective
ordinary size, smaller than economy size
or family size
rehyphenationrehyphenation /ri� |�hafə |�neʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of changing the hyphenation
of words in a text after it has been put into
a new page format or line width
reimposereimpose /�ri�m |�pəυz/ verb to impose
pages again

COMMENT: A cased book may need to be
reimposed when being made into a perfect
bound paperback, since the paperback
needs wider gutters to allow for trim.

reimpositionreimposition /�ri�mpə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of changing the imposition of
pages, because of different paper size, a
different folding machine or the addition of
extra pages
reimpressionreimpression /�ri�m |�pres(ə)n/ abbre-
viation reprint
reinforced bindingreinforced binding /�ri�nfɔ�st
�bandŋ/ noun a binding which is
strengthened at the joints for heavy wear as
in a library, or for a particularly heavy book
reinstatereinstate /�ri�n |�stet/ verb to give
somebody back a job that has previously
been taken away
reissuereissue /ri� |�ʃu�/ noun a book or docu-
ment that is made available again after a
period of time. Abbr RI � verb to produce
or publish again something that has not
been available for a long time
rejectreject noun /�ri�d�ekt/ a product that is
not up to standard, so is sold cheaply or not
at all � verb /r|�d�ekt/ to refuse to accept
something
rejectionrejection /r|�d�ekʃən/ noun 1. refusal to
accept something 2. a book that is rejected
because of an imperfection or defect
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rejection errorrejection error /r|�d�ekʃən �erə/ noun
an error by a scanner which is unable to
read a character and leaves a blank
rejection sliprejection slip /r|�d�ekʃən slp/ noun a
note from a publisher to an author telling
them that their manuscript has not been
accepted for publication
rekeyrekey /ri� |�ki�/ verb to re-enter lost text or
data into a computer, or input text or data
in a different form, using a keyboard
relationalrelational /r |�leʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective
relating to a way of organising and
presenting information in a database so
that the user perceives it as a set of tables
relative clauserelative clause /�relətv klɔ�z/ noun a
clause that refers to and provides addi-
tional information about a preceding noun
or pronoun, often beginning with a relative
pronoun such as ‘who’, ‘which’ or ‘that’
relative humidityrelative humidity /�relətv hju� |

�mdti/ noun the mass of moisture in a
given volume of air expressed as a
percentage of the moisture required to
saturate the same volume of air at a partic-
ular temperature
releaserelease /r|�li�s/ verb to make something
available � to release dues to send off
orders which had been piling up while a
product was out of stock � noun the act of
setting something free or making some-
thing available
release paperrelease paper /r|�li�s �pepə/ noun
special paper used as backing for sticky
labels, which can be easily peeled off when
the label is to be used
relief blockrelief block /r|�li�f blɒk/ noun a printing
block where the characters or image are
higher than the surface, and carry the ink
relief maprelief map /r |�li�f m�p/ noun a map
which shows how high or low land is by
using different colours to indicate height
relief printingrelief printing /r |�li�f �prntŋ/ noun a
printing process in which the ink is held on
a raised image such as the metal character
in letterpress printing or on a woodcut
block
religious pressreligious press /rə|�ld�əs pres/ noun a
publishing company which specialises in
religious books
religious publishingreligious publishing /rə|�ld�əs
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the publishing of books
about a particular religion, or books that
are used in religious services
remainderremainder /r |�mendə/ noun 1. some-
thing left when demand has fallen 2. a
book sold cheaply to clear stock � verb to

deal with a book as a remainder � remain-
dered publication book that will not be
reprinted because demand has almost
ceased and so the stock is sold cheaply � to
remainder books to sell new books off
cheaply � The shop was full of piles of
remaindered books.
remainder bindingremainder binding /r |�mendə
�bandŋ/ noun a cheap binding for surplus
folded sheets which are sold off through
the remainder trade
remainder houseremainder house /r |�mendə haυs/,
remainder merchant /r |�mendə
�m!�tʃənt/ noun a book dealer who buys
unsold new books from publishers at a very
low price for resale
remaindersremainders /r|�mendəz/ plural noun
quite new books which are sold off cheaply
because they have not been successful
remakeremake /ri�|�mek/ verb to change the
layout of a page or pages
remote accessremote access /r |�məυt ��kses/ noun
a link that allows a user to access a
computer from a distance, normally using
a modem or broadband
remote serviceremote service /r|�məυt �s!�vs/ noun
a service such as technical support
provided from another location via the
Internet or phone
removeremove /r|�mu�v/ verb to take something
away � We can remove his name from the
mailing list. � The author has removed the
name of his secretary from the acknowl-
edgements. � noun a quotation which is
printed in smaller type than the rest of the
text
renewrenew /r|�nju�/ verb to extend the period
of time for which a contract or a loan is
valid � They were told that they could not
renew their books because they had been
reserved by another reader.
renewalrenewal /r|�nju�əl/ noun payment to
continue a subscription
renumberrenumber /ri�|�n�mbə/ verb to change
the numbers on items or within a system
reorderreorder /ri�|�ɔ�də/ noun a later order for
something which has been ordered before
� The book has only been published ten
days and we are already getting reorders.
� verb to place a new order for something
� We must reorder these paperbacks
because the stock level is getting low.
reorder levelreorder level /ri�|�ɔ�də �lev(ə)l/ noun the
minimum amount of stock of an item
which, when reached, indicates that it
should be reordered
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repackrepack /ri� |�p�k/ verb to pack something
again � The books with the wrong covers
had to be repacked and sent back to the
binder.
repaginaterepaginate /ri�|�p�d�net/ verb to
change the numbers on the pages in a docu-
ment
repeatrepeat /r|�pi�t/ noun a second or later
printing of an advertisement, or a second or
later broadcasting of a radio or TV
programme
repeat orderrepeat order /r |�pi�t �ɔ�də/ noun a new
order for something which has been
ordered before � The book has been
published only ten days and we are already
flooded with repeat orders.
repetitive letterrepetitive letter /r |�pettv �letə/ noun
a standard letter which is reprinted with a
different name and address each time
rep finished paperrep finished paper /�rep �fnʃt
�pepə/ noun US paper with a ribbed
finish. Also called repped paper
replacereplace /r|�ples/ verb 1. to put some-
thing back where it was before 2. to put a
new item in the place of one that is broken,
worn out or unsuitable � The third para-
graph should be deleted and replaced by
the new text as shown.
replace modereplace mode /r|�ples məυd/ noun an
interactive computer mode in which new
text entered replaces any previous text
reply couponreply coupon /r|�pla �ku�pɒn/ noun a
form attached to a coupon ad, which must
be filled in and returned to the advertiser
reportreport /r|�pɔ�t/ noun a formal document
that discusses a particular subject or states
exactly what happened � verb 1. to make a
statement describing something � The
salesmen reported an increased demand
for the gardening titles. 2. to produce a
computer printout showing a state of
affairs � The book has been reported out of
print. � The publisher reports the book as
reprinting no date. 3. to go to a place or to
attend something � to report for an inter-
view � Please report to our London office
for training.
repositionreposition /�ri�pə|�zʃ(ə)n/ verb to put
something back in a new position � Using
spray adhesive allows a designer to reposi-
tion artwork.
repped paperrepped paper /�rept �pepə/ noun same
as rep finished paper
representrepresent /�repr|�zent/ verb 1. to work
for a company, showing goods or services
to possible buyers � He represents a chil-

dren’s publisher in Scotland. � Our French
distributor represents several other
competing firms. 2. to act as a symbol for
something � The hash sign is used to repre-
sent a number in a series.
representationrepresentation /�reprzen|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of selling goods for a
company � We offered them exclusive
representation in Europe. � They have no
representation in the USA.
representativerepresentative /�repr|�zentətv/ noun
a person who acts on behalf of another or
of a group � adjective acting as an example
of what all others are like � We displayed a
representative selection of our product
range. � The sample chosen was not repre-
sentative of the print run as a whole.
reprintreprint noun /�ri�prnt/ copies of a book
made from the original, but with a note in
the publication details of the date of
reprinting and possibly a new title page and
cover design. Also called reimpression �
verb /ri� |�prnt/ to print more copies of a
book after all the others have been sold
reprint housereprint house /�ri�prnt haυs/ noun a
publishing company which specialises in
reprinting out-of-print titles
reprintingreprinting /ri�|�prntŋ/ adjective
relating to a note indicating that a book
cannot be supplied because it is being
reprinted
reprint rightsreprint rights /ri�|�prnt rats/ plural
noun the right of another publisher to
reprint a book published and possibly still
in print
reprorepro /�ri�prəυ/ noun 1. finished artwork
or camera-ready copy, ready for filming
and printing 2. the process of achieving
this by camerawork or scanning
reproducereproduce /�ri�prə |�dju�s/ verb to
produce copies of an item
reproductionreproduction /�ri�prə |�d�kʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of making a copy of something
reproduction feereproduction fee /�ri�prə|�d�kʃ(ə)n
�fi�/ noun a fee paid to the copyright owner
for permission to reproduce a copyright
text or picture
reproduction rightsreproduction rights /�ri�prə|�d�kʃ(ə)n
rats/ plural noun the right to allow a
picture or text to be reproduced in a printed
work
reprographyreprography /r|�prɒ"rəfi/ noun the
technique of producing copies
repro houserepro house /�ri�prəυ haυs/ noun a
company that specialises in producing
high-quality proofs
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repro paperrepro paper /�ri�prəυ �pepə/ noun
coated paper used to produce final high-
quality proofs for photographic reproduc-
tion
repro proofrepro proof /�ri�prəυ pru�f/ noun a
proof taken on high-quality paper which
can be photographed and used for repro-
duction
repro pullrepro pull /�ri�prəυ pυl/ noun a perfect
proof ready to be reproduced
republicationrepublication /ri� |�p�bl |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of publishing something again � We
are looking at our out-of-print backlist to
see if any of the titles are suitable for
republication.
republishrepublish /ri�|�p�blʃ/ verb to publish
something again � The book has been out
of print for some years, but has now been
republished in an edition of modern clas-
sics.
reputablereputable /�repjυtəb(ə)l/ adjective with
a good reputation � We only use reputable
carriers. � His father founded a very repu-
table firm of law publishers.
reputationreputation /�repjυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun an
opinion of somebody or something held by
other people � a printing company with a
reputation for quality � He has a reputa-
tion for being difficult to negotiate with.
requestrequest /r|�kwest/ verb to ask formally
for something � noun an act of asking for
something
request for proposalrequest for proposal /r|�kwest fə prə |

�pəυz(ə)l/ noun full form of RFP
requirerequire /r|�kwaə/ verb 1. to need some-
thing 2. to demand something from some-
body
required hyphenrequired hyphen /r |�kwaəd
�haf(ə)n/ noun same as hard hyphen
requisitionrequisition /�rekw |�zʃ(ə)n/ noun an
order placed by an institution, e.g. by a
college to the college bookshop asking for
books to be ordered for students taking a
particular course
resaleresale /�ri�sel/ noun the act of selling
goods which have been bought � The
contract forbids resale of the book in the
USA.
resale price maintenanceresale price maintenance /ri�|�sel
�pras �mentənəns/ noun a system where
the price for an item is fixed by the manu-
facturer and the retailer is not allowed to
sell it for a lower price. Abbr RPM. Also
called retail price maintenance
rescreenrescreen /ri� |�skri�n/ verb to reproduce a
screened photograph again, using a new

screen angle which does not conflict with
the original screen
researchresearch /r |�s!�tʃ/ noun work that is
done to investigate something � verb to
investigate a field of study and discover
new facts about it
research assistantresearch assistant /r |�s!�tʃ ə|

�sstənt/ noun a person who helps a writer
by doing research for him or her
researcherresearcher /r|�s!�tʃə/ noun a person
who carries out research
reservereserve /r|�z!�v/ verb to keep something
for a time until needed � The library will
reserve a book for a borrower for ten days.
resetreset /ri�|�set/ verb 1. to return a system to
its original state so that it can start again 2.
to typeset something again
resident fontresident font /�rezd(ə)nt �fɒnt/ noun
font data which is always present in a
printer or device and which does not have
to be downloaded
residual rightsresidual rights /r|�zdjuəl rats/,
residuals plural noun 1. rights which are
held by an author and have not been sold to
a publisher 2. rights held in recorded mate-
rial by the actors or musicians who
performed it, giving payments when the
material is reused, as in the case of a repeat
of a TV programme
resinresin /�rezn/ noun a sticky oil which
comes from some types of conifer, used
both in papermaking and in ink production
resin-coated paperresin-coated paper /�rezn �kəυtd
�pepə/ noun paper coated with resin, used
in photography and reproduction. Abbr RC
paper
resistresist /r|�zst/ noun a coating on a
printing plate which protects part of the
plate from acid
resolutionresolution /�rezə|�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
formal decision taken at a meeting by
means of a vote 2. the solving of a problem
� The resolution of her difficulties with the
immigration authorities took a long time.
restickerresticker /ri� |�stkə/ verb to print new
stickers and attach them to stock, usually to
change the price
rest in proportionrest in proportion /�rest n prə |

�pɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of RIP 1
restockrestock /ri� |�stɒk/ verb to order more
stock � to restock after the Christmas
selling period
restockingrestocking /ri� |�stɒkŋ/ noun the
ordering of more stock
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restrictrestrict /r|�strkt/ verb to limit some-
thing so that only a specific person or
group can have access to it
restrictive trade practicesrestrictive trade practices /r|

�strktv �tred �pr�ktsz/ plural noun an
arrangement between companies, e.g. to
fix prices or to share the market
resumeresume /r|�zju�m/ verb to start some-
thing again � The magazine has resumed
publication.
résumérésumé /�rezju� |�me/ noun 1. a
summary of a text � A résumé of the
planned biography is attached to this
proposal. 2. US a summary of a person’s
educational and work experience, for the
information of possible future employers
(NOTE: The UK term is curriculum vitae.)
resumptionresumption /r|�z�mpʃən/ noun the act
of starting something again
retailretail /�ri�tel/ noun the sale of small
quantities of goods to ordinary customers �
the retail trade all people or businesses
selling goods retail � verb to sell for a price
� These books retail at £9.99. � adverb �
he buys wholesale and sells retail he buys
goods in bulk at a wholesale discount and
sells in small quantities to the public
retail booksellerretail bookseller /�ri�tel �bυkselə/
noun a bookseller who buys books at a
discount from publishers and sells them at
the full price to the public
retail bookshopretail bookshop /�ri�tel �bυkʃɒp/
noun a bookshop which sells to the general
public
retail dealerretail dealer /�ri�tel �di�lə/ noun a
person who sells to the general public
retailerretailer /�ri�telə/ noun a person who
sells goods to the public
retailingretailing /�ri�telŋ/ noun the selling of
full-price goods to the public
retail outletretail outlet /�ri�tel �aυtlet/ noun a
shop which sells to the general public
retail priceretail price /�ri�tel �pras/ noun the
price at which the retailer sells to the final
customer
retail price indexretail price index /�ri�tel �pras
�ndeks/ noun an index which shows how
prices of consumer goods have increased
or decreased over a period of time
retail price maintenanceretail price maintenance /�ri�tel
�pras �mentənəns/ noun same as resale
price maintenance
retail shopretail shop /�ri�tel ʃɒp/ noun a shop
where goods are sold only to the public

retainretain /r |�ten/ verb to keep possession of
something � The author has retained film
rights in the book.
retainerretainer /r|�tenə/ noun a fee paid to
somebody so that they will be available to
work for you when required
reticulationreticulation /r |�tkjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the
effect caused by wet ink drying on a previ-
ously inked surface, where the second
inking does not dry properly but gives a
spotted result
retouchretouch /ri� |�t�tʃ/ verb to change an illus-
tration or film by hand to make it clearer or
to change the detail in some way
retoucherretoucher /ri� |�t�tʃə/ noun a person who
retouches things
retouchingretouching /ri� |�t�tʃŋ/ noun the act of
changing an illustration or film by hand to
make it clearer or to change the detail in
some way
retransferretransfer /ri�|�tr�nsf!�/ noun an image
taken from a lithographic plate to make a
duplicate plate
retreeretree /�ri�tri�/ noun damaged sheets of
paper sold off cheaply
retrievalretrieval /r|�tri�v(ə)l/ noun the process of
finding items that have been stored
retrieval systemretrieval system /r|�tri�v(ə)l �sstəm/
noun a system of organising items so that
information can be found quickly and
easily

‘Uttlesford District Council required a
back-up and retrieval system to meet
legislative demands regarding
information management and to more
cost-effectively and efficiently manage
data. Data growth was outstripping
capacity and the council needed to
comply with government guidelines to
make information available online.’
[Computer Weekly]

retrieveretrieve /r|�tri�v/ verb to get something
back from where it has been stored
returnreturn /r |�t!�n/ noun the act of giving
something back � The date for the return of
all the library books is next week. � verb to
give something back or to change it so that
it is in its earlier state again � to return the
company to its former position by investing
a large amount of capital
return on investmentreturn on investment /r |�t!�n ɒn n|

�vestmənt/ noun a profit made by
investing money in something which is
financially successful. Abbr ROI
returnsreturns /r |�t!�nz/ plural noun books,
magazines or newspapers which have not
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been sold and which are sent back to the
supplier � Paperback returns are running
at over 20% in the first part of the year, as
booksellers are destocking.

COMMENT: Publishers would like to
discourage returns, but in most cases, they
have to accept that a certain proportion of
books will not sell, and therefore will be
returned by the booksellers. The main
concern of the publisher is to limit the
returns to a manageable proportion of the
original printing. A publisher knows that if
he refuses to accept returns, the bookseller
may refuse to subscribe copies of further
new books published by him. In contracts,
returns may be provided for in two ways: in
a publishing agreement, the publisher may
hold back royalties due to cover the
possibility of books being returned unsold
by the bookseller, after having been sold to
the bookseller by the publisher (this is
called the ‘returns provision’); in an agency
agreement, there is normally a clause
dealing with what happens to the stock held
by the agent at the end of the agreement
(usually, the agent will have to pay for the
carriage back to the publisher if the agent
terminates the agreement, but the publisher
will pay if he terminates the agreement).

returns levelreturns level /r|�t!�nz �lev(ə)l/ noun
the number of books returned to the
publisher by booksellers, shown as a
percentage of the quantity originally sold.
Also called level of returns
returns policyreturns policy /r |�t!�nz �pɒlsi/ noun a
policy adopted by a publisher on allowing
booksellers to send back unsold stock for
credit
returns provisionreturns provision /r|�t!�nz prə |

�v�(ə)n/ noun a provision in a publishing
agreement showing how returns are to be
treated when calculating an author’s royal-
ties
retyperetype /ri�|�tap/ verb to type a word,
phrase or document again, usually in order
to make changes or to correct errors
reversalreversal /r|�v!�s(ə)l/ noun 1. the act of
turning in the opposite direction 2. a repro-
duction, changing right to left, positive to
negative or black to white 3. a change from
being profitable to unprofitable � The
company suffered a reversal in the Far
East.
reversal filmreversal film /r|�v!�s(ə)l flm/ noun
photographic film with a positive image.
Also called slide film
reversereverse /r |�v!�s/ adjective opposite or in
the opposite direction � listed in reverse
order listed in order starting at the last or
smallest � noun the opposite side of a piece
of paper, also called the verso � Biblio-

graphic details are usually printed on the
reverse of the title page. � verb to change
something so that it is the other way round
reverse charactersreverse characters /r |�v!�s
�k�rktəz/ plural noun characters which
are displayed in the opposite way to other
characters for emphasis
reverse indentreverse indent /r |�v!�s �ndent/ noun
same as hanging indent
reverse outreverse out /r |�v!�s �aυt/ verb to make
a black image appear as white out of black
or out of a colour � The title is reversed out
of the photograph of the house.
reverse-readingreverse-reading /r|�v!�s �ri�dŋ/
adjective same as wrong-reading
reversible printing unitreversible printing unit /r |�v!�sb(ə)l
�prntŋ �ju�nt/ noun a printing unit
which can print with the web running in
either direction
reversionreversion /r|�v!�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the return
of property to an original owner
reversionaryreversionary /r|�v!�ʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ adjec-
tive relating to property such as a copyright
which passes to another owner on the death
of the present one
reversion clausereversion clause /r|�v!�ʃ(ə)n klɔ�z/
noun a clause in a publishing agreement
which allows for the reversion of copyright
after a period of time, or if the publisher
allows the book to go out of print
reversion of copyrightreversion of copyright /r |�v!�ʃ(ə)n
əv �kɒpirat/ noun the return of rights to
the author if the publisher fails to keep the
book in print
revertrevert /r |�v!�t/ verb to return to an earlier
state or system
reviewreview /r|�vju�/ noun an evaluation of a
book or other publication or a performance
� verb 1. to look again at a situation to
assess what can be done 2. to write an eval-
uation of a book or other publication or
performance
review articlereview article /r|�vju� �ɑ�tk(ə)l/ noun
a long review of a book, in which the
reviewer discusses the subject of the book
rather than the book itself
review copyreview copy /r |�vju� �kɒpi/ noun a copy
of a book given to a reviewer
reviewerreviewer /r|�vju�ə/ noun a person who
reviews books
review listreview list /r |�vju� lst/ noun a list of
people or newspapers to whom copies of
books are sent for review
review slipreview slip /r |�vju� slp/ noun a note
sent with a review copy, giving information
about the book such as author, price and
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publisher, and a mention of the publication
date
reviserevise /r|�vaz/ verb 1. to change some-
thing so that it is more accurate 2. to go
over work done earlier in order to learn it
more thoroughly � noun a proof after
corrections have been made � The
publisher sent back the revises with yet
another mass of author’s corrections.
revised proofrevised proof /r |�vasd �pru�f/ noun a
proof of text with the corrections made to it
reviserreviser /r|�vazə/ noun a person who
revises a text
revisionrevision /r|�v�(ə)n/ noun 1. the
improvement and correction of a text 2. the
activity of relearning work in order to do
an examination
rewriterewrite verb /ri�|�rat/ to write something
again with improvements � noun /�ri�rat/
the act of writing something again � The
chapter is in its second rewrite.
RFPRFP abbreviation a declaration by a
company that they would like their printed
matter to be redesigned or reprinted, and
would like design or printing companies to
put forward proposals for the job. Full
form request for proposal
RGBRGB /�ɑ� d�i� �bi�/ noun 1. colour separa-
tion using the primary colours 2. the three
colour picture beams used in a colour CRT.
Compare CMYK
RGB displayRGB display /�ɑ� d�i� �bi� d|�sple/,
RGB monitor noun a high-definition
monitor system that uses three separate
input signals controlling red, green and
blue colour picture beams
RIRI abbreviation reissue
riderrider /�radə/ noun an additional clause in
a contract � to add a rider to a contract
rider rollersrider rollers /�radə �rəυləz/ plural noun
additional rollers used to maintain pressure
on the paper as it is being wound onto a
reel
rightright /rat/ noun a legal entitlement to
something � Right of renewal of a contract.
� She has a right to the property. � He has
no right to the patent. � The staff have a
right to know how the company is doing.
right-angled foldright-angled fold /�rait ��n"(ə)ld
�fəυld/, right-angle fold noun a fold of
paper which is at right angles to the one
before
rightful ownerrightful owner /�ratf(ə)l �əυnə/ noun
the legal owner
right-handright-hand /�rat �h�nd/ adjective
belonging to the right side � The credit side

is the right-hand column in the accounts. �
He keeps the address list in the right-hand
drawer of his desk.
right-hand pageright-hand page /�rat h�nd �ped�/
noun the page on the right of a double page
spread, always with an odd folio � Begin
each chapter on a right-hand page. �
Right-hand pages should have odd folio
numbers.
right justificationright justification /�rat �d��stf |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of aligning the
right-hand margin on a piece of text so that
the edge is straight
right justifyright justify /�rat �d��stfa/ verb to
use computer commands to ensure that the
right-hand margins of text are straight
right-readingright-reading /�rat �ri�dŋ/ adjective
relating to film or text which reads from
left to right, when viewed from the emul-
sion side. Also called positive-reading
right-reading filmright-reading film /�rat �ri�dŋ �flm/
noun film which reads in the normal way,
from left to right, when viewed from the
emulsion side
rightsrights /rats/ plural noun the legal right to
publish something such as a book, picture
or extract from a text
rights and permissions departmentrights and permissions depart-
ment /�rats ən pə |�mʃ(ə)nz d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
publishing company which deals with
requests to reproduce material which is in
the company’s copyright or the copyright
of its authors, where the authors have
licensed the company to act on their behalf
rights fairrights fair /�rats feə/ noun a book fair
where publishers sell rights in books to
publishers from other countries, and also
meet agents and representatives
rights managerrights manager /�rats �m�nd�ə/
noun a person in charge of a rights depart-
ment
Rinco processRinco process /�rŋkəυ �prəυses/
noun the process of making gravure posi-
tives by photographing a proof of white
letters on a black background
RIPRIP noun 1. a printing instruction to indi-
cate that all the material is to be reduced or
enlarged in the same proportion. Full form
rest in proportion 2. a device that trans-
lates software instructions into an image or
complete page which is then printed by a
printer or typesetter. Full form raster
image processor
riserise /raz/ noun an increase or upward
movement � The rise in the price of paper
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has increased manufacturing costs by
10%. � verb to move upwards or to become
higher � Prices are rising faster than infla-
tion. � Interest rates have risen to 15%.
rising spacerising space /�razŋ �spes/, rising
type noun a defect in locking the forme,
which makes the type or spaces rise above
the normal height
risk capitalrisk capital /�rsk �k�pt(ə)l/ noun
same as venture capital
riverriver /�rvə/ noun a long white space
running down a printed page, caused when
wide spacing occurs between words on
every line. Also called street
road atlasroad atlas /�rəυd ��tləs/ noun a book
showing clearly the roads in a country, so
that drivers can find their way
ROBROB abbreviation run of book
roe chlorination numberroe chlorination number /�rəυ �klɔ�r|

�neʃ(ə)n �n�mbə/ noun a measurement of
how much chlorine a sample of paper pulp
will absorb, thus showing how easily it can
be bleached
ROIROI abbreviation return on investment
rollerroller /�rəυlə/ noun a round metal bar,
used in a printing press to guide the paper
through the machine
rolling headersrolling headers /�rəυlŋ �hedəz/ plural
noun the titles or headers of teletext pages,
displayed as they are received
rolling planrolling plan /�rəυlŋ �pl�n/ noun a plan
which runs for a period of time and is
updated regularly for the same period
roll-wrappedroll-wrapped /�rəυl r�pt/ adjective
relating to a magazine which is rolled up
before being wrapped for mailing
ROMROM /rɒm/ noun a computer system
which allows data to be read but not edited.
Full form read only memory (NOTE: There
is no plural for ROM, and it is often used
without the article: The file is stored in
ROM.)
romanroman1 /�rəυmən/ noun an ordinary
upright typeface, neither italic nor bold �
The text is set in Times Roman.

COMMENT: Roman characters were
developed in Italy in the late 15th century,
and have become the most widely used of
the type styles. It is generally believed that
roman characters are easier to read than
either italic or bold, possibly because
people are more accustomed to roman than
to other faces. In the 16th century, italic was
just as common as roman for continuous
text, and for several centuries black letter
type was widely used for all printing,
especially in Germany.

romanroman2 /rəυ |�mɒn/ noun French word
meaning a novel
RomanRoman /�rəυmən/ adjective relating to
ancient Italy, and especially to the Latin
script
roman à clefroman à clef /rəυ|�mɒn � �kle/ noun a
novel with characters drawn from real life,
where the reader and critics usually try to
find out who the characters are based on
romanisationromanisation /�rəυməna|�zeʃ(ə)n/,
romanization noun transliteration of a
non-Western script into roman characters
romaniseromanise /�rəυmənaz/, romanize verb
to transliterate a non-Western script into
roman characters � a romanised version of
Chinese
Roman numeralsRoman numerals /�rəυmən
�nju�mərəlz/, Roman figures noun
figures written I, II, III, IV, or i, ii, iii, iv,
etc. (as opposed to Arabic numerals such
as 1, 2, 3, 4)
romantic fiction

romantic fiction /rəυ|�m�ntk �fkʃən/
noun stories about love affairs
romantic novel

romantic novel /rəυ|�m�ntk �nɒv(ə)l/
noun a novel, usually aimed at women
readers, concerned with a love affair (NOTE:
As a group, novels are called fiction;
romantic fiction is all romantic novels
taken as a group.)
ROPROP abbreviation run of paper
rotary machinerotary machine /�rəυtəri mə|�ʃi�n/,
rotary press /�rəυtəri pres/ noun a
printing press whose printing plate is
curved and attached to a cylinder
rotary printingrotary printing /�rəυtəri �prntŋ/ noun
a printing process using a curved plate
attached to a cylinder, which prints onto
the paper as it lies flat
rotary strainer

rotary strainer /�rəυtəri �strenə/ noun
a large round cylinder with holes in it,
which turns round in the vat of stock,
removing large particles from it
rotary suction boxrotary suction box /�rəυtəri �s�kʃən
�bɒks/ noun same as suction roll
rotogravurerotogravure /�rəυtəυ"rə|�vjυə/ noun a
web-fed gravure printing on a rotary press,
used particularly for colour printing of
long runs
roughrough /r�f/ adjective 1. approximate or
not very accurate � a rough calculation � a
rough estimate 2. not finished � noun a
rough sketch of artwork � The designer
showed some roughs for the main double
page spread.
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rough copyrough copy /�r�f �kɒpi/ noun a draft of
a document which, it is expected, will have
changes made to it
rough draftrough draft /�r�f �drɑ�ft/ noun a plan of
a document which may have changes made
to it before it is complete
rough outrough out /�r�f �aυt/ verb to make a
draft or a general design � He roughed out
some sketches for the covers.
rough proofrough proof /�r�f �pru�f/ noun a proof
which shows in general how the layout
looks, used to indicate changes to the
layout
rough trimmedrough trimmed /�r�f �trmd/ adjective
relating to an art book whose pages are not
all trimmed to the same measure, e.g.
where only the excessively long or wide
pages are trimmed
roundround /raυnd/ adjective circular � verb to
make the spine of a book round � book
with a rounded back a book with a
convex spine
round and backround and back /�raυnd ən �b�k/,
rounding and backing noun a process in
binding where the book is given a rounded
spine and a concave foredge, also giving
the book a hinge
round bracketsround brackets /raυnd �br�kts/
plural noun printing symbols ( ), which
enclose words or characters and separate
them from the rest of the text
rounded backrounded back /�raυndd �b�k/ adjec-
tive relating to a style of binding where the
spine is made slightly round
rounded cornersrounded corners /�raυndd �kɔ�nəz/
plural noun corners of pages which are not
cut square, but are made round
routrout /raυt/ verb to cut away the blank
parts of a plate so that there is no chance of
their printing by accident
routingrouting /�raυtŋ/ noun the cutting away
of redundant blank parts from a plate
rowrow /rəυ/ noun a horizontal line in a table,
as opposed to columns which are vertical �
row of dots a series of dots printed one
after the other, used to indicate that some-
thing is missing or to lead the eye across
the page
royalroyal /�rɔəl/ adjective a traditional size of
book and paper (25 x 20 inches)

COMMENT: The metric royal paper sizes
are: royal octavo (234 x 156mm), royal
quarto (312 x 237mm); the quad royal sheet
is (1272 x 960mm).

royaltyroyalty /�rɔəlti/ noun money paid to a
writer for the right to use his or her prop-

erty, usually a percentage of sales or an
agreed amount per sale

COMMENT: Royalties can vary considerably.
An established author may receive 10% of
the list price on hardback sales and 15% for
paperback sales. Royalties can be based
on the list price (i.e., the price of the book
before it is discounted to the bookshop), or
on the receipts, which are the money
received by the publisher from the
bookshop. It is common to pay a royalty on
receipts in the case of sales overseas,
since they are usually at very high
discounts. Royalty statements will normally
show the numbers of copies sold in various
markets, together with the list price and the
discounted receipts. In Scandinavia (but not
in the UK) it is normal for the author to insist
on being told the quantity of copies printed,
as this will indicate the numbers given away
for review or as specimen copies. In
Russia, royalties are not based on sales,
but on the size of the book: a royalty would
be X roubles per 1000 characters or per 10
pages ‘signature’. In the UK, sliding
royalties are common on paperbacks,
where the author gets an increased royalty
as the quantity sold increases. In Russia,
the opposite is the case, where the author
gets a smaller percentage royalty from
reprints.

royalty chequeroyalty cheque /�rɔəlti tʃek/ noun a
cheque covering royalties for a particular
period
royalty splitroyalty split /�rɔəlti splt/ noun the
way in which a royalty is divided between
several authors or between author and
illustrator
royalty statementroyalty statement /�rɔəlti
�stetmənt/ noun a printed statement from
a publisher showing how much royalty is
due to an author
RPRP abbreviation reprinting
RPMRPM abbreviation resale price mainte-
nance
RP/NDRP/ND /�ɑ� pi� en �di�/ noun a report from
a publisher showing that a book will be
reprinted, but no date can be given for
copies being available
RPUCRPUC noun a report used by publishers to
encourage bookshops to order out-of-print
titles, and so record dues
RSSRSS noun a format which allows pieces of
microcontent to be sent as an automatic
feed from their source to another website
or a handset device. Full form Really
Simple Syndication
RTFRTF noun a text file format which
includes text commands that describe the
page, type, font and formatting � The RTF
format allows formatted pages to be
exchanged between different word-
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processing software. Full form rich text
format
.rtf.rtf suffix a file extension for an RTF file
rubrub /r�b/ verb to damage something by
repeated movement of one surface on
another � to rub out to remove pencil
notes with a rubber
rubberrubber /�r�bə/ noun 1. an elastic material
made from the sap of a tree 2. a piece of
soft material used to remove pencil marks
rubber blanketrubber blanket /�r�bə �bl�ŋkt/ noun a
rubber sheet which goes round the cylinder
in an offset press and takes the image from
the cylinder to be printed on the paper
rubber stamprubber stamp /�r�bə �st�mp/ noun a
small block of rubber, metal or wood
which is used in combination with ink to
make a mark on something to show that it
is official or to show ownership
rubilithrubilith /�ru�blθ/ noun a red masking
film used for photographic masking
rub resistancerub resistance /�r�b r|�zstəns/ noun
the ability of a printed surface not to be
damaged by rubbing, an important factor
in printing packaging material
rubricrubric /�ru�brk/ noun a set of rules or
instructions like those at the beginning of
an examination paper
rubyruby /�ru�bi/ noun an old printing size,
similar to five point (NOTE: The US term is
agate.)
rulerule /ru�l/ noun 1. a regulation telling
what is and is not allowed 2. a thin strip or
design used for borders or for separating
columns of type � verb to make a straight
line or mark something with straight lines
ruled borderruled border /�ru�ld �bɔ�də/ noun a
frame to a page made up of a straight line
round the edge
ruled paperruled paper /�ru�ld �pepə/ noun paper
that has lines printed on it for writing on
rulerruler /�ru�lə/ noun a long, flat object cali-
brated in inches or centimetres which is
used for measuring or drawing straight
lines
ruler guideruler guide /�ru�lə "ad/ noun a non-
printing dotted line that is used in page
layout software to help align objects prop-
erly on the page
ruler lineruler line /�ru�lə lan/ noun same as tab
rack
rulingruling /�ru�lŋ/ noun an official decision
which must be obeyed
runrun /r�n/ verb 1. to take charge of and be
responsible for an organisation or activity
� The head librarian will be running the

next course. 2. to make a machine work �
They run the computer every day.
run aroundrun around /r�n ə|�raυnd/, run round
noun type which is not set to the full width
but goes round an illustration � verb to
change the layout of text so that it goes
round an illustration � Run the blurb text
round the photograph of the author.
run backrun back /�r�n �b�k/ verb US to move
text from the beginning of one line back to
the end of the previous line or from the top
of one page back to the bottom of the
previous page (NOTE: The UK term is take
back.)
run downrun down /�r�n �daυn/ verb 1. to move
text from the end of one line to the begin-
ning of the next line or from the bottom of
one page to the top of the next page (NOTE:
The UK term is take over.) 2. to reduce the
amount of work done by a department or
organisation 3. to criticise somebody
aggressively
runnabilityrunnability /�r�nə|�blti/ noun the
ability of paper to run easily through a
printing press
runnerrunner /�r�nə/ noun a small line number
printed in the margin of a text
running costsrunning costs /�r�nŋ kɒsts/, running
expenses plural noun money spent on the
day-to-day cost of keeping a business
going. Also called operating costs

COMMENT: In book production, running or
variable costs are all the costs which vary
with the print run (paper, printing and
binding costs); fixed or plant costs include
typesetting, reproduction, editorial costs.

running footrunning foot /�r�nŋ fυt/ noun a line of
print which appears at the foot of each page
running headrunning head /�r�nŋ hed/, running
headline noun a headline which runs from
page to page throughout a book, usually
the title or a chapter title, but in diction-
aries, directories and encyclopedias it is
usually the first and last headwords on each
page
running onrunning on /�r�nŋ �ɒn/ noun the
printing of sheets after the machine has
been made ready
running sheetrunning sheet /�r�nŋ ʃi�t/ noun a
printed sheet taken from the machine at the
beginning of a print run to check if it is
printing correctly
running textrunning text /�r�nŋ �tekst/ noun the
main text of a book which continues over
the pages, in which notes and illustrations
have only a set limited position
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running total

running total /�r�nŋ �təυt(ə)l/ noun a
total carried from one column of figures to
the next
run of book

run of book /r�n əv bυk/, run of paper,
run of week /�r�n əv �wi�k/ noun an
advertiser’s order to the advertising depart-
ment of a publication, in which space is
bought at the basic rate without specifying
the advertisement’s position. Abbr ROB,
ROP, ROW
run off

run off /�r�n �ɒf/ verb to print something
rapidly � They ran off six hundred leaflets
before lunch.
run on

run on /�r�n �ɒn/ verb 1. to print more
sheets after the first number have been
printed � Can you quote for 5,000 print run
and 1,000 run on? � We decided to run on
3,000 copies to the first printing. 2. to
make the text continue without a break, or
without a line break � The quotation
should run on from the line above.
run-on chapter

run-on chapter /�r�n ɒn �tʃ�ptə/ noun
a chapter that does not start a new page
(NOTE: The US term is run-in chapter.)

run-on pricerun-on price /�r�n ɒn pras/ noun a
price for the extra sheets run on after the
main quantity has been printed
run-outrun-out /�r�n aυt/ noun a bromide
produced by a phototypesetter
run overrun over /�r�n �əυvə/ verb to allow text
to go onto the next line or page � The last
two lines of the quotation can run over
onto the following page.
runoverrunover /�r�nəυvə/ noun US a block of
text which has been reset
run throughrun through /�r�n θru�/ adjective going
right across the sheet of paper
rushrush /r�ʃ/ noun an act of doing something
fast � verb to make something go fast � to
rush an order through the factory � to rush
a shipment to Africa
rushesrushes /�r�ʃz/ plural noun positive
cinema or video film which is printed from
the negatives, and which has not been
edited
rush jobrush job /�r�ʃ d�ɒb/ noun a job that has
to be done fast
rush orderrush order /�r�ʃ �ɔ�də/ noun an order
that has to be supplied fast
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saddle /�s�d(ə)l/ noun a device on which
an unbound booklet is placed to be stitched
saddle stitchsaddle stitch /�s�d(ə)l sttʃ/ noun in
bookbinding, a method of binding the
pages of a small book or magazine together
by folding it in half and stitching along the
line of the fold
saddle-stitched

saddle-stitched /�s�d(ə)l �sttʃt/
adjective bound with saddle-stitching
saddle-stitchersaddle-stitcher /�s�d(ə)l �sttʃə/ noun
a machine for saddle-stitching
saddle-stitchingsaddle-stitching /�s�d(ə)l �sttʃŋ/
noun binding where the signature is
stitched through the middle of the fold,
usually with wire, usually for small books
up to 96 pages maximum
saddle-wire stitchingsaddle-wire stitching /�s�d(ə)l �waə
�sttʃŋ/ noun saddle-stitching using metal
wire, like staples
safety marginsafety margin /�sefti �mɑ�d�n/ noun
the time or space allowed for something to
be safe
salesale /sel/ noun the act of selling or of
giving an item in exchange for money
saleability

saleability /�selə |�blti/ noun a quality
in an item which makes it easy to sell
sale on commissionsale on commission /�sel ɒn kə|

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun same as commission sale
sale or returnsale or return /�sel ɔ� r|�t!�n/ noun a
system where the retailer sends stock back
if it is not sold, and receives credit from the
supplier for unsold items � We have taken
400 copies on sale or return.
sales appealsales appeal /�selz ə|�pi�l/ noun the
qualities of a product which make
customers want to buy it
sales budgetsales budget /�selz �b�d�t/ noun a
plan of probable sales
sales campaign

sales campaign /�selz k�m |�pen/
noun planned work to achieve higher sales

sales chartsales chart /�selz tʃɑ�t/ noun a
diagram showing how sales vary from
month to month
sales conferencesales conference /�selz
�kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun a meeting of sales
managers, representatives, publicity staff,
etc., to discuss results and future sales
plans. Also called sales meeting
sales curvesales curve /�selz k!�v/ noun a graph
showing how sales increase or decrease
sales departmentsales department /�selz d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
company which organises the sales of its
products
sales drivesales drive /�selz drav/ noun a
vigorous effort to increase sales
sales executivesales executive /�selz " |�zekjυtv/
noun a person in a company in charge of
sales to particular clients
sales figuressales figures /�selz �f"əz/ plural noun
the total sales, or sales broken down by
category
sales forcesales force /�selz fɔ�s/ noun a group of
salespeople working for one company
sales forecastsales forecast /�selz �fɔ�kɑ�st/ noun a
calculation of future sales
sales ledgersales ledger /�selz �led�ə/ noun a book
in which sales are noted
sales literaturesales literature /�selz �lt(ə)rətʃə/
noun printed information such as leaflets
or prospectuses which helps sales
sales managersales manager /�selz �m�nd�ə/ noun
a person in charge of a sales department
sales meetingsales meeting /�selz �mi�tŋ/ noun
same as sales conference
salespersonsalesperson /�selz |�p!�s(ə)n/ noun a
person who represents a company, selling
its products or services to retail shops � We
have six salespeople calling on accounts in
central London.
sales plansales plan /�selz pl�n/ noun a plan for
marketing a book
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sales promotionsales promotion /�selz prə|

�məυʃ(ə)n/ noun sales techniques aimed at
increasing sales, e.g. offering free gifts,
running competitions
sales reportsales report /�selz r|�pɔ�t/ noun a
computer printout showing the sales over a
particular period
sales representativesales representative /�selz repr |

�zentətv/, sales rep /�selz rep/ noun a
person who works for a company, showing
goods or services for sale � We have six
sales representatives in Europe. � They
have vacancies for sales reps to call on
accounts in the north of the country.
sales sheetsales sheet /�selz ʃi�t/ noun a piece of
paper which gives details of a product and
explains why it is good
sales targetssales targets /�selz �tɑ�"ts/ plural
noun the amount of sales a representative
is expected to achieve
sales volumesales volume /�selz �vɒlju�m/ noun
same as volume of sales
Salon du LivreSalon du Livre /�s�lɒn dυ �li�vrə/ noun
a book fair in a French-speaking country,
e.g. the Paris Salon du Livre
same sizesame size /�sem �saz/ noun an instruc-
tion on artwork, showing that it has to be
kept the same size and not reduced or
enlarged. Abbr s/s
samizdatsamizdat /�s�mzd�t/ noun publishing
carried on by private individuals or groups
in a country where the state has a
monopoly of publishing and where
publishing is strictly censored. � under-
ground literature

COMMENT: Originally applied to Russia
(‘samizdat’ is an abbreviated form of the
Russian for ‘do-it-yourself-publishing’); the
term is now used for any country.

samplesample /�sɑ�mpəl/ noun a small quantity
of a product used to show what it is like
sample booksample book /�sɑ�mpəl bυk/ noun a
book showing samples of different types of
cloth or paper, etc.
sample coversample cover /�sɑ�mpəl �k�və/ noun a
proof of a cover of a book, used as sales
material
sample pagessample pages /�sɑ�mpəl �pedz/
plural noun a proof of pages of a book,
showing the layout and part of the text,
used as sales material
sand trapsand trap /�s�nd tr�p/ noun a set of
bars in a trough which trap heavy particles
of grit that may have got into the pulp
before it goes into the papermaking
process

sans serifsans serif /�s�nz �serf/ noun a style of
printing letters with all lines of equal thick-
ness and no serifs. � serif (NOTE: Often
simply called sans: The headwords are set
in a 9 point sans face.)

COMMENT: Sans faces are less easy to read
than seriffed faces and they are rarely used
for continuous text, although some
magazines use them for text matter.
Nevertheless, legibility is not always what
the typographer is aiming for; immediate
recognisability of a word is possibly easier
with sans faces, and this is why they are
commonly used for road signs and other
public notices. Sans faces are not as
common in the USA as in Europe.

saveallsaveall /�sevɔ�l/ noun a device in a
paper mill to save useful fibres from the
white water drained out of pulp
sawingsawing /�sɔ�ŋ/ noun the process of
cutting notches in the sewn signatures for
cords to lie in when hand binding
SBNSBN abbreviation Standard Book Number
scsc abbreviation 1. an instruction to the
compositor to set text in small capitals,
indicated by the copy editor on the manu-
script with two lines under the text. Full
form small caps 2. single column
scalablescalable /�skeləb(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to fonts used for computer graphics
that can be made to appear in a wide range
of sizes
scalescale /skel/ noun 1. a set of marks or
standards for measuring things 2. the size
or level of something in relation to what is
usual � Scale of development was very
difficult to estimate. � verb 1. to indicate on
artwork how it should be reduced or
enlarged � to scale down, to scale up to
make something smaller or bigger in
proportion 2. to calculate how much an
illustration should be enlarged or reduced
to fit
scale drawingscale drawing /�skel �drɔ�ŋ/ noun a
drawing which is done to scale
scale of chargesscale of charges /�skel əv �t�ɑ�d�z/,
scale of prices /skel əv/ noun a list
showing various prices
scale outscale out /�skel �aυt/ verb to show how
many copies each store in a chain will take,
according to a system based on the size of
the shop
scale-outscale-out /�skel aυt/ noun a system of
ordering different numbers of copies for
different stores in a chain
scalpelscalpel /�sk�lpəl/ noun a very sharp
knife, used by designers when cutting
artwork or film
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scampscamp /sk�mp/ noun a very rough
layout of text and illustrations
scanscan /sk�n/ verb 1. to look at something
very quickly in order to see what it is about
2. to examine periodicals routinely in order
to keep users informed of new material 3.
to use a machine to read coded data � noun
an examination of an image or object to
obtain data
scan areascan area /�sk�n �eəriə/ noun the
section of an image read by a scanner
scannerscanner /�sk�nə/ noun a machine that
converts documents, drawings or photo-
graphs into machine-readable form

COMMENT: A scanner can be a device using
photoelectric cells as in an image digitiser,
or a device that samples data from a
process. One type of scanner reads the
barcode on the product label using a laser
beam and photodiode; another can read
text and by recognising characters, stores
them as data on a computer; yet another
type will scan colour originals and carry out
colour separations.

scanningscanning /�sk�nŋ/ noun 1. the action of
examining and producing data from the
shape of an object or drawing 2. the
process of carrying out colour separations
electronically
scanning devicescanning device /�sk�nŋ d |�vas/
noun a device that allows micrographic
images to be selected rapidly from a reel of
film
scanning errorscanning error /�sk�nŋ �erə/ noun an
error introduced while scanning an image
� A wrinkled or torn page may be the cause
of scanning errors.
scanning ratescanning rate /�sk�nŋ ret/ noun the
time taken to scan one line or image
scanning resolutionscanning resolution /�sk�nŋ rezə |

�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the ability of a scanner to
register small pixels
scanning speedscanning speed /�sk�nŋ spi�d/ noun
the speed with which a line or image is
scanned � Its scanning speed is 9.9
seconds for an 8.5 x 11 inch document.
scan platescan plate /�sk�n plet/ noun an
engraved printing plate made by electronic
photoengraving
scatter proofscatter proof /�sk�tə pru�f/ noun a
proof showing several illustrations printed
together on the same sheet, and not as they
will appear in the final page layout
scenarioscenario /s|�nɑ�riəυ/ noun the way in
which a situation is likely to develop � The
planners took account of the worst possible
scenario.

scheduleschedule /�ʃedju�l/ noun 1. a written list
of information, e.g. prices, conditions,
dates and times 2. a detailed written
programme of events and times
schedulingscheduling /�ʃedju�lŋ/ noun the act of
drawing up a plan or timetable
scholarly booksscholarly books /�skɒləli bυks/ plural
noun books published on university and
academic subjects
scholarly pressscholarly press /�skɒləli pres/ noun a
publishing company that publishes schol-
arly books
scholasticscholastic /skə|�l�stk/ adjective
related to university and academic subjects
schoolschool /sku�l/ noun 1. a faculty, depart-
ment or institution that offers specialised
instruction in an academic subject 2. all the
staff and students of an educational institu-
tion 3. a place or period of activity
regarded as providing knowledge or expe-
rience
school bookschool book /�sku�l bυk/ noun an
educational book published for use in
schools
school book supplyschool book supply /�sku�l bυk sə |

�pla/ noun a method of supplying books to
schools
school editionschool edition /�sku�l  |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun
an edition of a book specially made for sale
to schools
school representativeschool representative /�sku�l rep/,
school rep, schools rep noun a repre-
sentative who calls on schools to show
books to teachers who may then order
them for the students
schools broadcastschools broadcast /�sku�lz
�brɔ�dkɑ�st/ noun a television or radio
programme for schools
sciencescience /�saəns/ noun knowledge
which can be tested and proved usually
according to natural laws
science editorscience editor /�saəns �edtə/ noun an
editor at a publishing house responsible for
a science list
science fictionscience fiction /�saəns �fkʃən/ noun
fiction books based on imaginative ideas
about the future on this and other planets.
Abbr sci-fi
scientificscientific technical and medical
publishing /�saəntfk �teknk(ə)l ən
�medk(ə)l �p�blʃŋ/ noun publishing of
specialised books in science, technology
and medicine. Abbr STM
sci-fisci-fi /�sa fa/ abbreviation science
fiction
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scissors and paste jobscissors and paste job /�szəz ən
�pest d�ɒb/ noun 1. the preparation of a
design paste-up or camera-ready copy for
reproduction, by taking various pieces of
artwork or film and pasting them in posi-
tion 2. a book or article made almost
entirely of passages from other works
sci-tech

sci-tech /�sa tek/ noun US scientific and
technical publishing
scoop

scoop /sku�p/ noun 1. an exciting news
story which a reporter is the first to find, or
which no other newspaper has reported 2.
the signing of a sought-after person to
write for one’s newspaper or publishing
company
score

score /skɔ�/ verb to draw lines with a
sharp edge or rule across paper or card, so
that it can fold more easily
scoringscoring /�skɔ�rŋ/ noun the process of
making lines on paper or board so that it
will fold more easily, used on the covers of
paper-bound books so that the covers bend
easily
Scotchprint

Scotchprint /�skɒtʃprnt/ a trade name
for a coated repro film, used for making
litho originals from letterpress blocks
scoutscout /skaυt/ noun a person who looks
out for something
scrapscrap /skr�p/ noun waste material or
pieces of paper � verb to throw something
away as useless � They had to scrap 10,000
covers and reprint them with the correct
title.
scraperboardscraperboard /�skrepəbɔ�d/ noun a
board used by artists, either a white board
with a black coating, or a black board with
a white coating
scratch

scratch /skr�tʃ/ verb to draw a little line
through a character to show that it is wrong
screamer

screamer /�skri�mə/ noun (informal ) 1.
an exclamation mark 2. US a very large
headline in a newspaper
screenscreen /skri�n/ noun a flat surface
capable of displaying pictures and words �
verb to investigate or check people or
things for a specific fault or danger � The
information was screened to check that it
was completely accurate.

COMMENT: Photographic screens have
varied degrees of fineness. according to the
subject matter and type of paper used. The
dots vary between 40 and 200 lines per
inch. Typical screens are 50 to 60 for
newsprint, 80 to 100 for MF and SC papers,
120 to 133 for imitation art papers and 150
or more for high-grade art papers.

screen anglescreen angle /�skri�n ��ŋ"(ə)l/ noun
the angle at which a screen is set before the
photograph is taken
screen attributesscreen attributes /skri�n ə|�trbju�ts/
plural noun variables defining the shape,
size and colour of text or graphics
displayed
screen editorscreen editor /�skri�n �edtə/ noun
software that allows the user to edit text on
screen, with one complete page of infor-
mation being displayed at a time
screened printscreened print /�skri�nd prnt/ noun a
print made using a screen
screen formatscreen format /�skri�n �fɔ�m�t/ noun
the way in which a screen is laid out
screenfulscreenful /�skri�nfυl/ noun one
complete frame of information displayed
on a computer monitor
screenplayscreenplay /�skri�nple/ noun the text
of the dialogue of a film
screen printscreen print /�skri�n prnt/ noun a print
taken from a film which has been screened
screen printingscreen printing /�skri�n �prntŋ/,
screen process printing noun a printing
process where a design is inked through a
fine screen, parts of which are covered by a
stencil to prevent the ink passing through
screen refreshscreen refresh /�skri�n r |�freʃ/ verb to
update regularly the images on a CRT
screen by scanning each pixel with a
picture beam to make sure the image is still
visible
screen rulingscreen ruling /�skri�n �ru�lŋ/ noun the
number of lines per inch on a screen or the
number of dots per inch on a halftone
screen tintscreen tint /�skri�n tnt/ noun a
mechanical screen, shading in dots or
lines, which is preprinted and can be cut up
and stuck down to give shading in artwork
screenwriterscreenwriter /�skri�nratə/ noun a
person who writes scenarios for films
scriptscript /skrpt/ noun 1. the written text of
a play or film 2. handwriting which is
made to look like printing � verb to write
the script for a play, film or TV documen-
tary � The show was scripted by Joe Smith.
scriptwriterscriptwriter /�skrptratə/ noun a
person who writes a film or TV or radio
script
scrollscroll /skrəυl/ verb to move text up or
down a computer screen one line at a time
scrubscrub /skr�b/ verb to wipe information
off a disk, or remove data from a store �
Scrub all files referring to 1994 taxes.
scuffingscuffing /�sk�fŋ/ noun the roughening
of a paper surface due to rubbing
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scummingscumming /�sk�mŋ/ noun a situation
where the non-image areas of a litho-
graphic print take in ink, giving black
marks in the white areas. Also called catch
up
searchsearch /s!�tʃ/ verb to look through a
document in order to find a specific item or
word � noun the process of identifying a
character, word or section of data in a
document or file
search and replacesearch and replace /�s!�tʃ ən r |

�ples/ noun a facility on a word processor
which allows the user to find words or
strings of characters and change them
search directorysearch directory /�s!�tʃ da |�rekt(ə)ri/
noun a website in which links to informa-
tion are organised into a categorical, alpha-
betical hierarchy to provide the broadest
response to a query
search enginesearch engine /�s!�tʃ �end�n/ noun
software that carries out a search of a data-
base when a user asks it to find informa-
tion. On the Internet there are many search
engines that list all the websites and allow
a user to find a website by searching for
particular information.
search engine registrationsearch engine registration /�s!�tʃ
�end�n red� |�streʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of registering a website with a
search engine, so that the site can be
selected when a user requests a search
search routinesearch routine /�s!�tʃ ru� |�ti�n/ noun
software which allows the user to search
for an item in a database
secondary colourssecondary colours /�sekənd(ə)ri
�k�ləz/ plural noun colours formed by
mixing primary colours
secondary educationsecondary education /�sekənd(ə)ri
�edjυ|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the period of
schooling between primary school and
further or higher education, usually from
about 11 to 16 or 18 years of age
secondary publishingsecondary publishing /�sekənd(ə)ri
�p�blʃŋ/ noun publishing books for use
in secondary schools
second coloursecond colour /�sekənd �k�lə/ noun
the colour which is printed second in two-
colour work
second coversecond cover /�sekənd �k�və/ noun
the inside front cover of a magazine
second halfsecond half /�sekənd �hɑ�f/, second
half-year /�sekənd �hɑ�f jə/ noun a
period of six months from 1st July to end
of December � The figures for the second
half are up on those for the first part of the
year.

secondhandsecondhand /�sekənd|�h�nd/ adjective
relating to something that has been previ-
ously owned by somebody else
second quartersecond quarter /�sekənd �kwɔ�tə/
noun a period of three months from April
to the end of June
second serial rightssecond serial rights /�sekənd �səriəl
�rats/ plural noun the right to publish
sections of a book in a magazine or news-
paper after the book has been published
secretsecret /�si�krət/ noun a piece of informa-
tion that is known only to a few people and
is intentionally withheld from general
knowledge
sectionsection /�sekʃən/ noun 1. part of a book
which is made from one sheet of paper �
The book is printed in 32-page sections. �

signature 2. a supplement to a newspaper
or magazine � The paper has a special
travel section on Saturdays. 3. a printed
sign showing a paragraph division or that a
footnote is being referred to 4. a depart-
ment within a company � the legal section
sectorsector /�sektə/ noun a division of a group
or area which is also part of a larger one
secure serversecure server /s |�kjυə �s!�və/ noun an
Internet server that allows for the encryp-
tion of data and thus is suitable for use in e-
commerce
Secure Sockets LayerSecure Sockets Layer /s|�kjυə
�sɒkts �leə/ noun a secure format for
sending documents which are encrypted
and decrypted using two special keys.
Abbr SSL
secure systemsecure system /s |�kjυə �sstəm/ noun
a system that cannot be accessed without
the permission of the owner
secure websitesecure website /s |�kjυə �websat/
noun a website on the Internet that
encrypts the messages between the visitor
and the site to ensure that no hacker or
eavesdropper can intercept the information
securitysecurity /s |�kjυərti/ noun measures
taken to make a place or person safe from
attack or danger
security papersecurity paper /s |�kjυərti �pepə/
noun paper with a special watermark to
prevent it being imitated
security printersecurity printer /s |�kjυərti �prntə/
noun a printer who prints paper money,
company reports, secret government docu-
ments, etc.
see copysee copy /�si� �kɒpi/ verb an instruction
to the typesetter to look at the original
manuscript to see how the text setting is
instructed
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see-safesee-safe /�si� sef/ noun an agreement
where the publisher who has sold books to
a bookseller will give credit for unsold
books at the end of a period under partic-
ular conditions � We bought the stock see-
safe.
see-throughsee-through /�si� θru�/ noun a situation
where text on the verso of a page can be
seen through the paper
seizeseize /si�z/ verb to take hold of something
or to take possession of something � The
customs seized the shipment of books. �
The court ordered the company’s funds to
be seized.
seizureseizure /�si��ə/ noun taking possession
of something � The court ordered the
seizure of the books.
selectselect /s |�lekt/ verb to find and choose
specific information or data
selectionselection /s|�lekʃən/ noun a range of
products and services available and chosen
self-archivingself-archiving /�self �ɑ�kavŋ/ noun
the act of archiving an electronic document
by uploading a copy to a publicly-acces-
sible website
self-coverself-cover /�self �k�və/ noun a cover
which is printed on the same paper as the
text of the book, used for brochures and
small books
self-endpapersself-endpapers /�self �endpepəz/,
self-ends plural noun endpapers that are
part of the printed book, and not added
specially
self-mailerself-mailer /self �melə/ noun a mailing
piece which does not need an envelope
self-publishingself-publishing /�self �p�blʃŋ/ noun
a type of publishing in which the authors
arrange for the books to be printed,
marketed and sold, rather than using a
traditional publishing company
self-sealingself-sealing /�self �si�lŋ/ adjective
sticking itself without needing to be wetted
self-wrapperself-wrapper /�self �r�pə/ noun same as
self-cover
sellerseller /�selə/ noun something that sells �
This book is a steady seller.
selling costsselling costs /�selŋ kɒsts/ plural noun
the amount of money to be paid for adver-
tising, reps’ commissions, etc., involved in
selling something
selling fairselling fair /�selŋ �feə/ noun a book fair
such as the Geneva Book Fair or the Paris
Salon du Livre, where books can be sold to
the public
semi-semi- /semi/ prefix combining with nouns
and adjectives to form words which

describe something that is only in a part
state
semi-boldsemi-bold /�semi bəυld/ noun a type-
face which is between light and bold
semichemical pulpsemichemical pulp /�semikemk(ə)l
p�lp/ noun pulp that is prepared partly by
mechanical means and partly by chemical
semicolonsemicolon /�semi|�kəυlɒn/ noun a punc-
tuation sign (;) used to join rather than
separate two parts of a sentence, as in ‘The
safe that had been broken into was on one
side of the room; the other safe appeared to
be intact.’
semi-display advertisementsemi-display advertisement /�semi
d |�sple əd|�v!�tsmənt/ noun an adver-
tisement inside a box in the classified
advertisements section of a newspaper
semiliteratesemiliterate /�semi|�lt(ə)rət/ adjective
1. unable to read or write properly 2. US
having only limited understanding of a
particular subject, especially a technical
one
sensitisesensitise /�senstaz/, sensitize verb to
make something sensitive
sensitised papersensitised paper /�senstazd �pepə/
noun paper that has had chemicals added to
it or has been coated with a substance, to
make it sensitive to light
sensitivesensitive /�senstv/ adjective strongly
able to be aware of feelings
sensitivity guidesensitivity guide /�sens |�tvti �"ad/
noun a strip of film which can be used to
show what exposure to use
sentencesentence /�sentəns/ noun a group of
words which is complete in itself,
containing a subject and a verb
separateseparate verb /�sepəret/ to cause two
things to be apart and unconnected � adjec-
tive /�sep(ə)rət/ not together � noun
/�sep(ə)rət/ a single article from a journal
which is reprinted separately
separated graphicsseparated graphics /�sepəretd
�"r�fks/ plural noun displayed characters
that do not take up the whole of a character
matrix, resulting in spaces between them
separation filterseparation filter /�sepə|�reʃ(ə)n �fltə/
noun one of the three filters used to make
colour separations
separationsseparations /�sepə|�reʃ(ə)nz/ noun
each of the separated printing colour
components of a piece of artwork
sepiasepia /�si�piə/ noun a brown ink, often
used to give an old-fashioned look to
photographs
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sepia photographsepia photograph /�si�piə
�fəυtə"rɑ�f/ noun a photograph using
tones of sepia brown
sequencesequence /�si�kwəns/ noun an arrange-
ment which follows a consecutive order
sequential accesssequential access /s |�kwenʃ(ə)l
��kses/ noun the state of information only
being able to be accessed in a given order

‘…no one is seriously expecting a tape
replacement, in large part because tape
volumes continue to vastly outstrip any
competitive technologies. For all its
sequential-access inconvenience and
sheer old-fashioned aura, tape has
remained the reliable performer at the
end of the enterprise data chain.’
[Computing]

sequential access storagesequential access storage /s |

�kwenʃ(ə)l ��kses �stɔ�rd�/ noun a
storage medium whose data is accessed
sequentially
serialserial /�səriəl/ noun 1. a journal or maga-
zine that is published at regular intervals 2.
a story published in regular instalments
serialisationserialisation /�səriəla |�zeʃ(ə)n/, seri-
alization noun publication of a book in
parts in a magazine or newspaper
serialiseserialise /�səriəlaz/, serialize verb to
publish a book in parts in a magazine or
newspaper
serial numberserial number /�səriəl �n�mbə/ noun a
number given to an item which identifies it
by its position in a sequence
serial publicationserial publication /�səriəl �p�bl |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun publication of a book in
parts in several issues of a magazine or
newspaper
serial rightsserial rights /�səriəl rats/ plural noun
the right to reproduce a book chapter by
chapter in a magazine or newspaper over a
period of time
seriesseries /�səri�z/ noun a group of related
items ordered in a sequence, e.g. the
volumes in a set of books � ‘At Lady
Molly’s’ is the seventh title in the ‘Dance to
the Music of Time’ series.
series titleseries title /�səri�z �tat(ə)l/ noun the
title given to a series of books, each one of
which has its own separate title
serifserif /�serf/ noun 1. a small decorative
line added to letters in some fonts. � sans
serif 2. a font that uses serifs, such as
Times New Roman

COMMENT: Serifs can be straight, or
sloping, or curved. They derive from Roman
letters cut in stone. The purpose of adding
serifs to letters is first to keep the letters

apart, while at the same time making it
possible to link one letter to the next, and
secondly to make the letters distinct, in
particular the top parts which the reader
recognises when reading. To test this,
cover the bottom half of a line of seriffed
face text and do the same for a line of sans
face text: then compare the legibility of the
top parts of the letters. In the USA, seriffed
faces are preferred because some sans
faces do not distinguish between the capital
‘I’ and the lower case ‘l’, making it
impossible to write the word ‘Illinois’, or
particularly its abbreviation ‘Ill’.

seriffedseriffed /�serft/ adjective with serifs �
Times Roman is a seriffed typeface. �
Seriffed type is more legible than sans serif.
serigraphyserigraphy /se |�r"rəfi/ noun silk screen
printing, where the ink is forced through a
fine cloth onto the paper behind
serverserver /�s!�və/ noun a computer with a
large storage capacity which provides a
function to a network of terminals
service contractservice contract /�s!�vs �kɒntr�kt/
noun a contract between a company and a
director showing all the director’s condi-
tions of work
service providerservice provider /�s!�vs prə|�vadə/
noun a company that provides people and
businesses with access to the Internet,
usually charging a monthly fee
setset /set/ noun a group of related items �
adjective 1. fixed or unable to be changed
2. relating to text that has been typeset �
verb to typeset or put a text into printed
characters � The manuscript has been
marked up and sent to the typesetters for
setting. � The page is set in 12 point Times
Roman. � ‘set flush’ set with no indents �
‘set solid’ set without any leading between
the lines
set formatset format /�set �fɔ�m�t/ noun a format
that is used for all titles in a series and
cannot be changed
set offset off /�set �ɒf/ verb to transfer ink from
one sheet to another
set-offset-off /�set ɒf/, setting-off noun a
printing defect where a sheet is marked
with wet ink from another newly printed
sheet
set sizeset size /�set �saz/ noun a measurement
of horizontal dimensions in sets
settingsetting /�setŋ/ noun 1. the time and
place where the action of a book or film
happens 2. the position of the controls on a
machine � There are two settings: fast and
slow.
setting costssetting costs /�setŋ kɒsts/ plural noun
the cost of typesetting a text
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setting rulesetting rule /�setŋ ru�l/ noun the part of
a composing stick that has measurements
on it, so that the compositor can measure
the width of the text
setting sticksetting stick /�setŋ stk/ noun a
narrow box in which the compositor places
the pieces of type as he or she sets each line
setting up costssetting up costs /�setŋ ��p kɒsts/,
setup costs /�set�p kɒsts/ plural noun
the costs of getting a machine or a factory
ready to make a new product after finishing
work on another one
setting-up timesetting-up time /�setŋ ��p �tam/,
setup time /�set�p tam/ noun the time
taken to get a machine ready for printing
set upset up /�set ��p/ verb to begin something
� to set up a machine to get a machine
ready for printing
set widthset width /�set �wdθ/ noun the width of
the body of a printed character
seven P’sseven P’s /�sev(ə)n �pi�z/ plural noun a
simple way of summarising the essentials
of the marketing mix, which are Product,
Price, Promotion, Place, Packaging, Posi-
tioning and People
sewsew /səυ/ verb to attach something using
a needle and thread
sewingsewing /�səυŋ/ noun part of the binding
process, when gathered pages are sewn
together in signatures and then attached to
form the book block
sewing machinesewing machine /�səυŋ mə|�ʃi�n/
noun a machine for sewing signatures
sewing threadsewing thread /�səυŋ θred/ noun
thread used in a sewing machine
sewn bindingsewn binding /�səυn �bandŋ/ noun
binding where the signatures are attached
with thread
sextodecimosextodecimo /�sekstəυ |�desməυ/
noun a size of book page traditionally
created by folding a single sheet of
standard-sized printing paper four times,
giving 16 leaves or 32 pages
sexual discriminationsexual discrimination /�sekʃuəl
dskrm|�neʃ(ə)n/, sex discrimination
/�seks dskrm |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun treatment
of male and female employees in different
ways, usually to the disadvantage of the
women
SGMLSGML /�es d�i� em|�el/ noun a hardware-
independent standard which defines how
documents should be marked up to indicate
bolds, italics, margins and so on. Full form
standard generalised markup language.
� XML (NOTE: Generally used to code data

for database entry or to mark up a book
before it is typeset.)
shadeshade /ʃed/ noun a variation in the
colour or black and white texture of
printing produced by adding black � verb
to colour in a section of a drawing by
adding a darker colour or a textured pattern
shaded areashaded area /�ʃedd �eəriə/ noun a
darker part in an illustration
shaded lettersshaded letters /�ʃedd �letəz/ plural
noun display letters which give a shadow
effect
shadingshading /�ʃedŋ/ noun the act of
showing darker sections of a line drawing
by adding dark colour or by drawing criss-
cross lines
shadowshadow /�ʃ�dəυ/ noun a dark part of a
photograph or halftone
shadow markshadow mark /�ʃ�dəυ mɑ�k/ noun a
paper defect where marks left by the rollers
can be seen
shankshank /ʃ�ŋk/ noun the main part of a
piece of metal type
share capitalshare capital /�ʃeə �k�pt(ə)l/ noun the
value of the assets of a company held as
shares, less its debts
sharewareshareware /�ʃeəweə/ noun software that
is available free to sample, but if kept the
user is expected to pay a fee to the writer
sharpsharp /ʃɑ�p/ adjective very clear � The
reproduction is not sharp enough – the
edges are fuzzy.
sharpensharpen /�ʃɑ�pən/ verb to make some-
thing sharper
sharpnesssharpness /�ʃɑ�pnəs/ noun clearness of
a printed image � The cover lacks sharp-
ness.
shavingshaving /�ʃevŋ/ noun the act of trim-
ming pages so much that part of the text is
cut off
shavingsshavings /�ʃevŋz/ plural noun thin
strips of paper cut off at the paper mill or
during binding
sheepskinsheepskin /�ʃi�pskn/ noun a white
binding material made from the skin of
sheep. Compare parchment
sheetsheet /ʃi�t/ noun a large flat piece of
material or paper
sheet cuttersheet cutter /�ʃi�t �k�tə/ noun a
machine that cuts reeled paper into sheets
sheetersheeter /�ʃi�tə/ noun a machine for
cutting a web of paper into sheets
sheet-fed presssheet-fed press /�ʃi�t fed �pres/ noun a
printing press which takes single sheets of
paper, as opposed to a web press which
takes reels of paper
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sheet feedsheet feed /�ʃi�t fi�d/ noun a device that
feeds single sheets of paper into a printer
one at a time
sheet feed attachmentsheet feed attachment /�ʃi�t fi�d ə|

�t�tʃmənt/ noun a device that can be
attached to a printer to allow single sheets
of paper to be fed in automatically
sheet of papersheet of paper /�ʃi�t əv �pepə/ noun a
flat piece of paper, especially a large piece
of paper for printing, which has not been
folded
sheet sizessheet sizes /�ʃi�t �sazz/ plural noun
the standard sizes of paper available in
sheets
sheet stocksheet stock /�ʃi�t stɒk/ noun a stock of
printed sheets of a book, which are not yet
bound
sheet wandersheet wander /�ʃi�t �wɒndə/ noun a
defect caused when the web of paper
moves from side to side while passing
through the press
sheetwisesheetwise /�ʃi�twaz/ adverb printed on
one side of a sheet of paper at a time
sheet worksheet work /�ʃi�t w!�k/ noun printing on
both sides of a sheet of paper to produce
one copy
shelfbackshelfback /�ʃelfb�k/ noun the spine of a
book
shelf fillershelf filler /�ʃelf �flə/ noun a person
whose job it is to make sure that the shelves
in a shop are kept full of items for sale
shelf spaceshelf space /�ʃelf spes/ noun the
amount of space on shelves in a shop
shelf talkershelf talker /�ʃelf �tɔ�kə/ noun a card
display which advertises a book, placed on
a shelf next to the stock of the book itself
shelf wobblershelf wobbler /�ʃelf �wɒblə/ noun a
piece of marketing material which adver-
tises a book, attached to a shelf next to the
stock of the book itself. Also called
dangler
shelveshelve /ʃelv/ verb to postpone or cancel a
plan � When costs rose to £100,000 the
company decided to shelve the project. �
The publication of the new reference series
has been shelved.
shelvingshelving /�ʃelvŋ/ noun 1. rows of
shelves or space on shelves � We installed
new metal shelving in the paperback
department. 2. the act of postponing or
cancelling something � The shelving of the
project has resulted in six redundancies.
shiftshift /ʃft/ noun a period of time spent at
work at any time during a 24-hour period �
He works the day shift or night shift. � We
work an 8-hour shift. � The management is

introducing a shift system or shift working.
� verb to move or to sell something � We
shifted 20,000 items in one week.
shift keyshift key /�ʃft ki�/ noun a key on a
keyboard which raises a letter to a capital
or combines with other command keys for
word-processing and computing functions
shift workshift work /�ʃft w!�k/ noun a system of
work in a factory with shifts
shilling strokeshilling stroke /�ʃlŋ strəυk/, shilling
mark noun a solidus or oblique stroke
shinershiner /�ʃanə/ noun a light spot in paper
shiningshining /�ʃanŋ/ noun the act of holding
printed sheets up to the light to see that the
printed areas on the two sides are in
register
shipship /ʃp/ verb to transport goods by sea
shipmentshipment /�ʃpmənt/ noun a quantity of
goods, usually of the same kind, sent
together to a destination by any form of
transport, not just by sea � The shipment of
library equipment has just arrived at the
airport.
shippershipper /�ʃpə/ noun a person who sends
goods or who organises the sending of
goods for other customers
shippingshipping /�ʃpŋ/ noun the sending of
goods
shipping agentshipping agent /�ʃpŋ �ed�ənt/ noun
a company that specialises in the sending
of goods
shipping clerkshipping clerk /�ʃpŋ klɑ�k/ noun a
clerk who deals with shipping documents
shipping costsshipping costs /�ʃpŋ kɒsts/ plural
noun the costs of sending goods
shipping instructionsshipping instructions /�ʃpŋ n|

�str�kʃənz/ plural noun details of how
goods are to be shipped and delivered
shipping noteshipping note /�ʃpŋ nəυt/ noun a note
that gives details of goods being shipped
shiveshive /ʃav/ noun a small piece of wood
fibre still visible in the finished paper
shoo fliesshoo flies /�ʃu� flaz/ plural noun
devices which move the leading edge of
the printed sheet up so that it goes out of
the press easily
shootshoot /ʃu�t/ verb to use a camera to take
photographs or make a film
shooting stickshooting stick /�ʃu�tŋ stk/ noun a
short stick used to lock up or unlock
formes
shopshop /ʃɒp/ noun 1. a place where goods
are stored and sold (NOTE: The usual US
term is store so bookstore, paperback
store, etc.) 2. a place where goods are
made
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shop frontshop front /�ʃɒp fr�nt/ noun the part of
a shop which faces the street, including the
entrance and windows
shopliftershoplifter /�ʃɒplftə/ noun a person who
steals goods from shops
shopliftingshoplifting /�ʃɒplftŋ/ noun the act of
stealing goods from shops
shopping cartshopping cart /�ʃɒpŋ kɑ�t/ noun a
software package that records the items
that an online buyer selects for purchase
together with associated data, e.g. the price
of the item and the number of items
required
shop-soiledshop-soiled /�ʃɒp sɔld/ adjective dirty
because of having been on display in a
shop
shop windowshop window /�ʃɒp �wndəυ/ noun a
window in a shop where goods are
displayed so that customers can see them,
or a place where goods or services can be
exhibited
shortshort /ʃɔ�t/ adjective having only a few
words or pages
shortageshortage /�ʃɔ�td�/ noun 1. a lack of
something � a shortage of skilled staff � We
employ part-timers to make up for staff
shortages. � The import controls have
resulted in the shortage of spare parts. 2.
the number of copies of a book or maga-
zine which have not been printed
short andshort and /�ʃɔ�t ��nd/ noun a printing
sign (&) which means ‘and’
short columnshort column /�ʃɔ�t �kɒləm/ noun a
column that has been printed with fewer
lines than the other columns in the same
book
short creditshort credit /�ʃɔ�t �kredt/ noun terms
allowing the customer only a short time to
pay
short descendersshort descenders /�ʃɔ�t d |�sendəz/
plural noun descenders in particular type-
faces which are shorter than in other type-
faces
short discountshort discount /�ʃɔ�t �dskaυnt/ noun
a discount which is less than the normal
trade discount, such as the discount on
educational books
shortenshorten /�ʃɔ�t(ə)n/ verb to reduce the
length of something
short grainshort grain /�ʃɔ�t "ren/ noun a sheet of
paper where the grain runs across the sheet,
parallel to the short side. Also called grain
short
short grain papershort grain paper /�ʃɔ�t "ren �pepə/
noun paper where the grain is parallel to
the shorter side of the sheet

shorthandshorthand /�ʃɔ�th�nd/ noun a system
of signs and symbols which enables
spoken words to be written down very
quickly
short inksshort inks /�ʃɔ�t ŋks/ plural noun inks
which do not flow easily (NOTE: The oppo-
site is long inks.)
shortlistshortlist /�ʃɔ�tlst/ noun a small group
chosen from a larger group, from which the
final choice is made � Five titles were on
the shortlist for the Booker Prize. � verb to
choose a few names of people or titles of
books from a longer list, as a first step
towards deciding on a person for a job or
the winner of a competition � Shortlisted
candidates will be asked for an interview.
short pageshort page /ʃ |�ɔ�t ped�/ noun a page
which has been printed with fewer lines
than the other pages, either as a mistake or
to avoid a design problem
short-range forecastshort-range forecast /�ʃɔ�t rend�
�fɔ�kɑ�st/ noun a forecast which covers a
period of a few months
short runshort run /�ʃɔ�t r�n/ noun a print run of
only a small number of copies
shortsshorts /ʃɔ�ts/ plural noun books which
have not been printed in sufficient quantity.
Compare overs
short storyshort story /�ʃɔ�t �stɒri/ noun a piece of
fiction between three and ten pages long
short-termshort-term /�ʃɔ�t �t!�m/ adjective only
relevant to the near future
short tonshort ton /�ʃɔ�t �t�n/ noun US a measure
of weight equalling 907 kilos
shotshot /ʃɒt/ noun a photograph or still
frame from a film
shouldershoulder /�ʃəυldə/ noun 1. the edge of
the spine of a book, which sticks out
slightly 2. a sloping surface between the
bevel of the metal type and the edge of the
stem
shoulder headsshoulder heads /�ʃəυldə hedz/ plural
noun heads printed in a line on their own
shoulder notesshoulder notes /�ʃəυldə nəυts/ plural
noun notes printed in the margin at the
level of the first line of type
shoutshout /ʃaυt/ noun a short slogan adver-
tising a book, which is printed in large
letters, in advertisements or on the book
jacket
showcardshowcard /�ʃəυkɑ�d/ noun a piece of
cardboard with advertising text, put near an
item for sale, sometimes on the counter
showcaseshowcase /�ʃəυkes/ noun a cupboard
with a glass front or top to display items
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showroomshowroom /�ʃəυru�m/ noun a room
where goods are displayed for sale
show sideshow side /�ʃəυ sad/ noun the side of
the binding material which is visible
show-throughshow-through /�ʃəυ θru�/ noun 1. a
paper defect, where the paper is not opaque
enough 2. a defect in printing, where the
printed text on the back of a page can be
seen through the page from the other side �
compare strike-through

COMMENT: When the printing on one side of
the paper can be seen from the other side,
this is due either to show-through or to
strike-through. Show-through is caused by
inadequate opacity of the paper, while
strike-through results from the vehicle (the
liquid component) of an oil-based ink
penetrating right through the sheet.

shredshred /ʃred/ verb to cut something into
long thin strips
shreddershredder /�ʃredə/ noun a machine that
cuts paper into very small pieces, usually
long thin strips, used to destroy confiden-
tial documents
shrinkshrink /ʃrŋk/ verb to get smaller or make
something smaller � The educational
market has shrunk by 20%. � The drawing
was shrunk to fit the space. � The company
is having difficulty selling into a shrinking
market.
shrinkageshrinkage /�ʃrŋkd�/ noun 1. the
amount by which something gets smaller �
to allow for shrinkage 2. losses of stock
through theft, especially by members of
the staff of a shop (informal)
shrink-packagingshrink-packaging /�ʃrŋk �p�kd�ŋ/,
shrink-wrapping /�ʃrŋk �r�pŋ/ noun the
act of covering something such as a book,
cassette or record in a tight plastic cover
which is heated to seal it (NOTE: Another
US term is pre-shrunk packaging.)
shrink-packedshrink-packed /�ʃrŋk p�kt/, shrink-
wrapped /�ʃrŋk r�pt/ adjective covered
in a tight plastic protective cover
shrink-wrapshrink-wrap /�ʃrŋk r�p/ noun the
plastic film used in shrink-packaging
sideside /sad/ noun one surface of something
flat such as a tape or piece of paper � It is
possible to record on both sides of this
tape.
sidebarsidebar /�sadbɑ�/ noun 1. a short news
story containing additional relevant infor-
mation that is printed beside a featured
story 2. a block of text set beside the main
text in a web document
side headingside heading /�sad �hedŋ/, side head
noun a heading which is ranged to the left
with text run on

side layside lay /�sad le/ noun the edge of a
sheet of paper, which is aligned by the side
lay gauge
side notesside notes /�sad nəυts/ plural noun
notes printed in the margin
side-sewingside-sewing /�sad �səυŋ/, side-
stitching noun a method of sewing a book
through the sides of the folded sheets, and
not at the fold. Also called McCain sewing
side sortsside sorts /�sad sɔ�ts/ plural noun pi
characters or special sorts
side stickside stick /�sad stk/ noun a piece of
wood placed along the side of the page
inside a forme
side wire bindingside wire binding /�sad �waə
�bandŋ/, side wire stitching noun
binding by stapling through the sides of the
folded sheets
sidingsiding /�sadŋ/ noun finishing a quarter
or half binding by glueing paper or cloth
over the boards, covering the edges of the
leather
sigsig abbreviation signature (informal) �
There are plates wrapped round sigs 2 and
5.
signsign /san/ noun a piece of wood, plastic
or metal with words or pictures on it giving
information � verb to write one’s signature
on a document � to sign for to put your
signature on an official document to say
that you have received something � to sign
in to write your name on a list to say that
you have arrived � to sign on to agree to a
contract � copies signed by the author,
signed by the illustrator copies of a book
with the signature of the author or illus-
trator in them
signatorysignatory /�s"nət(ə)ri/ noun a person
who has the legal right to sign an official
document
signaturesignature /�s"ntʃə/ noun 1. a way of
writing your name which is special to you
and can be recognised as yours by other
people 2. a special authentication code
such as a password which a user gives to
prove his or her identity before accessing a
system or before the execution of a task 3.
a sentence or paragraph used to end e-mail
messages and comments posted on the
Internet. Normally a signature should be
short – no more than four lines – and might
include a short advertisement for your
services and your e-mail address. 4. a
printed sheet, folded into 16, 32 or 64
pages. Abbr sig (NOTE: The folded set of
printed pages is technically speaking a
‘section’, while the ‘signature’ is the identi-
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fying number or letter on it. However,
‘signature’ is commonly used to mean the
set of pages themselves.)
signed limited editionsigned limited edition /�sand
�lmtd |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a small number of
copies of a book, specially bound and
numbered, with the author’s or illustrator’s
signature in them
signing sessionsigning session /�sanŋ �seʃ(ə)n/
noun same as book signing
sign languagesign language /�san �l�ŋ"wd�/ noun
communication, or a system of communi-
cation, by gestures as opposed to written or
spoken language, especially the highly
developed system of hand signs used by or
to people who are hearing-impaired
silhouettesilhouette /�slu|�et/ noun an illustration
where the foreground is solid colour and
the background is white
silk-screen printingsilk-screen printing /�slk skri�n
�prntŋ/ noun a printing process where a
design is inked through a fine material such
as silk or nylon, parts of which are covered
by a stencil to prevent the ink passing
through
SilurianSilurian /sa|�lυəriən/ noun a type of
paper where coloured fibre is added to the
stock, giving a spotted appearance
simili leathersimili leather /�smli �leðə/ noun mate-
rial which looks like leather
Simple Mail Transfer ProtocolSimple Mail Transfer Protocol
/�smp(ə)l �mel �tr�nsf!� �prəυtəkɒl/
noun a standard protocol which allows
electronic mail messages to be transferred
from one system to another, normally used
as the method of transferring mail from
one Internet server to another or to send
mail from a computer to a server. Abbr
SMTP
simultaneous editionssimultaneous editions
/�sm(ə)lteniəs |�dʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun
two or more different versions of a book
published at the same time, e.g. in different
languages
simultaneouslysimultaneously /�sm(ə)l |�teniəsli/
adverb happening at the same time � The
book was published simultaneously in
England and Australia.
singer sewingsinger sewing /�sŋə �səυŋ/ noun a
thread sewing through the spine of an
insetted book
single columnsingle column /�sŋ"(ə)l �kɒləm/
adjective printed in one column
single-copy ordersingle-copy order /�sŋ"(ə)l �kɒpi
�ɔ�də/ noun an order for one copy of a
book, which may be uneconomical for a

large warehouse and may have a surcharge
applied by the supplier
single density disk
single inverted commassingle inverted commas /�sŋ"(ə)l
n |�v!�td �kɒməz/ plural noun same as
single quotation marks
single leafsingle leaf /�sŋ"(ə)l �li�f/ noun a cancel
page consisting of one sheet of paper
single line displaysingle line display /�sŋ"(ə)l lan ds |

�ple/ noun a small screen which displays a
single line of characters at a time
single line spacingsingle line spacing /�sŋ"(ə)l �lan
�spesŋ/ noun leaving no white lines
between lines of text
single quotation markssingle quotation marks /�sŋ"(ə)l
kwəυ |�teʃ(ə)n �mɑ�ks/, single quotes
/�sŋ"(ə)l kwəυtz/ plural noun printed
signs (‘ ’), used to show that a piece of text
has been quoted
single revolution printingsingle revolution printing /�sŋ"(ə)l
�revəlu�ʃ(ə)n �prntŋ/ noun a letterpress
process where the cylinder rotates and
prints one impression with every turn
single sheet feedsingle sheet feed /�sŋ"(ə)l ʃi�t �fi�d/
noun a device attached to a printer to allow
single sheets of paper to be used instead of
continuous stationery
sinksink /sŋk/ noun a hollow in the surface of
a printing plate
sinkagesinkage /�snkd�/ noun the amount of
drop in a chapter heading or other heading
sisalsisal /�sas(ə)l/ noun plant fibre, used to
make rope and also kraft paper
sit-down protestsit-down protest /�st daυn �prəυtest/
noun protest action by members of staff
who occupy their place of work and refuse
to leave
site licencesite licence /�sat �las(ə)ns/ noun an
official permit to an institution and its staff
to use particular software
sixteenmosixteenmo /�sksti�nməυ/ noun 1. a size
of page where the sheet of paper is folded
four times to give 32 pages 2. a book that is
printed in 32-page sections 3. an American
book size about 6 or 7 inches high � abbr
16mo
16mo16mo abbreviation sixteenmo
64mo64mo abbreviation sixty-fourmo
sixty-fourmosixty-fourmo /�siksti �fɔ�məυ/ noun 1.
a size of book page traditionally created by
folding a single sheet of standard-sized
printing paper six times, giving 64 leaves
or 128 pages 2. a book that is printed in
128-page sections 3. an American book
size about 3 inches high � abbr 64mo
sizesize /saz/ noun 1. the physical dimen-
sions of something, which tell how big or
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small it is, usually indicated by its height
and width 2. a mixture of gelatine, alum
and formaldehyde used to coat paper
surfaces � verb to calculate the size of
something

COMMENT: Size is a mixture of resin and
aluminium sulphate, added to paper pulp to
make the paper stiff and less absorbent.
Surface sizing is now standard practice on
most paper and board. It increases surface
strength, water resistance, stability of the
dimensions of the paper, and gives a
smooth surface for printing.

sized papersized paper /�sazd �pepə/ noun paper
with size added
sizingsizing /�sazŋ/ noun 1. the act of
reducing or enlarging a picture to fit �
Photographs can be edited by cropping,
sizing, etc. 2. the process of coating paper
with size 3. the material used for coating
paper
sketchsketch /sketʃ/ noun a rough drawing to
show how a finished illustration or design
should look � The designer brought in
some sketches for the new logo. � verb 1. to
make a rough drawing to show how some-
thing should look when finished � The
design director had to choose between
several sketches which the designers had
submitted. 2. to write a rough description
of something � The author sketched out the
plan of a series of cookery books.
sketch mapsketch map /�sketʃ m�p/ noun a rough
map, not necessarily drawn exactly to scale
skidskid /skd/ noun US a flat wooden base
on which goods can be stacked for easy
handling by a fork-lift truck (NOTE: The UK
term is pallet.)
skipskip /skp/ verb 1. to miss something out
2. to decide deliberately not to do some-
thing or go somewhere
skip capabilityskip capability /skp �kepə|�bləti/
noun a feature of particular word proces-
sors to allow the user to jump backwards or
forwards by a quantity of text in a docu-
ment
skiverskiver /�skavə/ noun leather made by
splitting a sheepskin, used as a cover mate-
rial for de luxe books
slabslab /sl�b/ verb to finish the preparation
of an electrotype, by making the printing
surface even
slab serifslab serif /�sl�b �serf/ noun a typeface
where the serifs are thick straight lines
slack sheetslack sheet /�sl�k ʃi�t/ noun a situation
where the paper in a web press is not tight
enough

slander

slander /�slɑ�ndə/ noun an untrue
spoken statement which damages a
person’s character � verb � to slander
someone to damage somebody’s character
by saying untrue things about them
slash

slash /sl�ʃ/ noun an oblique stroke (/)
used in typing (NOTE: In printing it is more
often called a solidus.) � verb to cut or
reduce something sharply � Prices have
been slashed in all departments. � The
bank has been forced to slash interest
rates.
slashed zero

slashed zero /�sl�ʃd �zərəυ/ noun a
printed sign (Ø) which puts an oblique
stroke through zero to distinguish it from
the letter O
sleeper

sleeper /�sli�pə/ noun a book which does
not sell well on publication, but which
suddenly starts to sell some time later
slew

slew /slu�/ noun rapid uncontrolled move-
ment of paper in a printer when it is not
connected to the feeder
slice

slice /slas/ noun an adjustable meter to
control the flow of the pulp onto the wet
end of the paper machine
slide

slide /slad/ noun 1. a picture on positive
transparent photographic film mounted in
a frame 2. an individual computer screen
which can be produced as output in
different formats
slide film

slide film /�slad flm/ noun same as
reversal film
slide rule

slide rule /�slad ru�l/ noun a device, like
a ruler with a sliding central part, which
allows rapid mathematical calculations
sliding royalty

sliding royalty /�sladŋ �rɔəlti/ noun a
royalty where the percentage increases
with the number of copies sold
sliding scale of royalties

sliding scale of royalties /�sladŋ
skel əv �rɔəltiz/ noun a system where
the percentage royalty changes according
to the number of copies sold
slip

slip /slp/ noun 1. a small piece of paper 2.
the end of a cord or tape used in binding by
being glued to the cover boards 3. a
mistake � He made a couple of slips in
laying out the tables.
slipcase

slipcase /�slpkes/ noun a card box for
an expensive book, which is open at one
side so that the spine of the book is visible
slip pages

slip pages /�slp �ped�z/, slip proofs
/�pru�fs/ plural noun draft copies of text for
printing which are printed on separate
sheets of paper
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slip sheetslip sheet /�slp ʃi�t/ noun a piece of
paper placed between printed sheets to
prevent set-off
slip-upslip-up /�slp �p/ noun a small uninten-
tional mistake
slitslit /slt/ verb to cut through a sheet of
paper or along a web of paper � to slit on
press to cut a web lengthwise as it is going
through the press before the paper is folded
slitterslitter /�sltə/ noun a set of knives which
cut a printed sheet or a web of paper
slitter marksslitter marks /�sltə mɑ�ks/ plural noun
marks in the centre of a sheet of paper,
showing where it has to be cut
sloped romansloped roman /�sləυpt �rəυmən/ noun
a form of italic found in dot-matrix
printers, where the characters are roman
and have been made to slope to the side by
the computer
slotted bindingslotted binding /�slɒtd �bandŋ/
noun same as notched binding
slugslug /sl�"/ noun a line of metal type cast
in a casting machine in hot metal setting,
made in a Linotype or Intertype machine
slurslur /sl!�/ noun a printing defect in letter-
press, where the image is blurred, caused
by movement of the paper or forme
slush pileslush pile /�sl�ʃ pal/ noun unsolicited
manuscripts which are sent to publishers or
agents, and which may never be read
slush pulpslush pulp /�sl�ʃ p�lp/ noun liquid pulp
which is pumped straight into the paper-
making process
small adssmall ads /�smɔ�l �dz/ plural noun short
private advertisements in a newspaper
selling small items, asking for jobs, etc.
small capitalssmall capitals /�smɔ�l �k�pt(ə)lz/,
small caps /�smɔ�l �k�ps/ plural noun
capital letters which are smaller than full
size
small office / home officesmall office / home office /�smɔ�l
�ɒfs �həυm �ɒfs/ noun a type of business
which is likely to use desktop publishing
software and home printing / distribution
techniques. Full form of SOHO
small orderssmall orders /�smɔ�l �ɔ�dəz/ plural
noun orders for small quantities of books
small order surchargesmall order surcharge /�smɔ�l �ɔ�də
�s!�tʃɑ�d�/ noun an extra charge added by
some publishers to an order under a partic-
ular quantity or value
small picasmall pica /�smɔ� �pakə/ noun an old
type size, similar to the modern 11 point
SMARTSMART /smɑ�t/ abbreviation an acronym
for the 5 main considerations when setting
objectives for a company, namely that they

should be Specific, Measurable, Achiev-
able, Realistic, and within a set Time limit
smart quotessmart quotes /�smɑ�t kwəυts/ plural
noun an feature in a word processing or
typesetting program which automatically
converts straight inverted commas into
quotation marks depending on their posi-
tion in the text
smashsmash /sm�ʃ/ verb 1. to do much better
than a previous record � to smash all
production records � Sales have smashed
all records for the first half of the year. 2. to
press a folded signature before binding, so
that it takes less room
smashingsmashing /�sm�ʃŋ/ noun US the
process of crushing or pressing a sewn
book so as to remove air from between the
pages, either before or after binding (NOTE:
The UK term is nipping.)
smooth scrollsmooth scroll /�smu�ð �skrəυl/ noun
text that is moved up a screen pixel by pixel
rather than line by line, which gives a
smoother movement
SMSSMS /�es em �es/ noun a service that
allows short text messages to be sent, e.g.
between mobile phones and pagers. Full
form short message service, short
messaging service
SMTPSMTP abbreviation Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol
smudgesmudge /sm�d�/ noun an unwanted dark
mark made by rubbing ink � verb to make
a mark by rubbing ink which has been
printed
smudge-proof inksmudge-proof ink /�sm�d� pru�f �ŋk/
noun ink which cannot smudge
snail mailsnail mail /�snel mel/ noun mail sent
through the postal service, as distinct from
faster electronic mail. Also called p-mail
SOATSOAT /�səυ�t/ abbreviation surface oil
absorption time
soda pulpsoda pulp /�səυdə p�lp/ noun paper
pulp made from wood chips cooked in
caustic soda
softsoft /sɒft/ adjective not hard
softbacksoftback /�sɒftb�k/ noun PUBL same as
paperback � adjective same as paper-
back
soft bindingsoft binding /�sɒft �bandŋ/ adjective
paper-covered
soft copysoft copy /�sɒft �kɒpi/ noun text on
screen as opposed to hard copy printed on
paper
softcoversoftcover /�sɒftk�və/ noun PUBL same
as paperback � adjective same as paper-
back
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soft currencysoft currency /�sɒft �k�rənsi/ noun the
currency of a country with a weak
economy, which is cheap to buy and diffi-
cult to exchange for other currencies
soft dotsoft dot /�sɒft �dɒt/ noun a halftone dot
which is less dense round the edge than in
the centre
soft-focus lenssoft-focus lens /�sɒft �fəυkəs �lenz/
noun a lens which deliberately does not
focus correctly
soft-focus shotsoft-focus shot /�sɒft �fəυkəs �ʃɒt/
noun a photographic picture where the
focus is deliberately not correct, so as to
give a blurred effect
soft fontsoft font /�sɒft �fɒnt/ noun a font or
typeface stored on a disk, which can be
downloaded or sent to a printer and stored
in temporary memory or RAM
soft hyphensoft hyphen /�sɒft �haf(ə)n/ noun a
hyphen which is inserted when a word is
split at the end of a line in word-processed
text, but is not present when the word is
written normally. � hard hyphen
soft loansoft loan /�sɒft �ləυn/ noun a loan from
a company to an employee or from a
government to another government, at very
low or nil interest
soft mechanicalsoft mechanical /�sɒft m|�k�nk(ə)l/
noun a paste-up of text and illustrations
made using page layout software, ready for
printing. Compare hard mechanical
soft pencilsoft pencil /�sɒft �pens(ə)l/ noun a
pencil with a soft lead making dense black
lines
soft sellsoft sell /�sɒft �sel/ noun the action of
persuading people to buy by encouraging
them, but not forcing them to do so
softwaresoftware /�sɒftweə/ noun computer
programs which instruct the hardware
what to do
software developmentsoftware development /�sɒftweə d|

�veləpmənt/ noun the process of writing
programs to implement an original idea
software documentationsoftware documentation /�sɒftweə
�dɒkjυmenteʃ(ə)n/ noun instruction
manuals which explain how to install and
use computer programs
software housesoftware house /�sɒftweə haυs/ noun
a company that develops and sells
computer programs
software licencesoftware licence /�sɒftweə �las(ə)ns/
noun a contract between the producer and
the purchaser of software about the use and
copying of the program
software packagesoftware package /�sɒftweə �p�kd�/
noun a complete set of instruction manuals

and installation disks which enable a
program to be used
software piracysoftware piracy /�sɒftweə �parəsi/
noun the illegal copying of software

‘Software piracy is one of the copyright
sins. With many computer users in the
habit of downloading music and films
from the internet for free, cyber criminals
are increasingly pushing pirated
programs at a hungry audience… we
have twice as many applications on our
PCs today than we did three years ago.’
[The Guardian]

software specificationsoftware specification /�sɒftweə
�spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun detailed informa-
tion about a piece of software’s abilities,
functions and methods
software systemsoftware system /�sɒftweə �sstəm/
noun all the programs required for one or
more tasks
softwoodsoftwood /�sɒftwυd/ noun wood from
conifers used in papermaking
SOHOSOHO /�səυhəυ/ abbreviation full form
small office / home office
soiled copysoiled copy /�sɔld �kɒpi/ noun a copy
of a book that has been made dirty in a
shop or warehouse
sole agencysole agency /�səυl �ed�ənsi/ noun an
agreement to be the only person or
company allowed to represent a company
or to sell a product in a particular area
sole agentsole agent /�səυl �ed�ənt/ noun a
person who has the sole agency for a
company in an area
sole distributorsole distributor /�səυl d |�strbjυtə/
noun a retailer who is the only one in an
area who is allowed by the manufacturer to
sell a particular product
sole ownersole owner /�səυl �əυnə/ noun a person
who owns a business on their own, with no
partners
sole tradersole trader /�səυl �tredə/ noun a person
who runs a business on their own but has
not registered it as a company
solidsolid /�sɒld/ adjective, adverb 1. set with
no spaces between the lines � This block of
text has been set solid. 2. 100% colour,
without any tints � adjective � cover
drawn on solid cover glued onto endpa-
pers
solid mattersolid matter /�sɒld �m�tə/, solid type
noun text without any leading between the
lines � The index is set in 7point solid.
solidussolidus /�sɒldəs/ noun an oblique stroke
used in printing (/)
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solussolus /�səυləs/, solus advertisement
noun an advertisement which does not
appear near other advertisements for
similar products
sortsort /sɔ�t/ verb to put things in order �
The data can be sorted by name or number.
SORTSORT /sɔ�t/ abbreviation surface oil
resistance time
sortssorts /sɔ�ts/ plural noun different pieces
of metal type
sourcesource /sɔ�s/ noun the place where
something originally comes from
spacespace /spes/ noun a gap or empty place
intended for the storage of data � verb to
arrange things with regular gaps in
between them
space bandsspace bands /�spes b�ndz/ plural
noun metal wedges which are inserted
between words in the Linotype slug and
expand to fill out the correct line width
space barspace bar /�spes bɑ�/, space key noun
a long bar at the bottom of a keyboard on a
typewriter or computer which makes a
single space into the text when pressed
space dotsspace dots /�spes dɒts/ plural noun a
row of dots showing that a space is left
blank, used in tabular work, price lists or
catalogues
spaced-out linespaced-out line /�spest aυt �lan/
noun a line with wide spaces to make it
justify without the need for hyphenation
space markspace mark /�spes mɑ�k/ noun a proof-
reader’s mark showing that a space is
needed
space outspace out /�spes �aυt/ verb to leave
large spaces between characters � The
company name is written in spaced-out
letters.
spacingspacing /�spesŋ/ noun the way in
which gaps are inserted � The spacing of
words on that line is rather uneven.
spacing materialspacing material /�spesŋ mə|�təriəl/
noun pieces of metal used for spacing
between letters, words or lines
special characterspecial character /�speʃ(ə)l �k�rktə/
noun a character which is not a normal one
in a particular font, such as a particular
accent or a symbol
special colourspecial colour /�speʃ(ə)l �k�lə/ noun a
printing colour other than one of the four
process colours
specialistspecialist /�speʃəlst/ noun an expert in
one particular area of knowledge or skill
specialist bookshopspecialist bookshop /�speʃəlst
�bυkʃɒp/ noun a bookshop that specialises
in one type of book

special order

special order /�speʃ(ə)l �ɔ�də/ noun an
order which is different or more important
than other orders � We have had a special
order from Canada for 5,000 copies of the
new title, but the Canadian publisher
insists on having his own title page.
special sale

special sale /�speʃ(ə)l �sel/ plural noun
the sale of books by a publisher as a one-
off deal, not going through the normal
agents
special sorts

special sorts /�speʃ(ə)l sɔ�ts/ plural
noun same as pi characters
specifications

specifications /�spesf|�keʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun detailed instructions about
work to be done or products to be supplied

COMMENT: A book specification is either the
details of the book (unit price, royalty terms,
quantity printed, etc.) which a publisher
uses to work out the selling price, or the
instructions which a publisher gives to a
printer on typeface, paper quality, format,
etc.

specify

specify /�spesfa/ verb to state in detail
what is required
specimen

specimen /�spesmn/ noun 1. a small
example of something which gives an idea
of what the whole thing will look like 2.
one example of a species which shows
what they all look like
specimen pages

specimen pages /�spesmn �ped�z/
plural noun printed pages produced by the
printer for the publisher to show the
proposed type style
spectrophotometer

spectrophotometer /�spektrəυfə|

�tɒmtə/ noun an instrument used to
measure colour by giving a wavelength-by-
wavelength analysis of the light reflected
from the surface
spectrum

spectrum /�spektrəm/ noun a range of
attributes or colours
speculate

speculate /�spekjυlet/ verb to form a
conjecture on the basis of incomplete facts
or information
speculation

speculation /�spekjυ |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
a conclusion, theory or opinion based on
incomplete facts or information 2.
reasoning based on incomplete facts or
information
speed

speed /spi�d/ noun 1. the rate at which
something moves 2. a measure of the sensi-
tivity of a photographic material to light �
High speed film is very sensitive to light.
speed-read

speed-read /�spi�d ri�d/ verb to read
something very fast using a learned tech-
nique of skimming the text
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speed upspeed up /�spi�d ��p/ verb to make
something go faster � We are aiming to
speed up our delivery times.
spellspell /spel/ verb to indicate the letters
which make up a word
spellcheckspellcheck /�speltʃek/ verb to check the
spelling in a text by comparing it with a
dictionary held in the computer
spellcheckerspellchecker /�speltʃekə/, spelling
checker /�spelŋ �tʃekə/ noun 1. a
program which looks at the words of a text
in a computer, checks them against a
dictionary of correctly spelled words, and
indicates the words that are incorrect 2. a
dictionary of correctly spelled words, held
in a computer, and used to check the
spelling of a text
spellingspelling /�spelŋ/ noun the way in which
words are spelled � The book is printed in
American spelling.
spikespike /spak/ verb to refuse to print a
news story. Compare kill
spinespine /span/ noun the edge of a book
which is all that can be seen when a book
is upright on a shelf � to display a book
spine out to put a book on the bookshop
shelf with the spine outwards. This is less
eye-catching than face out, where the
whole of the front cover is seen. Compare
to display a book face out
spine brassspine brass /�span brɑ�s/ noun a
stamp with the words to be used on a spine
spine letteringspine lettering /�span �let(ə)rŋ/ noun
the printing of the title and other details on
the spine of a book
spinnerspinner /�spnə/ noun a display rack for
books, which turns round
spin offspin off /�spn �ɒf/ verb to develop other
products from an existing product � They
are planning to spin off a series of informa-
tion booklets from their encyclopedia data-
base.
spinoffspinoff /�spnɒf/ noun a useful product
developed as a secondary item from a main
product � The books are spinoffs from a
successful children’s TV series.
spiral bindingspiral binding /�sparəl �bandŋ/ noun
a type of binding for collections of papers
which uses a coiled wire inserted into
specially punched holes
spiral bound bookspiral bound book /�sparəl baυnd
�bυk/ noun a book in a spiral binding
spiral rollerspiral roller /�sparəl �rəυlə/ noun an
inking roller with a spiral groove running
round it, allowing ink to be spread evenly
over the plate

splice

splice /splas/ verb to join two pieces of
magnetic tape or film together
split boards

split boards /�splt bɔ�dz/ plural noun
binding boards which are split to take the
edge of a waste sheet and tapes in hard-
bound books
split duct

split duct /�splt d�kt/, split fountain
noun the division of the ink duct to allow
two colours to be printed on different parts
of the sheet at the same time
split fraction

split fraction /�splt �fr�kʃən/ noun a
fraction which has to be created by the
typesetter, using superior and inferior
figures separated by a dash, because it is
not common enough to appear in standard
typefaces
split screen

split screen /�splt skri�n/ noun a
system where more than one text can
appear on a screen at the same time, such
as the text being worked on and a second
text which can be called up for reference
spoil

spoil /spɔl/ verb to ruin something or to
make something bad � Half the shipment
was spoiled by water. � The company’s
results were spoiled by a disastrous last
quarter.
spoilage

spoilage /�spɔld�/ noun 1. paper or
binding material wasted as a book is being
printed (NOTE: The US term is makeover.)
2. the wasting of material during printing
3. an allowance of extra material to allow
for wastage on the machine � We have
allowed an extra 10% of paper for
spoilage.
spoils

spoils /spɔlz/ plural noun sheets which
are badly printed at the beginning of a run
and are waste
sponsor

sponsor /�spɒnsə/ noun a person or
organisation that pays all or part of the
expenses for an event or period of study �
verb to pay to support an activity or person
sponsored book

sponsored book /�spɒnsəd �bυk/
noun a book that has been published with
money from a sponsor
sponsoring editor

sponsoring editor /�spɒnsərŋ �edtə/
noun an editor at a publishing house who is
responsible for building a list by acquiring
titles from packagers or from other
publishers
sponsorship

sponsorship /�spɒnsəʃp/ noun the act
of sponsoring something or somebody �
Government sponsorship of overseas
selling missions.
spot

spot /spɒt/ noun a round mark
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spot colourspot colour /�spɒt �k�lə/ noun the use
of small areas of colour on a page, as for
headings or small diagrams
spottingspotting /�spu�lŋ/ noun the act of
retouching or covering up marks on
artwork or film before printing
spot varnishspot varnish /�spɒt �vɑ�nʃ/ noun the
use of small areas of varnish on a jacket or
cover, to make it look more attractive or
interesting
sprayspray /spre/ noun liquid in the form of
small drops, such as the substance put onto
newly-printed sheets to avoid set-off
spray adhesivespray adhesive /�spre əd |�hi�sv/ noun
glue in an aerosol can, which is used for
pasting up artwork and allows the designer
to reposition the artwork if necessary
spreadspread /spred/ noun 1. two facing pages
in a book or magazine, which are treated as
a single item and designed together 2. the
tendency of ink to creep outwards by
absorption into the paper � verb to thicken
the lines of an image to make them repro-
duce better
spreadsheetspreadsheet /�spredʃi�t/ noun a
computer program that allows the calcula-
tion of numbers in both columns and rows
spring-backspring-back /�sprŋ b�k/ noun 1. a
tendency of a flat sheet to go back to its
original flat shape after being folded 2. a
binding for account books and other bound
stationery which allows the pages to lie flat
when open
sprinkled edgesprinkled edge /�sprŋk(ə)ld �ed�/
noun the edge of a book which has been
sprayed with splashes of ink for decoration
spurspur /sp!�/ noun a little line running side-
ways from the rounded bowl of a letter ‘g’
or up from the loop of an ‘f’
squaresquare /skweə/ noun 1. a shape with
four equal sides and four right angles �
Graph paper is drawn with a series of
small squares. 2. a way of measuring area,
by multiplying the length by the width �
Paper weight is measured in grammes per
square metre. � verb � to square correc-
tions to add in text in order to balance
deleted text, thus avoiding remake-up of
pages � to square up illustrations to
adjust illustrations by cropping or
airbrushing to make them level and rectan-
gular
square backsquare back /�skweə b�k/ adjective
relating to a style of binding where the
spine is flat

square bracketsquare bracket /�skweə �br�kt/ noun
either of a pair of symbols, [ ], used in
keying, printing and writing especially to
indicate the insertion of special commen-
tary, e.g. that made by an editor
squared papersquared paper /�skweəd �pepə/ noun
paper printed with a series of small squares
square measuresquare measure /�skweə �me�ə/ noun
area in square feet or metres, calculated by
multiplying width and length
squaressquares /skweəz/ plural noun the
projection of the boards of a cased book
beyond the size of the trimmed page,
usually by about 3mm
square serifsquare serif /�skweə �serf/ noun a
typeface where the serifs are straight and
thicker than other strokes
squashsquash /skwɒʃ/ noun the spread of ink
beyond the correct image area
squeegeesqueegee /�skwi�d�i�/ noun a rubber
sponge for spreading ink through the
screen in screen process printing
SRA sizesSRA sizes plural noun sizes of stock
sheets of printing paper for printing bled
work

COMMENT: There are three SRA sizes:
SRA0 (900 x 1280mm), SRA1 (640 x
900mm) and SRA2 (450 x 640mm); see
also RA sizes, which are slightly smaller.

s/ss/s abbreviation same size
SSLSSL abbreviation Secure Sockets Layer
stabstab /st�b/ noun a number of people
working in a company. Full form estab-
lishment
stabbingstabbing /�st�bŋ/, stab-stitching noun
a method of sewing a very thick book with
wire through the sides of the folded sheets,
and not at the fold
stackstack /st�k/ noun 1. a pile of things one
on top of another � a stack of order forms
2. a large and ordered collection of books
kept in another area for reference � verb to
pile things on top of each other � The
binder’s boxes are stacked in the ware-
house.
stackingstacking /�st�kŋ/ noun 1. the act of
piling items up one on top of the other 2.
metal or wooden shelves for storing large
quantities of books or paper in a warehouse
staffstaff /stɑ�f/ noun permanent employees
staff writerstaff writer /�stɑ�f �ratə/, staffer
/�stɑ�fə/ noun a reporter employed full-
time on a newspaper
stagestage /sted�/ noun one step in a process
stainstain /sten/ noun a permanent colour
mark � The MS was covered with round
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stains from coffee cups. � verb to give the
edges of pages a permanent colour � The
tops of the pages are stained blue.
stampstamp /st�mp/ noun something which
marks another object to show that it has
been processed � verb to use a rubber
stamp to mark something � The books are
stamped with the date for return.
stamp dutystamp duty /�st�mp �dju�ti/ noun a tax
on legal documents, such as the convey-
ance of a property to a new owner
stampingstamping /�st�mpŋ/ noun the making
of a design on the cover of a book, using
gold leaf or ink
stamping diestamping die /�st�mpŋ da/ noun a
metal stamp for blocking the case of a book
stamp padstamp pad /�st�mp p�d/ noun a soft
pad of cloth with ink on which a stamp is
pressed before marking the paper
standstand /st�nd/ noun an arrangement of
shelves, tables or boards at an exhibition
for showing a company’s products
standardstandard /�st�ndəd/ noun a level by
which people or the quality of work can be
judged � adjective normal or usual � They
received the standard letter of reply just
like everyone else.
standard agreementstandard agreement /�st�ndəd ə|

�"ri�mənt/, standard contract /�st�ndəd
�kɒntr�kt/ noun a normal printed contract
form
Standard Book NumberStandard Book Number /�st�ndəd
�bυk �n�mbə/ noun an older form of the
International Standard Book Number.
Abbr SBN
standardisationstandardisation /�st�ndəda|

�zeʃ(ə)n/, standardization noun the
process of making sure that everything fits
a standard or is produced in the same way
� standardization of cover design in a
series
standardisestandardise /�st�ndədaz/, stand-
ardize verb to make sure that everything
conforms to the same standard
standard letterstandard letter /�st�ndəd �letə/ noun a
letter which is sent to several different
addresses without any change in the text
standard of livingstandard of living /�st�ndəd əv
�lvŋ/ noun the quality of personal home
life, e.g. the amount of food or clothes
bought, the size of the family car, money
spent on leisure activities. Also called
living standards
standard pagestandard page /�st�ndəd �ped�/ noun
the largest page size that can be printed on
a press

standing elementstanding element /�st�ndŋ �elmənt/
noun an element of a page layout which
remains the same on every page, giving a
publication consistency
standing orderstanding order /�st�ndŋ �ɔ�də/ noun
1. a regular order for each edition of a
serial or annual publication 2. an instruc-
tion to your bank to pay a fixed regular
amount of money to a named person or
organisation
standing typestanding type /�st�ndŋ tap/ noun
pages of a book in metal type which are
kept by the printer in case a reprint is
needed, and for which the publisher pays
rent
staplestaple /�step(ə)l/ noun a small bent
piece of metal which is forced into papers
to hold them together � verb to join papers
together using a stapler � to staple papers
together to attach papers with staples � He
could not take away separate pages,
because the documents were stapled
together.
staplerstapler /�steplə/ noun a tool used to
force staples through papers or other mate-
rials to hold them together
starstar /stɑ�/ noun same as asterisk � verb
same as asterisk
starredstarred /stɑ�d/ adjective with a star
printed or written on it � The starred para-
graphs are to be indented.
star signaturestar signature /�stɑ� �s"ntʃə/,
starred signature noun a signature with a
signature mark followed by a star, showing
that it has to be bound as an insert inside
another section
start pagestart page /�stɑ�t ped�/ noun the
webpage to which a visitor to a website is
automatically taken first, or the page to
which a user is automatically taken first
whenever he or she goes online
statementstatement /�stetmənt/ noun a formal
or official account of events
statement of accountstatement of account /�stetmənt əv
ə|�kaυnt/ noun a list of invoices and credits
and debits sent by a supplier to a customer
at the end of each month
statement of expensesstatement of expenses /�stetmənt
əv k|�spensz/ noun a detailed list of
money spent
state-of-the-artstate-of-the-art /�stet əv ði �ɑ�t/
adjective as technically advanced as
possible
state publishingstate publishing /�stet �p�blʃŋ/
noun publishing which is organised by a
government
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stationstation /�steʃ(ə)n/ noun a point in a
network at which work can be input to the
main system
stationerystationery /�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun paper
equipment in an office, e.g. envelopes and
writing paper
stationery bindingstationery binding /�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri
�bandŋ/ noun a binding style which is
used for books that are to be written in, and
therefore must lie flat when open
statutestatute /�st�tʃu�t/ noun a regulation or
law
statute bookstatute book /�st�tʃu�t bυk/ noun a list
of laws passed by parliament
statutorystatutory /�st�tʃυt(ə)ri/ adjective fixed
by law
statutory deposit copystatutory deposit copy
/�st�tʃυt(ə)ri d |�pɒzt �kɒpi/ noun a
copy of a book or other publication which
has to be deposited with a national library
according to law
stay of executionstay of execution /�ste əv eks |

�kju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a temporary stopping of a
legal order � The court granted the
company a two-week stay of execution.
steel engravingsteel engraving /�sti�l n |�"revŋ/
noun an engraved plate, used for printing
delicate designs such as banknotes
stemstem /stem/ noun 1. a vertical main part
of a printed letter 2. the main part of a piece
of metal type
stencilstencil /�stensəl/ noun a template of
shapes or letters which can be used to
produce a design or written information
stencilledstencilled /�stensəld/ adjective relating
to copies made with a stencil
stepstep /step/ noun one of a series of stages
used to accomplish a task � verb to cut
something in steps
step and repeatstep and repeat /�step ən r |�pi�t/ noun
a method of taking a single image and
repeating it many times on a sheet of paper,
used e.g. when printing stamps
step indexstep index /�step �ndeks/ noun an
index where the outside margin of the book
is cut away in a series of steps down the
page, each step being marked with a tag
and a letter of the alphabet, often used for
address books. Also called cut-in index
stereostereo /�steriəυ/, stereotype
/�steriətap/ noun a duplicate printing
plate, cast in metal or plastic from a mould
taken from metal type
stetstet phrase an instruction to a printer to
leave something without making any
corrections which have been instructed

(NOTE: From the Latin word meaning ‘let it
stand’.) � verb to ignore a correction in text
� He phoned the printer to tell him to stet
the correction on the last page of proofs.

COMMENT: When instructing the compositor
not to change a typeset text, the part to be
left without changes is underlined with a
dotted line and the word ‘stet’ is written in
the margin (nowadays, a tick is also used).

stickstick /stk/ verb to attach something with
glue or other adhesive � to stick a stamp on
a letter � They stuck a poster on the door.
stickersticker /�stkə/ noun a small piece of
gummed paper or plastic to be stuck on
something as an advertisement or to indi-
cate a price � verb to put a price sticker on
an article for sale � We had to sticker all the
stock. � resticker
stick-up initialstick-up initial /�stk �p |�nʃ(ə)l/ noun
an initial letter set in a larger size than the
rest of the text, the letter being on the base
line and rising above the ascender line
stickysticky /�stki/ adjective referring to a
website that attracts visitors, especially
one that keeps them interested for a long
time
stiffstiff /stf/ adjective hard or not bending
easily
stiff coverstiff cover /�stf �k�və/ noun a cased
cover, or a cover in thick boards, as
opposed to a limp cover
stiffenerstiffener /�stf(ə)nə/ noun a strip of thin
card glued to the inside of a cloth spine to
make it stiff
stiff leafstiff leaf /�stf li�f/ noun a piece of paper
that has been strengthened by having
another leaf pasted onto it
stillstill /stl/ noun one single frame from a
video or film
stillagestillage /�stld�/ noun a flat wooden
base on which goods can be stacked for
easy handling by a fork-lift truck
stipplestipple /�stp(ə)l/ noun a pattern of irreg-
ular dots to produce a tone � verb to put a
pattern of coloured dots on paper

COMMENT: Stippling involves making
irregular patterns of dots or patches of
colour, as opposed to marbling which
involves irregular swirling patterns of lines
of colour.

stippled endpapersstippled endpapers /�stp(ə)ld
�endpepəz/ plural noun endpapers deco-
rated with a pattern of colours
stipulatestipulate /�stpjυlet/ verb to demand
that a condition be put into a contract � to
stipulate that the contract should run for
five years � to pay the stipulated charges �
The company failed to pay on the date stip-
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ulated in the contract. � The contract stip-
ulates that the author is liable for libel
costs.
stipulationstipulation /�stpjυ |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a
condition in a contract
stitchstitch /sttʃ/ verb to bind the pages of a
book, pamphlet or other publication with
thread or staples
stitcherstitcher /�sttʃə/ noun a machine for
stitching pages together
stitchingstitching /�sttʃŋ/ noun the act of
attaching pages together with wire or
thread
STMSTM abbreviation scientific, technical and
medical
stochastic screeningstochastic screening /stə|�k�stk
�skri�nŋ/ noun a method of printing a
photograph or illustration by breaking the
image up into a random series of dots,
which when printed merge into a contin-
uous tone. Also called FM screening
stockstock /stɒk/ noun the total quantity of
items available for use or sale � in stock,
out of stock available or not available in
the warehouse or shop � We hold 2,000
titles in stock. � The title went out of stock
just before Christmas but came back into
stock in the first week of January. � We are
out of stock of this series. � verb to hold
goods for sale in a warehouse or shop �
The wholesaler stocks 2,000 titles.
stock cheststock chest /�stɒk tʃest/ noun a
container in which stock is kept before it is
drawn off into the papermaking machine
stock codestock code /�stɒk kəυd/ noun numbers
and letters which refer to an item of stock
stock controlstock control /�stɒk kən |�trəυl/ noun
the process of keeping records of how
much stock is bought and sold
stock controllerstock controller /�stɒk kən|�trəυlə/
noun a person who notes movements of
stock
stock depreciationstock depreciation /�stɒk dpri�ʃi|

�eʃ(ə)n/ noun a reduction in the value of
stock which is held in a warehouse for
some time

COMMENT: Stock depreciation is calculated
by the publisher according to a system
agreed with the company’s auditors. Stock
is generally depreciated according to its
saleability: a reference book or popular
classic which might continue to have a
steady sale over a period of years may not
be depreciated at all. On the other hand, a
topical book (such as one on the current
Olympic Games) may be written off
completely, since it will not sell at all once
the event it commemorates has passed.
The effect of depreciation is to lower the

profit in the current year, and (if the book
continues to sell) to increase the profit in the
following year. Depreciated stock can be
sold to remainder merchants.

stock figuresstock figures /�stɒk �f"əz/ plural noun
details of how many goods are in a ware-
house or shop on a particular date
stocking fillerstocking filler /�stɒkŋ �flə/ noun a
small item such as a small format book,
which can be used to put into a Christmas
stocking
stock in handstock in hand /�stɒk n �h�nd/ noun
the stock held in a shop or warehouse
stock-in-tradestock-in-trade /�stɒk n �tred/ noun
goods held by a business for sale
stockiststockist /�stɒkst/ noun a person or shop
which stocks a particular item
stock levelstock level /�stɒk �lev(ə)l/ noun a quan-
tity of goods kept in stock � We try to keep
stock levels low during the summer.
stockliststocklist /�stɒklst/ noun a list of items
carried in stock
stock paperstock paper /�stɒk �pepə/ noun paper
which a printer always carries in stock
stock reportstock report /�stɒk r |�pɔ�t/ noun a
computer printout showing the number of
copies or items in stock
stock returnstock return /�stɒk r|�t!�n/ noun details
which a printer supplies to a publisher
showing the stocks held of books or printed
sheets
stockroomstockroom /�stɒkru�m/ noun a room
where items that are not immediately
needed are stored
stock sizestock size /�stɒk saz/ noun the normal
size of something � The book is in an odd
format and needs a non-stock size paper
which had to be ordered in.
stocktakingstocktaking /�stɒktekŋ/ noun the
process of checking the amount of avail-
able stock against records
stocktaking salestocktaking sale /�stɒktekŋ �sel/
noun a sale of goods cheaply to clear a
warehouse before stocktaking
stock turnstock turn /�stɒk t!�n/ noun the total
value of stocks sold in a year divided by the
average value of goods in stock � The
company has a stock turn of 6.7.
stock turnoverstock turnover /�stɒk �t!�nəυvə/ noun
the total value of stock sold in a year
divided by the average value of goods held
in stock
stock upstock up /�stɒk ��p/ verb to buy supplies
of something which will be needed in the
future � They stocked up with computer
paper.
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stock valuationstock valuation /�stɒk �v�lju|�eʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of estimating the value of
stock at the end of an accounting period
stonestone /stəυn/ noun 1. a flat surface,
usually metal, on which the pages of metal
type are made up into formes 2. a hard
mineral surface formerly used in lithog-
raphy
stone engravingstone engraving /�stəυn n |�"revŋ/
noun an engraving of a lithographic stone
stone handstone hand /�stəυn h�nd/, stoneman
noun a person who imposes pages
stone proofsstone proofs /�stəυn pru�fs/ plural
noun US final proofs which are run off just
before the printing run starts
stopstop /stɒp/ noun 1. the end of an action 2.
the point where a line ends, or where it
meets another line at right angles � verb to
cause something not to move any more
stop cylinderstop cylinder /�stɒp �slndə/ noun a
letterpress cylinder which rotates once to
print a sheet, then prints the next sheet after
the bed has returned to its place
stop outstop out /�stɒp �aυt/ verb to paint out
parts of a negative to make sure they will
be etched when blocks are being made
stopped headingstopped heading /�stɒpt �hedŋ/ noun
a heading which runs across the top of
columns in an account book, the vertical
rules ending where they meet the heading
stop pressstop press /�stɒp pres/ noun a small
section in a newspaper, reserved for very
late items of news
storagestorage /�stɔ�rd�/ noun 1. the process
of placing or keeping goods in a store 2. a
place for storing things 3. money charged
for keeping goods in a store
storage capacitystorage capacity /�stɔ�rd� kə |�p�sti/
noun space available for storage
storage facilitiesstorage facilities /�stɔ�rd� fə|�sltiz/
plural noun room or space in which to store
items
storage unitstorage unit /�stɔ�rd� �ju�nt/ noun a
device attached to a computer for storing
information on disk or tape
storestore /stɔ�/ noun a place where items can
be kept until needed � verb to place items
into safe keeping
store and forwardstore and forward /�stɔ� ən �fəɔwəd/
noun a communications system that stores
a number of messages before retransmit-
ting them
storekeeperstorekeeper /�stɔ�ki�pə/, storeman
/�stɔ�mən/ noun a person in charge of a
storeroom

storeroomstoreroom /�stɔ�ru�m/ noun a room
where stock can be kept, e.g. a small ware-
house attached to a factory
storystory /�stɔ�ri/ noun a narrative tale
storyboardstoryboard /�stɔ�ribɔ�d/ noun a plan-
ning document used by producers of
broadcast programmes
storylinestoryline /�stɔ�rilan/ noun a rough
description of the story of a sequence of
photographs or other illustrations
straight edgestraight edge /�stret ed�/ noun a paper
edge which is cut straight
straight matterstraight matter /�stret �m�tə/,
straight text noun text which is contin-
uous, with no changes of layout � The MS
is 105 pages of straight text.
straight runstraight run /�stret r�n/ noun printing
on a press with no changes of plate
strainstrain /stren/ verb to remove impurities
or solid matter from a liquid by passing it
through a mesh
strainerstrainer /�strenə/ noun a metal
container through which paper pulp is
passed to remove impurities
strawboardstrawboard /�strɔ�bɔ�d/ noun board
used for cheap cased bindings, made from
straw
streamstream /stri�m/ noun a mass of things
such as people or traffic, all going in the
same direction � to come on stream to
start production
streamerstreamer /�stri�mə/ noun 1. a device for
attaching a tape storage unit to a computer
2. a large headline running across a page of
a newspaper 3. a long strip of paper or
ribbon, used for publicity purposes or as a
decoration
stream feederstream feeder /�stri�m �fi�də/ noun a
device for moving sheets of paper into the
press, each sheet slightly overlapping the
next
streamingstreaming /�stri�mŋ/ noun the reading
of data from a storage device in one contin-
uous operation, without processor inter-
vention
streetstreet /stri�t/ noun same as river
street directorystreet directory /�stri�t da |�rekt(ə)ri/
noun a list of people living in a street, or a
map of a town which lists all the streets in
alphabetical order in an index
street planstreet plan /�stri�t pl�n/ noun a map of
the streets in a particular town. Also called
town plan
stress marksstress marks /�stres mɑ�ks/ plural
noun small marks which indicate where
the stress falls on a word, used in phonetics
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strikestrike /strak/ verb 1. to hit something �
The printing head strikes the ribbon and
the paper at the same time. 2. to make a
matrix for casting type, by hitting the blank
metal with a punch
strike outstrike out /�strak aυt/ verb to cross out
a word or text
strike-throughstrike-through /�strak θru�/ noun ink
which seeps through paper and is visible
on the other side of the page. Compare
show-through
stringerstringer /�strŋə/ noun a journalist who
works freelance for a newspaper, paid by
the article, covering events in a particular
town or country
stripstrip /strp/ noun a narrow piece of paper
or film � verb to remove something � They
stripped the covers off the book and
replaced them with new ones.
strip cartoonstrip cartoon /�strp kɑ�|�tu�n/ noun a
series of humorous drawings telling a story
strip instrip in /�strp �n/ verb to insert a small
patch of paper or film in a hole cut in the
main sheet of paper or film � The correc-
tions to the text have been stripped in on
the film.
strippingstripping /�strpŋ/ noun an imposition
for offset printing, by making film up into
imposed pages, sticking the pieces of nega-
tive or positive film onto backing, ready for
filming
stripping-filmstripping-film /�strpŋ flm/ noun a
very thin film used for making corrections
stripping-instripping-in /�strpŋ �n/ noun the act
of making a correction to a film or bromide
by cutting a hole in the original to remove
incorrect text and insert correct text
strokestroke /strəυk/ noun a basic curved or
straight line that makes up a character
stubstub /st�b/ noun a small section of paper
left after folding
stub bindingstub binding /�st�b �bandŋ/ noun a
binding process where the folded sections
are sewn to stubs of paper which are then
glued to form the spine
studiesstudies /�st�diz/ noun a particular
subject of study, especially an educational
course or academic specialisation
studiostudio /�stju�diəυ/ noun a place where
people such as designers, film producers or
artists work
study aidstudy aid /�st�di ed/ noun educational
material such as a book or CD for sale to
students who want to learn by self-study at
home

stuffstuff /st�f/ verb to put papers into enve-
lopes � We pay casual employees £6 an
hour for stuffing envelopes.
stufferstuffer /�st�fə/ noun 1. advertising paper
to be put in an envelope for mailing 2.
ingredients for making paper
style

style /stal/ noun the way in which a
particular writer or editor uses words,
sentences and layout to produce a recog-
nisable publication
style manualstyle manual /�stal �m�njυəl/ noun a
book or notes prepared to show the details
of the house style of a publisher or printer
style sheetstyle sheet /�stal ʃi�t/ noun a printed
sheet, listing all the rules of house style for
a publishing company or for contributors
to a magazine, which has to be followed by
authors and editors
stylusstylus /�staləs/ noun a small pointed
object which is used in computer graphics
to direct the cursor
sub

sub /s�b/ noun wages paid in advance �
verb to sub-edit a text
sub-

sub- /s�b/ prefix combining with nouns to
give the meaning of less important
sub-agencysub-agency /�s�b �ed�ənsi/ noun a
small agency which is part of a large
agency
sub-agentsub-agent /�s�b �ed�ənt/ noun a
person who is in charge of a sub-agency
subbingsubbing noun the editing of a manuscript
before it is sent for typesetting
subdivisionsubdivision /�s�bdv�(ə)n/ noun a
section of a text within a division
subdomain namesubdomain name /�s�bdə |�men
�nem/ noun 1. a second level of Internet
domain names created by the administrator
of the domain 2. a subdivision of the two-
letter country domain names into two- or
three-letter organisational subdomains,
e.g. ‘ac.uk’ for United Kingdom academic
sites and ‘com.au’ for Australian commer-
cial sites.
sub-editsub-edit /�s�b �edt/ verb to read, mark
and correct a manuscript text, so that it fits
house style, making sure that the facts in it
are correct, that the illustrations are
obtained and are correctly referred to in the
text, that the index and page numbers are
correct, etc. � The sub-editing of the MS
will take about four weeks.
sub-editor

sub-editor /�s�bedtə/ noun a person
who corrects and checks articles in a news-
paper before they are printed
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sub-headingsub-heading /�s�b �hedŋ/, sub-head
noun a subsidiary heading which divides
text into shorter sections
sub insub in /�s�b �n/ verb to manage to sell a
certain number of copies of a title into a
bookshop
subjectsubject /�s�bd�kt/ noun an idea for
study, discussion or treatment
subject bibliographysubject bibliography /�s�bd�kt
bbli|�ɒ"rəfi/ noun a list of documents,
articles and books that are relevant to a
certain subject, with details such as author,
publisher and date of publication
subject cataloguesubject catalogue /�s�bd�kt
�k�təlɒ"/ noun a catalogue which lists
books according to their subjects
subject entrysubject entry /�s�bd�kt �entri/,
subject heading /�s�bd�kt �hedŋ/ noun
an index or catalogue heading which indi-
cates the main subject of a document
subject indexsubject index /�s�bd�kt �ndeks/
noun a list of subjects covered by a library
with the class numbers to indicate where
materials can be found
subject linesubject line /�s�bd�kt lan/ noun a line
in an e-mail that indicates the subject of the
message
subject tosubject to /s�b|�d�ekt tu�/ adjective
depending on
sub judicesub judice /�s�b �d�u�dsi/ adjective
being considered by a court and so not to
be mentioned in the media � The papers
cannot report the case because it is still
sub judice.
sublicensesublicense /�s�blas(ə)ns/ verb to
license somebody else to use something
that you have been licensed to use

COMMENT: For example, a publisher who
has been licensed to publish a translation of
a text may (with the agreement of the
original copyright holder) sublicense
another publisher to reprint the translated
text locally.

submissionsubmission /səb |�mʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
act of submitting something 2. a manu-
script or synopsis that is submitted to a
publisher
submitsubmit /səb|�mt/ verb 1. to put some-
thing forward to be examined � He
submitted a claim to the insurers. � The
reps are asked to submit their expenses
claims once a month. 2. to send a manu-
script to a publisher, asking for it to be
considered for publication � He submitted
the MS to six publishers before getting a
positive response.

subscribesubscribe /səb |�skrab/ verb 1. to agree
to pay for and receive or use something
over a fixed period of time, e.g. a period-
ical, a series of books, or a set of tickets to
musical or dramatic performances 2. to add
one’s name and e-mail address to a mailing
list in order to receive messages from a
website automatically, with or without
charge
subscribersubscriber /səb |�skrabə/ noun a user
who chooses to receive information,
content or services regularly from some-
thing such as a website
subscriptsubscript /�s�bskrpt/ noun a figure
printed in a smaller size and lower down
than a normal figure, i.e. below the base
line. � superscript (NOTE: Used in chem-
ical formulae: CO2.)
subscriptionsubscription /səb|�skrpʃən/ noun 1.
money paid to become a member of an
organisation or to receive regular publica-
tions 2. the process by which a bookseller
agrees to order a certain number of copies
of a title from the publisher
subscription agentsubscription agent /səb |�skrpʃən
�ed�ənt/ noun a person or company who
helps libraries to acquire electronic
resources from publishers
subscription-based publishingsubscription-based publishing
/səb |�skrpʃən best �p�blʃŋ/ noun a
form of publishing in which content from a
website, magazine, book or other publica-
tion is delivered regularly by email or other
means to a group of subscribers
subscription librarysubscription library /səb |�skrpʃən
�labrəri/ noun a private library which
people can join by paying a subscription
subscription managementsubscription management /səb|

�skrpʃən �m�nd�mənt/ noun the
process of ensuring that booksellers
receive all the copies of books that they
have agreed to stock
subscription pricesubscription price /səb |�skrpʃən
pras/ noun a special price for a magazine
subscription ratessubscription rates /səb |�skrpʃən
rets/ plural noun the amount of money to
be paid for a series of issues of a magazine
subsidiarysubsidiary /səb|�sdiəri/ adjective less
important � They agreed to most of the
conditions in the contract but queried one
or two subsidiary items.
subsidiary companysubsidiary company /səb |�sdiəri
�k�mp(ə)ni/ noun a company that is
owned by a parent company
subsidiary rightssubsidiary rights /səb|�sdiəri rats/
plural noun rights other than the right to
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publish a book in its first form, e.g. paper-
back rights, rights to adapt the book, or
rights to serialise it in a magazine
subsidisesubsidise /�s�bsdaz/, subsidize verb
to help an organisation by giving money �
The government has refused to subsidise
the car industry.
subsidised publicationsubsidised publication /�s�bsdazd
�p�bl|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a publication which
is partly paid for by a subsidy from an offi-
cial body or from a sponsor
subsidysubsidy /�s�bsdi/ noun money given to
help something which is not profitable �
The country’s publishing industry exists on
government subsidies.
subsidy publishingsubsidy publishing /�s�bsdi
�p�blʃŋ/ noun a type of publishing in
which the authors pay a fee to a traditional
publishing company, in return for their
organising for it to be printed, marketed
and distributed under their own imprint
substancesubstance /�s�bstəns/ noun the weight
of paper, as shown by the grammage or, in
the USA, as pounds per 500 sheets
substitutesubstitute /�s�bsttju�t/ verb to put or
use something in the place of something
else � noun a person or thing which takes
the place of somebody or something else
substitution errorsubstitution error /�s�bst|�tju�ʃ(ə)n
�erə/ noun an error made by a scanner
which mistakes one character or letter for
another
substratesubstrate /�s�bstret/ noun 1. a surface
on which text or illustrations are printed 2.
card or board used for making boxes
subtitlesubtitle /�s�btat(ə)l/ noun 1. the
secondary title of a book 2. words written
at the bottom of a television or cinema
screen to enable the spoken words to be
read � verb to give a subtitle to a book �
The book is subtitled ‘A study in African
politics’.
subtractivesubtractive /səb|�tr�ktv/ noun a
colour which is the complement of another,
i.e. it filters out that colour from white light
subtractive colourssubtractive colours /səb |�tr�ktv
�praməriz/, subtractive primary
colours, subtractive primaries plural
noun the process primaries, cyan, magenta
and yellow, which when combined make
black
subtractive processsubtractive process /səb |�tr�ktv
�prəυses/ noun in printing, the production
of colour using the three subtractive prima-
ries. This method of colour reproduction

works by suppressing colours as they are
reflected from white paper.
suction boxsuction box /�s�kʃən bɒks/ noun a
device which removes water from paper as
it is formed, by sucking the liquid out
under a vacuum as the paper passes over
the box
suction feedersuction feeder /�s�kʃən �i�də/ noun a
machine which lifts a sheet of paper with
suction caps before feeding it into a
printing press
suction rollsuction roll /�s�kʃən rəυl/ noun a metal
cylinder with perforations, which has a
suction box inside it. Also called rotary
suction box
suesue /sju�/ verb to take somebody to court
or to start legal proceedings against some-
body to get money as compensation � He is
suing the publisher and the author for
libel.
suffixsuffix /�s�fks/ noun a word or group of
letters added to the end of a word which
changes the grammar and meaning
sulphate processsulphate process /�s�lfet �prəυses/,
sulfate process noun an alkaline process
for digesting woodpulp, where ground-
wood is heated with caustic soda and
sodium sulphide, giving a strong pulp used
to make kraft paper
sulphite processsulphite process /�s�lfat �prəυses/,
sulfite process noun an acid process for
digesting woodpulp, where groundwood is
heated with lime and sulphur dioxide to
produce the pulp from which chemical
paper is made. The paper is of better
quality than that made by the sulphate
process, and if beaten becomes translucent.
sulphite pulpsulphite pulp /�s�lfat p�lp/ noun pulp
which has been treated by the sulphite
process
summarisesummarise /�s�məraz/, summarize
verb to give a brief description of the main
points
summarysummary /�s�məri/ noun a short version
of something giving only the main points
sunk cord sewingsunk cord sewing /�s�ŋk kɔ�d �səυŋ/
noun a binding process where the cords lie
in notches cut in the backs of the signatures
supersuper /�su�pə/ noun thick gauze used to
make the hinge between the boards and the
book block
supercalendersupercalender /�su�pək�ləndə/ noun
a machine through which damp paper is
passed after it has left the papermaking
machine, used to make smooth, hard and
glossy paper
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supercalendered papersupercalendered paper
/�su�pək�əndəd �pepə/ noun paper with
a smooth shiny surface made by passing it
through a supercalender
supercalenderingsupercalendering
/�su�pək�ləndərŋ/ noun the process of
giving a very smooth finish to paper by
passing it through a supercalender
superimposesuperimpose /�su�pərm |�pəυz/ verb to
place something on top of something else
superimpositionsuperimposition /�su�pəmpə|

�zʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of enhancing an
image by blocking part of a negative and
exposing it again
superiorsuperior /sυ|�pəriə/ adjective referring
to figures or letters which are set in smaller
size and printed higher up above the x
height (NOTE: Used in scientific setting: 10-

12. The opposite is inferior.)
supermarketsupermarket /�su�pəmɑ�kt/ noun a
large store, usually selling food, where
customers serve themselves and pay at a
checkout desk � Supermarket sales are
more and more important to mass market
publishers.
superscriptsuperscript /�su�pəskrpt/ noun a small
character printed at a higher level than the
rest of the line of writing. � subscript
supershiftsupershift /�su�pəʃft/ noun a level of
shift on a typesetting keyboard which
makes another font available
super VGAsuper VGA /�su�pə vi� d�i� �e/ noun full
form of SVGA
supplementsupplement /�s�plmənt/ noun 1. mate-
rial printed at the back of a book � A useful
supplement gives details of hotels and their
room rates. 2. an extra volume or section in
a reference book, containing new material
which is not in the main text 3. a special
extra section of a newspaper, usually on a
special subject � The travel supplement
comes with the weekend issue of the paper.
� verb to add to something � We will
supplement the warehouse staff with six
part-timers during the Christmas rush.
suppliersupplier /sə|�plaə/ noun a person or
company that provides goods, services or
equipment
supplysupply /sə |�pla/ verb to provide, give or
sell something to somebody � noun 1. the
act of providing something that is needed �
problems concerning the supply of books
to schools 2. a stock of something that is
needed � the law of supply and demand
a general rule that the amount of a product
which is available is related to the needs of
the possible customers

suppresssuppress /sə |�pres/ verb to prevent
something from being known or done
suppressionsuppression /sə|�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the act
of preventing something being published
surchargesurcharge /�s!�tʃɑ�d�/ noun an extra
charge
surfacesurface /�s!�fs/ noun the outside layer
of something
surface oil absorption timesurface oil absorption time /�s!�fs
�ɔl əb |�zɔ�pʃən �tam/, surface oil resist-
ance time noun the time taken for oil to be
absorbed by paper. Abbr SOAT, SORT. �

PIRA SOAT
surface papersurface paper /�s!�fs �pepə/ noun
coated paper with a shiny smooth surface,
which has been coated with a mixture of
china clay and size
surface platesurface plate /�s!�fs plet/ noun a
normal litho plate
surface strengthsurface strength /�s!�fs streŋθ/ noun
the ability of the surface of paper not to
stick to a sticky substance
suspendsuspend /sə |�spend/ verb to stop some-
thing for a time � We have suspended
payments while we are waiting for news
from our agent. � Mailings have been
suspended until the autumn.
suspensionsuspension /sə |�spenʃən/ noun the
stopping of something for a time
suspension pointssuspension points /sə |�spenʃ(ə)n
pɔnts/ plural noun a series of dots printed
close together, to show a hesitation
SVGASVGA /�es vi� d�i� �e/ noun a graphics
display system which allows resolutions of
up to 800 x 600 pixels with 16 million
colours. Full form super VGA
swap upswap up /�swɒp ��p/ verb to exchange
one of a company’s books for that of
another publisher in a bookshop
swash initialswash initial /�swɒʃ  |�nʃ(ə)l/ noun an
ornamental swash letter used as the first
letter of a chapter
swash lettersswash letters /�swɒʃ �letəz/ plural
noun ornamental italic letters with elegant
curves at the ends of the strokes
swatchswatch /swɒtʃ/ noun a small sample
swellswell /swel/ noun a particularly thick part
of sewn sections, caused by the thread
swelled rulesswelled rules /�sweld ru�lz/ plural noun
ornamental rules which are fatter in the
centre than at the ends
switchswitch /swtʃ/ to change from one thing
to another � We have switched printers.
switch over toswitch over to /�swtʃ �əυvə tu�/ verb
to change to something quite different � We
have switched over to a French supplier. �
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The factory has switched over to web-fed
machines.
swung dashswung dash /�sw�ŋ �d�ʃ/ noun a
printing symbol (~) used in dictionaries to
show that a headword is being repeated, or
a sign used in some computer programs to
indicate a carriage return
symbolsymbol /�smbəl/ noun a shape, icon or
picture which represents something else
syndicatesyndicate /�sndket/ verb to produce
something such an article or drawing
which is published in several newspapers
or magazines at the same time
syndicatedsyndicated /�sndketd/ adjective
published in several newspapers or maga-
zines � He writes a syndicated column on
personal finance.
syndicatorsyndicator /�sndketə/ noun software
which allows Internet content to be shared
and published by other users
synonymsynonym /�snənm/ noun a word or
phrase which has almost the same meaning
as another word or phrase

synonymoussynonymous /s |�nɒnməs/ adjective
meaning the same � The words ‘error’ and
‘mistake’ are synonymous.
synopsissynopsis /s|�nɒpss/ noun a summary of
a longer text (NOTE: The plural is
synopses.)
synthetic materialssynthetic materials /sn |�θetk mə|

�təriəlz/ plural noun substances made as
products of a chemical process
synthetic papersynthetic paper /sn |�θetk �pepə/
noun paper made using man-made fibres,
which does not contain any cellulose
systemsystem /�sstəm/ noun a set of rules or
plans which are used to accomplish a task
systems analysissystems analysis /�sstəmz ə |

�n�ləss/ noun a process of using a
computer to suggest how a company
should work by analysing the way in which
it works at present
systems analystsystems analyst /�sstəmz ��nəlst/
noun a person who specialises in systems
analysis
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tabtab /t�b/ noun a small piece of paper
attached to a sheet or card to draw attention
to something
tabbingtabbing /�t�bŋ/ noun movement of the
cursor in a word-processing program from
one column to the next � Tabbing can be
done from inside the program.
tab cardtab card /�t�b kɑ�d/ noun a card with a
small tab, used in a card index
tab indextab index /��b �ndeks/ noun an index to
a book, where little tabs with the letters of
the alphabet are stuck to the edges of the
pages
tab keytab key /�t�b ki�/ noun one of the keys on
a computer keyboard which enables the
user to move through or arrange text in
columns
tabletable /�teb(ə)l/ noun a list of data
arranged in rows and columns
tab leadertab leader /t|��b �li�də/ noun a row of
dots that connects one element on a page to
another, such as a page title to its page
number in an index listing
table mattertable matter /�teb(ə)l �m�tə/ noun text
in columns with rules between them
table of contentstable of contents /�teb(ə)l əv
�kɒntents/ noun a list of contents in a
book or magazine, usually printed at the
beginning
table rollstable rolls /�teb(ə)l rəυlz/ plural noun
rollers which hold up the wire mesh in a
small paper mill
tabloidtabloid /�t�blɔd/ noun a small-size
newspaper with a less serious approach to
the news than the broadsheets
tab racktab rack /t�b r�k/ noun a graduated
scale, displayed on the screen, showing the
position of tabulation columns. Also called
ruler line
tab stopstab stops /�t�b stɒps/, tabulation
stops /�t�bju |�leʃ(ə)n stɒpz/ plural noun
preset points along a line, where the

printing head or cursor will stop for each
tabulation command
tabular materialtabular material /�t�bjυlə mə|�təriəl/,
tabular matter noun figures or text set out
in columns
tabular settingtabular setting /�t�bjυlə �setŋ/ noun
the process of setting text or numbers in
columns
tabulatetabulate /�t�bjυlet/ verb to arrange
work on a word processor using the tab key
to move from one column or row to the
next
tabulationtabulation /�t�bjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
arrangement of a table of figures 2. the act
of moving a printing head or cursor to a
preset distance along a line
tabulation markerstabulation markers /�t�bju |�leʃ(ə)n
�mɑ�kəz/ plural noun symbols displayed in
word processing to indicate the position of
tabulation stops
tabulatortabulator /�t�bjυletə/ noun part of a
computer which sets words or figures auto-
matically in columns
TACTAC /t�k/ abbreviation total area
coverage
tack valuetack value /�t�k �v�lju�/, tacking noun
a measurement of how sticky a substance
such as ink is
tagtag /t�"/ noun a character or symbol
attached to a record to aid retrieval
tag image file formattag image file format /�t�" �md�
�fal �fɔ�m�t/ noun full form of TIFF
tag papertag paper /�t�" �pepə/ noun thick
durable paper which is used for printing
price tags for clothing and other similar
jobs
tailtail /tel/ noun 1. the downstroke of a letter
2. a curved end stroke on a letter, such as
the capitals R or K 3. the bottom edge of a
book or page
tailbandtailband /�telb�nd/ noun a decorative
strip, often in two colours, along the
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bottom of the back of a book inside the
spine � a quarto with blue headbands and
tailbands, and gilt edges
tail captail cap /�tel k�p/ noun a piece of
leather binding on the spine of a book,
which folds over at the bottom and is
tucked into the inside of the spine
tail margintail margin /�tel �mɑ�d�n/ noun the
margin between the text and the bottom of
the page. � bottom margin
tailpiecetailpiece /�telpi�s/ noun a decoration
printed towards the bottom of a page at the
end of a piece of text, either at the end of a
chapter or at the end of a whole book.
Compare headpiece
taketake /tek/ verb to move something phys-
ically from one place to another � noun
part of a large job given to a compositor to
set
take backtake back /�tek �b�k/ verb to move text
from the beginning of one line back to the
end of the previous line or from the top of
one page back to the bottom of the
previous page. � take over (NOTE: US
English is run back.)
take intake in /�tek �n/ verb to put more text
into the material already typeset � Take in
three lines from the next galley.
take outtake out /�tek �aυt/ verb 1. to remove
something from a text, e.g. a potentially
libellous statement � Lawyers asked the
publisher to take out all references to the
allegations. 2. to arrange to have some-
thing � They made arrangements to take
out a mortgage to buy the house. 3. to
borrow a book from a library
take overtake over /�tek �əυvə/ verb to move text
from the end of one line to the beginning of
the next line or from the bottom of one
page to the top of the next page. � take
back (NOTE: The US term is run down.)
taking out turnstaking out turns /�tekŋ aυt �t!�nz/
noun the replacing of turns by correct char-
acters
talking booktalking book /�tɔ�kŋ �bυk/ noun a book
that has been recorded onto an audio
cassette, originally intended for people
who cannot see well enough to read
tantan /t�n/ noun a light yellowish-brown
colour, usually of leather
tapetape /tep/ noun a narrow strip of plastic,
coated with magnetic material on which to
record sound or pictures
tape mergingtape merging /�tep �m!�d�ŋ/ noun the
act of taking two tapes with data and
combining them, usually by combining

master tape with corrections or additions
on a second tape
target ink densitiestarget ink densities /�tɑ�"t �ŋk
�densti�z/ plural noun the relative densi-
ties of each of the four process colours, as
recommended for achieving different
effects in print or for printing on different
types of paper. Abbr TID
target markettarget market /�tɑ�"t �mɑ�kt/ noun
the type of customer who is thought likely
to buy specific goods or services
tax exemptiontax exemption /�t�ks " |�zempʃən/
noun being free from having to pay tax �
As a non-profit-making organisation you
can claim tax exemption. Also called
exemption from tax
tax-freetax-free /�t�ks �fri�/ adjective with no
tax having to be paid. Also called free of
tax
taxonomytaxonomy /t�k |�sɒnəmi/ noun the prin-
ciple of classifying and ordering items
such as books, e.g. in a hierarchical struc-
ture
TCPTCP /�ti� si� �pi�/ noun a standard data
transmission protocol that provides full
duplex transmission, in which the protocol
bundles data into packets and checks for
errors. Full form transmission control
protocol
TCP/IPTCP/IP /�ti� si� pi� a �pi�/ noun a data
transfer protocol used in networks and
communications systems, often used in
Unix-based networks. Full form transmis-
sion control protocol/interface program
teachteach /ti�tʃ/ verb to give lessons in or
provide information about a subject
teacher’s bookteacher’s book /�ti�tʃəz bυk/,
teacher’s manual /�ti�tʃəz �m�njuəl/
noun a book published to go with a set of
students’ books, giving the teacher
answers to questions and suggestions for
teaching
tear factortear factor /�teə �f�ktə/ noun the ratio
of the paper weight to the tear strength of a
piece of paper across the grain
tearsheettearsheet /�teəʃi�t/ noun a page
removed from a book or periodical, and
sent to an advertiser as proof that their
advertisement has been placed
tear strengthtear strength /�teə streŋθ/ noun a
measurement of the resistance of paper to
tearing
tear testtear test /�teə test/ noun a test to see
how strong paper is or to show in which
direction the grain lies
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technicaltechnical /�teknk(ə)l/ adjective � the
technical press specialist periodicals
dealing with technical subjects
technical authortechnical author /�teknk(ə)l �ɔ�θə/
noun a person who writes specialised
instructions and manuals on technical
subjects
technical bookstechnical books /�teknk(ə)l bυks/
plural noun books which deal with tech-
nical subjects
technical editortechnical editor /�teknk(ə)l �edtə/
noun an editor on the staff of a specialist
magazine, who is responsible for testing,
writing about and reviewing equipment
technical pentechnical pen /�teknk(ə)l pen/ noun a
special pen with a fine tip, used for making
technical drawings
technical profiletechnical profile /�teknk(ə)l
�prəυfal/ noun the values of the printing
variables that must be considered by
anyone who is producing repro for a partic-
ular publication, and also followed by
companies making colour proofs of the
material for that publication

COMMENT: The technical profile should
include: substrate type, inks used, tone
transfer characteristic – solid density and
dot gain.

technical translatortechnical translator /�teknk(ə)l
tr�ns|�letə/ noun a translator who
specialises in translating technical books
technical writertechnical writer /�teknk(ə)l �ratə/
noun an author of specialised books on
technical subjects
technofreaktechnofreak /�teknəυfri�k/ noun a tech-
nical expert in, or obsessive enthusiast of,
information systems
technologicaltechnological /�teknə |�lɒd�k(ə)l/
adjective relating to technology � the tech-
nological revolution the changing of
industry by introducing new technology
technologytechnology /tek|�nɒləd�i/ noun the
application of scientific knowledge to
practical purposes. � information tech-
nology
TEFLTEFL abbreviation teaching of English as
a foreign language
telecommunicationtelecommunication /�telikə|�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the transmission of
encoded sound, pictures or data over
significant distances, using radio signals or
electrical or optical lines
telecommunicationstelecommunications /�telikə|�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun the science and tech-
nology of using electronic equipment to
send messages over a distance

telecomputingtelecomputing /�telikəm |�pju�tŋ/
noun the act of sending information to or
receiving information from another
computer via a modem or local area
network
telematicstelematics /�tel|�m�tks/ noun the
study of the processes involved in the long-
distance transmission of computer data
teleorderteleorder /�teliɔ�də/ noun an order
placed through the teleordering system
teleorderingteleordering /�teli|�ɔ�dərŋ/ noun the
ordering of goods by telephone which are
then delivered to your address
telephonetelephone /�telfəυn/ noun an instru-
ment which can be used to talk to some-
body over a long distance by means of dial-
ling a series of numbers � verb to make
contact with somebody at a distance by
using a telephone
telephone directorytelephone directory /�telfəυn da |

�rekt(ə)ri/, telephone book /�telfəυn
bυk/ noun a book containing an alphabet-
ical list of names, addresses and telephone
numbers of people in a given city, town or
area
telephone orderstelephone orders /�telfəυn ɔ�dəz/
plural noun orders received over the tele-
phone � Since we mailed the catalogue we
have had a large number of telephone
orders.
teleprocessingteleprocessing /�teli |�prəυsesŋ/ noun
the use of computer terminals in different
locations, connected to a main computer,
to process data. Abbr TP
telesalestelesales /�teliselz/ noun the process of
telephoning people without warning to try
to sell them things
teletextteletext /�telitekst/ noun a system of
transmitting written text using a television
signal

COMMENT: Teletext constantly transmits
pages of information which are repeated
one after the other; the user can stop one to
read it. This is different from Viewdata,
where the user calls up a page of text using
a telephone line.

teletypesettingteletypesetting /�tel|�tapsetŋ/ noun
typesetting operated by a punched paper
tape, often over a telegraphic system,
formerly much used by newspapers. Abbr
TTS
televisiontelevision /�tel |�v�(ə)n/ noun 1. a
system of transmitting pictures and sound
over a distance so that they can be received
and seen on a television set 2. a device for
receiving and displaying broadcast televi-
sion programmes � abbr TV
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television networktelevision network /�telv�(ə)n
�netw!�k/ noun a system of linked televi-
sion stations covering the whole country
television rightstelevision rights /�tel |�v�(ə)n �rats/
plural noun the right to adapt a work for the
television. Also called TV rights
temptemp /temp/ noun a temporary office
worker � We have had two temps working
in the office this week to clear the backlog
of letters.
temp agencytemp agency /�temp �ed�ənsi/ noun
an office that deals with finding temporary
staff for offices
templatetemplate /�tem |�plet/ noun 1. a thin
sheet of metal or plastic with cut-out
shapes which enable exactly the same
shape to be reproduced many times 2. any
document which is used as a guide for
designing new documents, showing which
elements should be included and where
template commandtemplate command /�templet kə |

�mɑ�nd/ noun a command that allows
functions or other commands to be easily
set � A template paragraph command
enables the user to specify the number of
spaces each paragraph should be
indented.
TEMP/OSTEMP/OS noun a report from a publisher
to a bookseller, showing that a book is out
of stock at present, but should be in stock
soon
tensile strengthtensile strength /�tensal streŋθ/ noun
the strength of paper to withstand pulling
tensile strength testertensile strength tester /�tensal
streŋθ �testə/ noun an instrument to test
the tensile strength of paper
tensiontension /�tenʃən/ noun the tightness of a
web of paper as it passes through a printing
press
termterm /t!�m/ noun 1. a set or limited period
of time � The term of office for the chair-
person is one year. 2. one of the three divi-
sions of the academic year � The year
starts in October with the autumn term. 3.
a word used in the terminology of indexing
terminableterminable /�t!�mnəb(ə)l/ adjective
possible to terminate
terminalterminal /�t!�mn(ə)l/ noun a processor
with screen and keyboard used to access a
central computer system
terminateterminate /�t!�mnet/ verb 1. to stop
completely 2. to end something
terminationtermination /�t!�m|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the act of bringing something to an end 2.
US the act of leaving a job by resigning,
retiring, or being fired or made redundant

termination clausetermination clause /�t!�m |�neʃ(ə)n
klɔ�z/ noun a clause which explains how
and when a contract can be terminated
termsterms /t!�mz/ plural noun 1. the head-
ings, words and phrases used in a classifi-
cation scheme 2. conditions agreed
between people for a sale or job
terms of employmentterms of employment /�t!�mz əv m|

�plɔmənt/ plural noun conditions set out
in a contract of employment
terms of paymentterms of payment /�t!�mz əv
�pemənt/ plural noun same as payment
terms
terms of saleterms of sale /�t!�mz əv �sel/ plural
noun the conditions attached to a sale
territoryterritory /�tert(ə)ri/ noun the area
covered by a representation agreement or
visited by a salesperson � The territories
covered by the agreement are Southeast
Asia and Hong Kong. � We are expanding
the rep force and reducing the reps’ terri-
tories. � His territory covers all the north
of the country.
tertiarytertiary /�t!�ʃəri/ adjective third in order
or stage of development � Universities are
the tertiary stage of education after
primary and secondary schools.
tertiary level publishingtertiary level publishing /�t!�ʃəri
�lev(ə)l �p�blʃŋ/ noun publishing for the
educational market after secondary school
level
TESLTESL abbreviation teaching of English as
a second language
TESOLTESOL abbreviation EDUC teaching of
English to speakers of other languages
test casetest case /�test kes/ noun a legal action
where the decision will fix a principle
which other cases can follow
test printtest print /�test prnt/ noun the printing
of a small run experimentally before a big
run � We did a test print of the new maga-
zine before going to press with 1.5 million
copies.
test runtest run /�test r�n/ noun a trial made on
a machine
texttext /tekst/ noun the main part of a
written document
TextText /tekst/ noun same as Textura
text areatext area /�tekst �eəriə/ noun the part of
the printed page which is covered by
printed text
text blocktext block /�tekst blɒk/ noun same as
book block
textbooktextbook /�tekstbυk/ noun an academic
book on a particular subject used for study
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textbook publishertextbook publisher /�tekstbυk
�p�blʃə/ noun an educational publisher
text boxtext box /�tekst bɒks/ noun a box within
a computer dialogue box in which charac-
ters such as text, dates or numbers can be
typed and edited
text-editing facilitiestext-editing facilities /�tekst �edtŋ
fə|�sltiz/ plural noun a word-processing
system that allows the user to add, delete,
move, insert and correct sections of text
text-editing functiontext-editing function /�tekst �edtŋ
�f�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun an option in a program
that provides text-editing facilities � The
program includes a built-in text-editing
function.
text editortext editor /�tekst �edtə/ noun a piece
of software used to enter and correct text or
modify programs under development
text figuretext figure /�tekst �f"ə/ noun an illus-
tration in a book, especially a line drawing
which is printed as part of the text
text formattertext formatter /�tekst �fɔ�m�tə/ noun a
program that arranges a text file according
to pre-set rules such as line width and page
size
text illustrationstext illustrations /�tekst
�ləstreʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun illustrations
printed on the text pages, and not on sepa-
rate paper
text indextext index /�tekst �ndeks/ noun an
index of some or all of the words in some-
thing such as a computer file or database
field, used to aid searching and retrieval
text managementtext management /�tekst
�m�nd�mənt/ noun facilities that allow
text to be written, stored, retrieved, edited
and printed
text manipulationtext manipulation /�tekst mə |

�npjυleʃ(ə)n/ noun computer facilities
that allow text editing, changing, inserting
and deleting
text pagestext pages /�tekst �ped�z/ plural noun
printed pages with the main text of a book,
not including the prelims, specially printed
plates, maps, etc.
text papertext paper /�tekst �pepə/ noun paper
with a textured surface, such as laid paper
text processingtext processing /�tekst �prəυsesŋ/
noun same as word processing
text retrievaltext retrieval /�tekst r |�tri�v(ə)l/ noun a
facility on a word processor which allows
the user to find the text of documents to be
edited or worked with
text typetext type /�tekst tap/ noun a typeface
used for the text of a book, as opposed to
the chapter headings, captions, etc.

textualtextual /�tekstʃuəl/ adjective relating to
text � The editors made several textual
changes before the proofs were sent back
for correction.
TexturaTextura noun a technical name for black
letter or gothic type. Also called Text
texturetexture /�tekstʃə/ noun the way that
something such as paper feels to the touch,
the relative smoothness or roughness or its
surface
text windowtext window /�tekst �wndəυ/ noun a
window in a graphics system, where the
text is held in a small space on the screen
before being allocated to a final area
TFTF noun a report from a publisher to a
bookseller, showing that a book will be
sent soon. Full form to follow
‘The Bookseller’‘The Bookseller’ /ðə �bυkselə/ noun a
British weekly magazine dealing with
publishing and bookselling matters
The IndexThe Index /�ði� �ndeks/ noun same as
Index Librorum Prohibitorum
thermal paperthermal paper /�θ!�m(ə)l �pepə/ noun
paper which is chemically coated so that it
can be used with a thermal printer
thermal printerthermal printer /�θ!�m(ə)l �prntə/
noun a printing machine which uses heat-
sensitive paper
thermal transferthermal transfer /�θ!�m(ə)l tr�ns|�f!�/
noun a method of printing where the ink is
attached to the paper by heating � a
thermal transfer printer � Colour ink-jet
technology and thermal transfer tech-
nology compete with each other.
thermographic copierthermographic copier
/�θ!�məυ"r�fk �kɒpiə/ noun a copying
machine which copies text using heat to
take an image from the carbon in the orig-
inal and transferring the image to heat-
sensitive paper
thermographic printingthermographic printing
/�θ!�məυ"r�fk �prntŋ/, thermog-
raphy /θ!� |�mɒ"rəfi/ noun a printing
process which uses heat to produce raised
characters, using very thick ink which is
dusted with powder and then heated to
weld it to the paper
thermo-mechanical pulpthermo-mechanical pulp /�θ!�məυ
m |�k�nk(ə)l �p�lp/ noun pulp made from
wood chips which have been heated
thermoplasticthermoplastic /�θ!�məυ |�pl�stk/
adjective becoming soft when heated
thermoplastic bindingthermoplastic binding /�θ!�məυ|

�pl�stk �bandŋ/ noun binding for
perfect bound books, in which plastic glue
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is heated to attach the cover to the trimmed
pages. Also called adhesive binding 2
thermoplastic platesthermoplastic plates /�θ!�məυ |

�pl�stk �plets/ plural noun printing
plates made of thermoplastic material,
which can be bent to fit round the cylinder
thermoprintingthermoprinting /�θ!�məυ |�prntŋ/
noun printing on plastic wrapping mate-
rial, using heat
thermosettingthermosetting /�θ!�məυsetŋ/ adjec-
tive material which can be moulded when
hot, but which does not become plastic
thermosetting platesthermosetting plates /�θ!�məυsetŋ
�plets/ plural noun printing plates made in
thermosetting material, which are moulded
into a curved shape to fit round a cylinder
thesaurusthesaurus /θ |�sɔ�rəs/ noun a type of
dictionary that lists groups of synonyms
thick leadthick lead /�θk led/ noun a lead of 3
point
thick leadingthick leading /�θk �ledŋ/, thick space
noun the normal space allowed between
printed words, which is one third of an em
thickness dummythickness dummy /�θknəs �d�mi/
noun a book made from the correct paper
and binding materials, but without any
printed text, used to check the weight and
bulk of the finished product
thin leadingthin leading /�θn �ledŋ/, thin space
noun a space which is one fifth of an em
thin typefacethin typeface /�θn �tapfes/ noun a
typeface with very slender lines
third coverthird cover /�θ!�d �k�və/ noun the
inside back cover of a magazine, used for
advertisements
third generationthird generation /�θ!�d �d�enə |

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of 3G
third quarterthird quarter /�θ!�d �kwɔ�tə/ noun a
period of three months from July to the end
of September
32mo32mo abbreviation thirty-twomo
thirty-twomothirty-twomo /�θ!�ti �tu�məυ/ noun 1. a
size of book page traditionally created by
folding a single sheet of standard-sized
printing paper five times, giving 32 leaves
or 64 pages 2. a book printed in this format.
Abbr 32mo 3. an American book format
about 4 or 5 inches high. Abbr 32mo
thousand charactersthousand characters /�θaυz(ə)nd
�k�rktəz/, thousand keystrokes plural
noun a number of characters or keystrokes
used to calculate keyboarding costs � The
keyboarding charge is £3.00 per thousand
keystrokes.

threadthread /θred/ noun an idea or theme
which connects the different parts of a
story together
thread sealingthread sealing /�θred �si�lŋ/ noun a
binding system where plastic staples are
inserted and sealed to sew the sections,
then the sewn sections are glued with a
gauze backing
thread sewingthread sewing /�θred �səυŋ/, thread
stitching noun the process of attaching
collated sections of a book together with
thread
thread sewn bookthread sewn book /�θred səυn �bυk/
noun a book in which each signature is
sewn and then collated with other signa-
tures and sewn together before binding
three-colourthree-colour /�θri� �k�lə/ adjective
using three colours � The series will have
three-colour covers.
three-colour processthree-colour process /�θri� �k�lə
�prəυses/ noun a colour printing process
in which the three process colours are
printed one after the other, followed if
necessary by black for the text
three-colour processingthree-colour processing /�θri� �k�lə
�prəυsesŋ/ noun the act of making blocks
for three-colour printing
three-deckerthree-decker /�θri� �dekə/ noun a large
Victorian novel, published in three
volumes
3G3G /�θri� �d�i�/ noun a wireless communi-
cations technology designed to provide
high-speed Internet access and transmis-
sion of text, digitised voice, video and
multimedia. Full form third generation
three-knife trimmerthree-knife trimmer /�θri� naf �trmə/
noun a guillotine with three knives which
trim books and magazines along three
edges
three-quarter bindingthree-quarter binding /�θri� �kwɔ�tə
�bandŋ/ noun bookbinding in which the
spine and most of the sides of a book are
covered in the same material
three-upthree-up /�θri� ��p/ adverb printing three
copies of a text at the same time
throwawaythrowaway /�θrəυə |�we/ noun 1. a
cheap little advertising flyer 2. a free sheet
throw outthrow out /�θrəυ �aυt/ verb 1. to design a
section of a book or periodical so that it can
be unfolded to make a page larger than
double page size 2. to reject or to refuse to
accept something � The board threw out
the draft contract submitted by the union. �
The proposal was thrown out by the edito-
rial committee. 3. to get rid of something
which is not wanted � We threw out the old
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telephones and installed a computerised
system. � The sales director threw out the
old reporting system.
throw-outthrow-out /�θrəυ aυt/ noun a section of a
book or periodical which can be unfolded
to larger than page size
thumb holethumb hole /�θ�m həυl/ noun a rounded
hole cut in the foredge of a book as part of
a thumb index
thumb indexthumb index /�θ�m �ndeks/ noun a
method of indexing used especially for
dictionaries and diaries, where rounded
holes are cut into the foredge of a book,
allowing a thumb to be placed in the hole
and the book to be opened at the correct
page quickly
thumb-indexthumb-index /�θ�m �ndeks/ verb to
provide a book with a thumb index � The
dictionary is thumb-indexed.
ticktick /tk/ noun a sign written in the margin
to show that the typeset text is correct
(NOTE: The US term is check.)
TIDTID abbreviation target ink densities
tied letterstied letters /�tad �letəz/ plural noun
ligatures
tie-intie-in /�ta n/ noun a book that is derived
from or published together with a TV or
radio programme
.tif.tif /tf/ suffix a file extension for a TIFF
file. Full form tagged image file format
TIFFTIFF /tf/ noun a standard file format used
to store graphic images. Full form tagged
image file format

COMMENT: TIFF is probably the most
common image interchange format used by
DTP software. Developed by Aldus and
Microsoft, TIFF can handle monochrome,
grey-scale, 8-bit or 24-bit colour images.
There have been many different versions of
TIFF that include several different
compression algorithms

tighttight /tat/ adjective 1. restricted, strict or
not allowing any movement or extra time �
Producing two hundred pages of setting in
a day is a very tight schedule, and I don’t
think we can do it. � Getting three hundred
pages of MS into 160 pages of printed text
is going to be tight. � Production expenses
are kept under tight control. 2. closely set
with very little spacing
-tight-tight /tat/ suffix preventing something
getting in � The computer is packed in a
watertight case. � Send the films in an
airtight container.
tight back bindingtight back binding /�tat b�k/, tight
spine binding noun binding where the
cover is glued to the back of a book without

any hollow (NOTE: The opposite is hollow
back binding.)
tight-edgedtight-edged /�tat ed�d/ adjective
relating to a reel of paper which has dried
at the edges, so that the edges are tight and
the centre of the reel is slack
tildetilde /�tldə/ noun a pronunciation symbol
(~) written over some letters in Spanish
and Portuguese
tilingtiling /�talŋ/ noun a process by which an
image that is too large for the device
handling it to be output on a single piece of
film or paper is broken into a number of
smaller pieces which, when brought
together later, can be reassembled as a
single picture
tiling filltiling fill /�talŋ fl/, tiled fill noun the
means by which a repeating pattern can be
produced from a single patterned tile and
used to decorate an area confined by a
complete boundary
tilt and swiveltilt and swivel /�tlt ən �swv(ə)l/
adjective referring to a machine which is
mounted on a pivot, so able to be moved to
point in the most convenient direction for
the operator
timetime /tam/ noun 1. a period during which
something takes place 2. hours worked by
a person 3. a period before something
happens
time and motion studytime and motion study /�tam ən
�məυʃ(ə)n �st�di/ noun a study in an
office or factory of the movements of
employees as they perform tasks, with the
aim of improving efficiency of production
time limittime limit /�tam �lmt/ noun the
maximum time which can be taken to do
something � to set a time limit for accept-
ance of the offer
time limitationtime limitation /�tam lm |�teʃ(ə)n/
noun the amount of time available for a
task
time ratetime rate /�tam ret/ noun a rate for
work which is calculated as money per
hour or per week, and not money for work
completed
timescaletimescale /�tamskel/ noun the length
of time taken up by a particular activity �
Their timescale for writing the book was
six months.
timesharingtimesharing /�tamʃeərŋ/ noun an
arrangement by which several people can
be online to a computer at the same time
time sheettime sheet /�tam ʃi�t/ noun a form
showing when an employee starts and
finishes work
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Times New RomanTimes New Roman /�tamz nju�
�rəυmən/ noun a typeface designed by
Stanley Morison in the 19th century for the
‘Times’ newspaper in 1932, now one of the
most widely used text faces
time worktime work /�tam w!�k/ noun work
which is paid for at a rate per hour or per
day, not per piece of work completed
tintin /tn/ noun a metal used as part of the
alloy in metal type and in hot metal setting,
which makes the lead tougher and also
more fluid when heated
tinttint /tnt/ noun a pale background colour
formed of small coloured dots with white
space between them � verb to colour some-
thing with a tint
tintingtinting /�tntŋ/ noun a mechanical tint or
stipple which is preprinted and can be
applied to the design by the designer
tint-layingtint-laying /�tnt �leŋ/ noun the crea-
tion of a tint by stripping in film
tip intip in /�tp �n/ verb to stick an extra leaf,
usually with a colour plate or folding map,
etc., into the pages of a bound book � a
book with six tipped-in plates
tip-intip-in /�tp n/ noun an extra leaf tipped
into a bound book
tissue papertissue paper /�tʃu� �pepə/ noun very
thin paper made from chemical pulp, used
to wrap fragile objects, and in binding,
placed in front of engraved plates to
prevent the ink setting off onto the facing
pages
titanium oxidetitanium oxide /ta |�teniəm �ɒksad/
noun a chemical added to paper stock to
make the paper whiter and more opaque
titletitle /�tat(ə)l/ noun 1. the name given to a
book, play or TV programme 2. a word
used to indicate the status of a person, e.g.
Mr, Mrs, Dr or Rev
title bartitle bar /�tat(ə)l bɑ�/ noun a horizontal
bar at the top of a computer screen which
usually shows the name of the program and
file that is currently in use
title indextitle index /�tat(ə)l �ndeks/ noun an
index of books in a library or publisher’s
catalogue listed under their titles
title pagetitle page /�tat(ə)l ped�/ noun a page
at the beginning of a book which states the
title and publication information

COMMENT: The title page is always a right-
hand page. From the designer’s point of
view, a title page is designed both to attract
the reader and at the same time to give
some idea of the contents of the book: this
must be done using typography alone,
although some title pages have illustrations
or vignettes. The jacket or cover is

designed in order to attract the purchaser to
the book in the shop; the title page is
designed to make the reader want to read it
when he or she opens it

title page versotitle page verso /�tat(ə)l ped�
�v!�səυ/, title verso noun a page on the
back of the title page, where the biblio-
graphical details and the copyright notice
are printed

COMMENT: The title page verso normally
carries the imprints (the names and
addresses of both publisher and printer),
the copyright line, the ISBN and possibly
other copyright details (such as the CIP
information), and, if translated or adapted,
details of its original publication.

title piecetitle piece /�tat(ə)l pi�s/ noun display
lettering on a title page
title signaturetitle signature /�tat(ə)l �s"ntʃə/
noun the first signature of a book, which
contains the title page
titlingtitling /�tat(ə)lŋ/, titling font noun a
typeface font which only exists in capital
letters and is used in book titles and other
headings
‘to be continued’‘to be continued’ /�tυ bi� kən |�tnju�d/
phrase words at the end of an article,
showing that the serialisation will be
continued in the next issue
TOEFLTOEFL /�təυf(ə)l/ a trademark for a
standardised English language test taken
by speakers of other languages who are
applying to universities in the United
States. Full form Test of English as a
Foreign Language
tokentoken /�təυkən/ noun something which
acts as a sign or symbol
token chargetoken charge /�təυkən �tʃɑ�d�/ noun a
small charge which does not cover the real
costs
token damagestoken damages /�təυkən �d�md�z/
plural noun damages awarded by a court
which are very small to show that the harm
done was more technical than real
token paymenttoken payment /�təυkən �pemənt/
noun a small payment made as a symbolic
gesture
tolerancetolerance /�tɒlərəns/ noun deviation
from the specifications allowed in dimen-
sions � We agreed with the binder on a
tolerance of 5%.
tombstonetombstone /�tu�mstəυn/ noun 1. a large
advertisement placed in a newspaper or
periodical for a legal reason, such as to
announce a will or to give the terms of a
government loan 2. a page layout flaw in
which two columns in a multicolumn
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layout each have subheadings positioned at
the same level, confusing the eye
tonton /t�n/ noun a measure of weight
tonetone /təυn/ noun a shade of colour � The
graphics package can give several tones of
blue.
tonertoner /�təυnə/ noun dry ink powder put
into a photocopier to develop the image on
the copy
toner cartridgetoner cartridge /�təυnə �kɑ�trd�/
noun a sealed cartridge containing toner,
which can be easily replaced in a photo-
copier � Change toner and toner cartridge
according to the manual.
tone valuetone value /�təυn �v�lju�/ noun the
degree of tone of a colour
tone worktone work /�təυn w!�k/ noun a halftone
work, using screening to produce tones in
a printed work
tonnagetonnage /�t�nd�/ noun 1. space for
cargo in a ship, measured in tons 2. the
weight of paper, in tonnes
tonnetonne /t�n/ noun � metric ton
tooltool /tu�l/ noun a metal instrument which
is used to press designs onto the case of a
book � verb to make a design on the case
of a book by pressing on the case with a
tool which has been heated � a book in
tooled morocco binding
toolingtooling /�tu�lŋ/ noun the act of pressing
designs by hand onto the cover of a book,
using a punch
toolkittoolkit /�tu�lkt/ noun 1. a collection of
information, resources and advice for a
specific subject area or activity 2. a bundle
of software which can be used to set up a
particular utility or service
toothtooth /tu�θ/ noun 1. the degree of surface
roughness of a piece of paper 2. the ability
of paper to take ink well, caused by its
having a slightly rougher surface
toptop /tɒp/ adjective, noun 1. the upper edge
of a bound book or upper part of the page
2. first � verb to go higher than or to make
a higher offer than something � The New
York agent bid $500,000 which topped all
other bids.
top copytop copy /�tɒp �kɒpi/ noun the first sheet
of a document which is typed with several
photocopies
top-level domaintop-level domain /�tɒp �lev(ə)l dəυ|

�men/ noun the part of an Internet address
that identifies an Internet domain, e.g. edu
(education), .com (commercial) or a two-
letter country code.

top managementtop management /�tɒp
�m�nd�mənt/ noun the most senior
members of a management hierarchy
top margintop margin /�tɒp �mɑ�d�n/ noun the
margin at the top of a printed page
topologytopology /tɒ |�pɒləd�i/ noun the relation-
ships between parts linked together in a
system such as a computer network
topping bidtopping bid /�tɒpŋ bd/ noun a bid
which is higher than all others
top-sellingtop-selling /�tɒp �selŋ/ adjective
selling better than all other products � top-
selling author of detective stories
top sidetop side /�tɒp sad/ noun 1. the side
which is being printed on 2. the smooth top
side of paper, as opposed to the wire side
which may show the marks of the wire
mesh
top spacetop space /�tɒp spes/ noun the number
of blank lines left at the top of a printed text
top-weightingtop-weighting /�tɒp �wetŋ/ noun a
method of designing a page so that the
emphasis is to the top part, used in maga-
zine design rather than in books. � margin
total area coveragetotal area coverage /�təυt(ə)l �eəriə
�k�v(ə)rd�/ noun the total of each of the
percentages of target ink densities used in
a printed work. Abbr TAC
total invoice valuetotal invoice value /�təυt(ə)l �nvɔs
�v�lju�/ noun the total amount on an
invoice, including transport, VAT, etc.
town plantown plan /�taυn �pl�n/ noun same as
street plan
TPTP abbreviation teleprocessing
tracetrace /tres/ verb to find somebody or
something after a prolonged search
tracingtracing /�tresŋ/ noun a function of a
graphics program that takes a bitmap
image and processes it to find the edges of
the shapes and so convert these into a
vector line image that can be more easily
manipulated
tracing papertracing paper /�tresŋ �pepə/ noun
special transparent paper used to trace
designs
tracktrack /tr�k/ noun a concentric ring on a
computer disk or tape which is used to
store data in separate sections
trackingtracking /�tr�kŋ/ noun 1. the act of
reducing the spaces between letters, either
to save space or to avoid awkward letter
combinations (like L and T) which can
leave gaps if spaced normally 2. lines on
magnetic tapes or disks along which infor-
mation is carried
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tracking linestracking lines /�tr�kŋ lanz/ plural
noun imaginary lines running from the
front edge of a printing plate to the back
track recordtrack record /�tr�k �rekɔ�d/ noun the
success or failure of a company or sales-
person in the past � He has a good track
record as a salesman. � The company has
no track record in the computer market.
tractor feedtractor feed /�tr�ktə fi�d/ noun a
method of controlling paper feed by the
use of holes on the edge of the paper and
sprockets on the printer
tradetrade /tred/ noun the activity of buying,
selling or exchanging goods or services
trade agreementtrade agreement /�tred ə|�"ri�mənt/
noun an international agreement between
countries over general terms of trade
trade associationtrade association /�tred ə|

�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun a group which links
together companies in the same trade
trade bindingtrade binding /�tred �bandŋ/ noun
the binding of sheets of a book by a binder
for another printer which has printed them
trade booktrade book /�tred bυk/ noun a standard
edition of a book, meant for sale to the
general public, as opposed to a de luxe or
book club edition
trade bureautrade bureau /�tred �bjυərəυ/ noun an
office which specialises in commercial
enquiries
trade cataloguetrade catalogue /�tred �k�təlɒ"/
noun 1. a book containing details of the
goods manufactured or sold by a firm 2. a
publisher’s catalogue listing books for sale
through retail bookshops
trade countertrade counter /�tred �kaυntə/ noun a
shop in a publisher’s office or section of a
warehouse where small quantities of books
are sold to booksellers in person
trade customstrade customs /�tred �k�stəmz/ plural
noun particular customs relating to the
printing and publishing trades
trade cycletrade cycle /�tred �sak(ə)l/ noun a
period during which trade expands, then
slows down, then expands again
trade descriptiontrade description /�tred d|�skrpʃən/
noun a description of a product for
attracting customers
Trade Descriptions ActTrade Descriptions Act /�tred d |

�skrpʃənz �kt/ noun an act which limits
the way in which products can be
described, in order to protect customers
from wrong descriptions made by manu-
facturers
trade directorytrade directory /�tred da|�rekt(ə)ri/
noun a book containing alphabetical lists

and information about companies and
organisations involved in trade in a partic-
ular area
trade discounttrade discount /�tred �dskaυnt/ noun
a reduction in price given to a customer in
the same trade, as by a publisher to another
publisher or to a bookseller
trade editiontrade edition /�tred |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun an
edition of a book for sale through retail
bookshops, as opposed to an edition for
sale through book clubs or to the educa-
tional market, etc.
trade editortrade editor /�tred �edtə/ noun same
as general books editor
trade fairtrade fair /�tred feə/ noun a large exhi-
bition for advertising and selling a partic-
ular type of product
trade housetrade house /�tred haυs/ noun a
specialist printing or binding company
which does work mainly for other printers
or binders such as typesetting, laminating,
or making jackets
trade journaltrade journal /�tred �d�!�n(ə)l/, trade
magazine /�tred m�"ə |�zi�n/ noun a
magazine produced for people or compa-
nies in a particular trade
trademarktrademark /�tredmɑ�k/ noun a name,
sign or symbol printed on something to
show who it is made by
trade missiontrade mission /�tred �mʃ(ə)n/ noun a
visit to a country by a group of foreign
businessmen to discuss trade
trade nametrade name /�tred nem/ noun the
name under which a product is sold � Some
drugs are marketed under several different
trade names.
trade papertrade paper /�tred �pepə/ noun a
newspaper aimed at people working in a
particular industry
trade paperbacktrade paperback /�tred �pepəb�k/
noun a paperback edition of a book that is
superior in production quality to a mass-
market paperback edition and is similar to
a hardback in size
trade presstrade press /�tred pres/ noun all maga-
zines produced for people working in a
particular trade
trade pricetrade price /�tred pras/ noun a special
wholesale price paid by a retailer to the
manufacturer or wholesaler
trade publishertrade publisher /�tred �p�blʃə/ noun
a publisher specialising in books for sale
through retail bookshops
trading patterntrading pattern /�tredŋ �p�t(ə)n/
noun the general way in which trade is
carried on. Also called pattern of trade
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trailing blade coatertrailing blade coater /�trelŋ bled
�kəυtə/ noun a device for scraping off
excess coating from paper
traintrain /�tren on/ verb to teach somebody
the skills for a specific job
traineetrainee /tre |�ni�/ noun a person who is
learning how to perform specific tasks
traineeshiptraineeship /tre|�ni�ʃp/ noun the post
of trainee
trainingtraining /�trenŋ/ noun the act of
teaching somebody specific skills
training officertraining officer /�trenŋ �ɒfsə/ noun a
person in a company who deals with the
training of staff
transcribetranscribe /tr�n|�skrab/ verb 1. to
produce a written version of spoken words
� His speech was transcribed so that it
could be printed. 2. to write a written text
in the alphabet of another language
transcriptiontranscription /tr�n |�skrpʃən/ noun the
act of transcribing data or copying a text
transfer cylindertransfer cylinder /�tr�nsf!� �slndə/
noun same as blanket cylinder
transfer diffusion copiertransfer diffusion copier /�tr�nsf!�
d |�fju��(ə)n �kɒpiə/ noun a type of photo-
copying device for producing PMTs, trans-
forming negatives into positives for use in
litho origination
transfer letterstransfer letters /�tr�nsf!� �letəz/,
transfer lettering, transfer type noun a
system of letters which can be transferred
to a sheet of paper by pressing, available in
many different fonts and point sizes
transferred charge calltransferred charge call /tr�ns |�f!�d
�tʃɑ�d� kɔ�l/ noun a telephone call where
the person receiving the call agrees to pay
for it
transgressive fictiontransgressive fiction /tr�nz |�"resv
�fkʃ(ə)n/ noun a literary genre character-
ised by graphic exploration of taboo topics,
to which the work of writers such as the
Marquis de Sade and William Burroughs
belongs. It is based on the belief that
knowledge is to be found at the very edge
of human experience.
translatetranslate /tr�ns|�let/ verb 1. to change
information from one language or format
to another 2. to convert ideas into action
translationtranslation /tr�ns|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of translating, or a book or other text
which has been translated � She passed the
translation of the letter to the accounts
department.
translation bureautranslation bureau /�tr�ns |�leʃ(ə)n
�bjυərəυ/ noun an office which translates
documents for companies

translation rightstranslation rights /tr�ns|�leʃ(ə)n
rats/ plural noun rights to translate a book
into another language � He paid $10,000
for the English translation rights.
translatortranslator /tr�ns |�letə/ noun 1. a person
who converts text and spoken words from
one language to another 2. a laptop
computer that translates words into other
languages
transliteratetransliterate /tr�ns |�ltəret/ verb to
write words of one language in the charac-
ters of another � ‘Pinyin’ is Chinese trans-
literated into Western characters.
transliterationtransliteration /�tr�nzltə |�reʃ(ə)n/
noun the writing of words of one language
using the characters of another, e.g. Arabic
using the roman alphabet. � romanisation
translucenttranslucent /tr�ns|�lu�s(ə)nt/ adjective
through which light can pass, but which
cannot be seen through
transparencytransparency /tr�ns |�p�rənsi/ noun
transparent positive film which can be
projected onto a screen by using a light
source
transparenttransparent /tr�ns|�p�rənt/ adjective
easily seen through, recognised or under-
stood
transparent copytransparent copy /tr�ns|�p�rənt
�kɒpi/ noun transparencies used for
printing
transparent inktransparent ink /tr�ns |�p�rənt �ŋk/
noun ink which when printed over other
inks allows the first ink to show through
transpondertransponder /tr�n |�spɒndə/ noun a
communications device that receives and
retransmits signals
transposetranspose /tr�ns |�pəυz/ verb to put two
things such as letters in words, illustrations
or lines of text in place of each other � The
captions to the two illustrations were
transposed in paste-up. Abbr trs (NOTE: As
an instruction to a printer, the text or letters
to be moved are indicated with a curled line
and an arrow in the margin.)
transpositiontransposition /�tr�nspə |�zʃ(ə)n/ noun
a change in the order of a series of charac-
ters, as ‘comupter’ for ‘computer’ or
‘1899’ for ‘1989’
trappingtrapping /�tr�pŋ/ noun the process of
programming adjacent colour areas on a
digital file to slightly overlap (lap register)
to allow for misregistration
traveltravel /�tr�v(ə)l/ verb to go from one
place to another, especially to show a
company’s goods to buyers and take orders
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from them � He travels in the north of the
country for a paperback house.
travel booktravel book /�tr�v(ə)l bυk/ noun a book
which describes a journey undertaken by
the author, or the author’s impressions of a
foreign country, but not giving factual
details of hotels, museums and other
tourist information
travel guidetravel guide /�tr�v(ə)l "ad/ noun a
book which gives tourist information about
a place such as how to get there, what is
worth visiting and which hotels to stay at
travelling expensestravelling expenses /�tr�v(ə)lŋ ek|

�spensz/ plural noun money spent on trav-
elling and hotels for business purposes
travel listtravel list /�tr�v(ə)l lst/ noun a series of
travel books published by a publisher
travel magazinetravel magazine /�tr�v(ə)l m�"ə|

�zi�n/ noun a magazine with articles on
holidays and travel
trawltrawl /trɔ�l/ noun a search for something,
especially information � verb to search for
something through a large amount of infor-
mation or many possibilities
treatmenttreatment /�tri�tmənt/ noun a way of
writing about something or somebody
trialtrial /�traəl/ noun a test of somebody or
something to see if they are suitable for a
particular situation
trial sampletrial sample /�traəl �sɑ�mpəl/ noun a
small piece of a product used for testing
trichromatictrichromatic /�trakrəυ|�m�tk/ adjec-
tive using three colours
trichromatic inktrichromatic ink /�traəkrəυm�tk
�ŋk/ noun one of the three process colours
trimtrim /trm/ verb to cut off a small portion
of something around its edge � noun the
action of cutting the edges of the folded
pages of a book as it is being bound � The
trim may be as much as 4mm.
tri-metal platetri-metal plate /�tra �met(ə)l �plet/
noun a plate used for long print runs, made
of three layers of metal
trim markstrim marks /�trm mɑ�ks/ plural noun
marks printed on a sheet which indicate
where the sheet has to be trimmed (NOTE:
The US term is cut marks.)
trimmertrimmer /�trmə/ noun a machine that
cuts the edges of the pages of a book as it
is being bound. � three-knife trimmer
trimmingstrimmings /�trmŋz/ plural noun the
pieces of paper cut off the edges of pages
trim sizetrim size /�trm saz/, trimmed size
noun the measurements of a page of a book
after it has been cut, or of a sheet of paper
after it has been cut to size

trim to bleedtrim to bleed /�trm tυ �bli�d/ verb an
instruction to trim the printed sheets until
the edge of the page cuts into the printed
area
trindlestrindles /�trnd(ə)lz/ plural noun flat
pieces of metal which hold a book flat
while the foredge is being trimmed
triple liningtriple lining /�trp(ə)l �lanŋ/ noun a
very strong binding using linings on the
spine
triplex papertriplex paper /�trpleks �pepə/ noun
paper made of three layers
triviatrivia /�trviə/ noun a collection of insig-
nificant or obscure items, details or infor-
mation
trstrs abbreviation an instruction to a type-
setter to change the place of letters or
pieces of text. Full form transpose
true copytrue copy /�tru� �kɒpi/ noun an exact
copy of a document � I certify that this is a
true copy.
true italictrue italic /�tru� |�t�lk/ noun a designed
italic face in a font, as opposed to the italic
in dot-matrix printers which is sloped
roman
TSTS abbreviation typescript
TTSTTS abbreviation teletypesetting
tub-sized papertub-sized paper /�t�b sazd �pepə/
noun paper that has been dipped into size,
which is stiff and smooth and is used for
writing papers and legal documents
tub sizingtub sizing /�t�b �sazŋ/ noun the sizing
of paper by dipping it in a vat containing
gelatine
tuckertucker /�t�kə/ noun a strip of metal which
pushes the sheet into the folding device
turkeyturkey /�t!�ki/ noun US a book that does
not sell very well (informal)
turnturn /t!�n/ noun a metal character which
has been put in upside down, because the
correct character was not available � verb
to change direction or to put something in
a different way � The illustration has been
turned to appear landscape. � to turn a
letter to set a letter upside down because
the correct letter is not available
turnaround timeturnaround time /�t!�nəraυnd �tam/
noun the time taken to complete a job from
beginning to end � The turnaround time for
photocopying the document is three hours.
turner barsturner bars /�t!�nə bɑ�z/ plural noun
same as angle bars
turn inturn in /�t!�n �n/ verb to bend cover
material over the edge of the binding board
and glue it there
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turn overturn over /�t!�n �əυvə/ verb to have a
particular amount of sales � We turn over
£20,000 a week.
turnoverturnover /�t!�nəυvə/ noun 1. the rate at
which people leave a company and are
replaced 2. the amount of money taken for
goods or services sold during a given
period of time
turnroundturnround /�t!�nraυnd/ noun the value
of goods sold during a year divided by the
average value of goods held in stock
TVTV abbreviation television
TV rightsTV rights /�ti� �vi� �rats/ plural noun
same as television rights
TV spotTV spot /�ti� �vi� �spɒt/ noun a short
period on TV which is used for commer-
cials � We are running a series of TV spots
over the next three weeks.
twelvemotwelvemo /�twelvməυ/ noun 1. a book
made from a sheet which is folded to give
twelve leaves or twenty-four pages 2. a
book with this format 3. an American book
size, 7–8 inches high � abbr 12mo
12mo12mo abbreviation twelvemo
24mo24mo abbreviation twenty-fourmo
twenty-fourmotwenty-fourmo /�twenti �fɔ�məυ/ noun
1. a book format produced when the
printed sheet is folded to give 24 leaves, or
48 pages 2. a book with this format 3. an
American book size, 5–6 inches high �
abbr 24mo
twice-uptwice-up /�twas ��p/ adjective drawn
twice the size that it will be when printed.
Also called two-up
twin-wire fourdriniertwin-wire fourdrinier /�twn �waə fɔ�|

�drnie/ noun a papermaking machine
with two wire meshes, making two layers
of paper which are joined together back to
back while still wet, so the finished paper
is smooth on both sides
twin-wire papertwin-wire paper /�twn �waə �pepə/
noun smooth paper made on a twin-wire
fourdrinier
two-colour presstwo-colour press /�tu� �k�lə �pres/
noun a printing press which can print two
colours at the same time
two-colour processtwo-colour process /�tu� �k�lə
�prəυses/ noun a process involving sepa-
rating artwork for printing in two colours
two-line drop capitaltwo-line drop capital /�tu� lan drɒp
�k�pt(ə)l/ noun an initial capital letter
which occupies two lines, sometimes used
decoratively at the beginning of a chapter
two revolution printingtwo revolution printing /�tu� �revə|

�lu�ʃ(ə)n �prntŋ/ noun a letterpress

process where the cylinder rotates twice
for each impression
two settwo set /�tu� set/ noun the action of
putting two sets of plates on a printing
cylinder, so that two impressions are made
at the same time
two-shot bindingtwo-shot binding /�tu� ʃɒt �bandŋ/
noun adhesive binding using both hot melt
and cold PVA glues
two-sidednesstwo-sidedness /�tu� �saddnəs/ noun
the quality of paper having a slightly
different finish on either side due to the
manufacturing process, which may make it
print differently. Compare like-sidedness
two-uptwo-up /�tu� �w�p/ adverb 1. printing two
copies of a book at the same time with the
pages joined head to head, used for paper-
back binding. � coming-and-going, fore
and aft, printed head-to-head, printed
head-to-tail. Compare one-up � book
which is printed two-up a book which is
printed and bound two copies at a time 2.
sewing two sections together � adjective
same as twice-up
.txt.txt suffix a file extension for a text file.
Full form text
tympantympan /�tmp�n/ noun the bed on
which the paper is placed in a hand-oper-
ated press, or a bed of sheets used to raise
the printing paper to the correct height
typetype /tap/ noun metal characters used for
printing � verb to write using a computer
keyboard

COMMENT: Type area and type depth can
be described as inclusive or exclusive;
inclusive includes the running heads and
any footlines (which may involve the folio),
and exclusive counts only the area of text
without running heads or footlines.

type areatype area /�tap �eəriə/ noun the space
on a page which is occupied by the printed
text, including headings
typecastingtypecasting /�tapkɑ�stŋ/ noun the
process of casting type in hot metal
typecuttertypecutter /�tapk�tə/ noun a person
who cuts the punches to make the matrices
to cast type
typefacetypeface /�tapfes/ noun the size and
style of printing used, measured in ‘points’
which refer to the height of the characters
type familytype family /�tap �f�m(ə)li/ noun
various forms of the same typeface such as
roman, bold, italic or condensed
typefoundertypefounder /�tapfaυndə/ noun a
person who casts metal type
typefoundrytypefoundry /�tapfaυndri/ noun a
workshop where metal type is cast
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type gaugetype gauge /�tap "ed�/ noun a special
ruler used by printers and production staff,
showing width in ems and points, used for
calculating the width of a line or the depth
of a page. Also called type scale (NOTE:
The US term is line gauge.)
type heighttype height /�tap hat/ noun the
standard height of the main section of a
metal character, which is 23.32mm
type-hightype-high /�tap ha/ adjective the same
height as type, such as in a bearer or block
type holdertype holder /�tap �həυldə/ noun a tool
holding the type of words to be blocked
onto a cover
type mattertype matter /�tap �m�tə/ noun text
which has been typeset, as opposed to
illustrations
type metaltype metal /�tap �met(ə)l/ noun the
metal used in metal setting, which is a
mixture of lead, tin and antimony
type pagetype page /�tap ped�/ noun the area of
a page which is covered with printing,
surrounded by the margins
type scaletype scale /�tap skel/ noun same as
type gauge
typescripttypescript /�tapskrpt/ noun a type-
written copy of a manuscript. Abbr TS
type seriestype series /�tap �səri�z/ noun all the
different point sizes available in a typeface
typesettypeset /�tapset/ verb to set text in type
ready to be printed
typesettertypesetter /�tapsetə/ noun a person or
company that typesets text
typesettingtypesetting /�tapsetŋ/ noun the act of
setting text in type � Typesetting costs can
be reduced by supplying the typesetter with
prekeyed disks.
typesetting machinetypesetting machine /�tapsetŋ mə|

�ʃi�n/ noun a machine which sets type
automatically in hot metal, from instruc-
tions given on a paper tape, punched by the
compositor using a keyboard
type sizetype size /�tap saz/ noun the size of
type, calculated in ‘points’ which refer to
the height of the printed character but not
its width

type specificationtype specification /�tap
�spesfkeʃ(ə)n/, type spec noun details
about the type to be used in a book such as
the typeface, point size and leading
type specimentype specimen /�tap �spesmn/ noun
a printed specimen showing samples of
various typefaces or of the typeface to be
used for a particular job
type styletype style /�tap stal/ noun the general
style of type, such as roman, bold or italic,
in which a job will be set
typotypo /�tapəυ/ noun a typographic error
which is made while typesetting (informal)
� literal
typographertypographer /ta|�pɒ"rəfə/ noun 1. a
person who designs the printed pages of a
book, or a person who designs typefaces 2.
a person who sets a book in type (NOTE:
More usually called a compositor.)
typographictypographic /�tapə|�"r�fk/, typo-
graphical /�tapə|�"r�fk(ə)l/ adjective
relating to typography or to typesetting �
No typographical skills are required for
this job. � A typographical error made
while typesetting is called a literal.
typographic errortypographic error /�tapə|�"r�fk
�erə/ noun a mistake made when keying
text or typesetting

‘…all name searches can be truncated
without a wildcard (learned inf, learn,
lea). Authority files exist for each word
in a business name, so it is possible to
look up uncertain spellings first.
Unfortunately, the authority files reveal
the large number of misspellings and
typographic errors in the database (such
as ‘informatio’).’ [Information World
Review]

typographic qualitytypographic quality /�tapə"r�fk
�kwɒləti/ noun the quality of text set by a
laser printer, which is the same as if it had
been phototypeset
typographytypography /ta |�pɒ"rəfi/ noun the
design and methods used when working
with type
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u & lcu & lc, u/lc abbreviation upper and lower
case
ucuc abbreviation upper case
UCAUCA abbreviation undercolour addition
UCCUCC abbreviation Universal Copyright
Convention
UCRUCR abbreviation undercolour removal
ultraviolet dryingultraviolet drying /��ltrəvaələt
�draŋ/ noun the process of drying ink or
varnish by radiation of ultraviolet light
ultraviolet lightultraviolet light /��ltrəvaələt �lat/
noun light which is just beyond the spec-
trum visible by the human eye. Abbr UV
light

COMMENT: UV light is used to dry inks and
cover varnishes. UV varnishing is cheaper
than lamination, but does not have as
glossy a finish.

umlautumlaut /�υmlaυt/ noun a pronunciation
indicator of two dots above a vowel (e.g.
ü), used especially in German
unabridgedunabridged /��nə|�brd�d/ adjective
complete and not shortened
unacceptableunacceptable /��nək |�septəb(ə)l/
adjective not suitable to be accepted � The
terms of the contract are quite unaccept-
able.
unattributedunattributed /��nə|�trbjυtd/ adjective
not attributed to a particular source of
information or a particular creator
unauthorised biographyunauthorised biography /�n |

�ɔ�θərazd ba|�ɒ"rəfi/ noun a biography
written without the permission of the
subject or relatives of the subject, and
which may be more critical than an author-
ised biography and therefore more liable to
prosecution
unauthorised editionunauthorised edition /�n|�ɔ�θərazd |

�dʃ(ə)n/, unauthorised reprint /�n |

�ɔ�θərazd �ri�prnt/ noun a pirate edition
of a book which has not been authorised by
the publisher

unauthorised returns

unauthorised returns /�n |�ɔ�θərazd
r |�t!�nz/ plural noun unsold books
returned from a bookshop without authori-
sation from the publisher or their repre-
sentative
unavailability

unavailability /��nəvelə|�blti/ noun
the fact of not being available
unavailable

unavailable /��nə |�veləb(ə)l/ adjective
not available � The following items on your
order are temporarily unavailable.
unbacked

unbacked /�n|�b�kt/ adjective a sheet of
paper printed on one side only
unbleached kraft

unbleached kraft /�n |�bli�tʃt �krɑ�ft/,
unbleached kraft paper noun strong matt
brown paper used for making paper bags,
wrapping paper, etc., not weakened by
bleaching
unbound

unbound /�n |�baυnd/ adjective not
having been bound
uncensored

uncensored /�n|�sensəd/ adjective not
having been viewed by the official govern-
ment censor and approved for showing to
the public
unchecked

unchecked /�n |�tʃekt/ adjective not
having been checked � a set of unchecked
proofs
uncoated paper

uncoated paper /�n |�kəυtd �pepə/
noun paper which is not coated with any
substance
uncorrected

uncorrected /��nkə|�rektd/ adjective
not corrected � to send a set of uncorrected
proofs to the proofreader
uncorrupted

uncorrupted /��nkə|�r�ptd/ adjective
relating to a computer file or database that
is free of errors or viruses
uncut pages

uncut pages /�n|�k�t �pedzz/ plural
noun pages of a book which have been
bound but not trimmed, so that some pages
are still attached by folds at the foredge and
head
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underblanketunderblanket /��ndəbl�ŋkt/ noun a
packing sheet under the blanket on a
blanket cylinder in offset printing
undercolour additionundercolour addition /��ndək�lə |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun the addition of extra colour
in litho separations as part of the achro-
matic colour origination system. Abbr
UCA
undercolour removalundercolour removal /��ndək�lə r|

�mu�v(ə)l/ noun the removal of unwanted
colour in litho separations as part of the
achromatic colour origination system.
Abbr UCR
under contractunder contract /��ndə �kɒntr�kt/
adjective bound by the terms of a contract
� The firm is under contract to deliver the
goods by November.
undercutundercut /��ndə|�k�t/ noun the cutting
action of acid in process engraving, which
eats under the edges of the image areas
underexposedunderexposed /��ndək|�spəυzd/
adjective not having been exposed for long
enough and so too dark
underexposureunderexposure /��ndək|�spəυ�ə/
noun failure to expose a photograph long
enough, with the result that it is dark
underfoldunderfold /��ndəfəυld/ noun paper
which does not reach the edge of the other
leaves because the folding machine is off
centre (NOTE: The opposite (i.e. the paper
which sticks out from the rest of the folded
sheets) is overfold.)
underground literatureunderground literature
/��ndə"raυnd �lt(ə)rətʃə/ noun literature
published by the underground press
underground pressunderground press /��ndə"raυnd
�pres/ noun illegal newspapers published
in a country where publications are
censored
underlayunderlay /��ndəle/ verb to raise the
height of a printing plate by putting some-
thing such as a piece of card under it �
noun card used to raise the height of a
block or plate
underlineunderline verb to emphasise something
either by talking about it strongly or by
drawing a line under a written word or
phrase � noun 1. a line drawn or printed
under a piece of text � The chapter head-
ings are given a double underline and the
paragraphs a single underline. 2. US a
caption printed under an illustration

COMMENT: Underlining is used by editors
and designers to indicate different type
styles: single underline is an instruction to
set in italic; double underline, in small caps;
three lines indicate caps. (These are all

straight lines). A wavy underline is used to
instruct setting in bold.

undermentionedundermentioned /��ndə|�menʃ(ə)nd/
adjective mentioned lower down in a docu-
ment
underrununderrun /��ndər�n/ noun 1. the
printing of fewer sheets than were ordered
2. the delivering or making of less paper
than was ordered (NOTE: [all senses] The
opposite is overrun.)
unearned advanceunearned advance /�n |�!�nd əd |

�vɑ�ns/ noun money received as an
advance on royalties, which has not been
covered by the royalties from the sales so
far
uneditedunedited /�n |�edtd/ adjective not
having been edited � The unedited text is
with the publisher for editing.
uneven inkinguneven inking /�n|�i�v(ə)n �ŋkŋ/
noun inking where some parts of the sheet
are darker than others
uneven workinguneven working /�n|�i�v(ə)n �w!�kŋ/
noun a page extent which does not fit the
printer’s imposition scheme, usually a
multiple of 8 or 16 � The book is likely to
make 358 pages, but the printer says this is
an uneven working and we must reduce the
text to 352 pages.
unexpurgatedunexpurgated /�n |�ekspə"etd/ adjec-
tive not edited to remove words or passages
considered offensive or unsuitable
unfair competitionunfair competition /��nfeə �kɒmpə|

�tʃ(ə)n/ noun a situation in which one
company tries to do better than another by
using techniques such as importing foreign
goods at very low prices or by wrongly
criticising a competitor’s products
unfinishedunfinished /�n|�fnʃt/ adjective 1. not
having been finished � At his death he left
the unfinished manuscript of his tenth
novel. 2. not having been through the final
stages of some process
unfulfilled ordersunfulfilled orders /��nfυlfld �ɔ�dəz/
plural noun orders received in the past and
not yet supplied
ungatheredungathered /�n|�"�ðəd/ adjective
sheets which have been printed and folded,
but not gathered
UnicodeUnicode /�ju�nkəυd/ a trade name for a
method of identifying characters with indi-
vidual numbers for use across platforms
and applications
uniformuniform /�ju�nfɔ�m/ adjective exactly
the same across a range or area � The
letters are not of uniform height. � The
colour is a uniform pale yellow.
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uniform editionuniform edition /�ju�nfɔ�m |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a series of different books all with the
same design
Uniform Resource LocatorUniform Resource Locator
/�ju�nfɔ�m r |�sɔ�s ləυ |�ketə/ noun an
electronic address used to give access to
files on the Internet. Abbr URL
unillustratedunillustrated /�n |�ləstretd/ adjective
having no illustrations
uninformativeuninformative /��nn|�fɔ�mətv/ adjec-
tive not providing adequate information
union catalogueunion catalogue /�ju�niən �k�təlɒ"/,
union list /�ju�niən lst/ noun a combined
bibliographic list of holdings for either
institutions or subjects
union kraftunion kraft /�ju�njən krɑ�ft/, union
paper noun waterproof paper made of two
layers of kraft paper with a tar coating
between them
unitunit /�ju�nt/ noun a small part of a large
organisation with a specialised purpose
unit costunit cost /�ju�nt kɒst/ noun the cost of
a single book, calculated by dividing the
total product cost by the number of units
produced
unit priceunit price /�ju�nt pras/ noun the price
of one item
unit type pressunit type press /�ju�nt tap �pres/
noun a press with several printing units
UniversUnivers /�ju�nv!�s/ noun a sans face
designed by Adrian Frutiger in 1957 and
now very widely used
Universal Copyright ConventionUniversal Copyright Convention
/�ju�nv!�s(ə)l �kɒpirat kən|�venʃ(ə)n/
noun an international agreement on copy-
right set up by the United Nations in
Geneva in 1952. Abbr UCC. See Comment
at convention
university pressuniversity press /�ju�n |�v!�sti �pres/
noun 1. a printing press belonging to a
university, which prints university docu-
ments such as examination papers and the
university statutes 2. a publishing company
belonging to a university
UNIXUNIX /�ju�nks/, Unix /�ju�nks/ a trade-
mark for a widely used computer operating
system, developed in 1969 at AT&T Bell
Laboratories, which can support multi-
tasking in a multi-user environment
unjustifiedunjustified /�n |�d��stfad/ adjective
with ragged margins, i.e. with no justifica-
tion

COMMENT: The text can be ranged left or
right, leaving the other margin unjustified.
This can also be called ‘ragged left’ or
‘ragged right’.

unlawfulunlawful /�n |�lɔ�f(ə)l/ adjective against
the law or not legal
unlawful copyingunlawful copying /�n|�lɔ�f(ə)l
�kɒpiŋ/, unlawful reproduction noun the
copying of a text or illustration without the
permission of the copyright holder
unleadedunleaded /�n|�ledd/ adjective with no
leading between lines. � lead2 verb
unlined paperunlined paper /��nland �pepə/ noun
paper with no lines printed on it
unmarkedunmarked /�n|�mɑ�kt/ adjective of a
book, especially a second-hand book, with
no marks on the pages caused by e.g.
fingerprints or smudges
unpagedunpaged /�n |�ped�d/ adjective not
marked with page numbers. Abbr unp.
unpublishableunpublishable /�n|�p�blʃ(ə)bəl/
adjective not suitable for publishing by
anybody
unpublishedunpublished /�n|�p�blʃt/ adjective not
having been published
unseenunseen /�n|�si�n/ adjective not having
been seen � They bought 250 copies sight
unseen.
unseriffedunseriffed /�n|�serft/ adjective without
serifs
unsewnunsewn /�n|�səυn/ adjective bound so
that the pages are not sewn together but are
cut and glued to the cover. � adhesive
binding
unsharp maskingunsharp masking /�n|�ʃɑ�p �mɑ�skŋ/
noun a function available on a scanner to
give increased definition to an unsharp
original. Abbr USM. Also called edge
enhancement, peaking
unshiftunshift /��nʃft/ verb to move to lower
case characters on a keyboard, i.e. to
cancel a shift key operation
unsoldunsold /�n|�səυld/ adjective not sold �
Unsold copies will be returned for credit.
unsolicitedunsolicited /�nsə |�lstd/ adjective not
having been asked for
unsolicited manuscriptunsolicited manuscript /�nsə|�lstd
�m�njυskrpt/ noun a manuscript which
is sent to a publisher by the author, without
the publisher having asked to see it
unsolicited testimonialunsolicited testimonial /�nsə|�lstd
�test |�məυniəl/ noun a letter praising a
person or a product which was written
without being asked
untitleduntitled /�n|�tat(ə)ld/ adjective without
a title
untranslateduntranslated /��ntr�ns |�letd/ adjec-
tive in its original language as opposed to
being translated
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untrimmeduntrimmed /�n|�trmd/ adjective in
which the pages have not been trimmed
untrimmed sizeuntrimmed size /�n |�trmd saz/ noun
the size of a piece of paper or printed page
which has not been trimmed
unwinding standunwinding stand /�n |�wandŋ st�nd/
noun a stand holding a web of paper which
is to be passed through another process
such as supercalendering
unwritten agreementunwritten agreement /�n|�rt(ə)n ə|

�"ri�mənt/ noun an agreement which has
been reached in speaking, such as in a tele-
phone conversation, but has not been
written down
upup /�p/ adjective possessing up-to-date or
accurate information
-up-up /�p/ suffix referring to the number of
plates printed at one time on one side of a
sheet
UPCUPC noun an American barcode system
used on packaging and book covers. Full
form universal product code
updateupdate noun /��pdet/ a news item which
has the latest information on a topic
already covered � verb /�p |�det/ to change
information so that it is up to date and
accurate
up frontup front /��p �fr�nt/ adverb in advance
upper and lower caseupper and lower case /��pə ən �ləυə
kes/ noun a style of printing where the
first letter of each word is a capital, and all
the others are small � He corrected the
word ‘coMputer’, replacing the upper case
M with a lower case letter. Abbr u.&l.c.
upper caseupper case /��pə �kes/ noun capital
letters and other symbols on a typewriter or
keyboard, which are accessed by pressing
the shift key � The headline is printed in
upper and lower case (u & lc). Abbr uc

COMMENT: To instruct upper case, the
editor underlines the text with three lines.

The term ‘upper case’ comes from the case
in which metal type was kept in front of the
compositor. The case was divided into
many little compartments, the top half being
for capitals and the bottom part for small
letters.

up strokeup stroke /��p strəυk/ noun a line made
by moving the pen up the piece of paper
up to dateup to date /��p tə �det/ adjective
containing the latest known data
URLURL abbreviation Uniform Resource
Locator
usageusage /�ju�sd�/ noun the generally
accepted way that words are used, which
may not necessarily be grammatically
correct
UsenetUsenet /�ju�z|�net/ noun a very large
online bulletin board concerned with the
news
useruser /�ju�zə/ noun a person who uses
something
user-friendlyuser-friendly /�ju�zə �frendli/ adjective
relating to language or software that makes
interaction with a computer easy
user’s guideuser’s guide /�ju�zəz "ad/, user’s
handbook /�h�ndbυk/ noun a book
showing how to use something
user’s manualuser’s manual /�ju�zəz �m�njυəl/
noun a booklet showing how a device or
system should be used
USMUSM abbreviation unsharp masking
UV varnishUV varnish /�ju� �vi� �vɑ�nʃ/ noun a
coating applied to book covers to make
them shiny and more durable, which can be
dried on the machine under UV light
(NOTE: UV varnishing is cheaper than lami-
nation, but does not have as glossy a
finish.)
UV varnishingUV varnishing /�ju� �vi� �vɑ�nʃŋ/
noun the process of coating a cover with
UV varnish
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vacuumvacuum /�v�kju�m/ noun a space from
which all air or gas has been emptied
vacuum formingvacuum forming /�v�kju�m �fɔ�mŋ/
noun plastic moulding used in packaging,
as in making boxes for kits or display
vacuum framevacuum frame /�v�kju�m frem/ noun
a frame from which the air can be extracted
to make a vacuum, so that the film and the
plate are tight together, without any buck-
ling of the film
vacuum padvacuum pad /�v�kju�m p�d/ plural
noun a suction cap which is used to lift a
sheet of paper
valuationvaluation /�v�lju|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of calculating how much some-
thing is worth � to buy a bookshop with
stock at valuation to pay for the stock the
same amount as its value as estimated by a
valuer
valuevalue /�v�lju�/ noun the amount that
something is worth either in money or
quantity � verb to estimate how much
money something is worth
value added taxvalue added tax /�v�lju� ��dd �t�ks/
noun a tax on goods and services
purchased which the seller must then pay
to the government. Abbr VAT
value publishingvalue publishing /�v�lju� �p�blʃŋ/
noun US the publishing of high-quality
bargain books
valuervaluer /�v�ljυə/ noun a person who esti-
mates how much money something is
worth
vandykevandyke, Van Dyke US a trade name for
a type of photographic proof made from
film printed onto special paper. � blue,
diazo paper, ozalid
vanity publishervanity publisher /�v�nti �p�blʃə/
noun a publishing house that publishes an
author’s work in return for payment from
the author. Vanity publishers do not typi-
cally market or distribute their publica-
tions.

vanity publishingvanity publishing /�v�nti �p�blʃŋ/
noun the publishing of books which are
paid for by their authors
variablevariable /�veəriəb(ə)l/ adjective not
always the same � Text was typed with
variable spacing between the words.
variable costsvariable costs /�veəriəb(ə)l �kɒsts/
plural noun production costs which
increase with the quantity of the product
made, e.g. wages and raw materials
variable spacingvariable spacing /�veəriəb(ə)l
�spesŋ/ noun spacing between words
which can change, used in justifying lines
variorumvariorum /�veəri |�ɔ�rəm/ adjective 1.
having commentary or notes written by
various editors or scholars 2. containing
different versions or readings of a text �
noun an edition of a text with commentary
or notes written by various editors or
scholars, or with different versions or read-
ings
varnishvarnish /�vɑ�nʃ/ noun a shiny coating
applied to book covers or jackets to make
them more durable, similar in appearance
to lamination, but cheaper � verb to coat a
book cover with varnish
varnishing machinevarnishing machine /�vɑ�nʃŋ mə |

�ʃi�n/ noun a machine which applies
varnish to book covers
vatvat /v�t/ noun a large container for liquid
VATVAT /�vi� e �ti�, v�t/ abbreviation value
added tax

COMMENT: In the UK books and
newspapers are not exempt from VAT; VAT
is levied on them at 0%, that is, they are
‘zero-rated’. This is important for
publishers, since it keeps the price to the
customer low, and encourages the buying
of books. It has another advantage in that a
publisher (like any other trader) can claim
back from the Customs and Excise
Department any VAT which he has spent
which is more than the VAT he has charged
on his sales. Since books have 0% VAT
charged on them, a publisher can claim
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back all VAT which he spends on
purchasing stationery, equipment,
typesetting, etc. Finished books are
charged at 0% VAT by the printer; if
typesetting is done by the printer, it is
included on the invoice at 0% VAT, since it
is part of the finished book; if typesetting is
done separately, then VAT is charged on it
by the typesetter at the normal rate (and
can eventually be claimed back by the
publisher).

VAT declarationVAT declaration /�v�t deklə|�reʃ(ə)n/
noun a statement declaring VAT income to
the VAT office
VAT inspectorVAT inspector /�v�t n |�spektə/ noun a
government official who examines VAT
returns and checks that VAT is being paid
VAT invoiceVAT invoice /�v�t �nvɔs/ noun an
invoice which shows VAT separately
VAT invoicingVAT invoicing /�v�t �nvɔsŋ/ noun
the sending of invoices including VAT
vat machinevat machine /�v�t mə |�ʃi�n/ noun a type
of machine used in the paper industry for
making board
vatmanvatman /�v�tm�n/ noun an employee
who makes handmade paper
VATmanVATman /�v�tm�n/ noun a VAT
inspector
VAT officeVAT office /�v�t �ɒfs/ noun a govern-
ment office dealing with the collection of
VAT in an area
vat papervat paper /�v�t �pepə/ noun paper
made in a vat machine
VCRVCR abbreviation video cassette recorder
VDTVDT abbreviation video display terminal
VDUVDU abbreviation visual display unit
vectorvector /�vektə/ noun a coordinate that
consists of a magnitude and direction
vector fontvector font /�vektə fɒnt/ noun the
shape of characters within a font that are
drawn using vector graphics, allowing the
characters to be scaled to almost any size
without changing the quality. Compare
bitmapped font
vector graphicsvector graphics /�vektə �"r�fks/,
vector image /�vektə �md�/, vector
scan /�vektə sk�n/ noun a computer
drawing system that uses line length and
direction from an origin to plot lines and so
build up an image rather than a description
of each pixel, as in a bit map � A vector
image can be easily and accurately resized
with no loss of detail.
vehiclevehicle /�vi�k(ə)l/ noun the liquid part of
printing ink, which carries the pigment
vellumvellum /�veləm/ noun smooth, fine
parchment or paper made from polished
calf, sheep or goat skin

ventureventure /�ventʃə/ noun a business or
commercial deal which involves a risk
venture capitalventure capital /�ventʃə �k�pt(ə)l/
noun capital for investment which may
easily be lost in risky projects, but can also
provide high returns. Also called risk
capital
verbal permissionverbal permission /�v!�b(ə)l pə|

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of telling somebody
that they are allowed to do something
verificationverification /�verf |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of checking that something is true and
accurate
verifyverify /�verfa/ verb to check that some-
thing is true and accurate
versionversion /�v!�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a copy or form
of something that is slightly different from
the original
versoverso /�v!�səυ/ noun the left-hand page
of a book, usually given an even number
verticalvertical /�v!�tk(ə)l/ adjective upright,
forming an angle of 90° to the ground
vertical alignmentvertical alignment /�v!�tk(ə)l ə |

�lanmənt/ noun the spacing of matter so
that the items are correctly placed above
each other on the page
vertical axisvertical axis /�hɒrzɒnt(ə)l ��kss/
noun reference lines used for vertical coor-
dinates on a graph
vertical communicationvertical communication /�v!�tk(ə)l
kə|�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun communica-
tion between senior managers via the
middle management to the workers
vertical dimensionvertical dimension /�v!�tk(ə)l da |

�menʃən/ noun the depth of a page from
head to foot (NOTE: When giving dimen-
sions of a book in Britain the vertical
dimension is always given first: this book is
198 x 129mm; if it were landscape format it
would be 129 x 198mm.)
vertical integrationvertical integration /�v!�tk(ə)l �nt |

�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun the joining together of
two businesses which deal with different
stages in the production or sale of a
product, as when a publisher buys a book-
seller, or a printer buys a typesetter
vertical jobbing pressvertical jobbing press /�v!�tk(ə)l
�d�ɒbŋ �pres/ noun a small letterpress
machine printing flat formes which move
vertically and not horizontally
vertical justificationvertical justification /�v!�tk(ə)l
�d��stf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun adjustment of
the spacing between lines of text to fit a
section of text or column into a page
verticallyvertically /�v!�tk(ə)li/ adverb from top
to bottom or going up and down at right
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angles to the horizontal � The page has
been justified vertically.
vertical scrollingvertical scrolling /�v!�tk(ə)l
�skrəυlŋ/ noun the act of moving text up
or down a computer screen a line at a time
vertical tabvertical tab /�v!�tk(ə)l �t�b/ noun the
number of lines that should be skipped
before printing starts again
videvide /�vdi/ verb used in cross-references
(NOTE: From the Latin word meaning ‘see’.)
vide infravide infra /�vadi �nfrə/ phrase a Latin
phrase meaning ‘see below’, used in cross
references
videovideo /�vdiəυ/ noun a recording on video
tape
videobookvideobook /�vdiəυbυk/ noun an educa-
tional video that can be downloaded from a
website as part of a training course
video cassettevideo cassette /�vdiəυ kə|�set/ noun a
container for video recording tape which
enables it to be played back by a VCR
video cassette recordervideo cassette recorder /�vdiəυ kə |

�set r|�kɔ�də/ noun a machine which will
record and play back television pictures.
Abbr VCR
videodiscvideodisc /�vdiəυdsk/ noun a read-
only optical disk used to store large
amounts of data and pictures
video displayvideo display /�vdiəυ d|�sple/ noun a
device that can display text or graphical
information
video monitorvideo monitor /�vdiəυ �mɒntə/ noun
a device able to display signals from a TV
camera, which are then recorded onto
video tape
video playervideo player /�vdiəυ �pleə/ noun a
device that can play back video recordings
but cannot record
video recordervideo recorder /�vdiəυ r |�kɔ�də/ noun
a device for recording TV images and
sound onto video tape
video tapevideo tape /�vdiəυ tep/ noun magnetic
tape which can be used to record pictures
and play them back on a television set
video terminalvideo terminal /�vdiəυ �t!�mn(ə)l/
noun a keyboard with a monitor
videotextvideotext /�vdiəυtekst/ noun a
communications service linked to an
adapted television receiver or video
display terminal by telephone or cable tele-
vision lines to allow access to pages of
information. Systems can be one-way,
allowing only for the display of selected
information, or online or interactive,
allowing for two-way communication.

COMMENT: This covers information
transmitted either by TV signals (teletext) or
by signals sent down telephone lines
(Viewdata).

vide supravide supra /�vadi �su�prə/ phrase a
Latin phrase meaning ‘see above’, used in
cross references
viewview /vju�/ noun an opinion about some-
thing � I hold the view that every school
should have a library. � to print 8 pages to
view to print 8 pages at a time on each side
of the sheet of paper
ViewdataViewdata /�vju�detə/ a trade name for a
videotext system

COMMENT: The user calls up the page of
information required, using the telephone
and a modem, as opposed to teletext,
where the pages of information are
repeated one after the other automatically.

viewerviewer /�vju�ə/ noun 1. a person who
looks at something 2. an apparatus with a
light box for looking at photographic slides
vignettevignette /vn|�jet/ noun 1. a very small
illustration, used e.g. to decorate a title
page, a bibliographical page or the last
page of a book 2. a halftone illustration
which fades into the background at the
edges (NOTE: Another US term is fade-out
halftone.)
vinyl foilsvinyl foils /�van(ə)l fɔlz/ plural noun
foils for blocking plastic covers
viral designviral design /�varəl d|�zan/ noun the
design of a message that encourages recip-
ients to forward the message on to others
viral marketingviral marketing /�varəl �mɑ�ktŋ/
noun marketing by word of mouth or by
spreading advertising messages on the
Internet
virgin papervirgin paper /�v!�d�n �pepə/ noun
paper which has been made from fresh
wood or cotton pulp and not from old
paper. Compare recycled paper
virgulevirgule /�v!�"ju�l/ noun an oblique
stroke or solidus (the printing sign: /)
virtual learning environmentvirtual learning environment
/�v!�tʃuəl �l!�nŋ n |�varənmənt/ noun a
website which helps students to learn, e.g.
by hosting course materials, quizzes,
discussion pages etc. Abbr VLE
virusvirus /�varəs/ noun an infection in a
computer system which can damage the
software systems and the data
viscosityviscosity /v |�skɒsti/ noun the degree of
fluidity of ink, glue or varnish
viscousviscous /�vskəs/ adjective liquid, but
which does not run freely
visible importsvisible imports /�vzb(ə)l �mpɔ�ts/
plural noun real goods which are imported
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visualvisual /�v�υəl/ adjective to do with being
seen, or possible to see � noun 1. a rough
sketch � The designer has sent in some
visuals for the covers. 2. finished artwork,
graphics, photographs or illustrations, used
as part of a printed output (NOTE: The US
term is comprehensive layout.)
visual display unitvisual display unit /�v�υəl d |�sple
�ju�nt/, visual display terminal noun a
device used with a computer and a
keyboard to display words and graphics on
a screen. Abbr VDU, VDT
visual spacevisual space /�v�υəl spes/ noun
leading between lines of text
vizviz /vz/ abbreviation an abbreviation of
the Latin word ‘videlicet’ meaning
‘namely’, used to give an example
VLEVLE abbreviation virtual learning environ-
ment
vocabularyvocabulary /vəυ|�k�bjυləri/ noun the
number of words in a particular language
or related to a specific subject � The vocab-
ulary of information handling is very
specialised.
vocational qualificationvocational qualification /vəυ|

�keʃ(ə)nəl �kwɒlf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
certificate which states that somebody has
the training or skills needed to do a partic-
ular job
vocational trainingvocational training /vəυ |�keʃ(ə)nəl
�trenŋ/ noun courses which teach people
the skills for specific jobs or professions
voidvoid /vɔd/ adjective not legally valid �
null and void � verb � to void a contract
to make a contract invalid

void hickeyvoid hickey /�vɔd �hki/ noun a hickey
in the form of a white spot on print
volumevolume /�vɒlju�m/ noun 1. a book, espe-
cially a large one 2. one of a series in a set
of books or journals 3. the loudness of the
noise produced by something
volume discountvolume discount /�vɒlju�m
�dskaυnt/ noun a discount given to a
customer who buys a large quantity of
goods
volume factorvolume factor /�vɒlju�m �f�ktə/,
volume number noun the thickness of
paper shown as the millimetre thickness of
100 sheets of 100gsm paper
volume of outputvolume of output /�vɒlju�m əv
�aυtpυt/ noun the number of items
produced
volume of salesvolume of sales /�vɒlju�m əv �selz/
noun the number of items sold. Also called
sales volume
volume rightsvolume rights /�vɒlju�m rats/ plural
noun the right to publish a text as a book
during its term of copyright, either in the
original edition or in cheap paperback
versions, or by licensing the right to
publish it to another publisher
VORTALVORTAL /�vɔ�təl/ noun a portal website
that contains information for just one
particular industry or interest group
voucher copyvoucher copy /�vaυtʃə �kɒpi/ noun a
free copy of a periodical given to an adver-
tiser, or of a book given to a person who
has worked on it
voucher proofvoucher proof /�vaυtʃə pru�f/ noun a
proof sent by the printer for information
only, not for correction
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W3C /�d�b(ə)l ju� θri� �si�/ noun a
consortium of organisations, program-
mers, developers, industry executives and
users which seeks to guide the future
development of the World Wide Web and
ensure that all web technologies are
compatible with one another. Full form
World Wide Web Consortium
waivewaive /wev/ verb to decide not to
enforce a regulation
waiverwaiver /�wevə/ noun permission to do
something although it is not in accordance
with the regulations
waiver clausewaiver clause /�wevə klɔ�z/ noun a
clause in a contract giving the conditions
under which the rights in the contract can
be given up
wall chartwall chart /�wɔ�l tʃɑ�t/, wall map noun
a chart or map which is made to hang up or
to be pinned up on a wall
WANWAN /w�n/ abbreviation Wide Area
Network
want adswant ads /�wɒnt �dz/ plural noun
advertisements listed in a newspaper under
special headings, such as ‘Property for
sale’ or ‘Jobs wanted’
WAPWAP /w�p/ abbreviation a standard
protocol for the transmission of electronic
data between hand-held narrowband
devices such as mobile phones and pagers
and other sources of digital information
such as the Internet. Full form wireless
application protocol
warehousewarehouse /�weəhaυs/ noun a large
building where goods are stored � verb to
store goods in a warehouse
warehouse capacitywarehouse capacity /�weəhaυs kə |

�p�sti/ noun space available in a ware-
house
warehousemanwarehouseman /�weəhaυsmən/ noun
a person who works in a warehouse

warehousingwarehousing /�weəhaυzŋ/ noun the
act of storing goods in a warehouse �
Warehousing costs are rising rapidly.
warpwarp /wɔ�p/ verb to bend or curve
because of damp conditions
warpagewarpage, warping noun the process of
becoming bent or curved
warrantywarranty /�wɒrənti/ noun a written guar-
antee given by a company against faulty
goods or workmanship
wash-upwash-up /�wɒʃ �p/ noun the cleaning of
a printing press after use
wastagewastage /�westd�/ noun the amount
lost by being wasted � Allow 10% extra
material for wastage.
wastewaste /west/ noun rubbish or things that
are not used � adjective not used
waste paperwaste paper /�west �pepə/ noun paper
which is not used, and which can be
collected for recycling
waste sheetwaste sheet /�west ʃi�t/ noun a sheet
of paper in the endpapers, which is kept to
protect the other sheets during binding and
is then cut out
water-immersion testwater-immersion test /�wɔ�tə  |

�m!�ʃ(ə)n �test/ noun a test to show how
effective size is on paper
waterleafwaterleaf /�wɔ�təli�f/ noun freshly-
made paper which has not been sized
watermarkwatermark /�wɔ�təmɑ�k/ noun a
distinctive mark impressed into the fabric
of paper when it is made, which can be
seen by holding the paper to the light �
verb to put a watermark in paper

COMMENT: Watermarks are most often
used in banknote paper, but they also
appear in handmade paper and other fine
papers. They are a useful way of dating old
documents or antiquarian books.

waterproofwaterproof /�wɔ�təpru�f/ adjective not
allowing water to pass through � Plastic
book jackets are waterproof.
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water-soluble inkwater-soluble ink /�wɔ�tə �sɒljυb(ə)l
�ŋk/ noun ink that can dissolve in water
.wav.wav suffix a file extension for a sound
file. Full form waveform
wavy linewavy line /�wevi lan/ noun a line
which goes up and down regularly � to
instruct bold face, underline the word or
words with a wavy line
wavy paperwavy paper /�wevi �pepə/ noun paper
which crinkles at the edges, because of
irregular damping
wax engravingwax engraving /�w�ks n|�"revŋ/
noun a method of electrotyping for maps
and charts, using engraved wax as a mould
wax paperwax paper /�w�ks �pepə/, waxed
paper noun paper made from chemical
pulp, coated with a layer of wax to make it
more or less waterproof and used as wrap-
ping paper
WCTWCT abbreviation WIPO Copyright
Treaty
wearwear /weə/ noun � fair wear and tear
acceptable damage caused by normal use �
The insurance policy covers most damage
but not fair wear and tear to the machine.
webweb /web/ noun � World Wide Web
web breakweb break /�web brek/ noun a split or
tear in the paper as it is running through a
web-fed press
web break detectorweb break detector /�web brek d|

�tektə/ noun a device which senses if the
web of paper breaks and stops the machine
running
web browserweb browser /�web �braυzə/ noun a
single file stored on a web server which
contains formatted text, graphics and
hypertext links to other pages on the
Internet. A webpage is created using
HTML codes and is viewed with a browser.
webcastingwebcasting /�webkɑ�stŋ/ noun the use
of the World Wide Web as a medium for
broadcasting information
web content managementweb content management /�web
�kɒntent �m�nd�mənt/ noun formal
organisation of the content on a company’s
website, including updating, branding,
editorial access, formatting and supporting
software considerations
web crawlerweb crawler /�web �krɔ�lə/ noun a
program used to search through pages on
the World Wide Web for documents
containing a specific word, phrase or topic
web-enableweb-enable /�web |�neb(ə)l/ verb to
make an electronic device or a software
application capable of accessing the
Internet

‘The Sharing Wycombe’s Old
Photographs scheme or SWOP has been
awarded a heritage Lottery Grant of £50
000 to digitise and web-enable the
prints.’ [UK NewsQuest]

web-fedweb-fed /�web fed/ adjective taking
paper from rolls
web-fed pressweb-fed press /�web fed �pres/ noun a
press which prints on paper from a reel.
Compare sheet-fed press
web folioweb folio /�web �fəυliəυ/ noun a collec-
tion of webpages with an underlying
defining theme, e.g. the pages of an elec-
tronic book or the electronic images of an
artist’s portfolio
web formweb form /�web fɔ�m/ noun an elec-
tronic document similar to a printed form,
which can be used to collect information
from a visitor to a website. When the form
has been filled in the form, it is usually
returned to the owner of the website by e-
mail.
web gainweb gain /�web "en/ noun stretching of
the paper as it is running through a web-fed
press
webliographywebliography /�webli |�ɒ"rəfi/ noun 1. a
list of documents available on the World
Wide Web 2. a list or catalogue of all the
web-based material relating to a specific
subject
weblishweblish /�weblʃ/ noun the form of
English used globally online, with charac-
teristic features such as the omission of
apostrophes and capital letters, the use of
abbreviations and the rapid absorption of
new words
weblogweblog /�weblɒ"/ noun a frequently
updated personal journal chronicling links
at a website, intended for public viewing
web marketingweb marketing /�web �mɑ�ktŋ/ noun
marketing that uses websites to advertise
products and services and to reach poten-
tial customers
webmasterwebmaster /�webmɑ�stə/ noun some-
body who creates, organises or updates
information on a website
web offset printingweb offset printing /�web �ɒfset
�prntŋ/ noun offset printing using paper
from a large roll
webpagewebpage /�webped�/ noun a computer
file, encoded in HTML and containing
text, graphics files and sound files, that is
accessible through the World Wide Web
web paperweb paper /�web �pepə/ noun paper
supplied in large rolls
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web perfectorweb perfector /�web pə |�fektə/ noun a
web machine which prints both sides of the
web at the same time
web pressweb press /�web pres/, web machine
noun a printing machine which uses rolls
of paper
web serverweb server /�web �s!�və/ noun a
program that serves up webpages when
requested by a client, e.g. a web browser
websitewebsite /�websat/ noun a computer
program that runs a web server providing
access to a group of related webpages
wedge serifwedge serif /�wed� �serf/ noun a serif
with a straight slope
weeklyweekly /�wi�kli/ noun a publication that is
produced every week � adjective
happening regularly once a week
weighweigh /we/ verb 1. to measure how
heavy something is � He weighed the
packet at the post office. 2. to have a partic-
ular weight � The paper weighs 70gsm.
weightweight /wet/ noun 1. a measurement of
how heavy something is 2. a heavy object,
often decorative, used to stop papers from
falling or being blown away

COMMENT: Paper weight is usually
calculated in gsm, and varies from about
30gsm (Bible paper) to about 150gsm
(heavy cartridge). Board for paper covers is
also calculated in gsm: a common cover
weight is 240gsm. In the USA, paper weight
is calculated in pounds per 500 sheets.
Note that a heavy paper is not necessarily
bulkier (thicker) than a lightweight paper.

weight limitweight limit /�wet �lmt/ noun the
maximum weight of something
wet beaten stuffwet beaten stuff /�wet �bi�t(ə)n �st�f/
noun a beaten pulp at the wet end of a
papermaking machine
wet carbon processwet carbon process /�wet �kɑ�bən
�prəυses/ noun the colour correction
process used in gravure, involving three-
colour carbon tissues
wet endwet end /�wet end/ noun the part of a
papermaking machine where the wet pulp
passes onto the wire mesh
wet expansionwet expansion /�wet k|�sp�nʃən/
noun a measurement of the increase in
length of a piece of paper when it is put in
water
wet feltwet felt /�wet felt/ noun felt that has
absorbed water, used as the base on which
the paper moves through a papermaking
machine
wet flongwet flong /�wet flɒŋ/ noun a flong made
of alternate layers of tissue paper and blot-
ting paper pasted together and used wet

wet-on-wet printingwet-on-wet printing /�wet ɒn �wet
�prntŋ/ noun a method of printing where
one colour is printed on top of another
before the first colour is dry
wet platewet plate /�wet plet/ noun a photo-
graphic negative or positive made by a
collodion method
wet proofingwet proofing /�wet �pru�fŋ/ noun the
act of taking proofs off plates, as opposed
to plastic or dry proofs such as Cromalin
wet stockwet stock /�wet stɒk/ noun paper pulp
before it is processed to make paper
wet strengthwet strength /�wet streŋθ/ noun the
strength of paper when wet
wet strength paperwet strength paper /�wet streŋθ
�pepə/ noun paper which remains strong
even when wet, because of the addition of
resin to the pulp
wfwf abbreviation wrong font

COMMENT: Marked by the reader in the
margin, while the incorrect character is
circled (now it is more usual to put a cross
in a circle in the margin).

what you see is what you getwhat you see is what you get noun
full form of WYSIWYG
whipstitchingwhipstitching /�wpsttʃŋ/ noun same
as overcasting
whirlerwhirler /�w!�lə/ noun a machine for
evenly sensitising printing plates
white linewhite line /�wat �lan/ noun a line space
between two lines of printed text
white outwhite out /�wat �aυt/ verb 1. to print a
text as white lettering out of a black or
coloured background � The cover will use
white-out lettering on a dark blue back-
ground. 2. to space out type matter 3. to
paint out part of the copy on artwork so that
it does not reproduce
white salewhite sale /�wat �sel/ noun US a sale
of selected academic and very specialised
books
white spacewhite space /�wat spes/ noun the part
of a printed page with no printing on it
white waterwhite water /�wat �wɔ�tə/ noun water
which has drained out the paper pulp and
which is strained to retrieve fibrous matter
whole bindingwhole binding /�həυl �bandŋ/ noun
same as full binding
whole bound bookwhole bound book /�həυl baυnd
�bυk/ noun a book that has been
completely covered in a binding material
such as leather
wholesalewholesale /�həυlsel/ adjective buying
and selling goods in bulk to people who
then sell them on in smaller quantities as
retail goods � the wholesale trade the
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business of buying large quantities of
merchandise from a manufacturer and
selling it on to retail dealers
wholesale booksellerwholesale bookseller /�həυlsel
�bυkselə/, wholesaler /�həυlselə/ noun a
bookseller who buys books from
publishers in large quantities and sells
them on to institutions, government
purchasing organisations or retail book-
shops, and does not sell to the public
(NOTE: US English is book jobber.)
wholesale dealerwholesale dealer /�həυlsel �di�lə/
noun a person who sells in bulk to retailers
wholesale termswholesale terms /�həυlsel t!�mz/
plural noun special terms offered by a
publisher to a wholesaler, usually at least
50% discount
Wickersham quoinWickersham quoin /�wkəʃəm kɔn/
noun a steel quoin which can be extended
with a key
Wide Area NetworkWide Area Network /�wad �eəriə
�netw!�k/ noun a network of terminals
with links outside the local area by radio,
satellite and cable. Abbr WAN

COMMENT: WANs use modems, radio and
other long distance transmission methods;
LANs use cables or optical fibre links

widebandwideband /�wadb�nd/ noun a trans-
mission with a bandwidth greater than that
of a voice channel
widowwidow /�wdəυ/ noun the last line of a
paragraph printed by itself at the top of a
page or column
widthwidth /wdθ/ noun � width of a char-
acter the distance across a printed char-
acter which is not related to its weight, or
the thickness of the strokes
Wi-FiWi-Fi /�wa fa/ a certification trademark
which assures that wireless Local Area
Network products are compatible and can
operate without interfering with each other
wikiwiki /�wki/ noun a type of website which
is designed to be edited or added to by its
users
WIMPWIMP /wmp/ noun a description of an
integrated software system that is entirely
operated using windows, icons and a
mouse-controlled pointer. Full form
windows, icons, mouse, pointer
windowwindow /�wndəυ/ noun 1. a reserved
section of a computer screen, with specific
information, which can overwrite other
sections on screen and can be selected at
any time for editing or reference 2. an
opening in an envelope to show the address
printed on the enclosed document

window displaywindow display /�wndəυ d|�sple/
noun a display of goods in a shop window
window dresserwindow dresser /�wndəυ �dresə/
noun a person who arranges a window
display
windowingwindowing /�wndəυŋ/ noun 1. the
action of setting up a window to show
information on the screen 2. the act of
displaying or accessing information via a
window
WIPWIP abbreviation the value of goods being
manufactured which are not complete at
the end of an accounting period. Full form
work in progress
wipewipe /wap/ noun a printing defect where
the ink blurs and forms lines at the edge of
the type area
wipe-on platewipe-on plate /�wap ɒn plet/ noun a
printing plate which is not presensitised
but needs to have a light-sensitive coating
wiped on by hand
WIPOWIPO /�wapəυ/ abbreviation World
Intellectual Property Organization
WIPO Copyright TreatyWIPO Copyright Treaty /�wapəυ
�kɒpirat �tri�ti/ noun a set of guidelines
regarding copyright protection on software
and databases, as well as technology
relating to copyright such as anti-copying
measures on CDs. It was ratified in the EU
and came into force in 2002. Abbr WCT
WIPO Performances and Phonograms TreatyWIPO Performances and Phono-
grams Treaty noun a set of guidelines
regarding copyright of intellectual prop-
erty in relation to advances in technology
in recent years. It was ratified in the EU
and came into force in 2002. Abbr WPPT
wirewire /�waə/ noun 1. a thin thread of metal
2. a small metal staple, used for binding
wire bindingwire binding /�waə �bandŋ/ noun a
method of binding the pages of a book with
a wire which runs through holes in the
margins of the pages
wire-boundwire-bound /�waə baυnd/, wire-
stitched adjective relating to a book where
the pages are attached with wire, as
opposed to sewn binding using thread
wireless application protocolwireless application protocol
/�waələs ��pl|�keʃ(ə)n �prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of WAP
wireless local area networkwireless local area network
/�waələs �ləυk(ə)l �eəriə �netw!�k/ noun
full form of WLAN
wireless markup languagewireless markup language
/�waələs �mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ"wd�/ noun a
standardised system for tagging text files,
based on XML, which specifies the inter-
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faces of narrowband wireless devices.
Abbr WML
Wire-O BindingWire-O Binding /�waər əυ �bandŋ/ a
trade name for a method of binding using a
spiral wire running through holes in the
margin of the pages of a loose-leaf book
wire-sewnwire-sewn /�waə səυn/ adjective
relating to a method of binding where the
signatures are attached with wire staples
wire sidewire side /�waə sad/ noun the side of a
piece of paper which lies on the wire mesh
when it is being made, and sometimes has
the marks of the mesh on it
wire stabbingwire stabbing /�waə �st�bŋ/ noun a
method of binding very thick books, where
metal staples are passed through the edge
of folded sheets from front to back
wire stitchingwire stitching /�waə �sttʃŋ/ noun a
method of attaching the sections of a book
by metal staples
withdrawwithdraw /wð |�drɔ�/ verb to remove
something � They were told to withdraw
some of the old books from the library.
without prejudicewithout prejudice /wð|�aυt
�pred�υds/ adjective words written on a
letter to indicate that the writer is not
legally bound to do what he or she offers to
do in the letter
WLANWLAN abbreviation a local area network
that uses high-frequency radio signals to
connect with computers within its range
without the need for cables. Full form
wireless local area network
WMLWML /�d�b(ə)l ju� em �el/ abbreviation
COMPUT wireless markup language
women’s magazinewomen’s magazine /�wmnz m�"ə|

�zi�n/ noun a magazine aimed at the
women’s market
wood blockwood block /�wυd blɒk/ noun a block of
hard wood, cut to make an illustration
woodcutwoodcut /�wυdk�t/ noun an illustration
made by printing from a block of hard
wood, where the design is cut into the
wood along the grain, making a less deli-
cate design than a wood engraving
wood engravingwood engraving /�wυd n|�"revŋ/
noun an illustration made by printing from
a block of wood, where the design is cut
into the end grain of the wood, against the
grain, making the design sharper and more
durable than a woodcut
woodfree paperwoodfree paper /�wυdfri� �pepə/
noun paper which is made from chemical
pulp, and not from mechanical woodpulp
(NOTE: In spite of its name, it is still made
from wood.)

wood furniturewood furniture /�wυd �f!�ntʃə/ noun
pieces of wood used to fill spaces in a
forme
wood letterswood letters /�wυd �letəz/, wood type
noun very large letters cut in hard wood,
used for posters
woodpulpwoodpulp /�wυdp�lp/ noun material
made from crushed wood mixed with
water, used to make paper

COMMENT: Woodpulp is either crushed from
small pieces of wood by machine
(mechanical pulp) or dissolved using
chemicals (chemical pulp).

wordword /w!�d/ noun a separate item of
language, which is used with others to
form speech or writing that can be under-
stood
wordagewordage /�w!�dd�/ noun the number of
words in a text, used often as a method of
payment for work such as keyboarding or
translation
word breakword break /�w!�d brek/ noun the
point where a long word can be divided by
a hyphen at the end of a line
word countword count /�w!�d kaυnt/ noun the
process of counting the number of words in
a text � The word-processing program has
a word count facility.
word divisionword division /�w!�d d |�v�(ə)n/ noun
a way of splitting words at the ends of
lines, by inserting a hyphen
wordingwording /�w!�dŋ/ noun a series of
words � Did you read the wording on the
contract?
word-processword-process /�w!�d �prəυses/ verb to
edit, store and manipulate text using a
computer
word processingword processing /�w!�d �prəυsesŋ/
noun the creation, retrieval, modification,
storage and printing of text using a
computer or other electronic equipment.
Also called text processing
word-processing packageword-processing package /�w!�d
�prəυsesŋ �p�kd�/ noun software on a
program disk with an instruction manual,
which enables word processing to be
carried out
word processorword processor /�w!�d �prəυsesə/
noun a computer that will run a word-
processing program, usually used to create
text
word spaceword space /�w!�d spes/ noun a white
space left between two words in contin-
uous text
word spacingword spacing /�w!�d �spesŋ/ noun
spaces between words which are made
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wider or narrower to fit the characters into
a fully justified line
words per minutewords per minute /�w!�dz p!� �mnt/
noun a method of measuring the speed of a
printer or a keyboarder. Abbr WPM
word wrapword wrap /�w!�d r�p/ noun a system in
word processing where the operator does
not have to indicate the line endings, but
can keyboard continuously, leaving the
program to continue the text on the next
line
workwork /w!�k/ noun 1. a published docu-
ment 2. the tasks involved in a job � verb to
do things with the hands or brain, for
money � The factory is working hard to
complete the order. � She works better now
that she has been promoted.
work and tumblework and tumble /�w!�k ən �t�mb(ə)l/
adverb referring to a printing imposition
where one side of the sheet of paper is
printed, then the paper is turned upside
down to print the other side from the same
forme, changing the edge which is fed to
the grippers
work and turnwork and turn /�w!�k ən �t!�n/ adverb
referring to a printing imposition where
one side of the sheet of paper is printed,
then the paper is turned over to print the
other side
work and twistwork and twist /�w!�k ən �twst/
adverb referring to a printing imposition
where one side of the sheet of paper is
printed, then the paper is turned over,
twisted through 90° and printed on the
other side, changing the edge which is fed
to the grippers
workbookworkbook /�w!�kbυk/ noun a textbook
with exercises and spaces for the answers
to be written in
workingworking /�w!�kŋ/ noun a single pass
through a printing machine which will
complete the printing of a sheet
working capitalworking capital /�w!�kŋ �k�pt(ə)l/
noun money that is available immediately
and not tied up in investments, property or
equipment
work in handwork in hand /�w!�k n �h�nd/ noun
work which is in progress but not finished
work in progresswork in progress /�w!�k n �prəυ"res/
noun 1. the value of goods being manufac-
tured which are not complete at the end of
an accounting period 2. full form of WIP
workloadworkload /�w!�kləυd/ noun the amount
of work to be done in a stated time by a
person or group � He has difficulty in
coping with his heavy workload. � My

workload has doubled since the senior
editor left.
work of referencework of reference /�w!�k əv
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun an important and well-
known reference book � It is the standard
work of reference on tropical diseases.
work permitwork permit /�w!�k �p!�mt/ noun an
official document which allows somebody
who is not a citizen to work in a country
workspaceworkspace /�w!�kspes/ noun memory
space available on a computer for tempo-
rary work
work stationwork station /�w!�k �steʃ(ə)n/ noun a
desk with a computer, keyboard and some-
times a printer
workupworkup /�w!�k�p/ noun a black mark on
a printed sheet caused by a piece of lead
which has moved and caught the ink
world rightsworld rights /�w!�ld �rats/ plural noun
the right to sell copies of a book anywhere
in the world
World Wide WebWorld Wide Web /�w!�ld �wad �web/
noun a hypertext representation of the
Internet, a collection of the millions of
websites and webpages which together
form the part of the Internet that is most
often seen by users. Abbr www

COMMENT: Each website on the World Wide
Web is a collection of webpages, and each
webpage contains text, graphics and links
to other websites. Each page is created
using the HTML language and is viewed by
a user with a web browser. To navigate
between webpages and websites is called
surfing, which requires a computer with a
link to the Internet and a web browser to
view the webpages stored on the remote
web servers.

WORMWORM /w!�m/ noun an optical disk
storage system that allows the user to write
data to the disk once, but the user can then
read the data from the disk many times.
Full form write once read many times
memory
wovewove /wəυv/ noun paper with an antique
finish, which does not show laid lines but
shows the marks of the mesh on the dandy
roll. Compare laid paper
WPMWPM abbreviation words per minute
WPPTWPPT abbreviation WIPO Performances
and Phonograms Treaty
wrapwrap /r�p/ noun a four-page section
wrapped round a signature before binding
and bound up with it � verb � to wrap
round to put a four page section round a
signature before the book is bound � There
are sixteen pages of plates wrapped round
sigs 2, 4, 5 and 6.
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wraparoundwraparound /�r�pə |�raυnd/ noun a
system in word processing where the
writer does not have to put in line endings,
because the end of each line is automati-
cally marked by the program
wraparound plateswraparound plates /�r�pə|�raυnd
plets/ plural noun flexible plates wrapped
round the steel cylinders on a rotary letter-
press or in flexography
wrapperwrapper /�r�pə/ noun PUBL same as dust
jacket
wrapperingwrappering /�r�pərŋ/ noun the process
of putting paper covers on paperbacks
wrappingwrapping /�r�pŋ/ noun the process of
putting periodicals into plastic or paper
envelopes for mailing
wrapping paperwrapping paper /�r�pŋ �pepə/ noun
special coloured paper for wrapping
presents
wrappingswrappings /�r�pŋz/ plural noun papers
used for wrapping
wraproundwrapround /�r�praυnd/ noun 1. a four-
page section of printed pages such as a set
of plates, which is wrapped round a signa-
ture 2. a cover which is wrapped round a
book
wrinklewrinkle /�rŋkəl/ noun a small crease in
paper caused by damp conditions which
make the paper stretch
writewrite /rat/ verb to use a pen, pencil or
computer to produce letters, numbers and
symbols on paper so that other people can
read them
write inwrite in /�rat �n/ verb to add matter to a
text

write out

write out /�rat �aυt/ verb to write some-
thing in full � She wrote out the minutes of
the meeting from her notes.
writer

writer /�ratə/ noun a person whose job is
to write books or articles for money
writing

writing /�ratŋ/ noun something that has
been written � to put the agreement in
writing � He has difficulty in reading my
writing.
writing paper

writing paper /�ratŋ �pepə/ noun
good-quality paper used for writing letters
written permission

written permission /�rt(ə)n pə |

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun a document which allows
somebody to do something
wrong font

wrong font /�rɒŋ �fɒnt/ noun a correc-
tion mark to a printer to show that a char-
acter is in the wrong font. Abbr wf
wrong-reading

wrong-reading /�rɒŋ �ri�dŋ/ adjective
relating to film or text which reads from
right to left when viewed from the emul-
sion side, so that when printed it will be the
right way round. Also called flopped,
reverse-reading
wrong-reading film

wrong-reading film /�rɒŋ �ri�dŋ/
noun film which reads in the wrong way,
from right to left, when viewed from the
emulsion side
www

www abbreviation World Wide Web
WYSIWYG

WYSIWYG /�wzi�w"/ noun a system in
which the text and graphics on a computer
screen are exactly the same as what will be
printed out. Full form what you see is
what you get
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xerographicxerographic /�zərəυ |�"r�fk/ adjective
relating to xerography
xerographic copierxerographic copier /�zərəυ"r�fl
�kɒpiə/ noun a plain paper copier, where
the image of the original is transferred to
the copy paper by electrostatic means
xerographic printerxerographic printer /�zərə"r�fk
�prntə/ noun a printer such as a photo-
copier where copies are made by electro-
static means, i.e. ink is attracted to charged
areas of a picture
xerographyxerography /zə|�rɒ"rəfi/ noun a
copying method that relies on powdered
ink being attracted to charged areas of an
image
XeroxXerox /�zi�rɒks/ a trade name for a type of
photocopier � verb to photocopy a paper or
document � noun a photocopy made with a
Xerox machine � to send the other party a
xerox of the contract � We have sent
xeroxes to each of the agents.
XGAXGA /�eks d�i� �e/ noun a standard for a
PC colour video graphics adapter, devel-
oped by IBM, which has a resolution of
1,024 x 768 pixels with 256 colours on an
interlaced display. Full form extended
graphics array
XGA-2XGA-2 /�eks d�i� e �tu�/ noun a form of
XGA which provides a resolution of 1,024
x 768 pixels with 64,000 colours
x heightx height /�eks hat/ noun the height of
the main central part of a printed character
such as the letter x, which does not have an
ascender or descender
x linex line /�eks lan/ noun a line marking the
top of the main part of a printed character
such as the letter x
XMLXML /�eks em �el/ noun a programming
language designed for web documents
which allows for the creation of custom-
ised tags for individual information fields.
Full form Extensible Markup Language

X-YX-Y /�eks �wa/ noun coordinates for
drawing a graph, where X is the vertical
and Y the horizontal value
X-Y plotterX-Y plotter /�eks �wa �plɒtə/ noun a
plotter which plots to supplied coordinates,
by moving the pen in two planes while the
paper remains stationary
yankee machineyankee machine /�j�ŋki mə |�ʃi�n/
noun a papermaking machine which has a
machine glazing cylinder
yapp bindingyapp binding /�j�p �bandŋ/ noun
binding with a material whose edges
project over the trimmed pages, used often
for Bibles
yearyear /jə/ noun a period of twelve months
yearbookyearbook /�jəbυk/ noun a book
published once a year with details and
information about a particular organisation
or profession � the education yearbook
year endyear end /�jə �end/ noun the end of the
financial year, when a company’s accounts
are prepared
yellowyellow /�jeləυ/ noun one of the three
process colours (the others are cyan and
magenta) � verb (of paper) to turn yellow
when exposed to the light

‘Only as I flicked through a childhood
copy of The Wind in the Willows did
horror strike. The book was
disintegrating before my eyes. The once
vivid, stiff cover was curling and
fading… pages were yellowing and the
paper so fragile you fear it would tear if
you cast it a cross look. What on earth are
these books made of? Are they the
literary equivalent of the biodegradable
coffin?’ [The Herald]

yellowingyellowing /�jeləυŋ/ noun the tendency
of some paper to turn yellow when exposed
to the light
Yellow PagesYellow Pages /�jeləυ �ped�z/ noun a
telephone directory printed on yellow
paper, which is organised alphabetically
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yellow press 290

according to the trade or business of the
subscribers
yellow pressyellow press /�jeləυ pres/ noun a
popular name for tabloid sensational news-
papers
YMCKYMCK /�wa em si� �ke/ adjective full
form yellow-magenta-cyan-black (NOTE:
Normally written as CMYK.)
young adult bookyoung adult book /�j�ŋ ��d�lt �bυk/
noun a book written for adults but consid-
ered suitable for adolescents
zero-ratedzero-rated /�zərəυ �retd/ adjective
having a VAT rate of 0%
zero-ratingzero-rating /�zərəυ �retŋ/ noun the
rating of an item at 0% VAT
zinc etchingzinc etching /�zŋk �etʃŋ/ noun a block
used to print illustrations with no tones
such as line drawings
zincozinco, zincograph noun a letterpress line
block made of zinc

zine

zine /zi�n/ noun a self-published paper,
Internet magazine or other periodical
which is issued at irregular intervals and
usually appeals to a specialist readership
.zip

.zip /zp/ suffix a file extension for a zip
file
zip-a-tone

zip-a-tone /�zp ə �təυn/ noun a mechan-
ical tint on self-adhesive film, used when
preparing artwork
zip file

zip file /�zp fal/ noun a computer file
with the extension ‘.zip’ containing data
that has been compressed for storage or
transmission.
zone

zone /zəυn/ noun a region or part of a
screen defined for specialised printing
zoom

zoom /zu�m/ verb to enlarge an area of
text on a computer screen so that it is easier
to work on
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Proofreading Marks



Proofreading Marks continued



Copyright Law in the UK

Copyright Act 1956
set up copyright protection for all original literary, dramatic, musical
or artistic works made in the UK under the control of the Government

Copyright, Designs And Patents Act 1988
introduced the rights for the author of a work to be identified as such,
and to not suffer harm to their reputation through mistreatment of
their works

EU Directive 92/100 1992
clarified intellectual property rights in relation to copying or
distribution of a person’s work

EU Directive 93/98 1993
made copyright periods uniform throughout the EU, extending
post-mortem copyright protection of a work from 50 to 70 years in
the UK

Trademarks Act 1994
made provision for registration of trademarks and sets out guidelines
for what constitutes infringement

Copyright Resources on the Web

UK Patent Office
Information on copyrights, trademarks, patents  and intellectual property.
www.patent.gov.uk

European Patent Office
Information on copyright, trademarks, patents and intellectual property.
www.european-patent-office.org

Intellectual Property UK
The Government site for the UK giving information on the law regarding IP.
www.intellectual-property.gov.uk

World Intellectual Property Organisation
An international organisation dedicated to promoting the use and protection of
intellectual property.
www.wipo.int

http://www.patent.gov.uk
http://www.european-patent-office.org
http://www.intellectual-property.gov.uk
http://www.wipo.int


UK Publishers

AA Publishing
www.theaa.com/bookshop/

ABC-Clio
www.abc-clio.com

Absolute Press
www.absolutepress.co.uk

Ian Allan Publishing Ltd
www.ianallanpublishing.com

J. A. Allen
www.halebooks.com

Allison & Busby Ltd
www.allisonandbusby.com

Andersen Press Ltd
www.andersenpress.co.uk

Anness Publishing
www.annesspublishing.com

Anova Books
www.chrysalisbooks.co.uk

Anvil Press Poetry
www.anvilpresspoetry.com

Appletree Press Ltd
www.appletree.ie

Arcadia Books Ltd
www.arcadiabooks.co.uk

Ashgate Publishing Ltd
www.ashgate.com

Aureus Publishing Ltd
www.aureus.co.uk

Aurum Press Ltd
www.aurumpress.co.uk

Duncan Baird Publishers
www.dbponline.co.uk

Barefoot Books Ltd
www.barefootbooks.co.uk

BBC Audiobooks Ltd
www.bbcaudiobooks.com

BFI Publishing
www.bfi.org.uk

Black & White Publishing Ltd
www.blackandwhitepublishing.com

A & C Black Publishers Ltd
www.acblack.com

Black Ace Books
www.blackacebooks.com

BlackAmber Books Ltd
www.blackamber.com

Blackstaff Press Ltd
www.blackstaffpress.com

Blackwell Publishing Ltd
www.blackwellpublishing.com

Bloomsbury Publishing plc
www.bloomsbury.com

Marion Boyars Publishers Ltd
www.marionboyars.co.uk

Breedon Books Publishing Co. Ltd
www.breedonbooks.co.uk

British Library Publications
www.bl.uk

Cadogan Guides
www.cadoganguides.com

Calder Publications UK Ltd
www.calderpublications.com

Cambridge University Press
www.cambridge.org

Canongate Books Ltd
www.canongate.net

Carcanet Press Ltd
www.carcanet.co.uk

Cavendish Publishing Ltd
www.cavendishpublishing.com

Chambers Harrap Publishers Ltd
www.chambersharrap.co.uk

http://www.theaa.com/bookshop
http://www.abc-clio.com
http://www.absolutepress.co.uk
http://www.ianallanpublishing.com
http://www.halebooks.com
http://www.allisonandbusby.com
http://www.andersenpress.co.uk
http://www.annesspublishing.com
http://www.chrysalisbooks.co.uk
http://www.anvilpresspoetry.com
http://www.appletree.ie
http://www.arcadiabooks.co.uk
http://www.ashgate.com
http://www.aureus.co.uk
http://www.aurumpress.co.uk
http://www.dbponline.co.uk
http://www.barefootbooks.co.uk
http://www.bbcaudiobooks.com
http://www.bfi.org.uk
http://www.blackandwhitepublishing.com
http://www.acblack.com
http://www.blackacebooks.com
http://www.blackamber.com
http://www.blackstaffpress.com
http://www.blackwellpublishing.com
http://www.bloomsbury.com
http://www.marionboyars.co.uk
http://www.breedonbooks.co.uk
http://www.bl.uk
http://www.cadoganguides.com
http://www.calderpublications.com
http://www.cambridge.org
http://www.canongate.net
http://www.carcanet.co.uk
http://www.cavendishpublishing.com
http://www.chambersharrap.co.uk


UK Publishers continued

The Chicken House
www.doublecluck.com

James Clarke & Co. Ltd
www.lutterworth.com/jamesclarke/

Colourpoint Books
www.colourpoint.co.uk

Constable & Robinson Ltd
www.constablerobinson.com

Continuum Books
www.continuumbooks.com

The Crowood Press
www.crowood.com

Dedalus Ltd
www.dedalusbooks.com

Dorling Kindersley
www.dk.com

Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd
www.ducknet.co.uk

Edinburgh University Press
http://www.eup.ed.ac.uk/

Egmont Books
www.egmont.co.uk

Elliott & Thompson
www.elliottthompson.com

Elsevier Ltd
www.elsevier.com

Encyclopaedia Britannica UK Ltd
www.britannica.co.uk

Evans Brothers Ltd
www.evansbooks.co.uk

Faber & Faber Ltd
www.faber.co.uk

Flame Tree Publishing
www.flametreepublishing.com

Folens Publishers
www.folens.com

W. Foulsham & Co. Ltd
www.foulsham.com

David Fulton Publishers Ltd
www.fultonpublishers.co.uk

The Gallery Press
www.gallerypress.com

Garnet Publishing Ltd
www.garnetpublishing.co.uk

Granta Publications
www.granta.com

Harcourt Education Ltd
www.harcourteducation.co.uk

Harlequin Mills & Boon Ltd
www.millsandboon.co.uk

HarperCollins Publishers
www.harpercollins.co.uk

Haynes Publishing
www.haynes.co.uk

Hodder Headline Ltd
www.hodderheadline.co.uk

Icon Books Ltd
www.iconbooks.co.uk

Ilex
www.ilex-press.com

Insight Guides/Berlitz Publishing
www.insightguides.com

Irish Academic Press Ltd
www.iap.ie

The Ivy Press Ltd
www.ivypress.co.uk

Jane’s Information Group
www.janes.com

The Kenilworth Press Ltd
www.kenilworthpress.co.uk

Laurence King Publishing Ltd
www.laurenceking.co.uk

http://www.doublecluck.com
http://www.lutterworth.com/jamesclarke
http://www.colourpoint.co.uk
http://www.constablerobinson.com
http://www.continuumbooks.com
http://www.crowood.com
http://www.dedalusbooks.com
http://www.dk.com
http://www.ducknet.co.uk
http://www.eup.ed.ac.uk
http://www.egmont.co.uk
http://www.elliottthompson.com
http://www.elsevier.com
http://www.britannica.co.uk
http://www.evansbooks.co.uk
http://www.faber.co.uk
http://www.flametreepublishing.com
http://www.folens.com
http://www.foulsham.com
http://www.fultonpublishers.co.uk
http://www.gallerypress.com
http://www.garnetpublishing.co.uk
http://www.granta.com
http://www.harcourteducation.co.uk
http://www.millsandboon.co.uk
http://www.harpercollins.co.uk
http://www.haynes.co.uk
http://www.hodderheadline.co.uk
http://www.iconbooks.co.uk
http://www.ilex-press.com
http://www.insightguides.com
http://www.iap.ie
http://www.ivypress.co.uk
http://www.janes.com
http://www.kenilworthpress.co.uk
http://www.laurenceking.co.uk


UK Publishers continued

Kingfisher Publications plc
www.kingfisherpub.com

Letts Educational
www.lettsed.co.uk

LexisNexis UK
www.lexisnexis.co.uk

Frances Lincoln Ltd
www.frances-lincoln.com

Liverpool University Press
www.liverpool-unipress.co.uk

Lonely Planet Publications
www.lonelyplanet.com

McGraw-Hill Education
www.mcgraw-hill.co.uk

Macmillan Publishers Ltd
www.macmillan.co.uk

Manchester University Press
www.manchesteruniversitypress.co.uk

Merrell Publishers Ltd
www.merrellpublishers.com

Methuen Publishing Ltd
www.methuen.co.uk

Michelin Travel Publications
www.viamichelin.com

Nelson Thornes Ltd
www.nelsonthornes.com

New Holland Publishers UK Ltd
www.newhollandpublishers.com

Oberon Books
www.oberonbooks.com

The Octagon Press Ltd
www.octagonpress.com

Oneworld Publications
www.oneworld-publications.com

The Orion Publishing Group Ltd
www.orionbooks.co.uk

Peter Owen Ltd
www.peterowen.com

Oxford University Press
www.oup.com

Pearson Education
www.pearsoned.co.uk

Pen & Sword Books Ltd
www.pen-and-sword.co.uk

Penguin Group (UK)
www.penguin.co.uk

Phaidon Press Ltd
www.phaidon.com

Piatkus Books
www.piatkus.co.uk

Plexus Publishing Ltd
www.plexusbooks.com

Pluto Press
www.plutobooks.com

Polity Press
www.polity.co.uk

Poolbeg Press Ltd
www.poolbeg.com

Profile Books Ltd
www.profilebooks.co.uk

Quadrille Publishing
www.quadrille.co.uk

Random House Group Ltd
www.randomhouse.co.uk

Reaktion Books
www.reaktionbooks.co.uk

Reynolds & Hearn Ltd
www.rhbooks.com

Ryland Peters & Small
www.rylandpeters.com

SAGE Publications Ltd
www.sagepub.co.uk

http://www.kingfisherpub.com
http://www.lettsed.co.uk
http://www.lexisnexis.co.uk
http://www.frances-lincoln.com
http://www.liverpool-unipress.co.uk
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http://www.macmillan.co.uk
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http://www.methuen.co.uk
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http://www.orionbooks.co.uk
http://www.peterowen.com
http://www.oup.com
http://www.pearsoned.co.uk
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http://www.quadrille.co.uk
http://www.randomhouse.co.uk
http://www.reaktionbooks.co.uk
http://www.rhbooks.com
http://www.rylandpeters.com
http://www.sagepub.co.uk


UK Publishers continued

Salariya Book Company Ltd
www.salariya.com

Scala Publishers
www.scalapublishers.com

Schofield & Sims Ltd
www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

Scholastic Ltd
www.scholastic.co.uk

Shepheard-Walwyn (Publishers) Ltd
www.shepheard-walwyn.co.uk

Short Books Ltd
www.shortbooks.co.uk

Simon & Schuster
www.simonsays.co.uk

Springer-Verlag Ltd
www.springeronline.com

Stenlake Publishing Ltd
www.stenlake.co.uk

Stride Publications
www.stridebooks.co.uk

Sussex Academic Press
www.sussex-academic.co.uk

Sutton Publishing Ltd
www.suttonpublishing.co.uk

Sweet & Maxwell
www.sweetandmaxwell.co.uk

Taschen UK Ltd
www.taschen.co.uk

Taylor & Francis Books Ltd
www.tandf.co.uk/books/

Thames & Hudson Ltd
www.thamesandhudson.com

Time Warner Book Group UK
www.twbg.co.uk

Titan Books
www.titanbooks.com

Transworld Publishers
www.booksattransworld.co.uk

Usborne Publishing Ltd
www.usborne.com

V&A Publications
www.vandashop.co.uk

Virgin Books Ltd
www.virginbooks.com

University of Wales Press
www.wales.ac.uk/press

Walker Books Ltd
www.walkerbooks.co.uk

Ward Lock Educational Co. Ltd
www.wardlockeducational.com

The Watts Publishing Group Ltd
www.wattspublishing.co.uk

Websters International Publishers Ltd
www.websters.co.uk

Which? Ltd
http://bookshop.which.co.uk

Whittet Books Ltd
www.whittetbooks.com

Wiley Europe Ltd
http://eu.wiley.com

Philip Wilson Publishers Ltd
www.philip-wilson.co.uk

The Women’s Press
www.the-womens-press.com

Woodhead Publishing Ltd
www.woodhead-publishing.com

Yale University Press
www.yalebooks.co.uk

Zoë Books Ltd
www.zoebooks.co.uk

http://www.salariya.com
http://www.scalapublishers.com
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Book Prizes and Awards

American Book Award
An annual award given in recognition of literary achievement by an American
author, intended to be more open in terms of age, sex, race and genre of writing
than other awards.

Australian/Vogel Literary Award
A prize given by Australian publishers Allen and Unwin for an outstanding
unpublished manuscript by an author under the age of 35.

Author’s Club Awards
Two awards made annually for outstanding works of literature, one for a first
work of fiction and the other for a non-fiction work on architecture and the arts,
each of £1,000.

BA/Book Data Author Of The Year Awards
A prize of £1,000 given to a British or Irish published author who has made the
most impact over the course of the year according to a survey of bookshops.

BBC4 Samuel Johnson Prize
A prestigious prize for non-fiction writing, running since 1999. Each finalist
receives £2,500 and the winner £30,000.

Betty Trask Awards
A total prize fund of £25,000, administered by the Society of Authors, for
authors of an outstanding first novel ‘of a romantic or traditional nature’.

Booktrust Early Years Awards
A prize given for outstanding illustrated books for pre-school children, running
since 1999.

Bram Stoker Awards
A set of prizes honouring ‘superior achievement’ in horror writing, given for
novels, short stories and anthologies by the Horror Writer’s Association.

British Academy Book Prize
An award that honours academic books on the humanities and social sciences,
which are written to appeal to a non-specialist audience.

Caldicott Medal
A prestigious award given by the American Library Association to the writer of
an outstanding American illustrated book for children.

Carnegie Medal
An award made by CILIP to the writer of an outstanding book for children,
written in English and published during the previous year in the UK.

Cholmondley Award
A prize of £2,000 given to each of four poets each year, running since 1966.

Commonwealth Writer’s Prize
Awards up to £10,000 each for outstanding books and first novels from the
Commonwealth areas, Africa, the Caribbean, Canada and South-East Asia.



Book Prizes and Awards continued

David Cohen British Literature Prize
An award given for lifetime achievement in the field of literature, administered
by the Arts Council. The prize includes money to be used to fund further work.

Duff Cooper Award
A prize of £3, 000 given for the best work of history, biography or political
science published in English or French.

Dundee Book Prize
An award of £6,000 and the chance of publication, awarded every two years for
an unpublished manuscript.

Elizabeth Longford Prize for Historical Biography
Awards a prize of £3,000 for a work of historical biography published in the
year preceding the awards.

Encore Award
A prize of £10,000 administered by the Society of Authors, given for an
outstanding second novel published in the English language in the UK.

Eric Gregory Trust Fund Awards
A total prize fund of £24,000, to be shared between 4-6 authors of a published
or unpublished collection of poetry.

George Orwell Memorial Prize
An award of £1,000 given for a political book, either fiction or non-fiction,
which is accessible to a non-academic audience.

Guardian Award
A prestigious award for works of children’s literature published in the UK
during the preceding year, given by the Guardian Newspaper.

Guardian First Book Award
A prize for an outstanding piece of new writing published in the UK during the
preceding year, given by the Guardian Newspaper.

Hans Christian Andersen Awards
An international prize presented every other year to authors and illustrators who
have made a ‘lasting contribution’ to children’s literature. Winners receive a
gold medal.

Hawthornden Prize
An award given for ‘a work of imaginative literature’. It is one of the oldest
awards, running since 1919.

Hemingway Foundation/PEN Awards
A prize given to a first novel or book of short stories by an American author,
founded by Ernest Hemingway’s widow Mary in 1976.

Independent Foreign Fiction Prize
An award now administered by the Arts Council which honours works
translated into English and published in the UK. The winning author and
translator both receive £5,000.



Book Prizes and Awards continued

James Tait Black Memorial Prizes
Two awards given annually for works of fiction and biography, worth £3,000
each. It is one of the oldest literary awards still in operation, running since
1919.

John Llewellyn Rhys Prize
An award of £3,000 funded by the Mail on Sunday, given to an outstanding
British or Commonwealth author under the age of 35.

John Newbery Medal
A prestigious award given by the American Library Association for an
outstanding American work of children’s literature.

J. R. Ackerley Prize for Autobiography
A prize of £1000 and a silver Dupont pen given for an outstanding work of
autobiography by a British author, published in English.

Kate Greenaway Medal
An award made by CILIP to the writer of an outstanding illustrated book for
children. The book must be written in English and have been published in the
United Kingdom during the year preceding the presentation of the award.

Kerrie Group Irish Fiction Award
An annual prize of EUR10,000 for a published Irish author.

Kiriyama Prize
A double award given annually for the best fiction and non-fiction works which
promote inter-cultural understanding between the West and the countries of
South Asia.

Man Booker Prize for Fiction (also known as The Booker Prize)
A highly-prestigious award given to an author in the UK or Commonwealth,
including a cash prize of £50,000 and also assuring some degree of literary
success.

Man Booker International Prize
The international partner of the Man Booker Prize, given to an outstanding
author whose work is generally available in English translation, with a cash
prize of £60,000.

Manchester Book Award
A recently-established award for children’s literature by a UK-resident author,
which is judged by school library reading groups.

McKitterick Prize
A prize of £4,000 given for an exceptional first novel by an author over the age
of 40.

Miles Franklin Literary Award
A prize of AU$28,000 given annually for an adult work of fiction depicting
Australian life and culture.



Book Prizes and Awards continued

National Book Awards
An annual honour given in four categories of literary works, administered by
the National Book Foundation in the US. The prize is $10,000 and a crystal
sculpture.

Nestlé Smarties Books Prize
An award organised by Booktrust, given for children’s books in 3 age
categories.

Nobel Prize in Literature An immensely prestigious award given each year to
an international author, with nominations made to the Swedish Academy. The
prize, amounting to more than £720,000, is presented to the winner by the King
of Sweden.

O. Henry Awards
Annual American awards given to exceptional short stories, especially those
which have made a ‘lasting contribution’ to the art of short story writing.

Orange Prize for Fiction
An award given for an outstanding original novel by a female author of any
nationality, published in the UK. The prize for the winner is £30,00 and a
bronze sculpture.

Prix Décembre
A prize given for French literary works at the end of the year, generally for less
conventional, ‘mainstream‘ works than the Prix Goncourt.

Prix des Deux Magots
An annual French literary prize which is awarded for new fiction, running since
1933.

Prix Femina
An award given for an outstanding literary work in the French language,
awarded by an exclusively female jury and sponsored by woman’s magazine
Femina.

Prix Goncourt
A highly-prestigious prize given annually by the Académie Goncourt for
‘imaginative prose’ in the French language.

Pulitzer Prizes
Annual awards given for works in fiction, non-fiction, history, poetry and
biography by American authors, preferably written on an American theme.

Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry
An award given for an outstanding book of verse by a UK or Commonwealth
citizen. The committee is chaired by the Poet Laureate.

Red House Children’s Book Award
An annual prize for children’s literature, judged by readers, which also
generates a Pick of the Year list of recommended titles.



Book Prizes and Awards continued

Royal Society of Literature Ondaatje Award
An honour given to a published work by a UK or Commonwealth author,
fiction or non-fiction, which best evokes the spirit of a place.

Saga Award for Wit
Awards a prize of £20,000 for a literary work by an author aged 50 or over
which displays wit and humour.

Sagittarius Prize
A prize of £4,000 given for an exceptional first novel by an author over the age
of 60.

Somerset Maugham Award
A prize of £6,000  to be spent on travel, awarded to an outstanding published
British author under the age of 35.

Stonewall Book Award
An award given to literary works with a gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgendered
(GLBT) theme, administered by the American Library Association.

Sunday Times Young Writer of the Year
Awards a purse of £5,000 to a published author in the UK under the age of 35.

Tir Na N-og Awards
An award in three categories celebrating Welsh-language literary works in
fiction and non-fiction and for English language fiction by a Welsh author.

Wheatley Medal
A collaborative award administered by CILIP and sponsored by The Society of
Indexers and Nielsen BookData, given for an outstanding printed index in a
reference work.

Whitbread Book Awards
A set of literary awards given in 5 categories for best novel, first novel,
children’s book, poetry and biography, each winner receiving £5,000 and the
overall winner receiving £25,000.

William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award
A prize given for a book with a sporting theme (excluding almanacs and
listings), with a cash prize of £15,000 and other prizes worth £5,000.

WH Smith Literary Award
An annual honour given in the UK for literary works in English, including those
in translation and by international authors, running since 1959.



International Book Fairs

Name of Fair Month Place

Cairo International Book Fair January Cairo (Egypt)

Calcutta Book Fair January Calcutta (India)

World Book Fair February New Delhi (India)

Feria Internacional del Libro February Mexico City (Mexico)

Jerusalem International Book Fair February Jerusalem (Israel)

London International Book Fair March London (UK)

Salon du Livre March Paris (France)

Bologna Children’s Book Fair March/April Bologna (Italy)

Salon International du Livre April/May Geneva (Switzerland)

Feria Internacional del Libro April/May Bogota (Colombia)

Feria Internacional del Libro April/May Buenos Aires (Argentina)

Warsaw International Book Fair May Warsaw (Poland)

BookExpo America May Various cities (USA)

Singapore International Book Fair May/June Singapore

BookExpo Canada June Toronto (Canada)

Hong Kong Book Fair July Hong Kong

Tokyo International Book Fair July Tokyo (Japan)

Philippine Book Fair September Manila (Philippines)

Beijing Book Fair September Beijing (China)

Moscow International Book Fair September Moscow (Russia)

Liber October Barcelona/Madrid (Spain)

Frankfurt Book Fair October Frankfurt (Germany)

Salon du Livre November Montreal (Canada)

Antwerp Book Fair November Antwerp (Belgium)



Greek Alphabet

Uppercase Lowercase Name Roman equivalent
� � Alpha A
� � Beta B
� � Gamma G
� � Delta D
	 
 Epsilon E
� � Zeta Z
 � Eta H
� � Theta Th
� � Iota I
� � Kappa K
� � Lambda L
� � Mu M
� � Nu N
� � Xi X
� � Omicron O
�  Pi P
! " Rho R
# $ Sigma S
% & Tau T
' ( Upsilon U
) * Phi Ph
+ , Chi Ch
- . Psi Ps
/ 0 Omega O

Diacritics

Acute accent é Horn t’

Bar ð Macron â

Breve ã Ogonek ø

Cedilla ç Ring å
Circumflex â Slash ø
Double acute û Tilde ñ
Grave accent è Umlaut ü



Fonts:

Examples of commonly-used serif fonts:

Times:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Book Antiqua

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Bookman Old Style
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890£$%&@[]{}

Century

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Garamond

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Georgia

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Nimrod
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Palatino

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

(All fonts shown in 10pt typesize)



Fonts continued:

Examples of commonly-used sans-serif fonts:

Arial:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ(,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Helvetica:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Frutiger:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Century Gothic:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Trade Gothic
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Univers:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ(,.;:!?)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Verdana:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Trebuchet MS:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

(All fonts shown in 10pt typesize)



Fonts continued:

Examples of commonly-used monospaced fonts:

Courier:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Lucida Console:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

OCR-A:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

OCR-B:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (,.;:!?)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890 £$%&@[]{}

Examples of display and specialist fonts:

Wingdings:
��������	
�������������������� !
"#$%&'()*+,-./0123456789:;<=>?@A
BCDEFGHIJKLMNO

Webdings:
��������������	�
�������������������
���������������������� �!�"�#�$�%�&�'�(
)�*�+�,�-�.�/�0�1�2�3�4�5�6�7�8�9�:�;
<�=�>�?�@�A�B�C�D�E�F�G�H�I�J�K�L�M�N

EuropeanPi:
��������	
��������������� ���� !"#�$%&'()*+,-
./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFG�������
�	
�������������������� � !"#$%&'(
)*+,-./0123456789:;<=>?@ABC

(All fonts shown in 10pt typesize)



Resources on the Web

Publishing (associations):

Association of Learned and Professional Society Publishers
The international trade association for not-for-profit publishers in the UK.
www.alpsp.org

International Publishers Association
An organisation of book and journal publishers world-wide, with consultative
relations with the United Nations.
www.ipa-uie.org

Publishing Association
“The leading trade organisation serving book, journal and electronic publishers
in the UK.”
www.publishers.org.uk

Society of Young Publishers
An organisation open to people aged 18-35 working in the publishing trade.
Offers newsletters, speakers meeting, a job database and more.
www.thesyp.org.uk

Women in Publishing
Career development and support specifically aimed at women working in
publishing.
www.wipub.org.uk

Publishing (resources):

BookFind-Online
A subscription service run by Nielsen BookData, offering a fully searchable,
web based bibliographic tool with content-rich data updated daily.
www.bookfind-online.com

The Bookseller
A leading information service for those in the book business.
www.thebookseller.com

Media Guardian
A print and online news service for media professionals, including a
recruitment section.
http://media.guardian.co.uk

Nielsen BookData
Bibliographic data services for booksellers, publishers and librarians.
www.bookdata.co.uk

Publishers Weekly (US)
The online version of the print journal, serving US publishers and booksellers.
www.publishersweekly.com

Publishing Central (US)
An information resource on all aspects of print and electronic publishing.
www.publishingcentral.com

http://www.alpsp.org
http://www.ipa-uie.org
http://www.publishers.org.uk
http://www.thesyp.org.uk
http://www.wipub.org.uk
http://www.bookfind-online.com
http://www.thebookseller.com
http://media.guardian.co.uk
http://www.bookdata.co.uk
http://www.publishersweekly.com
http://www.publishingcentral.com


Resources on the Web continued

Publishing News
A leading information service for those in the book business.
www.publishingnews.co.uk

PubList
Internet-based reference for information on domestic and international print and
electronic publications.
www.publist.com

Editorial and proofreading:

Bookcraft
Provides publishing consultancy, editorial, design, proofreading and training
services.
www.bookcraft.co.uk

Chapterhouse
An editorial training centre which offers distance learning, classroom and
bespoke in-house classes developing skills such as proofreading.
www.chapterhousepublishing.co.uk

Copyediting.co.uk
A blog website which offers first-hand advice on breaking into freelance
copyediting and proofreading work.
www.copyediting.co.uk

The Publishing Training Centre at Book House
Offers distance learning courses in all aspects of publishing, including
copyediting, proofreading, IT skills, production, marketing and rights.
www.train4publishing.co.uk

Society for Editors and Proofreaders
A UK membership organisation which provides accredited training in
proofreading and editorial services.
www.sfep.org.uk

Printing:

British Printing Industries Federation
A membership organisation for those working in the print industry, with
technical and training advice.
www.britishprint.com

The British Association for Print and Communication
A trade organisation representing the interests of the printing industry.
www.bapc.co.uk

International Printers’ Network
“The world’s foremost global alliance of leading edge companies in the
printing, visual communications and graphic arts industry.”
www.ipn.cc

http://www.publishingnews.co.uk
http://www.publist.com
http://www.bookcraft.co.uk
http://www.chapterhousepublishing.co.uk
http://www.copyediting.co.uk
http://www.train4publishing.co.uk
http://www.sfep.org.uk
http://www.britishprint.com
http://www.bapc.co.uk
http://www.ipn.cc


Resources on the Web continued

Printers’ Charitable Corporation
A benevolent society which provides financial aid to those in the print industry.
www.britnett.net/pcc

PrintWeek
The online home of the journal, serving printing professionals in the UK.
www.printweek.com

Vision in Print
An organisation dedicated to improving performance in the printing industry.
www.visioninprint.co.uk

Papermaking:

Confederation of European Paper Industries
A non-profit-making organisation, representing some 900 pulp, paper and
board-producing companies across Europe.
www.cepi.org

Confederation of Paper Industries
“The authoritative and effective voice of the UK’s paper-related industries.”
www.paper.org.uk

Paper Online
An educational site covering all aspects of papermaking.
http://www.paperonline.org

Pira
A leading commercial consultancy for industries such as packaging, paper,
printing and publishing.
www.piranet.com

TAPPI
The technical association for the pulp and paper industry worldwide.
www.tappi.org

Online reference tools:

Bartleby
Free searchable online access to major reference works.
www.bartleby.com

The British Library
Online research services and collection information from the UK’s national
library.
http://www.bl.uk

European Library
“A portal which offers access to the combined resources (books, magazines,
journals... both digital and non-digital) of the 45 national libraries of Europe.”
www.theeuropeanlibrary.org

http://www.britnett.net/pcc
http://www.printweek.com
http://www.visioninprint.co.uk
http://www.cepi.org
http://www.paper.org.uk
http://www.paperonline.org
http://www.piranet.com
http://www.tappi.org
http://www.bartleby.com
http://www.bl.uk
http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org


Resources on the Web continued

KnowUK
A digital reference library with access to more than 100 reference books.
www.knowuk.co.uk

Xrefer
A digital reference library offering online access to over 200 reference books to
subscribers.
www.xrefer.com

Other related links:

Adobe
Software for producing high-quality print and electronic documents.
www.adobe.com

Book Aid International
A UK charity which supports literacy, education, training and publishing
initiatives in developing countries.
www.bookaid.org

Bookseller’s Association
Representing book retail outlets in the UK.
www.booksellers.org.uk

Consortium of Research Libraries in the UK
An organisation campaigning for the development of distributed libraries
through the use of electronic publishing.
www.curl.ac.uk

Institute of Bookbinding and Associated Trades
An information resource and discussion forum for the bookbinding trade.
www.hewit.com/sd4-ibat.htm

Journal of Electronic Publishing
A searchable online archive of articles from the print journal.
www.press.umich.edu/jep

Society of Authors
A UK organisation which aims “to protect the rights and further the interests of
authors”.
www.societyofauthors.org

Society of Indexers
Promoting “indexing, the quality of indexes and the profession of indexing”.
www.indexers.org.uk

World Wide Web Consortium
Developing standards and guidelines for publishing on the Web
www.w3.org

http://www.knowuk.co.uk
http://www.xrefer.com
http://www.adobe.com
http://www.bookaid.org
http://www.booksellers.org.uk
http://www.curl.ac.uk
http://www.hewit.com/sd4-ibat.htm
http://www.press.umich.edu/jep
http://www.societyofauthors.org
http://www.indexers.org.uk
http://www.w3.org





